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HEY! Look Who's Here!

They're back again—
Tugboat Annie and Capt.

Bullwinkle—-the most

lovable characters who

ever appeared in Satur-

day Evening Post fiction

— coming to life on the

screen just as you've

pictured them — in the

happiest hit of any year

Annie

MARJORIE RAMBEAU • ALAN HALE

RONALD REAGAN • JANE WYMAN
Directed by LEWIS SEILER

From the screenplay by Walter de Leon

A WARNER BROS— First National Picture

Based on the Saturday

Evening Post stories

by NORMAN
REILLY RAINE



IF
someone told you that you

were guilty of halitosis (bad

breath), you'd probably feel humili-

ated beyond words.

Unfortunately, friends do not tell

you ... the subject is too delicate. So

you go blindly on, perhaps offending

needlessly. Remember, halitosis is one

of the commonest and most offensive

conditions which anyone may have.

Every woman should suspect its

presence and do something about it.

Clever ones do so and their reward

is an easier path to popularity. Wall-

flowers who overlook it can't com-

plain if wallflowers they remain.

Take This Precaution

Instead of taking your breath for

granted, remember that it may be "off

color" and use Listerine Antiseptic

everyday as a mouth rinse. It is such an

easy, delightful, and effective precau-

tion . . . one which helps you to appear

at your best socially or in business.

Some cases of halitosis are due to

systemic conditions, but most cases,

say some authorities, are due to fer-

mentation of tiny food particles on

teeth, mouth, and gums. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermen-

tation and then overcomes the odors

it causes. Your breath quickly be-

comes sweeter, purer, less likely to

offend.

A Hint to Men

Men can be bad offenders in this

matter, so if you adroitly suggest the

use of Listerine Antiseptic to rhem,

you'll be doing them a real favor.

Lambert Phafmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

a Let LISTERINE look after your breath
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Although we've never had our face

lifted, we do know what it's like to feel

young all of a sudden.
* *

There was Mickey Rooney at the drums,
there was Judy Garland at the voice,

and there were we and all the audience

at our happiest.

That trip to see "Strike Up The Band"
was a trip to the Fountain of Youth.

It started us singing. Usually our vocal
efforts are confined to the marbled halls

of the shower-room, but after seeing

this new M-G-M sooper dooper musical
smash, our little voice went pattering
all over the house.

The boys and girls in the picture get

the plot inspiration from Maestro Paul
Whiteman himself. Over the years
Whiteman has deserved the title His
Royal Highness of Rhythm. Paul's
music never palls.

We have a flock of bouquets to pass

around on this one. We'll toss a few to

Arthur Freed, the hit Ascap song-writer

who turned producer ; to Busby Berkeley

,

the director; and to those brother rats,

Monks and Finklehoffe, who wrote the
screen play.

When you hear "Our Love Affair",

others will hear you. It's more than a
melody, it's an infection.

But the final repeat rave must be held

for those incomparable artists of the
present and future, those babes in arms,
Rooney and Garland. We call them
Punch and Judy, because punch is what
they've got.

It's remarkable the way M-G-M keeps
up the parade of hits. This summer has
revealed "The Mortal Storm", "Pride
and Prejudice", "New Moon", "Andy
Hardy Meets Debutante", "I Love
You Again", not to mention the record-

breaking "Boom Town."

That leaves you all set for the master-
piece, "Escape" (Norma Shearer and
Robert Taylor) as well as this month's
delightful "Third Finger, Left Hand"
(Myrna Loy and Melvyn Douglas).

*

No wonder
we're
singing
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The exciting, romantic

novel is even more

exciting on the screen!

NORMA SHEARER
ROBERT TAYLOR

with

CONRAD VEIDT • NAZIMOVA
FELIX BRESSART • ALBERT BASSERMAN
PHILIP DORN • BONITA GRANVILLE

A MERVYN LeROY Production

Screen Play by Arch Oboler and Marguerite Roberts

Based on the Novel ''Escape" by Ethel Vance

Directed by MERVYN LeROY

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
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D ARBARA HUTTON and Cary Grant
D have more fun when they are out to-

gether than any other couple in town. The
other night at the Little Hungary the en-

tertainment was scorned and each person
present had eyes only for Cary and Bar-
bara. Their infectious gayety put everyone
in a hilarious mood. Don't be too surprised

if they wed when Babs' divorce from Count
von Reventlow becomes final.

VERY few people know that when a baby
works in a picture, no matter how small

the role, the California state law holds the

studio responsible for the infant's health for

six months thereafter. ... It is rumored
that Claudette Colbert will spend some time
soon on the island of Martinique in the

Caribbean—just because she has a yearning
to set foot on French soil once again. . . .

Every unfeeling Hollywood gossip hound
seems to be vicariously waiting for the

day when he can broadcast the fact that

Clark Gable and Carole Lombard are feud-

ing. That won't happen soon. The only
point these two fight about is the amount
of luggsore Carole can manage to find in-

dispensable on camping and fishing trips.

DY UNDERGROUND, it comes to be
known that Patty McCarthy, Dorothy

Lamour's knockout secretary, has Dottie a
little worried, if not envious. Patty, some-
how, is getting around town with all the
right swains in much faster time than
Dorothy ever did, and Patty has never
once been seen in a sarong. No wonder
Miss Lamour is a little irked ! If you do
any night prowling in Hollywood you're
sure to run into Patty McCarthy. During
the day Patty is a prosaic secretary, but,

Cinderella-like, night-fall finds her the envi-

ous delight of the town's discerning males.

ANN SHERIDAN is the laziest white
woman in Hollywood when it comes

to exercise of any kind. She doesn't care
for any exertion more violent than a swift
game of bean bag. When some writer
hinted that she was getting just a little

hippy, George Brent had a perfect excuse
for a gag. He first presented her with a
bicycle, then a rowing machine; he fol-

lowed that with boxing gloves, foils for
fencing, tennis rackets—and, to top the gag,
a thick-padded mat to use for setting-up
exercises. Ann didn't take the hint. She has
all her reducers put away in storage.

(Continued on page 13)

Earl Carroll with Sandra Jolley, at right,

whom he selected as one of the 100 most
beautiful showgirls in Hollywood. She
makes her screen debut in "A Night at
Earl Carroll's." Sandra was born in

Newark, N. J., and Carroll says Miss
Jo ley is typical of the Metropolitan
beauty—tall, stately, and sophisticated.
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W,ucky everybody who enjoys the finest

in motion picture entertainment. For here's

Paramount with a grand college football picture,

"THE QUARTERBACK", featuringWayne Morris and

Virginia Dale, directed by H. Bruce Humberstone.

Yes, and Dorothy Lamour, Robert Preston, and

Preston Foster in a heart-searing drama of the

teakwood forests, "MOON OVER BURMA", with

Doris Nolan and Albert Basserman, directed by

Louis King. Dick Powell and Ellen Drew in

"CHRISTMAS IN JULY", with Raymond Walburn,

a completely new kind of comedy, written and

directed by Preston Sturges, whose "The Great

McGinty" is the talk of the country. And, most

exciting of all, the Claudette Colbert-Ray Milland

starrer, "ARISE MY LOVE", directed by Mitchell

Leisen...Claudette's grandest heart-picture in years.

with the Loveliest Ladies in Hollywood to Entertain Him!

SCREENLAND 7



Delight Evans' Reviews on Pages 58-59

Kit Carson-Edward Small-United Artists

An action-packed Western h Jon

Hall in the role of Kit Carson

fio-hter and Army scout. It s anox

cfting chapter in the wmnmg o.f^
associated with the dar n-

d hos.

Carson. It shows wagon train,

tile Indians in the fight tor ^

independence Hall feiIs tuU

y

role of the brave ^£d
*£ t0 make

thrills and > diaJ\Zh°B
°

a
P
r?s in the cast

it entertaining. Lynn riari

Dance Girl, Dance-RKO-Radio

This is a'romantic drama of backstage

chorus girl life in which Maureen O Hara

plays aVugglmg young fnc er and -u-

cille Ball plays Bubbles a ^lesque

aueen Maureen is seen in artistic ballet

sequences and Lucille does some torrid

song and dance numbers which.are plenty

hot and we mean plenty ho !
Louis Ha -

ward is the rich playboy m whom both

dancers are interested. Some may find

fhe burlesque numbers carried too far.

Hired Wife— Universal

A lively comedy in which Rosalind

Russell plays Kendal Bromnmg, Brian

Aherne's indispensable secretai^. Brian

has a weakness for blondes Virginia

Bruce in particular, but Kendal who s m
love with her boss, complicates things

nicely to keep Brian from marrying Vir-
" nL—and gets her man. Hilarious sit-

uations and dialogue afford many laughs

Bob Benchley adds to fun. John Carroll

is the lover who squares the triangle.

The Return of Frank James—20th Century-Fox

This sequel to "Jesse James," last year s

popular film, continues the exploits of the

notorious James boys and shows how

Frank James avenges the cowardly mur-

der of his brother. The picture starts off

with scenes from the first film, showing

the murder of Jesse by his traitorous

friends, the Ford brothers (John Carra-

dine and Charles Tannen). Henry Fonda

is excellent as Frank. Other good perform-

ances bv Gene Tierney, Jackie Cooper.

J

He Stayed for Breakfast—Columbia

Meant strictly for sophisticated au-

diences, the dialogue and situations m this

bedroom farce, which pokes fun at com-

munism, are hilarious. Melvyn Douglas

plays a communist who hides m Loretta

Young's apartment after taking a shot at

her ex-husband. Eugene Pallette, a cap-

italist While sheltering him, Loretta falls

in love with Paul and he forgets the revo-

lution. Loretta's gowns are something

and can be blamed for Paul deserting his

"party" Loretta and Douglas, excellent.

SCREENLAND



Young People—20th Century-Fox

Shirley Temple does her last

picture for 20th Century-Fox and

once more proves what a grand lit-

tle trouper she is. It's a tale of a

a vaudeville team, composed of

Jack Oakie and Charlotte Green-

wood, who adopt Shirley, and re-

tire from show business to settle

down in a hostile, straight-laced

town. They give up trying to make

friends with the town's citizens un-

til Tack becomes the town's hero.

Oakie and Miss Greenwood, fine.

I Love You Again— M-G-M

Myrna Loy and William Powell,

who "appeared together in the "Thin

Man" series, are reunited
_
in this

screamingly funny film which pre-

sents Bill as an amnesia victim.

He's a sanctimonious small-town

man who reverts to his former

identity of nine years ago—a con-

fidence man—when he's hit on the

head. The situations are incredible,

but that's what makes it the goofy

picture it is. Myrna's good and

charming, but Powell's at his best.

Dancing On a Dime— Paramount

This peppy screen musical is

about a group of talented and am-
bitious youngsters who are strand-

ed when the WPA Theatre Project

is disbanded. They can't pay their

rent so they move into an old thea-

ter. While dancing and clowning,

they get the idea of putting on a

show, and produce a hit. Not much
of a story, but has catchy tunes,

and the kids, Robert Paige, Grace

McDonald, Peter Hayes,
_
Eddie

Quillan, work hard to entertain you.

Easier to fire Helen

than to say "You Need Mum

Life's more fun . . . success is surer . . . for the

girl who guards her charm with Mum!

WHY didn't somebody tip Helen off?

One of the other girls could have

done it. But it's hard to mention a fault

like underarm odor. That's why every girl

should use Mum each day.

Nowadays in business—if a girl's not

smart enough to know the penalties of

offending, she's just not smart enough!

It's so easy to understand that underarms

perspire . . . that a bath, while it's grand

for past perspiration, can't prevent risk of

odor to come!

That task goes to Mum! For Mum is

especially made to keep underarms fresh

—not by stopping the perspiration—-but by

neutralizing the odor. Mum guards the

charm of thousands of girls each and

every day.

MUM SAVES TIME! 30 seconds and you're

through. Slip right into your dress.

MUM SAVES CLOTHES! The American

Institute of Laundering Seal tells you

Mum is harmless to fabrics. And you'll

find Mum so safe, that even after under-

arm shaving it won't irritate your skin.

MUM SAVES CHARM! And charm is very

important to any girl—in business—or in

love! Get Mum at your druggist's today.

Be sure you're safe from underarm odor.

Use Mum every day!

ON JOBS AND ON DATES—MUM GUARDS CHARM

MUM

} TO HERSELF:

| HECTIC OFFICE DAYS

|
NEVER BOTHER ME!

J
I'M ALWAYS CERTAIN

j
MUM KEEPS

UNDERARMS FRESH
AND SWEET...

For Sanitary Napkins —

Thousands of women use

MumforSanitaryNapkms
because they know that it's

safe, gentle. Always use

Aiian this important way.

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCRJEENLAND 9



WHEN you can't breathe through your

nostrils because they are stopped up

by a cold, insert a little Mentholatum.
Soothing Mentholatum clears the mucus-

clogged passages, lets in air. It clears the

way for breathing comfort.

Opens

STOPPED-UP
s* NOSTRILS
^S' due to colds

MENTHOLATUM
Gives COMFORT Daily

TRAIN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!
Trained Artists are capable of earning S30,
550, $7 5 a week. Our practical, spare-time
training makes it fun to learn COMMERCIAL
ART, ILLUSTRATING and CARTOONING all
in one course. No previous training' necessary.

t

Write for details of course in free book, "Art'
for Pleasure & Profit". State age. _
STUDIO 171 J P, WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART

1115— 15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON, D. C.

Make Your
Eyes Whisper

Every smart girl can possess that wide-

eyed, limpid loveliness that adds so much

to charm.The secret is KURLASH, the dainty

eyelash curler. It curls back lashes from

your eyes in a half -minute jiffy — minus

beat, cosmetics or practice. Makes eyes

appear brighter, larger, lovelier. $1.00

';'\ KURLENE, the scientific oily-base

I
1k0 cream, keeps company with

Kurlash! Stroked on lashes and
brows, to enhance their dark
luxuriant beauty. $.50

KURLASH
The Only Complete Eye- Beauty Line

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.

ROCHESTER, N. Y. CANADA TORONTO 3— — — — — — — -»— — — — — ™-|
I

Write Jane Heath. Dept. Bll, for generous trial tube of
Kurlene (send 10c in coin or stamps*. Receive free chart
analysis of your eye3 and bow to make the most of them. *

mm

Rites Hayworth's original

ideas for interior deco-

rating are as luscious

as she looks! Don't miss

that spaghetti recipe

THE young Frank Judsons—Mrs. Jud-
son is better known as Rita Hayworth
—bought their home before it was quite

finished, so they had all the fun of deciding
on its decoration. They selected paint, wood
and wallpaper, and Rita, who has a flair

for design, could start at scratch with each
room.
They've lived in their house now for two

years, but it still looks as delightfully fresh
and new as a bride's house. Outside it's

white frame and stone with flagged walk
and green lawn, set on a street of attractive
California houses. There's a garden full of
flowers all year round—wouldn't you ex-
pect Rita to have gardenias in her front

10 SCRE ENLAND



One of the screen's real beauties, Rita is also a real home-

maker. See, on facing page, her table set with amusing mats

she crocheted herself. Left, her Mexican dancing hat now

used as a decoration. Above, in her white-and-beige bedroom.

yard? Well, she has bushes laden with

them. Every time you go to see her, you'll

find bowls of them inside.

"We loved doing the house," confided

Rita, verv smart in an ice blue wool sports

dress. "I think if I hadn't been an actress,

I'd have gone in for interior decorating.

It's fascinating! This house is modern

Colonial, but it's adapted to almost any

style. My living room is Swedish modern,

the dining room and my bedroom are

French, my husband's room is early Amer-
ican, the den is English, the back patio is

California-Mexican, and the kitchen is

modern American."
It may sound like a wild mixture, but it

doesn't look like one. The rooms harmonize

beautifully. The sand-colored rugs in hall,

dining room and living room, the gleaming

white of the woodwork and the Venetian

blinds make a neutral, common background.

"I like warm colors in a living room,

she explained. "The couch here was first a

sort ot ashes of roses, but it looked dirty

and dull, so I changed it to dubonnet ;
that

chair was an ashen rose too, but now it's

tomato red."

There are chairs of deep turquoise and

clear lemon yellow, and two turquoise vases

(Continued on page 96)
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Take a hint from millions ofwomen
— remember it's time for M9DOL
Midol is a new formula developed for one
purpose—to relieve the functional pain of

menstruation. Millions of women who have
learned about Midol now find they can face

their trying days without dread, and live

through them in active comfort.
Try Midol, to know how much relief and

physical freedom you're missing without its

help. Midol contains no opiates. One com-
forting ingredient is prescribed frequently
by thousands of doctors. Another ingredient,
exclusively in Midol, increases the relief

by reducing spasmodic pain peculiar to the
menstrual period.

If you have no organic disorder demand-
ing surgical or medical treatment, Midol
should help you. If it doesn't, consult your
doctor. Five Midol tablets, enough for a
convincing trial, only 20£; 12 tablets for 40ff.

All drugstores.

MtDOL
RELIEVES FUNCTIONAL PERIODIC PAIN

BUNIONS
Enlarged or Tender
Joints. Quick Relief!

Stop suffering! Get New
Super-Soft Dr. Scholl's
Zino-pads.Lift shoepres-
Sure. Soothe, cushion
the sensitive area. 630%
softer thanbefore! Don't
come off in bath. Cost
but a trifle. At all Drug,
Shoe, Dept. stores,
Toilet Goods counters.

D-rScho//sZinopads

WAKE UP
YOUR ^

EYE BEAUTY!
No matter what you've tried, see how much more in-
viting and glamorous your eyes look with the amaz-
ing new CAMILLECREAM MASCARA. Gives you
shimmering, longer-looking lashes. Makes your eyes
irresistibly appealing. No water needed ; smearproof,
stingproof, tearproof. And the smart colored vanity
keeps jrour purse clean. Try CAMILLE today!

Brown.Black.Blueatall 10c stores,
or send 10c (15c in Canada) coin
or stamps to Dept.S.

(MMLIE
49 EAST 21st STREET, N. Y. C.

10
« Complete -with

tube, brush
and vanity.

The Cat That Lives on

Hollywood Boulevard

WICKED Hollywood? Right smack In the middle of that legen-

dary lane is a cluttered hardware store window. Nails, seeds,

ant-poison, tools. And in the midst of all this miscellany, complacently

snoozes a fat, striped tabby-cat. She is highly prized by the proprie-

tor, as witness her special velvet mat. And well she should be, for

before the acquisition of the cat, some two years now, no one noticed

this anachronistic note on the Boulevard. They were all hurrying into

the Gotham next door, or Grauman'. Chinese just down the street.

But now, not only do the famous stars stop to admire this sleek

beauty, but many of our leading citizens make this window the objec-

tive of their nightly stroll with their dogs. Meanwhile, the object of

all this attention continues to yawn in her superior fashion, feeling

that not many cats can live in a window on Hollywood Boulevard.

12 SCREENLAND



BARRINGTON Sol 137.50

Engagumonl Ring 150.00

ROXANA Set 107 50

Engagement Ring 10000

62.50

50.00

Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 6

ON CLOSE inspection Hollywood is a

colossal study in cross purposes. Movie

personalities surround themselves with every

known device for keeping healthy and active

bv making exercise a convenient essential.

Then, on the other hand, all the benefits of

swimming-pools and riding horses are off-

set by efforts to surround themselves with

every labor-saving device yet invented. In

a well-known star's new home you are re-

lieved of even opening doors. Every one

throughout the house is automatically opened

by an electric eye when you approach it

and closed when you leave it.

| EAN ARTHUR flew into an honest-to-

J goodness tantrum when her pet burro,

which she acquired while making "Arizona,"

was detained at the state border. Jean goes

sentimental over animals and when she

thought her new pal, Lazarus Ward, (that's

the burro's name) was going to be refused

entry she went to bat for him. Her fears

were unfounded, however. The only reason

Lazarus was detained was that he was so

amusing that the officials hated to part with

Mm. They delayed him at their station for

a couple of days just for the laughs he

gave them.

NOW that Ida Lupino has made such

a hit in her rough and ready role in

"They Drive by Night," she has been typed

to such an extent that she is threatened

with becoming our newest rough thrill art-

ist. Walking along an edge of a lake in

"High Sierra" Humphrey Bogart is sup-

posed to plavfully push her into the water.

He nudged her and Ida made the scene

overly realistic. She fell into the lake, hit

her head on a submerged rock, and knocked

herself out completely.

DID you know that the biggest movie

showhouse in Japan is named the Gary

Cooper Theater? . . . You can criticize

Dorothv Lamour's acting but certainly not

her generosity. She gave a San Francisco

check-room girl $150 for finding her mis-

placed fur cape.

! IT WAS at Ciro's, and every appointment

I in the beautiful night club was as glamor-

ous as could be. Mary Pickford sparkled

her dazzling best for her guests. They

were properly appreciative and very much
amused each time the maitre d'hotel leaned

over Mary's shoulder and asked if the serv-

ice was satisfactory. Mary, with an im-

patient flutter of hands, dismissed him each

time with an assurance that everything was

fine. When the guests began to titter audibly

at this little game, Mary looked up at the

man for the first time. There, playing the

solicitous maitre d'hotel stood Douglas

Fairbanks, Jr.., grinning down at her. Mary,

not a little flustered, joined her guests m
the good-natured giggling in the joke on

herself.

WHENEVER Mitchell Leisen directs a

picture, you'll find, in a bit part, or

among the atmosphere players, a small

blonde woman who seems completely at

ease amid all the complicated excitement of

a movie set. She hasn't missed being in one

of Leisen's pictures for more than seven

years. Once, you could have heard her

name glibly mentioned in every remote

corner of the globe. No one seems to know
her now. She's Jean Acker, once the wife

of world-renowned Rudolph Valentino.

WOU'LL keep right on hearing that Mar-
/ lene Dietrich is squashing all of her

daughter Maria's acting ambitions. You^d

understand why if you could see Maria

now. She's a very adult young woman.
Now that Charlotte Greenwood is

again doing fancy acrobatics with those

famous legs of hers, she has taken out

$50,000 worth of insurance on them. . . .

George Raft has just been conceded a

minor Hollywood distinction—he has the

smallest foot of any male star in motion

pictures.

THE Hays office never got wise to the

• most extraordinary test that was ever

filmed in Hollywood. If they had, it would

never have been photographed. John Car-

radine plays a drunk in "Chad Hanna."

The character had to be a convincing drunk,

so Carradine implored the producer of the

picture to allow him to make a test when

he was actually blotto. He wanted to see

himself that way and study his movements

and reactions. (All for art, mind you!)

Nunnally Johnson, the producer, consented.

Watch for this bit of experimental realism

on the screen.

WAIT till all you girls see Tyrone in

his new picture, "The Califorman."

You're all going to be envious of his

chance to wear a wardrobe' of beautiful and

expensive silks and brocades. As a dandy-

ish early California bandit his wardrobe

will set 20th Century-Fox back more than

$15,000. That amount would more than

dress a couple of glamor girls in a super-

sophisticated picture. Ty usually spends

about $500 on clothes for an ordinary film.

Watch for complete fictionization of this

film in our next issue.

Screen land

THE almost constant sessions of lawyers

I with Maureen O'Hara and her mother

concern the vital questions of how to annul

the marriage to the young man Maureen

left behind in England. Her assistant di-

rector spouse and Maureen never lived to-

gether as man and wife, yet until she

appears in London, in person, no_ steps can

be taken to make her single again. It may
be years before she is able to return to

England. The only recourse will be to re-

sort to divorce proceedings, which can be

filed here.

CURPRISE parties in Hollywood usually

3 have their share of eye opening sensa-

tions. However, the uncontested sight of

the month, bar none, was the appearance

of rotund Jack Oakie at Graham Baker's

surprise birthday party. Guests were re-

quested to come in kiddy get-ups. Jack

arrived wearing nothing but a snow-white

abbreviated diaper! He made an impress!^

infant, all pink and dimpled—every ounce

of the whole 250 pounds of him.

IT WAS very embarrassing for the foreign

I actress being interviewed over the air,

but it was an incident that just naturally

brought a chuckle. The interviewer, to

lighten the trend of the questioning, face-

tiously asked, "What trio of ham actors

rose to fame by their dancing and singing :"

He was referring, of course, to the three

little pigs. The foreign girl didnt hear the

word ham. and started to enumerate.

"George Raft, and . .
." The ensuing up-

roar of laughter immediately drowned her

out. She still doesn't realize why what she

said was so funny.

(Continued on page 15)
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Judy Garland has reached the age where she

can play romantic roles. Above, in her star-

ring part in "Little Nellie Kelly," in which

she and George Murphy play Irish sweethearts.

Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 13

IACKIE COOPER please take a hint

!

J Everyone knows how fond you are of

playing the drums and everyone knows how
good you are. However, when you take out

a swell girl like Bonita Granville and al-

low her to sit alone at a table for two
while you spend an hour or more swinging

out with the orchestra boys, she's apt to

get just a little annoyed. Maybe you'll realize

how the girls feel when some night you
return to your table to find your date has

waltzed out on the arm of some other

young buck and left 3
Tou flat.

THE most amusing chuckle in town at the

moment is once again on Sam Goldwyn.
He met Betty Grable at a Hollywood party

;-*nd was very profuse in his praise of the

amazing success she has had lately. "If I

could only have found you." Sam went on,

"I would have starred you in musicals long

ago." Betty went weak at the unexpected-

ness of the praise, and with good reason.

She didn't have the nerve to tell Mr. Gold-
wyn that she had once bee"n under contract

to him for two whole years. Don't miss
Betty's next picture, "Down Argentine
Way." She does the rumba in it.

DID you ever see it to miss in Holly-
wood? It's always the smallest, most

insignificant things that, without fail, are

the actual starters of streaks of good luck
and good fortune. It happened quite by
accident that an M-G-M big shot saw
George Murphy all dressed up in a hand-
some policeman's outfit for a costume party,

and immediately put George into "Little

Nelly Kelly." George was so impressive as
a good-looking officer that you soon can
expect to see him in a series of cops and
robbers stories. His studio is dusting off a
number of them that thev own.

ALWAYS eager to do something dif-

> ferent—that's Irene Dunne ! When she

had some free time for a late summer vaca-

tion, she and her husband, Dr. Griffin,

decided to motor incognito through the

northern part of the state. They remained

unknown, all right! In fact, so pitifully

unrecognized in their old clothes and rented

car that when they got stuck witli the old

jalopy on a deserted mountain road it took

a whole day to persuade one passing car

to stop and give them some aid. That was
one time that Irene Dunne, the movie star,

was ignored by her public.

CURT BOIS, whom you'll remember as

the comedy tailor in "Boom Town,"

adds another incident to the interesting,

ever-growing commentary on Hollywood.

For a solid year he didn't get one day's

work in pictures. Then came his perform-

ance in "The Lady in Question," which was
hailed as a most brilliant portrayal. The
following day he was showered with offers

of jobs, praise, and countless telegrams,

messages and letters. The most amusing to

Curt was one from his laundry. "Congratu-

lations," it said, "we knew you'd do it,

you only needed the right opportunity. We
knew we'd never lose one of our best cus-

tomers !"

ALL of Hollywood is mulling the identity

> of the actor who has taken to flying a

kite from atop the Plaza Hotel at Holly-

wood and Vine. It sounds to me as if it

might be Orson Welles. . . . Propaganda

favoring Latin lovers: Desi Arnaz' studio

gives out that he dislocated four vertabrae

in a love scene with Ann Miller in "Too
Many Girls." Whew! . . . Did you know
that every fourth pay check of both John
Payne and his pretty wife, Anne Shirley,

goes into a trust fund for the new addition

to their family?

A FEW years back Clark Gable owned a

very swanky car. The body was low-

slung, with dazzling chromium from stem

to stern. The gaudy paint job made the car

recognizable blocks away. Clark finally had

to give up his foreign-made pet because it

attracted too much attention. Now the

Gable stigma still clings to the machine.

It's owned by an executive of a large cor-

poration here. He uses it, specifically, to

show visiting officials about Southern Cali-

fornia. They get a big kick out of riding in

a car once owned by Clark Gable.

(Continued on page 17)

HOURS

Amazing
suppositories
continuous in

action for hours.
SAFE in action!

#Wherever you go you hear women willing to

rave about a wonderfully advanced method of

feminine hygiene. A dainty method that is safe

—gives continuous action for hours without the

use of poison—yet kills germs at contact.

Called Zonitors—these dainty, snow white
suppositories spread a greaseless protective

coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize—not by
temporarily masking—but by destroying odor.

Zonitors are most powerful continuous-ac-

tion suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to deli-

cate tissues. Non-caustic, contain no poison.

Don't burn. Even help promote healing.

Greaseless, Zonitors are completely remov-
able with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed

in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Fol-

low this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene
women are raving about.

FREE
revealing booklet, sent in plain en-

velope, write Zonitors, Dept 2109 A
Chrysler Bldg., New York City

Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Order4salve. Post Card will do

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 169 WOODSBORO. MARYLAND.

Cth&i /toteandffi/HfS
v

' is, rings and emble
clubs. Attractive pr
quality, gold plated

:n_. -jOO designs.

Dept. W, METAL ARTS CO
,

Inc., Rochester, N. Y

—URGENT!

—

message to women suffering functional

FEMALE WEAKNESS
Few women today are free from
some sign of functional trouble.

Maybe you've noticed YOURSELF
getting- restless, moody, nervous,

depressed lately—your work too

much for you

—

Then why not try Lydia E.

Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
to help quiet weary, hysterical

nerves, relieve monthly pain

(cramps, backache, headache) and

weak dizzy spells

due to functional

disorders.

For over 60
years Pinkham's
Compound has
helped hundreds
of thousands of weak, run-down,

nervous "ailing" women and girls

to go smiling thru "difficult days."

WORTH TRYING!
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•Whoever saw a "fash-

ion plate" with rough, chapped lips? Smart
lips must have the smooth sheen of glossy red

silk. So don't risk Lipstick Parching! Take ad-

vantage of the protection offered by Coty "Sub-
Deb." This amazing Lipstick actually helps to

soften . . .while it brightens your lips with the

season's ultra -smart, ultra -brilliant colors!

THRILLING RANGE OF 9 SHADES!

You'll like the dramatic shades of "Sub-Deb"
Lipsticks! Newest of many grand shades is

Magnet Red . . . very dashing, very Ted.

SIGNALS I

Double Sub-Deb

.00
Sub-Deb

500

OTY

SCREENLAND S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

1 2 3 4

H

17

20

16

ACROSS 66.
67.

1. She laughed in "Ninotchka"
6. Star of "The Ghost Breakers" 68.
9. His new one is "No Time for

Comedy" 69.
14. In an audible voice 70.

15. To be indebred to 71.
16. To lessen, moderare
17. She's Mrs. Dick Powell
19. Star of "Down Argentine l.

Way" 2.
20. Small parcels of land 3.

21. Files 4.
23. Act
24. And (Fr.) 5.
25. Possess • 6.
26. Open (poetic)
28. Means of transportation 7.

(Abbrev.) 8.
29. He played the tide role in 9.

"Raffles" 10.
31. She's fearured in "Men Against 11.

the Sky" 12.
34. He's fearured in "Our Town" 13.
36. Males 18.
37. A dissipared man (Fr.)
40. Made of oats 19.
41. Automobile 22.
42. Brief rest

43. One_ who changes the color of 25.
fabrics

44. That girl 27.
45. She won her laurels in "The 29.

Good Earth"
46. Judge Hardy 30.
48. Article 32.
49. Pa's wife
51. Enemy 33.
52. Even (conttaction)
53. To achieve 34.
55. The first man 35.
58. Co-star of "Honeymoon for

Three" 36.
60. On top of
62. Co-star in "Lucky Parrners" 38.
64. He's featured in "Rhythm on 39.

the River" 41.

SCREENLAND

A long-necked bird
Co-srar of "Honeymoon for
Three'

'

Singing star of "The Boys from
Syracuse"
Groups (said of animals)
Encountered
Thaws

DOWN
Co-srar of "Boom Town"
To mete out

; apporrion
Underground part of a plant
Small, slightly sweetened
cakes
Singular, unusual
She's featured in "Pride
and Prejudice"
Nocturnal birds
Exist
Marmalade
Retired
A kind of spice
Anaesthetic
Shabby
Ben Dalton in "When
the Daltons Rode"
A kind of tree

His new one is

"Brigham Young"
A compartment for
baking
Printers' measure
Special times on a
calendar
To ward off
To draw off by degrees,
as a fluid

Srar of "He Stayed for
Breakfast'

'

Kind of fish

He's featured in
' 'Untamed"
She carried on in "My
Little Chickadee''
To employ
Ever (contraction)
Good spirits

42. Acute discomfort
44. Social pretenders
45. Gable's role in "Gone With

the Wind"
47. "The Return - - Frank James,'

a movie
48. Occupant of a house, etc.

49. Co-star of "Susan and God"
50. To worship'
53. He played Air. Chips
54. Uncloses
56. A gelatinous substance ob-

tained from seaweeds
57. To repair
59. Sea eagle
60. Competent
61. Tax ; fee
63. In the matter of (law)
65. A bad actor (slang)
67. Part of to be

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 15

NOT too many years ago Tyrone Power
spent i good part of his spare time

ushering at the Orpheum Theater in Cin-

cinnati. He got about ten dollars a week
for his efforts. Ever since he made his suc-

cess, the management of the Orpheum has

been trying to coax him to come back and

make an appearance on the stage of that

theater. At last, the moment seems destined

to arrive. Tyrone's new picture 'The Cali-

fornian' will world premiere at this theater

and if possible Ty will make an appearance.

IT'S a kind of irony that is found only in

I Hollywood. Today on a set at RKO Fred
Xiblo. for a very modest salary, is portray-

ing the role of a movie director in "I'm

Still Alive/' Fred Niblo once was one of

Hollywood's highest paid directors.

OF ALL of Hollywood's male movie

idols, Bob Taylor still causes the most

spectacular stir among feminine hearts.

When he suddenly appeared for a cooling

dip at the swank Hotel Del M onte's Roman
plunge just at lunchtime, the pool-side diners

forgot all about their food. His two golf

cronies, James Mack and Allan Miller,

cavorted in the pool with him to an even

more admiring feminine gallery than Errol

Flvnn can muster out at the West Side Ten-

nis" Club. Taylor stayed for lunch after his

swim, and women soon filled every avail-

able table. They completely ignored their

salads and just stared.

NEVER worry for a moment about

Olivia de Havilland not having a head

on her shoulders. Livvie was assigned the

dull task of extracting money from parking

iot customers at a Red Cross money-raising

affair. She hit on a sure-fire scheme to

squeeze some cash from the prosaic assign-

ment. She charged fifty cents a tire for all

parked cars. Spare tires, I might add, did

not escape her ; she charged for those, too.

"Bittersweet," the Noel

Coward operetta
about life in London

and Vienna during the

Gay Nineties, brings

the two singing stars,

above, Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Nelson

Eddy, together again.

Jeanette appears as a

Victorian belle, and
Eddy as her voice

coach. Bottom of

page, a song and can-

can dance number is

performed by Muriel

Goodspeed, Jeanette,

and Pamela Randall.

(Se/Zr^tese' R AY

The smart modern
~

imam" in panties

or Hollywood br.el

stylesin Celanese
rayon. 39c

„ese rayon which gives

you freedom hut keeps

vou fashionably sleek. O^t

blends its lines with ^,
yours. Its silky smooth ^
texture defies all chat-

in". Celanese rayon.

Newest sister OVER
the skin, eliminates

a lightweight girdle.

Ravon-and-Laton

THE NOBELTt WAISTBAND is

the family tie that does NOT hind

hut fits like a glove and actually

breathes with yon. Guaranteed to

, last the LIFE of the panti.-.

L
i
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2CW, CENTURA FOX HAS MADE THE GREATEST MUSICAL
EXTRAVAGANZA EVER BROUGHT TO THE SCREEN!

m i0jV AMech

«'»Z'vDGe ill?*"":

£utna
»*c,s . s

nected by I
e

Ifa,.,
,

ys * Screen p,
Y lrv^Qg

- Music and Lyrics :"Two Dreams Met",
"Down Argentine Way" (Argentina),

"Nenita", "Sing To Your Senorita"
by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren

Songs Sung by Carmen Miranda:
"South American Way", "Bambu",
'Mamae Eu Quero", "Touradas Em

Madrid"

The irresistible rhythms of Rhumbas

Congas! The glamorous spell of the ArgentineUf^^f
St

A cast of stars brilliant as the Southern Cross!

rp£)€&p Show«stopping new personalities! Romance —
the South American way! The spectacular

entertainment two continents have been waiting for!
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An
Open Letter
to

This is a fan letter. And I'm speaking for a couple

of million other movie fans when I write it—for in

the past few weeks we seem to have forsaken all other

movie stars for you, sir—I even heard a woman in

front of me at your "Information Please" saying, "He
makes me feel like Clark Gable!" I see what she means.

At that Showplace of the Nation, Radio City Music
Hall in New York City, you stopped the show when
you "happened to drop in" to see yourself on the

screen. The audience cheered you both on the screen

and in the flesh. I've never seen or heard such a demon-
stration, not even for Robert Taylor. When you am-
bled onto the screen in a newsreel at the hardboiled

Paramount on Broadway, the audience which rarely

rises to cheer anyone except their favorite band-leader

applauded, stamped, whistled and hurrah-ed, drown-
ing out your voice but not, which is more important,

your personality. Somehow the minute you step into a

movie your geniality seems to flood the screen and
spread right out into the audience—which responds as

it has not responded to any other celebrity, not even

excepting Valentino and Pickford.

And speaking of Pickford—who am I to contradict

the great Mary, but I will, anyway—when she tells

you, as reported, to "Give" more in your public ap-

pearances—apparently she tried to coach you while
making a newsreel out in Colorado—I hope you won't

Wendell L. Willkie,

Republican candi-
date for President, is

shown at left with

Mary Pickford; be-

low, among the audi-

ence at Radio City

Music Hall in New
York. Right, the Will-

kie grin which is

making him a top

"movie star."

listen to her or anybody else. Let Tracy have the tech-

nique, and Montgomery keep the smooth diction. The
audiences who cheer your every movie appearance

—

whether in the glib "Information Please" or the

more informal newsreel pictures—get enough exhibi-

tionism from others. They like you because you seem,

from where they sit, to be giving an honest, unassum-

ing performance of a good plain American. They like

you so much just as you are, they may even be giving

you an Academy Award one of these days.
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When Gary Cooper started whirling Merle Oberon around
on the dance floor at the Grove, our cameraman raised his
camera above his head and got this unusual shot of them.

"Come now. Mother!" is what Nelson Eddy seems to be
saying to his ma, seated with him at a table at the Sand
& Pool Club, as she finishes telling her B-l-G fish story.

Hollywood's newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Lewis (Loretta
Young), are shown smiling as they accept the congratula-
tions ot their friends at an intimate party at the Grove

20

John Boles was caught by the camera as he chatted with Irene
Dunne gt a film party in the Cocoanut Grove when Eddy
Duchin's famous orchestra opened its engagement there.



Len Weissman, SCREENLAND'S camera-

man, and his candid camera are always

on the spot whenever and wherever

the screen stars gather— at the Del

Mar Race Track, the Cocoanut Grove,

the Sand & Pool Club—everywhere!

When John Barrymore attended the opening of his own pic-

ture, "The Great Profile," he was besieged by autograph

hunters. And surprising as it may seem, John loved it.

Myrna Loy and hubby Arthur Hornblow, Jr., were among

couples who danced to music of Clyde Lucas' band at the

Grove when it opened its engagement at the famous night spot.

Pat O'Brien and Bing Crosby officiating at the Del Mar
Race Track in which they own an interest. They welcomed

the patrons and assured them of good, clean, honest fun.

Mary Martin and Bing Crosby entertained the guests at the

party sponsored by Crosby at his Del Mar Race Track by

singing numbers from their new film, "Rhythm On the River.

21
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CHARLIES

WAD
AGAIN!
This time, the great Chaplin

turns on dictators—and if ridi-

cule can kill, they're corpses!

By Thomas Nord Riley

THINGS look fine, Charlie Chaplin has never been

so sore. When Mr. Chaplin gets sore he makes a

motion picture. The sorer he gets the funnier the

picture. This time he is so all-fired griped with a couple

of foreigners he has spent a million bucks on a flicker

called "The Great Dictator." If there is anything m the

adage that ridicule can kill, there will be a couple of

bodies, all right. ««" »
"It's going to be the comic masterpiece ot all time,

admits Jack Oakie when harried. "It's going to be the

funniest thing anybody ever gandered, including the time

grandma somersaulted down the cellar stairs with the

cake batter." Mr. Oakie could be prejudiced. Mr. Oakie

is in it.

It is Mr. Oakie who is giving us the lowdown on the

picture and on Mr. Chaplin. It is time somebody did.

More is known of the inlays in Garbo's teeth than of the

whole of the most famous comedian in the world. He is

polite, but remote. Myths cover him completely
_

and

eerily! He is said to be a mushy sentimentalist, a tight-

wad," a crusader, a Hamlet sort of bird. What are the

meat-and-potato facts? How does he work? What kind

of a boss is he? Is he tight, sentimental, or morose? Out-

side of Miss Goddard and a few relatives nobody is bet-

ter implemented to squeal on Mr. Chaplin than Mr.

Oakie who has just completed a four months' stand with

Mr. Chaplin in Mr. Chaplin's personal haunts. Ostensibly,

Mr. Oakie was at work, but most of the time he and

Charlie were chasing each other around the lot. It turns

out that this Mr. Chaplm is quite a character when you

get to know him.

In "The Great Dictator" Charlie is shooting the works.

It is his supreme effort. Even-thing the left-handed little

comic has learned in fifty years of being funny has been

poured into the job. He's even thumbed his nose at the

Chaplin tradition. For example, he's using a cast of

well-known actors: Oakie, Paulette Goddard, Billy Gil-

bert, Reginald Gardiner. And a new-fangled Hollywood

gadget called a script is also being tried. Most important,

"The Great Dictator" has a voice. Besides all these

radical innovations are Mr. Chaplin's gags and situa-

tions. Everyone is his very own brainchild, guaranteed

original, and you have never seen a brighter bunch of

children either.

What has gotten Mr. Chaplin so infernally mad is the

Oakie and Chaplin talk it over on set of "The Great Dic-

tator." Facing page, closeups of the caricatures and, top of

page, Chaplin with Paulette Goddard, who plays the heroine.

way dictators belittle and harass human beings. Mr.

Chaplin has a large respect for human dignity and he

can't stand seeing it soiled. He. gets sore. The last thing

that got his dander up was machinery; it did dismal

things to people. He became so aroused he made a pic-

ture called "Modern Times." It was a satirical dig calcu-

lated to stop the Machine Age dead in its tracks. A good

many factories are running in spite of "Modern Times"

but Charlie says they can't last. There'll be a helluva

bust-up and then everything will be done by hand again,

like it ought to be. However, Mr. Chaplin is angrier

about dictators than he ever was about machines; con-

sequently, "The Great Dictator" is undiluted murder,

even if it is hilarious, for it is out to exterminate dictators

with satire. It is a one-man attempt to laugh them out of

their jobs.

The plot is this : A little Jew is mistaken for a dictator

of a great nation and is compelled to carry on in the

role. It is passed around that Mr. Chaplin was smitten

by this theme whilst strewn languorously on the beach

of Carmel. He has had upwards of ten million ideas

since "Modern Times," but only this one took. Mr.

Chaplin has been more or less wacky ever since, and, if

we can put any stock in Mr. Oakie, the whole studio got

the same way. Happy, that is, but nuts.

Up to now we have not mentioned the name of THAT
CERTAIN PERSON, but it is no use being coy any

longer. Mr. Chaplin will impersonate that loud Austrian

paper-hanger you have been reading about—Adolf

Hitler. In doing' it Mr. Chaplin is running a good chance

of being blitzkrieged, although Mr. Hitler could do a

little blushing himself when it comes to this impersonating

business. He started it long ago when he grew a facsimile

of Mr. Chaplin's counterfeit mustache. The Italian lion,

Mussolini, will be reduced to a kitten by our Mr. Oakie,

who is hep to dictators. "It's a cinch," he says, "imper-

sonating those guys, Hitler and Mussolini. Anybody

could do it. They're just a coupla actors—acting, all .the

time acting. For the Mussolini part all I had to do was

to remember the newsreel shots of him. But Stalin 1 Now
there you have a tough child. He's not in the picture be-

cause he never docs anything; there isn't anything a body

can mimic. He just sits behind that walrus make-up,

deadpan as a corpse, never so much as clicking his bridge-

work. If Charlie'd said, 'Oakie, you go be Stalin,' they'd

had me where the hair's short.

"When Chaplin called me on the phone and asked me

how I'd like bein? in the picture, I like to swoon right

there!" Mr. Oakie paused to pat his flourishing bay-

window. "I figured with a fine (Please turn to page 93)
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Above, Claude+te with Ray Milland in

latest film, "Arise, My Love." In other

scenes here with Ameche, MacMurray,
Cooper, Barrymore, Stewart, and Tracy.

Hollywood Men! Are they heels, hams, con-

ceited fools? Let Claudette, who's played

opposite 'em all, tell you the truth

THE Hollywood man, for the past few years, has

been getting a major kicking around. Hardly a

day passes but someone, with an air of magnifi-

cent boredom, calls him quote a heel, a ham, a cad,

a coward, and a conceited fool unquote. In fact,

the movie male has been called practically every-

thing except a he-man. There seems to be some
rule against that. As these detractors usually turn ,

out to be slightly green-eyed men with receding J

hair and advancing chins, and no more charm
|j

than a gum-drop, I am inclined to believe that

there is a little dash—a soup^on—of jealousy

involved. Now it so happens that I have been

kept pretty busy playing in pictures (good
heavens, get me a piece of wood to knock
on) these past few years and I feel that I

can speak with authority regarding the

Hollywood leading man. I have worked
with Clark Gable, Spencer Tracy, Ray
Milland, Gary Cooper, Don Ameche,
Henry Fonda, Jimmy Stewart, Fred
MacMurray, Charles Boyer, Herbert
Marshall, Ronald Colman, Freclric

March and Melvyn Douglas, quite a

gathering (Please turn to page 94)

As Told to Elizabeth Wilson
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FIVE months ago Eleanor Roosevelt was an hour late

for an appointment, and what an unheard of thing that
was ! Miss Malvina Thompson, her trusted secretary,

struggled in vain to awaken the First Lady's conscience
in regard to the unfairness of keeping other people
waiting.

Eleanor was adamant. "Suppose I am late," she said
naughtily. "Then what? They'll just have to wait, that's

all. I'm having fun, and I don't want to lose a minute of

it. I'm not going to hurry."

What Mrs. Roosevelt was doing was watching the fin-

ishing scenes of a one-reel motion picture film that
Arthur Leonard was directing, picturing Dave Ellman's
"Hobby Lobby," so popular on the air.

She, herself, had just taken part: telling

about the hobbies of the White House
family. It was her first experience as a
player on a real movie set, not in a news-
reel, and with "screen make-up" on. She
was as charmed as a child.

In the newsreels they always photo-
graph her "just as I am," and "sometimes
I am shocked when I see myself," she had
told Ira Senz, the honored make-up man,
as he studied her face and selected his
colors. But I have learned that the cam-
eramen have another way of putting it.

"She is the easiest woman to photograph
in the world. She has no vanity," as Neil
Sullivan of Pathe News describes it. He has
photographed her over 100 times, and has
had a chance to weigh her "co-operative-
ness" with that of queens and princesses.

Mrs. Roosevelt makes her movie debut in Dave
Ellman's "Hobby Lobby," telling about
the hobbies of the White House family.
At right, Mr. Ellman and director Leonard
study the First Lady for camera angles.

Eleanor Roosevelt's first experience as

a player on a real movie set, not in a

newsreel, presents a new and gracious

picture of the versatile First Lady

"I love anything that is new to me," she told Mr.
Ellman, as they sat in comfortable studio chairs talking

about the series of pictures which he hopes to make. "This
is new to me and I love every minute of it."

A few weeks later, on July 17th to be exact, (remember
that date? Something rather important was going on in

Chicago at that moment)—Eleanor Roosevelt was again
waiting in the big, cavernous studio where she had made
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She was going to do a prologue for the powerful
English-made picture, '"Pastor Hall." written by the late

Ernst Toller and based on the now historic story of the

German minister, Pastor Martin Xiemoeller, who was
thrown into a Xazi concentration camp because he would
not change the simple doctrines of faith, which he had
always taught his parishioners, to agree with the doc-
trines of the Xazi party. United Artists have recently

released it.

A few days earlier, her son, James Roosevelt, who is

now quite an experienced motion picture executive and
is the president of Globe Productions. Inc.. had flown
from the coast to consider the possibility, as some one has

said, of becoming the picture's "white
knight." One of the advisors on whose
opinion he intended to rely would be that

of his mother, whose infallible judgment,
as far as stories and other things too were
concerned, he and his sister and brothers
had known from their childhood up.

His mother had approved of "Jimmy's"
sponsoring the picture. And, having ac-

quired a certain confidence on the screen

from the results of the "Hobby Lobby"
picture, I presume, she had agreed to ap-

pear in an introduction enlarging upon the

great character of the German pastor as

pictured on the screen, who preferred

death to giving up the right to preach as

he had always preached from the pulpit of

his little church.

It was now Wednesday. July 17th. as

I have said (Continued on page 97)

A scene, at left, from "Pastor Hall,"

timely and impressive screen drama which

James Roosevelt is offering, with a pro-

logue spoken by his distinguished mother.

Wilfred Lawson enacts the title role.

Betty Shannon

her screen "debut"—but this time she was taking a star

part. She was playing the solo role as an ambassadress

of good-will in behalf of a "forgotten" movie with a

brave, unforgettable theme, which had been lying around

the shelves of American film vaults for two years, be-

i cause the old-time motion picture distributors in this

country had considered it "dangerous." Though the same

distributors did agree that it was a good motion picture.
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Louis Hayward as the son of
Monte Cristo, Joan Bennett as the
beautiful Grand Duchess Zona
whom he loves and defends. Op-
posite page, top: George Sanders
as Gurko Lanen, dictator, who
uses Zona as his pawn; the po-
litical marriage which almost takes
place—until the daring Monte
Cristo steps in and saves the day.
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Glorious ro-
mance in the
great tradi-
tion, told from
the thrilling
film starring
Joan Bennett
and Louis Hay-
ward, with
George San-
ders in cast

Fiefionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen



Small Production released
Fi<tioni::rd from the Edward

IE WAS like his father, this son

of Monte Cristo, like him in

his zest for life and adventure,

like him in his courage too and in the

way he had with sword and rapier.

Onlv the son of such a father could

fence with that sure deftness, could

take to himself a cause he believed in

and follow the star that was his destiny through what-

ever danger it might bring.

Europe had need of a hero ! For it was the dread

decade that came between the years 1860 and 1870 when
the whole continent was a political battleground domi-

nated by Bismarck, Louis Napoleon, and the Czar of all

the Russias. Smaller nations became but pawns in the

gigantic game and overnight many of them became mere

provinces and some men lost their power or their

thrones and others rose to take their

o l)
/7'"^^^ places. Such a man was Gurko

^^j^^^y^^ Lanen, son of a stone mason,

^^?3>*w. Gurko the cruel, the

hy United Artists. Complete
cast and credits on Page 71.

created himself

dictator of the

ancient Princi-

pality of Lichten-

burg, and in so

doing had subju-

gated the young-

Grand Duchess
Zona who was its

rightful ruler.

It was toward the cap-

ital of Lichtenburg the

young Count of Monte
Cristo was headed now.
He had made his way lei-

surely for it was business

that had sent him and he

was not too fond of the de-

tails of the great French

banking house that bore his

father's name. Adventure was

more to his liking, and so on

this day with the sky clear

above him and a crisp wind

beckoning his thoughts to J:he

hunt he (Please turn to page 70)
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Glance over to facing page for

the amazing camera progress of

Brenda Marshall—who, when she

first arrived in Hollywood, was a

clumsy kid with a terrific inferior-

ity complex. Look at her now: top,

Glamor Girl; right, with Errol

Flynn in "The Sea Hawk"; below,

in her latest film with Jeffrey Lynn.

IF

YOU look up the word 'misfit' in the dictionary (I

did! J you find the definition given is, 'to fit badly; a

bad fit'; an ill-fitting garment.'

An 'ill-fitting garment'—yes, that s exactly what 1

mean Look, if you have a dress that's a misfit, what do

vou do about it? You alter it. don't you? Even if you

have to pick out all the stitches, one by one, and put

them in again, vou alter it. Well, then, alter yourself

if you feel like a misfit, so that your life fits you or you

fit' your life, with the seams smooth and sleek and the

hem neat and even.
f

I had to. I hasten to say that so you girls won t think

I'm sitting here in Hollvwood. sitting smug and pretty,

giving vou stuffy advice I didn't have to follow myself

'H'm ' 'vou might say, 'who's (Continued on page 6t)
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IF YOU were a psychoanalyst and you said to Fred

MacMurray—"Now close your eyes and relax and

I when I ask you a question, answer quickly with the

first word that comes into your mind"—Fred would close

his eves, feeling" pretty silly, of course, and when you said

rapidly, "What-is-your-iavorite-word-in-the-English-lan-

guage?", the unhesitant answer would be Sleep. Not
guns, not Garbo, not even trout. Just sleep.

You see, sleep is something rather sacred to the Mac-
Murray heart. That's why he and Walter, the new butler,

are having a little difficulty at the moment. The first

morning" after AValter and his wife came to take care of

the MacMurray's, Walter appeared to wake Fred at

seven-thirty. In the past, other men-servants had tiptoed

gently into the darkened room, tapped him lightly on the

shoulder and whispered, "Seven-tbirty, Mr. MacMurray.
Time to get up," and Fred, opening one eye, had whis-

pered back, "All right. Thanks," and with no trouble at

all picked up right where he left off struggling with that

eight-pound trout which had foolishly taken his fly.

Naturally it took some time to land it. Net result : Mr.
MacMurray didn't quite make that nine o'clock call on
the set.

Came Walter into Fred's life and things were different

:

first the noise of Venetian blinds being" raised, then Wal-

Does Fred look

No wonder—we
up for this story

opposite, wide a

love scene
with Patricia

Morison and
big-brother
business with

Betty Brewer,

for Para-
mount's
"Rangers of

Fortune.' 1

ter's polite but definite voice, ''Seven-thirty, Mr. Mac-
Murray. Time to get up." The inert form on the bed
mumbles a muffled response. Silence for a few moments
while Fred dreamily considers. Now, let's see, the trout

was just about to "It's a lovely morning, sir."

Silence. "Did you enjoy the tennis matches yesterdav,
sir?" Both MacMurray eyes fly open. There stands Wal-
ter, arms folded, at the foot of the bed. Hang it all, this

isn't cricket. Reproachfully he regards the loquacious
offender. Then, slowly, a look of sheer duplicity comes
over his face. "Yes, yes, the matches were fine," he re-

marks heartily. "It's all right, Walter, I'm awake now

—

er—you—hm—you can go now. See, I'm awake. Yes,
indeed—"

The bright tone falls hollowly around Walter's im-
movable form. "The Modom says I'm to remain until

you're up, sir." Walter and the Rock of Gibraltar have a

lot in common.
Stymied, the MacMurray eyes screw shut. All right,

all right, Fred thinks, go on—stand there—see if I care.

Nobody's going to trick me into getting up so early.
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There is no sound in the room hut the faint ticking of

the hedside clock. Slowly Fred opens one eye a trifle.

There stands the imperturbable Walter, studying with

grave concern the pattern of the patchwork quilt. Fred's

eye winks shut quickly—desperately he tries to revision

that trout—but somehow he can't. It has vanished. Sud-

denly he sits up in bed. "Now look, Walter," he begins

grimly.

Walter raises his shoulders slightly. Sympathetically

but firmly he shakes his head. (Please turn to page 80)

At last, the real low-

down on MacMurray!
A family friend gives

the first actual report

of what goes on in the

big, shy fellow's sup-

posedly private life

By

Natalie

Visart

j



A Girl with
Candid closeiiQcJb

who woiw5

By

Michael

Pearman

HERE'S

THE
GIRL

HERE'S

THE
ACTRESS

The girl has principles

and sticks to 'em! But

the actress can indulge

in a little artistic two-

timing if she wants to-
top, clinching with

Jimmy Stewart in "No
Time for Comedy"; then

with Brian Aherne in a

scene from "Hired Wife."

MEAN Rosalind Russell. The girl who even as a child

had determination and principles. Some pretty funny,

but a great many stark common sense. Who wouldn't

eat fish or meat when she was a small girl, in spite of

the parental warnings that she'd never grow up a big,

strong, intelligent girl. She still won't eat them and here

she is a big, strong girl and with more brains than you
can shake a stick at—all of which goes to show some-

thing—but don't ask me what.
Here's a girl who loves to talk, which she does a great

deal, but what is much more rare in a woman, she loves

to listen, with that look on her face that shows both

interest and understanding. She'll start a conversation

with anyone, in gas stations, at football games, any-

where, with the theory that you must know every point

of view to get the best out of life. No matter what the

conversation's about you generally learn something in-

teresting when talking with Rosalind.

Back on the New York stage (Please turn to page 78)
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iPOTLIGHT

Cutest cinema
blonde of all time,

after her Broadway

stage hit, returns to

screen in "Down
Argentine Way'





j
t isn't only,"Can

he act?" that

Bollywood asks.

t*s also "Can she

vear a sweater

,velir Well-!!!

We've fooled you! Not a

trace of Lana Turner,

Hollywood's origina
"Sweater Girl," on these

pages. But we believe

you'll be more than satis-

fied to see: Mary Beth
Hughes, on facing page

and at right—she's 20th

Century- Fox's new
beauty, you know; Linda
Darnell, lower left;

Sheila Ryan, decorative

note m new film, "The
Gay Caballero," below;

and, proving that all men
go for sweater girls—Don
Ameche, with Betty Gra-

ble in "Down Argentine

Way," big new musical.









Of course you know that

the North West Mounted
Police always "get their

man." but you'll learn much
more about these fascinat-

ing fellows when you see

Cecil B. DeMille's big new
picture. For Mountie No. 1

—Garv Cooper, no less

—

not only pursues his prey

but also catches up with

Madeleine Carroll and Pau-

letteGoddard—thoughRob-
ert Preston, upper left, seems

to be providing a little com-
petition. Anyway, "North
West Mounted Police" looks

to us, from here, like one of

the" must-not-miss" movies.







peacefully!
No longer Babes in

Arms, Mickey Rooney
has now reached the ad-

vanced age of 19, and his

co-star in "Strike Up the

Band" Judy Garland,

is all of 17V2. Hi-ho!

m











ave Me from Myself!"

A fine actor declares himself

in favor of characterization

as opposed to "personality"

WHEN we barged into

Fredric March's dressing

room on the "Victory"

set at Paramount, he cut the war

news off his portable radio and

turned a cream-white smile in a

cinnamon-brown face toward us.

Good enough to eat—that smile.

"How d'ya like my haircut?'' he

demanded, the smile merging into

a grin and the grin broadening

into a swell laugh. , ,

Some haircut. It's parted on one side and combed

straight down like shingles on either side of a ridge-pole.

The sort of haircut that you will find decorating the conk

of your great Uncle Gamaliel on page 29 m the plush-

lined familv album. The only difference being that Fredric

March has the kind of hair that has never met its master

and the ends persist in turning up in disarming curls.

"This," announced the man who studies the nature of

everv character he portrays clear down to the shoelaces,

"was high fashion in the Dutch East Indies in the 1900 s.

And," slapping a thigh that resounded with muscles,

"how do you like my Bond Streets? Leave it to the ward-

robe department to cook up a snappy little number m
keeping with the times."

Now that "suit deserves attention. After all, if they can

make stockings out of coal, air, and water, there is no

reason on earth why they can't build men's suits out of

' shredded wheat biscuits—and after this we'll keep an eye

By

Fredda Dudley

on the Paramount wardrobe de-

partment, because outside of a

good grade of canvas, the eye of

man has never seen material the

like of which went into Freddie

March's latest outfit.

In addition to his trick haircut

and his gunny-sack ensemble, Mr.

March was wearing a pair of oiled

boots—just plain old boots. Pretty

heavy to lug around, of course,

but nothing spectacular. Staring at them, Fredric said,

"Seems a shame they don't wear wooden shoes in the

Indies—that would liave been something else different.

And I tried to get John Cromwell, who's directing this

picture, to let me wear some kind of fancy beard, but

nothing doing. That would have changed me quite a bit.

you know."
As a matter of fact, we had come to talk to_ the

thoughtful Mr. March about men, women, and marriage,

but life was being very good to us. Life or war or some-

thing was prompting "Fredric March to open up on the

one subject he studiously avoids: Fredric March.

"Changed you? How' do you mean?" we slipped in

craftily, rubbing our mental' hands together. This was

going to be an interview

!

"Well, to begin with." he said solemnly, "I've been on

the stage and in pictures for the past twenty years. I've

seen every picture I've ever made several times, in order

to criticize the portrayal, to try (Please turn to page 91)
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OPPOSITE
Plaid invades the evening! Bonny bouffant

gown of vivid red, green, black and white

satin-stripe rayon taffeta, dramatically topp< d

by stark black velveteen. Striking but verj

young. Only about $15.00 at Hah & Co.,

Syracuse. TWO ON THE AISLE—First,

hooded side-lie wrap of festive red wool,

black velvet lined hood. About $13.00 at

Halle Bros., Cleveland. Snow-queen cape of

pure while bunny fur, about $11.00 at J. L.

Hudson, Detroit. BACKSTAGE BEAUTY
steals the scene in a subtle gown of deep

blue rayon crepe, skillfully draped with

glitter clips at the neck. Vivid jewel tones,

too. A mere $11.00 at Oppenheim Collins,

Brooklyn; Power's Dry Goods, Minneapolis.



THREE STARS

MARE A WISH
Make a wish. Write it on a tiny slip of

paper. Slip it under the jewelled lid of

Lisanda's amusing new trinket. If it won't
come true, you still have the fun of flaunt-

ing Wishing Box on your lapel! About $2.00
at Arnold Constable, N. Y. To inspire

your wishing, here are the heart's desires

of three lovely young Universal starlets!
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FRAMED IN FUR

Pampered princess look, at sweet and low prices! Left, rich Laskin Mouton

Lamb in a gav voke-back jacket, plus bumper toque with a big felt bow.

Both, about $60.00 at Carson, Pirie, Scott Co., Chicago. Grey's good, especially

eel »rev African kidskin with lustrous highbghts, in an extravagant looking

voke-back swagger. About 889.00 at Gimbel Bros., Pittsburgh; Mushroom felt

cloche, about S5.00. Write for store names. ORIENTAL EXTRAVAGANZA

jewelrv is first for Fall, like this golden scimitar and warrior-head series,

inspired bv "The Thief of Bagdad," Alexander Korda's film masterpiece,

released through United Artists. Collaret, about S4.00, bracelet about S2.00.

earrings, $1.00. Crystal-gazer turbin pin, about S3.00 at Adler's, Kansas City.
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0^;?A LMOND

\|OW that famous and favor-

ite beauty first-aid. Hinds
Honey & Almond Cream, goes
glamorous! This fragrant
preparation that keeps hands
so softly smooth and guards
so efficiently against dryness
and chapping comes in the

luxurious white bottle decor-

ated with fuchsia, above. Stun-

ning on your dresser, a grand
gift idea. $1.00 everywhere.

POWDER puffs and plenty of

them are a must for any
well-appointed dressing table!

You'll find the Betty Lou var-

iety at chain stores every-

where, economically priced as

in the little transparent cyl-

inder, shown above, holding

three for $.10. For your purse

or when you travel, the little

rayon silk envelope with rub-

berized lining, shown left, is

wonderfully convenient for

your cosmetic kit and puff.

Only $.10, too. Remember for

good grooming's sake to re-

place puffs quite frequently.

DRESS-UP days are here!

You'll be wearing glamor-

gowns for evening, smart
wools for daytime. Arrid, left,

plays an important role in

fastidious Fall smartness. This

fine, greaseless, odorless deo-

dorant checks perspiration
safely, protects feminine dain-

tiness, protects clothes from
discoloration. Awarded the
approval seal of the American
Institute of Laundering. In

$.10, $.39 and also $.50 sizes

at all toilet goods counters.

IN
STEP with fashion's mood

militaire, Louis Philippe

launches a gallant new cos-

metic color-scheme, Patriot

Red, shown below. There's
Patriot Red Lipstick, specially

blended to stay warm and
alive in the cold light of day,

without smudging or smear-
ing. In the same brilliant true

tone, Louis Philippe Compact
Rouge, soft and natural-look-

ing. Completing the three-
some, harmonizing Poudre
Incarnat in a handsome
golden box. Highlighted at

cosmetic counters everywhere.
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FIGURING

MORNING—For every day, under tailored clothes and suits,

an efficient girdle of brocade with the new note of spiral boning

in its back seams, to lend superb control. A band of wide

elastic at the top, in back, adds to ease. About $4.00. With it,

a new-design bra of batiste. Bias cut sections around straight

cut "inner circles" streamline and sculpture beautifully. About

SI.00. Both are Eddy-Form ideas. NOON—Luxury, in every

smart seam of this luscious nude color satin all-in-one with

lace bra top. But wait! Very workmanlike at smoothing down

hips, thanks to the disciplining side panels of satin Lastex. An

R & G design at about $4.00. NIGHT—To give you a siren

shape, Maiden Form's lovely little featherweight girdle of fine

cable net with light front panel. About $5.00. The moulding

satin bra plays a dual role. Wear it for daytime. For evening,

you moor it very low in back with the aid of the little detach-

able tab, shown in the small illustration. About $1.00. Write

for store names and informa:ion on all garments illustrated.
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

'THE HOWARDS OF
VIRGINIA"

•FOREIGN
(

CORRESPONDED
'LUCKY PARTNERS'

" ONE-WORD GUIDE:

MAGNIFICENT!

APPEAL: To every real Amencan.

PLOT: High spots of Elizabeth

Page's best-selling novel of

Colonial America Tree of

Liberty," crammed with the

romance and patriotic adven-

tures of a fiery Wiersman

who crashes another wodd

when he woos and wins the

daughter of an aristocratic

Virginia family. Their We to-

gether unfolds against the stir-

ring background of the Amer-

lean Revolution. ,

PRODUCTION: By Frank Lloyd

-meaning you can count on

the best, not only m costumes

but characterizations. Lloya

went direct to Williamsburg

To" beautiful backgrounds; he

collected priceless mtenors

but most important of all he

made his historical characters

Kve human beings rather than

buffed shirts They all behave

like real people, for a change

Af'TING- Perfection! Oary
A<
G
T
ranHs-the hot-headed Matt

Howard to the literal life.

Martha Scott is a lovely Jane.

Richard Carlson makes Thomas

Jefferson a provocative and

picturesque figure Sir Cednc

Hardwicke, Alan Marshall, fine.

Cohtmbia

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

THRILLING!

stirs up ™°r\^Tlncel
vou ve been through since

?h last Hitchcock thriller. He

down spies and rescuing.po-

litical refugees, seem almost

as credible as todays news

naoer—as indeed they are.

PRODUCTION: Well, you know
PRUUUo. master

vour
HitchcocK pu=>

r

Ihock, especially when o irons.

atlantic airliner crashes.

ACTING: The Hitchcock touch

again even transforming Joel

McCrea, making h.m more

colorful-, Herbert Marsha

1

stirring him from his stolidS Laraine Day, giving

her ne%- P
a°"

Se

ner

T
e-lG or

n

ge
"tvpe-casting here ^ 3

Seders for once i«

thetic character Albert Bas

sermon is particularly good.

Walter Wmujcr-VnUcd ArUsts

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

DELIGHTFUL!

APPEAL: To all in search or

charming entertainment.

PLOT: What happens when a

pretty girl and an appealing,

5 mysterious gentleman buy a

^p.stakes ^t toget er,

panning to take a piu-
_

Lneymoon if their horse w,n

We||-their horse doesn t ex

octly win, but they take he

. . '
. n swell it

trip, anyway, and a swell if

incredible time is had by all.

PRODUCTION: Lewis Milestone

has managed his material with

such dexterity as to make you

forget he is skating on very

thin ice, especially in Niagara

Falls. It's all in excellent taste

and humor, with scenes of fan-

tastic hilarity balanced by

believable interludes.

ACTING: The last two people

vou'd ever think of as a team

except possibly in a crazy

Seam, are Ronald Colman

and Ginger Rogers-yet

strangely they go very well to-

gether. The elegant and aloof

Ronnie actually seems amused

at Ginger's antics, and it s fun

when they face each other in

uproarious court-room scene,

jack Carson, Harry Daven-

port, Spring Byington help.

RKO-Radio



"RHYTHM ON THE

RIVER"
"CAPTAIN CAUTION" BOOM TOWN'

"ONE-WORD GUIDE:

REFRESHING!

APPEAL- If Y°" like Bing Crosby

*1 best, surrounded by

9 f "£?;+" composer who
up famous nit eomp

tT^ToOontheir

hSSu^N: Swell,

Xtome, folksy

Don't get t^,dearts
corny,

t'fo SVoc^ tic o,

m°St dS that
9
Crosby is a

PoHy devt thoo9h toy.

perm.ts '

and the

BoS Rothbo.e. Mory Mc,rbn

Chorles Gropowin-o"
Paramount

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

ACTION!

APPEAL: To fans who frankly

ffpr swa -hbucklmg
sea-

?lh Wtl fX Ut

e
rrly

first ma.e . — j
her tantrums get ner

everybody else—into.

PRODUCTION: Best
jj*

sea- ust one big. 9orY

a{,er another w.th never

Srr neistm^
^

9S
Rv that time the most

SoodeVln will be willing

to second the motion.

ACTING: Victor Mahjj£
<fc

faultless P^^^e, his

way through the title .

doubtful reward-besides ^
increase m his tan ^
course-bein the

p £ 9

herome Lou.se r

minor-league
Hepburn, i

Cabot works hard as tr

n^avy. An unknown oc a, A an

Ladd contributes a tew y

fine moments in a minor role.

oBJo^dguTdeT
BIG!

APPEAL- To everybody who
Arrcnu. m^„ PN/

'

s wortn at

wants his moneys

the movies-you get it

and more, too. .

(

PLOT: Oil! And wome£ bke^

marr. but what a cause.

PRODUCTION: CoW is *j

?SJ
W
and^ bety

burning up the screen. S ary

formula, but the

while uninspired does p

+U-n OS moving at a rapia c.ip

+h,n
?
S

-h lusty,
boisterous.

Tops, with Tracy, as

stealing every scene

a smaller role no y
by+

^nr^rnance.
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Norvell, noted Hollywood astrologer, wifl

fascinate you with his amazing predictions.
Find out what the stars foretell for you



H
OI LYWOOD was perfectly furious when David

Selznick announced that an English girl had been

cast for the role of Scarlett. Everyone resented

this young interloper whose name was \ iyien Leigh and

red cted that she would be the most despised of all stars

ever to appear in a picture. I had the good fortune to set

Miss Leigh's horoscope after she had started the pic-

ture and I was perfectly delighted to discover that she

was a Scorpio. Although, in my discussion with David

Selznick I had visualized la O'Hara as a Gemini because

of her strangely dual and tempestuous nature, I knew

after he had discovered Vivien Leigh that the Sign of

Scorpio gave her all the fire and temperament necessary

to interpret the season's most difficult role. Paulette God-

dard is a Gemini and the world little realizes how close

she came to playing Scarlett!

Those of you who are not versed in astrology and who

would like to do some checking up on yourselves or

friends might be interested in knowing that Scorpio is

the section of the Zodiac ruling those born between

October 23 and November 22.

I've alwavs regretted that there were so few Scorpio

persons on 'the screen because here is a sign that has

enormous phvsical magnetism. In fact, I may go so far

(and I hope that the American (Please turn to page /4)

ost no time in consulting Norvell re-

Virainia Field
Newcomer Gene Tierney, 1

garding her screen future. Lower right, opposite page, Virginia He

learns that her sign and Richard Greene's sign are not compatib

FREE HOROSCOPE!
Norvell Hollywood's favorite astrologer, will tell you

what the heavenly stars predict for you. There are ditterent

planetary indications for every sign in the Zodiac and there s

an individual reading for you according to your birthdate.

These condensed solar readings are FREE to Screexlaxd

readers. Fill out coupon below and send with a stamped,

self-addressed envelope to NORVELL, Box 9S9, Dept. M.,

Hollywood, Calif.

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,

stamped envelope.

MY NAME IS

MY ADDRESS IS

CITY

MY BIRTHDATE IS
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Katharine Hepburn has three leading men in

"The Philadelphia Story"—Cary Grant, James
Stewart, and John Howard appear with her
in this screen version of her stage success.

By

THE latest legend going the rounds in Hollywood is
that Katharine Hepburn is a new Kathai"ine Hep-
burn. Hollywood is a fabulous place and like all

hose kingdoms in the fancy story books it just has to
have its legends. They make very pleasant dinner con-
versation They also fill up space in the columns, but
beautifully. The only trouble with legends is that after awhile people begin to believe them
There was a legend several years ago-started by a

scribe on a
-

deadline no doubt-that Shirley Temple was
a midget (My goodness, you should see that long-legged
girl now!) This legend was hastily nipped in the bud-though a lot of people insisted upon believing it until
they saw the next Shirley Temple picture

'

Now I shall do a bit of nipping at this latest legend
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Let's get straight about Kate! Dynamic star
now making her movie comeback gives the lie

to her own legend in this frank interview

regarding a new Hepburn. As one of the thousands of
people who liked the old Hepburn I heartily resent all
this talk about a new Hepburn. I liked Hepburn because
she wasn't according to Hollywood formula. I liked her
because she was honest, natural, fiery, and independent
as hell. I'm certain she still is. You can't be like that
and change. So when Hollywood savs. "Hepburn has
changed," I'm fit to be tied. A new Hepburn, indeed—
why, that's just so much—er—legend.

It's not Hepburn who has changed, believe me It's
Hollywood. Hepburn came to Hollywood eight years too
soon, which is probably the only time in her life she can
be accused of bad timing. If she had waited (though I
don t know what she could have done, taken a few extra
courses at Bryn Mawr, perhaps, or run off a few New
York stage plays) until 1940 to make her entrance into
the celluloid city, her presence here would have caused no
unfavorable comment. She would not have been criticised
She would not have been called rude, snooty, peculiar
unapproachable, temperamental—and box office poison'



NEW
HEPBURN?
She would simply have been called a great actress, and a

brilliant discovery. Ah me, what a lot of grief she could

have saved herself if she hadn't been so premature.

W hen Hepburn arrived in Hollywood in 1932, on an

RKO contract, Hollywood was right in the midst of its

Glamor Period. Glamor was spread all over the place,

thick and sticky, like honey on a pancake. The Glamor

Girl was in her heyday ; so was the White Drawing

Room. Hollywood, assisted by Miss Ruth Chatterton,

had discovered elegance, a phony sort of elegance, but

elegance, and place cards, finger bowls, white ties and

lorgnettes were all over the place. If you didn't dress for

dinner you drew the drapes (with little white balls on

them) carefully to guard your dreadful secret. Of course

no Glamor Girl would stick her head out of the door

unless every little tinted curl was in place, her make-up
was perfect, and her Hattie Carnegie simply shrieked

with chic. She nestled luxuriously under the silver fox

robe in her town car, and thought, "Ann Harding

shouldn't be allowed to appear in public looking the way

she does, her hair stringing, and those floppy clothes.

It gives Hollywood a bad name."

That was Hollywood in 1932 when Katharine Hep-

burn, college graduate, stage actress, and awfully good

Connecticut Family, arrived at RKO to make "A Bdl

of Divorcement." Ruth Chatterton, Kay Francis, Joan

Crawford and Norma Shearer were the Big Four of the

cinema and everybody copied them—their manners, their

hair-do, their clothes, their parties. Katharine Hepburn

was no more like them than a morning-glory is like an

orchid. Flollywood could have forgiven her that, but as

the months passed she made not the slightest effort to be

like them, or anyone, except Katharine Hepburn. In a

formula town, that she should dare to be different—well,

that was going a little too far. The arena was prepared

for Hepburn.
Hepburn did not spend her time in beauty parlors the

way the other stars did. She wore her finger-nails and

her toe-nails ait naturel, and rather short—which was

quite a refreshing novelty with (Please turn to page 90 I
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ACTRESSES
Boldly facing the problem years, these

Hollywood actresses sympathetically

share their poignant experiences

THERE is nothing that gives most women sleepless

nights as much as the thought that before long

they'll be facing the problem years. That dreaded
period in any woman's life—that alleged end of youth
and beginning of a tiresome boredom and old age.

Well, perk up, ladies ! It's all bunk. Middle age isn't

the end of everything. It's the beginning. And even
though you are stepping on the forties—or if you're

already wading in them—what difference does that make ?

You've still a lot ahead of you. And you can still be as

young as you want to be.

No, I'm not being Pollyanna. And I'm not being

Walter Pitkin or Dale Carnegie. I'm only passing on to

)
rou what some of the best known stars in Hollywood
think about facing middle age—and of keeping young.

There is one actress in particular who has set a course

for herself that has proved both full and gratifying. She's

one woman who proudly admits her age and who intends

to keep on admitting it from now on, for life is one grand

thing to her. That actress is Mary Astor.

There's an interesting story about Mary. Not
so long ago, she was at a party. One curious

woman said to her, "Really, Mary, how old are

you?" Mary smiled and said, "You won't believe

me if I tell you." "But of course I will," the other

gasped excitedly. "Now come on, how old are

you?" "I'm thirty-four," Mary answered.

The woman looked at Mary as though she were

saying, "How can you lie so brazenly?"' She

smiled weakly and said, "Oh." Later on, Mary
heard this same woman telling a friend that Mary
said she was only thirty-four.

"Thirty-four!" said "friend" exclaimed. "Don't

be silly. I saw her on the screen when I was twelve.

She must be at least—well, I'd say forty-five."
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DON'T
By

Jack Holland MIDDLE AGE!
-Vncl so it went. Everyone laughed—oh, but politely—

at Mary Finally, in self-defense, she sent for her birth

certificate. Proudly she displayed it to her friends. Their

reply was usually, "You can't kid me. It's faked." Mary

even had her certificate copied and sent to the doubters.

Once, a suspicious interviewer was questioning her on

her age, so she immediately yanked out a document to

prove her point. The document turned out to be the road

map of Florida. And the interviewer smiled at her with a

smile that implied Mary was as balmy as a spring breeze.

But it makes no difference what the doubters think.

Mary was thirty-four last May. Think back a little and

you'll see how plausible it is. She has been on the screen

since she was fourteen. When she was one of the biggest

stars in Hollywood, drawing the largest salary—which

wasn't so long ago, she was about twenty. Now, a lot of

water has gone under the bridge. And much can happen

in fourteen years.

Even if Mary were forty-five, she still wouldn t look a

The women on these two pages are all facing

the same problems which beset middle-aged

women everywhere. But because these women
are actresses they cannot afford to let the

passing years dim their lustre, and so they

have been foi ced to find a solution in life

and work. Above, Mary Astor; left, Spring

Byington and Kay Francis. Facing page, the

radiant smile of Irene Rich, and Fay Bainter,

also pictured with her young son, Reg, Jr.

day older than she does now. She has an amazing gift for

keeping young. And yet it's surprising that she has kept

her youth so well. Certainly no woman has had more

tragedy in her life than she has. Certainly no actress has

had to face the problems that should have aged any

woman terrifically. But tragedy and deep-seated problems

have onlv enriched Mary Astor's life. They haven't aged

this lovely star of "Brig-ham Young." Rather, they have

mellowed" her and taught her one supreme thing—toler-

ance and understanding. And they have added to her

love of life and her innate courage.

I was talking to Mary in her lovely home in the Pacific

Palisades about youth and how she has been able to

hold on to it, despite her trials. She smiled at me in a

winking sort of way, lit a cigarette, and relaxed in her

chair. "I'm not the only woman who has known tragedy,"

she explained. "I've had my share and it all came at a

time when I was trying to gev a new hold on a career

that seemed to be slipping away from me. You see, I'd

always had whatever I wanted. I was never worried about

anything. Then, suddenly to find myself thrown in a new
world, a world without security and without love, was a

terrific shock, and I went through a period of mental

turmoil and indecision. But somehow, I couldn't seem to

take the attitude of resigning myself to my supposed fate.

"I was then—and still am—determined to beat every

trouble that came my way. I wanted to prove to myself

that no tragedy could throw me. And I certainly had no

intention of ever letting anything take away all that life

—

and youth—had to offer.

"One thing helped me through this trying time. That

was my own peculiar sense (Please turn to page 85)
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CAMEO CINDERELLA—
Lovely Vera Gilmer, who lived

in Los Angeles most of her

life, came East and became
one of New York's mosf popu-
lar models. She hadn't been
in Manhattan more than two
months before Russell Patter-

son, famous artist, picked her
as the girl with the "classic

carnso profile." She recently
went to Hollywood to return

to Vivien Leigh the "Gone
With the Wind" cameo
brooch, shown in picture at
left, and to appear as Cecil
B. DeMille's guest on the Lux
Radio Theatre. The priceless

brooch was borrowed so that
reproduction could be made.

P\ID you know that it is Ann Sheridan'?
secret ambition to be able to play the

harmonica in a harmonica band? ... I

wonder how Garbo feels about it! When
she and Dr. Hauser made an appearance
at a performance of Noel Coward's "To-
night at 8:30" series, not a person seemed
aware that they were present. They didn't
get one tumble from the fans. . . . You no
longer see Jon Hall practicing native South
Sea dances around the local night spots any
more. He did get into practice for his danc-
ing scenes in "South of Pago-Pago" that
way, but now he's back doing the rumba
and La Conga again.

^nd here's pretty Jean Rogers
Jshering in the new football
eason. This is how Jean looks
n "Yesterday's Heroes," the
jig football picture in which
ean plays the feminine lead
pposite Robert Sterling, who

s her gridiron hero in it.

ANY young man's name linked with
Helen Parrish's after her break up

with Forrest Tucker was sure to be looked
on with callous eyes, because this young
couple, Hollywood feels, was ruthlessly
parted for very selfish reasons. So don't put
too much stock into the romance RKO is

building now between Helen and one
Charles Lang. Confidentially, Lang is an
intimate and long-time friend of Helen's
brother, Bob.

jT TAKES an actress to pick an actress.
' A number of years ago Madame Nazi-
mova was shown the tests of ten young
girls and asked to choose the one with the
most promise. She chose the most unlikely
of the lot—a quiet, unassuming, rather plain
girl. Recently Madame Nazimova saw this
girl again on a movie lot—she since has
become a name to reckon with on the
screen. Nazimova told the girl of the in-

cident and hew satisfying it was to see
such success. "I am Madame Nazimova,"
she went on to explain. She needn't have
ntroduced herself at all, because what she
didn't know was that she had long been the
idol of the very girl she had marked for
success. That girl's name is Laraine Day.

[\IO ONE would think of calling Artie
' ^ Shaw cautious, much less superstitious.

But, underneath, he must be more deeply
hurt by his marriage fiasco than he will

admit. Whenever he brings one of his
beautiful dates to Grace Hayes Lodge these
nights he refuses to sit at a certain very
conspicuous table—it's the scene of his first

serious fight with Lana Turner.

THE crowds of curious onlookers clicked
' indignant tongues when Loretta Young's
sister, Polly Ann, breathlessly arrived at

Loretta's wedding in full screen make-up.
Everyone began moaning about Hollywood's
unfeeling disregard for anything sacred, but
they shouldn't have taken Polly Ann to

task. She wouldn't have missed that wed-
ding for anything and the crowds might
have been, far more amazed had she ar-

rived in the full regalia of bridal gown and
veil herself. She was being married, in a
picture, all that day at the studio. It was a
toss-up to get out of her make-up or her
bridal finery—they kept her working until

the last moment. She chose the clothes.
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HAULETTE GODDARD has always been

T a wonderful pal of the two Chaplin boys,

but now she has become a greater hit than

ever with them and all their friends. Since

the boys found out that she could execute

a few slick jiujitsu tricks and that she ac-

tually threw Lynne Overman in "North

West Mounted Police" she's become their

favorite heroine. Their father has rigged

up a gymnasium for them at the studio and

big-hearted Paulette is showing them how

the artful wrestling is done.

I EXPECT it's a case for the Hays office

I to ponder. Rita Hayworth lias just re-

ceived a fan request to top all fan requests

in audacity. It came from a group of sailors

aboard the U. S. S. Yarnell. There was no

mention of an autograph or a picture. 1 hey

didn't ask Rita to be pen-pals with them

—they wanted one of her brassieres to, as

they nut it, "make the Yarnell the envy of

the Atlantic squadron !" That goes to show

you what influence Hollywood has on our

first line of defense.

MOVIE stars do the funniest things.

Who would ever think of going to a
night club to hide! Hcdy Lamarr made her

first appearance at a night spot since her

separation from Gene Markey, and tried to

make everyone believe she wasn't there at

all. She arrived with a young couple and
with her gloved hands shielding her face

she sought out the farthest and darkest

corner in the room. She spent the evening

impassively slouched there, hiding. When
she left, she sneaked out the back door.

Lively Gossip and Glamorous

Goings-on of Cinema Celebrities

By Weston East

In "First Love," Robert Stack gave Deanna Durbin her first

kiss, which was just a bashful peck; but in "Spring Parade"

she' gets soundly kissed by Robert Cummings, below. Right,

Marlene Dietrich wears the pants. Marlene, who started the

slacks vogue for women, will wear pants for the first time

on the screen in Universal's "Tropical Sinners," new film with

an American naval island in the South Seas as its background.



THE rowdiest, but one of the most enjoy-

able fun fests in Hollywood, is the West
Side Tennis Club's annual party for its mem-
bers. It is always a costume affair and this

year, believe it or not, Alice Faye was the

big, outstanding hit of the evening. Imper-
sonating a gay 90's belle having a time for

herself down on the Bowery, Alice was
three-deep in men the entire night. She
tossed off a million dollars worth of songs
—just like that. Too bad Tony Martin,

whom she divorced in March of this year,

wasn't there to see her. I'll bet he would
have put an end to all their differences and,

then and there, persuaded Alice to take

up where they left off and give that much-
rumored second try at marriage a chance.

DID you know that Claudette Colbert
cautiously peeks at any gift of flowers

sent her and if the blooms are roses they
are never unpacked but sent off to the
patients at a local hospital? Claudette can't

live in the same room with a bunch of

roses. . . . When you see the rough and
ready skirmishes and tussels between foot-

ball stars in "Yesterday's Heroes," know
that in most of the scenes, powerful wind
machines were set to blowing over tons of

ice to keep the hardboiled gridiron guys
from fainting with the heat. . . . All in all,

Bill Holden grew six complete beards for

"Arizona." He grew the last one, a com-
plete set of whiskers, to make just one final

retake.

I N MORE sophisticated circles, Great
I Profile Barrymore can carry on in his
inimitable style and prove very amusing
with his frank and startling language.
However, John found that less cosmopolitan
people can fail to appreciate him and,
what's more, even go so far as to shut him
up. Three middle western women tourists,
in a booth next to him at the Derby, were
frankly shocked at his goings-on, but John
.went right ahead. Soon the women were
joined by three bruisers who all looked as
if they might be professional strong men.
When all three stepped over to Barry-
more's table John became as silent as a
clam, and in a few minutes left the restau-
rant with only a mutter.

"Tugboat Annie Sails Again" with Marjorie
Rambeau as Tugboat Annie, which was one
of the last roles and finest portrayals by
Marie Dressier, below, before her death.

Above, scene from "Tugboat Annie," with

Marie Dressier and Wallace Beery as the

Captain, the role played by Alan Hale
in "Tugboat Annie Sails Again." Below
right, scene from old film with Marie
Dressier, Robert Young, Maureen O'Sullivan.

NO ONE ever tried harder, had as much
to give and managed to make less

headway in pictures than Liz Whitney.
Dynamic Liz, with all the rumored roles

in the offing, hasn't yet got to first base.

And now the irony of it—one of her fa-

mous horses will make the grade before she
does. White Rose, a beautiful nag, will

make her debut in celluloid in "The Phila-
delphia Story." Katharine Hepburn will

ride her.

YOU'LL never guess how big, handsome
John Wayne is managing to pick up an

extra bit of change these days. It's a
secret, but I'll let you know that husky, he-
man Wayne sells personal instruction in

bridge to anyone interested, in a private
room at this club. He seems to get more
of a kick from his "teaching" than he ever
did from acting.

WHY was Gary Cooper so intent on try-
ing to disguise himself at a recent con-

cert that he hid in an out of the way corner
and wore black glasses, although he was
already sitting in the dark? I'll bet he
thought he was unrecognized ! ... At dimly
lighted night spots these nights the gals
who put those softly luminous phosphores-
cent highlights to their coiffures are get-
ting the lion's share of admiring glances.
It's something brand new in Hollywood.

Remember Marie Dressier as Tugboat Annie? Here are scenes
from her most memorable movie to refresh your memory
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SOONER'or later a bombshell is going to

be dropped in filmland society circles

that will bring back that old feud between

real, capital S society and Hollywood's own
brand. Liz Whitney and Mrs. Harrison

Williams have taken up the Hollywood

social set and seem to be having a lot of

fun. However, the leaders of Southern

California's social aristocracy are as cold

to movie names as ever. No film player is

allowed membership in the exclusive Los

Angeles Country Club. Both Liz Whitney

and Mrs. Harrison Williams are members.

It's interesting and amusing to ponder what

will happen w hen these two demand ad-

mittance, as they undoubtedly will, for their

friends from "the other side of the tracks."

Marjorie Rambeau, below, was brave

when she agreed to play Annie, knowing

filmgoers still remembered the late Marie

Dressler's fine interpretation of that role.

A GROUP of local women writers very

successfully took over the Farmers'

Public Market and turned in a pretty

penny to the Red Cross by having movie

stars donate their services and turn sales-

men in this great food emporium. Mischa

Auer, appropriately, was placed in charge

of the nut department. Joe Penner sold

ducks. Shirley Temple held forth in the

candy department and never had so much

fun in her life. Shirley, a real million dol-

lar baby, was thrilled, to see and get_ her

hands on so much real money. "Imagine,"

she said, during her first ten minutes as a

salesgirl, "one lady just bought a whole

fifty-cents' worth of candy!"

M-G-M was determined at first to hush

up the fact that they found their new
male Adonis dishing out fancy victuals to

movie folk at Giro's. They thought he
couldn't become a great cinema lover with

the "stigma" of having been a waiter stick-

ing to his past. But young Cliff Daniclson

now there's a guy who is handsome ) would
have none of it. "There's nothing wrong
with being a waiter," says he.JTf I ever

get to be an actor and go to Giro's to cat

there'll be no putting on lugs. And what's

more, you can bet /'// know how to be con-

siderate to the fellow who serves me and
give him a break!" Sounds like some of

the movie big shots are being told off by a

fellow who should know.

Now see Marjorie Rambeau in the modern version of

that lovable character—in "Tugboat Annie Sails Again"

Above, Marjorie Rambeau in a scene with

Alan Hale. Below left, Miss Rambeau with

Ronald Reagan and Jane Wyman, the young
married pair in the new film, and who
are Mr. and Mrs. in private life. See it

and compare portrayals of the two casts.

IT DOESN'T pay a star to try to fool his

• fans. Recently Gene Autry took Lindy,

a stand-in for his famous horse, on a per-

sonal appearance tour with him. The ma-
jority of his young admirers hooted,

"Where's Champ?" They weren't fooled.

They know that Champ has a small white

spot on his chest and Lindy hasn't. It's the

only way the two horses can be told apart,

but the fans had no wool pulled over their

eyes.

IOAN FONTAINE is taking life easy

J these days, and she never looked as well

or as smartly dressed in all her life. Lazing

in the sun at the Coral Casino at the Santa

Barbara Biltmore she has completely re-

gained her health. Her sunning clothes" are

the smartest I've ever seen. In pale blue

and white Joan caught and held every eye

at the fashionable pool-side every time she

made an appearance.

THE Jane Wyman-Ronald Reagan eagerly
' awaited heir is without a doubt the most
planned-for baby to come to Hollywood in

a long time. The money for the child's edu-

cation has been set aside. His school in the

East has been picked. In fact, both parents

are so sure it will be a boy that his first

toy, already waiting for him, is a pair of

miniature red leather boxing gloves.
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The Son of Monte Cristo

Continued from page 29

engaged a guide and a pack of hounds and
was off. After all, it mattered little that

he would lose a day in seeing Gurko. The
man would have little enough relish for

his visit as it was, since he was coming
to tell him the House of Monte Cristo

would not give him the huge loan he had
asked from them.
The hounds were in full pursuit after a

stag when Cristo first saw the carriage.

Careening down the road it came as though
pursued by demons and he saw the postil-

lion rise now and then and look behind
him while the coachman whipped the

horses to new frenzy. This was something
to Cristo's liking, this sense of danger,
this promise of adventure to come. Then
he saw the stag leap across the road in

front of the galloping horses and the
hounds dart after it in hot pursuit. It was
all over in a second, the horses rearing
and the carriage lurching in that horrible
moment before it crashed against a tree,

and the horses broke loose and stampeded
into the woods.

Cristo's first impulse was to help the
coachman and postillion recapture them.
Then he saw the two women, the older one
weeping as she knelt over the girl lying on
the grass beside the road. Cristo needed
only that first sight of her still figure, of

the soft black hair pushed away from the
small heart-shaped face to know that he
had found at last the woman he had been
seeking all his life. She opened her eyes,

slowly, wonderingly, and he saw that they
were blue, the same incredible blue of the
late afternoon sky and he felt as if all

heaven was opening before him.
"I assure you, Madame, it was an acci-

dent," he said, and his voice was shaken.
"Accident !" the older woman glared at

him. "You call setting your dogs on us
an accident!"
Even as she spoke her eyes turned in the

direction from which they had come and
Cristo saw their fear become a living thing.

And far in the distance he saw the clouds
of dust kicked up by horses' hoofs.

"Can you get us to Petsh quickly?" the
girl asked, and his answer was a quick step
toward her and his arms lifting her to his

saddle. Then at his curt command the guide
had lifted the other woman to his own
horse and they were off on the trail that
led through the woods.

Cristo, the courageous, found himself
trembling with this girl sitting before him
on his saddle, for it was as if he really

held her in his embrace with his arms
holding her, her head so close to his he
felt the petal smoothness of her skin and
her hair blowing against his cheek become
a wayward kiss.

She had been silent so long he longed
to hear the softness of her voice again.

"In my haste I haven't discovered yet to
whom I should offer my apology," he said,

and seeing her startled glance he went on
reassuringly, "I am the Count of Monte
Cristo."

"My name is Zona," the girl hesitated
the merest moment, "Zona Pffaffendop."
And she turned her head away so he
would not see her lips breaking into that
impish grin.

They were nearing the border now and
Cristo felt the girl's body lose some of its

tension as they saw the distant roofs of
Poland. Then there were the lighted win-
dows of^ the inn and the horse stopping
at last in the cobblestone courtyard and
he holding her in his arms as he lifted her
to the ground. He hated to let her go, and
as he saw her follow the innkeeper up to
her room he begrudged the minutes that

would pass with her out
_
of his sight and

found himself longing for the one that
would bring her to him again.

He did see her again. But it wasn't as
he had dreamed it would be, walking in the
garden with the moonlight on her face
and the stars in her eyes and he finding the
courage to tell her he had come to love her
in that small space of time. For even as

he stood in his own room thinking of her
he heard the noise in the courtyard below
and saw the soldiers crowding into it.

Lichtenburg soldiers here in Poland, order-
ing the gates opened for them ! And he
knew the girl was in danger as he heard
two of them run up the stairs and pound
on her door. It could be no small thing
that would make soldiers show such con-
tempt for another country's frontier.

Then as he stood there he heard the
sound of splintering wood as they broke
through her door. "Your Royal High-
ness!" one of them said and Cristo marked
the irony in the voice. "My orders are to

escort you back to Lichtenburg. I am also

instructed to secure a certain letter you
are carrying to the French Emperor, writ-
ten as we have come to know by Your
Highness' Prime Minister, the Baron von
Neuhoff. A letter asking for help from
France to overthrow our leader Gurko."
"Must I remind you that I am the

Grand Duchess of Lichtenburg?" the girl

asked and Cristo thrilled to the quiet
courage of her voice. "I command my own
person

!"

"I trust Your Royal Highness will not
make a search necessary," the man per-
sisted. "The letter, if you please!"

It was all Cristo needed to hear. He
opened his door cautiously and motioning
the girl to silence crept toward the two
officers standing in front of her. Then in

Right, the beautiful Grand Duchess Zona
(Joan Bennett). Below, the Duchess Zona,
disguised as a simple peasant girl for an
attempted escape from the palace, is dis-

covered by Gurko Lanen (George Sanders),
ambitious and ruthless dictator of Lichten-

burg who is holding Zona as a prisoner.

a lightning flash he ripped the sabre from
the scabbard of one of them and whirled
upon the other. "I think Her Royal High-
ness said that she commanded her own
person!" he said as he lifted the sword.
"My friend, here, will introduce me."
As the officer's hand went to his own

sword, Cristo took Zona's arm and almost
hurled her back into the room beside her
companion. Then, sword in hand, he waited
for the onslaught. Other soldiers came
crashing up the stairs but Cristo standing
with his back to the broken door had the
vantage place. He fought grimly, but gayly
too as a man will who looks upon his
sword as a comrade. With a quick lunge
he leaned forward, ripping the captain's
sword from his hand, holding the rest of
them at bay, and he laughed as if he found
danger to his liking.

Neither of the women heard the window
open behind them and the soldier climb
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into the room and so they were unpre-

pared for the sudden dash he made between

them. Before they realized what was hap-

pening he struck at Cristo's head with the

butt of his pistol. When Crista fought his

way back to consciousness again he was

lying on the bed in his own room and the

soldiers were gone and Zona with them.

He had a purpose in going to Lichten-

burg now. But it was a few days before

the wound in his head would allow him to

travel and so when he arrived there he

saw the newspapers with their headlines

screaming of von Neuhoffs treason. Lich-

tenburg was in a turmoil. Soldiers guarded

the streets and the people went silently

about their business, with only their fright-

ened eyes showing the outrage that had

come upon them. But as Cristo walked

among them he felt their uneasiness and

the oppression that held them.

His face became grim when he saw the

soldiers wrecking a drygoods shop. They
dragged out the son of the proprietor who
was scarcely more than a boy and began

questioning him. "Flans Mirbach," they de-

manded, "where is the press that printed

this filth?"

Cristo saw the crudely printed newspaper

they were brandishing before him and the

headlines exonerating von Neuhoff and his

heart lifted as he knew that even in this

dictator-ridden country there were souls

courageous enough to strike out for free-

dom, and he knew the boy was one of

them for all that he so steadily denied any

knowledge of the thing of which they were

accusing him.

Even before the boy wrenched himself

away from the officer holding him and ran,

Cristo had decided his cause lay with him.

Darting through the crowd after him

Cristo managed to hold back the pur-

suers, tripping one after the other as he

ran, and then as they were passing a nar-

row alley he took hold of the boy's arm
and pulled him into it.

"But this is my own house," the boy

whispered, staring up at the building the

soldiers had been demolishing.

"Certainly it is," Cristo agreed, forcing

him to go through the back entrance. "This

is the one place they'll never think of

looking for you." He smiled ruefully. "But

ducking in was simple. I wish I knew
how we were going to duck out again."

"There is a way out !" Hans said eagerly,

and now it was he who took the lead,

going through the wrecked basement. He
pushed down on the wooden floor and a

section of it slid back to reveal a crude

flight of stairs leading to a tunnel below.

"We sent the papers out this way," he ex-

plained, "but I couldn't escape through it,

for the passage leads to my friends and I

couldn't betray them."

A rat scurried by and Cristo looking at

the damp stone walls and the water flow-

ing under the loose planks beneath their

feet realized they were in the sewers under

the city. Slowly they made their way

Left, in a lightning flash, the young Count

of Monte Cristo (Louis Hayward) ripped the

sabre from the scabbard of one of fhe Lichten-

burg soldiers and fought grimly, but gayly as a

man who looks upon his sword as a comrade.

Below, Cristo talks with Zona (Joan), who's

bewildered over his foppish characteristics.

"THE SON OF MONTE CRISTO"

An Edward Small Production re-

leased through United Artists. Story

by George Bruce. Directed by Rowland

V. Lee.

Grand Duchess Zona Joan Bennett

Count of Monte Cristo . Louis Hayward

Gurko Lafien George Sanders

Mathilde Florence Bates

Colonel Zimmerman Lionel Royce

Conrad Stadt Ian MacWolfe

Frits Domer Clayton Moore

Baron von Neuhoff. . .Montague Love

French Ambassador . George Revavent

Hans Mirbach Rand Brooks

Captain Theodore von Eltz

Schmidt Jack Mulhall

through the intricate passageway and then

they turned into a wider space and now

it was through the ancient catacombs they

went and in the dim light Cristo saw the

tiers upon tiers of coffins buried in the

niches of the wall. Then as they reached

the end of the passage the boy rapped a

signal against a heavy door and it swung

slowly open.

There were about fifteen men in the room

and Cristo stepped back and his hand went

to his sword as he saw that one of them

was the officer who had been holding the

boy when he made his desperate break.

But the man smiled as he came towards

them.
"I saw what you did!" he said. That

was enough to insure your welcome here. I

am Fritz Dorner, Lieutenant of the House-

hold Guard."
"I am Edmund Dantes," Cristo smiled.

"Sometimes called the Count of Monte

Cristo."

"It is like meeting a legend face to

face," Dorner said and his hand went out

to Cristo. "We are proud to have you with

us. But fate has just dealt us a death

blow. Gurko has given orders that Baron

von Neuhoff is to die at midnight. You
must have a high opinion of our country!

Welcomed in a tomb with the news that

our greatest man is to be assassinated arid

the knowledge that our little Grand

Duchess is a prisoner in her own palace,

and at the mercy of Gurko's attentions.

The scoundrel is trying to marry her!"

Cristo saw the men's fists hardening

as they listened and heard their voices

rise demanding that they be the ones chosen

to rescue the prime minister and help

their Duchess.
"None of you can help me," Dorner said

slowly. "I'd have to have someone in the

palace beyond Gurko's suspicion."

Cristo stepped forward then. "Perhaps

. I could qualify as the volunteer you need,"

he said.

"But how could you, a stranger, get into

the palace?" Dorner demanded.

"By using a bank draft for twenty-five

million francs as a calling card." Cristo

smiled. "Gurko applied to the House of

Monte Cristo for a loan. And I have just

decided to grant it!"

It was almost too easy ingratiating him-

self into Gurko's confidence, for the loan

and the easy compliments on his lips had

opened the palace doors wide to him.

Cristo had to tell himself that this was

fighting too, this fencing with words in-

stead of a sword, but it was fighting that

came harder for him.

And that night he saw Zona again. She

had been summoned to the banquet table
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at
_
his request for Gurko could refuse

Cristo nothing now that he had granted
him the sorely needed loan. He was just
raising his glass to his lips when she came
through the door, her imperious little head
held high. At first there was her smile
when she saw him. Then she realized he
was here as a guest of the man she hated,
and Cristo saw her eyes hardening as
Gurko introduced him.
"The Count of Monte Cristo is the last

person I expected to receive here," she
said, and her voice told him she held
him as her enemy.

"Turning up in the most unexpected
places is an idiosyncracy of the Cristo fam-
ily," he laughed.
"The Count is a great friend of our little

Principality," Gurko looked at the Duchess
triumphantly. "Lichtenburg is indebted to

him in the sum of twenty-five million
francs."

Only the sudden trembling of her hands
showed that she had heard and she was
silent during dinner, and when it was over
she took the first opportunity she could
to leave. A few moments later Cristo made
his excuses too, and stopping in his own
room only long enough to get his cloak he
went into the garden.
Dorner had whispered to him that he

would find her here and she was sitting

beside the fountain when he came, her face
tragic as she stared down at the flower in
her hand. She looked up then and saw him
and the flower fell from her hand.
"You change characters quite easily, don't

you?" she asked. "I saw you first as a
swashbuckling gallant and now I see you
in the role of a silly fop, flattering the ego
of a man your first personality would have
every reason to despise. Just what is your
true character?"

"I'm a business man," he laughed. "A
banker, to be exact. I believe in making
my clients feel superior to myself."

"In Petsh you made me believe you a
chivalrous gentleman," she whispered,
turning away so he would not see the mist
clouding her eyes. "What you did that
night became one of my most beautiful
memories. Too bad I had to see it shat-
tered by knowing you loaned Gurko the
money he needs to completely shatter my
country. What you have bought is a part-
nership in his crimes against it."

"I'm sure you do Gurko an injustice,"
Cristo's voice sounded regretful. "I con-

sider him a remarkable man. We under-
stood each other, almost at once."

"Love at first sight, I suppose!" she said
bitterly.

"Oh, no!" He smiled at her. "That can
only happen once." He longed to tell her
hsw he really felt but in a dictator's gar-
den even roses may have eyes and lilies

ears. So instead he said, "Do you know
you're even more beautiful when you're
angry ?"

She rose contemptuously and left him
and when he went back to his room he
found Dorner waiting for him, dressed ill

a_ long cloak that was almost a replica of
his own. Cristo stood by as the man pressed
a secret spring and the great fireplace
swung open to reveal the stairs leading
to the dungeons below.

Cristo was the first to go, tying on
the black mask Dorner had brought him
as he went. And then as the officer waited
in the shadows, his pistol drawn to protect
him, Cristo crept up to the turnkey and
covering him with his gun demanded von
Neuhoff's freedom. Back of them as they
fled came the shouts of their pursuers but
Dorner led them to the old square tower
that had not been used these fifty years now
and underneath it was the underground
passage connecting with the sewer and the
catacombs. And von Neuhoff was safe in
the secret hiding place of his followers.
The Torch had struck for the first time

!

That was the name Cristo had signed to
the impudent note he sent to Gurko and
that was the name he was to be known
by now. And hearts that had given up hop-
ing beat with courage again as they thrilled
to his deeds of daring. No one knew where
The Torch would strike again, except that
they knew it would always be for Lichten-
burg and for the people and for little Zona
who was their Duchess.
And in the palace Cristo went about with

another mask, one of indifference, and he
was considered so harmless that Gurko
took him into his full confidence. "But I
had hoped it would be possible to leave
soon," Cristo said in a bored voice when
Gurko, asked him to stay to meet the
French Ambassador who was coming with
an urgent message. "You see this visit
took me away from Paris at the very
height of the social season."
He sat toying with his ruffled wrist

bands when the Ambassador was an-

nounced as if he were trying to conceal
his boredom. But Gurko's face was red
with anger as he listened to the Ambas-
sador's ultimatum and realized that von
Neuhoff had been able to get a message
through to France.

"Unless you surrender Her Royal High-
ness into the custody of the French Gov-
ernment at once she will be liberated by
force!" the Ambassador said.

"What
_
would be your attitude if Her

Royal Highness announced her marriage
to me?" Gurko demanded, his smile cloak-
ing his words with velvety softness. "If
she thought her people were in danger of a
Russian invasion she would do almost any-
thing to save them. And surely Your Excel-
lency realizes that Russia is just as inter-
ested as France in using Lichtenburg as
a buffer against Bismarck. I understand the
readiness of your Government to support
von Neuhoff against me. But is it as eager
to support him against me and Russia?"
The Ambassador hesitated and Cristo

knew Gurko had won. The Torch must
strike quickly to prevent him from making
the pact with Russia.

But first he must see Zona. He went into
the garden and it was then he saw her up
on her balcony and in an instant he had
scaled the flower-covered trellis that led
to it.

"It's such a pity you have to be a Grand
Duchess," he said, "when there are so
many roads to be traveled, mountains to be
crossed, so much happiness and laughter
and all the things you could have if you
had really been Zona Pffaffendop on your
way to Paris in a carriage. Love could
come riding up to you then. But it's almost
impossible for love to pass the sentries at
the palace gates."

"The man I love would not find it im-
possible to pass sentries," Zona said, lifting
her head proudly. "I'd go out to meet
him. A man like The Torch."
"A ruffian?" Cristo pretended he was

shocked. "A masquerader ?"

"A ruffian and a masquerader who is un-
selfish

_
enough to risk his life for others,"

she said, looking at him scornfully. "Such
a man would dare to take love in his
hands and be its master."
"You don't think I have daring?" he

asked. "That I could be master?"
And before she realized what he was

doing he had taken her in his arms and
crushed her to his heart, his eager lips

closing over hers. For a moment he felt

her heart beat against his, then she tore
herself away and her small hand went up
and struck him full on the mouth.

"That is to remind you that this is a pal-
ace and I am its mistress !" she said, and her
voice was trembling with her tears. "And
I think you are the most conceited, in-

sufferable, stupid man I've ever known !"

The red imprint was still on his cheek
when he wrote the note signed The Torch
and wrapping it around a brick sent it

crashing through her window. He had not
dared reveal himself to her, for he was
sure she would not have believed him. But
she would heed that note and late that
night she would be at the postern gate
dressed in peasant clothes waiting for him
and her loyal followers who would see that
she had safe passage to Paris.
Everything went so easily. Maybe he

should have suspected something had gone
wrong for there was no sentry on watch
when the peasant cart driven by Hans with
Dorner

_
by his side drove up to the gate.

But Cristo had thoughts only for Zona as
he waited tensely, his mask shielding his
eager eyes, and at last he saw the Palace
doors open and she came running toward
him.

Suddenly as he went out to meet her
there was the clash of swords and soldiers
leaping from the shrubbery. Then Gurko
stood there smiling ironically at the man
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he knew only as The Torch. "Throw

down your sword!" he commanded.

But Cristo's hand tightened on its hilt.

"I'll give it to you!" he cried as he lunged

forward.
. .,

But Cristo's hand tightened on its hilt,

too and it was a duel of skill that the two

fought with Cristo needing all the subtle-

ties of swordplay that his father had taught

him. And as Zona watched breathlessly she

knew at last who The Torch was. Only

one man had such a 'way with the sword,

the man who had fought for her at Petsh.

Vnd fear darkened her eyes as she saw

him surrounded, his back to the garden

wall and the Palace guards closing m on

him. " "

'
•

"

But The Torch could not be taken so

easily. He waited until he saw Hans make

his escape in the cart, then in an instant

he had disarmed Gurko with a twist of his

sword blade and vanished into the dark-

ness. "Don't worry !" he called to Zona

as he fled. "I'll be back
!"

So morning found Zona a prisoner still

and Cristo in the palace playing his role

of the slightlv bored onlooker. But he had

need of all the subterfuge he could com-

mand when he witnessed the signing of the

pact with the Russian Ambassador, the

agreement which pledged Russia to put

Gurko on the throne of Lichtenburg and

to keep him there by force if necessary.

That meant Zona would have to marry him

to save her country from destruction by

the Czar.

There was so little time. The Ambassa-

dor's carriage was waiting at the gates to

take him on his journey to Russia. But

The Torch moved swiftly too and just

outside the city he caught up with it. There

was terror in the envoy's eyes when he

saw the masked face confronting him and

it took little urging of Cristo's pistol to

make him give up the important paper.

But for once The Torch had made a mis-

take. He had revealed his identity to

Gurko. For Cristo was the only man be-

side himself who knew of the existence of

the pact. .

It was Zona who came to warn him.

"You must get away quickly," she cried.

"Gurko's men are on the way to arrest

you." Her voice trembled as she told him

how Gurko had taunted her with his dis-

covery and how he had watched her with

his -smiling, cruel eyes as he had tried to

trick her into admitting that she knew
Cristo and The Torch were one.

"I'm remembering all the terrible things

I said to you, at the time you were daring

everything for me," she whispered. "But

even when I said them I hated myself for

it. Can you forgive me?"
"I remember one thing you said," he

told her gently. "That you would go out to

meet a man like The Torch. Is that still

true ?"

"It's always been true," she whispered

brokenly. "From the very first day at

Petsh. But now you must go quickly!"

"If you had only been Zona Pffaffendop
!"

he smiled.

"Please, maybe just for a moment I can

be," she said. And then she was
_
in his

arms, her slender body clinging to his. "I'm

afraid ! I feel this may be the last time we
shall ever see each other and I love you,

more than anything in the world."

"Keep saying that until I come back,"

he whispered. He moved toward the fire-

place. But he was too late. Gurko and his

men were already at the door.

Cristo flung a stool at Gurko's head and
dashing to the window broke through it

and jumped to the ground below. But more
soldiers were waiting and when Dorner
came to his aid he was captured too. It

wasn't to the dungeon they were taken.

Gurko had lost his confidence in it since

von Neuhoff's rescue, and had ordered

them taken to the jail on the outskirts

of the city and it was there they learned

they had been sentenced to death.

"1 understand now how my father felt,"

Cristo said ruefully. "Twenty years in a

cell, stone walls, cold, not even a voice!"

He stared down at the metal pan of food

a guard had pushed through his cell and

then he saw the envelope lying beside it

and tearing it open he discovered it was an

invitation to Zona's wedding to Gurko. And
on the margin Gurko had written in his

heavy sprawl: "I have already conveyed

your regrets to Her Royal Highness."

"I wonder why I never thought he had

a sense of humor," Cristo said grimly as

he read it to Dorner.

Neither nights nor days can be counted

in a prison through which no light of sun

or moon can show their passing. So there

were only the jibes of the guards to tell

them that the day had come on which Zona

would be married and they must mount the

scaffold. For Gurko had decreed the two

events would take place at the same

moment.
But the tyrant had reckoned without the

rest of that loyal band. The leaders were

gone but von Neuhoff had taken their place,

and there were still men like Hans willing

to risk their lives for their friends and for

libertv. So on that day when a cart drove

up in front of the prison it was Hans and

von Neuhoff dressed in peasant smocks

who jumped down and pretended to unload

their provisions. And at their signal the

burlap bags covering the wagon were

thrown aside and men fully armed swarmed

out of it and seizing the guards imprisoned

them in their own cells.

Cristo and Dorner were freed, but maybe
even now it was too late. In less than an

hour the wedding would be performed.

Cristo gave the wedding invitation to Hans

and asked him to print two hundred dupli-

cates of it on his press and distribute them

among their members who would use them

to gam admission to the palace. Then he

himself went to the Russian Embassy,

deserted now of everyone but the servants,

since the household had already departed

for the wedding, and at his pistol's point

forced the Ambassador's secretary to open

the safe.

The pact was safe now. But once more
Cristo donned his cloak and mask. And so

it was The Torch who came to the palace

as Zona stood beside Gurko, and as the

spectators stumbled to their feet the men

who had come there on the forged invita-

tions rose as one with von Neuhoff at their

head.
"Call the Captain of the guard!" Gurko

ordered. "Arrest these men."

"At the moment your guard is taking

orders from us !" Cristo swept him a mock-

ing bow. "This palace is completely sur-

rounded." And taking out the pact he gave

it to von Neuhoff who held up his hand for

silence.

"This document is written proof that

Gurko Lanen was willing to sell his coun-

try, his Queen, and her people into bond-

age," the prime minister thundered. "Gurko
Lanen, I arrest you in the name of the

People of Lichtenburg for the crime of

high treason against the State. The penalty

for which is death, not only for you but for

all you represent!"
Gurko drew out his pistol and as Zona

stood there, her trembling hands covering

her face, he pressed it against his heart

and drew the trigger. A shout was heard

and the great doors of the throne room
were thrown open as the guard appeared on

the threshold, staring in horror at his mas-
ter's dead body.

"How did you escape?" the Ambassador
demanded. "The palace is surrounded."

The officer stared blankly. "The guard is

carrying on its duties!" he said bewildered.

"There is no one outside the palace."

Cristo laughed then as he looked at the

officer, completely lost with no one to com-
mand him. But it was to Zona he went,

kneeling before her as he lifted her hand to

his lips. "Imagination is a wonderful thing,

Your Highness," he said. "You can use it

when everything else fails!"

Zona leaned over and her trembling fin-

gers untied his mask. And so it was as him-

self, young Monte Cristo, that he faced the

crowded ballroom and their cheers rang

through the room as Zona lifted her lips

to his.

Our readers will be interested to

know that the picture we Actionized

in the October Screenland, under the

title "The New Yorker," has reached

the screen with the new tag of "Christ-

mas in July." It's still the same swell

story and you'll want to see it when
it comes to your neighborhood theater,

no matter what it is called.
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Wish Upon a Star For Romance!

Continued from page 61

Society for Scientific Astrologers will for-

give my being colloquial) to say here is the

most sex appealing of all the signs. More-
over, Scorpio subjects have the lush view-
point, the extravagant way of living which
makes for exciting movie stars. As one who
has always been depressed by the back to

the fireside movement of latter day Holly-

wood, I welcome any newcomer cast in the

heroic tradition.

When Scorpio women have, in addition

to their boundless physical appeal, a face

to launch a fleet, the result is glamor as is

glamor. Vivien Leigh is Scorpio at its best.

When I interpreted her chart I predicted

her divorce and coming marriage to Lau-
rence Olivier. In fact, that prediction was
first made public in Screenland. What
will the outcome of that marriage be?

Astrologically it will last, for they have

much in common in their work, and
although there are some differences in tem-

perament, I am sure that they can over-

come their differences and be happy in

marriage.
There are some warnings in Vivien

Leigh's horoscope, however, for her sign

is ruled by Mars, planet of war, and this

planet has been grievously afflicted for

some time. I advise Miss Leigh to remain

out of war zones, no matter how intense

her sympathies. I advise her also to count

her blessings and be content. Scorpio sub-

jects are very apt to request, "More, more,"

even when the gods' stocks are depleted.

Miss Leigh has a full share of love, fame,

beauty and happiness. More attempts to

augment these may prove disastrous. It is

obvious that Vivien Leigh can go on in her

already great career for some years to come,

but her strange, changeable and unpre-

dictable nature may cause her to suddenly

give up her career in favor of marriage.

It is significant that the most fatal of

modern femmes is a Scorpio. I mean, of

course, the incomparable Hedy Lamarr.

No matter how many other movie ladies

give us a watered version of the Lamarr
charm, no one can touch the original. In

fact, only 'the camera of James Wong Howe
in "Algiers" ever captured it completely for

the screen.

I met Hedy before the making of "Al-
giers" and she was discouraged about her
future. After setting up her chart and
looking back at her face, I was able to

assure her that the world would soon be
hers.

Through astrology I was able to predict

her marriage to and divorce from Gene
Markey, and every columnist in Hollywood
took me to task for being so pessimistic.

But you can't fool the stars ! Hedy and
Gene were never intended for a life to-

gether.

Hedy's chart shows that she will marry
again soon. This third time will probably
stick. She should marry someone of her
own age, if possible. Young men are a bit

frightened of so much beauty, however.
Recently an actor, who shall be necessarily

nameless, said to me, "You know, I'd give

anything to have the nerve to ask Hedy
for a date, but I wouldn't dare." Such
modesty among actors is so rare, I asked
why.

"Because she looks like the sort of girl

one would have to send diamonds to in-

stead of gardenias and I wouldn't dare be-

come serious with her unless I had at least

five million dollars."

I do hope that Hedy's expensive look

isn't going to frighten off all the men of her

own generation and leave the field clear to

the boys who salted it away before the

surtax. Of course I wouldn't advise woo-
ing any Scorpio woman empty handed but

you needn't come loaded down with buckets

of emeralds, boys.

Material and acquisitive though Scorpios

be, they are incurable romantics, and a

full moon may get you as far as a diamond
bracelet.

Not in the glamor league, but a girl as

gifted and exciting as any in Hollywood
is Scorpio-born Eleanor Powell. I'm es-

pecially fond of Eleanor because she takes

her astrology seriously and never fails to

consult me when she has an important de-

cision to make. I've always predicted a

marriage for Eleanor during 1940 and I

hope she doesn't upset all my calculations.

She is the extremely idealistic type of

Scorpio and will marry for love. She
would even give up her career for it, but

I hope not as there is no one else to take

her place in the work she does. Her chart

warns against overworking (a great dan-

ger for those born in this sign), and gives

indications that she may return to the stage

spasmodically. In future years one or two
children are shown for Miss Powell.

In the gents' department of Scorpio we
have Dick Powell, whose career has been

sadly afflicted by Mars lately. Dick has the

male version of Scorpio appeal and while

it moves ladies' matinees to cooing dithers,

it has inspired some male critics to ribald

criticism. (Just jealousy, Dick.)

His career will pick up after the release

of "I Want a Divorce." Dick's and
Joan Blondell's marriage will last, as I told

you a few months ago, for they have lis-

tened to the warnings in their stars and
have tried to overcome the differences in

their charts.

Pat O'Brien is another perfect Scorpio

husband. His marriage is that thing of in-

creasingly rare beauty, a permanent union.

His career, which has suffered the ups and
downs of the Mars ruled, will be on a more
satisfactory basis next year. Now that

his salary squabble with Warner Brothers

is ended Pat will go on his lush Scorpio

way doing realistic, down to earth type of

drama that his fans seem to like. It is

significant of Scorpio that when his studio

threatened to cut his modest salary of

fifteen hundred or so a week, Pat is re-

ported to have replied, "But I couldn't live

on less than fifteen hundred !" Our sympa-
thies reach out to him in his struggle and

we are happy that he will be able to con-

tinue buying beans for the Winter season

at least!

Scorpio types run to extremes
;
they are

either built on stream-line models like

Vivien Leigh and Hedy Lamarr or their

faces and chassis take on the scream-line

modelling of a Judy Canova. Have you
seen this screamingly funny comedienne in

"Scatterbrain"? She's the funniest girl

since the late Marie Dressier (who was
born in Scorpio the same as Judy Canova).
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It's true that this versatile sign has given

us such comedians as Miss Dressier, Will

Rogers and Jack Oakie, who became famous

for their humor rather than their beauty,

but not since Marie Dressier has there

been a great Scorpio comedienne on the

screen, and Judy Canova will be on the

screen for many a moon. After attending

a screening of "Scatterbrain." I had the

pleasure of setting up Judy's chart and I

found out why she is just coming into the

I best cycle of her life, professionally speak-

f

ing. Famous on the air for some time, and
1 well known on the stage, this is Judy's first

starring picture. Her chart shows con-

tinued success and marriage within two

I years.

William Henry is a Scorpio. Ten years

ago when he was playing at the Pasadena
Community Playhouse I predicted his

career accurately. "You may never be a

sensation," 1 told him, "but you'll work
steadily, build up a fan following, and
marry happily and have children." What
more could a man ask for?

In our Scorpio discovery section for the

month I would like to present Gene Tier-

ney, a budding young 20th Century-Fox
star. This girl has all the quality, charm
and magnetism of a Leigh or a Lamarr,

and • what's more important to a career,

I

she's so very young that she will be on

the screen a long, long time. Miss Tierney

has just appeared in her first picture, "The
Return of Frank James," and plays a fea-

tured role with Henry Fonda. Originally

from the New York stage, Gene is being

given a build-up second to none by that

master showman, Darryl Zanuck. Accord-

ing to the evidence in her chart. Miss Tier-

ney will let nothing interfere with her

career. She will marry, but not before

1943. and like all Scorpio-born, she must
choose the marriage partner carefully. She
can find happiness in the marriage state if

she chooses wisely and carefully. Miss
Tierney has a truly brilliant future. If she

doesn't make a great success then her stars

are wrong indeed. Make a note and we'll

check next year.

Hardly in the newcomers' section, but

ftill new to many of you perhaps, is Roy
Rogers—another Scorpio lad bound to go
places in something other than Westerns.
Because the trend seems to be so definitely

toward bigger and better Westerns, Roy's

stock has risen rapidly in the past year.

His ruling star will shine even brighter

in 1941, and I predict that Roy Rogers will

be in the big league in the coming months.

Added to a pleasing Scorpio personality, he

possesses a capable singing voice. His
chart shows that his present marriage will

last indefinitely.

There are two gorgeous Scorpio girls

whose careers have felt the restraining in-

fluences of Mars in the past year. Some
personalities are great enough to surge

ahead and succeed despite their afflictions,

whereas others seem to struggle harder to

attain their goals in life. Such has been the

case with Ruth Hussey and Virginia Field.

Miss Hussey has been consistently excellent

and possesses more than average beauty.

She hasn't yet made much of a dent on the

public consciousness, but it will take only

one good part to make a star of this young
lady. Movie producers are hard to change
from their set habits, and newcomers still

have to struggle and work hard for rec-

ognition. Perhaps that's what's wrong with

movie attendance lately. It's all very re-

assuring to witness the weary procession

of older stars such as Stanwyck, Crawford,

and Shearer, decade after decade, for their

art is tried and tested, their personalities

and features indelibly etched upon the fibres

and sinews of our minds and bodies, and we
applaud their endurance as well as unflag-

ging youth and beauty, but it would be a

metaphysical triumph to see more young-

beauties still in their twenties on the screen.

Ruth Hussey will get her chance. It's in

the stars and even the producers can't dic-

tate to them

!

Then what's wrong- with beautiful and
talented Scorpio-born Virginia Field? This
charming young lady has won distinction

for her excellent work in "Waterloo
Bridge," but she is more noted for the fact

that she is Richard Greene's big moment.
With careful grooming and more pictures,

Miss Field can be built to a star of box
office proportions. I see no great happiness

for her and Dick together, for their signs

are unquestionably wrong for each other.

If she marries him, it may end in divorce.

Her chart shows two marriages.

While Scorpio women may seem hard to

get, possessing as they do such high voltage

allure, the men born in this sign are easily

captured and held. Marriage to them is an

important, sacred and irrevocable step, and

they do not divorce easily without great

reason.

That's why I was able to predict a per-

manent alliance when Joel McCrea married
Frances Dee. While the newspapers always

bear down on my divorce predictions, it

is forecasts of enduring marriages of

which I am most proud because, as you well

know, the odds are against these in Holly-

wood. I point with pride to Joel and
Frances. I was among the few persons

to whom they confided their marriage plans

and I urged them to go ahead, that it was
safe. Joel McCrea is the steady, reliable

type of Scorpio; his career has always

been consistent and his work beyond re-

proach. The coming years bring few
changes in his life.

Those of you who were born in this

highly interesting and talented sign might
like to know what work you are best suiter!

to. If possible, Scorpio-born should follow

the artistic professions : writing, music,

singing, dancing, acting, designing, cos-

motology, these are the first choice. Sec-

ond best for Scorpio girls are teaching and
secretarial work. The men born in this

sign are good in radio, advertising, news-
paper work, insurance, aircraft designing,

piloting, and law or medicine.

The love life is so important for those

born in this sign that it might be wise to

give the right and wrong signs in mar-
riage. Right signs are: Cancer, Pisces.

Gemini, Aquarius, and Capricorn. Wrong
signs : Leo, Aries, Virgo, Libra.

Some things to avoid in love and mar-
riage are the following : Don't be too dom-
inating. Avoid being critical of the one

you love. Do not see too much of each

other. Live your own lives and avoid

"in-laws." Watch your finances and save

money, for Scorpio cannot live with pov-
erty. In marriage take marital vacations

from each other every so often. The
Scorpio personality is driving, energetic,

and tiring. Recognize this fact and give

the marriage partner a little mental rest.

Those of you who were born in other

.signs of the Zodiac may check below to find

out what planetary forces are at work in

YOUR own life this month.

Aries—March 21 to April 20
Favorable vibrations from Jupiter this

Mickey Rooney demonstrates, on a linen napkin, some notes

from the song, "Love's Got Nothing on Me," for which he

wrote the music, to Eddy Duchin, who says Mickey's got a hit.

All photos b;i Lcn Weissman

Gilbert Roland and Simone Simon surprised everyone when

they arrived at the Grove together, and from their expressions

they sure were enjoying that whirl 'round the dance floor.
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month incline you to great activity, men-

tally. Good time for dealing with those in

public position, or with newspapers, pub-

licity, writing, signing papers, these matters

are highly favored and may bring profit.

Finances may seem slightly disturbed but

progress is coming slowly. Mars afflictions

are not so numerous and your personal and
business life should reflect more calm.

_
A

good month for social activities, meeting

members of the opposite sex, and matters

concerning the home. Romance should

thrive during the first two weeks, but

warnings of quarrels and misunderstand-

ings exist during the last two weeks. The
head should rule the heart in your case, and

this month you must avoid being over-

emotional and excitable. Make no hasty de-

cisions and do not break off any romantic

union without thinking it over seriously

first. There are warnings about health,

accidents, and children on the Sth, 19th,

and 28th of this month. The following days

are fortunately aspected : 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th,

9th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 18-th, 20th, 23rd, 24th,

25th, 27th, 30th. The other days are neu-

tral for routine matters only.

Taurus—April 21 to May 20

A fairly fortunate month for matters

concerning the home and finances, but

somewhat disturbing for romance. The
vibrations from Venus bring the temptation

to flirt. This may cause a broken romance

;

by being cautious you may avoid distress-

ing romantic disturbances. The opposition

of Saturn may bring about delays in busi-

ness matters, but any plans you now have

should be clung to as they can suddenly

materialize. Favors change of residence,

also seeking a new contact in business.

Your talents should be applied to work
where you can use your artistic and crea-

tive abilities. Messages may come from far

off persons, travel is favored, and any
changes that come into your life are for a

definite purpose. The health should be

guarded this month for Mars may bring

danger of inflammation, blood disorders,

and cuts, sprains or bruises. The 4th, 8th,

12th and 24th hold warnings regarding

finances, legal matters, and losses through
deception. The following days are fortunate

:

2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 16th,

18th, 20th, 21st, 23rd, 26th, 28th, 29th, 30th.

Other days are neutral.

Gemini—May 21 to June 20

Watch the health in the first half of this

month. Avoid doing things that might be

dangerous. A disturbing aspect of Saturn

inclines you to carelessness in regard to

dark places or public vehicles.
_
The ankles

and hands are especially sensitive for your
sign, so be cautious while these disturbing

aspects dominate the heavens. The invest-

ments you may make this month should

profit you in the future foi Jupiter turns a

kinder face in your direction. The second
week of this month is especially fortunate

for working with the public ; favors sales-

ladies, secretaries, beauticians, librarians,

musicians, teachers, and nurses. This is a
fairly good month for decisions in love or

marriage. If single, an engagement or

courtship is highly favored. More than one
member of the opposite sex may evince sud-

den interest. If married happily it can con-
tinue. Those making decisions in love

should be prompted by intelligence rather
than emotion. Do nothing to break off any
romance until you are certain you are
taking the right steps. This sign often at-

tracts those in professions and public work
in friendship and love. Personal progres-
sion is noted this month

; study and work
along artistic, creative and musical lines.

Travel by land, air or water; visit rela-

tives and friends all month. Fortunate days
are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 7th, 10th, 12th, 15th,

16th, 18th, 19th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 28th.

Cancer—June 21 to July 22
Rather critical and antagonistic vibra-

tions from Mars and Saturn may be ex-

pected at the beginning of this month for

you. By guarding your words and actions

you can definitely progress in this cycle.

Some person close to you may disappoint

you or cause you to change your plans

;

money matters might prove somewhat dis-

heartening, but if you keep at it you can

batter down all opposition and go on to

new goals in the coming weeks. Employ-
ment matters are highly favored, especially

work where you are required to use your

initiative and creative talent. If you are

anxious to progress in business and finances

this month take the necessary steps and
seek out those in authority who can assist

you. Good month for dealing with large

corporations, insurance groups, investment

houses, banking institutions and educa-

tional centers. Also favors correspondence,

ideas for musical compositions, literary ef-

persons who might influence your future

life for the better. The last week of this

month holds warnings for the health ; avoid
over-doing, watch the diet, and be careful

that worry and nervousness do not over-

come you. There are better vibrations from
Uranus and Neptune which promise a let-

up on the nervous strain you have long
labored under. If possible, you should
change your home, or do something to re-

lieve the monotony of your every day liv-

ing. A good month to invest in property
but not to sell ; avoid speculation in stocks.

Good days are: 1st, 3rd, 4th, 6th, 8th, 12th,

14th, 18th, 21st, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 29th.

The other days are somewhat negative.

Virgo—August 23 to September 22
Rather serious matters may occupy your

thoughts during this month, for Mercury
forms aspects to Jupiter and Venus that

cause you to take a serious and introspec-

tive view of life. You should concentrate

When the screen

stars turned sales-

men at Farmers'

Market, for the

benefit of the

Red Cross, Shirley

Temple was put

in charge of the

candy counter at

Brocks Stand.
What a break!

Shirley's smile

helped sell plenty

of sweets and
swelled the fund

considerably.

Len Wcissman

forts, radio or newspaper work. The
affairs of the heart are somewhat uncertain,

and the outcome of romance may depend

on the particular type of person you have
attracted. Change is the essence of your

life at this time, but if you have attracted

a person on your mental plane you can
get along nicely. Marriage, the home, and
children are highly favored. Fortunate

days are: 1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th, 8th, 11th, 12th,

13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 21st, 22nd, 25th,

27th, 28th, 29th. Other days are apt to be

negative ; avoid risks ; watch the health

and pocketbook.

Leo—July 23 to August 22

There are conflicting vibrations for your
sign this month

;
they are apt to change

from good to bad without notice, so act

with the utmost caution in all your .per-

sonal and business dealings. The affairs of

the heart may be somewhat settled for

Venus is not especially afflicted, but busi-

ness matters may be confused and the emo-
tions may be unsettled and disturbed. This

is owing to afflictions of Moon, Sun and
Saturn at various times this month. They
may cause you to have losses through theft

or fire ; avoid dangerous or dark places.

Be careful of any business dealings with
strangers. The home should thrive, chil-

dren are favored this month, and progress

may be shown in affairs of the home. So-

cial activities may engage your attention

at this time, and you may meet one or more

on work, study, and personal progression.

The vibrations from Neptune may cause

concern about some matter that is in doubt

at present. Messages that you expect may
be delayed, and finances may not clear up

to your liking. Any project that you are

working on should be tackled vigorously

for even if you do not see instant progress

you will gradually attain your goal in life.

One or more members of the opposite sex

may come into your life this month (if you
are single) and your life may be radically

influenced by some person whom you meet.

Make no decisions about love or marriage

under these changing vibrations, for you
must be quite sure when you finally do take

the big step. Avoid jealousy, suspicion,

quarreling with a loved one. Do not let

others lean on you too much, especially

family members. The last week_ of this

month favors the health and diet, also

favors writing letters, signing papers, or

making new friends. Good days are: 1st,'

2nd, 3rd, 5th, 8th, 10th, 13th, 14th, 17th,

19th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd, 25th, 27th, 29th.

Other days are neutral, favorable only for

routine business matters.

Libra—September 23 to October 22

Some confusion and discord may exist

in the first week of this month. Avoid
doing anything to add to this confusion.

Work out your plans and then stick to

them. Mercury and Mars produce nervous-

ness and excitability; your actions should
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be temperate and poised. The romantic side

of your life may cause the utmost concern,

so "try and select a person who will assist

you in maintaining your balance under

these distressing vibrations. If happily in

love do nothing to change this state, but

if you have been assailed with fears, doubts

and worries about your romantic problems

this is as good a month as any to seek

changes. Venus showers you with charm

and brings you new opportunities ; some

person of prominence or wealth may seek

your heart, decide calmly, and without fear

of the future outcome. You have it within

your power this month to rise in the es-

teem of fellow workers and to add new
laurels in business. If interested in busi-

ness career you can make a progressive

move at this time through the assistance of

a superior. Favor sales work, teaching,

secretarial work, and the creative arts ; in-

terior decorating, designing, millinery, cos-

metology, etc. Watch the diet during the

inner heart promptings you may seek

changes in love. Do nothing rash or ill-

advised in regard to marriage unless you
find you have made a sad mistake. Watch
the health, avoid accidents and injury to

the hands and feet all during the month.

Good days are: 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 10th,

12th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 19th, 20th, 21st, 22nd,

23rd, 26th, 28th, 30th.

Sagittarius—November 23 to December 21

Guard your emotions at this time, for

you may be inclined to hasty action in love.

If you are truly anxious to make a change

choose the second week of this month to

break off an old love affair or marriage.

One or more persons may suddenly come
into your life romantically, and this may
be the big change you have long desired.

Promote your welfare at this time in busi-

ness and finances, for Jupiter assists you

and your afflictions are about over. A
splendid time for going into a new busi-

Harold Lloyd did

his share at

Farmers' Market,

too. He assisted

Mr. Gil in selling

cones filled with

Mr. Gil's old-
fashioned ice-

cream and of-

fered his auto-

graph as an in-

ducement to all

purchasers. Entire

proceeds went
to the Red Cross

Benefit Fund.

Leu Wcissman

month, avoid excitement and nervous in-

digestion. Good days are: 2nd. 4th, 7th,

8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 18th, 19th, 21st,

23rd, 25th, 26th, 29th.

Scorpio—October 23 to November 22

Stimulating vibrations from Mars may
bring you change in the business side of

your life. Although there have been nega-

tive forces at work in your life recently

you can profit from this changing cycle

and rise to greater heights. You are defi-

nitely progressing in every way, and your

ideas should find fulfillment in reality this

month. If you are dissatisfied with your

present position this is a good time to

change it. Your finances should be under

control, and any business venture you enter

into should bring you success. With your

artistic and creative ability you may take

an unusual interest in art, literature, music,

or acting. You can go on to great heights

in the creative fields if you apply yourself.

You are apt to be somewhat lazy and you
must bestir yourself if you wish to attain

your goal in life. Social activities are

favored, but do not overdo. Meet persons

in professional life, doctors, lawyers, poli-

ticians, and businessmen. Also good for

dealing with advertising concerns, publi-

cations, motion pictures, radio, or with ed-

ucational institutions. Romantically your

heart is well under control. You have the

ability to find real love happiness at this

time if you wish, but if you listen to your

ness venture, partnership, or into business

for yourself. Avoid entanglements with

relatives, and burdensome debts. If you

follow your inner promptings in_ regard to

business you can make a financial success

in life. Avoid dangerous places, persons

who might cause you trouble, fire, or theft

during the last two weeks of the month.

Legacies are favored, also investments in

real estate. Not a good time for collecting

old debts or making money suddenly. The
financial side of your life should be stressed

more than the romantic side at this time,

for love will always take care of itself in

your life. Good days are: 1st, 2nd, 3rd,

5th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 18th, 19th,

20th, 21st, 22nd, 23rd, 26th, 28th, 29th.

Capricorn—December 22 to January 19

You are slated to come out from under

your heavy financial burden this month.

Although your sign has been among the

afflicted for some years you can breathe

with relief this month and look forward to

new and happier conditions. Of course you
must be alert to grasp opportunities for

happiness for many times you are so busy

brooding over life's hardships that you
neglect the thrilling moments presented by

an indulgent fate. Be active in love this

month. Make the most of a romance that

should come into your life at present. If

still single, you should be concentrating on

plans for an early marriage. If married

there are doubts that it will break up for

these planetary rays favor making up your
differences. Naturally if you have married

the wrong type you will go on to a hap-

pier destiny in love. Jupiter, the money
planet, causes you to concentrate on busi-

ness matters. Settle your finances, avoid

heavy debts, and try to buy rather than

sell this month. An excellent time for mak-
ing new friends, and going out more often.

The aspects of the Moon incline to social

activity and may give you a keen interest

in creative endeavor. A good month for

writing letters, or stories, also for signing

papers of a legal nature. Avoid ill health

during the first two weeks, and watch out

for accidents in the latter part of the month.
Good days are: 2nd, 4th, 5th, 7th, 9th, 11th.

13th, 15th, 16th, 19th, 21st, 23rd, 24th, 27th.

Aquarius—January 20 to February 18

Uranus, your ruling planet, brings you
sudden prominence this month. It will af-

fect your life in several ways ;
first, roman-

tically, and second, financially. You have
been restless and changeable in love, but

this month may bring more stability and
certainty in both love and finances. Some-
one you have recently met may radically

affect your life for the better. The trend

is progressive rather than retrogressive.

Choose the path you wish to follow and
then let nothing stand in your way. Favors
dealings with the public, work where you
use the brain and hands, musical activities,

dancing, singing, acting, and writing. It

you have ambitions in these directions, let

yourself be gradually drawn into this type
of work for you are happier in creative

work than commercial. As usual, you may
overdo. This causes concern for health.

Avoid exposure, watch the lungs, avoid ex-

cessive smoking, drinking, eating, and rest

a good deal. If you are active in the

business world you may expect changes in

the nature of your work, raise in salary, or
better conditions in your employment.
Uranus and Jupiter bring you honors, and
social activities, especially those connected
with fraternal organizations, or educational

groups. A doctor or lawyer may come into

your life and influence you in some de-
cision. Good davs are : 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 5th.

8th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 18th, 20th.

22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th.

Pisces—February 1 9 to March 20
You will have more than your share of

romantic experiences this month. The
cycle of romance set into motion by Nep-
tune and Venus last month still continues,

and if you steer this renewed emotional
energy into the right channels you may find

the ideal you have long dreamed about.

The slight aspect of Mars in the middle of

the month may cause a misunderstanding
in love or the home : guard your words and
actions, and do nothing hasty. Be more
aggressive than usual in business and
finances. If money is owed you seek it out

:

avoid helping too many persons : be a little

more selfish, for others may take advantage
of you at this time. Sign no papers without

first examining them thoroughly, attend to

routine matters concerning insurance, bank-
ing, investments, and other financial mat-
ters. Jupiter brings you more stability in

finances and business. A good month to

engage in a business of your own, especially

restaurants, beauty shops, dress or millinery

stores, or other work where you can di-

rectly meet the public. Avoid water and fire

in the middle of the month, and watch the

health during the last week. The vibrations

from the Moon and Venus may bring about
sudden or strange friendships ; be careful of

strangers, dark places, stairs, or unfamiliar

places. The health may cause concern un-

less you avoid nervous exhaustion. Watch
the feet and ankles. Good davs are : 2nd,

4th, 5th. 7th, 9th. 10th, 11th, 13th, 15th,

18th, 19th, 20th, 22nd, 23rd. 26th. 28th, 30th.



Joan Fontaine, who has fully recovered from her recenf illness, visited her hus-

band, Brian Aherne, on the set of "Hired Wife," and posed with him and his

co-star, Rosalind Russell. Joan, at right above, is starring in "Back Street.

A Girl With Principles!

Continued from page 34

when Miss Russell was twenty it was de-

termination that forced her on, kept her

working steadily. As a matter of fact she

had to, to keep herself. Determination to

succeed stopped her from using that far

too often heard line : "My dear, I wouldn t

take that part for anything—what about

my prestige"? She took any and every

kind of part she could get, and that ver-

satile background has made her today one

of the few top-notch stars who aren't

"typed." Just think, from a demure English

school mistress in "The Citadel" to a hard

New York society dame in "The Women,^
and who could imagine "Craig's Wife"

making such a quick speed reporter in "His

Girl Friday"—or an efficient secretary in

"Hired Wife."
"It's against my principles to try and

get to the top by what I call short cuts

and angles," says Rosalind. "Anyway, I

don't think it can be done. There's only

one way to reach the heights and that's

through that dreary old thing called 'hard

work.' It doesn't do you a bit of good

being nice to a lot of important picture

executives, because if they really want you

for a part, believe you me you'll get it,

whether you are friendly with them or not.

And if you don't fit the part, or they don't

want you in it, no amount of wrangling or

short ' cuts can help you one little bit.

Another of my principles which today peo-

ple are apt to call strange is—not owing
a thing to anybody. Even in the old days

I'd walk or bus from place to place till

the time came when I could buy outright

my own automobile."

I happen to know as well that when
she was over in Paris, the smartest dress

designers fell over each other to try and
give Rosalind their clothes, because that

grand knack she has of wearing them
would be the best advertising in the world.

But no, not Rosalind ; what she gets she

pays for. By accepting those clothes she'd

be in constant debt to the designers and
that's not in the R. R. make-up. She adores
clothes, and if she weren't such a success-

ful actress she could and probably would
design and own a dress shop. "It's always
been my theory that one or two really

good well-made dresses are a far better

proposition than a whole lot of cheap ones

that may look fine for a while but lose their

shape so much sooner," says Roz. Smart

women are the smartest shoppers, too, as

a rule, she thinks. Russell takes care of

her clothes, won't wear a favorite Paris

import to a party if it's one of those big-

charity affairs where you are pretty sure

to have soup and ice cream spilled down
your front and back. She gives her maid

some money to go out and hire a costume,

which is a bit risky, as the maid is only

too likely to come back with anything from

a Russian peasant to a Hawaiian princess

dress for her mistress to put on.

One of the stock questions you have to

ask when interviewing an actress is

—

Would you like to play in a costume

picture? To which they nearly all reply,

with a far-away dreamy look in their

eyes, "Oh, of course, if only I could play

Juliet or Camilla !" Well, here's the excep-

tion that proves the rule, because Rosa-

lind Russell wouldn't want to. "It's my
theory that in this day and age when
speed is the password, when children read

gangster stories and we accept herds of

people rushing about in gas-masks as

calmly as we accept the daily milkman, it

doesn't make sense to go to the movies and

sit through a lot of fan-fluttering and

sword-play. Some day soon, I hope, when
the world calms down again, polite tea-time

conversation will ring true once more,

but just now I feel the public wants a bomb
of terrific action to explode in the first

minute and it's one of my principles to

try always to give the public what it

wants
!"

One of the cardinal sins for a Holly-

wood actress is to go to her own preview.

The studios hate it. It's apt to lead to

trouble in that the star is sure everyone

else in the picture is better photographed
than she is, that her clothes aren't becom-
ing, and that she's been cheated out of some
lovely close-ups. Well, all M-G-M needs to

do to have Russell fly to a preview is tell

her not to go. Now they're wiser and don't

say a word about when and where the

picture is to be shown. But our Rosalind

can smell a preview "even if it's four hun-
dred miles off in San Francisco, and it's one
of the mysteries how she finds out. Once
David Selznick did a sneak preview in a

tiny theatre way downtown among the

markets, but sure enough R. R. was there,

and when he asked her how she found
out and who told her she replied, knowing

that the informer would be fired if she

gave away his name, "Why, Mr. Selznick,

I always come down here to buy my meat,

and being very tired I just stopped in to

rest, and imagine my surprise when MY
picture was previewed !" Another time

when instructions had been given to the

box office girl, the theater manager and

the ticket attendant not to let Miss Russell

into the place on pain of death, she not

only went disguised in gray wig and old

lady's black clothes, but when the picture

was through stood next to Mr. Louis

Mayer and the director listening to what

they said about her and the picture. Then
when they'd finished she pulled off the

mangy wig, laughed in their surprised faces

and flew off to where her pale tan Buick

was hidden up a dark alley. If her mind's

made up to see the preview nothing short

of an earthquake will stop her from get-

ting there.

When a picture is completed, the stars

and directors nearly always exchange pres-

ents. Champagne — Scotch — perfume or i

flogs—but Rosalind's always determined to

be original. The first part of George

Cukor's present, delivered in a large truck,

was a fully grown tree for his beautiful

hillside garden, and then a small truck

took around a table-cloth embroidered with

a picture of that tree, so that George could

sit in the shade and have his meals out in

the California sun! So if she can think up

brilliant things like that, far be it from
me to force fish and meat on my children

!

Miss Russell thinks Cole Porter must

have had Hollywood in view when he

wrote Get Out of Town Before It's Too
Late. "After ten weeks or so on a picture

of strict daily routine it's essential that

you take a complete change. I mean in

'The Women' I got physically tired out,

falling flat on my face out of a quickly

opened door twenty or more times, plung-

ing headlong into that moving bin for a

couple of days, having my hair UP so

tight with lacquer it nearly drove me mad.

In 'His Girl Friday' it was the mental

strain that nearly got me. I believe no

picture before moved so fast or had so

many words per minute, and getting those

words out so quickly hardly gave me time

to take a breath. I mean it. The monotony
of never seeing anything but the same drive

to and from the studio night and morning,

of just going home dog tired to have din-

ner on a tray in bed and look over next:

day's lines before you turn the lights off

—

well, it gets you down if you don't get out

of town and relax. In pictures you can't

have nearly the fun you can on the road

with a big musical comedy. That's because

in a show you get to know the crowd so

well, whereas in pictures just as you are

beginning to know people and have those

funny gags that make life fun, their work
is through, and off they go onto another

film and you probably don't see them again

for six months. Then again, Hollywood
spoils you and you begin to think you

are the most important thing in the world.

That's another reason I have to go East

and visit my large family, to be made
'small' by my brothers and sisters who
talk just as much as I do, about every-

thing but pictures. I just can't get a word
in edgeways back there about movies.

That takes the gilt off my Hollywood
gingerbread, all right."

Of course even some of the Russell prin-

ciples fall by the wayside. When she came
out West first, to make a picture for Uni-

versal, she was determined not to buy or

own a single thing that couldn't be put

right on the Chief with her heading back

Eastward. Well, she's going to have a

tough time getting that Beverly Hills home,

half Victorian, half modern, onto the Chief.

And I'm afraid that the brand new swim-
ming-pool won't be too easy a job, either.
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MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR

AMERICAN TRADITION of Beauty

Before the pearly freshness of the American girl's

face, came an enduring tradition of fastidious

care of her person.

Cultivate your skin's smooth enchantment

gladly, frankly, without falter. Give your face at

least once daily the authoritative Pond's ritual,

based on the structure and behavior of the skin.

Its users are among the fresh-skinned, soignee

daughters of America's foremost families.

BATHE your face in an abundance of luscious Pond s Cold

Cream—spreading it all over with creamy-soft slapping

fingers. Slap for 3 full minutes—yes, even 5 minutes. This

cream has 2 actions. One, cleansing. The other, softening. It

achieves these effects by mixing with the dead surface cells,

make-up and foreign accumulations on your skin.

WOMAN-SKIN
owes its witchery to that tender

look and feel, so different from

a man's. And women through the

ages intuitively have tended and

coveted this treasured birthright of

theirs, this delicacy of skin which

lovers and poets have ever likened

to the delicate face of a flower.

BOTH FOR THE PRICE OF CREAM

WIPE OFF with bland and persuasive Pond's Tissues—

and you've wiped off the softened debris, helped remove

some' of the softened tops of blackheads, making it easier for

the little plugs of hardened sebum to push their way to

the surface.

FLOOD and SLAP a second time with releasing Pond's

Cold Cream. This slapping increases both the cleansing and

the softening. As dirt is released, wipe off with gentle Pond's

Tissues. Pores seem finer. In the softened skin, lines are

less apparent.

LUXURIATE now in the cooling astringence of Pond s Skin

Freshener, splashed on with a pad of cotton dripping with

it. Then

COAT vour whole face with the final blessedness of Pond's

Vanishing Cream. Here is a cream whose specific function is

to disperse harsh skin particles, little chappings caused by

exposure, and leave your skin delightfully smoothed.

Wipe off the excess after one full minute. Observe that

this cream has laid down a perceptible mat finish. \our

rich reward is your skin's satin touch— its flattering

reception of and faithful hold on powder.

This, in full, always before retiring or during the day.

A shorter ritual whenever your skin and make-up need

freshening. Act now to start your new daily ritual—aid

to a fresh, flower-soft skin. Already some thirteen mil-

lion women in the United States use Pond s!

GIVE-AWAY for the thrifty minded—Frankly to lure yon

. ,o our lareer cream jars, which are actually a bellcr buy. we

k are handins you FKEE (for a limited period) a tempting

supply of our equally authoritative hand lotion. DAN'S A. with

each purchase of the medium-large Pond's Cold Cream. Both

for the price of the cream! At beauty counters everywhere.

Copyright, 1940, Pond's Extract Company

MRS. VINCENT ASTOR .... MRS. PHILIP HARDING (THE FORMER ALICE ASTOR) .... MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR....
^

present leaders of the family which has dominated American society for generations, have for years observed the Pond's

ritual . . . MRS. VINCENT ASTOR devotes much time to the cause of music, especially the Musicians' Emergency Fund
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Please Co 'Way and Let Me Sleep!"
Continued from page 33

"The Modom told me," he starts to say.

"Oh, rats," mutters our hero, and the

MacMurray Number Elevens hit the floor

and the bathroom door slams. A faint femi-
nine chuckle conies from the adjoining
bedroom and Walter permits himself a
slight vestige of a grin.

Now, as a psychoanalyst, you would
probably go through a long and complicated
process to find out why Fred reacts so

strongly to the word Sleep. As a matter of

fact, you probably never would find out,

for Fred talks about himself very little to

anyone—and I have a feeling that a
psychoanalyst would get about as far with
Fred as a fly in a glue factory. The only
reason I found out was because the other
night Fred was in a rare and expansive
mood of reminiscence—so rare and so ex-
pansive that Lilly, his wife, kicked me
violently under the table. Although I had a
vision of my best two-thread chiffon stock-
ings running like mad and my shinbone
being black and blue, I never batted an
eye, being petrified he might come to and
remember that he was "giving." So I just

went on toying with my mashed potatoes,

looking casually interested, and finding out
all about Fred MacMurray and sleep.

Apparently there was a period of years
when Fred just never got enough sleep. It

started when he got out of high school. The
American Legion Post in Beaver Dam each
year gives a medal to the youngster with
the highest athletic record during four
years of high school—and unofficially they
see that he gets a job. Fred drew one in

the office of a stove manufacturing com-
pany—but that was not all. Nights he
played in an orchestra, too, which meant
a minimum of sleep. The mornings, he said,

weren't so bad—but the zero hour came
after lunch while he droned over orders
that read "1X972354," meaning one stove
handle. . Sleep became an invisible Lorelei
guiding him straight to the rocks.

"I spent most of the time in the wash-
room, sloshing cold water over my face,

but even that didn't help much," he said.

"My next job that summer was in a restau-
rant. I'd always kind of played with the
idea of working there. They had the best
food of any place around and I thought,
'Gee, you could have anything, just think,
anything you wanted to eat.' Well, I got
the job—dishwasher—and my shift was 7
A.M. to 7 P.M. The boys from the band
picked me up at 7 in the evening and we
were off. We played for dances, or at road-
houses, and we might have to drive any-
where within a radius of 75 or 100 miles.
In the morning, when I arrived on the job,
the stack of dirty dishes waiting for me
looked like the Empire State Building. You
see, the place was open 24 hours, and those
dishes were always from early morning
breakfast—eggs and oatmeal. Gosh ! did you
ever try to get oatmeal off? Well—you
can't," he remarked with grim finality.

"But, Fred," I inquired, "did you get to
eat anything you wanted?"

Raising one eyebrow he regarded me
silently. At length he asked, "Can you think
of anything you'd want to eat after having
washed egg and oatmeal off dishes from 7
to 12? Well, I couldn't either. In the af-
ternoon," he went on, "when the dishes L
were done, I had berries to pick and clean.

"
:

Sometimes I'd play games with myself—to
keep awake, you know. Full of bright and
phony enthusiasm, you look at the clock
and say, 'see if I can pick a box in two
minutes,' or 'bet a dime I can do this whole
crate in half an hour,' or whatever it was.
As a dishwasher, though, I really flopped.
The proprietor finally had a little heart-to-
heart talk with me and told me he didn't

really think I was cut out for the work."
Fred chuckled. I had a vision of that

proprietor coming out of a theater and stop-
ping to look at the name MacMurray in

lights—perhaps biting off the end of a cigar
—and saying modestly to the Mrs.—"Well,
I wouldn't say that I was instrumental in
his success, but I did tell that young fel-

low he was in the wrong line of work!"
Finally Fall came and Fred went to Car-

rol College on a scholarship. But the prob-
lem of sleep became even more acute.
Classes in the morning, football in the af-
ternoon, the band at night. Well ! figure it

Gary Cooper and his charming wife were
caught by our alert cameraman as they
were leaving the Ambassador Hotel, after

dining and dancing in the famous "Grove."

out for yourself. Staggering in at three or
four in the morning, snatching a few hours,
putting the alarm far enough out of reach
so he'd have to get up to turn it off but
not so far he'd sleep through it, taking his
books with him to the roadhouse at night
and studying between dances—big, curly-
haired kid with sleep in his eyes but de-
termination locking that square jaw.
Then he gave up college for the Big City.

Armed with letters from an aunt to the
only two people she , knew in Chicago, he
arrived. Down Michigan Avenue he walked,
excitement and fear pounding in his veins.
People hurried by, no one noticed the boy
in his store clothes, valise in one hand,
saxophone case in the other. What boy in
store clothes are we hurrying by today,
who tomorrow we will mob for autographs,
I wonder?
His first letter got him a job at Carson,

Pirie, Scott's department store, selling golf
paraphernalia. The fact that he didn't know
a niblick from a putter was a slight draw-
back but he looked as though he did—and
after all, he didn't turn out to be an actor
a few years later for nothing. His other
letter was to a man who knew Morrie
Sherman, so he was sent to the Sherman
House to audition with the band, for the
chance of working out of the Benson office,

an agency for orchestras.

"I arrived in the midst of a tea-dance,"
Fred described the interview. "The leader
came over and spoke to me. 'Play the sax,'
huh? Well, sit in with the orchestra on
this one, just pick it up.'

"I lost the place, of course," Fred laughed,

"on the first bar and there I sat on the
edge of my chair, bobbing the horn up and
down, frantically -trying to 'pick it up.'

Gosh, it was awful ! There was a kind of
silence after they finished and the guy
walked over to me and said, T guess you
play hot.' 'Yeah, that's it, hot,' I said,
catching at the straw, 'yeah, I play hot.'
"They swung into Dinah. Jeepers, I can't

even play Dinah very well today, and after
all I've improved some—so you can imagine
what I did to Dinah—then."
He kept wishing miserably that he was

back in the closet where he learned to play.
You see, when he got his first sax, he and
his mother were living in an apartment
house, and more from embarrassment than
consideration of the neighbors, he used to
lock himself in the closet and with a blanket
around the horn to deaden the noise, and
with sweat pouring down his face, practice
like mad. It sounded better that way, any-
how, all muffled like singing in the shower.

Well, whatever Fred thought he sounded
like, the leader, not knowing, of course,
how a blanket would have improved him,
thought it was all right and recommended
him to the Benson office and they said
they'd use him. Now he had everything
fixed up Jim-Dandy—except that he'd "short-

changed himself on sleep again. Working
all day, grabbing a bit of supper and then
playing^ all night. Swinging off the train
at his South Side station in the grey, early
morning hours—turning up his coat collar

as he hurried down the wind-swept street

to his boarding-house, setting the alarm for
seven-thirty, reaching for the clock when
it went off and setting it again for a quarter
of eight. He had it all figured out—the fif-

teen minutes extra meant going without
breakfast, running for the train, thin ice, of
course, if a shoelace broke or anything.
"There wasn't a day," Fred said, "that

I didn't run hell-bent-for-election from the
station to Carson's. If I was two minutes
ahead of schedule I tore into a drug store,

threw a milkshake down and tore right out
again on a dead run."

But those fifteen minutes were worth it

to him. In those days they were a vital

necessity in order to face the next twenty
hours.

Years pass. The fifteen minutes are no
longer really required to pull body and soul
together, but the ritual of the reprieve still

continues, a hang-over from the lean years.
So far, nobody has been able to break the
spell. His wife, his mother, servants, every-
body has tried and failed—that is, every-
body but Walter. The Battle of Walter vs.

The Fifteen Minutes still continues. How-
ever, there is now a gentleman's and a gen-
tleman's gentleman's agreement.
The scene has changed slightly. It is

seven-fifteen and Walter enters and re-

marks, disapproval coloring his tone, "It is

seven-fifteen, sir, and you have fifteen min-
utes before seven-thirty." (In other words,
the deadline). Then with great dignity he
retreats.

That, of course, is the crux of the agree-
ment, that Walter retire and leave Fred in

solitary bliss with his fifteen minutes for

silent communion. It was Fred's idea, and
he was triumphantly sure it would work.
However, somehow after he's opened his

eyes to make sure of Walter's vanishing
back, and though he settles comfortably
down to consider the trout situation or the
quail covey or whatever, it occurs to him
that he hears Walter's ominously returning
footsteps. He listens. No, just imagination;
he turns over, a board squeaks in the hall

:

is Walter standing watch in hand outside
his door? What time is it getting to be?
Oh, shucks, the best part of his day has
been ruined anyway, he broods bitterly, as
he throws back the covers.

End of Round Two. Well, what's your
guess? Personally, I'm putting my money
on Walter. He looks like the winner.
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LADY ESTHER
FACE POWDER

Yes, Lady Esther Face Powder clings for four full hours!

OF COURSE any girl with any accept-

able shade of face powder can look

well for 15 minutes, but you just let a

quarter of an hour go by and the real

differences in face powder quality begin

to be visible!

For, says Lady Esther, my face pow-

der will cling to you lovingly for four

FULL hours! If you put it on after dinner,

say at 8 o'clock, it will still be there, a

lovely flattering force, when the clock

strikes midnight.

Lasting Flattery

for your Skin

It will give you the glow of natural love-

liness, the radiance of a satin-smooth

skin—for four long and happy hours. You

can forget your powder puff and revel in

the knowledge, in^ the supreme confi-

dence, that you are wearing a powder

that guards your glamour all evening and

flatters vour skin to death!

Money, says Lady Esther, cannot buy

a finer face powder, and good taste can-

not find a lovelier, more exquisite selec-^

tion of becoming shades.

Find your Lucky Shade

at my expense I

There is magic in your face powder if you

know your lucky shade. Ask any stage

director what lighting effects and slight

changes in color can do to a woman's

skin. The right shade can make her look

years younger—but . . . the wrong shade

can make her look years older!

So find your right shade . . . your lucky

shade — in Lady Esther's long-clinging

face powder. Don't try to choose your

most becoming color by the appearance

of the powder in the box. Powder shades

are always deceiving, unless you try them

before your own mirror, on your own skin.

Only then can you find the one shade

that will make you lovelier!

So send today for all 9 exquisite shades

of my face powder, at my expense. See how
they look on your own skin. Find out

which shade is exactly the one for you.

Try every one—and find out which is

the shade that becomes you, flatters you

most. Then wear it confidently ... cer-

tain that it will make your skin look

glamorously lovely for four long hours!

* 9 shades free!

{You can paste this on a penny -postcard*)

Lady Esther, (61)

7162 West 65 th Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send me FREE AND POSTPAID your
9 new shades of face powder, also a tube ol

your Four Purpose Face Cream.

i {Ifyou live in Canada, '.t rite Lady Esther, Toronto, Ont.) ;
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Advice to Misfits

Continued from page 3 I

she to talk, a movie actress and all !' I know
we look pretty doozie on the screen, what
with the uncandid cameraman and our

clothes so elegant and our hair-dos and
make-up and all. I know we must appear
to 'fit' all right, to fit right into fame and
luxury and the spotlight like paintings by a

master into expensive, gold-leaf frames.

But when I think of me becoming an
actress, it's the most fantastic thing! Why,
when I think about it, I could stand up on

a house-top and yell, IF IT HAPPENED
TO ME, IT COULD HAPPEN TO
ANYONE!
Screenland has offered to be my house-

top. I feel so sorry for girls who are mis-

fits, for girls who feel out of things and
lonely and sort of strangers in the world.

I feel I really have something to say to

girls like that, having been one myself.

Why, I was such a misfit you couldn't have
put me in a round hole if I'd been a round

peg. Even now, I could do with a little

letting out at the seams here and there.

I don't see any sense in writing an ar-

ticle like this unless you are honest about

it. And to be honest, I'll say right off that

the thing that makes us girls feel like

misfits more than anything else is when
we are unhappy about our looks or our

clothes. Maybe it's being silly and super-

ficial to admit this, but it's also being girls.

Oh, there may be some girls with such
great intellects and great souls that they

don't care about looks and clothes. But
I'm not talking about them or to them. I'm

talking to just average girls, like you and
me. So, let's face it, the way we look
determines whether we feel out of things

or warmly 'in' things, like soft little hands

in snug silk gloves.

And there's no sense in saying that

downright homely girls can make them-
selves over into Marlene Dietrichs or Lana
Turners, either. When I read that kind of

fiddle-faddle pep talk it makes me feel

quite ill. But there is sense in telling you
that I know a woman who is as ugly as

the seven cardinal sins, judged by her face

and figure. And yet that woman, married
three times, is always the center of the

group at a party, I mean the male group,

too. She is one of the most attractive and
compelling women I have ever met in my
life. She is a teacher at a university. She
has a brilliant mind, an amazingly stimulat-

ing personality and her interest in other

people is as deep and warm as a mother's
breast. She is an exception, that's true, but
she doesn't have to be. She is an exception
because she didn't sit and mope over her
big nose, small eyes, muddy complexion, her
figure which isn't 'stream,' the fact that

she doesn't have much money. She didn't

try to cut the material of her life into the
coquettish pattern of a ballet skirt. She cut

the goods to fit herself. She made the pat-
tern strong and original, in design and
texture—she made her own pattern. She
used what she had, and used it to striking

advantage, that's all.

There's no use denying that plain girls

have a lot more work to do, fitting them-
selves into life, than girls with gorgeous
faces and figures. Plain girls just feel they
are born misfits, I know. There's no use
denying that it helps to be born into a

good social background, to have a nice

home, good schools, clothes, advantages. I

was born plain and I didn't have any of the
so-called advantages and I might just as

well tell you how misfitting I was so you
will listen to what I have to say with
some reason to believe me.

I was a misfit at home because my
mother died when I was eight years old
and a motherless child, left on a man's
hands, is usually on the spot. Until, I was
sixteen, I looked like a little drowned rat.

I went around with my hair in an old
Dutch bob, pants down below my gingham
dress, awkward as a leggy calf. I never
knew what to talk about ; I had a horror
of boys. Even now, when I'm in a room
with three or four boys and can manage
to say three words without swallowing my

the desire is strong enough, it can come
true. No matter where you come from or
how you look or what your circumstances,
it can come true.

I wanted to be an actress. I haven't an
idea where I got the idea. Obviously, out
of the nowhere. I must have been born
with it. Anyway, that's what I wanted to
be and I had about as much chance, you
would say, of achieving my desire as

—

well, I can't find the words for it. I didn't
have any chance, let it go at that.

_

Do you know the first piece of advice I'd
give to any girl who feels she's a misfit?
And mind you, I'm only giving advice I

gave myself, and took. It's this: I'd advise
her to read the biographies of famous
women of all kinds. The life of Madame
Curie, for instance. The story of Dorothy

Never let it be said that

a screen star's life is an
easy one. Here's Ann
Sheridan trying to dress

and at the same time

study her lines for a

scene in the picture,

"City for Conquest," in

which she is co-starred

with Jimmy Cagney.

tongue I think, "Can this be little Ardis?"
I was born on the Island of Negros, in

the Philippines. I lived there for fifteen

years. My father, Otto Peter Ankerson
(my name was Ardis Ankerson) owned a
sugar plantation on Negros. And our fam-
ily and the caretaker's family were the only
white residents of the island. I ran around
like a little tomboy. I didn't know how to

behave like a lady at all. I never saw any
white boys. The only men I came into' con-
tact with were friends of my father's who,
very occasionally, came from the States to

visit us. When I first came to Hollywood,
I nearly died when I met Errol Flynn,
Jeffrey Lynn and other young men. The
only man I felt at ease with was Donald
Crisp, because he is older. I never even
knew what a beauty parlor was, there were
none on Negros. There were no hotels or
clubs where I could see smart women.
There were no Little Theaters ; no stage

shows. The only movies were of the vintage
when Lewis Stone was in his youth and
Theda Bara the Dietrich of her day. The
books in our house were the old classics,

Dickens, Trollope, Jane Austen—and is it

any zvonder I was a misfit when I came to

the States?
I tell you all this about me, not because

it's about me, but because I hope it may be
of some benefit to you other girls who are
not born beauties, who live in little, out-
of-the-way places without any of the so-
called advantages or contacts. I tell you all

this because I knozv that if you have the
desire to fit successfully into your life, if

Thompson. The life of Bernhardt. I'd ad-
vise her to read the life stories of success-
ful movie actresses. I think you'd find, girls,

as I found, that most of these women began
by being misfits. Most of them had to take
the ill-fitting garment of themselves and
slowly, often painfully, cut it over to fit.

When you read where some of these
girls came from, from what conditions,

when you see pictures of the way they
looked when they were very young and
then when you realize what they have
achieved—well, don't you see?
Then I'd advise girls to copy their type

of girl on the screen. I mean if you have
any resemblance to Joan Crawford, say, try

to imitate Joan Crawford. Or if you re-

semble Margaret Sullavan, or Bette Davis,
or Ginger Rogers, copy the girl you most
resemble. Copy her walk, her way of talk-

ing, her style of hair-dress and her man-
nerisms. Copy her clothes to the best of

your ability. Of course it isn't a good idea

to become a carbon copy of anybody.
The object is to be as individual as

possible. But in the beginning, if you are

unsure of yourself, just like a baby who
needs to hold on to something while it's

learning to walk and, later, takes off by
itself, even the prop of imitation is better

than no prop at all.

I do think it's a very good idea for girls

to copy the way girls on the -screen dress.

After all, we girls in movies do have the

advice of experts. We are dressed by the

Orry Kellys, Adrians, Travis Bantons : we
should be the last word. I think it's a
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smart idea to read the beauty hints given

by the stars in the different magazines, too.

We learn our beauty secrets from profes-

sional beauticians, the best there are. 1

think it's a good idea to read what the

stars have to sav about boy friends and

dates. They have a lot of experience, most

of them ;
they should know.

High school age is the most painful time,

I think, if you are not one of those born

belles who just naturally gravitates to the

center of evervthing. I was such a misnt

when I went to high school, in San An-

tonio Texas ! It was then I began reading

the life stories of the stars, biographies,

the new books. It was then I began going

to the movies, taking note of what the

stars wore and how they talked and walked

and every little thing about them.

At first, I sort of stood back, was seen

but not heard, watched other girls; and I

noticed right off that two of the most popu-

lar girls in my class didn't have looks

worth a bean. Yet they were in on every-

thing, got invited to all the best parties and,

at dances, the boys cut in on them like mad.

Wherever tliev were, they 'fit' all right.

I finally figured out that it was because

they were such friendly girls. They were

just as easy and friendly with the boys as

with the girls. They gave me my first, most

valuable tip. It was this : to remember that

a bov is often as self-conscious as a girl.

A boy can be a misfit, too, you see.

Honestly, girls, honestly, if you do remem-

ber this, if you earnestly and wholeheartedly

try to put "a boy at his ease, you'll be at

your ease, too. And there won't be any

awkward silences or rough edges.

I learned another lesson in high school,

too. And even though it may sound like a

maxim out of a copy-book, it's the truth.

There was one very rich girl in our class.

Oil-rich. I'll call her Vera. Vera had a

magnificent home, a swimming pool, tennis

courts, cars, servants. She could entertain

like a Maharanee, and did. She was attrac-

tive looking, too. And no one paid any

attention to her at all! She all but had to

bribe the crowd to go to her house. She

made us feel inferior, somehow. She was

always posing and preening like a bad

actress against a gaudy back-drop. And we

all preferred being comfortable on Maggie

Carter's old back porch than stiff and

prickly in Vera's steam-heated swimming

pool.

I think there's something comfortable

and comforting about that, that's why I'm

telling it. So many girls worry because

they haven't swell houses to entertain in.

Honest to Hannah, you don't have to worry

about that. Call me Brenda Bromide if you

like, but it IS what you are and not what

you have that makes you popular or un-

popular. That girl had everything and she

was such a misfit, she was a mishap.

I do think you have to develop some-

thing individual about yourself when you

are in high, something that will make you

stand out, make you interesting. I
_

began

to develop a patter when I was in my
sophomore year. A very sophisticated pat-

ter (I thought)—a sort of New Yorkensh-

Magazine line, a little sarcastic. It worked,

too. It scared 'em. They began to say

'Ardis is a scream,' and that did it. They

must have liked it, too, because I was voted

the most popular girl in the senior class.

Get yourself tagged as something—one girl

was a 'wow' at basketball, another was

"hot patooties" when she did swing. I was

'a scream.' It's like being a piece of a jig-

saw puzzle, you have to have your own
little pattern or color to be a part of the

whole.
But—when I got to college and started

to pull the same stuff, I was a misfit again.

I found they didn't go for it at all. It was
adolescent smart-aleckness. In college,

_

I

had to shed it and shed it quick. Thing is,

we may fit like a hand in a skin-smooth
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glove in one environment and be as misfit

as a bargain basement dress in another. It's

a pretty constant process of shedding our

skins and slipping into new ones, this

process of trying to fit into our lives.

I do think it's necessary to be kind of

gay with the boys in high school. By 'gay'

I don't mean necking, oh, no necking, none
at all. But I do mean a gay, come-on man-
ner. I do mean you should promise a lot

so as to get all the attention you can, so

all the boys will want to dance with you.

It's a matter of manner, not morals. It's be-

ing a "teaser," I suppose, and I guess that's

not very moral, either. But it's better for

the morale to tease than to slump like a
vine-bound wall-flower.

Lots of girls go through simply night-

mares from self-consciousness. Well, there's

only one way I know to beat that. And
that's to force yourself to meet as many
people as you can, as often as you can.

Even though you know you are going to

suffer, force' yourself to it over and over.

It used to be a nightmare to me to go into

a room full of strangers. I'd make myself
go into rooms full of people even when I

didn't have to. I'd rehearse little things to

say just as, later, I learned lines for a part.

I'd go in and speak my piece. And after I

did it often enough I began to have a little

poise. At least I didn't suffer so much. It's

wonderful how repetition will soothe the

nerves.

I think calling attention to your own
faults or defects is a keen way of helping
yourself. For instance, one of the biggest

stars in Hollywood has freckles, thickly,

all over her face. Other stars who have
freckles go about bleaching themselves and
wearing heavy make-up. Not this girl. She
deliberately calls attention to them ; she'll

say such things as "Oh, don't you just love
freckles, they look so healthy!" And now
people actually envy her instead of pitying

her.

I know another girl, also a big star, who
was so awkward they couldn't do anything
with her. She could not walk gracefully.

She marched into love scenes like a gren-
adier. She's very tall, with long limbs and
a really awkward body. So she's developed
a swinging stride which is, now, one of her
chief attractions.

I used to be so embarrassed about my
hands. I never knew what to do with them.
They always fluttered and jittered when I

was trying to be most poised. So one day I

said, "You know, I always jiggle my hands
like this, it's the Zasu Pitts in me !" And
that got a laugh, with me, not at me.

If you're too tall, get the habit of making
cracks about Boadicea or the tall Diana

—

take it away from them, in other words.
If you don't dance well, just say to the
boy you're to dance with, "I dance like a
toy elephant, you're about to be mowed
down," or something like that. Then, if

you don't follow his lead or step on his

foot, there will be a mutual laugh, not a
red and painful silence. When you go to a

party where everybody is doing cute parlor

tricks and you can't do any (as I can't)

don't make an excuse to go to the powder
room just as your turn is coming up. Just
announce right at the beginning that some-
one dropped you on your head in infancy

and if they want to put a dunce cap on your
head you can wear it with dash and that's

all you can do.

You are a misfit, you see, when people
laugh at you ; never when they laugh with
you. The thing is, if you can't top the

people .you are with, don't try. Take the
opposite stand. Be a good listener. A good
listener is never a misfit, anywhere. Just
give what you have to offer, if it's only
your ears.

I think it's a good idea never to be anti-

anything—unless you want to be a lone
wolfess and can take it. Don't be too
obviously shocked at anything. For instance,

if you don't drink but are with a crowd
that does, don't feel called upon to say, "I
never take a drink." just take one, fool with
it, don't drink it and let it pass. Keep your
awareness of your own integrity but have
a working premise when you're with a
crowd.
Be interested in other people. I don't

know of a surer way not to be a misfit

than that. Ask them about their jobs, how
they are getting along, whether they like

the new job better than the old job, and
why. Go out of your way, way out of your
way to be interested in the other party. It's

positively miraculous how interested the
other party will become in you.
When I went to New York to go on the

stage, I was still so shy when I was alone
with a boy, I was tongue-tied and helpless.

I started going out in a crowd. It was sort

of the instinct of protective coloration with
me. I recommend it. There's something
about being with two or three other couples
that takes the edge off for you

; you fall

into step with the other girls, you don't
have to bear the burden of conversation,
there are a lot of laughs and under cover,
as it were, you begin to find yourself.

_
When I came to Hollywood, I slumped

right back again, into all my inhibitions
and awkwardnesses. I thought everyone out
here was so perfect, that perfection nearlv
stopped me. Their hair, their nails, no sag-
ging of stockings, even their elbows, not
rough like mine but all creamy and smooth !

They were all so sure of themselves, I

thought, knew what to say and what to do
every minute of the day and night. Then I

saw some of the girls going around in old
slacks, their hair, well, just hair. I saw one
Glamor Girl red-eyed from crying, hurt by
her boy friend, even as you and me. I saw
another girl have hysterics just before she
went into a scene. I realized that I'd been
believing just what I was afraid you'd be-
lieve when you read Advice to Misfits by
me—I got over the idea that I stood alone
in thinking the things I thought. I got over
the idea that I was the only one who ever
felt herself stupid, different, out of things,
imperfect, a misfit. I got over it and so
must you, all of you.

It's so important that you get over that
feeling, that you keep at yourselves until

you are over it, that you know you are not
alone in it. It's important, too, because
while being a misfit usually brings only
rather minor discomforts and embarrass-
ments, it can be responsible for more serious
misfortunes. It can lead you into trying to

escape the wrong way.
"Being the misfit I was is largely re-

sponsible for the misfitting of my marriage.
I was so ill at ease with younger boys that,

when Mr. Gaines came along, twelve years
my senior, my teacher at Madame Ouspen-
skaya's School, too, he sort of bridged the
awkwardness I felt with boys of my own
age and / mistook the ease I felt with him
far love. Later, as I matured and found
independence, I also found that I could ad-
just my life better by myself. And so found
that I had a very difficult, very painful

'alterating' to make. I made it.

"I still have lots of alterations to make.
I'm still shy, too shy to be sensible. I've

never been to a Hollywood party, still

afraid I won't fit. I still felt tongue-tied

and dizzy when I had to make love scenes

with Errol Flynn for 'The Sea Hawk.' I

really was too silly about that. First I'd

ask to have visitors on the set when Errol
and I were making love, thinking that I'd

feel less self-conscious, more as if it was
just 'acting' if we had an audience. Then,
I'd nearly die when we were watched and
I asked to have visitors barred from the

set so that we could make love in private.

Then that seemed worse and I'd reverse

again and ask to have the visitors back ! I

don't suppose Errol ever had to work so

hard in his life, making love to a girl, as he

worked to make love to me, so that I'd

respond and not look like a scared rabbit

or. a wooden doll ! Why, even when we had
portrait sittings and had to take loving

poses, I'd go hot and cold, have the jitters,

giggle, act like an ingenue with her very

first beau ! Errol would arrange to meet me
in the portrait gallery half an hour before

time for our sitting so that he could talk

with me, kid me, do his best to put me at

my ease before the camera started looking

at us ! But I'm lots better than I was. I'm

in love. Now I'm really in love. Now, be-

cause of that, I'm not afraid anymore. I'm

happy. And it is certainly true that perfect

happiness casteth out fear—fear of all

trivial, unimportant things, anyway.
"And so, by letting out a seam here, a

seam there, lowering the hem or taking it

up, finding something {real love. I mean)
which is far more important than I. I'm

making the dress fit . . . and so can yon,

whoever you are, wherever you are."



"A youthful spirit is fine if its mellowed

with good judgment," says Irene Rich Above,

in her role of Sadie in "Queen of the Yukon.

Why Actresses Don't

Fear Middle Age

Continued from page 65

of humor. It's the kind that always permits

me to see the funny side and always makes

me look ahead to better things. And take

it from me, there's nothing like a sense of

humor to keep a woman young. I know.

It's been my salvation.

"But really, I don't see why women are

fri^htened of the years that lie ahead of

them \nd vet they are, and they usually

all make the fatal mistake of trying to stay

young. It's dynamite when any woman be-

gins to act younger than she is, for she

only advertises her age then. I firmly be-

lieve in mellowed maturity and in accepting

each added year with grace and understand-

ing of all it involves.

"In line with this, I must confess that 1

dislike beauty parlors. I've always believed

that the less a woman does to her face the

better her skin is and the more youthful

she appears. I go to a beauty parlor about

once every six months. The rest of the

year I look after myself and get along all

right. Instead of manufactured beauty to

keep young, I prefer exercising. I like to

plav golf and I like to ride horses. In fact,

I like anv kind of outdoor exercise. I also

go to a masseuse and to a regular body con-

ditioner, for they keep me in shape when

I'm working and can't exercise as much as

I'd like to."

In other respects, too, Mary keeps her-

self young. There are her children and the

stimulus they provide. "Children can do so

much to keep a woman young. At least, I

find it so. They are a constant challenge to

me. I have to be young to understand my
daughter Marilyn's problems, for example.

She has a terrific mentality, and I do ad-

mit that she keeps me on the go continually.

However, I never baby her. I insist upon

her developing her own sense of responsi-

bility, and I donT tolerate whining or self-

pity. As a result, she feels perfectly free

to "come to me with any problem, and we
talk about it easily and intelligently. Then
there's my new baby. What fun he gives
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me ! You know, I'd love to have two more
children."

Mary's marriage to Manuel del Campo
has proved a happy one. He's a gay and
suave young man, full of ambition and
spirit. Since Mary is so youthful in every-
thing, and since she loves a good time, their

marriage has proved ideal for them both.

They are like a couple of kids when they

go out together.

"I'm so proud of Mike," Mary confided

to me. (Mike is her own nickname for her
husband). "He is one of the most ambitious
men I have ever met. He's working as a
cutter at M-G-M now, and he's determined
to learn all about the motion picture busi-

ness. He works very long hours, so to keep
from being a cutter's widow, I sit home
and wait up for him. We always hash over
everything that has happened during the

day to both of us when he comes home.
Mike's kept my life young and exciting in

many ways. He has given me, above all, a
renewed ambition and vital interests."

Mary expects people to continue to say,

"Mary Astor only thirty-four ! Ridiculous !

I saw her on the screen when I was
twelve." But as she says, "When I'm forty,

they'll swear I'm seventy. I don't care,

though. Life has been grand to me, and I

welcome each new year. In fact, the older

I get, the younger I feel and the more
things I appreciate and have to be thankful
for. Middle age, old age—it makes no dif-

ference. As long as I feel young, I'll be
young. Besides, middle age can offer so

much more fun and excitement, so much
more realization of all that life implies
than youth ever can."

I paid a visit to another actress who
openly boasts of the fact that age has no
terrors for her. And I found Fay Bainter
smoothing over the sand on her beach, and
even making picturesque designs.

"This is my job," she said with pride but
with a gleam in her eye. "So's my patio

garden. Don't you think I'm accomplished ?"

She grinned and said, "Now, you're not go-
ing to talk about 'Glamor After Forty,'

are you? I hate that subject. Surely I'm
over forty, but, oh ! what fun it is being
forty

!"

After I had assured her that glamor
wasn't my purpose, she really began to
give.

"I have so much fun living that I never
think of age. Inside, I'm as young as my
son. In fact, I'm always tempted to buy a
gingham dress. Then I take hold of myself,
and say, 'Hold on, Bainter, you're a bit too
old for that sort of thing.' But I do love
gingham. You can feel so foolish in it.

"As for fearing middle age, that's silly.

Instead, I'm sorry for youth. Being forty

is a great thrill, and that's no bromide
either. Anyway, I'm too busy to stop to

think about being over forty. My son keeps
me young for one thing. He's always a
jump ahead of me. The one time of the day
that I enjoy most of all is in the morning,
after I get up, when he comes and talks to

me while I have my massage. The problems
he discusses with me never fail to invigorate
me.
"One morning, he was telling me about

a boy who had everything he could want

—

money, advantages, and a future. But that
boy was bored. I asked my son what made
him bored. 'You'll think it silly when I tell

you, mother,' he answered, 'but he's bored
with his parents

!'

"That surprised me a little and started
me thinking. I turned to him and said, 'Do
father and I bore you?' Fie took hold of
my hand. 'Of course not, mother,' he re-
plied. 'That's silly. How could I be bored
with you when you're so much fun and
when you amuse me so much?' Was I flat-

tered then ! Naturally, I can be young with
a son who so stimulates me."

Fay's son is an integral part of her life.

Yet she's not the possessive mother. She

Fay Bainter (Mrs. Reg Venable in private life) says her son helps keep her young,
and that she must stay young for her son. Above, a charming little family group

—

Reg, Jr., helping Fay with her yarn while hubby entertains himself with a book.

realizes that he doesn't want to be around
adults all the time, so recently she and her
husband left the house to their son while
he enjoyed playing host at his first formal
dinner party. This is all part of her phi-

losophy, a philosophy that insists she keep
young so she won't let him down.

He's also a big help to her when she's

worried about a scene in a picture. She'll

fuss and fume about it, and he'll start to

talk to her, telling her that she can play it

right. Soon, Fay will get over the hurdle

Her son will see that the crisis has passed,

and then he'll turn to his father and say,

"It's all right, Dad, mother's out of the
island."

Like Mary Astor, Fay is also lucky to

have a husband who enjoys life, a man who
is constantly finding something new to in-

trigue him. "My husband and I are in-

separable," Fay explained to me. "We love

to go out at night, and we usually do when
I'm not working. One of us is always
thinking of something new to do, of some
new way to make our life fuller. It's this

constant activity that keeps me alert and
active.

"Naturally, my work keeps me young.
At times, I've thought I'd like to quit and
just be a lady of leisure. But I know—and
so do my husband and son—that after a
while I'd get dreadfully bored. I'm the type
that has to be doing something all the time.

There's nothing like hard work to keep a
woman young, for it makes her forget
minor things that might otherwise snow
her under and assume too much impor-
tance. Every woman needs some interest to
make her forget herself.

"Any woman, no matter what her cir-

cumstances are, can keep young if she al-

lows herself varied interests, if she works
hard at those interests, and if she is en-
thusiastic about life itself. If she is bored
and listless with life, she's missing some-
where and allowing herself to become old
in spirit—which is just about the end.

"I'm not the one to give advice, but since
you asked for it, here goes. Life is what
you make it. It can be a humdrum affair or
it can be a series of new challenges. That
doesn't mean that a woman should try to
date her daughter's boy friends or try to
be the center of attraction in a younger
crowd. That's going a bit too far. But she
can remember that each new year added on

to her life is another crack at something
new and invigorating, another chance to

make middle age as grand as it really is.

"I wouldn't trade my forty-odd years for

anybody's twenties. I feel twice as young
now as I did when I was twenty, for now
I understand what life can mean to anyone
who has the enthusiasm and the alertness

to accept its constant newness. Youth, I've

found, is too busy groping to know what
life really can mean. Middle age gives you
that respite, that kaleidoscopic view of all

that you've missed and can still take ad-
vantage of."

When I went to see Kay Francis over at

RKO where she is making "Little Men," I

never expected to see her knee-deep in

donkeys and playing stooge to Elsie, the
cow with "moomph." Kay greeted me and
laughingly remarked, "With all this for

competition, I'll have to stand on my head
to get any attention."

I was convinced then and there that Kay
wasn't aging a bit.

"Yes, I have my philosophy for keeping
young," Kay said, "and it all spells anima-
tion. That's the keynote. If a woman can
find enough interest in those around her
and in life to keep her alive, if she can keep
a sparkle in her eyes and a lilt in her walk,
then she's really found the secret of youth.
I don't mean that she should live in a per-
petual state of jitters, but she must remem-
ber youth, mental youth especially, depends
on an alert expression and vital thoughts.
Nothing is more aging than a dull expres-
sion on a face.

"I've always found it stimulating to be
with people who are younger than I am.
At times, I find their antics, their thoughts,
and their deeds hard to take and under-
stand. Then, I try to realize why they act

that way, to be tolerant of their views.
When we can see eye to eye with the
younger generation, and by the younger
generation I also include those who are one
year or more younger than we.are, without
losing the things experience has taught us,

we're doing all right."

Kay has often seen her life apparently
ready to close up on her, to thrust her into

a rut. But always, through sheer ambition,
she has come through with flying colors
and started all over again. Her thoughts,
as well as her actions, are constantly alive.

"I've always known it to be true that no
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woman can expect to understand the in-

terests of those around her, unless she has

a real interest in something herselt. 1 hat s

why I have several hobbies, and why I teel

that hobbies should be a part of every

woman's life. And, above all, I firmly be-

lieve that no woman should ever be afraid

to change, from the way she does her hair

to the way she thinks. I know I've changed

my ideas" and actions many times in my

work alone, and I've never been sorry, hor

instance, I'd never have thought Id be in a

western, and vet I did 'When the Daltons

Rode' just for the fun of it. And Little

Men' isn't exactly up my alley, but it s

giving me a lot of new experiences You

bet your life I'm going to stay young
!

\\ hy

shouldn't I?" c ,

My next call was at Monogram Studio

where another perennially young lady of

the screen was holding forth as Sadie, the

dance hall "gal in "Queen of the Yukon.

Introducing Irene Rich—the star who has

actuallv commercialized her age.

There is certainly no busier woman than

Irene Rich. She is constantly on the go. In

fact she has had exactly one week ott in

seven years. Here's her program of a lew

months ago, one that is typical of her con-

tinuous activity. She had practically col-

lapsed after a picture she made at Columbia.

"The Lady in Question," for she hadnt

had a real rest in a long, long- time. She

called her doctor one night, and he insisted

that she forget all about work for at least

a month. „ T .

,

"I assured him I would rest,' Irene said

to me. "But the next night I had to go on

the Red Cross benefit broadcast. Suddenly,

in the midst of my talk, I thought of offer-

ing to go to anv state m person to get a

contribution of $5000. When the offer came

from Florida, I left immediately. In ten

davs I traveled to Nashville, Miami, New
York, and Connecticut. I got home on Fri-

day night, did a broadcast with Don Ameche

that same evening, and on the following

Mondav, I started work in 'Queen of the

Yukon."' I still haven't had the rest, and 1

feel wonderful.

"It's a peculiar thing about my work.

Often, I have felt dreadfully ill and have

been worried about problems, but once I set

foot on a sound stage or get ready for a

broadcast, I forget all about my troubles.

I escape from realism. If I worried about

my age, I never could do all I do. But 1

never think about it. It's so unimportant to

me that I've built a new career by advertis-

ing how little concern it gives me."

Irene exactly fits the description of Sadie,

as written in the screen play. Sadie is a gal

with "mellowed allure," and the way Irene s

eyes sparkled, the way she smiled—so freely,

so carelessly—certainly gave her a "mel-

lowed allure." I never before realized it so

much, but Irene Rich honestly defies age.

"Ri°-ht now, I'm very interested m oil

painting," she continued. "A friend of mine

whom I was visiting one night was paint-

in °- and when I became intrigued by her

work she said, 'Here, take this stuff and

go to work.' I started to pamt—anything
and everything. I became so entranced that

when I 'looked at the clock, it was four

o'clock in the morning.

"Now, I begrudge every moment away

from my painting. And I'm so grateful that

I have this new interest. It's filled many a

vacant spot. My mother has passed away

and my daughters are on their own, so I'd

be left high and dry and might even begin

to feel sorry for myself. As it is, I'm too

engrossed in my work.

"Besides, my age has given me a chance

to do other things I always wanted to do.

When I had children to look after, I was

too busy to read or take up new interests.

I used to look at my books and say to my-
self, 'Some day, I'll get sick and then I'll

have a chance to read all that I want to.'

Have the time

of your life I

Your fun need never be marred

by the dreadful thought that "re-

vealing outlines" tell your secret!

For Kotex ends never show!

They're flat and invisible ... en-

tirely different from napkins with

thick, stubby ends!

And for safety's sake, a new, im-

proved kind of moisture-resistant

material is now placed between |

the soft folds of every Kotex pad!

Excess baggage is costly on a plane

trip! And excess bulk is uncomfortable

in a sanitary napkin. Unnecessary, too!

Kotex has a soft, folded center (with more

absorbent material where needed . . . less

in the non-effective portions of the pad).

Naturally, this makes Kotex less bulky

than pads made with loose, wadded fillers!

Kotex* comes in 3 sizes, tool Unlike

most napkins, Kotex comes in three dif-

ferent sizes-Super-Regular-Junior. (So

you may vary the size pad to suit differ-

ent days' needs) All 3 sizes have soft,

folded centers . . . flat, form-fitting ends . .

.

and moisture - resistant "safety panels".

And all 3 sizes sell for the same low price!

VTradeMark ReE. U. S Pot. Off

FEEL its new softness

PROVE its new sofefy

COMPARE its new flatter ends

"You scarcely know you're wearing it!"
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New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses— does not
irritate skin.

2. No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

3. Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.

4. A pure, white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

5. Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.

More than 25 MILLION

jars of Arrid have been

sold . . .Try a jar today.

ARRID
39^ a |ar

AT All STORES WHICH SELL TOILET GOODS
f Also in 10 cent ond 59 cent jars

)

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

EASY WAY.,..

*FMTBLACK
This remarkable CAKE discovery,

TINTZ Jet Black Shampoo, washes out
dirt, loose dandruff, grease, grime and
safely gives hair a real smooth JET BLACK
TINT that fairly glows with life and lustre.

Don't put up with faded dull, burnt, off color hair"
a minute longer. TINTZ Jet Black Cake works
gradual . . . each shampoo leaves your hair black*er, lovelier, softer,
easier to manage. No dyed look. Won't hurt permanents. Full cake
50c (3 for $1). TINTZ comes in Jet Black, light, medium and dark
Brown, Titian, and Blonde. Order today ! State shade wanted

SEND NO MONEY^T™2lu

ll^.
ance of satisfaction in 7 days or your money back, (We Pay Postage
if remittance comes with order.) Don't wait — Write today to

TINTZ COMPANY, Dept. 871, 207 N. MICHIGAN, CHICAGO
CANADIAN OFFICE: Dept. 871, 22 COLLEGE STREET, TORONTO

But I never got sick and I didn't have the
time. Now I have. My life has entered a
new phase, full of opportunities and of the
final satisfaction of all I passed up when I

was young. And I'm having more fun than
I thought possible.

"My career, for instance, is finally en-
tering a new stage. For years, I wanted to
escape the namby-pamby roles. Now, I've
had a chance to do real characters, such as
the wife in 'The Mortal Storm,' the drab
role in my picture at Columbia, and now
Sadie in 'Queen of the Yukon.' So in my
career, too, I'm realizing a real ambition."

Irene had told me some time ago about
the influence her daughters had on her. She
often said that her viewpoints were much
younger than theirs, that they thought in
more direct lines, while she thought in
tangents, another example of her constant
interests. And to Irene, her daughters had
more wisdom than she, and, therefore, she
asked their advice. A peculiar situation that
—a mother with ideas younger than her
daughters'—a woman to whom age was a
reawakening

!

No woman can advise other women on
why age should present no fears quite as
well as Irene Rich. Here's her advice:
"Take age gracefully and relax with each
new year. It doesn't do any good to have
your face lifted, for example, for you're
only fooling yourself. All the make-up won't
make any difference either. Simply be
yourself and be true to yourself under any
conditions. And when your spirit en-
courages you to do something that your
sense says, 'No' to, it's not a bad idea to
follow your sense. A youthful spirit is fine

if it is mellowed with a good judgment."
Everyone has seen the "Jones Family"

|
films and knows Mrs. Jones. And everyone
adored the modern and understanding wife
in "My Love Came Back." In short, every-
one knows Spring Byington.
"You know," Spring began gaily, "I've

learned that when you get to be forty it's

not so different from being twenty. Of
course, your ideas may be different, but the

process is really pretty much the same.
Looking at myself, I've found that I can
be young again in middle age by maintain-
ing vitality and dismissing fear. The secret

of youth is flexibility, to be fluid, the abil-

ity to adapt yourself to changes. Flexibility

is also the keynote of youth in middle age.

"When I was twenty, I used to think
everyone knew his way around but me.
Now I know that no one really knows his

way around. When I was twenty, my
opinions were held lightly, but now I have
earned the right to my opinions. Above all,

I've discovered that failure and success are

no more final at forty than they are at

Recently, when
Jeffrey Lynn was
leaving a pre-

view theater with

Dana Dale,
right, he was
swamped by
autograph seek-

ers. While Dana
stood by smiling,

Jeff made him-

self at home on

the sidewalk curb

and conducted
open house for

his admiring fans.

twenty. Failure is really the fertilizer of
success. As I see it, then, it's the quality
of youth to expand. It's also the quality of
middle age never to stop expanding.
"Many assume that at forty progress

stops. It doesn't unless you allow yourself
:to get in a rut. As for myself, I'm still

progressing because I'm still not sure of
myself. I've nc more idea where I'm going
now than I did at twenty. I just say to my-
self, 'Here goes nothing,' and dive in ! And
as far as security is concerned, since it's

directly associated with progress, I'm not
any more secure today than I was at
twenty, for I'm constantly meeting and fac-
ing new things in my career and in my life

that defy security without exactly knowing
what to do about them."
No one doubts that Spring is active. She

has more interests than almost anyone that
I know. "I've just become a landscape de-
signer and an architect—voluntarily, of
course," Spring said to me happily. "I was
looking for a house for my daughter and
her husband to live in, but instead, I bought
five acres with walnut trees for myself.
There's even a brook running across the
place. It's heaven to me. But since I have
to find a spot for the house, I've had to
consider many things. For example, the
stream is such an integral part of my de-
sign that before I can start "building the
house, I have to investigate flood control
and erosion problems. Also, I want an herb
garden, and that means I have to know
how to grow herbs. In addition, I'm think-
ing of planting such things as lemon ver-
bena and lavender for sachets.

"I also intend to take up mathematics
because I wasn't very good at it in school
and it's bothered me ever since. I get simply
furious when people talk about the Ein-
stein theory and I can't even understand
simple equations. Another ambition of mine
is to take up water colors. So you can see
I'm keeping busy—and being busy mentally
and physically is a sure antidote for age.
"As for my work, I love it. It's like a

sport to me, and there's no distinction be-
tween work and sport. They both come
under the head of activity. The funny thing
is that I'm just realizing that I still have
a lot to learn about my job—thank heavens

!

"I want to learn new things. I can never
feel satisfied, for I hope I never get to the
point where I'll know it all. Things would
be very dull.

"My formula for keeping young? Simply,
be vital within yourself, welcome jobs that
you think you can't do, work like a Trojan,
never get over-fatigued but always keep a
reserve of energy, and don't permit your-
self to acknowlede either defeat or fear.

Youth is within you. Keep it!"
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Stores Featuring

Your Clamor Guide Fashions
PAGE 52

Plaid-Skirt Gown from Topper Formals

Boston—Peter Flynn
Houston—Smart Shop
New York—Arnold Constable

Rocky Mountain District— Sweetbriar

Shops
Syracuse—Flah & Co.

St. Louis—T. W. Garland Co.

PAGE 53

Woo! Hood Wrap from Korman

Wraps
Cincinnati—John Shillito Co.

Cleveland—Halle Bros.

Columbus—The F. & R. Lazarus Co.

Detroit—J. L. Hudson Co.

New York—John Wanamaker
Philadclph ia—John 'Wanamaker

White Bunny Cape from Korman

Wraps
See list above on Hood Wrap

Draped Crepe Gown from Revelane

Brooklyn, X. Y.—Oppenheim & Collins

Dallas—A. Harris Co.

Denver—Denver Dry Goods
Minneapolis—Powers Dry Goods

New York—Franklin Simon

St. Louis—Scruggs, Vandervoort & Bar-

ney

PAGE 54

Wishing Box Lapel Ornament by

ANNE DEWEY, LOVELY SWEET BRIAR COLLEGE JUNIOR, SAYS:

^OX tt^"mOcWv vuitunx*! look

Baltimore—Hutzler Bros.

Chicago—Mandel Bros.

Hollywood—Broadway-Hollywood
St. Louis—Famous-Barr & Co.

PAGE 55

Laskin Mouton Lamb Ensemble from

Bernard Hans
Chicago—Russeks
Los Angeles—Bullocks-Wilshire

Nezv York—Russeks

African Kidskin Swagger from Saul

Salzberg
Des Moines—Taylor's

Jacksonville—Kahn Furchgott

New York—R. H. Macy
Pittsburgh—Gimbel Bros.

Thief of Bagdad Jewelry from Rice-

Weiner
Canton—Halle Bros.

Des Moines—Wolf's. Inc.

Kansas City—Adler's

Nezu York—Arnold Constable

Los Angeles—May Co.

Oklahoma City—Peyton's

OTHER RECOMMENDED STORES
Anniston—Berman's
Auburn—Kalet's

Baltimore—The Hub
Boston—Chandler & Company
Buffalo—Russell Jay, Inc.

Camden—King's Dept. Store

Charlottesville—Le". y's Fashion Shop

Davenport—ScharfFs

Dewuer—Daniels & Fisher Store & Co.

Largo—C. E. Shotwell

Glovcrsville—Argersinger's

Hartford—Sage-Allen & Co.

Hartford—Wise Smith Co.

Hollywood—Harry Cooper
Knoxville—S. H. George & Sons

Liberty—Keller's Daylight Dept. Store

Lincoln—Magee's Inc.

Los Angeles—Franklin's Department

Stores
Los Angeles—J. W. Robinson Co.

Macon—Burden Smith & Co.

Manchester—Pariseau's, Inc.

Middlctozvn—L. Stern Co.

Nezvburgh—John Schoonmaker & Son

Niagara Falls—-Betty Shop
Norfolk—David A. Rawls, Inc.

Oklahoma City—D. E. Peyton Co.

Omaha—Goldstein Chapman Co.

Oswego—M. J. McDonald & Co.

Petersburg—Rucker Rosenstock, Inc.

Philadelphia—Gimbel Brothers

Philadclphia—Strawbridge & Clothier

Pittsburgh—Frank E. Seder

Plattsburg—David Merkel

Portland—Charles F. Berg
Raleigh—Taylor Furnishing Co.

Roanoke—B. Forman & Sons

Rochester—E. W. Edwards & Sons

Rutland—Claude Pitcher Co.

Saranac Lakc—W. C. Leonard & Co.

Schcnectadv—H. S. Barney Co.

Seattle—Rhodes Dept. Store

Stamford—H. Frankel & Sons

Stamford—Mantell & Martin

Tampa—O. Falk's Dept. Store

Toledo—Mever Jonasson's

Utica—Frank T. Howard Co.

Washington, D. C—Kaplowitz Bros.

Inc.

Wheeling—Geo. E. Stifel Co.

Yakima—W. E. Draper, Inc.

USE THIS FACE POWDER YOU CHOOSE
BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES'.

Naturalness! Freshness! The appeal-

ing charm of gay, young "eollegi-

ennes" ! That's the way the men of

todav wantyou to look—and you can,

if you'll use the thrilling Marvelous

Face Powder, keyed by Richard

Hudnut to the color ofyour eyes.

For you choose Marvelous by the

color of your eyes! Eye color, as you

know, is definitely related to the

color of your skin, your hair. Its the

simplest guide to thepowder that gives

you that natural appealing look.

So—whether your eyes are blue,

gray, brown or hazel— it's easy to

find the shade that's right for you in

Marvelous, the powder you choose

by the color ofyour eyes!

You'll love the way Marvelous

smooths on . . . the way it clings for

hours . . . agrees with the most sensi-

tive skin! Try it today! For com-

plete color harmony, use matching

Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick

at drug and department stores—only 55c each. (65f in Canada.)

RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous

metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.

I enclose 10c to help cover mailing costs.

Check the color of your eyes! Brown Blue Hazel Gray

Name-

Street- .City.

I (Good only in U.S.A. and Canada, except where Ut^sMy prohibited^ j5U- 1»0 _

fTlPRVELOUS
FACE POWDER
AND MATCHED MAKEUP
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Katharine Hepburn astride White Rose, one of Liz Whitney's horses. The beautiful nag
supports Kate in "The Philadelphia Story," comedy of that city's "Main Line" society.

What's This About A New Hepburn?
Continued from page 63

everyone else looking like the Dragon's
Daughter who had just dipped into a
chicken's entrails. Her hair too was as
natural as sun and rain. She wore it in a
very un-chic manner, in fact people re-

ferred to it as Hepburn's "mop." Her
freckles didn't seem to dismay her in the
least—she made no effort to conceal them,
not even with a speck of powder. She
looked as if she used soap and water on
her face, often. She looked natural, and
wholesome. And very un-glamorous.
With all the Glamor Girls driving up

to the studio in long slinky limousines with
liveried chauffeurs (you should have seen
Miss Constance Bennett's car) K. Hepburn
chose to drive herself to work every morn-
ing in a station wagon. Her Hattie Carne-
gies were sadly lacking—she was never
seen in anything except slacks and pants,

and pretty badly rumpled ones at that.

Hollywood let out a well-bred gasp. In fact,

they still tell over at the studio about the
time Hepburn finished a picture and de-
cided to give the crew a party afterwards.
"Wait until I dress," she is said to have
called to them. A few minutes later she
returned—the only difference was that her
pants were pressed

!

She didn't wrap herself in ermines and
go to premieres. She didn't go to the
Countess di Frasso's parties—or any par-
ties, for that matter. She didn't go with
one "wolf" after another. Her "private
life" she kept to herself. After she was
misquoted horribly by some writers, who
never should have been writers in the first

place, she sank deeper into her shell, and
refused to see the press. Some rather putrid
pictures were tossed at her and she com-
plained bitterly, just as any other star
would have done, but immediately they
called her temperamental. What the press
didn't call her, the Glamor Girls did.

Hollywood has come a long way since
1932. The Big Shots back East who shell
out the dough said, "Fun's fun. But play-
time is over. Now get down to work."
Budgets and salaries were slashed and
extravagances came to an abrupt end.
Hollywood began to grow up. Hollywood
began to think, and thinking is always dis-
astrous to anything that's phony. The

Glamor Girl with her affectations and ar-

tificiality began to look awfully silly. Then
in 1939 came the War in Europe. Over-
night Hollywood became adult.

It took eight years for Hollywood to

catch up with Katharine Hepburn. Her
station wagon today doesn't cause the
slightest ripple. Practically everybody in

Hollywood has a station wagon. It's noth-
ing unusual to see Bette Davis, the Errol
Flynns, the Dick Powells, the Gary Coop-
ers arrive at a night club or a premiere in

a station wagon. (And when I think what
a beating Hepburn took because she merely
drove to a studio in a station wagon

!
) To-

day you will find the top-notch movie stars

—Claudette Colbert, Hedy Lamarr, Joan
Crawford, Irene Dunne, Ginger Rogers,
Roz Russell, Bette Davis, nearly all of

the stars—appearing in slacks, or pants, in

public places. Not at premieres, of course,

but on shopping trips, sports events, etc.,

you will see plenty of faces sans make-up,

and plenty of hair flying in the breeze.
And, too, Hollywood now thinks it's

perfectly all right for a star to stay at
home nights if she wants to, and not flaunt
herself around at parties and night clubs.
It doesn't make her "peculiar" now. It's all

right too for a star to be frank and honest
now. She isn't considered "rude." (And
when I think what a beating Hepburn took
because she came out with honest answers.)

So I say again, that it's Hollywood that's
changed, and not Katharine Hepburn. And
now that they have landed on the same
plane at last they ought to be very, very
happy. And from all I can gather they are.

I had the pleasure of visiting Hepburn
on the set of "The Philadelphia Story"
one afternoon recently—except it wasn't
the set, it was the back lot. It was the
scene where Hepburn, John Howard, Vir-
ginia Weidler, and Roland Young start out
for a jolly canter, and I guess Metro didn't

want four horses cluttering up one of their
nice air-conditioned stages. Hepburn was
riding "White Rose," one of Liz Whitney's
horses, and also wearing her riding habit.

"Mr. Barry told me that he had Liz Whit-
ney in mind when he wrote 'The Philadel-
phia Story,' " Hepburn told me later. "The
girl I play was sort of written around Liz.

So you see there is more of her in the
picture than just her horse and clothes."

When I first came on the set, or the back
lot, I found George Cukor, the director of

the picture, stretched out in a studio chair
reading one of those very sexy pictorial

magazines—or maybe he wasn't reading.

I flopped in the chair beside him, and
Hepburn, who had been doing still pic-

tures, soon joined us. She has exactly the
right kind of friendly handshake.

"Kate," said Cukor, "I want to warn
you. This is the magazine Liza writes for.

Be careful what you say."

"That's fine," said Hepburn, "I've a lot

of bathing suit art I can give her to illus-

trate it with."

She threw her leg over the side of the
chair, lit a cigarette, and explained to me
the inner workings of a movie camera she

had with her. It seems she is a fiend for

taking moving pictures. Her entire family

is. "When my sister married not long
ago," she said, "we showed pictures of

her taken when she was a child, at the
wedding. The early color pictures I took
are fading. But color is much better now
and will last forever." She proceeded to

take a few shots of everyone around, in-

cluding myself (I'm sure that will never
be shown at anyone's wedding.)

Miss Hepburn demonstrating a shipmodel in this scene from the film version of "The Phila-

delphia Story," Philip Barry's stage success, which also stars Cary Grant and Jimmy Stewart.
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"Save Me
From Myself

n

Jimmy Stewart and Katharine Hepburn in

a scene from "The Philadelphia Story."

"We might as well get it over with,"

1 said when she relaxed in her chair again.

"Katharine, have you changed, since you
were here two years ago?"

I thought she might be annoyed, but
she wasn't. She let out with the most nat-

ural laugh I have heard since Bette Davis
' left town for her vacation.

"I don't feel any change in me," she

said. "I haven't changed so far. I don't

think I ever will change. I wish I could get

over being self-conscious, but I can't. I

wish I wasn't such a secretive type, but I

am, and I can't help it."

"Well, thank goodness," I said with
1

a sigh of relief. "If you had admitted any
change I would have had to write my whole
story over. Now I can blame it on Holly-

! wood."
"Don't blame too much on Hollywood,"

' she said, not having the slightest idea

what I was talking about. "Despite all

rumors to the contrary I happen to like

Hollywood very much. I never go any-
where out here, but then I never go any-
where no matter where I am. I wish I

could stay in Hollywood longer but as

soon as the picture is finished I have to

take 'The Philadelphia Story' on tour. I

[ am very grateful to 'The Philadelphia

Story.' It gave me a lift when I needed it

;
most."

Yes, it's the same Hepburn. Very hon-
est and very natural, and considerably shy,

,

though she tries awfully hard not to show
it. I could tell that the crew adores her.

In fact people she has worked with on sets

since 1932 have always adored her. And I

always say show me a star who is liked

< by her cast and crew and I will show you

|

a Rood egg.
We were just getting around to future

plans when Cukor called to his star to get

j

l ack on the horse again. "Come, come,
Kate," he said, "don't go hog-wild for pub-

1

hcity now, simply because you are going

j

to get your name in print." George is her
1 favorite director, and she is his favorite

siar—and the things they say to each other,
well, there's no doubt but what they both
have a grand sense of humor.
When I commented on her humor Hep-

burn said, "Mother has the humor for the
family. She's wonderful. I once attended a
lecture she gave in Xew York on birth
control and she kept the audience in

stitches. And without any off-color cracks."
A new Katharine Hepburn, my eye

!

IN

Continued from page 51

to decide how a scene could have been

handled more tellingly. I've worked that

footage over inch by inch for so many
years that I'm sick to death of the sight

of myself, and I have been for a long

time. When it got to the point that I

couldn't pass a theater without wincing, I

talked it over with Florence, who's just

about the most understanding wife a man
could have, and we decided it was time
for us to go back to New York and do a

play. Wonderful thing about the legitimate

stage: you don't have to sit through your
own performance. You don't have to endure

it pre-masticated and pre-digested a couple

of months later."

"So what happened?" we prompted.
"Ever hear of a play called 'Yr. Obe-

dient Husband'? Well, that's what hap-
pened to us. But we bailed out, and pulled

the rip-cord of a parachute called 'The
American Way'—which saved us. In 'The
American Way' I wore collars as high as

a guardsman's hat, and a coat that but-

toned up under the chin—that made me
look a little off-trail."

"What's really behind all this off-trail,

change, different businesss" we pursued.
"Boredom, I suppose. Since I get so eter-

nally, everlastingly sick of the sameness
of myself, I get scared sometimes for fear

the people who see my pictures will begin

to feel that way about it, too. You see, I

like to give an audience a good bargain ; I

want to give them a new character in each
picture, not just thirty or forty carbon
copies of that guy March."

Lighting a cigarette, he squinted through
the smoke to continue, "I made up my mind
a long time ago that in my bright lexicon

there wasn't going to be any such word as

'type.' D'ya know that, consciously or sub-

consciously, I study every person I meet?
First, I try to catalogue the person as to

general characteristics, then I study his

mannerisms, analyze them, and memorize
them. When I'm handed a new script, I

read over the lines and study this chap
I have to pour into mortal mold ; back in

memory all sorts of things will begin to

stir. I'll remember how some man I've

seen has lit a cigarette, or shrugged just

as he was going out a door, or laughed
from the corner of his mouth. All that

helps me to be somebody on the screen that

I'm actually not. See what I mean?"
We thought it over, remembering anec-

dotes we had heard about what the color-

ful Mr. March actually zcas. They tell a
story in Hollywood about Fredric having
an appointment with a business executive

in downtown Los Angeles ; so few motion
picture people have occasion to go into the

business district that the advent of a celeb-

rity is more attention-compelling than a

blizzard in July (advt.). When Fredric

entered the reception room, the reception-

ist all but swooned before she could ask
him to be seated.

"I'm sorry," she gasped, "but Air. Glutz

is in conference. He'll be free in about ten

minutes. Do you mind waiting?"
"Not at all." answered the man whose

patience is inexhaustible. "I'll just read a

magazine."
Surreptitiously, the switchboard girl

summoned every feminine employee in the

company, who promptly found a reason to

traipse through the reception room, cast an
enthralled glance at the man who was
reading a magazine, and tread air on the

way out.

When Mr. March had finished the ar-

of Glamour

The Brave NEW SHADE

for Young, Warm, Pulsating Lips

Today, patriotism's in the air . . .

and the new Fall clothes have a military

swing and dash that's very young

and vital! If you'd do justice to your

trim, new outfit, you must get a

young, new shade in lipstick, too. You'll

love Patriot Red ... for it's a deeper,

richer red and yet so alive— brilliant as

the stripes of our flag— exciting

as the music of a military band

!

Wear Patriot Red "in defense of glamour"

. . . for this thrilling shade

comes in the Louis Philippe special type

Lipstick— color-blended in a special way

so that, even in glaring sunshine,

its shades won't turn cold and hard.

Gives your lips a lasting glamour,

too . . . for it stays on

for hours without smear or smudge.

In fact, wear Patriot Red

and you can forget your lips— others won't

for that young, warm, pulsating color

will be too utterly bewitching!

For extra glamour with your Patriot

Red Lipstick, get Angelus Rouge
Incarnat or Louis Philippe Compact
Rouge and Face Powder— just ask for

Louis Philippe Patriot Red M«ke-Up!
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DON'T BE "THE GIRL
WITH A RUN"

Always carry RUN-R-STOP
in your purse. Comes in

smart colored vanity. Just

one drop of this amazing
clear liquid stops runs and
snags instantly, perma-
nently — even in the new
"nylon" stockings. It's the
only product of its kind —
a stocking life-saver. And it

leaves no black marks after

iwashing. Get it today at any
drug,dept,shoeor lOcstore
—or send coin or stamps to

RUN-R-ST
49 E. 2 1st St., N.Y.

Dept.s

Guaranteed as

advertised by
Good Housekeeping

Complete, tube in vanity

10 2/&3A4 Jfoun^M
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks ot gray *o natural-appearing shades—from lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.
60c at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.
Ketain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

ticle he had been reading, Mr. Glutz was
still in conference. "I believe I'll attend
to another errand," Freddie said. "I won't
be gone long, so if Mr. Glutz is free before
I get back, will you please tell him I've
been here and I'll be right back?"
The girl nodded, wordless with admira-

tion.

At the door, the Minister of Modesty
blushed and returned to the desk. "I forgot
to give you my name," he apologized. "Tell
him Mr. March was here. Fredric March."

Aside from being modest in a shy sort
of way, Fredric has another outstanding-
characteristic : he loathes and abhors being-

treated like a celebrity.

Comes now the saga of the typical Holly-
wood bore ," there is at least one in every
studio. He is the glad-hander, the hail-

fellow-well-met who> knows everybody by
his first name—especially in front of an
audience. This particular fellow, we'll call

him Oswald, liked to appear exceedingly-
chummy with the stars. One afternoon three
things happened simultaneously : a party of

tourists was passing through the studio,

Oswald was coming down the corridor,
and Freddie was standing in front of a
bulletin board, reading notices.

Oswald, with an eye on the delegation
from Indiana, rushed up to Mr. March,
clapped him lustily on the back and bur-
bled, "Well, well, Freddie, old boy—how
goes it, pal ? Long time no see."

Mr. March studied him with that famous
pinning-you-to-the-wall look of his. "How
nice of you to remember me," said the
suavest man in pictures, whose squelch
nevertheless penetrates to the third and
fourth generations. "It seems a shame that
I've never met you."
When someone kidded the erstwhile

bland Mr. March about his snappy come-
back he said, "You can see that I didn't

play Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde for nothing
I picked up some pointers as I went
along."

But when asked whether he thought
there was any possibility of the roles an

actor projects upon the screen having even
the slightest influence on his personal life,

he emitted a yelp of pure negation. "Cer-
tainly not," he vowed. "Why, if I let a por-
trayal get under my skin to that extent,
I'd go around in crazy costumes, posturing
and emoting all over the place the way I

did in 'The Royal Family of Broadway,' or
I'd be a souse like Barry Trexel in 'Susan
and God' or I'd be a globe-trotting reporter
like the guy in 'Trade Winds.' Nope, noth-
ing to it at all. And I'm speaking for
every tough guy, every villain, every nit-

wit who's ever been pictured by anybody
on the screen. Pictures are pictures, and
personal life is personal life and only an
unmitigated ass confuses them."

"Glad we got that settled," we said
meekly. "Well, where do we go from
here?"

"If things work out as scheduled. I'm
going to do 'Flotsam'—the Eric Maria
Remarque yarn—next. Then I think I'd

like to go back to Broadway for a while."
"And, in closing, Mr. March, would you

mind telling us what is your favorite type
of role?"

He smiled, and when March smiles win-
ter is dispersed in the Klondike, which is

to say he has a very warm and melting
smile indeed. "This is the sort of part I

like : one that starts off slow and easy
without much stress. One that gets bigger
and bigger, with more and more signifi-

cance, until it builds into tremendous cres-

cendo at the end of a picture. A surprise

role, I suppose you'd call it. One that looks

routine, but can be augmented into some-
thing dynamic and crucial. I think the role

of Axel Heyst in 'Victory' is like that—at

least that's the theory I'm working on

now."
Aha ! So there is something to this old

saying about March coming in like a hare

and going out like a lion. At least all that

fan mail pouring into the studio is filled

with roars for the calendar to be revised:

Let there be more March every year.

Now that Fredric March has purchased a house in the Brentwood section, it means
that he's finally selected the West Coast for his home. For a number of years, he
and his wife have been dividing their residence between Hollywood and New York.
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Charlie's Mad Again!

Continued from page 23

sunken chest like this I'd be Hermann-
Hermann Goering. But Billy Gilbert s Her-

mann. Then Chaplin says, 'Oakie, you

luckv son-of-a-gun, you're gonna be Musso-

lini !' Me, Bellowing Benito!

"The first time I showed up at the studio

Charlie put his hand on my shoulder and

says, 'Oakie, my boy, now you're in the

family.' And he meant it. He treated me

like I was his brother. 'Oakie,' he'd say,

'are you happy? Is there anything I can

get you? If you want anything just let out

a holler and I'll see you get it.' That's the

kind of a guy he is. Such a gentleman.

Xever down in the mouth. Everybody loves

him. They respect him.

-You hear a lot of bolony that he's tight.

Charlie only makes a picture every few

years, but never lays off his staff between

pictures. He's got about forty families on

the pavroll all the time. You should have

seen him during the picture. He got to feel-

ing that maybe the extras weren't happy

Iccause they "weren't making enough dough,

so he'd go around to each one and say,

'Now in the next scene you say such-and-

such and vou there, you say this,' because

if the extra got in a line or two he'd get

paid mere. It didn't help the extras, though,"

sighs Mr. Oakie, "because Dan James, the

assistant director, followed right behind

Charlie telling each extra to forget it, the

budget couldn't stand it

"And he used to give me a lot of scenes.

After each one he'd grin like a kid. 'Oakie,'

he'd say, "I don't know why I'm so good

to you.'

"I'd say, 'Listen, you little rascal, you

just do for me what you did for Jackie

Coogan.' Maybe vou don't know it but

Coogan got $40,000 a week for a^spell after

Chaplin put him over in 'The Kid.'

"

Mr. Oakie smiled happily. "I figure be-

ing in this picture with Chaplin is gonna

get your Uncle Jack about ten years of nice

fat work. It's that good."

Working conditions there at the Chaplin

studios on Sunset Boulevard were a good

deal like the reports of labor relations in

celestial factories, except that Charlie would

get so wound up inventing new gags he'd

forget the time. It's Mr. Oakie's solemn be-

lief that Charlie would have worked clean

through meals, bedtime and all, if the tech-

nical crew hadn't gotten so all-fired hungry

now and then and slunk off to feed. Mr.

Oakie is no piteous spectacle as the result

of his toil with Mr. Chaplin. This is not

surprising because it has leaked out that

he, Mr. Oakie, never showed up for work

before 11 A.M. If the Old Master—mean-
ing Mr. Chaplin, you understand—felt un-

controllably hilarious at that hour they

would rush headlong before the cameras,

after lounging furiously in the projection

room where Charlie showed Mr. Oakie the

preceding day's humor, explaining each trick

as they went along. On the other hand, if

the Old Master did not feel he could de-

liver general hysterics he would say as

much and the lot of them would knock off

for lunch. That is the way it is working

for Charlie—slaving, all the time slaving.

"I never felt that I was working," Mr.

Oakie will confess, if hounded, "it was
more like a clam-bake. Charlie's like a kid

when he's hepped up, forever grinning and

wanting to play. Well, we used to play to-

gether all the time. Maybe I'd chase him.

Or he'd hightail it after me. We used to

invent new gags and situations,' playing.

Never had so much fun in my life. And you
should have seen him when he got his

hands on the boom and crane for the sound

equipment. Grinning, he'd say, 'It's mar-
velous,' and start riding on the boom."

DON'T COVER UP A
POOR COMPLEXION

Let the famous medicated

cream that's aided thousands

help clear up your complexion

• Don't let a poor complexion cheat you of

a lot of life's fun! Don't go around "covering

up" a skin that's rough-looking or marred by

externally caused blemishes! You may be mak-

ing those very flaws you wish to hide worse!

Do as millions of beauty-wise modern wom-

en are doing today— let Noxzema, the dainty,

snow-white Medicated Skin Cream help restore

your natural skin beauty.

Works 24 Hours a Day!

Here's a beauty aid that can work 24 hours

of every day to help improve your complex-

ion .. . It's not only an effective Night Cream

— it's a grand Powder Base, too. ..All during

those 24 hours Noxzema is working for your

skin— helping reduce enlarged pores with its

mildly astringent action...softening skin...sooth-

ing irritated skin surface and helping heal up

externally caused skin blemishes.

Nurses first discovered how Noxzema helped

soften and whiten red, rough hands. Now thou-

sands of women rely on this remarkable cream

not only to help their hands but, more important,

their complexions to greater beau-

ty. For a limited time you can gee

the large 75^ Boudoir Jar of Nox-
zema for only 49c. Get a jar today

at your nearest drug or dept. store.

SPECfAL
Jgt JAR ONLY

HAS HEPBURN CHANGED?
Fire and brimstone . . . thunder and lightning ... and Katharine Hepburn.

They all meant excitement and fury in Hollywood a few years ago.

Hepburn hated conventions. She said and did as she pleased, no matter what

the consequences. Her temper flared high and often. "Burn" was the sharply

accented part of her name.

Has Hepburn changed? Has time mellowed her temper? How does she be-

have today? ,

In an amazingly frank, brilliantly written feature Silver Screen tells what

has happened to Hepburn. You'll be thrilled when you read the truth in

November's SILVER SCREEN.

Look for "HAS HEPBURrV CHANGED?"
In the NEW November

SILVER SCREEN
Now on Sale at your Newsstand 10c10c5

DO WE HAVE TO DIE?
A strange man in Los Angeles, known as

"The Voice of Two Worlds." reveals the

story of a remarkable system that often

leads to almost unbelievable improvement in

power of mind, achievement of brilliant busi-

ness and professional success and new happi-

ness Many report improvement in health.

Others tell'of increased bodily strength, mag-
netic personality, courage and poise.

The man, a well-known explorer and geog-
rapher, tells how he found these strange
methods in far-off and mysterious Tibet,

often called the land of miracles by the few
travelers permitted to visit it. He discloses

how he learned rare wisdom and long hid-

den practices, closely guarded for three
thousand years by the sages, which enabled
many to perform amazing feats. He mam-
tains that these immense powers are latent

in all of us, and that methods for using them
are now simplified so that they can be,used
by almost any person with ordinary intel-

ligence.

SCREENLAND

He maintains that man. instead of being-
limited by a one-man-power-mind, has with-
in him the mind-power of a thousand men or
more as well as the energy-power of the
universe which can be used in his daily af-

fairs. He states that this sleeping giant of
mind-power, when awakened, can make ms I

capable of surprising accomplishments, from
the prolonging of youth to success in many
fields. To that eternal question, "Do wehavj
to die?" his answer is astounding.
The author states the time has come f

•

this long hidden system to be disclosed 1 >

the Western world, and offers to send n i

amazing 9000-word treatise — which reve;

manv startling results — to sincere readers
of this publication, free of cost or obligat:. .

For your free copv. address the Institut E

Mentalphvsics. 213 South Hobart Blvd.. Dc
110M, Los Angeles. California. Readers ;...>

urged to write promptly, as only a limned
number of the free treatises have been

printed.
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Stops Pyorrhea
and Trench Mouth
OR NO COST!
New Guaranteed
Home Treatment
Astounds Medical
Profession

You can believe the sworn affidavits of doctors and
dentists who have tried this new discovery on most stub-
born cases of pyorrhea, trench mouth and bleeding gums.
PYRO was used with startling success many times, in

cases that seemed hopeless . . . where everything else
failed. PYRO is almost uncanny in getting quick and
sure results. It gets to the root of the trouble because
PYRO has a penetration of V4 inch in 5 minutes and it

corrects and heals as it penetrates the diseased areas.
If vour gums are sore or bleed when binshed ... If

vour teeth are loose or pus pockets have formed, order
PYRO today for quick correction . . . act now before
you lose your teeth entirely.

A Doctor Writes:
A well-known

physician ...
a member of the
American Medical
Ass'n and many
other professional
organizations,
says: "I do not
hesitate to state
that this solution
has saved me from
the nightmare of
false teeth."

Read This Proof!
Mrs. W. H. Kirby, 45 East 66th

St., New York, writes: "For a
number of years I suffered with
an advanced case of pyorrhea,
constant treatments seemed only
to arrest the disease. I was told
I would lose my teeth. Then I

heard of this new remedy. Being
desperate, decided to try it. Am
very happy now. My gums are
healthy, teeth tight and write
this hoping that others suffering
as I will try it."

Don't Lose Your Teeth, Order Now!
We have 45 pages of affidavits attesting to the wonder-

ful powers of PYRO. So positive are we that it will bring
you the health and happiness you have been seeking, that
we will send it to you without a single penny of risk.

Send $2 today for the full home treatment or we will

send C. O. D. for $2 plus postage. Use PYRO as directed
and if not 100'<% delighted with results, return the un-
used bottle and we will refund the purchase price in full.

(Canada $2.25 cash with order).

C. J. CABLE PRODUCTS, BOX 4,
Hamilton Grange Station New York Post Office

Clearer Complexion
by using

Mercolized
Wax Cream

This dainty Skin Bleach helps fade
freckles and lightens a dull, drab
sun-tanned complexion. It speeds

_ up Nature's process of flaking off

lifeless, unattractive surface skin in tiny, almost invisible
particles. Exposes the lighter, clearer skin beneath. Start
using Mercolized Wax Cream tonight as directed for a
fairer, prettier complexion and enjoy new skin beauty.
SAXOLITE ASTRINGENT tightens 1 oose surface
skin. Gives a delightful sense of freshness. Reduces
excess surface oil. Dissolve Saxolite Astringent in one-half
pint witch hazel and use this tingling face lotion daily.

PHELACTINE DEPILATORY removes superfluous
facial hair quickly. Easy to use. No unpleasant odor.

rWMMMi
Men's Suits $2; Coats $1; Shoes 50c;

Hats 40e. Many other low-priced BAR-
GAINS. FREE CATALOG. Send name
on postcard. No obligation. Write

today.

CROWN CO 164 sc Mon ' oe
-
st"

New York City

WANTED
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods

%Tng POEMS
any subject for immedi-
ate consideration. Don't
delay—send your poem
at once to

—

Building, Chicago, III.

PSORIASISH When SABETAL vanishes on the skin it tends to

S9 clear scales, itch, redness. No bandaging necessary.

&| Not oily or greasy. A professionally prepared com-
fiH pound. Send $1 for regular size or 10c for sample.

Hillcrest Laboratories, Spring Valley, N. V. Dept. 85

SABETAL DOES NOT STAIN
|g| Hill

H 'iJA '

.

'MLJj
STANDARD OFFICE MODELS
1/3 MFRS. ORIG. PRICE

^iXwIS" 60£ a Week
All late models completely rebuilt like
brand new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
No Money Down—10 Day Trial
Free price-smashing catalog shows ,

all makes in colors. FREE COURSE
IN TYPING INCLUDED. See catalog
before you buy. SEND NOW.
INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCH
Dept. 1117 a31 W. Monroe St., Chicago, III
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Mr. Chaplin and his gags are famous. He
has a room full of them on file. They leak

out of him like water out of a faucet. A
good share of them are stinkeroos. He has

a nose for humor, though, .and everything

with the faintest aroma is buried deep.

Once in a while a good one pops out and
Mr. Chaplin cares for it like a child.

"He'll work for three or four days on
one scene. Or do one take fifty times so's .

to get it right. When it's right he knows it

and says so then and there. Watching him
you can't tell one take from another and if

you tell the little rascal as much he'll grin

at you and lead you to the projection room
where he'll run the takes off for you. In-

variably, the one he said was right is the

funniest. He knows beforehand how an
audience will react. That's genius."

We are getting a little hysterical,
_
but

there is something in what Mr. Oakie is

shouting. Even reactionaries admit Chap-
lin is the greatest mimic and pantomimist

alive. Some of the open-mouthed citizenry

who have seen him work simply scream he

is the greatest of all time and let it go at

that. Mr. Oakie strings along.

"In pantomime," he declares, "nobody
can touch him. He's the daddy of them all.

Everything you've ever seen on the screen

Charlie's done before. He can mimic any-

thing perfectly. He's got an eye for comedy
like nothing you ever saw. He knows con-

struction and you never saw such timing.

I figured I knew a little about comedy after

being a comic for 15 years, so I pulled

every trick I'd ever learned on him. He'd
be a great audience and laugh

_
like hell.

When I was through he'd play it all back

to me and do it better because he'd invented

the trick in the first place. He'd prove

that Loo by taking me to the projection

room and running scenes from his old pic-

tures. He was doing everything I know
before I was dry behind the ears.

'And there you have the essence of Chap-
lin's comedy. It's original. He hates_ repeti-

tion. Every situation, every gag in 'The

Great Dictator' is original. He taught me
things I'd never heard of. He showed me
how to steal a scene holding a cigarette. I

tell you, working for that little guy was the

biggest thrill in my life. I came out of that

joint ten years younger. New man. Gawd-
almighty, I'd been making pictures for IS

years and a man gets his bellyfull. I got

so I couldn't look a director in the face.

Used to dodge work, show up late. But

working with Chaplin was entirely dif-

ferent. It refreshed my whole attitude. He
can make anybody act and love it."

There has been talk that Mr. Chaplin

didn't make sound pictures because his

voice was shrill, eery or Cockney. That is

not true. His voice is good. He made his

pictures silent so they could be peddled

over the world, pantomime being savvied

by things as low as caterpillars. "The Great

Dictator" is in sound because the foreign

market is all shot. This one is aimed at the

American audience. Maybe it won't make
any money. Charlie doesn't care much. He's

made 23 million and has three left. He just

had to take this swipe at the dictators for

making him mad and he doesn't give a

whoop whether it costs a million or not.

"It is so funny in pantomime alone," says

Mr. Oakie, weakening but still shouting,

"that I don't know how anybody's gonna

hear the lines. In sound it's gonna be five

times funnier than in pantomime."

Mr. Chaplin is fifty now, handsome,

gray-haired, and pink-cheeked. He says this

is going to be his last picture. It kind of

looks, though, like Charlie hasn't got much
to say about it. It depends more on civiliza-

tion. If it goes blundering off on the wrong
track Charlie will get sore again and have

to make another picture to repair things.

It's a good thing somebody's got a tem-

per like that.

In Defense of

Hollywood Men
Continued from page 25

that; and I have yet to find quote a heel,

a ham, a cad, a coward, and a conceited

fool unquote. I have found them to be, of

all strange things, gentlemen. And I'm not

a dreamer, not me. As for that famous
temperament they are accused of having

—

well, I have known them at their worst, at

the end of a long tiresome day, under hot

glaring lights, with everything going wrong,
or on dreary locations, with flies, ants, sand

in the coffee, and a mere 110° in the shade.

And if that doesn't bring out the tempera-
ment nothing else will. If I have ever been
upstaged by a leading man I don't know it,

and I'm just the type who would know it.

What a lot of people don't seem to realize
is that the day of the "actor," in the great

big glamorous sense of the word, is over.

John Barrymore is the last of the Great

Ones, and so unimpressed with it all is he

that he pokes fun deliciously at himself in

"The Great Profile." No longer does the

Hollywood movie male ride around in

foreign cars reeking with chromium, livery,

and crests. No longer does he gamble five

thousand dollars on the turn of a card. No
longer does he buy yachts and gold door-

knobs, and dress like a cross between a

John-Fredrics hat and a New York gangster.

The actor of today is a business man.
Quiet, conservative, and hard-working. He
is just like thousands of other white collar

men in America. No better, but certainly

no worse. The studio is his office, and he

puts in longer hours there than the average

man. He is better paid than the average

man, of course, but remember, his job

doesn't last nearly so long.

When the insurance agent sells a fifty

thousand dollar policy, he is quite pleased

with himself, he wants to talk about it, and

he wants to celebrate. When an actor makes
a good picture, he, too, is quite pleased with

himself, and he wants to talk about it, and

he wants to celebrate. The insurance agent

takes his wife, or his girl friend, to the

best night club in town. The actor takes his

wife, or his girl friend, to Ciro's. The only

difference seems to be that the actor is

called a "ham," and the insurance agent

is called a "swell guy."

When an advertising man puts over a

deal and tells you how much better he is

than his competitors you say, "Isn't he

wonderful!" But 'when an actor lands a

coveted lead in a picture and tells you that

the director thought his test was the bes^

you say, "My, my, what a conceited fool
!"

It hardly seems fair, does it?

The Hollywood male has been accused of

many things. Most important, he has been

accused of losing his masculinity. The
theory seems to be that he exists in a

beautiful state of luxury, likened only to

that enjoyed by the kings of France and

the cats of the rich. He has become so

pampered that the red corpuscles have

given up in complete despair. He doesn't

even do the little ordinary things for him-

self. He has servants to dress him, drive

his car, mow his lawn, mix his Scotch-and-

soda, and even light his cigarettes. Well,

really! I have just completed a picture with

Ray Milland, and before that, one with

Clark Gable and Spencer Tracy, and I

must say I detected no signs of pampering

in those three voung men. Neither Ray, nor

Clark, nor Spencer, had a valet on the set

(in fact, I can't recall ever working with

a leading man who had a valet) and they

seemed to have no trouble dressing them-

selves or lighting their cigarettes. Nor did

they have chauffeurs calling for them
_
at

the end of the day. Clark drives a station
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vagon, and I defy anyone to grab the wheel

Jway from him. Spencer drives a very busi-

Jesslike coupe, and Ray a roadster, far from

i
if vou think tor one instance that Clark

ind Spencer aren't he-men I just wish you

lould have seen them do that fight scene

]or "Boom Town." On the screen it only

as ted a few minutes, but it went on for

lays on the set. and the boys did not pull

(heir punches. You can't call them softies,

be" those two! In the Athenia sinking se-

quence in "Arise. My Love" the director

luggested that Ray Milland use a double,

-le could have stretched himself out in the

ion, with a cigarette and an adventure

Rosemary Lane, above, doing one of Jier

numbers -for a scene in "Ladies Must Live," in

which she has role of a night club singer.

story, and had himself a very safe and

restful afternoon. But not Ray. It there

was any rough stuff to be done, he w anted

|
to do it.

The Gables, the Tracys. and the Don
Ameches live on ranches out in the \ alley,

and I am certain that if you drop in on

them between pictures you will noi_ find

them lolling around in handsomely tailored

leunging robes. You'll more than likely

fir.d them in the oldest of old bluejeans,

whitewashing fences, repairing kennels,

digging up weeds, and doing all sorts of

, o ,d jobs that have to be done on a ranch.

I Clark, as you know, has a tractor, and is

r,c« slow poke when it comes to plowing up
1

; a field. Loss of masculinity ?

Hollywood men are severely criticised

for the way they dress. As a matter of

|

fact, except when they are on their

i ranches, when they look like tramps, and
when they are at the studio, when they

dress according to the part they are play-

I

ing, they dress just as conservatively as

any other business man. Most of the snappy

i
dressing in Hollywood is done by East-

I
erners who have just arrived in Hollywood,

and who seem to be under the impression i

that it is a gay resort (Inasmuch as there

is no place to go but home in Hollywood.
]

after midnight, they soon find out dif-
|

ferently.) Spencer Tracy always wears the

same kind of a dark, conservative tie. He
|

claims that he buys ties often, but you
would never know it. Ray Milland and
Herbert Marshall, being as British as

j

Yorkshire pudding, are very much on the
j

quiet side when it comes to dress. Gary
Cooper, Jimmy Stewart, Fred MacMurray.
and Melvyn Douglas at a preview, at a

theatre, at a night club, or dining in their

own homes look exactly like young bond
salesmen.

And speaking of night clubs, if you
think the Hollywood leading men are play-

boys you are sadly mistaken. They don't

like to get all done up in white tie, or

black tie, any more than the average male.

And like the average male they do it only

to please "the little woman/' In the Xew
York sequence of "Boom Town" Qark was
told to wear his tails for a scene the fol-

lowing day. (Men always furnish their own
wardrobe in pictures, women don't.) The
next morning he appeared on the set

smelling to high heaven of moth balls.

"Carole looked all night for these

clothes," he said sheepishly. "Whew, don't

they smell ! She finally found them tucked

away in a trunk we'd stored in the base-

ment." Well, that gives you a rough idea

of how often Mr. Gable gets "dressed up."

Mai Milland, Ray's very attractive wife,

once told me that it was easier to move
the Rock of Gibraltar than it was to get

Ray into dinner clothes. Every7 time anyone

calls up to invite them to dinner Mai says

very hopefully, "We don't dress, do we?"
If the answer comes back, "Please dress,"

poor Mai just sighs, knowing full well that

the chances are only one in a thousand

that Ray will take her to that party.

I have heard about actors who comb
their hair carefully every opportunity they

have, but it has never been my bad luck

to meet one. They call Ray "Golden Boy"

at the studio because his hair is always

disheveled. And as for Clark and Spencer,

I don't think they own a pocket-comb.

Hollywood men have often been criticised

because they "go w-ith,"' and usually marry,

actresses. They are accused of seeking pub-

licity in this manner. It makes much better

reading in the columns if the lady covered

with orchids they escorted to a premiere

is Marlene Dietrich and not just little

Susie Glutz. Now, of course, some of the

movie males do plan their publicity very

carefully, but most of Jhem do not All

men want a woman that other men want.

It's as natural as day and night. Hollywood

men are no different With all the world

wanting a Carole Lombard, a Barbara

Stanwyck, an Annabella. an Olivia de

Havilland, and an Ann Sheridan, it's no

wonder indeed that the Hollywood men
want them too. And why not? Susie Glutz

might be awfully- pretty, awfully sweet and

awfully- rich—but she couldn't possibly be

as attractive as a Lombard. The men of

Hollywood find the most beautiful and

charming women in the world right in

their own set so why go out into the high-

ways and byways to pick a bride!

And when the Hollywood man does

marry and settle down he becomes just as

wonderful a family man, and just as de-

voted to his wife and children as any white

collar worker. If you only knew how many
Monday mornings I have spent on the set

listening to Gary Cooper, Henry- Fonda.

Ray Milland. and Don Ameche tell me the

cute things their offsprings did and said

over the week-end. And the baby pictures

I have looked at would stretch from here

to China. Don't tell me that Hollywood
males don't make proud fathers!

That's right. I like Hollywood men.
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Inside the Stars' Homes
Continued from page I I

make twin spots of color on a crystal man-
telpiece. On a coffee table before the couch,
a shallow bowl was filled with deep pink
geraniums, just the flowers without stems,
set in a frame of lemon verbena. Arrang-
ing flowers is one of Rita's hobbies.
Flowers aren't the only things Rita ar-

ranges : she did all the draperies in the
house herself. Those in the dining room
are of sand with a strip of henna chenille
outlining the intricate draping and accent-
ing the flowered paper on the walls. The
furniture here is French, of handsome
burled walnut, the seats of the chairs
matching the henna-rose of the walls.

Two crystal cabinets hang on either side

of a window, each with a set of dancing
figurines in harmonizing colors. "I picked
up each figure in a different place,"

commented Rita, "but they all go together
and express various dancing moods. I used
to be a dancer, you know.
"The only piece left of the dancing cos-

tumes I used down in Mexico, when I

danced there the year I was fourteen, is the
embroidered hat in the den. When we were
decorating the den, we needed something
over the fireplace, so I hung up the hat."

No California house is complete without
a patio, and the Judsons' is an enclosed
one, opening off the den, the wings of the
house supplemented by a white brick wall
with a gate in it leading to the gardens.
Rita let her taste for color run riot here.

"I get my love for warm colors from my
father," observed Rita. "He has Spanish
blood. My mother was Irish and English,
and I was born in New York City. I'm a
Latin from Manhattan, you see! I'm glad
they don't type me as a Spanish girl."

Her bedroom is in white and rose-beige.

The wide bed has a quilted white satin

headboard and no footboard, the white satin

spread falling in graceful folds over the
rose-beige rug. The dressing table in the
dressing room is quilted in white satin, too,

and the rose-beige is repeated in the
flowered wallpaper and drapes.

Rita has so many clothes that wardrobes
fairly bulge with them, but she can put her
hand on anything in an instant. The girl's

neat. Take her hosiery alone—she always
buys three pairs of each shade, and her
collection of stockings is sorted into com-
partments, graduating from the deepest to

the lightest tint. The sports sox are sorted

' .1.1 ...

according to color, too, and as neatly ar-
ranged. No matter what she wants, she
knows where to find it.

Rita's husband, who is even more attract-
ive than her house, suggested some food,
for the sixth time. Tom, the colored butler,
who had been announcing luncheon at in-

tervals, served it with a flourish.

"This is one of our favorite menus," said
Rita, surveying the casserole before her.
"It's Swedish meat balls and spaghetti and
noodles, green vegetable salad, Hollywood
bread, and lemon pie.

"Velma, my cook, will give you the
recipes. There's nothing new about the
salad except the dressing, but we simply
adore salads here, so she will let you have
a less common recipe, too."

SPAGHETTI SAUCE
y2 lb. lean beef

Yz lb. pork
3 heaping tablespoons Crisco

y2 onion
Large can solid pack tomatoes (Heinz)
Can tomato paste
1 cup water
Brown the onion in the Crisco and

then remove the onion. Brown the meat in

it and add the large can of tomatoes. Cook
for an hour. Add the tomato paste and
water and cook for an hour and a half.

Then remove the meat.

MEAT BALLS
V/z lbs. ground round steak

3 eggs
*4 lb. Kraft grated cheese

^2 cup pine nuts and raisins

Make into balls and fry them. Take some
of the sauce and cook the meat balls in it

for half an hour.

SPAGHETTI
Put \y2 lbs. of Italian spaghetti in fast

boiling water for IS minutes ; then drain
off the water and put the spaghetti under
the cold water faucet to wash out excess
starch. Add the remainder of the sauce
and heat. Finally add the rest of the sauce
with the meat balls and egg noodles,

sprinkle with grated cheese and serve.

SAUCE VINAIGRETTE
3/4 cup Kraft French dressing
1 tablespoon chopped pickles (Heinz)

Having personally prepared her table, Rita Hayworth, our charming hostess, is ready

for her guests. Above, Rita is serving the salad from her large, wooden salad bowl.
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Just an old-fashioned girl—that's Irene

Coleman. Look tor her in "Four Mothers," se-

quel to "Four Daughters" and "Four Wives,"

starring the Lane Sisters and Gale Page.

1 tablespoon green pepper chopped fine

1 tablespoon chopped parsley

Mix and serve.

TOMATO JELLIED SALAD
1 can Heinz tomato juice

y2 cup chopped sweet pickles

y2 cup celery, chopped fine

1 teaspoon Tastetone sauce

1 packet Knox gelatine

Soften the gelatine in V\ cup cold water.

Bring the tomato juice to a boil and add
the gelatine and then the other ingredients.

Pour into mold.

"Another luncheon dish that makes a hit

with women guests," said Rita, "is tomato-

cheese souffle. It's light and puffy and deli-

cately sharp. You'd love it

!

"Everybody makes lemon pie. So instead

of that recipe, why not have Yelma's coffee

cream pie—that's really something !"

TOMATO-CHEESE SOUFFLE
2 tablespoons butter

3 tablespoons flour

% cup milk

y2 cup condensed tomato soup
(Campbell's)

\y2 cups grated Kraft cheese

teaspoon dry mustard (Gulden's)

4 eggs, separated

Melt the butter, add flour and cook until

frothy. Then add the hot milk and cook

until "thoroughly thickened. Stir in the con-

densed tomato soup and the grated cheese

and heat until cheese is melted. Remove
from fire and add the mustard and egg

yolks—adding one egg yolk at a time and
"beating thoroughly after the addition of

each yolk. Beat the egg whites until stiff,

but not dry, and fold them into the mix-
ture. Pour into a well greased casserole and
bake in a moderate (350 degrees) oven
50-60 minutes until firm in the center. Put
casserole in a pan of hot water while baking.

COFFEE CREAM PIE
Cream y3 cup butter, add gradually 1

tup sugar, 2 eggs beaten until light, y2 cup
milk with y2 teaspoon soda, and lf's cups

of Swansdown flour sifted with 1 teaspoon

cream of tartar and ^ teaspoon salt.

Flavor with 1 teaspoon vanilla (Burnetts).

Bake in two shallow pans and when cold

put coffee cream filling between and on top.

COFFEE CREAM FILLING

y2 cup ground coffee

34 cup sugar

\y2 cups cold water
Cook until it is a heavy syrup or until it

reaches 220 degrees F. Strain through

double cheesecloth and cool. Then add, a

little at a time, using the cutting and fold-

ing motion, to 1 pint heavy cream beaten

stiff. The syrup should be the consistency

of molasses.

"I often wish I could cook," said Rita,

as we finished the lemon pie, "but somehow
I've never had time to learn. Some day,

if things don't pile up too high, I'm going

to try my hand at some original dishes.

"In the meantime, I have a new hobby

—

I crochet ! I made a set of mats tor a

harvest luncheon. The stitch is very easy

to do, single for the orange pumpkin, and
double for the black eyes, nose and mouth
and the green stem. They are starched
stiffly and are quite effective. You could do
the same sort of thing in other colors and
shapes, poinsettias for Christmas, hearts

—

Valentine's Day, shamrocks—March 17th."

w
First Lady"

in Movie Debut

Continued from page 27

above, with the Democratic Convention at

Chicago going full blast, but with two
Roosevelts here in the big barn-like in-

terior of the Fox-Movietone Studio where
odd movie shorts, trailers, screen tests, fash-

ion subjects for Vyvyan Donner fashion

forecasts are made, as oblivious to every-

thing but the problem at hand as if Chicago
did not exist. As indeed, because of the

famous Eleanor Roosevelt ability to dis-

miss everything but the problem at hand—it

did not at the moment. Just now her "duty"

belonged to the movies—and Chicago would
take care of itself. "It has nothing to do
with me." she had told an inquiring re-

porter, dismissing the subject gaily. But
she would remember it when the right time

came.
Robert E. Sherwood, the Pulitzer Prize

playwright, was in a lather, pounding out

changes in Mrs. Roosevelt's script on a

portable typewriter on a dressing-table.

Mr. Morris Wilson, chairman of First Na-
tional Pictures, Ltd., of London, which
made "Pastor Hall," walked around cour-

teously putting in a word here and there

where it could be helpful. Reporters, pho-

tographers with candid and other cameras,

studio workmen. thronged the place, if such

a spacious place could be thronged, while

Edward Kelly, the assistant studio manager,
kept everything under control without

seeming to. In the corner the set was pre-

pared with a comfortable chair in front of

the camera for the First Lady. The floor

surrounding it was covered with a network
of light cables and cords.

"The primary purpose of the screen is to

show good motion pictures," Mrs. Roose-
velt was saying to a group of writers who
were standing around her. Some one had
asked her if she thought films should be

used for propaganda as well as entertain-

ment purposes. "It should be open and free

to any subject. After all, ever}- picture must
have a 'story.'

"The first consideration is the screen

treatment of the subject. The criterion for

judging whether or not a picture has a

right to be shown is the standard for what
makes a good picture. Does it follow the

inner laws of technique that constitute good
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Virginia Field and
Cary Grant talk

things over at the

Brown Derby. Do
you know that
Virginia's fiance,

Richard Greene,
is in England,
fighting for his

fatherland, and
that Cary Grant
donated the en-

tire amount he
received for his

work in "The Phil-

adelphia Story,"

$125,000, to the

war relief fund?

cinema in general, and that apply to it in

particular? If a film artistically and sin-

cerely meets these requirements, and is at

the same time in accord with a subject in

which one believes, there seems to be no
reason why it should not be presented."

Call that sympathy for "propaganda" if

you like ! This is the way I interpret the
rather broad and general statements Mrs.
Roosevelt made above : "Pastor Hall" is an
artistic achievement which meets the rules.

It has a heroic theme in which its present
champions thoroughly believe. So they're

willing to take the risk.

Mr. Morris Miller, the producer, wanted
to know if "Pastor Hall" could any more
rightfully be called a "propaganda" film

than "I Am a Fugitive from a Chain Gang."
They are both controversial, and bound to

stir up emotion he said. But as pictures,

they simply, directly and truthfully set

forth a certain combination of facts. "They
might even bring about changes or reform,
but that would be incidental to the fact that

they are good pictures," he said.

"Pastor Hall," Mrs. Roosevelt pointed
out, "illustrates the philosophy of Nazi
totalitarianism, its principles which could
be applied anywhere, by the cast of the
Reverend Niemoeller. As the application of

a principle of thinking, Mrs. Roosevelt con-
tinued to say that "Pastor Hall" differed
from "The Mortal Storm," Phyllis Bot-
tome's novel showing Nazi action against
Semitism in a specific location and situation

in Europe, which is not an American prob-
lem. She pointed this out as an example of

the difference in treatment of the Nazi
theme from the universal exposition of its

principles as pictured in "Pastor Hall."
Could this ardent champion of a free and

unintimidated screen be the same Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt, who eight years be-
fore as the wife of the Governor of the
State of New York, on the eve of her hus-
band's nomination for the Presidency of the
United States, had told me in her first mo-

Len Wcissman

tion picture interview (a Screenland
scoop) : that though she had consented to

talk to me about motion pictures, she mod-
estly felt that she knew very little about
them for a person in whose home pictures

are shown on the average of one night a
week, sometimes more often. (The Execu-
tive Mansion of the Governor of New York
at Albany has its own -talking picture ma-
chine, just as the White House_j3as. ) She
just never could keep the stars straight, she
said, except Mickey Mouse, a great favorite
of her husband, and Krazy Kat ! And she
was hopeless about the titles of pictures
and who played in what. "I have always
been so busy that my opinions about the
motion pictures are mostly off-hand," she
added, almost apologetically. "They are
based on discussions and conversations with
many persons, and on what I have seen
and heard as I have gone here and there."

I have never put any real stock in her
not knowing much about the movies, even
though it was only a few weeks ago that
she admitted in answer to some questions

of mine through her radio secretary, Mrs.
Betty Lindley, that she still remembers the
titles of few pictures and the names of
few players—and that she "seldom" goes
to see pictures at a movie theater. What I

have always thought privately is that she
meant that she really did not care so much
about motion pictures as she did about
teaching, and reading, and flying, and dic-

tating her own column, "My Day."
But now that this was definitely changed,

but definitely, any one of the people, who
were standing or sitting around the movie
studio on Tenth Avenue, could see where
the new Eleanor Roosevelt had just en-

tered, radiant, charming as always, and
with a certain "smoothness" which had just

been pointed out to her by her eldest son
when he had seen her emerge from behind
the bibs of the make-up man. The rouge,
the powder and grease paint of Eddie Senz
(brother of Ira and both members of a

famous family of wig makers and make-up
artists for the Metropolitan Opera House)
had been wielded in the very dressing room
where Wendell Willkie had been made up
for an "Information Please" picture a few
weeks before—and in the very same barber
chair, and at the same mirror

!

Mrs. Roosevelt and her son entered the
studio from the shaking and clanking
freight elevator, hand in hand. The First
Lady's face blushed becomingly under a
covering of sun-tan powder and light
rouge. (She customarily eschews even
powder.) Her blue eyes were even larger
and more blue, edged with a delicate line

of mascara. The lips were covered evenly
and with the greatest care so that the edges
of color would not show on the screen as
she spoke. And her lovely hair, one of her
greatest charms, which is so glossy and
thick from the good care required by every
girl oi impeccable aristocratic New York
upbringing, was parted at the right side and
drawn to meet the broad, flat wave on top.

It was the movies giving the First Lady
"the works." It was the eye of the trained
make-up artist seeing something in her
pleasant, gentle features (had they been
called "plain"?) which no one had ever
been permitted to see before. "Glamor
Girl!" came from the male contingent.
She had "knocked them over," as Ar-

thur Leonard, the director, and his partner
Ben Greene, the sound man, had said she
did when she came to make the "Hobby
Lobby" picture. I remembered what they
had told me about Mrs. Roosevelt the day
she was making the picture for them. She
had given them such a laugh ! They had
written her asking her to wear a flowered
dress and a big hat, and here she came with
a plain blue dress and a small hat. She
hadn't been home to get their letter.

They had liked the way she shook hands
with little Joe, the ice man, when he saw
her rushing to her taxi afterwards and
came forward with his hands outstretched
saying, "Hello, Mrs. Roosevelt."
You will like her, too, when you see her

in Dave Ellman's picture, which will be re-

leased through Columbia Pictures. And
again when you see and hear her earnest
plea in behalf of "Pastor Hall." And if you
wer-e lucky enough to see any of the shots

taken when she went out to the Democratic
Convention (I told you she would remem-
ber it at the right time), you've seen the
coiffure that was designed for her movie
career.

Now that it has been found that Eleanor
Roosevelt has a charming screen individ-

uality there are probably many things she
will be called upon to do. Her voice is of

as excellent quality as any male commen-
tator. She can write. She can judge stories

—for in addition to her experience as a
mother and grandmother, she has been a

member of the editorial board of the

Junior Literary Guild with Angelo Patri

and Sidonie M. Gruenberg and Helen Fer-
ris for nine years.

And yes—she can direct. I almost forgot

that. I saw her telling the electricians just

where to place the lights so that they would
not shine in her face, when she took her

seat on the set to do her piece. And then
Emma Bugbee, the New York newspaper
gal who is assigned to follow the First

Lady around, told me this. It seems that

Mary Pickford was at the White House
not so long ago to appear in some sort of

a Relief picture. Mrs. Roosevelt was very
much interested, and told Miss Pickford

just where to stand, and which way to

look, and perhaps just what to say. The
screen's First Lady did just what she was
told, and after a while she was so amused
that she could keep quiet no longer.

"You know more about this than I do!"
she burst forth.

And the two First Ladies laughed.
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DURA-GLOSS
Serenely confident of their startling beauty, your fingernails

blaze with the gem-like lustre of Dura-Gloss 1 How welcome each

casual chance to highlight all their loveliness! For Dura-Gloss is

new, is different J— created deliberately to bring new longer-last-

ing beauty to your fingernails, to help them be the most beau-

tiful fingernails in the world! Switch now, with millions of

other fastidious women, to this exciting new nail polish. It's

not a dollar, as you might expect from using it. No, Dura-Gloss

costs only a tiny dime! In 20 shades that fashion favors, at cos-

metic counters everywhere. Buy, enjoy Dura-Gloss, this very day!

The New and Better Nail Polish by LORR

Look for the life-like fin

gernail bottle cap— col-

ored with the actual pol-

ish 1 No guess-work: yon

get the color you want!

Cut this out (along dotted

line) and put in your change-

purse to remind vourself

" FASHION BULLETIN •"

NEW COLORS
Red Wine, Pink Lady, 7rue Red

Lorr Laboratories

Paterson, N. J.

FOUNDED BY E. T. REYNOLDS
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VIRS. AMECHE TALKS ABOUT DON!

inning JUDY GARLAND S Gay Life Story

R£AD

FICTION STORY

MARK of ZORRO

starring

TYRONE POWER,

.LINDA DARNELLJ



TURBULENT ADVENTURE...SET AGAINST THE RICH,

ROMANTIC TAPESTRY OF EARLY ARIZONA!

he story of lovely Phoebe
Titus, titan of a woman, and her

love for dashing Peter Muncie,

Sergeant, U. S. A.! Mighty spec-

tacle! Tempestuous stampedes!

War! Lawless raids! Intrepid men
and women! At last, in all its wild,

brave magnificence, the motion

picture drama of Arizona's birth!

Created by a great picture

maker. ..at incalculable cost

. . . with a superb cast of

thousands . . . in especially

re-created Old Tucson!

starring

JEAN ARTHUR
with



Tired? Half Frozen?

LOOK OUT

FOR

A COLD!

/

Gargle L1STERINE
when you reach home!

There's nothing like one of those late

season stubborn games played in miser-

able weather to soften you up so that

a cold or sore throat may find you easy

pickings. Everybody knows that after

such games these troubles shoot up.

Amazing Germ Killing Power

The next time you go, remember to

get warm as quickly as possible when

you reach home and to gargle with full

strength Listerine Antiseptic.

This prompt and pleasant precaution

may head off an on-coming cold, or help

control one that has already started.

Listerine Antiseptic kills by millions

certain bacteria on throat surfaces . . .

bacteria associated with colds and simple

sore throat. Tests showed germ reduc-

tions ranging to 96.7% fifteen minutes

after rhe Listerine Antiseptic gargle, and

up to 80% one hour after.

These germs, harmless enough under

ordinary circumstances, often invade the

throat membranes and set up an infection

when body resistance is lowered. And

resistance may weaken under the chill,

the dampness, the fatigue, the emotion

'and strain of a football game.

Tests Showed Fewer Colds for Garglers

So we repeat, when you reach home,

gargle with Listerine Antiseptic every two

hours. It's a sensible precaution to take.

Remember that in tests made during

9 years of research, regular twice-a-day

users of Listerine Antiseptic had fewer

colds, milder colds, colds of shorter dura-

tion than non-users.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

erine Throat LighJ

TO INTRODUCE

SCREENLAND
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li The greatest

star of the

screen!

No matter who is elected, there is no
doubt about the People's Choice.

Perhaps you
should know
somefewfacts
aboutyourfa-
vorite screen

candidate. As
follows:

In the last 17 annual polls of the nation's
critics, M-G-M produced 53 of the 170
best pictures.

Of the 100 leading stars and featured
players in the movies, 48 are under con-
tract to M-G-M.

These include— in alphabetical order—Lionel
Barrymore, Wallace Beery, Joan Crawford,
Robert Donat, Nelson Eddy, Clark Gable
Greta Garbo, Judy Garland, Greer Garson,'
Hedy Lamarr, Myrna Loy, Jeanette Mac-
Donald, Marx Brothers, Robert Montgomery
Eleanor Powell, William Powell, Mickey
Rooney, Rosalind Russell, Norma Shearer, Ann
bothern, James Stewart, Robert Taylor, Spen-
cer Tracy, Lana Turner. To mention but a few.

The M-G-M studios in Culver City are
the world's largest. They occupy 157
acres and employ 4000 people.

M-G-M pictures are produced on thirty
giant sound stages, one of which, 310 by
133 feet, is 40 feet high.

The laboratory annually prints enough
film to encircle the earth at the equator
with enough left over to reach from Los
Angeles to Boston. No one has ever tried
to do this however.

Among the outstanding films M-G-M has pro-
duced are The Big Parade, Ben-Hur TheMerry Widow, The Four Horsemen, Broad-
way Melody, Anna Christie, The Big House
Trader Horn, Grand Hotel, The Thin Man'
Smilin' Through, David Copperfield TheGreat Ziegfeld, Mutiny On The Bounty
San Francisco, The Good Earth, Captains
Courageous, Boys Town, Test Pilot The
Citadel, The Wizard of Oz, Babes In Arms
Goodbye Mr. Chips, Ninotchka, Northwest
Passage, Boom Town, Strike Up The Band,
and Escape. How many have you seen?

For November we announce two out-
standing productions. Jeanette Mac-
Donald and Nelson Eddy in Noel
Coward's "Bitter Sweet". And Judy
Garland in George M. Cohan's "Little
Nellie Kelly".

*
When the lion roars on the screen, you're
in for a good time.

Advertisement for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures

©C1B 477153
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Of all the musical thrills your singing sweethearts ever gave you, here is the greatest.

n jL memorable stage triumph -crowded with romance and melody- becomes m glo-

fiZ Technicolor a ptcture you'U never forge,. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer proudly presents...

JEANETTE NELSON

MacDONALD • EDDY
NOEL COWARD'Sin

Photographed in Technicolor with

GEORGE SANDERS, IAN HUNTER, FELIX BRESSART

Original Play, Music and Lyrics by Noel Coward. Screen Play by Lesser Samuels

Directed by W. S. VAN DYKE II. Produced by Victor Sav.lle

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE
m

"the call of life" "i'll see you again' "WHAT'S LOVE"" "TOKAY" "DEAR LITTLE CAFE 'ladies of the town" "zigeuxek

SCREENLAND



A romantic scene from "Lady
Hamilton," in which Vivien

Leigh enacts role of the fa-

mous beauty who changed
the course of English history,

and Laurence Olivier, Vivien's

recent bridegroom, plays the

noted admiral, Lord Nelson.

"THE John Barrymore-Elaine Barrie up-
' set has everyone speculating -as to whether

it could possibly be the end. From a source
very close to Elaine comes a rumor that it

is, at last. This is the first time Elaine
hasn't followed her previous pattern of
reconciliation. This time she confided to a
close friend, "For two years I've been say-
ing, 'I have nothing to say'—now, I'm not
even saying that." To take her mind off

her troubles she has enrolled in a class to
study body control from Maria Ouspenskaya.

International

David Niven, who's in England serving with
the British Rifle Brigade, is pictured with his

lovely bride, Primula Rollo, as they were leav-
ing the church following their recent marriage.

TRED ASTAIRE is an enigma to Holly-
I wood in more ways than one. However,
his outstanding claim to distinction is the
fact that he is the most elegantly refined
gentleman in the business. When he an-
nounced he couldn't say "ain't" on the
screen because it wasn't refined, people
laughed outright, but if you'll listen care-
fully in "Second Chorus" you'll know Fred
meant what he said. You'll hear him sing,
I'm NOT Hep To That Step, But I'll Dig
I f. Everyone

_
else uses "ain't" as it was

originally written.

COMETHING to make you open your
•J eyes

: Betty Grable indolently chewing a
wad. of gum while dancing with a titled

Italian, Count Cassini, at Ciro's. . . . Did
you know that Norma Shearer has been
religiously taking lessons to learn how to

do a double-quick rumba? No doubt she
wants to be able to keep up with George
Raft.

THE town is chuckling over a gag that
1 Carole Lombard recently pulled on Clark
Gable. Clark couldn't see the humor of the
prank, they say, and he left the gathering
in a huff. He and Carole were entertaining-
some friends at dinner and afterwards sat

down to see some home movies. Instead of
the usual color shots of mountain streams
and snow-clad peaks there appeared on the
screen the first test Clark ever made for
M-G-M. He was playing a native lover in

nothing but a loin cloth and a hibiscus

back of his ear. Gable couldn't take it, but
his guests had a hilarious evening running
the thing over and over again.

6



HOLLYWOOD HEART IREMMEHl

!

TTY Cooper gels his

Dear Joan--

Got your note about the difficulties you are

having with Bill. That Reno-vation stuff is the

bunk. I've a better idea. Take him to the moving

pictures! Crazy? Not a bit of it. I've just glimpsed

two of the most powerful demonstrations of the

power of love even my experienced orbs have ever

seen. First, Paramount ' s amazing new Cecil B.

DeMille Technicolor drama of the big open spaces,

"North West Mounted Police." The old master has

managed to weave into his yarn about the gallant

red coats not one but two of the most convincing

love stories I've ever seen on the screen. Gary

Cooper in his best; and 1 mean best, role to date and

Preston Foster compete for the love of Madeleine

Carroll in a romance that'll have Bill dewy-eyed.

And Paulette Goddard and Robert Preston unravel

a love story that would send an iceberg into ther-

mostatic ecstatics.

If "North West Mounted Police" doesn't

succeed in mellowing him, and I'm sure it will, you

don't need to worry. Paramount ' s "Arise, My Love"

is just about the answer to the lovelorn' s prayer.

Claudette Colbert and Ray Milland make this

Mitch Leisen combination of the laughter of

"Midnight," the heart appeal of "Farewell to Arms,"

into THE love picture of the decade. It's tender.

It's titilating. It's terrific. Bill '11 be holding your

hand before the end of the first reel . . .kissing you

by the fifth.

But you get the idea... so watch for these two

great love pictures ... collect Bill... and watch

•em knock Reno foolishness out of both your heads.

j flv away with me!'

- Arise ,
my 'oVe'°

la

d

oae

Y

tte Colbert, parlners-

in-love in Paramount s

Yours helpfully.

SCREENLAND



Long a leading man, Ray Milland
marched through regulation roles with
elegant indifference. Always completely
charming, always a bit bored. But now
— Mitchell Leisen gives him a real and
robust role to play, that of a dashing,
debonair war pilot, in "Arise, My Love,"
and Milland becomes a Star. Left and
right, in scenes with Claudette Colbert.
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BETTE DAVIS
in WARNER BROS: glowing presentation of

the brilliant novel and stage triumph by

W. SOMERSET MAUGHAM #

HERBERT MARSHALL

JAMES STEPHENSON
Frieda InescorfGale Sondergaard

A WILLIAM WYLER PROD'N
Screen Play by Howard Koch

Music by Max Steiner

A Warner Bros.-First National Picture



MIXED-UP BY
MAKE-UP? . . JUST

Mourself..

BeNatural!

A RE you going wild trying to find

YOUR OWN shade of lipstick among
the thousands of shades on the market?
Use tangee natural... actually the lip-

stick of a thousand shades... for Tangee
changes as you apply it to your lips, from
orange in the stick, to the ONE shade of
red JUST right for your skin-coloring!

For perfect make-up harmony, match
your lips with Tangee Face Powder and
Tangee Creme or Compact Rouge.

You'll find Tangee Natural helps END
THAT PAINTED LOOK. And, once you've
applied Tangee, the special cream base
will keep your lips smooth and soft for

hours and hours!

"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS LIPSTICK"

SEND FOR COMPLETE
MAKE-UP KIT

^!uG»
eorge

*
W

- Luft Co
-
Dist.. 417

, ,. .
Fifth Ave., New York Citv Pleaserush ''Miracle Make-up Kit" of sample Tangee Lipstickl

A?l
R
5
Uge

*2
bo
i
h Natural and Theatricl" Rid Shades

Cheek Shade of Powder Desired:
° Pe

2?5, ,
Lieht Rachel n pieshRachel Dark Rachel Tan

Name-

Street-

SCREENLAND S

Crossword Puzzle
By Alma Talley

City.
-SU120

ACROSS

1. Co-star of "Boom Town'*
6. She's Mrs. Joel McCrea
9. To lay in surrounding matter

14. To mete out
15. Male sheep'

16. A hilarious comedy film
17. Junction between two parts
18. Our famous Swedish film star
20. Dissipated man
21. The spy in "Foreign Corre-

spondent"
23. To embrace
25. Relieve

; lighten
26. Curved, as eyebrows
27. College degree
29. Subdivisions of a movie
31. Indefinite period of time
32. Exist

_

34. Principal role in a picture
36. Girl's name
38. She's featured in "Sailor's

Lady"
40. Part of the body
41. Olivia de Havilland's role in

"Gone With the Wind"
43. Tune
44. Came up
46. Cans
47. What The Ugly Duckling

turned into
48. Eastern state (abbrev.)
49. Attempt
51. Re-rented
53. Hollywood slang for sex appeal
54. Royal residence
56. Nights before important events
58. She co-stars in "Brigham

Young"
60. Co-star in "No Time for

Comedy"
63. Frozen
64. Relaxes, soothes
66. Bitter medicinal drug
67. Thin, like a movie star's hose
69. Regret
70. A serious type of picture

. He plays title role in "The
Return of Frank James"

. To have knowledge
More peculiar

DOWN
A cut
On the sheltered side
A loud sound, as of a trumpet
She co-stars in "They Knew
What They Wanted"
And (Fr.)
Slang expression of displeasure
What you hear a talkie with
A live, smoldering coal
"- - I Had My Way," with
Bing Crosby
Co-star of "Destry Rides Again"
Wide
Old French coins
Extending far down-
ward
He co-starred in "I
Was An Adventuress"
One time
Compass point
.(abbrev.

)

To strangle
Dancing star of
"Broadway Melody of
1940"
He sings in "The Boys
from Syracuse"
Star of "Wyoming"
A rollicking tune
" the Deacon,"
with Bob Burns
Co-star of "I Love You
Again"
Past
She's "Anne of Windy
Poplars"
"Prairie - - -," with
George O'Brien
She co-stars in " 'Til
We Meet Again''
Small islands

45. Character actor who recently
testified before the Dies' Com-
mittee

47. An attendant on a passenger
liner

50. Famous university for men
52. The Garden of Eden lady
54. To prink or smooth, as feathers
55. Carole Lombard's husband
57. A dinner course
58. A vessel in which to serve food
59. A persistent pain
60. Noticed
61. Capital of Italy
62. To rip

65. To prosecute at law
68. Means of transportation

(abbrev.)
70. To achieve

Answer to
Last Month's Puzzle

snEunH Luaa lib
HHfflH ataa nmnoa
BHDS [3nSQH HBatDhd mm hhb ma
„ Banna caamaa
HQaaam sms hhltib
Ennacj hbh mammm
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Kay's In a Daze In a Maze of Bad Humor Men!

He's back— in the hit this rage of radio

had to make after the sensational suc-

cess of his first screen show last year.

You'll shiver while you swing as Kay

playssix haunting newsong hitswithhis

band, and the band plays hide-and-

seek with a haunted housefulof villains!

KAY KYSER
In A Mysfery With Music

With PETER LORRE • BORIS KARLOFF • BELA LUGOSI

HELEN PARRISH • DENNIS O'KEEFE • ALMA KRUGER
and KAY KYSER'S BAND Featuring GINNY SIMMS
Harry Babbitt • Ish Kabibble* Sully Mason & "The College of Musical Knowledge'

Produced and Directed by DAVID BUTLER

» tc o
RADIO

If
With the Swellest Songs the Old Professor's Ever

Taught You: 'I'd Know You Anywhere'
—

"You've

Got Me This Way'
—

'The Bod Humor Man'

—

'Like the Fella Once Said'
—

'I've Got A One-

TrackMind'—'Don'tThink It Ain't Been Charming.'

SCREENLAND 11



Delight Evans' Reviews on Pages 52-53

Knute Rockne-All American-

gfSS of £ belovel Notre Dame

coach. Well-knit story cam s
d£

from boyhood thr^h ^ coUege

Snien Sde^ot colSge sport, to

?he St chapter-an ^V™*™^*
outstanding American, rat U cnen

alT?gar performance as Rockn e.

n_20th
Century-Fox

Brigham Young, Frontiersm

The story told here is.about *e found

ing
°l£S ffr^auto'llU to

^Tt Lake City Utah, and shows the

is'sood as the^^'S
me n

1

l&" L0
.
,v„ rr ; rvets invasion and the

^.^^irSe'Siiul photography.

Rangers of Fortune—Paramount

A lively adventure story about three

Harins? and adventurous cavaliers 01 theS Fred MacMurray, Gilbert Roland

Sllbert Dekker, who stop m a sma

southwestern town to aid alittie gio,

Bettv Brewer, and her grandfather fight

coriupf government. The boys tarry long

enoucdi to clean up the town and romance

with Patricia Morison before they re off

to new adventures. Entire cast fine. Has

humor, plenty of action, fist-fights galore.

No Time for Comedy- Warners

It's to be expected that any comedy

with Jimmy Stewart and Rosalind Rus-

rell will be thoroughly enjoyable and

this one's no exception. Jimmy plays a

small-town playwright who makes good in

the big city and marries the star (Kosa-

fnd) oi his play. They're happy unti
1
he

meets Amanda (Genevieve Tobin).wealtny

matron with a complex for bringing out

the latent talent in writers. It has hilari-

ous situations and sophisticated dialogue

Christmas In July—Paramount

This story is made appeahng by the

simple manner in which it is told. It s a

I
"ht-hearted comedy which you 11 find

entertaining. Dick Powell gives a spa.k-

U?g performance as the winner of a

I <S??000 contest prize, who goes on, a

n-ize But after the disappointment and

« complications, he does win. Ellen

Drew is charming as the girl. The slap

stick injected could have been eliminated.

,'m Still Alive— RKO-Radio

A romantic comedy-drama about

an ace movie stunt man, Kent Tay-

lor, who marries a glamorous film

star, Linda Hayes, who makes him

give up his dangerous work in favor

of being an actor. Because this pic-

ture is about stunt men who double

for famous stars and risk their lives

doing dare-devil feats, it has many
thrills. Some of Hollywood's ace

stunt men are in it. Story has its

weak spots, but if you enjoy dare-

deviltry, on screen you won't mind.

Dr. Kildare Goes Home—M-G-M

Another good one in the "Kil-

dare" series, and Lionel Barrymore

again seems to live the role of old

Dr. Gillespie, who is interested in

young Dr. Kildare's career. Barry-

more speaks his lines, sarcastically

humorous most of the time, in that

charming manner of his
; _

Lew
Ayres once more does a fine job as

Kildare; and Nurse Lament is

again well done by Laraine Day.

This one's about Dr. Kildare's ex-

periences in establishing a clinic.

Young Bill Hickok—Republic

Here's an exciting Western about

a fictional episode in the life of

Bill Hickok, whose daring exploits

won for him the name of "Wild

Bill." The action, of which there s

plenty, takes place during the Civil

War. Roy Rogers, as Bill, stops

agents of foreign powers from gam-

ing possession of California's riches

by his fast-riding and hard-fighting,

and when it's peaceful, finds time to

romance and sing. "Gabby" Hayes

helps Rogers capture the villains.

12



THE GREAT

HIGH ROrAANC £

IRE COUNT OF

" 1934

THE SOH OE

MOHTE CfflSlO

1940

A coach hurtles through the night, its frightened coach-

^ man lashing his horses' lathered flanks. Jeweled fingers

touch the curtain of a window. A beautiful face peers into the threatening night.

The gallop of pursuing hoofs. The sound of shots. The iron tyrant's iron men

are closer, closer. The crash of wood '^^^fe^e^ on WOod aS the COach

of Her Highness Zona smashes against^(^^^^^^22a 1311 tree
' ' "

h her

cause lost? Is the cause of romance, of love again to lose to the mad might of

ruthless power . . .

No . . . the Son of Monte Cristo . . . gallant son of a gallant father . . . leaps from

his saddle, takes the lovely lady in his arms . . and the fight is on . .

.

the spirit, the glory of the grandest story of all 't \\ romance lives again.

fe?J Edward Small, producer of such thrilling romances as "The

Man in the Iron Mask" brings in glowing, thrilling splendor

to the screen, the sequel to his famous screenplay, "The Count of Monte

Cristo," the even grander romantic adventure ...

Edward Small presents

LOUIS JOAN

HAYWARD • BENNETT
1U

THE SON OF
MONTE CRISTO

FLORENCE BATES

MONTAGU LOVE

:reinland



WHIT A DIFFERENCE

MIKES IN YOUR

Hill!

•a-YOU will never know how attractive

your hair can look until you rinse those

beautiful highlights into it with Nestle

Colorinse. As many have discovered,

Romance begins with gleaming, lustrous

hair. Not a bleach . , not an ordinary

dye . . Nestle Colorinse leaves your hair

soft and manageable . . tends to keep

your curl in longer. Comes in 14 flattering

shades. '* Choose your own color from

the Nestle Color Chan at beauty counters.

Make your hair look brighter and more

entrancing with Nestle Colorinse.

1 Oc for patkage

of 2 rinses at

10c stores.

By

Betty

Boone

of
Something different

for your holiday din-

ner, suggested by the

lovely Linda Darnell

IF
YOU should be invited to Linda Dar-

nell's for dinner during these coming holi-

days, you wouldn't get the usual turkey

and fixin's. There'd be no cranberry sauce

and sweet potatoes, no plum pudding and

mince pie.

"Of all the food in the world, Mother's

fried chicken tops everything for me," con-

fessed Linda, wistfully, "but at this time of

year I think everyone has too much chicken

and turkey. They like something new. So
this year Caroline—my cook—and I drew
up a 'different' menu."

Caroline is something special in the way
of cooks and most of the dishes included

are her own secret recipes.

25c
for five rinses

at drug and

department stores.

14 SCREENLAN



T

Tenderloin of pork larded with prunes

Pan potatoes Succotash

Drop biscuits

Hawaiian sherbet

Coffee Mints

For her cocktail, Caroline uses grapefruit

sections, seedless grapes, bananas,
_

apples,

fresh pineapple and sometimes the juice of

an orange, if other fruit juice is not suffi-

cient to cover the cut up fruit. She lets it

all stand in the ice-box for eight hours

before using, then serves in iced compote

dishes with a large grape on top of each

compote, frosted in powdered sugar. A
sprig of mint is added to each cup, also

frosted.

The salad is made in star molds, most

(Continued on page 94)

Hollywood's most gorgeous starlet, little Linda

lives with her family, finds her best fun at

home with her mother, sister and little brother

—and her father and the two other children

will come from Texas to join them for the holi-

days. Facing page, Linda serves the very spe-

cial Hawaiian pineapple sherbet, recipe for

which is given here. Above, more home views.

VIVACIOUS PEGGY WRIGHT, MT. HOLYOKE COLLEGE SENIOR, SAYS

Dim want \\guto kave

ttlaf mode/in vurfluiat, look !

AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER

YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR E YES !

Ask any man, and he"ll tell you! There

is nothing so lovely as the natural charm

of "ay young "collegiennes" ! And
Hudnut brings it to you in Marvelous

Face Powder

—

the powder you choose by

the color of your eyes!

Eye color, you see, is definitely related

to the color of your skin, your hair. It is

the simplest guide to cosmetic shades

that glorify the beauty of your own skin

tones . . . give you that modern natural

look that men adore!

So whether your eyes are blue, brown,

gray or hazel, it's easy now to find the

powder that is exactly right for you! Just

ask for Richard Hudnut Marvelous Face

Powder . . . the powder that's keyed to

the color ofyour eyes!

See how smoothly this fine-textured

powder goes on—how it agrees with even

the most sensitive skin ! And see how it

ends powder-puff dabbing for hours! For

complete color harmony, use matching

Marvelous Rouge and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Ponder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick

at drug and department stores—only 55c each. (65( in Canada.)

HUDNUT RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me tryout Makeup Kit containing generous

metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and lipstick.

/ enclose 10c to help rarer mailing costs.

Check the color of your eyes! Brown Blue Hazel Gray

Name-

Street. . City.

(Good only in U.S.A. and Canada, except where legally prohibited. SC
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ONE
POWER
Exciting as never before ... in the

most famous of all screen roles!

the Mark

A masked adventurer . . .

the jagged mark of his

sword striking terror
into every heart but hers!

LINDA
ARNELL

BASIL RATHBONE
GALE SONDERGAARD . EUGENE
PALLETTE • J. EDWARD BROMBERG
ROBERT LOWERY . CHRIS-PIN MARTIN
MONTAGU LOVE . JANET BEECHER
Associate Producer RAYMOND GRIFFITH • Directed by
ROUBEN MAMOULIAN . Screen Play by John Taintor
Foote • Adaptation by Garrett Fort . Based on the story

"The Curse of Capistrano" by Johnston McCulley

A TWENTIETH CENTURY- FOX PICTURE

16 SCREENLAND
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An Open Letter to

Oscar Levant
" L a u g h i n g
Boy" Levant,
right, with
Crooner Cros-
by. Lower right,

with Kieran,
Adams, and
Osa Johnson
on "I nforma-
tion, Please."

DEAR SOURPUSS:
Take off that mask, we know you. You're no

petulant Pan at all, just a spoiled small boy who wants

to have his lollypop and suck it too. Yes, you had us

fooled at first—but don't forget the movie public

knows a phony when it sees one, and while we wel-

comed you with open arms in your first feature film,

"Rhythm on the River," because you were a novelty,

you'll have to make good in your next one, "Kiss the

Boys Goodbye," on more than mere insolence.

When I saw "Rhythm" at Broadway's Paramount

Theatre I noticed it was more your picture than

Bing's or Mary Martin's. We the people relished your

impertinence and appreciated your clever piantics. So

it seemed my editorial duty to send star reporter Ida

Zeitlin to interview you. Miss Zeitlin has interviewed

H. G. Wells, Louis Bromfield, Clifton Fadiman, F.P.A.,

John Kieran, Joe Pasternak—a long list of names

which won't impress you, I know, because you're not

impressed by any name, except your own. But when

Miss Z. called you for an appointment, you said: "How

long will it take?" "Just a half hour," she said.

"Well," hemming and hawing, "I wish I didn't have

to do it." "You don't," said Miss Z. "Goodbye."

No—you don't have to be a public character, Mr.

Levant. You don't have to write books, appear on "In-

formation, Please," or make movies. But with proper

persuasion you can be coaxed to. With proper per-

suasion, I suppose, you might condescend to give a half

hour of your time to further the cause of your own

career. But people get tired of tantrums and tempera-

ment. They may accept the aloof pose of Garbo but

she's prettier than you are. Bing Crosby, whom I be-

lieve you admire and respect, doesn't care about pub-

licity either—but then he doesn't need it. You do.

Your reputation was founded on publicity. But now

it's plain you have to be coaxed and coddled into tak-

ing the nasty, horrid stuff. Well, you don't have to

take it. And we don't have to take you, either. Good-

bye, Mr. Levant.
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"Your wrap, m'love!" handsome Vaughn Paul seems to be

saying to the girl of his heart, Deanna Durbin, as the

youngsters, together as always, attended preview of

Deanna's picture, "Spring Parade." Now that he is an

associate producer, we may hear betrothal bells soon.

Don Ameche and his devoted wife, "Honey,"

have a wonderful time whether they're dining

formally at Ciro's, comfortably at home, or

informally at the Hollywood Brown Derby

as they're doing here. When Don wants to

step, Honey steps right along with him—the

perfect wife in Hollywood or anywhere else.

Come, come, Alan Curtis! It's no secret and
you know it—you and beautiful llona Massey

are to be married just as soon as Priscilla

Lawson Curtis' divorce decree is final. And
we're letting you tell our readers all about

it in a swell, exclusive story in a future issue.

Watch out for this real love story, folks!

18
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It's a grand, gay life and

you'll never catch them weak-

ening, these dynamic darlings

of the galloping gelatines.

Whether at work or at play,

they are always having fun

Photographs by Len Weissman

Keeping up with Franchot Tone s dates ,, a full-time |ob

for any photographer. Now that Franchot is back in

Hollywood to resume his movie career he has dated such

famous girls as Olivia de Havilland-bot this picture

shows him with a charming but, to us, unknown beauty.

Herbert Marshall, known to all his British

friends in Hollywood as "Bart," certainly

took a new lease on life when he took his

new wife, the former Lee Russell. Marshall s

screen career, too, has stepped up—and so

he and Lee are stepping out these days;

this time they're dining at smart Ciro S-

Now don't go Jumping at conclusions! Al-

though Merle Oberon is apparently gazing

at Producer Darryl Zanuck with flattering at-

tention

—

on her other side is her husband,

Producer Alexander Korda, and on Mr. Z.'s

right is the extremely chic and charming

Mrs. Zanuck, both out of the camera's range.



Cutest picture of the month, above, shows Joel

McCrea and wife Frances Dee holding hands at pre-
miere of Joel's best movie, "Foreign Correspond-
ent"—after all those years of married life, too!

Among Hollywood stars who turned out to see "Ice
Follies" was Jane Withers, looking so grown up with
gardenias and all. Above, Jane meets the star of
the show, Roy Shipstad, at Pan Pacific Auditorium.

Below, star-studded group at the "Ice Follies":

Irene Dunne, in ermine, and hubby Dr. Griffin con-
gratulate skaters Bess Erhardt, Roy Shipstad, and
Evelyn Chandler, after one of their spectacular numbers.

Ronald Reagan and Mrs. Reagan—Jane Wyman

—

whose blessed event is scheduled soon, are great fans
of the Shipstad skating show, so are thrilled as kids

when the handsome Roy joins them at the rink-side.
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Little Judy Garland meets an idol of hers, Marga-

ret Sullavan, at preview at Warners Hollywood Thea-

tre. Maggie's husband, agent Leland Hayward engi-

neered Judy's new $2,000 a week contract with M-G-M.

Mary Martin and her young husband Richard Halli-

dav are preview fans, and not only for Marys pic-

tures You'll finally hear Miss Martin sing her famous

Daddy song in her next tilr-
Heart Belongs to

The luck of the Irish! Pat O'Brien surrounded

by pulchritude—his pretty wife Eloise, right,

and their friend Binnie Barnes—at the wedding

of Joe E. Brown's son at Beverly Hills Hotel.

Bob Stack holds his nose, Mary Beth Hughes and

Claire Windsor point with pride at dance contest-

ants they're judging at the Pirate's Den. Alexan-

der D'Arcy—Arleen Whelan's husband—in center.
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PART 1—MY PAST

THINK First Things are
Best Things ! Wasn't it

Robert Louis Stevenson who
said that first sunsets, first loves,

all the things we see for the
first time, all the first expe-
riences we have, are always
best ? Anyway, / think so.

~
I

know I'll always remember,
most clearly and deeply and for-

ever, the first things that have happened to me in my first

eighteen years. The things that have happened to me in my
first (and only) "Past," you might say, since now that I am
eighteen, I think I can be said to have a Past. So, I got to
thinking that maybe I'd write my first Life Story my own self,

in my own way. My "own way" probably won't be the Proper
Way, at all. The Proper Way to write an Autobiography, I

mean. Because I'm just going to sort of talk out loud, or write
out loud, to my mother, to my friends, to my fans. I'm just
going to go on and on, sort of Revealing to them all the Im-

22



From babyhood, through

early vaudeville days as

' "Gumm Sis-
Df the 3

to first filr ith

Deanna Durbin, Buddy Ebsen, Mickey Rooney-*. to-

daJTar right her 18th birthday with her beloved

Mom" and' her boss, Mr. Mayer helping her cele-

brate—Judy tells her own story for the first time.

r

r

Decorations by Leonard Frank

portant, First Things (important to

me, that is) that have made up my
Past

Like, for instance, my first day on

this earth, which is certainly the first,

First Thing! Well, Mom, as you may

remember, my first day on this earth

was the day of June 10, 1922—
(

I

seem to remember that movie girls

don't give the year of their birth—oh,

well!)—and you may also recollect,

Mom, that I first opened my eyes in

Grand Rapids, Minnesota. You've got

it down in my baby book that I

weighed eight pounds when I was bom
and that my eyes were blue at birth

and started to turn to brown when I

was about five months old. You've also

confessed to (Please turn to page 75)





MAYBE it was the two frolicsome puppies, Rough

and Tumble, frisking in the sunlit patio that gave

1 the whole set-up its youthful spirit—or perhaps

it was the blithesome young bride popping out for the

moment and then whisking off on a household shopping

chore—then again, it may have been sunburned William

Powell himself, in open-chested singlet, old slacks and

sockless sneakers, enjoying his twelve weeks vacation

like a kid out of school, just William turned Bill for the

duration Kicking free a bare foot, he followed my glance

to the pool, green as the garden itself, that somehow re-

called the old swimming hole of boyhood days, and

nodded his head in agreement with the unspoken

th

°T
S
can't keep out of it when others go in the pool," he

admitted "Swimming is one form of exercise that 1 like.

That's the way it is with badminton—when a game s on,

I find myself joining the players. I kind of like to do

things I've had some success at. That s why I don t

persevere at golf." Happily, his sense of humor one of

the best in the business, was m holiday mood. All it

needed was plenty of fresh air, and that's what it was

netting "Possibly I'm making up for lost time, was his

comfortable reflection. "Looking back at my youthful

days in New York, I seem to have passed most oi my

time in the subway. When going to dramatic school 1

first lived in Mt. Vernon, couldn't afford to live any

closer than that to the city. My roommate and I had to

manage on twelve dollars a week. If we couldn t make-

actors of ourselves on that allowance we were sunk. \\ e

finally moved to 250th Street, then to 197tb Street, and

felt truly metropolitan. After months of intensive train-

ing, we would have made a couple of good subway

guards." . . .

As he drowned his undercover past in tomato juice,

it seemed the going must have been hard as it was long.

"Not at all," was his cheerful view. 'We even made

nightly trips downtown. Those were undertaken solely m
the interests of art, or so we fondly imagined. Hiey were

prompted by our endeavors in the life-study class oi

dramatic school. We were supposed to observe life m
various aspects, then translate it into dramatic terms.

Our own individual points of observation ranged from

Reisenweber's on Columbus (Please turn to page 86)



THE California Cockerel they had
called him in Spain, the man who
rode as if his mount had winged

feet, the man who made his sword be-
come a living thing in his hand. And
there were none among his comrades in
Madrid, be they soldier or gallant, who felt they
had won even the pin feathers of glory until they
had dial enged young Diego Vega to an exchange
of swords. He had had that gift with the sword
even in his boyhood days in California where Fray
Felipe, the priest with the courage of a soldier had
first taught him the art of fencing. But in the
mother country he had (Please turn to page 70)

These picturesque scenes
from the film show Ty-
rone Power and Linda
Darnell, its stars, and Basil

Rathbone and other prom-
inent players of the cast.

\



Colorful Fiction Ver-

sion of Romantic and

Adventurous New Film

Starring Tyrone Power
and Linda Darnell

FICTIONIZED BY

Elizabeth B.

Petersen



for

Frank confes-

sion of this fa-

mous beauty
proves that
even world
fame and for-

tune fail to
satisfy those
desires that
dominate the

heart of every

real woman

As Told to

Elizabeth

Wilson

//
I'll Settle

I WONDER how many of us can honestly say what

|
it is we want most out of life ! I am sure that if we

j could only know this, there would be a far greater

number of us on the road to true happiness and content-

ment than there are at present.

In my own case, I can say that this truth has been

vividly brought home to me during recent months as

never before in my life. I have discovered how easy it is

to go on year after year worshipping false gods. Things

which I had previously thought were of vital importance,

I have found to be superficialities. Above everything else,

I have come to learn the true value of a great love. It all

depends, of course, on what the word happiness means
to each of us individually, but if we women could only

cut through the driftwood of false values—I am leaving

the men out of this for the moment—if we could look

into the mirror and face ourselves squarely, probing

the depths of our secret heart, then I venture to say that

90% of all women would settle for love

!

I know I will ! I thought for years that I knew what I

wanted—a successful career, money, the plaudits of

others—all the things that are generally accepted as being

the rightful ambition of a girl in my position; but all

these, important though they might be, I now realize

have become secondary in my scheme of things.

Making pictures is a fine job to be done well, and is

important in that it provides entertainment and pleasure

The world's most famous blonde
beauty, Madeleine Carroll, has en-

joyed such adulation and acclaim as

have come to few other women of

our time. Yet—she'd leave it all for

love! Read her own poignant reasons.

Typical of the tender love scenes

enacted on the screen by Miss Car-
roll is that at left, with Gary Cooper
in "North West Mounted Police.''

to millions of people, but it is not in itself a complete satis-

faction or fulfillment. Women were meant to be loved

first, and everything else—career, great success, or fame
—is subordinate to this. There may be many to cast their

doubts. I was one who pooh-poohed this once, too, but

now I know better!

My world has changed completely since my last two
visits to war-torn Europe. One has to witness the in-

describable agony and abject misery of some of these

people across the water in order to realize the extent

to which one's outlook on life can be changed.
I was aboard the French liner Champlain last fall when

war was declared. I found myself among people whose
lives were being torn about by tragedy. There was a

nineteen-year-old girl aboard the boat who- had
j
1i st left

her husband in Vienna. They had been married only a

few months. This girl would probably never see her hus-

band again. She was expecting a child and she -had de-

28
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cided to come to America so that her child should have

a chance. It was the only place where she would be

certain of being safe. I don't know what it was about

this girl—she was luckier than most, but I listened to

her storv and for the first time in my life I wanted a

baby. It' suddenly dawned on me how very hollow and

unreal success could be in comparison with the joy that

came to this girl's heart, in spite of all her suffering,

and how even fame and fortune should not veer us from

our true purpose in life.

Only a short time before sailing on the Cbamplain I

had met and become very fond of a young captain in the

French air service. But' our time together was all too

short. He had to return to duty and I had my picture

commitments in Hollywood. I promised to return to

France as soon as my work would permit. When I did

eventually rn in May, it was to find my young cap-

tain's country in the hands of the enemy.

Although I was willing to suffer any hardship if called

upon to do so, I realized that if I stayed in Europe I

would be helpless to be of any use to my loved ones, or to

any of the teeming thousands of victims of the war-

ravaged territory. In America, on the contrary, I had a

rare and gifted opportunity to work and earn money to

help their suffering. I think that this is something we

should all try to realize—that we are the fortunate ones

over here in America, so far removed from the threat of

death and destruction which is the lot of so many coun-

tries, and that we should consider ourselves lucky when

we find we can be of any help.

I was no longer able to do any good where I was. Tbe

chateau just outside Paris, in which I had been able to

take care of two hundred orphaned children, was now in

German hands, and I had no means of telling what had

become of it or them.

As it was, when war was (Please turn to page 88)
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Mrs. Ameche Talks
3 This is the monogram

of Don's initials, D.

F. A., as notes on a
musical scale, design-

ed by Mrs. Ameche.

|ER name is Honore, but Don Ameche calls

his wife Honey ! All the charm of his warm
baritone voice that has won him fame in

radio and on the screen, is wrapped around those
two syllables. Just hearing Don speak her name
reveals a great deal about him. And about their

marriage. The Ameches never flaunt their marital happi-
ness, yet it is one of Hollywood's finest examples, and
never has a breath of gossip touched it.

One sunny afternoon recently, Mrs. Ameche and I sat

on the terrace opening off the play-room of their new
home in San Fernando Valley. Before us lay sloping
gardens against a back curtain of wooded mountains,
and the air was heavy with fragrance. It was an ideal
setting for confidences. Though she had just returned
from the hospital following the birth of their fourth son,
she looked like a schoolgirl in pale blue slacks, her red-

And All About Their
Don and Honore Ameche—he still ca'ls her

"Honey" after eight years of marriage. At right,

the swimming pool where Don and three of his

sons—the fourth is still a baby—spend their Sun-

day afternoons. Below, the living room with its col-

orful chintzes and comfortable sofas. Every room
in the spacious house is bright and cheerful.



r

Ab out DON
To Maude Cheatham

dish-gold hair tied with a perky bow, and relaxing

like a kitten in the big chair.

Honey laughed at my questions regarding their

marriage, saying, "We have no rules, no formulas,

and—we have no problems. We live our own lives

and are happy. It isn't anything you can put into

words. It's something that just is! To begin with, Don
is the most interesting man I ever knew." Then she

added, with a laugh, "And I say this after nearly eight

years together, for we were married the day after Thanks-
giving in 1932.

"He's so vital, so dynamic that he makes even the

smallest event important. This comes from an inner

enthusiasm, a fire that never seems to lose its glow. Too, he
spells excitement—the element of the unexpected. I never

know what Don will say, or what he will do when he
comes in, and so every entrance (Please turn to page 74)

Beautiful New Home
At left, view of the Don Ameche house in the San
Fernando Valley. The entire second floor belongs
exclusively to Don and Honore, the first floor to

their four sons. Left below, Don's den, which he
designed himself. Below, Mrs. Ameche's one hobby
—her collection of fine Dresden porcelains. The
lamp base was mgde out of a Dresden cookie jar.



Here's

Teacher
(Frank C
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RECENTLY Barbara Stanwyck had a birthday. She

was working on the set of "Meet John Doe" that

day, and all morning long there was considerable

iggling' among the girls and mysterious whispering

mong the men, all of which, of course, Barbara pre-

tended not to notice. Along came four o'clock, and along

Lith it came a huge birthday cake with candles. Gary

ooper woke up, everybody shouted, "Aren't you sur-

rised?" and started singing Happy Birthday to You

off-key. Barbara pretended to be ever so surprised, said

"How did you know it was my birthday?" (just as if it

wasn't in the morning papers), and cut everybody a

slice of cake.

It was all in the quaint tradition of Hollywood birth-

days, until Frank Capra, the producer and director of

"Meet John Doe," came over to Barbara and gave her

a present. It was a print of "Ladies of Leisure." Bar-

bara's hand shook when she accepted it, she sort of

choked in her throat, and a couple of big salty tears

almost wrecked her make-up. "Ladies of Leisure"

—

what memories that film must recall for both Barbara

and Capra. Directed some nine years ago by Frank

Capra it was the picture that established him as one

of Hollywood's leading directors. Before that people had

said, "Oh, he's all right, but he isn't big time." It was

also'the picture that established Barbara Stanwyck as one

of Hollywood's leading dramatic actresses. Well-known

on Broadway because of her heart-breaking characteriza-

tion of the girl in "Burlesque," Barbara arrived in Holly-

wood at the time when Hollywood loathed with a beauti-

ful and intense loathing all out- (Please turn to page 79)

One of Hollywood's best stones is told here. Scene below

from old Copra film, "Ladies of Leisure," showing Stanwyck

and Ralph Graves, recalls that the director gave Barbara

her first big chance in Hollywood. Left, the same Stanwyck

as the happy heroine—who's just floored Gary Cooper—of

Copra's latest and biggest picture, "Meet John Doe."
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LUPINO! Genius
or Screwball?

Ida was apt-

ly nicknamed
"Loopy"
when she
first came to

Hollywood.
But now—
they're call-

ing her a

great actress

By

S. R.

Mook

HH

After a crazy and col-

orful career, beginning

as a blonde cu+ie

—

see lower left — Ida

Lupino has tamed her

talents u nti I she
emerges as a really

fine actress—see scene

above with Humphrey
Bogart from her latest

film, "High Sierrc."

"V /OU know," Ida Lupino said to me recently, "there is an old Holly-

wood saying that an actress is only as good as her last picture. That's

/ a lot of hooey! You'll pardon me if I inform you that an actress is

only as good as her box-office rating. Look at all that's happened to me—

-

and I have about as much box-office as an unborn baby. Look at me!" she

repeated.

I looked. And, although I liked what I saw, I gasped. This wasn't the

Lupino I knew of old—the Lupino of nine or ten years ago. Ida had arrived

in Hollywood with a Paramount contract—the result of a test she'd made for

"Alice in Wonderland"—a part she never got. "She's beautiful!" I had mur-
mured then to the gent from the publicity department who had proudly

shown me Ida. "She's squirrel food," my guide retorted.

Now, there's nothing I like better than a thoroughly nutty person, and

when I came to know Ida my fondest hopes were realized. She was Holly-

wood's prize pecan. Only a grade-A nut could have pulled some of Ida's

stunts. Like the time she took exception to something the husband of her"

closest friend said, rushed into the kitchen, got a butcher knife, chased him

out of the house and threatened to kill him if he ever came back. And
meant it

!

Life in those days was never dull around "Loopy," as she was fittingly

called by her friends. Just after her entrance to Hollywood she gave a large

party. When the guests arrived there was no sign of her. The party was

almost over when Ida was discovered upstairs—asleep. It didn't seem

strange to Loopy, and her explanation was quite [Please turn to page 92)
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CHEERS FOR GARY GRANT

nee Archie Leach,

scure stage actor,

ow Cary Grant, most-

demand hero in

ollywood! Currently

>pearing opposite
t tharine Hepburn in

the Philadelphia
ory " film version of

irrVs stage success

Clarence S. Bull, il-GM















~J~asl%i€H% excite witIt

She's a lovely young lady now, is Deanna, and so she dresses
her new grown-up role with charm and dignity, and distinc-
tion. Left, her steel-grey velvet afternoon dress, which she
tops with a spiral-crown black felt hat draped in spider-
web veiling. Below, her tailored Persian lamb jacket in nut
brown, her matching fur hat with brilliant red feather trim.
At lower left, her two-piece suit of sage-green wool, trimmed
with mink, has hand-tailored slash pockets. Matching green
suede forms her fan-flared pompadour beret and gloves.



fit right, a "casual" jacket of nutria is worn in the grand

banner by Miss Durbin. Slot pockets, shrug shoulders and

iuede bow tie are new style notes. Her jaunty bell-hop hat

s worn high on the head, low over the eye. Below, her grey-

ilecked wool reefer, with notched lapel collar of grey Persian

lamb. Interesting details are the slash pockets, with inverted

jleat accent. Lower right, Deanna's pet dinner gown, with del-

icate leaf tracery of silver threads on blush-pink satin. De-

signed by Vera West for Deanna Durbin's personal wardrobe.



:LABY"!

MARGARET LI
SAY is living dowr
too-Patrician title

proving she can
genuine character
tions, such as her hui
woman photographe
"Meet the Wilde







Evening in Paris Perfume in tassel led f la-

con for bag or boudoir; matching Eau

de Cologne; large Face Fowder $2.45

Smart "flask-shaped" bottle of Eve-

ning in Paris Perfume; separate, distinc-

tive blue and nickel atomizer %\ .75

Non- spill" loose-powder Vanity, Famous Evening in De Luxe Set. Evening in Paris Even.ng ,n PansTnp.e Tw.ns
•
Ev.n.ng .n Pans Eau

good m r or.Purse-sizeflaconofEve- Paris Perfume, in star- Perfume; Talcum Powder; Face Van.tv. $2.95 «• Cologne
»J-**»Pj«J-

n^g in Paris Perfume . . $1.85 shaped box $1.10 Powder; Lipstick;Vanity $5.00 Others, $1.25 * $2.00 of ma.ch.ng Talcum $1.25

CREATED BY
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ISCOVERY!

Here's Stirling Hayc
young soldier of for

and former he-man mo:
discovered by Direc:

E. H. Griffith and giv'

one of the three r.

parts in "Virginia," wi
Madeleine Carroll ai

Fred MacMurray. S
our story on facing pt
for more about the be



Above, Madeleine Carroll with co-star

MacMurray and newcomer Stirling Hay-

den, between scenes. Right above, our

fair reporter, native Virginian Ann Cot-

trell, with Fred and Director Ned Griffith.

Circle, co-stars kidding. Top, authentic

homestead provides genuine atmosphere.

What happened when
Hollywood, from stars

to props, invaded Vir-

*a "on location"

By Ann Cottrell

"I ET'S do a picture of socialite significance !
clever

Producer-director Edward H. Griffith suggested

Lone day in Hollywood to red-headed script writer

Virginia Van Upp.
'

Hurriedly sketching his plans to the author of Late

Society" and "Honeymoon in Bali," Ned Griffith con-

tinued, "We'll make it on location—not on Long Island

or at Newport, but in Virginia."

That's how Paramount's "Virginia" was born. Know-

ing his home State to be in the grip of a second inva-

sion, Director Griffith was determined to do something

about it. Avenge it if possible. This invasion, a far cry

from Sherman's march to the sea or Europe's strafing

from the skies, is by "modern carpetbaggers from the

North "Virginia" mildly attacks these twentieth-century

Yanks who have imported their Southamptons to the

Old Dominion. .. a
Unconsciously these defenders of Virginia s cultuie

and natural charm constituted somewhat ot a benevolent

third invasion when the troupe headed by Madeleine

Carroll and Fred MacMurray descended upon Char-

lottesville, Virginia, for a month's location. Charlottes-

ville the home of Thomas Jefferson, James Monroe.

Patrick Henry, has been accustomed to celebrities tor

manv a long year, but these movie people were an un-

predictable type. The conserva- (Please turn to page 61)
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourstlf good entertainment
without loss of time and money

THE WESTERNER ARISE, MY LOVE'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

EXCITING!

APPEAL: To every redblooded

movie fan. . .

PLOT- Based on hectic, humor-

ously blood-thirsty career ot

"Judqe" Roy Bean who took

the law west of the Pecos in

his own hands—until he met

his match in an upstanding

young Westerner who knew

Lily Langtry.

PRODUCTION: Shrewd pro-

ducer Sam Goldwyns show-

man touch evident through-

out, with William Wylers

direction lending rare .ron.c

flavor to rather familiar

•Western" stuff. Ph°+oar
.

a -

phy is unusually fine, with

Madame Nature in her most

photogenic mood providing

qorgeous backgrounds.

ACTING: It's Walter Brennan s

picture for his rich ribald

characterization of the noto-

rious Judge fiean—a partial

lar triumph for th.s veteran

actor, for Gary Cooper has

never been better than he is

here, pointing up h.s usual

laconic performance with un-

accustomed humor and gusto.

You'll relish and remember

their salty scenes together.

Doris Davenport is sincere and

sweet. Fred Stone is fine.

Samuel Goliwvn-Vnited Artists

'CITY FOR CONQUEST

ONE-WORD GUIDE

DIFFERENT!

APPEAL: To sophisticates, intel-

lectuals,
romanticists-every-

PLOT
yl

Never a dull moment

'after girl reporter rescues

American volunteer prfot from

Spanish firing squad Their

reckless adventures, both ro-

bust and romantic, account

for the excitement, charm

and humor of this unusual

film. . ,.

PRODUCTION: Superlative,

with Mitchell Leisens deft di-

rection imparting h.s own

special enchantment to the

action, from hazardous air-

plane escape to
.

.n*ma£

Wa-tetes at Maxim s. Nos-

talgia for the dear dead days

of Paris is not allowed to ob-

scure the timely message ot

hopeful Americanism.

ACTING: Whether it is Leisen's

direction, or the appeal of
h.s

role, anyway Ray M.Hand

finally gives that performance

we-v4 all been waiting for.

He's splendid as the restless

a -^r, fiver CaudetteAmerican tiyer.

Colbert has poignant mo-

ments but over-acts in lighter

scenes. Cliff "double-talk

Nazarro will wow you.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

STRONG!

APPEAL: If you're a Cagney

fan, and who isn t? P. 5. AH

this, and Sheridan too.

PLOT- It's the turmoil, tempta-

tions, and triumphs of Man-

hattan, as encountered by a

boy and a girl together—he s

a prizefighter, she's a dancer

—from the sidewalks to the

neon lights. Melodrama, but

laced with humor and com-

passion.

PRODUCTION: Good, in a

tough and tangy fashion m

the stronger scenes which

call for down-to-earth dance-

halls and prize rings; not so

believable when script calls

for Carnegie Hall symphony

concert—"original" sympho-

ny written for this film, owes

something to Gershwin, but

not much.

ACTING: Cagney has a chance

to soften his usual tough-guy

character with tenderness and

understanding—blinded in a

bout, the big-hearted bantam

provides inspiring example ot

simple courage, while Ann

Sheridan, as the girl whose

ruthless ambition almost wrecks

her, proves herself as a real

actress. Elia Kazan, colorful.

Paramount
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•STRIKE UP THE BAND- SPRING PARADE •NORTH WEST

MOUNTED POLK*

APPEAL- For small fry--and
A

gfve your families a treat and

take 'em along. „

v/ith those '»a
nu++inq

^nrl their swing band pun.ny
and tneir => super-
on a show that s a v

j„„ npr — winning a
, ^ ,dooper „rtntpst but

r
v

m
e

;si *

s°fe and son. entertamment

PRODUCTION: " Wait until £PR
2otna big La C»JS

«

^\fTetal big nimbi

Xcnlnfnb to Busby *•£

Hollywood than nig

stuff, but who oares?
£4 a

grand «?*ertomT kee« it

ACWG: Amazing MioWv R o;

",eY j 2s yo« heart

IT,; alaS -ne with

^er! Larry Nunn best of cast

M-GM-

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

DISAPPOINTING

APPEAL You Durbin devotees
A
wiMobble "P ^is little ban-

bon but others may find *

much too sweet.

PIOT- Saccharine stuff abouT
PLOI. sac

Vienna, so

Tted t's

P
surprising

astute

p aucer Paster'nak deemed .^ Cindered

story must be
t ;f unim.

muS1
j +u e settings are

portant, and the setJe9 effort"
xi Mnwpver, whole en^i

^
^be oonlde ed first major

best * ~ „ tnors above
ACTING: Deanna soar

^^eaTy^a -anoe'hat tnis

r^rS^r greyest .oreen

Wor?pb-tor tbo tot
o(

Sc^oS^

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

^ngS>«
«* D

!
M;,U 7E Canadian

PLC* S
Td police who get

red-ooated
pone

from lexas, « ,. j
who proves that all g

man-hunters are ne
border .

ilv found north ot the o

PRODUCTION:^

^oa^ means you

count on thrills,
pictur-

. backgrounds, plenty of

S. -nofanrC

its money's worth.

A.PTING: Gary Cooper a

Preston Foster" share first hon-

UwpIv in Technicolor, raw.

Goddard looks excHmg

but isn't. Real star .s scenery

Par - - :
--' r'-'-

'
-
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IT
WAS nearly "curtains" for him. But the strange part

of it, as life seemed about to pull down the shades, had
been the terrifying behavior of those curtains in his

hospital room. Reading the handwriting on the wall

would have been a simple matter compared to getting the

hang of those hair-raising drapes at his windows once

they started getting in their blood-curdling work.

And Cesar Romero, mind you, hadn't been drinking

anything stronger than milk. That had been the trouble

—

or so the doctor thought—in the upper Californian

reaches of Lone Pine, where he had dashed about afoot

and ahorse in the romantic adventurings of "The Gay
Caballero." When it came to milk, maybe a Hollywood
actor couldn't take it. Whatever the case—and this cer-

tainly was a bad one—the next thing Cesar of the

Romeros knew he was being carted down to Hollywood
apparently without the ghost of a show of laying that

raging specter known as typhoid.

By now definitely off a milk diet, the gaunt Romero,
twenty pounds underweight, plainly showed what he had
lived through as he stalked into sight for his first inter-

view since that snatched-from-the-burning-fever inter-

lude and flung himself loosely into a chair. It was only

to be wondered what it felt like to be in circulation again.

"It's like my second time on earth," he grinned wanly.

"And it's good to be back. I've never played a return en-

gagement that I enjoyed so much !"

He lit a cigarette and took a gateful drag on it. It goes

without saying he was happy in the thought that a miss
is as good as a mile. Yet even darker than his Cuban

coloring was the shadow in his eyes, caught perhaps from
a close-to view of the Valley of the Unknown.
"You see," he was saying almost apologetically, "I'd

never been ill before except for measles, scarlet fever and
the like as a kid, so that thing hit me as a surprise. But
it was a big lesson to me. I learned, for the first time,
that we're apt to take too much for granted. We don't
appreciate—anyhow, I didn't—the blessing of good health.
But I do now. It makes everything else seem trivial, petty,
of no consequence. I finally got that truth through my
head."

Presumably he had gone in for a deal of thinking.
"Not at first. To begin with, I wasn't fit to think. And
afterward, for a time, I didn't care. Nothing mattered.
It's funny how you can lose touch with things that once
seemed important. Something happens to you inside.

Everything changes. Old values turn worthless in a new
light. Nothing seemed so precious to me as the ability of

other people to walk around. I'd watch the doctor and the
nurses with the greatest envy. Being quarantined, I was
not allowed, of course, to have friends come to see me.
But I did have flocks of other visitors. They came out of

the curtains."

! !
I ***??- ? What was this, a mystery story?

Instead of breaking the astonishing news gently, he'd let

me have it full in the midriff. At my bewildered stare he
smiled indulgently, then: "Stamped on those curtains

were flowers, little ones in colors. At first I paid no atten-

tion to them, merely noticed they were there. Then, one
day, I saw them move, stir (Please turn to page 90)
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The startling story of

Cesar Romero's gallant

fight for life-real life,

not a motion picture!

By

Charles Darnton



that LEADING

LADY LOOK

GLAMOIt
Beauty

Courtenav Marvin
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Holiday candle-light gleams softly on the rich folds

of black velvet, picks up the sharp white of lace

at throat and pockets. Dramatically simple, but

smartly appropriate for almost any occasion. Ex-

tremelv effective but extremely inexpensive; a mere

$15.00 or so. Find it at The Smart Shop, Houston.

Lady in black—always fashion's favorite for eve-

ning elegance. The gleam and whisper of taffeta

underscored by touches of dusky velvet with

1940's new note—jet beading. Amazingly enough,

only about S20.00 at Saks Fifth Avenue, Chi-

cago; Scruggs Vandervoort & Barney, St. Loui-.



NIGHT-HOODS ARE IN FLOWER!
FlRST, hoods were good on ski suits and heavy-weather sports togs.

Next, they got better on dresses and suits. Now, they're best of all,

gone sophisticated on evening wraps, in step with the cover-up trend.

It looks as though Fashion feels that hood glamor is good glamor

!

SOPHISTICATED great-coat of skunk, its hood
tied under the chin with vivid velvet. Dramatic over

a dinner dress, but wear it equally well for street

or sports. About $115.00 at I. J. Fox, New York.

SWEET AND SIMPLE hood wrap in snowy erniine-pelz,

luscious-looking fur-fabri,c that fools your public and
boosts your budget beautifully! All you pay is a mere
$7.00 at John Wanamaker, N. Y., and Philadelphia.



Head-Turning Hat + Eye-Catching Jewelry

= OUTSTANDING YOU
USUALLY, smart economy is our idea. But

as an exception to the rule, please remem-

ber that an occasional expensive hat is an

investment in true smartness, good for seasons

to come. Add some really good-looking jewelry

and even with the most unassuming dress, all

eyes will okay you. Write tor store names on

hats. Jewelry by Miriam Haskell at Saks 34th

Street, N. Y.

Piquant little cocktail-time

toque of felt petals by G.

Howard Hodge. Perfect top-

ping a pompadour. $18.50.

Bracelet of dewglow pearls

and filagree, about $4.00.

Veiled-lady felt brim by Harryson. Gold

filagree daggers catch the lavishly colored

Cascade of Chantilly veil. About $22.50.

Dewglow pearls with gold filagree, jeweled

bouquet, in a shower clip, about $3.00.

Inspired by the Peruvian "chula" headgear,

Elliott Dushane's original felt brim flares

from a hand-knit headband. About S15.0C.

Necklace of maiden-hair filagree in antiqued

gold for a sumptuous note. About S4.00.
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Courtenay Marvin

HOW to get the utmost benefit from beauty aids is

just another of volatile Ida Lupino's interests.
That ingenious person applies to the simple phases

of her toilette some of the originality and imagination
that mark her fine acting. In your beauty routine, how
you use it is, indeed, as important as what you use.

Above, a little table salt mixed with your cleansing
cream gives skin a gentle work-out, to slough off dead
cuticle, to arouse a fresh glow and stimulate it, generally.
Below, first, slapping briskly along the jawline with the
back of the hand encourages a firm, youthful line. Second,
follow the use of a cleansing cream with a skin lotion.
This removes all cream, gives a fresh, spring-like color
and sensation. Third, when you must powder over old
make-up, gently blot first with tissue or handkerchief any
oily area, such as nose, chin, forehead. Powder then looks
fresher and will not "mask." Last, do try a paste rouge
for undertone of color. Touch-up or accent with compact
rouge, if there is need. These are a, b, c's of skin beauty

!



^(M/topi
This month, beauty more than meets your demands. In fact,

it's behind-the-scenes news! Real problems are solved

"A LIQUID lather that is not soap,"—this is Rose Lairds

A latest contribution to cleanliness and beauty. You wash

vour face with Liquid Lather, a wealth of foam and bubbles, and

when you have rinsed it away, you will beam with a sense of

freshness and pristine cleanliness And that muddy look wdl be

cone, and your skin will feel soft and so, so young. Without

vigilant rubbing, Liquid Lather seems to capture al surface
:

soil

and skin secretion. "Health and cleanliness make a clear, faultless

skin," says Miss Laird. A combination of soap, cream and some

special cleanser, such as Liquid Lather, will give a balanced

skin cleansing routine. In department stores.

'TOR shining hair and a scalp that feels healthy,"—here is real

I" help in the form of Marie de Medicis original scalp cream.

Yes your scalp, if inclined to the usual ills of irritating dryness,

dry 'dandruff, and lifeless, falling hair, needs a lubricant, jusl as

your dry face skin does. This scalp cream comes in a convenient

tube, and you apply it to the scalp by parting the hair and rub-

bing' it in. You have no idea what a difference in comfort and

appearance a normally lubricated scalp can mean, if you suffer

the usual faults of dryness. Marie de Medicis original bfilliantine

is another good product for giving hair a nice gloss, a high-light

to color. At toilet goods counters, or write me.

As lovely as old lace, the new

Lady Esther "fan" face powder box

A perfect manicure now comes

in tubes, miracle by Pledge.

Pond's "Lips" in "Stag-line"

colors hold great surprises.

A LOVELIER box for a

lovely face powder,"

—

that was Lady Esther's prob-

lem. Ten thousand women
were consulted on many de-

signs. Their overwhelming-

preference went to the "fan"

box, shown. It looks like a

piece of rare china, a soft,

powder blue box, scattered

with delicate, white, lacey fans.

A beauty, indeed, surpassed

only by the beauty the con-

tents give your skin. My en-

thusiasm for the fine powder

is not necessary, because so

many of you know it. The new

box holds the $.55 size only;

others continue as always.

"CIMPLIFIED self - mani-
3 cure," that is achieved by

Pledge, whose four splendid

nail preparations come in self-

feeding tubes, so easy to

handle, so economical and con-

venient. The tubes are equip-

ped with small brushes or felt

tips to simplify use. For exam-

ple, Pledge oilized polish re-

mover drips on. A brush on

the cuticle softener massages

your cuticle. A nail cream

smoothes on from a felt tip,

and Pledge nail enamel

brushes right on, smoothly,

lastingly, by slight finger pres-

sure on the tube, with color

guide tip. In your chain stores.

ALIPSTICKthatstayson,"
plus the other fine quali-

ties you want, was Pond's

problems. The result—Pond's

"Lips," lipsticks very new and

with a high popularity rating.

Once on your lips, you'll find

these lipsticks do last, far

longer than you'd hoped, that

the color remains fresh, that

the smooth texture makes ap-

plication easy and that the

tones deserve the theme,

"Stag-line." Four tones are

romantic, dramatic, but there

is also a Natural. Department

stores have a big, handsome

swivel case at a nominal price

;

chains, a smaller size.

"COMETHING to clear up
•J surface bumps and erup-

tions and make skin look

finer,"—a big order, this, but

Aknasol Colloidal Sulphur Lo-

tion seems the answer. This

creamy lotion works first to

dry surface troubles, then to

bring to the surface those

troublesome under-skin bumps
and to correct them. Apply at

night after cleansing; sleep

with it on. Apply as a powder

base in the morning ; live with

it on all day. This lotion works
effectively on the usual skin ail-

ments of—blackheads, white-

heads and bumps. Drug and

department stores, or write me.

ABSORBENT cotton in a

permanently convenient,

clean form,"—Johnson & John-

son give you this in the Red
Cross cotton dispenser. As
neat an achievement as you

could conceive. A good quan-

tity in layer form is housed in

the container shown. As you

need it, you simply pull the

required amount through the

slot, where teeth cut it off.

This means the remainder is

not contaminated by hands 'or

dust and remains a sterile for

use on baby, yourself or

others. There are no loose bits

to go blowing about like tum-

bleweed. Inexpensive, very

!

"A GL0W on cheeks with-

/ \ out a rougey look,"

—

that desire set Princess Pat to

work, and resulted in Cheek

Tone. It comes in creamy form

to give just that tint created

by wind, sun or brisk exercise.

It leaves no pools, no edge of

color but a faint radiance that

is associated with youth and

vitality. It gives charming con-

trast with the deep lip tones

now in vogue. Those who never

use rouge—and there are some

—are urged to try Cheek Tone

for that beautifully alive,

though not rouged look. It is,

indeed, art that conceals art.

Department stores. C. M.

Aknasol can work twenty-four

hours to clear up "problem" skin.

Johnson & Johnson's neat packag-

ing job on Red Cross cotton.

Princess Pat's Cheek Tone is not

a rouge—it's a natural glow.
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The saddest souls on earth
are those born in the Sign
of Sagittarius, and they
must choose their mates with
care, says Norvell, the noted
Hollywood astrologer, whose
startling predictions about
screen stars have come true

'HEN I first met Betty Grable she was a
mighty discouraged girl. "I think I'm getting
nowhere faster in Hollywood than any other

actress," she told me. It was true. Hollywood itself had
to reflect in order to remember exactly who she was.
Then it was always as Jackie Coogan's wife or the pos-
sessor of the second (or maybe it was third) most beauti-
ful legs in town. The latter distinction won her the
dubious honor of having more of her photographs plas-
tered on hall-room boys' walls than even the Petty girl,

but it didn't console Betty any. She was ambitious.
I carefully examined Betty's chart at that time and

found that she was born in the Sign of Sagittarius,
November 23 to December 21. A wonderful sign, but at
that time going through grievous afflictions from the
planet Saturn. I was able to see that in the transit of the
planets her troubles would soon end and that in 1940 she
would come into her own. I predicted as much for her
in Screenland a year ago.

"You were right," Betty said, when I visited her re-
cently. "Everything turned out exactly as you pre-
dicted." I was happy to see Betty aglow with her new
success and confidence, because Sagittarius persons who
are unappreciated or unfulfilled are the saddest souls on

YOUR HOROSCOPE SENT FREE!
Have you sent for your FREE horoscope? It's amazing-

how many of Norvell's predictions for the screen stars have
come true. What does this famous Hollywood astrologer
foretell for you? You can get an analysis of your birth sign
by filling out and mailing this coupon to NOVELL, Box
989, Dept. N, Hollywood, Calif. Be sure to enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-addressed,
stamped envelope.

MY NAME IS

MY ADDRESS IS

CITY

MY BIRTHDATE IS

Tells YOU What
to Expect of

The Future
earth. They need more success, love and security than
persons born under any other sign. This is not due to
any poverty of spirit but rather to their extreme sensi-
tiveness.

Because this is true, Sagittarians must choose their

mates and associates most carefully. Two-thirds of the
signs in the Zodiac are absolutely allergic to Sagittarius.

This is no fault on their part, but is due to the fact that
they possess such strong, positive and well-defined per-
sonalities that they are not easily swayed, changed or
moulded. It becomes vitally important for them to ally

themselves with those persons who best understand them
and overlook their faults. Their most complementary
signs are : Leo, July 23 to August 22, and Aries, March
21 to April 20. Aries if they wish to be the inspiration
behind their mate's life, and Leo if they wish to be out
front themselves.

I warned Miss Grable on this score lest she choose
her next husband unwisely. Her chart, however, shows
three marriages, so she might as well get the second one
over with.

Another Sagittarian who has profited by the emer-
gence of Jupiter is Dennis Morgan. Now you'd think
that anyone with the obvious appeal and ability of Mr.
Morgan would be snapped up by the studios, if only to

save the wear and tear on the overworked Taylor, Grai.t,

et al. But Dennis kicked around for years under con-
tract to this studio and that as a sort of glorified extra.

Now he is so important that he is giving a command
performance for the Empress Ginger Rogers in "Kitty
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Everything Norvell foretold about Betty Grable in

this magazine a year ago turned out just as the

noted astrologer predicted, that's why Betty below

left, listens attentively to his warnings. Dennis

Morgan, below center, is happy because Norvell has

just told him that his future in pictures is secure;

he also advised Dennis to make no change in his

present domestic arrangement, and let the world s

women swoon where they may. Right, Susanna Fos-

ter's chart shows she has all the qualities neces-

sary for stardom. Norvell, lower center, tells Mary

Martin her marriage will last because she chose a

man born in her most compatible sign. For Dorothy

Lamour, Norvell foresees another marriage in 1941.

Foyle." Morgan's future in pictures is secure, but he had

better watch his marriage as there is some danger m the

near future indicated in that department. I told Dennis

of this and warned him to hold on to his present domestic

arrangement, let the world's women swoon where they

may. , ,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, which had Morgan under con-

tract and let him get away, made the same colossal blunder

with Deanna Durbin, who is also a Sagittarian. This is

strange because that studio is ruled by Leo, the patron of

Sagittarius, and players born under this sign could

make as much money for themselves as their Leo pets—

Loy, Tavlor, Bill Powell, Shearer, etc.

Durbin hasn't suffered much misunderstanding though.

Her life is a success and if she remembers my oft-re-

peated warning to her not to marry before she is twenty-

one she will be successful in marriage. Sagittarians are

so eager for emotional assurance that they are apt to run

off with the first devoted admirer, with no thought of

permanent compatibility. I hope Deanna spares herself

this mistake and eventually finds a nice upstanding Leo

or Aries lad. .

Deanna's logical successor as the where the brook

and river meet" girl, is Susanna Foster, who was also

born in the Sign of Sagittarius. This child, who made

such a hit in the film, "The Great Victor Herbert, and

who's being' featured in her current picture, lhere s

Ma<dc In Music," has all the qualities of stardom m her

work and chart. If she can be handled wisely and taught

tact and perseverance, she should be able to go to great

triumphs in future roles. Her romantic future is a very

complicated one according to her chart, but it is too

early to dwell on that.
_ ,

Sagittarius might well be called the singing sign, so

many vocal stars does it produce. In addition to Betty

Grable Deanna Durbin, and Susanna Foster, as well_ as

Dennis Morgan, who has an excellent singing voice,

though it hasn't been featured yet, this sign has also

<dvenus- Grace Moore, Gladys Swarthout, Mary Martin

and Dorothy Lamour. This sign and Taurus produce

more singers than any other signs. (Future mothers-

would you like a little singer {Please turn to page 95)
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iHEfB!
I one ever took more kidding in Holly-

wood than Cary Grant since he has

:een beauing Barbara Hutton about, and

le rumors of their eventual marriage per-

.st. Funsters have made particular light

f the fact that Cary recently hired a busi-

er s manager to help him save money and

lien donated the entire check for his very

ext picture to charity. With an eye to

larbara's millions gagsters are kidding

nat Cary can now well afford such ex-

-avagances.

h\ ID you ever wonder exactly what Garbo
' eats now that she's under the dietetic eye

ff Gayelord Hauser? Being vegetarians,

neir every mouthful of food had the eye

if everyone in the room the last time they

ined at Perinos. From a vantage spot of

ne table next to theirs the courses looked

omething like this : First, a salad mostly

f cucumber mixed with other greens, then

countless number of vegetables one after

he other, plain as God made them, only

oiled in salted water. Then, hold your

oat, no meat, but plate after plate of garlic-

cented spaghetti.

"\ ID you know that Rosalind Russell is

> supposed to be married within a year?

toz is almost convinced of it herself be-

ause the last three fortune tellers she has

jeen to have told her she will undoubtedly

x in double harness a year from now.

Zolumbia Pictures hopes she does it right

way because it would be a big boost for

.he "picture she is making for them titled

'This Thing Called Love." To give more
.veight to the prognostication it was Roz
who, among the many guests at her sister's

recent wedding, caught the bride's bouquet.

IACK OAKIE isn't a politician by a

J long shot, but he created a nice warm
feeling in the hearts of a lot of people the

other night at a preview theater. During

the newsreel the booing and applause for

big name politicians got to such a point that

Jack leaped to his feet and shouted, "This is

America, let's give them a chance!" The
theater quieted down immediately. That

small gesture gained Jack more good-will

than a dozen routines filled with wise

cracks.

CLARK GABLE is so afraid of even

having it suggested that he is a softie

that every day on the set of "Comrade X"
when tea time rolled around and he was
offered tiny cakes and tea he bellowed.

"Gimme some food fit for a man to eat!"

However, he was kidded out of being too

disdainful of tea. The day I visited the set

his director arranged a gag. As a total

surprise a "sandwich" arrived for Clark at

tea time. It was made of a loaf of bread

cut in half with a two-inch steak between,

and a quart of coffee as a chaser. The fun-

niest part of the whole gag was that Clark

couldn't eat it. He was on a diet. Even a

he-man in pictures has to watch his waist

line.

DID vou hear about the tiny five-foot ex-

tra" girl who demanded and got a $25

stunt check because she was repeatedly

called upon in a film scene to plant a kiss

smack in the middle of Gary Cooper's fore-

head? In case you don't know it, Gary is

six feet four inches tall. ... A new de-

scription of the Chinese Theater forecourt

as "the only spot where an actor doesn't

mind putting his foot in it," is very' apt.

Ann Miller, opposite page, as she dances

her way through the filmusical, "The Hit

Parade of 1941." Below, Carole Landis as

the cornival owner-performer, Penguin Moore,

in "Road Show," doing her acrobatic act.

Below left, Fredric March and Margaret

Sullavan relax between scenes on the

set of their new film, "Flotsam." Watch
for the complete fictionization of "Flotsam."

published in this magazine next month.
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ACCORDING to the whispering league,

Victor Mature is the mysterious man
who for the last month has been calling

Ann Sheridan's home hoping to get to talk

to her. No one has reported George Brent's

reactions—yet.

IT ISN'T worth even 10,000 beautiful dol-
I lars a week to Dorothy Lamour to be
laced into waist-pinching corsets and to

wear a lot of tight-fitting, figure-squeezing

clothes. In "Chad Hanna" Dorothy played
a dazzling circus belle. When the picture

was finished she took her first comfortable
breath in weeks. Then came the offer from
the famous Ringling Brothers Circus re-

questing her appearance, as she was in the

picture, under their big top. Dorothy handed
their staggering salary back to them. She
prefers, at least, to wear a sarong for less.

Finding it so much fun to fix a man s tie

must mean something—wonder if it can be
love, and if pretty Pat Stewart, left, with

Wayne, will be the next Mrs. Morris? Oh-oh,
and what's this, below, the beginning of a new
romance? Franchot Tone's cutting in on Jimmy
Stewart and dating Olivia de Havilland.

DISCOUNT all those rumors you've heard

about suave Bill Powell and Slapsie

Maxie coming to blows at Maxie's night

spot! It was all gagging on Bill's part.

When Maxie made his appearance on the

stage Bill's ribbing and heckling made good
entertainment until suddenly things went
too far and the situation became belligerent.

The crowd was plainly anxious when Maxie
invited Bill to step out in the alley. When
they didn't return everyone thought the

worst. But Maxie was whisked into a wait-

ing limousine, practically kidnaped by Bill

and Diana Lewis. They sped him across

town to the night club where Maxine
Lewis, Diana's sister, is

_

singing a very

popular engagement. Maxie was forced to

hear her—and now, Maxine Lewis is open-

ing an engagement at Maxie's night club.

YOU'D be surprised to know what actress

hushed up the fact that she fell into a

swimming pool at a recent party fully

clothed, even swathed in a fur cape, because

she thought it would hurt her reputation as

the screen's most poised and lovely lady.

Left, more proof that there's been a shuffling

around of partners, is this shot of Alice Faye

and Sandy Cummings, who were among the

celebrities at Ciro's, gay night spot, recently

DOUBEN MAMOULIAN is constantly
K being kidded for being the most con-

scientious director in town. He wears a
whistle dangling from a bracelet at his

wrist to call his actors to attention quickly

so no time will be lost. . . The most re-

gretted separation in town is that of Mischa
Auer and his wife. They never even lived

together in their beautiful new home, just

completed. No divorce, yet no reconcilia-

tion has been announced.

A FAMOUS movie personality that you
all know has been a steady and sin-

cere worker for the Orthopedic Hospital

here, but few people are aware of it. She
gives her time and money freely because

she is so grateful to orthopedic surgery for

saving her life. When a child she was
thrown from a horse and she would never

have been able to walk again if one doctor

had not had faith in her. She has never for-

gotten it. Her name is Rosalind Russell,
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MYRNA LOY'S hands have the touch

of Midas. Most everything she puts

her efficient fingers into bring her back a

orettv penny. As a friendly and neighborly

cesture she packed some of the choicest of

her excellent harvest of limes from her own

orchards into fancy boxes, labeled them

"Loy's Limes" and gave them to friends

and neighbors. Local merchants saw the

choice fruit and the sales angle in the

coined name. Now the Loy ranch is be-

sieged with merchandising offers. Myrna s

tour hundred lime trees could make her a

lot of money, but she prefers to sell her

crop in the old-fashioned way.

IT'S an outstanding case of deferred pay-

I ment, especially for Hollywood. Jeanette

MacDonald and Gene Raymond have just

finished building a lavish swimming pool.

'

It will be the first one either of them ever

I owned.

It isn't like Myrna Loy, right, not to smile

for the camera. Is it because of rumors that

all is not as it should be with the Arthur

Hornblow, Jrs.? The gentleman with her is

Joseph Allen, Jr. Below, meet the Lockhart fam-

ily! Daughter June and Mrs. Lockhart look on

while Gene phones from a Brown Derby booth.

NO matter what you think about movie

personalities because of the unbeliev-

able fickleness there seems to be in Holly-

wood marriages, engagements and friend-

ships the town is not without sentiment

altogether. You should see Tony Martin

and Lana Turner at the Yictor Hugo.

They will sit at no table but the one next

to a miniature waterfall. They figure its

the most romantic spot in the room. It was

the scene of one of their first dates
;
They

park there and moon into each other's eyes

like two teen-aged sweethearts.

ANN LEHR'S Memento Mart is the

> kind of a shop Hollywood should have

had long ago. All proceeds go to help the

industry's own needy. For the first time

authentic mementos used by stars m pic-

tures are on sale to the public. It's a great

idea On display in the shop right now are

some of Lana Turner's own sweaters, the

belt Clark Gable wore in "Boom Town, a

cigarette case used by Ronald Colman. a

pair of Gene Autry's spurs and many other

things.

Lot Wcissntan photos

And here meet another nice Hollywood fam-

ily trio, the Gleasons— Russell, his wife, and

Ma (Lucille) Gleason—all but Jimmy—en-

joying a midnight snack at the Brown Derby.

IN "CHAD HANNA" you'll see Linda

I Darnell's eleven-year-old sister in a bit

role. Her name is Monte and she was al-

lowed to work as an extra because she had

never before been on a movie set for any

length of time. However, she was so am-

bitious that she soon talked the director

into a bit role, and into a much better

salary. She was deeply provoked when the

company began kidding her about usurping

her older sister's spot in the movies m no

time. She finally explained her position.

The only reason she was working at all,

she confided proudly, was "to make enough

money to learn to be a lion tamer." None

of this silly movie star stuff for Monte.

THE wigs Miriam Hopkins will wear in

I "The Woman with Red Hair," based on

the life of Mrs. Leslie Carter, will be ex-

actly the correct shade of auburn. They are

being matched with an actual strand of the

famous actress' lamous hair, which is

owned by Max Factor.



AND HERE'S

Charming little im-

ports to add to
Hollywood's galaxy
of beautiful stars

Left, Renee Haal, brunette screen "find" who
makes her movie bow in "You'll Find Out,"
Kay Kyser's new picture. Below, Signe Hasso,
Swedish film star now in Hollywood, who
will soon make her American movie debut.

ONSTANCE BENNETT has gained
^— such a reputation for being difficult to

get along with that new acquaintances and
fellow-workers keep a constant chip on
their shoulders when first meeting her.

Connie went into a love scene with Pat
O'Brien in "Passage West" and as the shot
warmed to the climax of a kiss Pat heard
Connie admonish him out of the off-camera
corner of her mouth. "Don't face the camera,
don't face the camera," she hissed. Pat
burned to think that she could stoop to such
conniving to steal a^scene. He broke the

clinch, gave, the' camera his full face, and
ruined the scene. Connig

-
had been only

trying to let him know that her lipstick had
smeared his face from nose to chin.

I
AM sure you'll all be interested to know.-
that, actually, Orson Welles' dress suit,

that you'll see him wear in "Citizen Kane,"
is an eye-opening, amazing bright purple.

. . . The wise boys are suggesting that

because Spencer Tracy has recently stolen

so many pictures, they should put Spencer's
finger-prints in the cement in the forecourt
of the Chinese Theater.

AS OUTMODED as last year's hat was
»» a once very famous movie star at a
recent cocktail party. Her fame melted
away into an unnoticed background when a
brand new fellow countrywoman of hers
got her first introduction to the Hollywood
press. At Chasen's, Signe Hasso (pro-
nounced

_
Signay) sparkled at her first re-

ception in this country. Signe, like Ingrid
Bergman and Garbo, is a Swede—but she
has dark red hair, naughty green eyes, an
impertinent nose, and a command of the
English language that is unbelievable.
Around her neck hung a brilliant, sparkling
portable radio, which lent an obligato of
lilting_ waltz music to her interesting con-
versation. An actress to her finger tips, no
question stumped Miss Hasso^-She's been
on the stage since- -she'~"was eleven. Un-
noticed and unknown among the guests was
Anna Q. Nilssqn, America's first screen
favorite to come' from Scandinavia.

IILI DAMITA is going around with Errol
1— Flynn's stand-in and trying to let people
think it's Flynn himself, but he's much too
young to pass for Errol.

Marlene Dietrich and the boys, John Woyne
and Broderick Crawford, rehearsing the big

fight sequence for "Seven Sinners," the new
Dietrich film in which she has the role of a
South Seas cafe entertainer. Below: left, John
swings a mean right and we hate to think

it might have connected with Marlene's pretty

chin; right, Brod steps into the tussle.
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HOLLYWOOD, TOO!

And some big, brawny

he-men playing vir-

ile roles in big,

new productions

Right, Errol Flynn may have lost his sh irt

while making "Santa Fe Tra.l. but Alan Hale

says he hasn't last his sense of humor. Below,

Paul Muni as Pierre Radisson. a 17th-century

French-Canadian trapper, in "Hudson s Bay.

The battle which takes place in the cafe con-

tinues, below. Wayne has finally landed that

haymaker on Marlene's chin and knocked her

out and Brod is holding a menacing chair

over John's head; right, Marlene records some

of the action with her camera. These are

rehearsal pictures, but they'll give you an

idea of what to expect in "Seven Sinners.

EVERY writer in Hollywood has his

dander up again and is accusing Paul

Muni of giving him the brush-off. lhe

truth is, however, that Muni is only being

his own sweet self. No one knows where

he is living because that is the way he

wants it. Even his studio doesn't know

where he is hiding out. It will surprise

many to know where he is. He is living m
an out-of-the-way bedraggled little trame

house out north of Santa Monica near the

ocean It's a hide-away that no one will

ever find. He has rented his palatial estate

in Palos Verdes and is living very simply.

DITY poor Marlene Dietrich who's as

r skinny as a fence post, yet has to keep on

dieting Her sense of humor is the only

thing that enables her to go foodless. ' 1 ve a

o-ood notion to have another steak, she

kidded, eating luncheon with her director at

the Universal commissary recently. An-

other steak?" he questioned. "Why, you ve

only had a. glass of fruit juice. You haven

t

eaten anything else." Marlene giggled 1

know, but I had a notion about the other

one all the while you were eating yours.

MAYBE you've never noticed, but you

have rarely seen Ann Sothern without

earrings. These' trinkets are her weakness.

Her collection runs the gamut from gaudy

and simple pairs from the dime store, to

impressive sets of clusters of real pearls

and diamonds set in platinum. . . . Garbo s

appearance at Mary Pickford's charity

soiree had everyone goggle-eyed, and not

because the great Garbo herself had

deisnied to accept an invitation, but because

of the get-up she appeared in. Her dress,

it couldn't be called a gown, could be de-

scribed only by calling it "serviceable" and

certainly designed for long and hard wear.

She wore low, heavy black shoes, and for

a hat, a plain Chinese coolie affair re-

sembling a cork helmet. ... To excuse

Greta Garbo's sloppy dressing, a big-shot

Hollywood fashion expert has just con-

fided most confidentially in a friend that

the silent Swede is color blind. Materials,

to her, don't mean a thing except by touch.

If she likes the feel of a fabric that's all

that is necessary. Color combinations as

well as styles can go hang.



The Mark of Zorro

Continued from page 26

grown hard to danger and excitement. That
was why his father had sent him there to

be schooled as an officer so he would not be
softened by the ease of California living.

So when the letter came summoning him
home to Los Angeles he hated to give up
the things he had known. This had been
living, this recklessness that was a part of
Spain. How could he go back to the inertia

of that quiet land? Maybe in Monterey or
up north in San Francisco it would be dif-

ferent. But the Los Angeles his father gov-
erned as Alcade had grown lazy under his

gentle rule. There was almost too much
happiness and peace in its sunny vineyards
and orange groves.

"I give you a toast, senors !" Diego had
said at that last dinner in the officers' mess
and there had been a rueful bitterness in

his smile, a nostalgia even then in his heart
for all that he was leaving. "A toast to

California, where a man can only marry
and raise fat children and watch his vine-
yards grow !"

The officer at his right had laughed and
touched the Californian's sword with his

finger. "Then what will you do with this

spur of yours, my Cockerel?" he laughed.
"This!" Diego said, and taking it out of

its scabbard he had thrown it up to the
ceiling where it hung quivering. "Leave it

there. When you see it think of me in a

land of gentle missions, happy peons, sleepy
caballeros and everlasting boredom!""
That was how he had thought it would

be. But Los Angeles had changed in the
years he had been away. For his father, the
kindly Don Alejandro Vega, was no longer
Alcade. He had been forced to resign and
in his place reigned the brutal Luis and
the heavy taxes he imposed on the people
took away the plenty there had been before,

just as his cruelty had banished all hap-
piness. There was Esteban too, captain of

Luis' men who had replaced Alejandro's
caballeros. As cruel as his superior, he had
a way with the sword that was efficient in

collecting taxes and he was handsome in his

dark, sardonic way. Luis needed him and
so he pretended not to notice when the

captain's eyes rested too often upon Inez,

Luis' flirtatious young wife.

So Diego came home to a countryside
grovelling in fear, to peons who no longer
sang as they worked in the fields and to

caballeros awake now to a resentful rest-

lessness but who could only grumble at the

change that had come with no man strong
enough to lead them against it. But none
of these things hurt him quite as much
as the change that had come over his

father. In the old man's kindly heart there

was no room for violence and when Fray
Felipe, the priest who had looked on in

loathing when he saw his flock terrorized,

urged him to lead the caballeros in revolt,

he only shook his head.
"Lose the best blood in Los Angeles in a

hopeless cause? Never!" he said. And
Diego was sickened by the fear in his eyes,

by the new submissiveness that crept into

his voice. His father who -had always had
the heart of a thousand lions had become
a tired old man.
"Even if I thought it would succeed, I'd

refuse," Don Alejandro went on
.
slowly.

"Because the law is the law, and I have

More scenes from "The Mark of Zorro."

Reading from top of page: Linda Da'nef!

and Tyrone Power, who's disguised as a

monk; Gale Sondergaard and Tyrone; and
Eugene Pallefre, who plays Fray ^eli'E.
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spent thirty years of my life enforcing it.

Two wrongs never make a right and never

^"Sometimes one must fight fire with

fire!" Diego said, and his words kindled

sparks in the old Fray's eyes.

"That's it!" he agreed, and there was

the steel in his voice that Alejandro s had

°"i am a Vega!" Alejandro drew himself

up proudly. "Luis Quintero is corrupt and

vile, but because he is / will not become
-

lawless too. Neither will my son!'

Die°x> looked at him and then suddenly

his manner changed. He might have been

a fop instead of a soldier standing there,

looking bored as if the things they were

saying was of no interest to him. -

"Why become overly excited: he

picked up a fan lying on a table and waved

it languidly. "In this heat I miss the

scented breezes of Spain. By the way, 1

took up sleight of hand in Madrid. It s all

the rage just now-. Watch closely!" And as

they stared at him he made a motion with

his hand and the fan disappeared. "Ah, here

it is
'" He laughed as he pretended to take

it from behind the Fray's ear and gave it to

him with a sweeping bow.

Fray Felipe turned away and now the

neel was gone from his voice too and only

bitterness remained. "So the boy I helped

to raise, the boy I taught to hold a firm

wrist behind a true sword, has turned into

a puppv !" he muttered.

\nd Alejandro sighed as he looked at

this son of his, this boy who had promised

so much, who he had sent away to become

a man. He had not wanted violence but

even less than violence he wanted this sim-

pering gallant who spent his days in idle-

ness playing cards with Luis and his officers

and flattering the Alcade's flighty young

wife, Inez, with his attentions.

He had become a laughing stock to

everyone. The caballeros ignored him and

even" the peons stared at him with hostile

eyes. At the Alcade's home he was looked

on as a harmless fool by all but Inez who
delighted in his prattle about Madrid, the

dances at court, the latest fashions, the lit-

tle tidbits of gossip and scandal that de-

lighted her frivolous soul. Hungry for his

compliments she found that tall slimness ot

his to her liking and her eyes followed him

so often that Estaban felt a quick jealousy

rising within him. But he banished the emo-

tion with a laugh. How could he, a soldier,

a man, be jealous of this dandy, this fop!

Yet it was from Diegro, the dandy, the
1

that Zorro sprang. But of course none

of them guessed that. Even his friends must

D lest unwittingly they betray him.

Zorro! The very sound of the name was to

Tyrone Power, above, I

cost his studio $15,000

ooking handsome in some of the finery from the wardrobe which

for his dandyish California bandit role m The Mark of Zorro.

bring lost courage back to despairing hearts

For Zorro struck with a sure hand at all

that was corrupt and evil and Luis' men no

longer lashed at the peons with their whips

with the same zest they had shown before

for they were never sure when the masked

rider and his sword would appear out of

nowhere and strike out at them. Many of

them went about now with the Z that was

the avenger's signature hardening into ugly

scars on their cheeks. Overnight placards

denouncing Luis and his evil and signed by

the bold scrawl, "Zorro," covered the coun-

tryside like a mushroom growth, and in the

Alcade's home the usurpers trembled at

the sound of his name.

Yet even in that place there was one who

thrilled to the thought of him, who dreamed

of him at night and whose prayers always

held his name. She dared not speak it

aloud, the little Lolita, for she was Luis

niece. But when night came she ran to him

in her dreams, and awake she wondered

about the face hidden under the mask. \\ a ?

it young, that face, and eager and laugh-

ing or was it grown old in bitterness
.
She

wfshed it was voting to match the courage

in his heart but she loved him whatever his

age, whatever his place in the world. And

it did not matter that Inez, jealous ot her

young loveliness, kept her away from the

young gallants who came there nightly to

dine and to dance. For her there was only

one man in the world, Zorro, her uncle s

enemy. . , T „

.

\nd that day when Luis and Inez rode

out in their carriage she could have wept

for sheer joy when they returned that short

half hour later, with the news they had

been robbed of their money and Inez

jewels, the gigantic Z slashed in the padded

silk that lined their carriage telling ot the

vengeance that had overtaken them, hor

Lolita knew those jewels had been bought

with the monev that belonged to the peons

and to the ranchers from whom it had been

stolen in taxes, and she hated her uncle s

cruelty as much as any of them.

Fray Felipe's heart too knew only glad-

ness when a peon came running to him with

the news of what had happened He went

into the church and kneeling betore the

altar offered his thanks for Zorro s saiety

and as he rose a wry smile trembled on his
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lips. What had come over him, a son of
the church, praying for help to an outlaw

!

He tensed as he heard rough voices in the
mission garden and stood by sternly as
Esteban and his men pushed their way past
him and made a thorough search of the
church. There was a frown on Fray Felipe's
face as he walked after them into his living
quarters and he started as he saw a man
sitting in the shadows. But it was only
Diego waiting before the chess-board set

up for a game, his hand covering his yawn
as he looked up.

"It's been frightfully dull at home," he
said. "I've been waiting for a game with
you."

"You've seen or heard nothing?" Esteban
demanded. "We're after the bandit, Zorro.
We saw him ride through the Mission
Sates."

"<' )f Zf.rm!" Diego recoiled in horror.
>, thank heaven. My blood chills at the
light

!"

pEsteban laughed derisively and Fray
Felipe could not conceal his disgust. But he
waited until the door had closed after the
intruders before he spoke.
"When I think what one man, single-

handed, has accomplished against these
devils and see you, the last of the Vegas,
tremble at the mention of his name I
could—

"

"Ordinarily I'd drink in your words,"
Diego grinned as he got up. "But just now
there are other things to think of."
He stopped in front of the statue of the

Virgin and drew a huge canvas bag from
behind it. And he laughed as he strode over
to the priest and slammed the bag down on
the table before him, tossing the necklace
that had once caressed the white throat of
Inez down beside it.

"The gold, the Captain didn't mention
that. Can it be Luis and the fair Inez were
keeping it secret from even their good
friend Esteban, that they have been sending
gold to Spain for safekeeping?" He tapped
the bag jubilantly with his hand and laughed
at the Fray's startled face. "So my old
mentor has no more wit than the rest of
them. Quick! Hide that plunder! Don't
stand there gaping like a fish. Put it away !"

"Are you trying to make me a receiver
for stolen goods?" The old Fray tried to
sound disapproving but he could not down
the surging gladness in his heart.
"A dispenser, my dear Fray," Diego re-

assured him. "This has been wrung from
the peons. Restore it to them !"

"My boy, my boy," the Fray rose and his
old arms went around the boy. "Then you
will lead the caballeros against these scor-
pions ?"

"No. Father is right about that," Diego
said soberly. "We'd stand no chance against
a garrison of trained soldiers."

"But you must have had Luis at your
mercy when you took his gold," the old
Fray said. "I would have snuffed him out
like a candle, God forgive me."
"That would accomplish nothing," the

boy pointed out. "Another like him would
take his place. Or a worse one. Esteban
maybe."

"I see. I see everything," the Fray said
thoughtfully. "But what can you achieve
all alone?"

"I might be able to persuade Luis to re-
sign and name my father in his place,"
Diego said. "Amusing, don't you think?"
Fray Felipe stared at him. "If you live,"

he said soberly.

Luis no longer felt safe even in his
palace with his strong guard watching the
gates. The mark of Zorro had appeared
there too often. Sometimes he was almost
certain that the bandit was no mortal, for
who except a demon could walk through
walls? But the evening the masked face of
Zorro confronted him in his study and de-
manded he resign in favor of Alejandro
Vega he could swear that no supernatural
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being could be so frightening as that tall

figure towering over him. In an instant he
was gone and Luis sounded the alarm, but
though the guard was out instantly there
was no trace of the intruder.
Torches gleamed in the darkness outside

and every room in the house was ablaze with
lights. But Diego remembered the chapel,
and stepping inside the vestry he donned
the monk's robe and hood hanging there
and sat quietly down in the shadows. In
another moment the door to the chapel
opened and he saw the girl, Lolita, the
lights from the candles on the altar casting
a halo over her head.

His heart leaped at that first sight of
her, so small she reached scarcely higher
than his heart, so lovely with that gentle,
flower face of hers.
"Fray Ramon," she said uncertainly and

he could see that he had startled her. "I
didn't see you when I came in."

"I'm not Fray Ramon," Diego said softly.
"I'm Fray Pablo from the mission. I've
been spending the evening with Fray
Ramon."

"I," the girl hesitated and looked at him
appealingly, "I was asking the Holy Mother
just now to save me from a convent. Is
that a sin?"
"The sin, I think, would be in sending

you to one," Diego said soberly. "It seems
to me you might be more useful outside a
convent than in."

"You mean in serving God?" she asked
earnestly.

"Well yes, in a way," he said uncertainly.
"The church must have sons and daughters
if she is to flourish. Strong sons, fine
daughters."

"But Aunt Inez wants to send me to a
convent," the girl whispered. "Maria, she's
my duenna, says she's jealous. She says it's

because I'm, well, good-looking."
"Maria has excellent eyesight," Diego

assurred her.

"Thank you, Fray," Lolita couldn't help
that pleased little giggle. "No one except
Maria ever says I'm pretty."
"Pretty!" Diego forgot himself and the

part he was playing. "You're more radiant,
more lovely than a morning in June."

"You really think that?" the girl whis-
pered entranced. "I've never heard such
words before, they make me lose my
breath."

"You should hear such words every hour
of the day," Diego said and then he knew
that he had gone too far, for the girl looked
at him startled and as he rose he saw her
eyes travel slowly from the cowl he was
wearing to the hem of his robe. And too
late he saw the end of his scabbard pro-
truding beneath it.

"You—you're wearing a sword," she
whispered, and then she tensed as she heard
the sound of footsteps and Inez' voice call-

ing her name.
"Where have you been?" she asked as

Lolita went to the chapel door. "Zorro just
broke into the house and threatened your
uncle." She took the girl's arm and started
to lead her away. "Lock the doors after we
leave, Fray Ramon," she ordered. "The
beast may try to rob the altar."
For a moment Diego stood there rigidly,

then he saw the girl's eyes, radiant now as
they looked at him, and her voice trembled
as she bade him a demure good night. He
had not known that love could be like this,
more thrilling than any adventure, more
quiet than any peace. Now he knew that it

was for this love his heart had been made
and he was impatient to see her again. Yet
it seemed easier for Zorro to penetrate the
Alcade's fortress than it was for Diego to
meet the girl Inez had ordered kept in the
background.

It was Esteban who broke down those
barriers between them. "Of course it's

obvious this Zorro is the tool of Alejandro "

he said when Luis told him of the threats
the masked intruder had made. "The fact
that he wants to appoint Alejandro in your
place proves that. If we form an alliance
with Alejandro Vega we can help the situa-
tion."

"Impossible!" Luis interrupted testily.
"You know Vega's attitude."

(

"Perfectly." Esteban smiled sardonically.
"But what could be stronger than an al-
liance through matrimony? Royal families
keep the peace of Europe in bridal beds."
Royal families! Luis lil
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llavbe there was something in what Este-

ia i suggested. But when he rode in state

h the Vega home the next morning, his

.irlitarv escort leading die way, Alejandro

ind his wife Isabella refused to listen to

lis offer. . .

| "I will give the girl a dowry of twenty

fcousand £esos," he blustered, furious at

foe quiet scorn in which they listened to

"•Are you buying my son?" Isabella pro-

tected

"There is always the practical side to

tonsider." Luis said uncomfortably.

"It doesn't enter into this." Alejandro

-c se and walked pointedly toward the door.

'You've come here in broad daylight on a

supposedly friendly mission with a company

jf troops escorting you. Why?"
n .

"Not to threaten you. I assure you, Luis

tehowed his discomfiture as he wiped the

perspiration from his forehead. "Its be-

~use of this Zorro fellow." -

"

"Zorro is onlv a symptom, Alejandro

said shortly. "This district is bleeding raw

from your vile administration. 1 would

mever appear to condone it by a marriage

between our families."
.

It was then Diego sauntered into the

iroom and sank languidly down into a chair.

"What is this fatiguing turmoil about ? he

asked. .
'

-, . ,

He tried to maintain that look ot bore-

dom when thev told him. but his heart

turned over at that first mention of her name.

"How flattering," he smiled as he turned to

Tis mother and father. '"Why should that

cause an argument on a warm day i

His father looked at him appalled. You d

narrv into the family of this—this—
"

"How can I tell until I see her: Diego

toved with his words as deftly as he had

ever parried with his sword. "After all, l m
. not marrying His Excellency."

"But Diego." his mother protested. You

should consider your father's wishes m a

matter of this sort."

"My dear mother," Diego leaned over

. and patted her hand. "I had no say m my
father's marriage, why should he instruct

me in mine?"
.

"Exactly." Luis smiled his approval as

he rose. "Could you dine with us tonight,

Diego? We'll expect you at eight.

Never had the hands of a clock moved

with such exasperating slowness. Diego

could not still that wild clamoring in his

heart. But when he appeared at last in the

Alcade's drawing room, it was a languid

young man who stood there, toying with

the gold chain on which his quizzing glass

was hung. And Lolita curtseying before

him flushed as he held the glass to his eyes

and looked her over as thoroughly as

though she were a filly he was buying.

"You'll forgive me for being late, senora.

he turned from Lolita to Inez, who had

been watching them with still fury in her

eyes. "Thev heated the water for my bath

too earlv. It was positively tepid! By the

time more was carried and properly

scented—" he shrugged his shoulders. "Lite

can be trying, don't you think :

Lolita "was silent as he led her into the

dining room and as she sat at the table

hardlv touching the food before her she

knew" she hated all of them, but most ot all

she hated this man she was to marry, this

fool who even at the table was amusing

them all with his sleight of hand tricks.

Then Esteban turned the conversation to

Zorro and the mention of his name was

enough to bring Lolita back to life again,

to send the color to her cheeks and the light

to her eyes. -

"This Zorro!" Diego shuddered. As 1

rode here I fancied the cutthroat lurking in

every shadow. I was positively unnerved.'

"How distressing!" Lolita imitated

Diego's bored drawl and made no attempt

to hide the furv blazing from her eyes.

"You called her hero a cutthroat !
Inez

explained laughingly as, Diego pretended to

look startled.

"Santa Maria!" He turned to Lolita.

"Have vou met the fellow?"
n

"I've "never so much as seen his tace.

Lolita said coldly. "I happen to admire

courage."
, , ,

"Oh. mv dear. Diego laughed deprecat-

ingly. "Dashing about with a cutlas is quite

out "of fashion. It hasn't been done since

the middle ages."
.

"He seems to be quite ertective. Lolita

said coldly. "He's like a lion among a lot

of frightened sheep."

Eddie Albert, oboveHere'* how Eddie Albert, above left, grabs Rosemary Lane up in his arms for a

Sh for "Four Mothers." in which they both have important rSles, but see what the

after effects, above right, are. What's the matter, Rosemary, cant you take it.

Dinner over, Diego asked for the first

dance. Then it was incredible but Lolita

found her heart lifting, with his arms

around her. Maybe it was the music, maybe

it was that swaying rhythm of their bodies

moving as one, maybe it was their hearts

beating, a part of that music, a part of

that rhvthm.
"I never dreamed dancing could be so

wonderful!" Lolita whispered.

"I found it fatiguing." Diego shrugged as

he drew his lace handkerchief from his

sleeve and mopped his forehead delicately.

"This is a new one. Watch me closely."

He crushed the handkerchief in his hand

and when he opened it again the square of

lace was gone. All the others applauded but

Lolita's face looked as if it had turned to

stone as she watched.

"If vou'll excuse me, serior, she swept

her uncle that hurried little curtsey and

looked at him appealingly. "I wish to re-

tire." . ...

She was gone before he could forbid

her to go and she wept as she undressed

and crept into bed. Then she heard the

knock on the door leading to her balcony

and as she sat up startled she saw the man
in the cape and the sombrero standing

there. Zorro! Her heart told her who it

was. even before she saw the mask shield-

ing his eves, and now there was only that

wild singing in her heart as she slipped on

her negligee and. ran to open the door.

"I have a confession to make," he said.

"I can't let this night end without telling

you." Then he took off the mask and she

saw he was Diego.

Her small hands clenched as shellaced

him. "You pretending to be Zorro!" She

laughed contemptuously. "I don't care to

hear anything you have to say
!"

"I'm dad vou took the advice I gave you

in the chapel"." Diego said. "About not hid-

ing such beauty in a convent. For even in

a temper, you're more lovjely, more radiant

than a morning in June."

"Zorro !" she whispered, and as his arms

went about her she felt as if she were asleep

and beginning to dream. For it had always

been hke this in those dreams, his arms

holding her and his lips finding hers in the

darkness.
"Having you think me a cowardly top

was more than I could bear." he said.

"That's why I am here." He kissed her

then and after he left she pressed her hand

against her mouth as if she were trying to

hold his kiss there forever.

Diego woke the next morning with the

thought of Lolita stirring in his heart and

all that dav he thought of her so that when

he saw her standing there in his mother's

sitting room he felt at first as if in some

ma°ic wav he had conjured her out of his

dreams. But at Lolita's first words the smg-

ing gladness was gone from his heart, tor

she told him that Esteban had arrested

Fray Felipe as Zorro when he found him

giVing money to the peons and had dis-

covered the plunder hidden in the mission.

He must do something, quickly, she begged,

for Luis had decreed Felipe should die in

the morning. - •

Luis' face was jubilant when Diego stood

before him that short halt an hour later.

Then he blanched when a servant came in

with the news that the wine cellar had

been broken into and all the casks slashed

with the great Z that told them Zorro was

still free. As he stood there trembling Este-

ban came into the room.

"So vou tried to get gold out of the

country"!" the Captain said, taking that

menacing step toward Luis. "I wondered

why our soecial tax fund was shrinking.

Then I found the gold bags among the

plunder when I arrested Fray Felipe this

morning. If vou ever again take one peso

of mine I'll" cut your throat from ear to

ear!" „
"I must ask you to change the subject,
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Diego shuddered delicately. "His Excel-
lency objects to talk of throat-cutting."

"Quiet, popinjay!" Esteban glowered at
him. "I have no reason for letting you
live

!"

"What a pleasant coincidence," Diego
laughed. "I have exactly the same feeling
about you, Captain."
His hand went to his sword as Esteban

lunged at him and in another moment the
room rang to their steel. Over chairs they
leaped, over the table that crashed before
them. And as Luis watched, his eyes wid-
ened in sudden suspicion as he saw Diego's
skill. Only one in Los Angeles had been
known to hold a sword with that sure ease,
and that one was Zorro. He looked at his

boots then and saw the stain the mud from
the cellar had left on them.
But he held his tongue. It would be to

his advantage to have Esteban killed. Not
only because of Inez, that was a little mat-
ter a man could deal with in his own way.
But the Captain had become a danger now
that he knew Luis had been stealing from
him as well as the peons. So he waited for
that last thrust when Esteban sank dying
before he called in the sentries and ordered
Diego taken to Fray Felipe's cell.

It was just before dawn that Diego and
Felipe heard the shouting outside and the
turnkey grinned as he told him that Luis
had summoned all of Los Angeles, the
peons, the caballeros, to attend the execu-
tion. And breaking against the shouting
voices was the muffled beat of the drums
and the clash of steel as the death guard
arrived.

But Diego looked unconcerned as he took
the Fray's prayer book and covering it

with his handkerchief made it disappear
before the turnkey's startled eyes. "That's
nothing," Diego said with a shrug. "You
should see me turn a copper coin into gold.

That's my best trick."

He pretended to be amused when the
turnkey begged him to change the worn
centavo he drew out of his pocket into a
gold piece, and he smiled languidly as he
asked him to give it to him through the
bars of the cell.

"Now I take your hand gently, in this

fashion," Diego said putting his hand over
the turnkey's. Then the man screamed in

terror for Diego held him as if in a steel

vise, jerking him against the bars with one
hand and taking the gun from his holster
with the other. With the gun pressed
against his side the turnkey was forced
to give over his keys, and Diego opening
the cell forced the man into it and made
him lie under one of the low cots.

The shouting was nearer now. Diego
looked up to see the procession coming
toward him, Luis first with two of his
officers, then his father at the head of the
caballeros.

"Diego !" his father said in astonishment,
turning furiously to Luis. "What idiotic

joke is this? Zorro is a man. This is my
worthless, trick-playing offspring."

"Have you seen this one, father?" Diego
laughed. And before any of them could do
anything but stand

_
there gaping he had

opened the door to his cell and yanked Luis
into it.

"Zorro !" The caballeros shouted and now
that they had a leader, their old spirit came
back to them. As one man they fought with
Diego.
When it was over Luis was no longer

Alcade and in his place stood Alejandro,
his eyes glistening with his pride as he
looked at his son.

And so it was that Luis and Inez left on
the ship leaving for Spain that evening. But
Diego felt no longing for that distant coun-
try as he stood with Lolita. California!
What better place was there in the world,
he thought. California, where a man could
marry and raise fat children and watch his
vineyards grow!
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Mrs. Ameche Talks About Don
Continued from page 31

is a surprise. I find myself anticipating
his arrival with the keenest interest, and
being pliant, I unconsciously swing into
his mood immediately, whatever it may be.
Perhaps he'll suggest dressing up and step-
ping out to a night spot; or taking a swift
drive along the beach ; or having guests in,

or again, just staying home by ourselves.
But whatever we do, we have fun! Maybe
that's the reason we are congenial ; we
never have to prod ourselves into a re-
sponse. We meet spontaneously, completely,
at every point. And we can always laugh
together. This, I believe, is a "supreme
test.

"We had no radical adjustments to make
when we were married because we had
known each other from our earlv teens.
Don was fourteen, I was two years
younger, when Father Sheehy, a profes-
sor at Columbia College and a great friend
of my family, brought him over to our
house one evening. There was a crowd
of young people around, yet we quickly
discovered we liked each other very much.
It wasn't particularly sentimental for we
were a little young for that, but during
the years that followed we developed a
remarkable understanding, even though
months might pass without our seeing each
other. But growing- up together, as it

were, may have leveled some of the
hazards."

It was eight years after their meeting,
when Don signed his first radio contract
in Chicago, that they called on their friend,
Father Sheehy, to marry them, and they
settled clown in a tiny suburban apartment.
Now Don had never been burning up with
an absorbing ambition, neither had he set

his heart on fame, or yearned for great
wealth. He had an intense desire—and still

has it—of living
_

fully, and being happy,
today! It is amazing how his entire career
seemed to happen accidentally, step by step,

without any apparent guidance from him.
Now, at thirty, he has won most of the
rewards life can bestow.
A midnight phone call, five years ago,

asking if he would fly to Hollywood the
next day for a role in the picture, "Sins
of Man," really changed Don's life. Three
hours after his arrival he was facing the

cameras at Twentieth Century-Fox Studio,
and his screen career was being launched.
"A month later, when he signed a con-

tract," said Honey, "I came out. We had
Donnie, two years old, and three-months-
old Ronnie, and though we had never lived
in the country, we decided that San
Fernando Valley, with its space, its equable
climate, would be the ideal spot to rear
our sons. Now that there are two more,
Tommy, a year old, and Lonnie, the new
baby, we feel we made a wise decision—for here within our five acres they live
a wholesome, free life. And we've become
ranchers at heart, loving the soil and
watching things grow."
"Four sons, what a glorious achieve-

ment!" I exclaimed. And what courage,
I thought to myself, for Honey has gone
down into the shadow each time as they
were all Caesarian births.

She laughed easily. "We both approve
of large families and are proud of our
brood. Before the last one came I think
Don secretly hoped it would be a curly-
headed little sister to play with the boys,
so I told him if it should be another son,
we'd wait a while, then adopt two little

girls.

"Don nas a beautiful disposition," Honey
went on. "He's always the same, and al-
ways well-balanced no matter what comes
up. He's strict with the children, a real
disciplinarian, but he's fair, and the boys
adore him. I'm inclined to be too lenient,
but I never interfere when he's correcting
them. Our second son, Ronnie, is his Daddy
all over. He's mischievous and has a flair

for getting into trouble. And he can always
grin himself out of it.

"Don's made twenty-one pictures since
coming to Hollywood and most of this
time he's carried on his NBC broadcasts,
so I've taken over the responsibilities of
the home, but I've encountered few diffi-

culties. I employ young people in their earlv
twenties because they take orders more
readily, and because they put enthusiasm
and imagination into their work. Our cook,
who is twenty-three, has been with us five
years. She does all the cooking, baking and
ordering, and that's some job in this family,
for we never know when dinner will be
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served, nor how many may be here.

"Sunday is our busiest, and our happiest

day. Everybody is up early and we all

pile into the station wagon to attend the

nearby parish church. Then, we have

luncheon with the children, the only time

during the week this is possible because of

Don's irregular hours. The day usually

winds up with from twenty to thirty rela-

tives and friends, gathered around an in-

formal supper table.
.

"We both love having people with us.

Don was one of eight children and many

of his brothers and sisters live near' us,

while Father and Mother Ameche have a

place just around the corner so the children

can visit them every day."

As we roamed over the house, a little

later, I discovered the children have their

rooms, including a dining room of their

own on the first floor. The entire second

floor belongs exclusively to Don and

Honore—it is their own private castle and

gives them a freedom seldom attained in

family life. In the large bedroom which

they share is Honey's one hobby—a collec-

Don Ameche plays the romantic lead oppo-
site Betty Grable in "Down Argentine Way."

tion of Dresden porcelains. Arranged on a

quaint Dresden perfume cabinet are price-

less specimens, while on a table below, is

a lamp made out of a Dresden cookie jar

—

her real prize.

Don's hobby is his extensive wardrobe.

Being so busy, he turns his shopping over

to his wife and she buys everything for him

except his suits. Samples for these are sent

to him and he joyously mulls over them for

hours before making a selection. Along

with her other talents, Honey does ex-

quisite needlework and Don's dozens and

dozens of fine linen handkerchiefs bear

an original monogram which she thought

up herself, of his initials, D. F. A., em-

broidered on a musical scale as notes.

"A natural gambler, Don bets on every-

thing," said Honey, "and he plays the

races and loves poker. It's the excitement

of the game that thrills him, however,

and he's as delighted over trivial winnings

as the larger ones.

"He's emotional, with all • the finest

Italian sentiments. You know, his father

came from Italy. Don's a real wop, too,

in his fondness for red-hot seasoning and

garlic on his food. I had to learn all this,

just as Mother Ameche did when she mar-

ried Don's father, but as we both love to

cook, we have become experts.

"Don's intensely active, bubbling with a

nervous energy that's geared to top speed.

He can't relax and goes until he is ut-

terly exhausted, then drops into bed. He
can't sit still long enough to read a book and

I doubt if he's read one through in the

last five years. He'll read a few pages,

then hand it over to me, asking that I tell

him about it. His latest excitement is fly-

ing. We are both learning to be pilots and

will buy a plane. I believe this will come

nearer to satisfying his demand for speed

than anything ever has.

"He loves his work, both radio and

screen, and he sincerely believes that good

entertainment is necessary to normal liv-

ing these days. He says he can never be-

come disillusioned as long as he can help

build illusions for other people—the shut-

ins, and those lonely and unhappy."

It was fun visiting with Honore. She

is wonderfully attractive; sparkling, gay.

feminine, and so capable. Little wonder she

fills Don's world completely. Success has

come early to the Ameches. Yet they are

the same unspoiled, friendly, happy people

they were when they first started out to

face the world together. It's a joy to make

a record of this!

Beginning Judy Car-

land's Cay Life Story

Continued from page 23

me that your first feeling about me was

one f—terrible Disappointment! Because,

having had two small daughters already.

Suzanne and Virginia, naturally you and

Daddy wanted some novelty in your chil-

dren and just hoped and prayed that I

would be a boy! You terribly wanted me
to be a boy, you've said, you planned for

me to be a boy, you even named me
Francis Gumm, Jr., after Daddy. And then,

not only did I turn out to be, NOT the

answer to your prayers, but just another

little girl, for Pete's sake. Also I was as

red as an Indian, you said, and the red-

dest, homeliest baby anyone ever saw

!

You just made the best of it by changing

the "i" to "e" and naming me Frances,

anyway

!

I was three months old (how often

you've told me this, Mom!) when you first

noticed what you called "the first signs of

talent" in me—you always sang to me when

you rocked me to sleep, you've told me,

and you noticed that when you sang just

sort of usual songs, like Baby's Shoes or

Rockabye, Baby, I'd go smack off to sleep.

When you sang sort of rollicking, spirited.

"Yo, Ho" songs, I'd gurgle and bat my
eyes and flip my hands around as though

I was telling the Sand Man to scat! And
when you sang sad songs, especially In The

Gloaming or The End of a Perfect Day,

I'd cry. I'd cry real, wet sobby tears !

That's how you first knew, you say, that

I was "sensitive to music." Well, be that as

it may. certainly my first sort of large,

blurry memory is of music, music all the

time, music all over the house. "We shall

have music wherever we go" should have

been the Gumm motto! I can remember

how you and Daddy and Suzanne and Jin-

rue sang—in the bathtub, at meals, at

your housework, as well as in the theater,

of course. Daddy had a beautiful voice.

Anyway, you've always insisted that my
response to music "showed" abnormally

early and was abnormally acute. And as it

makes me feel rather "special" I like to

think you were right—you always are.

Mom, and that's not gross flattery

!

The "First Tooth" is also one of your

favorite "baby" stories about me. I was

four months old to the day, it seems, and

you had invited guests for dinner. And I

made the dinner hour hideous by yowling

my lungs out, not musically, and continued

throughout the evening ! When you couldn't

stand it any longer, you gave me a

thorough "searching" and discovered that

I had cut, not my first tooth, but my first

teeth! The two uppers had come through.

Mom always tells people^ "She was doing

things double, even then
!"

My First Word, I believe, was uttered at

the ripe, old age of nine months._ And the

family was unimpressed because it seemed

to be the very banal, baby word "Goo."

Then, Daddy noticed that whenever I said

"Goo" or whatever it was, I always pro-

ceeded to do something, like throwing my
rattle at the cat or putting a glass orna-

ment in my mouth, and then they all rea-

lized that " I was not saying "Goo" but

"Do." (I still think that's a debatable

point, Mom, but have it your own way

!

I took my First Step at the age of eleven

months, Babv-Book History records. Pre-

vious to -that first step, I've been told. I

managed to get around by hitching myselt

across the floor, delicately balanced on one

hip bone! Even my doting parents couldn't

make anything precocious out of that!

My First Interest, it seems, was in ptc-
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ture books. Well, I can believe that. I've

always been crazy about books. And I can
remember for myself that my first real

favorite was the story of Aladdin and the

Wonderful Lamp. Right now, I'm reading
"Mein Kampf" and finding it pretty tough
going, too. But I honestly think that if we
want to understand what's going on in

Europe and how it got like this, we should
read the book!

I never played with dolls, never. I'm
told that when I was a mere infant, I'd

make horrible faces if anyone just handed
me a doll. And I remember myself that my
first really nice doll was given me by Mary
Pickford when I won the Herald-Express'
"Better Babies" Contest. I think I was two
and a half or something like that. I don't
remember the contest but I do remember
that the Great, Big Beautiful Doll sat in

my playroom along with other, not-so-
elegant, dolls and that I thought it was just

a piece of bric-a-brac, not something to

play with. I think I know why I hated
dolls, they reminded me of little, dead
people ! All cold and still. I liked live,

warm, cuddly things. I still do. The first

toys I ever really played with, I remember,
really used, were a toy piano and a toy
xylophone. I never had a piano lesson in my
life but I liked to bang on that toy piano.

I'm not sure whether I really remember
my first Public Appearance or whether

I've just heard Mom and Daddy talk about

it so often that I think I remember. I do
remember that I sang Jingle Bells and that

I chose that song my own self. I do remem-
ber it was Christmas week and I was about

three years old, and that I wore a white

dress which Mom made for me and that

Suzanne and Jinnie (I always called Vir-

ginia, Jinnie) pinned sprigs of holly all

over it, even where I sat down ! And of

course I remember, Mom, how you taught

us three kids lots of songs. And you've told

me that I amazed you by my persistence in

making trios out of duets (so that I could

be included in with my sisters
!
) and by my

quickness in catching onto tricks and
phrases. Anyway, so the Family Saga goes,

when the curtains parted on this First

Appearance on Any Stage of Baby Frances

Gumm, there I stood, and when the or-

chestra gave me my cue, I started to sing,

without a moment's hesitation
_
or the

slightest sign of shyness. You insist that I

kept perfect pitch, perfect time, and didn't

miss a word

!

Well, when the chorus ended, so far as

the orchestra was concerned, and it was
time for me to bow off gracefully, I did

nothing of the kind. I started the song all

over again ! Again it ended. Again I had
other ideas. And after five verses and four

choruses, Daddy had to march out on the

stage, pick up his infant daughter and carry

her into the wings amid quote tumultuous
applause end quote! "I wanna sing - sume
more," I kept protesting. I remember
Daddy telling me this

—
"I wanna sing some

more," and he said he was sure my voice

could be heard out front long after I'd

vanished, on his shoulder, into the fringe

of canvas Christmas trees.

That was amateur night, too, by the way.
And / won the first price. And Daddy
wouldn't let me accept the prize because

it was his theater and he said it was like

a hostess not accepting the prize at her

own party ! That always sort of stuck in my
mind and I thought to myself, "Huh, I'll

win prizes some day, prizes I can accept
!"

Anyway, that was my first heady draught
of applause. I loved it then, apparently,

and I've always loved it. Between you and
me, folks, I "think it's the most beautiful

music in the whole world ! And it can come
in different ways, too, not only the sound
of hands clapping, but in fan letters, good
reviews, the shine in your director's eyes

when you've done a good scene, lots of

ways.
My first memory of my Mom and Dad

is watching them doing their singing and
dancing act as I sat in an orchestra seat

between Suzanne and Jinnie. Especially, I

remember hearing my mother sing, I'm
Saving for a Rainy Day. That has al-

ways been my favorite song. I used to cry

when she sang it. I still do.

I remember how Daddy always arranged

the bill in his theater so that our acts fol-

lowed one another. I mean. Mom and Dad
would do their act first and we girls would

sit in the audience and applaud. Then we
would go on and do our trio singing and

Mom and Daddy would sit out front and
applaud us. That was my first practical les-

son of the theater—that it takes
_

only one

good friend to start the ball rolling.

I have other First Memories of my Mom
and Dad, too—especially how hard they

worked for us—how my mother not only

accompanied us on the piano but also made
all our costumes, sometimes sewing all

night long, and also arranged our music for

us and also took care of our theatrical

bookings. And Daddy did all the business

end of things, took charge of the box office

and our travelling arrangements and so on.

And then, after all their back-of-the-scenes

work was done, they'd get out there on the

stage and do their act, fresh and peppy as

kids ! I don't think there's anything in the

world so folksy as a Family Act. It really

is "all for one and one for all."

And most of all, I remember how Dad
introduced Mother to the audiences. He
was so proud of her tiny hands. Like little,

quick birds, they were, I always thought.

Anyway, Dad would always do his short

dance routine first and then he'd step for-

ward to the footlights and hold up his hand

for silence and say, "I want to introduce a

tiny, pretty lady with tiny, pretty hands!"

Maybe it sounds kind of corny now, but

it always brought a lump into my throat

and tears into my eyes when I was a kid.

And it still does, when I think about it,

now that I'm eighteen.

I guess you always remember your First

Best Friend. Margaret Shook was my First

Friend. I didn't know until long after we'd

left Grand Rapids that Mardie, I" always

called her Mardie, was the daughter of a

maid who had worked for us before I was

born. I remember how Daddy taught Mardie

and me to sing My Country 'Tis of Thee

and how he'd play it and we'd stand on the

front steps and sing it and we'd make our

kitten and puppy and lop-eared rabbit and

trained duck stand at attention, too! Once

Mardie threw red pepper in my eyes—re-
member, Mardie?—it was by mistake, of

course—and I thought I was blind. Long af-

ter the sting had gone out of my eyes I went

around making believe I was blind. I guess

I liked the attention it got me. I always
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liked the spotlight, I'm afraid. I ve always

felt at home in it, like sitting by the fire-

side cosy. And I remember that my hirst

Punishment was being stood in a corner I

may as well admit to you now, Mom, that

it was no punishment! In fact, I got a

Kick out of it. It got so that I'd do some-

thing naughty deliberately-on-purpose and

thei-T I'd go and stand in a corner under my
own steam ! Because I liked standing in a

corner. Because it was, in a manner of

speaking, also standing in the spotlight!

Suzanne and Jinnie would be so impressed

when they saw me standing there, they d

sort of tip-toe around.

Well, I certainly remember my First

Tour! We left Grand Rapids soon after I

was three. I can remember hearing Mother

and Dad talking about how California would

he the best and healthiest place to bring up

three small girls. I remember all the talk

about Dad selling his theater in Grand

Rapids and his plans for buying a new one

in California. Being practical people, and

vaudevillians, we decided to make one night

stands along the road on the way out.

That's when I began to be The Pest of

the Act. Being the smallest of the three I

always stood on the stage between the girls,

with an arm around each sister. And Id

tickle first one and then the other !
I broke

up the act entirely. They'd just go to pieces

but I'd go right on singing ! Jinnie thought

it was rather funny but Suzanne would

chase me all over and around back-stage,

trying to catch me and spank me.

Sometimes we played jokes on the or-

chestra, too—and then one night, the or-

chestra turned the tables on us. We had

to stand very near to the footlights, you

see being so little—and this bunch of boys

got a very bright idea and they all ate

garlic and the fumes nearly asphyxiated us!

But that was nothing to what our First

Audience did to us when we first played in

California—it was in a small theater m a

small northern town, I remember, and be-

fore we'd half finished our first song, the

entire house walked out on us! That was

the night Dad decided that the theater was

not for us. And that walk-out was my First

Introduction to California audiences

!

Well, then we settled in Lancaster, Cali-

fornia, and Daddy got his theater nearby.

I think the first special thing I remember

about Lancaster is when I did my first

school play there. I must have been about

four and a half, I think. Anyway, I was a

dwarf and I had pillows stuffed all over me.

At the end of our act, I was surprised to

see the curtain go down before we, The

Players, had taken any bows. What kind

of a thing was this, I thought?—so I just

went right out in front of the curtain and

started to bow like mad and I just stayed

out there, bowing and bowing, and then I

had to crawl in under the curtain to get

back again! I should have been mortified

but I'm told that I wasn't.

My first "starring" role was also m a

school play in Lancaster. I forget whether

it was given by the dramatic school I at-

tended for a while or the public school, but

anyway, I was "Mrs. Goldilocks" and I

wore a huge monument of a blonde wig. I

had to swing back and forth in a_ rope

swing under some canvas trees and in my
zeal of enthusiasm, I swung so hard that I

hit one of the back-drops and knocked my
wig off! And there sat "Mrs. Goldilocks"

with little, brown wisps for hair. They
never gave me a starring role again !

Oh,

and as if I can ever forget the time I ap-

peared in a school recital in the auditorium

the public school where Suzanne and

mie were going! The place was packed.

>ind the scenes, my mother held my
s for me. I can see it to this day, a

dress, all ruffles, with panties_ attached

t would be easy for me to slip into with

one motion—well, just as Mom was holding

Joyce Compter, romances with Walter Pidgeon above even though she has a
,

sin

tied to her finger as a reminder to marry her beau, who doesn t happen to be W
tor t°s a scene from "Sky Murder," latest in the N,ck Carter adventures sen

string

al-

it ready for me to step into, I heard the

opening bars of my number and I rushed

out onto the stage, stark naked!

I must say that I began my professional

career as an ill-starred star. Like when I

was five I became one of The Meglin

Kiddies. And the next Public Appearance I

made was in one of their revues in a Los

Angeles theater. To us, a Los Angeles

theater meant what the Palace did to

Broadwav. It was the Big Time! And not

only was' I in several of the ensembles but

also, dressed as a Cupid, with bow and

arrow and quivers in a silver case^ I was

to deliver myself of a solo, I Can't Give

Yon Anything But Love. And then, again,

Disaster ! For I awoke on the eventful morn-

ing with a cold sore, a sty on my right eye

and the horrible results of my First Perma-

nent almost totally disabling me. I couldn t

see, my eye was practically shut, my mouth

was swollen with the cold sore, and my hair

looked like Topsy's after a pillow fight. We
spent the day frantically trying first aid

remedies and I kept my fingers crossed

wishing—but you can't wish sties and cold

sores away, nor permanents, either, they

run their appointed courses. Anyway. Mom
says that I showed then, for the first time,

that the old "the Show must go on" slogan

was in my bones because—a very sorry

looking Cupid did the blind staggers onto

the stage. I couldn't even get the quivers

out of my case on account of how I couldn't

see to get them out! .

But I've always said that I was born

under a Lucky Star, somewhere Over the

Rainbow—because that night Gus Edwards

was in the audience and he came back-stage

and told my mother that my sisters and I

should resume our trio singing—"With her

ear," he said, "nothing musical is beyond

her." I remember his exact words on ac-

count of how I thought he mentioned my
ear because my ears were the only parts of

me that were not disfigured!

It was' soon after that that The Gumm
Sisters got their first Professional Engage-

ment at the Biltmore Theater in L. A. Boy.

did we celebrate! We always celebrated

every Big, First Occasion at our house.

That night we had ice-cream and store cake

and lemon pop and candy. We were Big

Time! Well, sir. we even had a private

dressing room with maid service. I kept

asking "the maid to go and get me ice-

cream sodas and chewing gum, I didn t

know what else to ask her for. I still send

people out to get me ice-cream sodas and

chewina- gum when I'm working. W ell. we

were all so happv and elated we didn't even

think to ask what our salaries would be.

Mom had bought all three of us new

dresses. I remember them so well because

they were our first bought dresses. And all

our friends came to the theater. Mom and
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Dad sat in the front row of the orchestra

to get the applause going. And we got a
lot of it, too. Lovely waves of it

!

I guess that was the first time I ever had
a conscious, sort of formed ambition to

Be Someone. I never thought of going in

movies, never once in my life. But I did

think, I'm going to be a Singer ! I did think,

I'm going to have lots of pretty clothes

some day and a lovely house and a red
automobile ! They always say "As a man
thinks" . . . well, / say that "As a little girl

thinks" because I have them, now, the

pretty clothes, my own house, even the red
automobile

!

But Pride certainly goeth, at times, be-

fore an awful belly-whopper—for that night,

when we opened our pay envelopes after

the show, we found fifty cents apiece, in

each! So that was my First Pay-Check

—

FIFTY CENTS! And Mom had paid

$10.00 each for our dresses. I said "Are we
bankrupt"? And Daddy laughed and said,

"No, but I guess Woman's Place is In The
Home—and in school, for you three

!"

Buddy West—well, Mister West, I cer-

tainly remember yon! You certainly belong
among my Important Firsts on account of

how you were the first boy I ever noticed,

and / hated you! Maybe Dr. Freud and the

psychologists would say that I was having
an "over-reaction" but I called it just plain

hating you—in fact, I hated all boys after

you, for ages, well, for months—I remem-
ber how, when Daddy would reminisce,

saying "when I was a boy—" I'd say, pas-

sionately, "you weren't a boy, you weren't

ever a nasty little boy !" You gave me my
First Black Eye, Mister West, sir, if you
care. You threw a stone at me and gave
me the pip of a shiner ! Mom laughed at

me when I came home with the black bea-

con. She was very wise with me, my Mom,
she always laughed off the little, hurtful

things that happened to me. So that I

wouldn't take misfortune, or myself, too

seriously.

But the girls certainly knew how to make
my life miserable. Whenever they wanted
to tease me, they'd go around yodeling a

little ditty they reworded. I can still re-

member every horrid word of it. It went
like this :

"Frances is mad and I am glad,

And I know how to tease her,

A bottle of wine to make her shine,

And Buddy West to squeeze her
!"

Ugh, I can get a cactus spine even now,
when I think of it! But I got back at you,

Mister West, if you recall. One day we
were having a fire drill in school. I had an
all-day sucker in my hand. We got in line

and you tried to kiss me and I hit you in

the face with the all-day sucker and it

stuck there ! Gosh, did you look funny

!

I really had my First Heartbreak in Lan-
caster, too. I had quite a Hard Time there,

really, in many ways. The kind of ways that

hurt kids something fierce. When the neigh-

borhood mothers heard that I'd been on the

stage, that I was a "Theatrical Child," none
of the children would play with me. Gee,
they were mean to me, awful mean. Like I

had a lot of costumes up in the attic, of

course, real stage costumes and lots of

times, especially Hallowe'en, they'd all come
to my house, so sweet, sugar wouldn't melt
in their mouths, and they'd borrow cos-

tumes from me. And then, when they'd got
what they wanted, they'd ditch me, leave

me sitting alone in my costume. It almost
broke my heart.

I never learned—hopefully I'd take the
kids to Dad's theater night after night, for
free. I'd buy them all candy and gum, Vera
Shrimp, her little sister, Ardis Shrimp,
Muggsy Ming, Laurana Blankenship (did

you ever hear such names
! ) and the others

—and they'd grab the candy and the tickets

and then they'd scuttle in and leave me
standing there, alone ! Those little

SHRIMPS! I'd think, fiercely, and never
know how funny it was.
And of course I remember my First

Fashion Show. Daddy was putting on a
Fashion Show at his theater and Mom
made me a frilly costume and fixed up an
enormous frilly hat box which was to be
carried out on the stage with me in it. I

was to come out, all bowing and smiling,

but—my "friends" had turned up and they
gave me the Bronx Cheer and what I mean
is, they put their hearts in it ! I started to

cry, right then and there. You and the girls

were out front, Mom, making signs to me
not' to mind. But I did mind. And Daddy
was furious. No one could make me cry
when he was around. I was such a "Daddy's
Girl"—so he just walked down the aisle of

the theater and announced that "the rude,

young people would please get out of the

theater, get their money refunded at the

a few Grim Detours, but nevertheless, I
was On My Way.

Well, it was not so very long after our
"financial crisis" at the Biltmore Theater
that a theater manager in Chicago offered
"The Gumm Sisters" an engagement at the
Oriental Theater in Chicago, with, he
said, our names in electric lights ! That's
what got us, especially me ! Applause and
electric lights—yummy ! Daddy didn't want
us to go but after lots of coaxing and teas-

ing he finally consented ; the family ex-
chequer yielded new dresses again, and The
Gumm Sisters accompanied by their mother
set forth to conquer the world

!

I remember how I could hardly wait to

get to Chicago to see our names in electric

lights. That's all we talked about, all the

way across the country. On opening night
we got to the theater an hour and a half

before opening time just so we could stand
there and GLOAT ! What's more, we took
a taxicab, feeling that no extravagance was

Gary Cooper welcomed J. Warren Kerrigan, star of silent films, when Kerrigan visited

the set of Frank Copra's "Meet John Doe," which co-stars Cooper and Barbara Stanwyck.

box office from the cashier, and stay out!"
Then there was the time when I was

going to the Professional School—Jinnie

and I. Frankie Darro was in my class and
that mortal boy spent every mortal minute
whispering to me. One day the teacher

grabbed Frankie by the back of his neck,
while holding a croquet mallet in her hand.
I piped up, "Atta girl!" and she hit me
over the head with the mallet ! I don't know
what she was doing with a croquet mallet

and I don't know why she hit me when I

was taking up for her ! But she did. And
Jinnie was furious. She took me home right

then and there and I never did go back!

Of course, I had some fun in Lancaster
—now and then the two Shrimps would
come over, or some of the others, and we'd
play my favorite game of Kick The Can,
in our backyard. I was a tomboy sort of a
little girl, I guess. I never much cared how
I looked. I was too busy kicking the can
and ringing doorbells to care about clothes

—we rang doorbells every night, whether
it was Hallowe'en or not. But just the

same, I do remember my first Party Dress.
Blue chiffon it was, accordion pleated, with
little rosebuds just growing all over it!

I believe that when I changed my name,
or rather when Mr. George Jessel changed
it for me, that was the first real turn of

the Wheel of Fortune for me ! I believe in

numerology. And I believe that the name
Judy Garland is right for me—so I date my
Beginning As An Actress from my Second
Christening. Of course, there were to be

too great for this Great Moment. But when
we got there, it wasn't "The Gumm Sis-

ters" we saw, winking at us over the mar-
quee, but—"The GLUM SISTERS !" The
adjective "glum" was certainly appropriate

to our mood for the rest of that evening.

But, once again, my Lucky Star did its

stuff—this time it brought me a new. good
friend and a new name. George Jessel was
playing on the bill with us. George Knew
How It Was. He tried to comfort the for-

lorn, sort of damp little trio that we were.

He took me on his knee and told me I was
"as pretty as a garland of flowers"—and
then I remember how he stopped dead in

his verbal tracks, so to speak, and ex-

claimed "Garland! Garland is a lovely

name for you, little one, and they can't kick

it around—how about changing your name
to Garland?"

I said, "Yes. And Judy, I want Judy for

a first name—let's name me Judy Garland
!"

So that very night, then and there, back-
stage, "Baby Frances Gumm" became Judy
Garland.
We wired Daddy that night. I signed the

wire "Judy Garland" and he wired back.

"Have you lost your mind?" and I said to

Mom. "Wire him back and say 'No, but

I've found a name'
!"

But the Fates are pretty funny old girls.

I guess, and not very quick at doing a
right-about-face. It took them quite s

time to realize that they shouldn't

Judy Garland quite so disr--

they had been treating Baby Frances Gumm.
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Virginia

Continued from page 51

'tive town's initial skepticism began to dis-

j

solve, however, as soon as the advance

guard arrived in search of suitable Jeffer-

sonian mansions and Blue Ridge Mountain

locations, against which their stars could

be photographed in Technicolor. \\ hen the

troupe of 150 grips, technicians and players

moved in, the townfolk did an about-face,

and did all but hand over keys to the city.

Hollywood glamor, however, was not the

open sesame to Charlottesville goodwill. It

was the courtesy and "folksiness" of the

Paramount group that won the Virginia

hearts. In business and social relations the

natives found in the film folk the same

realness Director Griffith had discovered

long before in Virginians. The company
was quartered in the Hotel Monticello,

Farmington Country Club, and Piedmont

Manor, the latter used exclusively for the

press. A taxi fleet was leased as well as a

catering service for location lunches.

Whether from tactful respect of private

lives or plain timidity, autograph hunters

made themselves scarce when stars Carroll

and MacMurray visited Main Street. No
gnawing doubts about slipping in public

favor haunted the players when they were

left alone to shop for antiques and

souvenirs.

Although confined to a strict working

schedule during the week. Miss Carroll did

pretty much what she pleased on Sundays.

When word spread that Hollywood's lovely

lady could be seen at mass at the Church

of the Holy Comforter, attendance _ in-

creased. Pleased at the sudden_ piety of his

parishioners, the priest sent Miss Carroll a

note, thanking her for setting such a good
example.

Following her first Sunday at mass, the

star found her taxi missing, but three

friendly young women offered her a lift

to the Farmington Country Club, where
she was staying. This became a standing

date for the duration of location.

When the British-born star received

word of the safety of 200 French orphans

Quartered at her chateau, she asked the

Catholic father to say a prayer of thanks-

giving. Delivery of supplies to
_
these

youngsters had been one of the main ob-

jectives of a recent trip to the war zones

of Europe, which she fled by Atlantic Clip-

per in time to begin work on "Virginia."

It was a happy day for Miss Carroll and

the entire location troupe when she re-

ceived word through diplomatic channels

that her French aviator was alive and safe

in Morocco. All attempts to locate the

young soldier, who some say is Captain

Richard de la Rozier, during her European

trip failed completely. Frantically she

awaited word from or about him, but only

a dead silence greeted her. She returned

to America at the last possible moment
before the picture went into production

after accomplishing little, only heightening

her anxiety. Couldn't that prayer of

thanksgiving at the little Church of the

Holy Comforter have been for him too?

Early to bed, early to rise being the

credo of a star's location trip, the players

were forced to regret numerous invitations

from local gentry. Dinner at the rectory,

however, was one of Miss Carroll's rare

social engagements.
Location or no location, she was deter-

mined to do her bit for her native land

even if it was only appearing for a short

talk at a "Bundles for Britain" reception

at the Farmington Club. Her only other

public appearance was on a CBS Vox Pop
program with MacMurray. Stirling Hay-
den, Marie Wilson, and Tom Rutherfurd.

No recluse, but a fisherman, that chap

MacMurray was hard to get unless you
followed his moccasin tracks to the rver.

Carelessly dressed in blue jeans from the

studio wardrobe, Fred perched every tree

moment on the banks of the James or Ri-

vanna Rivers, angling for catfish. During
the first 10 days of location. Fred's stun-

ning missus. Lillian Lamont, kept him
company, but anxious to begin cuddling

their newly adopted baby, Susan, Mrs.

MacMurray took a plane for the coast,

leaving Fred to his fish.

"Fred can have his fishing." Miss Carroll

said when asked about her Sunday after-

noon pleasures, "but I have my sun baths

on the Farmington roof and sometimes I

sneak off for a picnic in the hills."

Picnic partner Stirling Hayden, blond

six-foot-four-inch Griffith discovery, found
Madeleine a sympathetic teacher (she's a
former school marm, you know) as well as

an entrancing companion. Enthusiastic

about receiving pointers from such an
experienced actress Stirling remarked,
"Madeleine has been swell—goes over the

script and helps'me work out 'the more diffi-

cult scenes with her. She's grand, really."

This attractive newcomer, skyrocketed to

national movie fame overnight, feels as if

he needs sound advice on his difficult role

of Xorman Williams, Yankee invader and

MacMurray's rival. But if Paramount's

white hope was nervous on facing the

cameras for the first time, he kept his

jitters well under control. Searching for

new faces, Griffith had discovered Hayden
this spring on the verge of putting to sea.

For eight years the ocean had been hiding

Hayden from talent scouts and the film

public. Well-known in the yachting fra-

ternity, Hayden remembers adventures,

which would make Errol Flynn pale. His
exploits as a sailor, filling six scrapbooks,

include the thrill of owning the ex-Kaiser's

schooner, Aldcbaran, as well as voyages

around the world, to Tahiti and fishing off

the Grand Banks of Newfoundland.
All that is behind him now, leaving for

press agents and newshounds exciting copy

money can't buy. Yesterday made the

Gloucester, Mass., youth what he is today,

but today will make him what he is to-

morrow. He isn't wasting daylight, either.

Since he signed his contract in June, this

rather magnificent young man has thrown

all his energy into trimming his physique

down to 190 pounds from 215 and learn-

ing something about acting.

News and magazine correspondents beg-

ging for interviews have so far failed to

turn Stirling's head. He tells them acting

is easier than working, but who'd believe

that? In spite of his boyish sophistication,

Stirling hasn't yet mastered a movie hero's

small talk, but he doesn't need it. Hayden
admitted to this writer he found most inter-

viewers interesting people, but sometimes

he couldn't always "give"—would rather do

his talking after he's had a look at "Vir-

ginia." then he can decide for himself

whether acting or yachting is the life for

him.
Stirling, like MacMurray, has a quality-

of frankness, making them both tops with

hatcheck girls, State cops, debutantes and
bankers. Hayden's all right—even if he
does wear a pareu (sarong) instead of

pajamas.
It was a lucky- day for townspeople when

they could talk Paramount into giving them
location passes. After receiving passes, find-

ing the location was another story. Director

Griffith, Bill Flannery, art director, and Dan
Keefe, business manager, had combed the

countryside for Jeffersonian houses suitable

to the script. It was on the dustv road to
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Monticola that location-seekers became
confused. Even native sons of Albemarle

County marveled at Griffith's exploratory

genius—discovering the lost Jeffersonian

house, Monticola.

In 1825, the year before his death, Jef-

ferson drew the plans for the mountain-

top house for one of his daughters. For

well over a half a century, Monticola has

been the home of white-haired Miss Emily
Nolting. In return for a rental of several

thousand dollars, Paramount had complete

use^of the grounds and permission to age

the exterior. The latter permission was ob-

tained almost too late, as Miss Nolting,

not realizing the script called for a decrepit

old place, prettied up the grounds and

building before Hollywood came to call

!

Forthwith, a de-glamorizing process got

under way, converting the structure into

run-down Dunterry, which Charlotte Dun-
terry (Madeleine Carroll) inherits. Aging,

easy-peeling paint was daubed on the walls

and new shutters, whose slats were broken

out. A double stairway of old brick from a

nearby ruin was constructed, and weeds

planted in the cracked plaster. All in all

the house was made to inspire Miss_ Car-

roll's script exclamation, "Why, it's a

dump," when she sees the place for the

first time.

Naturally, Monticola was restored to its

•former dignity after the sequences were
shot. Incidentally, Miss Emily insisted that

the "old" stairway remain as a memento
of Monticola's movie career.

Location at Monticola belongs to annals

of filmdom's freak difficulties. The terrific

July heat inspired tree locusts, affection-

ately called jarflies, to begin their July
concert. Rubbing their legs against their

wings, the insect fiddlers produced grating

crescendos, cutting across the dialogue on
the sound track. Paramount master-minds
clubbed together on ways and means of

silencing the expensive melodies of the

katydids. It was still no go, after firing

shot guns, using high frequency whistles,

spraying with insecticides, calling in a

half-dozen crack entymologists, sending
boys up trees, ad infinitum. One wiseacre,

noticing that the tree symphony ceased
after a shower, hit upon the idea of a fire

engine. On the condition that Madeleine
Carroll and the entire troupe would drop
everything to become fire fighters if his

place should burn, neighbor R. A. Van
Clief donated his private fire engine to the

troupe. Deceived by the illusion of rain, the

jarflies allowed the filming to progress.

The oven-like heat wave worked a man-
size electric fan overtime, drying out per-

spiring actors and grips. In spite of the

killing weather, two persons remained cool,

Miss Carroll and Mr. Griffith. Fred Mac-
Murray, flirting with the fan every spare

moment, remarked ironically, "You know,

it must be hot today—I just saw a trace of

perspiration on Madeleine's upper lip."

The secret to the Carroll-Griffith keep-

cool combine was Madeleine's insistence

on hot tea every 30 minutes. Balancing

their cups, the two of them chatted about

this and that while their Rome burned.

So much of a "Must" was her tea that

special taxis were dispatched from town
with refilled thermos of the steaming bever-

age.

The star's admirable self-composure was
destroyed for all time when a bee found

her left hip a juicy morsel. The company
had the last laugh when they heard her'

shrieking for the nurse. Hips have haunted

Madeleine in this picture. Rather an
Achilles heel. First it was the right hip vac-

cinated by the United States Public Health
Service when she returned in July by Clip-

per from Lisbon ;
second, I'affaire bee ; and

third, the script calls for her to bare her

right hip to her old Mammy,
_
played by

Louise Beavers, who is searching for an

identifying clover-shaped birth mark. (In-

cidentally those hips are some 10 pounds
slimmer since Madeleine's last picture.)

The hurry and flurry—all done in whis-

pers at Monticola fascinated live-alone-and-

like-it Miss Emily, who held court daily in

a rocking chair. One of 12 children, Miss

Nolting has a family clan which could fill

Rhode Island. Knowing of their kins-

woman's grandstand seat, NoUings arrived

in droves for their annual visit. The old

lady who had lived pretty much alone for

the past quarter-century with her oil lamps,

was never much of a visitor herself, having

only a horse and buggy for transportation,

but overnight she became the belle of

Albemarle County.
A misunderstood statement stemming

from a neighborly visit almost prompted

a call from the county sheriff. Word got

around that nude women were doing
_
a

strip-tease in Miss Emily's parlor. Script

(not strip) girl, Lee Frederic, is a hard

worker, but not ready to trade places with

Gypsy Rose Lee—not yet, anyway. That's

not the only case of Hollywood vernacular
being misconstrued. Innocent stalks of Miss
Emily's sugar corn suffered as the result

of several literal-minded negro field hands
employed as extras. Placed in the corn

field, the dusky youths did the scene with-

out a slip until Griffith, at the end of the

take, bellowed "Cut!" Cut they did, turn-

ing to with a flailing of choppers that

brought down every cornstalk for yards

around before they could be halted.

The third invasion didn't stop until it

had taken over an entire town—homesteads
were just small fry to this group. For a

week little Howardsville, Virginia, with its

150 souls, two stores, one church and depot,

was a 1940 boom town. Filming activity

was centered at the old-fashioned clapboard

railroad station, renamed Fairville for

movie purposes. For social chit-chat, the

stars found Gibbs General Merchandise a

rustic substitute for Ciro's or the Stork

Club. Fascinated by the store's bill of

goods, Marie Wilson bought a couple of

straw farm hats and was tempted to sample

a box of snuff. Fred MacMurray treated

himself to a double-dip chocolate cone,

sat on a cracker barrel and talked about

crops with the folks.

For a lark, Cullen (Hezi) Tate, director

of the second unit, turned actor for a bit

part in the railroad scene. Cast as a con-

ductor, he wore a C. and O. uniform, which
served to keep him in character even when
he followed Marie Wilson into the store.

Casually slipping his arm in the little

blonde's, Hezi felt a tug on his coat tails.

It was the storekeeper, growling, "Say,

who do you think you are, being familiar

with the stars. That's Marie Wilson, you
sap

!"

Usually a silent town at night, Howards-
ville resounded for a week with the scrap-

ing of saws. When Paramount discovered

a sawmill was the only handicap for shoot-

ing, its electricians quickly fitted it with

Hollywood lights and wood was sawed at

night.

The Howardsville depot, center of film-

ing excitement, is the background for two
dramatic scenes in "Virgina." It is here

that Charlotte Dunterry comes home to her

kind of people after a disappointing career

on the New York stage. It's here that

Stoney Elliott (Fred MacMurray) accom-
panied by his youngster, Pretty (Carolyn

Lee) gives her a lift to the Dunterry she

wants to sell to Mrs. Potter (Marie Wil-

son). It's on this station platform that

events occur that change the lives of Char-

lotte, Stoney, Norman Williams as well as

the entire cast.

Passengers on daily trains through

Howardsville were surprised when they

reached the customarily uneventful town

and saw loafers actually being paid to loaf,

giant cameras, dazzling reflectors, and to

top it off—a movie star! They knew then

history was being made in Howardsville.

The two trains rented from the Albemarle

and Nelson and Chesapeake and Ohio Lines

for these sequences chugged off to a spur

track when the signal came to clear the

main line. The dusty main street had_ never

before witnessed such an aggregation of

parked vehicles—12 ton generators, ward-
robe, dressing room and props—to name a

few.
Wardrobe assistants Edna Shotwell and

Count Harold von Bradow wrestled with

clothes racks in the rear of stuffy trucks.

The Carroll wardrobe was not one to

make local lassies gape at movie styles.

Simplicity is the keynote of Designer Edith

Head's creations. "Most elaborate of the

gowns are the off-pink mousseline-de-soie

wedding gown (photographs white in

Technicolor) with hoopskirts and a Man-
tilla headdress, and the ice-blue organdy,

magnolia-trimmed evening gown. Edna
Shotwell's frantic worry during location

was flying the hoopskirts home to Holly-
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wood. Blue to match Miss Carroll's eyes
is the dominating color of the wardrobe
which includes three suits and three sport
frocks and two riding outfits. Sticklers for
reality, the wardrobe department has marked
her purses with C. D.
Throughout the rigors of location the

honey-haired star's one refuge was her
dressing-room trailer marked Dodsburg
Farms and with the picture of a horse.
Truman Dodson, Albemarle sportsman,
donated the trailer to moviedom's thorough-
bred. The horsey trailer failed to strike an
incongruous note since horses may steal the
show from Carroll, MacMurray, et a!. If
they should, the honor will be well earned.
After all, the Farming-ton Hunt Club mem-
bers rode in the point-to-point race when
the mercury hovered at blood heat. In their
heavy formal hunting attire the riders and
horses gave 2000 pounds of flesh to dear
old Paramount. This ton of weight
streamed off the steaming flanks of the
horses and down the exposed necks and
faces of the society riders.

In a costume designed after those of the
Farmington members, Stirling Hayden was
set off to best advantage in his pink coat,
yellow waistcoat, white stock, whipcord
breeches, boots and spurs and black hunt-
ing helmet. Joined by the English star in
her Oxford grey coat and derby, the couple
looked as if they had just stepped from
Epsom Downs.
Rodger Rinehart, joint M. F. H. of the

club who donated 17 pounds to the picture,
assisted Cullen Tate with race technicali-
ties. Native son Rinehart shared technical
advisor honors with Edward Delaplane
de Butts of Upperville upper crust. Im-
ported from Hollywood by Griffith to his
home State, de Butts held the final word
on the authenticity of Virginia properties.
No snob, de Butts is the brother of Hunter
de Butts, general manager of the Virginia
division of the Southern Railway, whose
wife is Mary Custis Lee, Marse Henry's
granddaughter and direct descendant of
Martha Washington.
As a sailor and aviator Ed has barn-

stormed the world since boyhood. When he
hit Hollywood in his wanderings a couple
of years ago it wasn't long before the
studios were calling him for bit roles. Actor
too in "Virginia," he plays a tenant farmer,
speaking with an authentic down country
accent.

Picture-goers will hear another true
Virginia accent in the film. It will be
sophisticate Tom Rutherfurd speaking.
Rutherfurd, born ole Virginny double "o"
Rutherfoord, substituted a "u" to facilitate
playbill (someday marquee) reading.

Virginia kin, thrilled at Tom's success
are a little irked with him for mutilating
his distinguished name, but he explains
patiently that Rutherfoord looks like a
typographical error. Not wanting to con-
fuse the world, he made his break with
tradition.

As a mad man, his mouth frothing with
tooth paste, Tom made his acting debut
across the river from Bremo, where he
does a big scene with Madeleine Carroll.
Pointing across the James River he said,My home, Rock Castle, is over yonder.
It seems queer to be over here in the
movie when only a few years ago I was
on that lawn playing in 'Damon and
Pythias with Edith and Jim."
The long upper lip typical of the English

house of Windsor gives Tom a savoir faire
which people expect of his personality, but
actually he is a genuine sort. He insists he
isn't—says, "I am exactly like Carter
Francis in this picture." For reader infor-
mation, Carter is a professional Virginian
who sells out to the Northerners and
whines continually, "I think I shall kill
myself !"

That perpetual surprise packet, Marie
Wilson, plays opposite Tom in the role of
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Mrs. Potter, a nouveau riche Yankee,
anxious to convert Dunterry into a hunt
club. Low comedy dumb parts belong to
Marie's strange history now that Mr. Grif-
fith has offered her an amusing role with
plenty of opportunity to reveal the figure
that made Petty's telephones famous.
Speaking slowly as she gazed through those
inch-long lashes (the real thing, too)
Mane said, "You know, Mr. Griffith is the
first director to realize that a comedienne
can have sex appeal.''

Pie-slinging comedy or Eugene O'Neill
tragedy would never obscure that fact about

Martha Scott recently became the bride
of Carleton W. Alsop, radio executive
who has been directing her broadcasts
in the dramatic serial," The Career of
Alice Blair," which Martha will con-
tinue, in addition to her screen work.

Marie, it's too apparent ; but the earnest
girl cares more about being an actress than
a "great big beautiful doll." This may be
the reason : "I have wanted to really be a
great actress since the time I made a per-
sonal appearance. The papers next morn-
ing said, 'Marie Wilson has a perfect
chassis, but it's certainly not wired for
sound.' It's up to me now to prove they
were wrong."

In spite of the competition she arouses,
women like the little blonde, are captivated
by her sweet friendliness and ready wit.
That publicity build-up as a dumb-bell
leads listeners to expect anything but what
they get. There's naivete, all right, but it's

salted down with a wisdom to put Socrates
to shame.

Not to be outdone by Rutherfurd and his
centuries of Virginia tradition, the pert
little Wilson girl unearthed the memory of
a rebel grandfather, one Isaac Wilson. As

a Virginia lad he marched into battle be-
fore the boys in grey carrying the Con-
federate flag.

When Hollywood came to Virginia, an-
cestors and kinsfolk worship began in ear-
nest. There were more grandfathers to
come when negro character actress Louise
Beavers remarked quietly one day, "I would
sure like to visit Ash Lawn, James Mon-
roe's old place. My grandfather and his
father were slaves there."

That was no idle wish since Ash Lawn
was only a few minutes from Charlottes-
ville. Jolly Louise removed her middle-aged
make-up of Aunt Ophelia and was escorted
to Ash Lawn, where her slave forebears
had toiled long before movies or Louise
were born.

"My grandfather was named James Mon-
roe, too," she said. "He left here when he
was 17, that was in 1853, to go to Ohio,
where' I was born. His father before him
was named James Monroe, but he never
left the place."

The popular actress was touched by the
coincidence of the homecoming. "You
know," she murmured, "I feel as if I had
come home at last, particularly when I
touch these iron pots and skillets my folks
once used."

Miss Beavers is the first member of her
family to return to the white frame house
which Jefferson designed for the author of
the Monroe Doctrine. Her mother, Ernes-
tine Monroe Beavers, had intended to visit
Virginia, but death halted this plan in 1930.

After this visit to her ancestral home.
Miss Beavers admitted, "I have been play-
ing Southern mammy roles for a long time,
but I believe that Ophelia in 'Virginia' will
be the most sympathetic, now that I've been
home and seen where I really originated."

Proud of his Virginia ties, soft-spoken
Leigh Whipper, cast as the aged slave,
Ezekial, revealed, "My wife, Lillian Miles
Whipper, is an Orange County girl." Orange
County was about 20 miles from location.

Lean-faced Whipper, who made his great
stage and screen success in "Of Mice and
Men," as embittered Crooks, plays the first

sympathetic role of his 40-year acting career.
Patience and willingness to suffer discom-
fort were the penalties Whipper paid for
the part. Every morning he sat quietly
while Wally Westmore or one of his as-
sistants converted him into a 100-year-old
man. It took one hour to apply the rubber
composition for wrinkles, scraggly beard,
sagging eye-pockets and discolored teeth.'

Whipper, the son of an M.D. father and
Ph. D. mother, hankered after a physician's
degree himself, but was packed off to law
school, which he hated. His first stage role
was_ that of an oldster in "Uncle Tom's
Cabin" and since then he has played in
"Emperor Jones," "Stevedore," "Porgy and
Bess," and "Three Men on a Horse." In
spite of all this, he says, "I still think I
would've made a whopping good doctor."

The stand-ins, always in the shadow of
the camera when it isn't rolling, came in

for their share of well-earned glory when
Virginia ancestry was mentioned. With the
exception of Madeleine Carroll's stand-in,
these boys and girls were natives. Cynosure
for all eyes, even when MacMurray and
Hayden were in sight, was Lee McLaugh-
lin, Fred's stand-in. Captain of the Uni-
versity of Virginia football team this season,
McLaughlin, son of a Richmond, Va.,
minister, tips the scales at 210 pounds and
stands over six feet. If Hollywood is look-
ing for more new faces, Lee graduated in

June. Any takers?

When Roland Asher, assistant- director,
discovered Jeannette Muhlenfeld, Carroll's
stand-in, he wasn't aware that he was pick-
ing a girl who could take foot punishment.
As a University of Virginia graduate nurse.
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Miss
(

Muhlenfeld, Baltimore native, had
nurse's feet. They can take a beating, even
when they're built up on exaggerated wed-
gies to raise her to Madeleine's five feet
five inches.

Dick Morris, University of Virginia
medical student, stretched himself, but still

he couldn't reach Hayden's six feet four.
Wooden blocks attached to his soles did the
trick, however.

Child star Carolyn Lee's playmate during
the month's location was her stand-in, Ann
Everett Yoe. The five-year-old blonde
youngster is the daughter of a University
of Virginia professor.
For little Carolyn "Virginia" is just an

extension of "Honeymoon in Bali," with
Carroll, MacMurray, Griffith and Van Upp.
But there was one new thing for her to
learn. A Virginia accent. She and her
mother, Mrs. Warren Copp, of Martin's
Ferry, Ohio, stayed with the Yoes for
Carolyn to absorb Virginians' way of speak-
ing. Tables were turned, however. At the
end of the week Ann Yoe was speaking
with a middle-western accent.
On location at Monticola where the in-

sects were having a field day, mosquito
netting was rigged into a tent for the baby
star. It was from this little house Carolyn
held court for her interviewers. No smart
aleck, although she is treated as an equal
by her parents, an adult's words from her
lips strike an amusing note. A reporter
watching Carolyn refuse a glass of milk
was warned by the youngster, "Don't use
this about me, please. I must keep my pri-
vate life from the public."

In spite of rain, heat, jarflies and noisy
trains, Mr. Griffith completed the location
sequences of his story of "socialite signifi-
cance" only a few days over schedule. Due
to his passion for saving time and money,
he had the foresight to erect five cover sets,
as a retreat in rain or cloudy weather.
Art director Flannery found the Jefferson

Theater, closed in summer because of no
air-conditioning, ideal for the interior of
the Dwiterry spring-house and Louise
Beavers' cabin. These sets will return to
the Jefferson Theater this winter when the
picture is shown there for local audiences.
When movie-fan students at St. Anne's

School at Charlottesville return for the
winter session, geometry, Latin, physics and
even the University of Virginia swains will
be in the dog-house while the girls visit the
gymnasium. They will see nothing there
now but smooth floors marked with basket-
ball court lines. But what difference does
that make, since only yesterday the gym
was Madeleine Carroll's moving picture
bedroom.
For some strange reason, which only

Hollywood can explain, the star's antique
four-poster tester bed was imported from
the coast, instead of purchased on arrival
from a Virginia antique dealer. That bit of
nonsense was forgotten when the decorators
borrowed Miss Emily Nolting's baby crib
at Monticola and placed it near the big bed.

_
With the exception of a few properties

m the cover sets, almost everything you'll
see in "Virginia" will be authentic. The
purpose of Hollywood's most extensive
Eastern location trip was to capture the
real thing—Jeffersonian estates, Bremo,
Estouteville, Farmington, Monticola in
their natural setting of the Piedmont 'hills
of Albemarle County. Western skies are
never frothed with puffy white clouds so
dear to the heart of a Technicolor expert
and Western soil is never red like Vir-
ginia's honest clay.

^stead of checking the second invasion,
Ned Griffith's comedy-drama may set a new
batch of Yankees to packing their million-
dollar carpetbags. When they arrive in
Virginia, Mr. Griffith will be there to greet
them with open arms or a shotgun as
they say" he's picking out a permanent
location for himself.

Jane Frazee of radio fame has been signed
to a new four-picture contract by Republic
Pictures because of her work in "Melody and
Moonlight," in which Jane sings and dances.

'I Married My
Ambition:—Youth!

Continued from page 25
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Circle to the old Havmarket down on
Sixth Avenue—yes, quaint spot, the Hay-
market, wasn't it? All we had to do in
earnest pursuit of our studies was to buy
a few glasses of beer and watch less re-
stricted customers."
Out of character momentarily, he again

hit the tomato juice. "When the day came
for the class to do its stuff under the
scrutiny of its keen instructress. I had
evolved a dramtic trio. Its divisions were
successively and, let us trust, symbolically
entitled 'Foam,' 'Just a Drop,' and 'The
Flood.' Circumstances, aside from modesty,
compelled me to play all the parts, though
each little masterpiece of realism had its
chief figure. In 'Foam' a tough bartender
with big cigar in one corner of his mouth
and towel in hand to wipe the mahogany
brushed off a poor old bar-fly begging for
a drink with the same indifference he
brushed foam off a schooner of beer. The
purpose of that observed bit of life was to
show my supposed gift for brutal char-
acterization, 'just a Drop' had to do with
a drunken bully who was threatening a
helpless girl when a gallant young man
leaped to his feet at a nearby table and,
striding to the rescue, dropped the ruffian
with a single blow. As she gratefullv assur-
ed him that her heart was overflowing
for what he had done, he lightly replied,
'Oh, it was just a drop.' Subtle guy! That
brave little number presumably went to
prove I was handy with my dukes. When
it came to 'The Flood' I was, first of all,
an old roue drinking champagne and ogling
women in a gilded cafe. Presently he be-
came conscious of a girl pausing behind his
chair and heard, 'Cigars, cigarettes.' Taking
the bottle out of its bucket, he wickedly
suggested, You must be tired, my dear.
Please sit down and join me in a restoring
glass.' 'Thank you, sir,' she sweetlv replied!
Something strangely familiar in her voice
now caused him to turn and glance up.
Father!' she cried. In her, that staring
wretch saw the daughter he had turned
from his door on the night of the big bliz-

zard. As a flood of accusing memories
swept over him, the bottle fell from his
shaking hand and flooded the floor. That
damp climax concluded my part of the
afternoon's entertainment and, counting on
a cumulative triumph, I waited expectantly
fixing me with a cold eye, the instructress
rasped, 'It is quite apparent, Mr. Powell
that all the places you go to for life-study
are saloons.'

"

At that, Rough barked twice as though
to cry, "Hear, hear!" and Tumble did a
tailspm. Encouraging this unseemly demon-
stration, their indulgent master gave the
impression of being at heart the Boy Scout
he had played so hilariously in "I Love
You Again." "That was about as juvenile
as anything I've ever played," Bill granted.
'I like doing the sort of thing that's con-
genial to me, and so long as people go to
see it that's all right with me. If the most
tickets can be sold by my doing that kind
of thing, I am more than ready to do it.
I have no burning ambition to act. I'm
not an artist, I'm an entertainer."
Most impolite protest on my part and

staccato objections from Rough and Tum-
ble merely caused the subject of them
reluctantly to concede, "Well, maybe I
hope to be one." We had to let it go at
that. It was no good arguing that William
Powell definitely had won his place as an
artist of skill, ease, charm and distinction
that with it he had gained a following as
great in loyalty as in numbers, that there
was no one like him, and probably never
would be, on the screen. Consolation could
be found only in the thought that here, at
least, was one actor with no ham in him.

"I'll keep on playing parts so long as it's
decent," he was content to say. "The things
I'm doing are almost ageless. That's prob-
ably the view of people who see a char-
acter I happen to be doing. They don't
label him 'Class of 1907.' That's my good
luck. Years, for once, don't count. Then
too, acting in itself has a tendency to keep
a person youthful. This is no doubt due to
constant change, bringing fresh interest and
relief from daily routine not always possi-
ble in other walks of life. I have noticed
that contemporaries of mine who have fol-
lowed such walks now look fully settled.
They seem to have grown up. Maybe actors
dont grow up. Perhaps that's whv it was
good to play a Boy Scout. Anyway, it was
pretty good for an old fellow like me."
Could that mean—and, like me. Rough

and Tumble cocked their ears—William
Powell had said farewell to youth? We
had to wait a moment for the answer. Then
it came deliberately, earnestly, unexpect-
edly: "Farewell, no! If it is my ambition
to cherish youth, as it may be that of
others, then I have married my ambition:—
youth." There was the story, the whole
story beautifully told in a few simple
words. To give it added meaning, the teller
turned his eyes to the door through which
the girl Diana Lewis now become the wife
Mrs. William Powell had shortly passed.
His gaze drew back with : "In other words,
I married my ambition as far as youth
goes. In doing so, I suppose I laid mvself
open to censure in some quarters. It took
the form of seeming worry over the fact
I should have married 'such a child !' But
she and I are the ones who did the marry-
ing, so I don't see the need of anyone else
worrying very much. As for the element
of youthfulness, you can imagine what it

means to me to have a youngster around
the house, to watch her activities and share
her enthusiasms. This is all very welcome
after the sundry things that have happened
to me in the last few years. And, certainly,
there is no good in forever sitting and
grieving."

As though understanding his words.
Rough and Tumble sympathetically climbed
to his knees. What he said was quite clear,
as anyone would know. Yet few know what



now can be said authoritatively for the

first time. William Powell and Jean Har-

low were to be married when her sudden

end struck him like a blow. "For a long-

time after what happened I thought I would

never marry," he said. "I was more con-

cerned with whether I would be here or

not. I'd been pretty ill, and three opera-

tions in one year hadn't left me at all

optimistic. Then, as I've said, a lot of sit-

ting around by myself didn't help matters.

That sort of thing doesn't help any man
accustomed to having a woman in his life.

The rest speaks for itself. This little girl

is like a ray of sunshine. I find her in-

fluence on my life very infectious. For one

thing, in the eight months we've been

married I have seen more motion pictures

than in all the rest of my life. In discover-

ing Diana, I seem to have discovered my-
self."

As to just how that discovery had been
made : "One day I went over to M-G-M
to have lunch with Eddie Mannix. 'We
might just as well join them,' said that

executive when we ran into members of a

joint House and Senate committee who
had come from Washington to look into

West Coast defenses and were being enter-

tained at luncheon. Youngsters of the

studio had been brought to it. I noticed a

girl down at the other end of the table.

Getting a good look at her, I rather thought
I'd like a closer look. So I tried to get to

her going out, but a Senator buttonholed

me. Then I made a little investigation

which, after all the detective parts I'd

played," he grinned, "promised to lead to

something. It did. I instigated back-yard
publicity pictures taken in my swimming-
pool and suggested that Diana Lewis be
among those present. After that, things

moved pretty fast."

Rough and Tumble now did likewise,

jumping down and racing around the patio.

Meanwhile, having told the beginning of
his romance, the glowing narrator went
on : "Diana has good theatrical sense and
a very sound professional background. She
comes from an old-line theatrical family.

Her father, J. C. Lewis, now living in

Hollywood, originated Cy Plunkett and
played that character all over the country.

Diana's mother was leading woman of the

troupe, which
.
also included her brother

and sister. The sister, Maxine Lewis, is at

present singing at a night club here in

Hollywood. Diana was practically born in

a trunk and actually put in a tray that

served as her cradle. When she could walk
she would stand in the wings and watch
the other members of the family on the

stage. It wasn't long before she joined

them in the play. She was five years old

when her father broke his hip while carry-

ing her down the fire escape of a theater.

So, you see, she was brought up in the

business. And now, from what I've seen

her do in pictures, she is a good little

actress."

When I wondered whether they might

one day appear together in a picture or a

play, the head of the house said : "I'm not

looking forward to any Lunt-Fontanne

arrangement. I think that professionally I

should have a more mature leading woman
than the one in my private life. Individu-

allv, a romantic attachment is all right,

but one that has to appeal to the movie

public is something else again. Diana has

the same kind of interest m her career

that I had in mine a hundred years ago —
he smiled that off—"and I'm interested in

her making as much out of it as will make

her happy. As well as knowing how to act,

she is a dancer and a good little acrobat,

too. She can do a hand-stand and walk

around a room on her hands. And if that

means anything, it means youth, doesn't

it?" .-

To relieve any possible suspense, Rough
and Tumble instantly barked that it did.
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The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
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weakening after-effects. Just an easy,
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good for every member of the family.
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I'll Settle

Continued

declared last fall, all the servants and care-
takers fled, and I was left to look after the
children myself. It was then that I learned
how grateful I was for my own humble
beginning, which made it possible for me
to carry on and wash, cook, and scrub for
them myself. My father had been a pro-
fessor of very modest means, money was
more or less scarce, so this work was noth-
ing new to me. It was thrilling to feel
that in all the years that had passed, I had
not forgotten the simple things I had
learned of necessity in my childhood.
When at last I faced back toward

America on the Atlantic Clipper around
the middle of July, the plane was full of
refugees. People of means, naturally, but
refugees, none the less. People whose plan
of life had been cruelly torn apart, whose
loved ones were somewhere behind in the
unknown and could not be rescued. Among
these there was one fellow passenger who
sat in the seat across from mine, so we
talked. I discovered he was an American
who had lived abroad for ten years, a
cosmopolitan with a perspective more or
less such as my own. We talked all through
the night. And as we talked we realized
that there was only a small portion of the
world as we had known it left and we were
heading toward that small haven. We both
knew and expressed our feelings. We knew
we had seen stark, naked reality for the
first time back along the borders of Spain

;

refugees pouring through in an endless
stream of crushed humanity, with no other
possessions in the world beyond what they
were able to carry. It would be impossible
to imagine a more heartrending sight. I

cannot begin to tell you how pathetic was
their plight; staggering and some of them
dying, under their loads. Civilization had
collapsed behind them. But we were leav-
ing a grim reality to enter a dream. The
world, our world here in America, is a
dream. Even our troubles and our sorrows
as well as our happiness is part of a
dream world by comparison.

It will be wonderful if we can keep it

so. When things in life come to us fairly
easily, we are apt to take everything, even
love, for granted. Few of us know how
much love can really mean until circum-
stances intervene to make it impossible for
us to have our loved ones, and by loved
ones I mean our parents, our families, and
our friends, as well as husbands and sweet-
hearts. We are too much inclined to ac-
cept these as a matter of course, and it is

only when some great crisis comes along
and we find that we have them no more,
that we find the real appreciation. Real
love—and the only love that can face the
crisis, is also one that we can think of
apart from terms of selfishness. Our
luxuries can be mental and spiritual ones if

we make them so, and only then will they
enhance in value throughout our lives,

come what may economically.
For years, until I found love, career

and success were the be-all and end-all of
existense. People now ask why I am absent
from the usual Hollywood scene, the par-
ties and the night life. The reason is that
with my heart and soul somewhere else,

I realize how very insignificant are the
things which once seemed so important to
me. This does not mean that my career
is not just as important as it ever was; in

fact, it may even be more so now in a way,
but it is just that I look at it in a different
light. The difference is that instead of its

being an end in itself, I know now that I

am working for something really worth
living for. The very thought of life as it

for Love!

from page 29

used to be brings me up with a start. I
can't believe that I once went about to
parties and night clubs with no more
thought than how much pleasure each
moment was giving me. It was just that I
never faced life as it should be faced. My
recent experiences have changed all that.
We in America owe our thoughts and a

great deal of our effort, to protecting our
way of life. American women have not
had to face the stark horrors such as the
women of Europe are facing today. Every-
one of us on this side of the water can
think of ourselves as pampered and spoiled
in comparison. We should wake up to this

Frances Langford of the golden voice wears
this colorful cowgirl costume for a scene
in the filmusical, "Too Many Girls." The
bolero and sash are embroidered in bright
beads and studded with sparkling sequins.

realization now. If you have a love of any
kind, be it a child, sweetheart, husband or
parent, cherish that love, live for it, protect
it! Enjoy every moment of it!

Most of us have been inclined to become
too soft. I know that / have. Now that my
ideas have changed, I am infinitely hap-
pier, and my happiness has nothing to do
with my career or with worldly success.

I have owned a home in Spain, just out-
side Barcelona, for four years. I hope some
day to live there. So that I wouldn't have
to rely solely on modern invention, as I

once would have done, I am having the
place fixed over in very primitive style. We
shouldn't allow ourselves to be slaves of
our inventions—-not that we shouldn't en-
joy them when it is possible to do so, but
we should also be able to deprive ourselves
of many things and still be happy. In this

way, we'll eventually be able to find happi-
ness in the joy of others.

Editor's Note : The tragic death
ofMadelc 'me Carro 11's sister,Mar-
garet, who was killed when her
London home zuas bombed during
an air raid, has been reported.
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Stores

Your Clamor

PAGE 56

Velvet Gown by Topper Formats

Boston—Peter Flynn

Houston—Smart Shop

New York—Arnold Constable

Rocky Mts.—Sweetbriar Shops

Syracuse—Flah & Co.

St. Louis—P. G. Garland Co.

PAGE 57

Taffeta Gown by Junior Formals

Chicago—Chas. A. Stevens

Chicago—Saks Fifth Avenue

Cleveland—Halle Bros. Co.

St. Louis—Famous & Barr

St. Louis—Scruggs Yandervoort &

Barney

PAGE 58

Skunk Hoodcoat by I. J. Fox

Write for store names

Ermine-pelz Wrap by Korman Wraf

Cincinnati—The Fair

Kansas City—The Jones

Featuring

Guide Fashions

Tacoma—People's Store

PAGE 59

Petal Toque by G. Howard Hodge

Veiled Brim Hat by Harryson

Felt Halo Hat by Elliott Dushane

Write for store names

Jewelry by Miriam Haskell

Cleveland—Halle Bros. Co.

Chicago—Chas. A. Stevens Co. (pL-

New York—Saks 34th Street

New York—Saks Fifth Avenue

OTHER RECOMMENDED STORES

Anniston—Berman's

Auburn—Kalet's

Baltimore—The Hub
Boston—Chandler & Company

Buffalo—Russell Jay, Inc.

Camden—King's Dept. Store

Charlottesville—Levy's Fashion Shop

Davenport—Scharffs

Denver—Daniels & Fisher Store & Co

payg —C. E. Shotwell

Gloversville—Argersinger's

Hartjord—Sage-Allen & Co.

Hartford—Wise Smith Co.

Hollywood—Harry Cooper

Knoxville—S. H. George & Sons

I^rfy—Keller's Daylight Dept. Store

Lineoln—Magee's Inc.

Los Angeles—Franklin's Department

Stores

Los Angeles—]. W. Robinson Co.

Macon—Burden Smith & Co.

Manchester—Pariseau's, Inc.

Middlctown—L. Stern Co.

Newburgh—John Schoonmaker & Son

Niagara Falls—Betty Shop

Norfolk—David A. Rawls, Inc.

Oklahoma City—D. E. Peyton Co.

Omaha—Goldstein Chapman Co.

Oswego—M. J. McDonald & Co.

Petersburg—Rucker Rosenstock, Inc.

Philadelphia—Gimbel Brothers

Philadelphia—Strawbridge & Clothier

Pittsburgh—Frank E. Seder

Plattsburg—David Merkel

Portland—Charles F. Berg

Raleigh—Taylor Furnishing Co.

Roanoke—B. Forman & Sons

Rochester—E. W. Edwards & Sons

Rutland—Claude Pitcher Co.

Saranac Lake—W. C. Leonard & Co.

Schenectady—H. S. Barney Co.

Seattle—Rhodes Dept. Store

Stamford—H. Frankel & Sons

Stamford—Mantell & Martin

Tampa—O. Falk's Dept. Store

Toledo—Meyer Jonasson's

Utica—Frank T. Howard Co.

Washington, D. C—Kaplowitz Bros.,

Inc.

Wheeling—Geo. E. Stifel Co.

Yakima—W. E. Draper, Inc.
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and care are used in Beech-Nut Gum. That is

why you may enjoy each delicious piece of

Beech-Nut Gum for a longer time. Your choice

of 7 delicious kinds.

Full-flavored Peppermint, Spearmint, Oralgum

4 flavors of BEECHIES (Candy Coated)

Peppermint, Spearmint, Pepsin, Cinnamon



Nancy Kelly will make her singing debut in "Caribbean Holiday," Allan Jones' new
romantic comedy film, and she will introduce one of the five new numbers which
the noted composer, Jerome Kern, pictured above with Nancy, wrote for the picture

Romero Rides Again!

Continued from page 54

a trifle, first one, then another, although
the curtains themselves remained still. Non-
sense, I told myself. I shut my eyes. But
on opening them again I saw more flowers
growing larger and going into action. I
tried to laugh it off, but it was no go. The
next moment I was scared stiff. For, right
before my eyes, those flowers were chang-
ing into faces

!

"Was I going nuts? Of course, most of
us have seen what we are pleased to call a
flowerlike face. But these were nothing like
that. They were set, grim, relentless. I held
on to the bed with both hands. Then they
came right out at me! I yelled and pulled
the clothes over my head. 'What is it?'
asked a nurse, rushing into the room. I
didn't have the nerve to tell her. But I shot
a wild glance over her shoulder at those
infernal flowers. They were back where
they belonged and behaving properly. It
struck me as smart of them to keep the
nurse from catching them in the act. But
the moment she was gone they were up to
their old tricks. And day after day, when I
was alone, those faces made straight for me,
their grimaces threatening, and the only
way I could save myself was by ducking.
I'd got to the stage where it didn't seem
possible to hold them off any longer, sure
they were intent upon dragging me to my
doom, when there was a change for the
better. The faces they now made at me
didn't seem quite so horrible. Then, grad-
ually, they became pleasant, even smiling.
Finally, I woke up one morning to find
they had turned back into flowers and set-
tled down on the curtains again. What had
really happened, of course, was that I was
getting better and coming out of my de-
lirium. But those demon faces certainly
gave me a run for my fever."
Anyway, his ingenious hospital perform-

|
rs surely had put on a great flower show.
Whatever its lasting effect may have been,

90

I now noticed that Romero quietly moved
away from a gorgeous blossom swaying in
the breeze just outside of the open window
where he had been sitting.

A seeking for further experiences brought
out: "What struck me later was that every-
thing was going by while I was standing,
or rather lying, still. Life seemed too short
for that sort of thing. I used to sneak the
nurse's thermometer out of a drawer at the
bedside and take my own temperature. It
upset me terribly to find that it was still

'way above normal. I wanted desperately to
get well in time for 'Down Argentine
Way.' They waited for me as long as was
possible^ but I couldn't make it. When I
found I'd been put on suspension by the
studio^ that didn't help, either. It wasn't
that I'd lose my contract, simply that it

would be made to run five weeks later.
But all the time I'd lie there and think of
myself as an active person with respon-
sibilities, as being well again—that's what
counts."

It seemed probable he had thought of
other things. "Plenty. I thought of the
things I'd done and the things I had failed
to do.

_

Marching through my mind, they
were like a long panorama. I don't think
I'd ever been any ball of fire, but some-
how there had happened to be a steady rise
from nothing, and now I realized I'd been
thankful for it. Often I had thought of
giving it all up, but now I was glad I
hadn't. For the first time, many things be-
came clear to me. For example, I saw what
a big part luck had played in it all. Luck-
was right with me from the start, though I
didn't know it. It began with my learning
to dance when only three or four years old.
Our family had a Porto-Rican cook who
taught my sister, a year older, and me to
dance in the kitchen. With her pots and
pans steaming on the stove, she would start
up an old phonograph, and away we'd go

hotfooting it in Spanish dances. I'm not so
good any more—the old knees creak a bit—but I'd probably never have been any
good at all if it hadn't been for that dance-
mad cook."

Here, then, was disclosed for the first
time the beginning of Cesar Romero's danc-
ing and dashing career in, of all places
a kitchen

!

"But my first practical leg-work was
done as a Wall Street messenger for the
National City Bank. I'd be handcuffed to a
bag stuffed with bonds and other securities,
then sent on my rounds. Not so good. 1
was glad to get out of it. A friend took me
to John Murray Anderson, who wanted a
dancing partner for Lisbeth Higgins. We
started hoofing at the Belmar Country
Club. Then, in 1926, we went into a mu-
sical comedy called 'Lady Do.' We our-
selves didn't do so well. After opening in
Brooklyn, we got no farther. Instead, we
got fired. So I decided to give up dancing
and try my luck at acting. This brought
small parts in 'The Street Singer,' 'The
Social Register,' 'Spring in Autumn' and
'Dinner at Eight.' Before long, I was lucky
to have dinner at any hour."

' A hungry look gnawed at his lean face.
"Whenever the nurse at the hospital brought
me something to eat I'd think of the meals
I'd missed in New York. A bunch of us,
mostly actors and writers, lived in Pail-
lard's in Forty-fourth Street. I'd go up old
creaking wooden stairs to a dingy room
where I washed my own clothes "and mended
them as best I could. It was the same with
all the others. But eating was our great
problem. We'd pool our money—when we
had any—and one of us would go over to
Paddy's Market on Ninth Avenue and buy
a lot of vegetables for a few cents. These
we made into what might be called a com-
munity salad. We ate salad till we were
green in the face. But when I went out. at
night, without a nickel in my pocket, I
looked like a million dollars. With my tails,
I was very social. I was asked to all the
deb parties of girls I'd known while living
at home. When I sallied forth on those
occasions, my top hat was the enw of the
whole gang at Paillard's. John O'Hara had
a dark back room there, and that's about
all, for he had not yet written 'Appointment
in Samara' and was earning only what he
could get for a few squibs. One day he said
he would give me five dollars if I'd lend
him my top hat for the evening. One night
years later a regular swell in soup-and-fish
came over to my table at the Trocadero
in Hollywood and said, T owe you five
bucks.' It was O'Hara. Times had changed,
so had we. Back in New York we'd go
around in the daytime looking like a couple
of tramps. In the hot summer months the
less we wore the better. At Paillard's it

was stifling. To get a breath of air, I used
to walk to the Paramount Theater on
Broadway and stand in the shade under
the marquee."
Was it possible Cesar Romero had im-

agined at that time he would one day see
his name on a theater marquee?

_
"There's only one answer—no. Of course,

like all actors in New York who were out
of work most of the time, I hoped some day
to get into pictures. It meant the only pos-
sible security for me. When I think back to
those days, I wonder how I ever got by.
Just the same, I had more fun batting
around then than I've ever had since.
Dancing, when I started it professionally at
nineteen, was a lot of fun. But I never
saved any money. Broke again, I was urged
by a friend one night to go with him to a
party that Cholly Knickerbocker was giv-
ing at the Plaza. When I argued that I
had neither an invitation nor a cent, he
said, 'That's okay. I'll get you in, and that
may get you a job. Knickerbocker's look-
ing for someone to dance in a floor show
with a girl he knows.' Arriving, on foot, I

t



nd myself to be literally a social climber,

fact, the two of us climbed up the fire

ape three stories. Then we made our

Efnce—and what an entrance!—through

i kitchen. Cooks and waiters stared at us

'.astonishment. But as we were dressed

[ regular guests and explained we were

teng a little joke on our host, they

ighed and thought it great stuff. It was

Tiig night. Introduced to Knickerbocker,

i

a^offered the jpb of dancing with Flor-

ae Kaelker at the St. Regis Roof and

lining $350 a week for three months,

jat seemed like all the money in the

Tld to me. But it was soon gone. Then I

nt on the road for a year as the tem-

iamental lover in 'Strictly Dishonorable'

i saved $3,500. But by that time my father

ii lost everything he had in the sugar

rket crash, and my savings went in an

tempt to save the only thing he had left,

house. Finally that was gone. Now the

.ole family was broke."

In the ashes of his cigarette he seemed to

a symbol. "Looking out of the window

the hospital I'd say to myself, 'This is

illvwood, thank God.' For Hollywood

d meant not only my salvation but that

mv parents. They're here with me. But

; chance to get here was a long time in

-ning. It took me eight years to get into

•tures. Oh, I'd made a few Spanish shorts

|

New York, but they were terrible. And,

e other New York actors, I was called

ain and again for tests, but nothing came

them. I was completely discouraged when

llled to make another test for an M-G-M
:ture. I thought it would turn out like all

I rest. But a few days later my agent

ng me up and said, 'Pack your bag, you're

ing to Hollywood.' I'd been picked to

iv Minna Gombell's gigolo husband in

lie Thin Man.' It was in 1934 that I came

t here, and I've worked steadily ever

ice. I very definitely have been typed, but

ere's nothing to do about that. I did do

mething, however, about the publicity I

as getting, pieces saying I'd got into pie-

ces through my dancing. That burned me
>. What has burned me even worse is be-

g called a second Valentino—bunk ! All I

ant is to work and to live here."

Cesar Romero now is furnishing a house

b has just built in Brentwood. But in it

lere will be no curtains with flowers. He's

raid they might make faces at him.

tie youngest possessor of a Social Security

lumber is Victoria Downing, above. She was
egistered with Central Casting Bureau at

:>ne day old; had a car, Registered Nurse,

and welfare worker to accompany her to

'work"; did 20 minutes' work at 2-minute
ntervals covering 2 days. When the direc-

tors wanted Glamor Girl Vicky for a cry-

ng scene, they would take her bottle away.

*Arlcen Whelan and
George Montgomery
—romantic featured

players for 20th Cen-

tury-Fox Films.

'When

HANDS«**

How thousands of Adored

Women help prevent unlovely

Rough, Chapped HANDS

adorable soft hands—every girl can

J\ keep them all her life! In spite of

housework, constant use of water, or

outdoor exposure, which cruelly rob

your hand skin of its natural soften-

ing moisture. It's so easy to furnish

new, beautifying moisture for your

skin—with Jergens Lotion.

This Lotion contains 2 ingredients

many doctors use to help smooth and

soften harsh skin. No stickiness! For

silken-soft hands, use Jergens Lotion.

SOFT, ADORABLE HANDS

f/lEEf YOUR CHANCE FOR LOVABIE HANDS

MAIL THIS COUPON.NOW
(Paste od penny postcard, if you like)

The Andrew Jergens Company, 391S Alfred Street,

Cincinnati, Ohio, (la Canada: Perth, Ontario)

Let me see how Jergens Lorion helps keep my hands

renderly soft. Please send my purse-size bottle or

Jergens Lotion, free.

Name

Addrtss_
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NEW LOW PRICE

!

THBK0TEX* TAMPON

NOW
ONLY 20t FOR 12

Not six, not ten, but a

full dozen for 20«

Ideal internal protection. Fibs are

more comfortable, more secure,

easy to use! No artificial method

of insertion necessary!

Special "Quilting" keeps Fibs from

expanding abnormally in use —
prevents risk of cotton particles

adhering — increases comfort and

lessens possibility of injury to

delicate tissues.

The Kotex Tampon... Fibs merit

your confidence! For trial supply

mail lOf5 to FIBS, Room 1467A,

919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

Accepted for advertising by the Journal of

the American Medical Association.

(kTrade Marks Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

WoUll "
4
TX s

de
' Pocket

RcW! NO ggftj" Radio
*

DURABLE PLASTIC CABINETS
Dual Bands - Magictenna - Microdia! 1

Fits your pocket or purse—Wi."
{

6 ozs. Small as cigarette park-
atfe. Receives standard & some
short wave. Patented Power
Rectifier. No tubes, batteries.
Hi-ratio easy tuning slide IT "W
"Wicrodial". WI. L. of III. says: J"Wlidget radio works fine"! * ' /

ONE YEAR GUARANTEE! W
Sent complete ready to listen with instructions & tiny
phone for use in homes, offices, hotels, in bed, etc.
Simple to operate—no electricity needed!
Send No Money! Pay postman only $2.99 plus postage
charges on arrival or send $2.99 (Check, M.O., Cash) and
yours will be sent postpaid. A most unusual value! Order
now! FREE! Plug in "Magictenna"—Eliminates outside

MIDGET RADIO CO. Dept. SC-12, Kearney, Nebr

fej AttractiveFREECcttahq
YhiL Artistic pins, rings and emblems f<

Ym^9) clas8es and dubs. Attract
w/MmuuJ^ Finest quality, gold plated,

Over 300 designs.

Write Dept. W METAL ARTS CO., Int., Rochester. N.Y.

COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEENAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport. Conn.

MUSIC

Lupino! Genius or Screwball?

Continued from page 34

plausible—to herself. "I'd been out late the
night before and when I got to bed I

couldn't sleep. So I took a sleeping powder.
Just before the guests arrived I went up-
stairs to dress and a most peculiar feeling

overcame me. I lay down on the bed and
when I awoke there was everyone in the
room, looking at me."
There was another time she went for a

swim in her pool. After one dip she decided
she'd rather sleep. She lay down on the
edge of the pool and woke up with third-

degree burns. On another occasion, to her
rage, she turned up with infantile paralysis.

And on still another occasion, to her in-

tense mortification, she came down with
measles.

Once, when she was working with
Francis Lederer in "One Rainy Afternoon,"
we fell to talking about Patricia Ellis.

"There," I remarked admiringly, "is, with-
out doubt, the craziest dame I have ever
met."

"She's no crazier than I am!" Loopy re-

torted indignantly.

When she worked with Bing Crosby on
"Anything Goes" they addressed each other
as "Tipper" and "Nipper." When relations

occasionally became strained "Miss" and
"Mr." were formally added. They fre-

quently had "Quiet" signs hung all over the
stage. Visitors thought a scene was being
shot and went about on tiptoe. Actually,
Tipper and Nipper were practicing golf

shots behind flats.

Even in those long-gone days Paramount
had in her one of the greatest potential

stars on the screen. I used to tell all and
sundry, rather apprehensively, it would take
the studio too long to realize her possibil-

ities. Time takes its toll of all of us. And
I was right. Even as I uttered my dire

prophecies Loopy's hair faded from titian

to a pale gold and her pranks became fewer
and farther between. Then, once, I met her
and she was all excited. They were going
to make "The Light That Failed" and she
had practically been promised the part of

the little Cockney. Sitting at a table in the
crowded commissary, without lights, scen-

ery, make-up or costumes, she acted out a
couple of the scenes for me. There was
acting! But the picture was never made.

It was shortly after that that Ida asked
for, and received, her release from a con-
tract that was paying her $1750 a week.
She disappeared almost completely and I

never saw her again until recently—until

the day she said, "An actress is only as

good as her box-office rating. Look at me!"
This woman talking logically about an

actress' chances of success wasn't the harum-
scarum girl I'd known—not the flighty in-

genue who's thrown up her contract because
she couldn't get the parts she wanted.

"It wasn't altogether a question of not
getting the parts I wanted," Ida said slowly,

"regardless of what you or others may
think. When I first came to Hollywood I

was barely sixteen. It was the most glamor-
ous place in the world. I was meeting peo-
ple I'd seen and heard of all my life. There
is no place anywhere on the universe where
young people have as much fun as here. I

lived on excitement. Naturally, I wanted to

be successful because I knew if I wasn't I

couldn't belong to the crowd I'd got in with
—but the success, outside of that, seemed
unimportant.
"Then the idea of really becoming SOME-

BODY got under my skin and that's when
I began crying for better parts. I'd been
on the screen four or five years and- was
no farther along than when I started. I

knew if something radical wasn't done soon
I'd be released by Paramount, overlooked
by other studios and forgotten by the pub-
lic. So I asked for my release and made up
my mind not to work at all for one solid

year. I was going to learn to act!"
"You sure had a lot of nerve," I re-

marked. "At least, you were being seen,

whereas if you left the screen for a year
you took a chance of being completely for-

gotten and never being able to get a job
again. I've seen favorites washed up in less

time than that."

"It was a chance I had to take," she re-

joined. "It was a cinch I'd be forgotten if

I didn't do something—and this way there

was a chance for me. Well, instead of stay-

ing away for a year, I stayed off the screen

for eighteen months—studying, studying,

studying.

"I'd known Lou (Louis Hayward, her
husband) for years and we had renewed
acquaintance in Hollywood. We fell in love

and he married me when things were at

their lowest ebb for me. If ever there was
an angel on earth, it's he ! He used to

criticize me constructively and try to figure

out what I did wrong and what I could do
to correct my faults.

"We decided I'd have to change my ap-
pearance. I'd got plump, so I went on a

diet. I'd been up to 130 pounds. Now, I'm

down to 110. I always felt artificial with
blonde hair. I let it go brown. My hair.

This pleasant picture of Ida Lupino and Humphrey Bogart, left, with Irving Rapper,

dialogue director, while on location for "High Sierra," makes us doubt the rumors

that Ida and Bogey were tiffing because one was •trying to steal scenes from the other.
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lurally, is even darker than I m wearing

ow but it photographs better this color

I it's close enough to natural for me to

1 at ease.
, T

When the eighteen months were up l

Irted looking for work. Nobody wanted
'

I literally couldn't get a job—any kind

job. Finally Harry Cohn of Columbia

t me in two pictures—one with Warren

lliam in 'The Lone Wolf Spy Hunt and

other, 'The Lady and the Mob.

•Lou and I went to the previews. You

ow darling,' he said, 'somehow, as much

I love you, I never believe you on the

! een I'm always conscious you're acting,

u act too much with your eyes and your

e Why don't you forget them and try

make your dialogue—your intonations—

press what you feel and mean?
KSo we started acting at home. We write

»vs too. Just putting down words on

toer gives you a feeling of authority—of

nfidence in yourself-even though you

Uze what you're writing probably nasn t

iota of literary merit.

"Finally Paramount decided to make

he Light That Failed' after all, and 1

It the part. That's why I say an actress

only as good as her box-office I had

i-ver worked as hard in all my life put

oether as I worked on that characteriza-

bn The picture was previewed and lm
bt 'conceited when I say I got superlative

rtices People I barely knew came up to

e and raved. Writers interviewed me and

lagazines ran pictures of me.
_

"When the picture was released it was

jhe of the greatest disappointments of my

fe Despite my notices and all the fanfare

tad publicity I'd had, I couldn't get a job

eain People would say, 'She s a good

ctress' but someone higher up would al-

ways add 'But her pictures don t make

honey. Look at "Light" and the business

;'s doing.' . ..

"I idled for six months—until Warner

Brothers started casting 'They Drive By

flight' and someone remembered me m
Light ' Now, 'Night' has been released and,

vhile it may not be an artistic triumph, it s

i box-office smash and I have a contract.

"I hope I never again have to work in a

prestige' picture—one- that is an artistic

riumph but a box-office flop. I don t care

iiow full of hokum my pictures may be. All

I ask is that they be entertaining and that

people come to see them.

"Friends have told me I'm working now

for a tough studio. / haven't found it so. 1

. think I'm lucky to be working for any

studio. And, thank heavens, they ve been

wonderful to me. President Harding s wife
'

always used to say, 'You can catch more

flies with sugar than vinegar —and it s true

I think all actors and actresses should

realize the studio has the whip hand. It you

go into the front office and say, What are

vou trying to do, ruin me? I wont do this

parti'—you can't blame them for getting

sore. But so far I've found them perfectly

willing to at least listen to me."
_

Ida was getting all excited again, so i

hurriedly "yessed" her and changed the sub-

ject "I don't think there's any doubt now

that you're headed for the top," I told her,

"but there's one other thing I d like to

know Do you think when you have become

one of the most important stars on the

screen you would like to go back to

England?"
"

"No," she answered promptly. 1 went

back once on a three months' visit. I stayed

one month and couldn't wait to get back

here. I've absorbed too much of America—

too many of your Americanisms to live

anywhere but here. I'd like to visit three

months of the vear in England and spend

the rest of the time here. I love California.

I don't even care about going to New York.

This soft climate, the sunshine, the people.

I love it all. No," she repeated softly, glanc-

ing at a picture of Lou, "I've got what I

want—at last!"

HELP YOURSELF TO

S BEAUTY THESE £ WAYS

N

See how much this medicated

cream may do for your skin!

urses first discovered the unusual qualities of

1 m Noxzema! Now millions ofwomen use it regularly

to help keep skin clear and smooth. Give yourself a

new beauty experience—try Noxzema these 5 im-

portant ways ...

1 . AS A NIGHT CREAM. Notice how cooling and

refreshing this medicated cream feels . . .
how it

softens rough, dried-out skin.

2 POOR COMPLEXION. Noxzema aids in healing
*
externally-caused blemishes-its mildly astringent

action helps reduce enlarged pore openings.

3. AS A POWDER BASE. Noxzema keeps your

make-up fresh and lovely for hours; helps pro-

tea your skin from sun and wind.

4. AS A HAND CREAM. Noxzema helps heal the

tiny cuts and cracks in chapped hands; helps keep

your hands soft, smooth, white.

5. AS A SKIN COMFORTER. Use Noxzema for

Chafed Skin, for skin Reddened, Roughened by

wind or sun, for painful Scalds and Burns.

Try this medicated, greaseless cream today ! Get a jar

now at the special bargain price—remember, money

refunded if you're not delighted with results.
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Rings enlarged

fo show details.

Keepsake Diamond Rings

A. H. Pond Co., Inc.

214 S. Warren St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Please send the valuable book "Etiquett

of the Engagement and Wedding,

close 10 cents to cover mailing.

I en
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Street and No.
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YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to

help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only
assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but
ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty

foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.

F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

pation and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-
ness TONIGHT! 15ff, 30^ and 60«i.

Have a

V<2"POPULAR
COMPLEXION!

Save heartaches of a bad complexion. Try pleasant, vanish-

ing \KNASOL lotion. Most effective in clearing' up ugly

surface pimples and blackheads. Not an ointment. AKNA-
SOL disappears quickly and acts as a grand powder base,

working beneath your make-up to make your complexion

lovely and alluring. Effectiveness proved by recent clinical

tests. Send $1 or order C. O. D. plus postage.

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
A ISM A <? /<M! COLLOIDAL PHARMACALS, INC.AKNAbOL Dept. S-2, 565 5th Ave., N.Y.C.

%Thg POEMS
any subject for immedi-
ate consideration. Don't
delay—send vour poem
at once to—

-

RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.

WANTED

Gorgeous Birthstone Ring;
Bracelet or Pendant to match
in solid sterling silver, Your

Size and Month, your choice I

_ FOR selling 4 boxes Rosebud Salve at I

25ceach- Order 4 salve and new catalog. SendNoMoney.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 22, WOODSBORO, MARYLAND.

Marlene Dietrich reveals
the truth about herself!
DON'T MISS "Marlene tells tales out of
School." In December's Silver Screen
Marlene Dietrich talks freely without studio
censorship for the first time!

Read the truth about her husband and child
and the dramatic story behind her world-
famous legs!

Look for this and other exclusive features;

IN THE BIG DECEMBER
SILVER SCREEN

10c Now on sale 10c

imagination, designed to keep her scores

of admirers at bay.

Sagittarians, because of their dependent

natures, usually make excellent mates.

Marriage is more important to them than

any other career, and if there are children,

they seldom divorce.

Fay Bainter, born in this sign also,

symbolizes on the screen the parent genera-

tion, but she had the most romantic court-

ship of any movie actress. Her husband, a

commanding officer, turned a battleship off

its course (in war times, too,) to pursue

Miss Bainter on the high seas. At the court

martial the secretary of the navy forgave

him, saying, "Thank God, romance is not

dead in the navy." It would have been a

shame, had the stars put an end to such

a spectacular love but, fortunately, Miss

Bainter's marriage is perfect and will last

forever.

When Doug Fairbanks, Jr., a Sagittarian,

married Joan Crawford, an Aries, they

would have had a chance had either one

been less ambitious for the spotlight. The
consuming fire of Aries, in this case, com-
pletely absorbed the gentle flame of Sagit-

tarius and since Doug has in his horoscope

many planetary influences forbidding ob-

scurity, it was not until he left Miss
Crawford that he definitely established him-
self. His marriage to socialite Mary Hart-

ford more promising.

Sagittarians as a whole have been hav-

ing a tough time of it the last few years,

but now that Saturn has emerged from
affliction we can expect great things of

them again. If this is YOUR birth sign

then you, too, may expect better fortune

from your stars. You may have new busi-

ness ventures that will turn out profitably,

or your romantic life will suddenly take a

turn for the better, (if it has been in any

way unfortunate). Travel may engage your
attention, and the home life should prosper.

Now that we have analyzed your screen

favorites, what about YOUR own fortune

for this month ? To find out what the stars

promise you in the way of thrills, romance,

finances and other departments of your life,

check below and find the section dealing

with your birthdate.

Aries—March 21 to April 20

Saturn and Mars bring warnings during

this month to watch your finances. Avoid
entanglements, indebtedness and difficulties

in the home. If married, quarrels should
be avoided for some misunderstanding may
bring unhappiness. Those seeking new
romance may find revived interest in an
old 'flame.' Act with confidence and courage
at this time for Jupiter brings you ex-

pansive vibrations to fight the negative
forces at work. Those in public work may
be restless, seek other employment. Make no
change without seriously thinking it over.

Progress may be slow but sure this month.
Avoid overeating, and dangerous vehicles.

Good davs are: 2nd, 4th, 6th, 9th, 12th,

15th, 17th, 19th, 21st, 22nd, 24th, 26th and
the 30th.

Taurus—April 21 to May 20

Financial matters will occupy your at-

tention quite strongly this month. Progres-
sive business affairs will engage your at-

tention. Your executive ability should be
used for you will be in a position to go far

by following your inner instincts. If en-
gaged in work that is connected with
finances, insurance, stocks and bonds or
banking, you will be in your own element
and should prosper. The month favors all

activities that come under the scope of
Venus—women's styles, hats, gowns and
jewelry, cosmetics, interior decorating, and
antique shops. Favors going into business
for yourself this month. Romantically you
should be the master of any situation that

arises. As usual, you may be torn between
two loves—choose real love not position or

money. Marriages contracted this month
for this sign should prove fortunate, espe-

cially if they are with Virgo, Capricorn, or
Pisces. Avoid bad health disturbances on
the 4th, 18th and 27th. The diet must be
watched carefully, as you are under nerv-

ous, high strung vibrations. Good days are

:

1st, 2nd, 5th, 6th, 9th, 12th, 14th, 15th, 17th,

21st, 23rd, 25th, 26th, 29th. Other days are

neutral for routine affairs.

Gemini—May 21 to June 20

Mercury and Jupiter favor new ventures
this month. Avoid confusion and personal
involvements with those close to you. Do
not travel unless you absolutelj' have to at

this time, for you prosper more by your

When Blanche
Yurka, left, and
Fay Wray visited

Anita Louise on

the set while she

was making
"Glamour for
Sale," Red Cross

work was not
neglected. They
brought along
their knitting.
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Kay Kyser, Ginny
Simms, left, and
Helen Parrish
make up this
smiling trio. The
girls appear with

Kay in his unique

comedy drama,
''You'll Find
Out," which fea-

tures the famous
Kyser band.

present environment rather than by_ going

to distant places. Attend to finances, invest-

ments and earning money. Your sign is

under favorable aspects for romance but a

good deal depends on how you handle the

love element in your life. Avoid complica-

tions with two or more persons, be sure

of the one you love and avoid being fickle.

You should avoid engagements or other

serious manifestations of love this month,

for you may not yet know the one person

who should be the future mate. Those
married and unhappy will do well to await

more fortunate circumstances in making a

decision regarding divorce. This is a month
in which caution should be used lest you
make decisions that prove unfortunate. The

•; following professions are favored this

month
;
teaching, nursing, art and design-

ing, music, acting and dancing, or singing.

If you have a chance to make a change in

Imsiness you should put it off for a while,

the vibrations at this time are not so good
for such changes. Good days are : 2nd, 4th,

5th, 8th, 10th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 18th, 20th,

21st, 24th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th. Other

days are neutral.

Cancer—June 21 to July 22

The month opens under progressive rays

from the planet of money, Jupiter. Make
the most of any opportunities that come
your way. Invest in real estate, stocks, or

other interests. Do not let your moody
nature get the best of you. Avoid involve-

ments in love, for Venus brings some dis-

turbances in heart affairs. You may not

feel that true love has found you yet, but
give Cupid a chance a little longer, for you
are being prepared for some very startling

surprises in this department of your life.

The home should prosper ; take an interest

in redecorating, shopping, moving to an-
other location, or anything else that con-
cerns improving your present lot in life.

Deal with the public all month, and avoid
indebtedness in business matters. Good
days this month are : 1st, 3rd, 5th, 8th, 10th,

13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 19th, 21st, 22nd, 24th,

26th, 27th, 29th.

Leo—July 23 to August 22

Your ruling planet, the Sun, favors al-

most anything you undertake this month.
A business opportunity may seek you out

that will profit you financially. A good time

to go into business for yourself, or into a

profitable partnership. Favors those en-

gaged in clothing, millinery, jewelry or

other articles of clothing and adornment.

Deal with those in high office, officials of

government and public institutions. Health

should be somewhat improved at this time.

.Warnings exist around the end of the

month for the nervous system. Rest, relax,

and seek solitude at least one hour a day.

Under these constructive vibrations the

creative faculties are stimulated ; favors

writing, acting, music, art, and dancing.

Good davs this month : 2nd, 3rd, 5th, 6th,

9th, 11th" 12th, 13th, 14th, 16th, 18th, 19th,

21st, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 27th, 29th, 30th.

Virgo—August 23 to September 22

Changes are in order for you, not only

in the personal department of your life, but

also in business and finances. Your mind
will be free from worry and fear; have
more confidence in your ability, for you
can rise rapidly when you once know. your
mental powers. Do not be hasty in regard
to business relations. If working, you may
be tempted to leave suddenly, rather wait
until you have another good opportunity

for advancement in another position. Those
in the home may feel some irritability from
Mars. Avoid quarrels and dissension ; be
cautious lest friends or relatives involve

you in some disagreement. Concentrate on
building up home interests, a good time .to

buy real estate, or invest in substantial in-

come property. News may come from
friends or relatives, short trips may engage
the attention. Good davs this month are

:

1st, 2nd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 10th, 13th, 15th, 16th,

18th, 20th, 22nd, 24th, 25th, 28th.

Libra—September 23 to October 22

The romantic side of your life needs
special attention. (Is this surprising?)

Venus is your ruling star, and it is known
as the planet of love, so, naturally, your
principal concern will always be about the

outcome of a current love affair or mar-
riage. You must watch out lest you have
divided love interests, for many times one
with your personal appeal attracts two
romances at the same time. This month
brings you decisions, new opportunities in

romances, and some personal problems that
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ORIGINAL ROSE OIL
Brilliantine

America's First and Finest Rose Oil

• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

Streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush

does it—or your money back. Used for 28 years by thou-

sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed

harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-

tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.

Retain your youthful charm. GetBROWNATONE today.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poemt To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

Did "Diamond Jim' Have

Stomach or Ulcer Pains?
It is hardly likely that Diamond Jim Brady could

have eaten so voraciously if he suffered after-

eating pains. Sufferers who have to pay the pen-

alty of stomach or ulcer pains, indigestion, gas

pains, heartburn, burning sensation, bloat and

other conditions caused by excess acid should try

a 25c box of Udga Tablets. They must help or

money refunded. At drug stores everywhere.

TYPEWRITER
STANDARD OFFICE MODELS
1/3 IWFRS. OR1G. PRICE ^

Easiest Terms Arttf1

J Week
completely

as Low as
All late models completely rebuilt like
brand new. FULLY GUARANTEED.
No Money Down—10 Day Trial
Free price-smashing catalog shows ,

all makes in colors. FREE COURSE
IN TYPING INCLUDED. See catalog
before you buy. SEND NOW.
INTERNATIONAL TYPEWRITER EXCH.
Dept. 1217 231 W. Monroe St., Chicago, II

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

If you suffer from rheumatic or neuritis pain, try

this simple inexpensive home recipe. Get a pack-

age of Ru-Ex Compound, a two week's supply,

mix it with a quart of water, add the juice of 4

lemons. Often within 48 hours—sometimes over-

night—splendid results are obtained. If the pains

do not quickly leave you, return theempty package

and Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try. It is sold

under an absolute money-back guarantee. Ru-Ex
Compound is for sale by druggists everywhere.
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Producer Arthur

Hornblow, Jr.,

declares that
Veronica Lake,

Hollywood's new
blonde orchid
girl, is the
screen's most
startling recent
discovery. Miss

Lake, who has
played bit parts

in three pictures

under the name
of Constance
Keane, has an
important role in

"I Wanted
Wings," a new
film about the

training of Amer-
ica's war eagles,

with Ray Milland,

William Holden,

Wayne Morris.

may be difficult to solve. Do not act hastily,

for you are apt to be slightly suspicious,

jealous and inclined to argue. Money
should flow in more rapidly this month,

but it doesn't matter how much you make,

you will always spend money in proportion

to your income. A good month to attend to

matters concerning insurance, legacies,

wills, and banking. Relatives thrive this

month, although some disturbing news may
come from afar. Good days this month are

:

2nd, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 10th, 12th, 13th, 14th,

17th, 19th, 21st, 23rd, 25th, 27th, 28th, 30th.

Scorpio—October 23 to November 22

No matter what problems confront you,

your stars generally give you the fortitude

to see them through to success. This month
may present several such problems, for

Mars goes on the rampage again. The
romantic side of your life, always subject

to change, brings you acute discomfort. Be
careful that you do not let yourself be

swayed by temporary disturbances, for if

you hold out long enough, you can find

romantic happiness. Mix socially this

month, for it will do you good to meet
many people

;
among them may be the one

person who can change your romantic life

for the better. Try to curb your tendency
to criticism and nagging of others. If

others treat you coldly, look within your-
self for the reason. Have you ever thought
that you might be wrong? This introspec-

tion is good for you this month and may
help you correct whatever is wrong with
your personality or life. Do not move or
make changes unless you have to, for you
prosper more by staying where you are.

Watch the health all month, avoid acci-

dents on the 4th and 18th. Be careful of

disputes that might lead to legal involve-
ments. There are good vibrations from
Jupiter, planet of finances, so your pocket-
book should be filled this month. Try to

hold on to some of it. Good days : 2nd, 3rd,

5th, 7th, 10th, 12th, 15th. 17th, 20th, 22nd,

24th, 27th, 29th.

Sagittarius—November 23 to December 21

To what we have already said about

your sign, I might add that there are some
warnings and danger signs ahead this

month. On the 4th, 8th, 15th and 21st, tie

cautious lest you become financially in-

volved. Good fortune is smiling at you
now, for Jupiter brings you better vibra-

tions than you've had for several years,

but do not let yourself be overconfident.

You may be tempted to splurge, to lend

money to friends, to buy everything you
want, but remember that there is generally

a rainy day ahead of most Sagittarians,

and you are no exception. Romantically, I

can assure you of better understanding
and more compatibility with the one you
love, but remember, you are apt to be
rather dominating and aggressive. This
sometimes drives you to say or do things

that cause the loved one great mental dis-

tress. Overcome this trait and you will be
well on the road to romantic or marital
happiness. Try to be on the lookout for a
nice Aries or Leo person for marriage, for

they generally make the best mates for

Sagittarians. This is a good month for

signing of contracts, legal documents re-

lating to property, investments, etc. Also
excellent time for dealing with the public,

favors selling, secretarial work, banking,
women's wear, millinery, jewelry, and the
creative arts. Good days are: 1st, 2nd, 3rd,

6th, 7th, 9th, 11th, 12th, 14th, 16th, 18th,

20th, 22nd, 24th, 26th, 29th. Other days
are neutral.

Capricorn—December 22 to January 19

You can have a little more confidence in

the outcome of your personal affairs this

month. Happiness should be yours, if you

handle things right. Do not break off any

existing romance or marriage, for your
sign is better off this month in your pres- u

ent circumstances rather than by taking

chances in love. One or more persons may I

come into your life who may radically af-

fect your future. Ask favors in business,

seek promotion or raise in salary. Try to

get into some type of work where you
can use your splendid executive ability.

You also have ability to sell and meet the

public. Travel is not to be encouraged this

month, for your sign is better off by re-

maining in one place. You are apt to roam
too much for your own good. The 1st. 3rd,

19th and 30th are days on which you must
watch your health, avoid accidents and be
careful of arguments. The good davs are

:

2nd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 10th, 12th, 13th, 15th,

16th, 18th, 21st, 22nd, 24th 26th 29th.

Aquarius—January 20 to February 1 8

This famous sign has little to worry
about this month. You can sit back con-
fidently, for most of your struggles of the

past few years are about over. This doesn't

mean that you should make no effort to

progress, for that is always necessary, but

things should come easier. Some good busi-

ness opportunities await you this month.
Work connected with radio, newspapers,
advertising, motion pictures or stage, is

most favored for this sign. Anything that

is artistic and creative thrives under the

stimulating vibrations that your constel-

lation sends earthward this month. Avoid
romantic problems, for this sign often has >

two marriages. If you have already had
unhappiness in love or marriage it is too

late to warn you of the past, but you can
avoid a repetition of your mistakes in the

future. Venus favors a new love affair;

even an old sweetheart may come back
into your life at this time. Children come
under wonderful vibrations in the home
this month. The health should be improved,
but watch the nerves, get plenty of rest

and do not overwork. Good davs : 2nd, 4th,

7th, 10th, 12th, 13th, 16th, 18th, 19th, 20th,

22nd, 24th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th.

Pisces—February 1 9 to March 20

Your ruling planet brings you under
better vibrations for money matters this

month. This should be a relief, for it marks
|

the ending of a cycle that has caused you
great unhappiness. Take advantage of these

vibrations and promote your business inter- '

ests. If you have been considering entering

business for yourself, this is a good month
for it. Buy or sell real estate, and invest 1

money in safe ventures. The romantic side

of your life may cause confusion, unless

you use your head. Do not force yourself

into any romantic alliance without being

quite sure you are going to be happy. Love
means a great deal to you, but there are

some dangers to be avoided this month in

romance. You are generally most attractive

to the opposite sex, and it is not difficult

to meet the right person, but you must be

patient. This month may bring several

chances to meet members of the opposite

sex, but be reserved and conservative, as

these friendships may never develop into

anything serious. Pisces is one sign that is

complete within itself, so do not rush the

romantic side of your life. Travel by land

is favored this month, also matters con-

nected with the home, children and elderly

persons. Good days are : 1st. 2nd. 4th. 7th,

10th, 12th, 14th, 17th. 18th, 20th, 21st, 22nd,

23rd, 25th, 27th, 28th, 30th.

There is a totally different reading for

every sign of the Zodiac. To find out your

individual fortune consult your own solar

horoscope. Your chart covers such im-

portant matters as : love, marriage, busi-

ness, finances, travel and health.
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DURA-GLOSS
A secret message to a man's heart— that only your flawlessly

groomed fingernails, resplendent in the gem-lustred beauty of

Dura-Gloss, so gloriously betray! Yes, those beautiful hands,

those excitingly pagan fingernails tell him the thrilling story of

your fastidious daintiness! Possess— yourself— these spectac-

ular, these vivid fingernails— with Dura-Gloss, the nail polish

that's new, that's different! And be surprised, amazed, to dis-

cover that Dura-Gloss—that was created for the most beautiful

fingernails in the world— doesn't cost a dollar—just a tiny ten

cent piece in every fashion-right color, at cosmetic counters

everywhere ! Switch your affections to Dura-Gloss— this very day!

The New and Better Nail Polish by LORR

Look for the life-like fingernail

bottle cap— colored with the

actual polish! No guess-work:

you get the color you want!

10*

' FASHION BULLETIN
"

NEW COLORS
Zombie, Indian Red, Red Wme

Lorr Laboratories

Paterson, N. J.

FOUNDED BY E. T. REYNOLDS

Cut this out
(alongdottedj
line) and put
in your
change-
purse to re-

mind your-
self.
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Actual color photograph—Charles Belvin, independent buyer, inspects a leaf offine, golden tobacco.

lucres'finer
Maccos

mean /ess n/cofine.

A QUESTION: "Which cigarette

really does get the finer tobaccos?"

Well, ask most independent

experts— buyers, auctioneers and

warehousemen—and they'll tell

you: Luckies!

That's important—for Luckies'

finer tobaccos mean less nicotine.

Yes, authoritative tests reveal that,

for over two years, the nicotine con-

tent of Luckies has been 12% less

than the average of the four other

leading brands—less than any one

of them.*

You see, Luckies analyze tobacco

samples before buying—so we can

pick out leaf that is ripe and mel-

low yet mild-—low in nicotine.

Only Luckies give you such gen-

uine mildness.Try them for a week.

Remember—with men who know

tobacco best, it's Luckies 2 to 1.

NICOTINE CONTENT OF LEADING BRANDS

From January 1938 through June 1940
Lucky Strike has averaged

9.46% less nicotine than Brand A
20.55% less nicotine than Brand B

15.55% less nicotine than Brand C
4.74% less nicotine than Brand D

For this period Lucky Strike has had an average
nicotine content of 2.01 parts per hundred.

With men who know tobacco best, it's
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"I didn't grow up 'til I was thirtY-four . .

.

and there are countless women like me"

"Up in a dusty attic, beside a hope chest

crowded with lovely things and Warten's

old love lettets about me, I sat facing a

ttuth that no woman likes to admit:

"I was 34. I was lonely. I was single . . .

and rapidly getting further back 'on the

shelf.' Through my fingers I had let slip

the little pearls of happiness, the warming
jewels of love that make life worth living.

"It hadn't always been so. In college I

had been popular, and later in business,

men had found me interesting. Then, at

27, in the same year that Warren married

another girl, romance stopped for me
with appalling suddenness.

"Men would ask to call—and rarely

come back. I had a feeling that even ac-

quaintances of long standing were avoid-

ing me. I simply couldn't understand it.

I was still attractive, yet relentlessly I

seemed to be crowded back into this new,

drab existence. Out of pity, old school

chums would occasionally ask me to their

homes for dinner, to meet their husbands,

and admire their children. Perhaps, being

true friends, they should have told me
what my trouble* was. But alas, good

friends never do tell. I had to learn the bitter

truth from my doctor—as blunt and forth-

right a man as I ever knew. To this day I

can't thank him enough . . . his advice

gave me a fresh, new start.

"So at 34 I grew up . . . grew up with a

vengeance too, trying to make up for the

lonely years my stupidity had brought me.

It has been a sort of second blooming,

with gay new friends and attractive men
providing the sunshine. One of them is in

love with me ... so it begins to look as ifmy
hope chest won't be so hopeless after all."

How's Your Breath?

Don't be so foolish as to take it for

granted that your breath is always sweet,

as countless women do. In fact, you may
be offending at this very moment without

even realizing it. Remember: *halitosis

(bad breath) is one of the most common

social offenses—and seldom notifies its

victim of its presence. It's a barrier to

friendship, success, love.

Why not take the easy and wholly de-

lightful precaution which is the standby

of so many popular and fastidious people?

Simply rinse the mouth with Listerine

Antiseptic, night and morning, and before

business or social engagements at which

you wish to appear at your best.

Breath is Sweeter

Some cases of halitosis are due to sys-

temic conditions, but most cases, say some

authorities, are caused by fermenration of

tiny food particles on tooth, mouth, and

gum surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic quickly

halts such fermentation, then overcomes

the odors it causes. The breath becomes

sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

For Halitosis {Bad Breath) Use

LISTERINE



HIS EYES SAID:

"%ummyDream Come True!"
UNTIL, ALAS, SHE SMILED

!

Don't risk the charm of your own precious smile. Help keep your gums

firm, your teeth sparkling with Ipana and Massage.

IN HIS EYES she saw her hopes come true!

And her heart beat fast to read his

thoughts . . ."How lovely, how truly lovely

you are"!

Her moment of magic!—but then she

smiled... and lost! For dull teeth... a life-

less smile ... are a poor invitation to love

and romance.

YES, IT'S TRAGIC INDEED for a girl to

let her beauty be dimmed by a dull and

dingy smile! And often

so needless! If you

would make yours a

smile that invites and

never repels, heed this

expert advice: Give

your gums as well as

your teeth regular

daily care . . . and nev-

er ignore the warning

of "pink tooth brush"!

THAT TINGE OF
"PINK" may not mean

serious trouble . . . but

the minute you see it,

see your dentist! He may

/ simply tell you that

% ' your gums, denied hard
*~-— chewing by today's soft

foods, have become

weak and flabby from lack of exercise.

And, like so many dentists these days, he

may suggest, "the healthful stimulation ot

Ipana and massage."

FOR IPANA, WITH MASSAGE, is spe-

cially designed to aid the gums to health

as well as clean teeth thoroughly. So, every

time you brush your reeth, massage a little

extra Ipana onto your gums. Feel that in-

vigorating "tang"— exclusive with Ipana

and massage. It tells you that gum circula-

tion is improving— stimulating gum tis-

sues—helping gums to sounder health.

TRY IPANA TOOTH PASTE today. And
begin now the faithful, every day use of

Ipana and massage. See for yourself how

much this sound and sensible dental habit

helps make your gums stronger and

firmer, your teeth brighter and your smile

more radiantly attrac-

tive.

Get the new D. D.

Tooth Brush too—spe-

cially designed with

the twisted handle for

more thorough cleans-

ing, more effective gum
massage. A "plus" for

aiding vour smile.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SCRE ENLAND 3
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The greatest

star of the

screen

!

The grand total circulation of this col-

umn is 30,936,879. To every one of our

readers in the twenty-nine national mag-
azines, the lion roars a Merry Xmas.

As a pre-holiday treat we present you
with one of those dashing affairs with

Clark Gable doing most of the dashing.

And Hedy Lamarr is something to dash

after
- *

"Comrade X"— that's Clark— is a

mysterious correspondent who attempts

to smuggle news past the censor and
Hedy Lamarr past the immigration.

He is caught smuggling Hedy.

The film is a confection of suspense,

speed and merriment. The screen play,

written by Ben Hecht and Charles Led-
erer, has a pace that is Hechtic.

*•

Our studio spies send us a warning that

"Comrade X" is a most dangerous pic-

ture. People laugh themselves sick and
the laughter is contagious.

An epidemic of laughter isn't a bad idea.

Knee-bends to those great characteriza-

tions (in addition to Gable and Lamarr)
by Oscar Homolka, Felix Bressart and
Eve Arden.

King Vidor, whose direction is direct, has
not missed on this one. Long live King!

It's a great job, M-G-M. More "Com-
rade X"es, say we all of us.

In fact, there'll be a movement afoot
to rename the merry season.

They're thinking of calling it

—

* * * p..
Comrade Xmas. UM-
Advertisement for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures
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THE PICTURE OF THE MONTH!
Ever since M • G - M gave to the public its memorable production

"Hell Divers", this famed studio has sought a drama equally thrilling

and romantic, with a spectacular background of America's fighting

ships of the air. Here it is, surpassing highest hopes for a successor!

It is the story of the "Hell Cats" of the Navy's Armada of the

skies... excitingly filmed at Pensacola, San Diego and Pearl Harbor...

a romance of air -devils and the beauties who love them... a pic-

ture that will electrify America with its breath-taking unfolding!

with RUTH HUSSEY * WALTER PIDGEON
PAUL KELLY • SHEPPARD STRUDWICK • NAT PENDLETON

A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION
Screen Play by Wells Root and Commander Harvey Haislip

Directed by Frank Borzage • Produced by J. Walter Ruben

WALTER PIDGEON
as the Commander

and. .

.

RUTH HUSSEY
as the girl who made
the "Hell Cats"purr.'

SCREENLAND 5



No. the alluring beauty above is not Paulette Goddard—but Marga-
ret Lindsay, who is also pictured in the scene at right from "Magic
in Music," in which she is romantically paired with Allan Jones.

from Hollywood

I'LL bet Clark Gable could have walloped

(

that youngster who hung around the
"Comrade X" company on location and
shinnied up a telephone pole, gathered a
crowd below him, and did a play-by-play
broadcast of Qark's hurry-up change of
clothes in his outside dressing room. The
company was on location at Los Angeles
harbor and Clark was dressing in a ceil-

ingless enclosure. The youngster did a thor-
ough job by shouting to his hilarious
audience, "He's takin' off his left shoe

—

now he's takin' off his right—now he's put-
ting on his shirt!" He didn't miss a trick,

he even got in a lurid description of Gable's
colored shorts.

DfD you ever know a case more ironically
annoying? With all of Southern Cali-

fornia to choose from it now comes out
that the_ new home Lana Turner picked and
moved into is only a few doors down the
hill from Artie Shaw's. . . . There was an
awful to-do on the "Lady Hamilton" set
the other day. Henry Wilcoxon was sup-
posed_ to kiss Laurence Olivier for a very
touching scene. The director cajoled, com-
manded, but Henry refused.

CARY GRANT has a favorite story that
he likes to tell at the drop of a hat. It's

all about a drunk who had been hearing
and reading a lot about carrier pigeons.
When he saw a flock in Times Square he
cautiously approached on hands and knees
and confidentially asked in a whisper, "Any
message?" Cary likes to make a long and
involved story of this silly tale and he
made quite an impression acting the whole
thing out at a big party not long ago. A
few nights later while he was at dinner at
the Victor Hugo with Barbara Hutton a
huge silver salver was brought to his table.

Cary was amazed and curious. When he
lifted the cover there sat a live white
pigeon with a large pink bow about its

neck. Attached was a card that read, "Con-
fidentially, Cary, no message." All the
diners tittered and joined in the fun. If you
really want to know, Cary, who gave you
that bird, I can tell you.

TO GET it straight once and for all, it is

• Carl Brisson's son, not his brother, who
is Rosalind Russell's constant companion.
. . Did you know that all the new swim-
ming pools being built here will be partially
financed by the government, if you care for
the aid? They then hold the right to com-
mandeer them for anti-aircraft gun em-
placements in war time. Government of-
ficials insisted on certain specifications for
Virginia Bruce's pool. It happens to be in
a very advantageous spot overlooking
Santa Monica Bay.

INNOVATIONS for the desert season
' this year strictly hark back to the wild
west days. You should see Bette Davis out
among the cacti 011 the desert near La
Quinta practicing with her shootin' irons.
She can make an empty beer can, at twenty
paces, jump along the sand with every shot.
She's practicing up to take the women's
indoor target championship away from
scenarist Claude Binyon's wife. A desert
week-end these days is monopolized by
demonstrating your prowess with firearms
down at the local shooting emporiums. At
every resortr shooting galleries have sprung
up. The whole movie colony has gone slug-
happy—22 caliber. It gives actors a feeling,
somehow, of reliving the thrills of the real
rootin]-tootin' days when heroes shot from
the hip. However, I'll bet you can hear
more gun-popping up and down the streets
of our swanky resorts today than you ever
could in the old days when all the shooting
took place down at the Last Chance Saloon.

INSIDERS have been wondering just how
1 long it would be before Sonja Henie's
very determined influence would come crop-

ping out in Dan Topping. Now, at last, the

moment has arrived and they're viewing the

results with a broad smile. Topping's re-

cent agitated jumping about the country

following Sonja on tour has them whis-

pering, "I told you so !" When a gal can

get a man to do that, she's got him—going

!
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BUT, MY DEAR, HAVE YOU HEARD THE LATEST?'

« limsHjMorui
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GREENLAND HONOR PAGB
r

In this season of
fine screen per-
formances we se-

lect for our spe-
cial tribute to all-

round artistry not
Chaplin the er-

ratic genius, not
Marlene the
glamorous, not
Tyrone Power the
dashing hero —
but Thomas Mit-
chell, for here
AN ACTOR!

Mitchell is mag-
nificent as the
rollicking Irish

sailor in John
Ford's film from
ays by Eugene

O'Neill, "The
Long Voyage
Home." He is

equally honest
and persuasive
as the playwright
in Ben Hecht's
picture, "Angels
over Broadway."

Of course he can't disguise that round
and grinning face of his—you know if is

Thomas Mitchell no matter what the
makeup. But he can penetrate the heart
and mind of the man he is playing as
few other actors can, so that you are
seldom conscious of Mitchell the per-
sonality, always keenly aware of the
character he portrays. Be'ow, a scene
from "Angels over Broadway" with John
Qualen, who also gives a splendid per-
formance in both this month's Mitchell
pictures. Lower left, Robert Philipp's

painting of Thomas Mitchell in role of
Driscoll from "The Long Voyage Home."

Painting
by Robert

Philipp copy-
right 19J,o by

Walter
Watiyer



It's Here!

The thundering story that

challenges all filmdom to

match its excitement!

"Iron Rails to Kansas

Iron Nerves from there on!'

of
danger with a thousand thrills a mile!

Original Screen Play

by Robert Buckner

Music by Max Steinej

RAYMOND MASSEY
RONALD REAGAN-ALAN HALE

Wm. Lundigan • Van Heflin'Gene Reynolds

Henry O'Neill • Guinn 'Big Boy' Williams

DIRECTED BY MICHAEL CURTIZ

,e w<">derfu
V°rner Br

° rr!"0 Ih,

Do "9hlerj .

(

il new

Picture
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She's M aisle and
Dulcy to movie fans,

but to her Holly-
wood friends she's

Mrs. Roger Pryor,

whose 18th century
home shows exquis-

ite taste and charm

THE inside of Ann Sothern's
Beverly Hills home, ac-
cording to Ann, is pure 18th

century; the outside is just
"hodge-podge." It's a most su-
perior looking hodge-podge,
however, white stucco with a ir^Ji
gabled roof, set on a spacious jSsil
corner, with Italian spruces ^w^b
guarding the door and a giant *Jrs'
deodar, a ran- cedar tree, and ^
several poplars shading the lawn.
There's a curving walk of red
flagstones leading to the walnut door.
Ann wore a long-sleeved dress of black

crepe with a blue bow at the neck and a
cascade of blue ruffles down the skirt.
Blue earrings to match the ruffles showed
under her smooth long bob. She wears
clothes well, and she gets a chance to show
that she does in "Dulcy," her current pic-
ture, after months of "Maisie" roles.

"The house was an old one, as houses go

in California, when we bought it," con-
fided Ann. "The dark wood was depress-
ing. The first thing I did was to have all

the interior woodwork painted white, as all

my furnishings are Georgian."
There is flowered wall-paper in the wide

entrance hall; glass doors open from hall
to patio, so that as you enter the house,
you can see out to the sweep of green
lawn, the flowers and pergolas beyond the

Ann Sothern is very different

from the wisecracking girl you
know on the screen, as these

exclusive pictures prove. The
Georgian furnishings of her
Beverly Hills home are enliv-

ened by her humor and origin-

ality. Her glassware and favor-

ite painting are pictured here.

patio. There's an 18th century powder room
and a gracefully curving stairway; arch-
ways on either side lead to living and din-
ing rooms. Floors are carpeted in beige,
and drapes in the living room are beige, too,

most effective with the clear yellow of the
walls. On the white mantel are the eight
Chinese immortals, picked up for Ann by
Bill Haines, who helped decorate the house.
Bill used to be a movie star, remember?
"Anything Chinese blends beautifully

with 18th century furniture," commented
Ann. "You see, I have two priceless Meis-
sens—I want the whole set, but all I've

found so far are these two, representing
Winter and Fall."

Ann has all the fervor of the collector.

"The picture above the mantel is my fa-

vorite find," she gloated. "The frame is

awful—don't notice it—it's to be framed
properly soon. It's a Pittman! This is

called Quiet Evening."
There's a flowered love seat on one side

of the fireplace, a piecrust table beside it;

opposite are two chairs in dull blue with
a Georgian "library step" between. Under-
neath an Italian painting is a yellow sofa
and near the window are two chairs in

watermelon red.

"We're going to enlarge the sun-
room," said Ann, displaying a sun-filled

space with shining waxed floors and white
bear rugs, an old spinet, and 18th century
chairs, "so don't look at it. I hope to be as

proud of it as I am of my breakfast room."
The breakfast room has white and gold

walls, pink and white linoleum and drapes
to match the floor covering. Three sides of

the room are windows. The furniture is

olive green and there are pink geraniums
in the window boxes.

The dining room is a stately room with
Georgian table and chairs in fine walnut,
the blue chair seats matching the figured
blue of the drapes. Mirrored screens, one
by the butler's pantry and the other op-
posite, reflect the room and the elaborate
crystal chandeliers.

(Please turn to page 75)
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GINGER ROGERS
Ik ftVtf Gratf Romance ofthe White Collar Girl

"KITTY FOYLE"
Christopher Motley's Natural History ofa Woman

With

DENNIS MORGAN .JAMES CRAIG
Eduardo Ciannelli • Ernest Cossart • Gladys Cooper

Directed by SAM WOOD
Who Made "Goodbye, Mr. Chips"

RKO RADIO PICTURE

Produced by David Hempstead • Harry E. Edington, Executive Producer . Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo and Donald Ogden Stewart
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Delight Evans' Reviews on Pages 52-53

Angels Over Broadway-Columbia

ling on the ver&e u
•

r wn0's

tS place between dusk and dawn. Doug

Si Mft' hell give splendid performance,.

Tugboat Annie Sails Again— Warners

Those of you who recall the late Ma™
Dressler's Tugboat Anme characteriza-

tions will want to see this new one in the

series which has Marjone Ratnbeauw

the femme senior captain of a tugboat

company who triumphs over competing

tuamasters. And you wont be disap

Pointed because Miss Rambeau does a

fine job of recreating the shrewd Anme

Alan Hale, good as a rival skipper. Its

<n>od salty humor affords many laugh,.

They Knew What They Wanted—RKO-Radio

Charles Laughton gives a fine inter-

pretation (accent and all) of Tony,

middle-aged Italian grape-grower who

falls in love at first sight with Amy
(Carole Lombard), a waitress, courts

her by mail, and sends her a picture of

his handsome foreman, Joe, as a photo

of himself. Amy falls for Joe (William

Gargan). It's the best role Carole has

had in a long time. It's a warmly human

and stirring drama; adult entertainment

A Dispatch from Reuters— Warners

This film traces the dramatic career of

Baron Julius Renter (Edward G. Robin-

son), founder of the first international

news-gathering service. It tells of Ren-

ter's struggles to establish the "pigeon

post" for transmitting news, and later the

sending of news by wire. It's an interest-

ing picture and has a sweet love story

woven through it. Robinson gives an-

other one of his finely etched portrayals.

All of cast give top-notch performances.

Down Argentine Way—20th Century-Fox

This gay and tuneful filmusical is just

what the doctor ordered. Its comedy,

romance, songs and dances, presented in a

joyous spirit, are cures for the doldrums

It's about horses and horse lovers, but

the film's fine entertaining qualities make

the story of secondary importance. Don

Ameche, as the son of an Argentine

horsebreeder, is at his best; Betty Grable,

lavishly costumed, gives the best perform-

ance of her screen career. Carmen Miran-

da singing in sultry style, an added treat.

Too Many Girls—RKO-Radio

Movie version of Broadway's

smash-hit musical comedy has ail

the elements necessary to rate it as

swell entertainment. With a col-

lege-football background^ it boasts

an imposing cast—Lucille Ball,

Richard Carlson, Desi- Arnaz, Ann
Miller, Eddie Bracken, Frances

Langford. Miss Ball and Carlson,

good in romantic leads. Desi makes

a pleasing debut. It has spectacular

dance routines, tuneful songs, bright

dialogue. Well worth your time.

Third Finger, Left Hand—M-G-M

Myrna Loy and Melvyn Doug-
las, paired for the first time in this

romantic farce, make an ideal

screen team in this zany story

about a fashion magazine editor

(Myrna), who creates a ficticious

husband in order to keep her boss

and other admirers away. Compli-

cations set in when Douglas, whom
she loves, learns about the "hus-

band." It's fast-moving and has

hilarious scenes, particularly that

in which Myrna goes hard-boiled.

One Night in the Tropics—Universal

You'll have lots of fun at this

one, a breezy musical romance
which is loaded with laughs. It has

Allan Jones, Nancy Kelly, Robert

Cummings and Peggy Moran in

the cast, plus Bud Abbott and Lou
Costello, of radio and stage fame.

The story is a bit of nonsense

about "love insurance." Allan Jones

and the girls entertain with new
lilting melodies by Jerome Kern,

and Abbott and Costello furnish

some grand and rowdy clowning.
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Posed by Lew Ayres and Rita Johnson, U-G-U

Write us about movies and

stars and win a cash prize

This letter department, in which read-

ers may tell about their likes and dis-

likes, is being revived by popular

demand. So many of our readers have

written in saying they would hke to

express their opinions and see them in

print and SCREENLAND likes to give

its readers what they want so

—

Get busy and send in your letters and

we'll not only publish the best ones,

but award PRIZES, too-$IO.OO for

the letter which, in our opinion, is the

best one received; $5.00 for the sec-

ond best; and five awards of JJMjO

each for the next five in line. SCREEN-

LAND reserves the right to use gratis

the letters (or excerpts from them) sub-

mitted. All letters published become

SCREENLAND property. Contribu-

tions cannot be returned.

What's your pet movie peeve? Here's

where you can get it off your chest.

Write about the movies you are crazy

about or tell us of the ones which you

rate as- "awful." Do the same about

the stars' performances. Your letters

may contain constructive criticism or

you may just want to register a good-

natured howl for or against something

or someone. Word limit, 150.

Now HURRY and send in your letters.

Address all letters to FANS' FORUM,

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE, INC.,

45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.

LAVENDER'S LOVELY!

The lovable fragrance of Yardley English Lavender holds enchantment in

its cool, intriguing depths. Light and gay, it is a fragrance so exquisitely

fresh that it may be worn for every informal occasion.

Yardley English Lavender Soap holds the same enchanting fragrance.

It turns you out of the tub as fresh and sweet as a baby, and radiant

from head to toe. The luxury soap of the world, in hard-milled and

unbelievably long-lasting tablets, for face and bath.

You may purchase these luxurious Yardley products at any finer

drug or department store. Or at Yardley, 620 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Lovely Yardley English Lavender is priced from $1 to $8.25. 5 ardley

English Lavender Soap, 35c the single tablet. Box of three., SI.

ENGLISH LAVENDER

SCREENLAND 13



THE MUS.CM. OF SS—SS^rS SONGS.
BIG AS ITS STABS! ORB** »

Betty 6JIABIE
The"^n ArgentineWa

**
' ' •

m°*8 torchv ™„ ^
tar

4 «e^r r

..^/be» * Bed

Allen Jenkins • Esther Ralston

Nicholas Brothers • Ben Carter
Directed by Walter Lang

Associate Producer Kenneth Macgowan • Screen Play
by Robert Ellis and Helen Logan . Based on a story
by Pamela Harris . Dances staged by Seymour Felix
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Which one is Olivier?
GloweiNng Heathcliffe,

right; genial "Larry," -far

right; devoted husband of

Vivien Leigh? Or all of 'em?

Read our Open Letter here

for a possible clue to

the Great Olivier Mystery

An
Open Letter to

LAURENCE OLIVIER

DEAR LARRY:
I hope you're not in a Heathcliffe mood today?

I'd hate to have those brooding eyes and John L. Lewis

eyebrows turned in my direction, I really would. Oh,

I know I've no right to call you "Larry"—I don't

know you well enough; in fact, I hardly know you at

all, having only been frightened by you once, on the

set of "Wuthering Heights"—how well I remember.

But since then, one Sunday evening, I met what I hope

is the real Olivier—the original real, not the Joan

Crawford real—on the Charlie McCarthy radio pro-

gram; and that Olivier, bandying words with the Sub-

lime Splinter with such grace and charm, not to men-

tion dulcet voice, can be called Larry by any perfect

stranger without fear of sinister consequences, not

even a raised eyebrow.

It worries me about which Olivier you are for the

simple reason that people keep asking me, and I don't

know what to answer. Is he a sourpuss, they want

to know?—is he just Vivien Leigh's shadow?—a stooge

for Shakespeare? Is he honestly Heathcliffe or Max de

Winter at heart? Any way at all, of course, he's divine,

they make that plain; but they do want to know the

truth. Trouble is, you're so allergic to interviews no-

body can just march up and ask you. You're in hiding

from reporters for the rather noble reason that you

feel, as an English actor in Hollywood, that it is bad

taste to be over-publicized at this time. We can all

appreciate your feelings and your lovely wife's—but

we wish you'd realize our interest is friendly and in-

evitable, and that your grand performance on the

Bergen air show left us pretty confused. We know
that an actor is to be judged by his work and not by

the parts he plays; that he 'should be able to play

many roles, none of them himself, if he's a good actor.

And you are. But consider our feelings. We're waiting

for you and Vivien in "Lady Hamilton" or whatever

the Korda film will be called by the time it reaches

the screen; and now we're hearing you, meanwhile,

revealing yourself via the air waves to. be as humor-

ous and ingratiating and human a fellow as we've

ever met. Now we know you can unbend and be gay.

But then, there are those menacing memories of Heath-

cliffe and Max—can you blame us for wondering? Or
for quoting Shakespeare right back at you: "To thine

own self be true?"

m



Jack Benny was mas-
ter of ceremonies at big

party in Cocoanut Grove to
raise funds for the League of Crippled

Children. Best fun was men's hat-trimming
contest, won by Spencer Tracy, shown wearing his

own chapeau creation, above. Next was fashion show
with Rosalind Russell and other femme stars popping out of

huge hat boxes wearing "mad hats" designed by Vicki Lynn. Roz
kisses Benny, right above. Below, Herbert Marshall, director Eddie
Sutherland and Spencer Tracy struggling with their hat-trimming.

Noted screen stars cut up like

kids for sweet charity's sake

16



Len Weissman's pictures of

month's most hilarious high jinks

Closeup above shows

Herbert Marshall in the

midst of his hat-trimming. Left

above, taking bows with Sutherland

and Tracy. Below. Rosalind Russell in big hat

box being applauded by her escort, Gene Markey,

Mary Martin and her husband, Dick Halliday, among

others. Party was great success, with Vicki Lynn's "mad hats"

scoring, stars having fun—and most important, funds for a good

cause. Interesting sidelight is that Vicki Lynn, "The Mad Hatter" of

Hollywood, in private life is wife of our photographer, Len Weissman.
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Remember the Wampas Baby Stars? Well, above are four
of the prettiest: Anita Louise, Sally Blane (Loretta
Young's sister and Norman Foster's wife), Janet Gaynor
and Dolores del Rio, at a get-together at Town House.

He's only twenty, sheie s even younger—so it's nothing
to be serious about when Mickey Rooney escorts beauti-
ful Linda Darnell to the lively
Palm Room at the popular

opening
Beverly

of the new
Hills Hotel.

18
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Three noted beauties, and best chums, Merle Oberon,

Sylvia Fairbanks (widow of Douglas, Sr.) and Norma

Shearer chatting while waiting for the curtain to rise

at the opening of Jesse Lasky's play, "Quiet, Please."

Above, Ronald Colman and his wife, Benita Hume, with

Charles Boyer and his wife, Pat Paterson, show the

strain of their hard work for the British Aid and the

Red Cross Relief Fund drives conducted in Hollywood.

Here they are again! Lana Turner isn't dancing with

anybody but Tony Martin these days and they certain-

ly look happy about it. And they'll be together on

the screen, too, in M-G-M's musical, "Ziegfeld Girl.'



"I've always believed! I've never had
any reason to doubt!" Read this inspir-

ing declaration of faith from the

screen's most promising young actress

By May Mann

"I'VE always believed in God," the girl's fresh young
I voice rang with sincerity. "I've never had any reason

| to doubt Him. I have faith ! Even when I have prayed
and things have not been immediately given me—even
taken away—there has always been something so much
better for me, after disappointment."

The early morning sunshine cascaded a stream of light

through the stained glass of the Beverly Hills church
window—softening a glow on the girl's fair head, held
erect on straight young shoulders. Even before you
turned to look at her you knew she was a beautiful girl

—

there was so much of it in her voice. A voice trained with
poise and assurance. Her blue eyes, her clear skin and
slender graceful figure conveyed charm of personality.
But the voice held strength of character. Quietly she con-

cluded, "Prayer has meant much to me. Amen."—and
she sat down.

Another girl arose to give her testimony of faith,

visibly shaken, even frightened, but within her a con-
viction that also sought expression. After the service, the
two girls, because they were new in this ritual, were
introduced: "Laraine Day, meet May Mann."

So Laraine Day and I met in church. Each Sunday
morning we find ourselves together, since we have so
many mutual interests—not only the same religion, but
Hollywood being our work—and yes, even similar tastes.

To our amazement we discovered we drive the same
make of cars—coupes, light gray with chrome trimmings
and red leather and gray upholstering.
"Some people have the im- (Please turn to page 78)
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Lcraine Day and sjjoy Mann,
top, leave the Mcrmdrs Church
in Beverly Hills after fr>e Sun-
day service. At left, Laraine.

the ac i ress
:
shows May, the re-

porter, her plans for a new
play which the starlet will di-

rect for her drama group. At
far left, Laraine Day and Lew
Ayres in a scene from one
of the "Dr. Kildare" pictures.



Charlie +
Movie Mystery

While Hollywood was saying that Chaplin
"carried the torch" for Paulette, we
were getting you the real lowdown on the
private life of "The Great Dictator"
presented here in a startling scoop

Genius and Beauty: Charles
Chaplin and Paulette God-
dard. At left, Paulette is

wearing her fabulous neck-
lace of blue and yellow
sapphires, last important
piece of jewelry to come to
this country from Carrier's
in Paris. Below, a scene
from "The Great Dictator."
Facing page, Chaplin fol-

lows Goddard into theater
for a pre-view; and—the
famous figure envied by all

other women in Hollywood.

WHEN Hollywood heard that Charlie
Chaplin, following the plush premiere of
'The Great Dictator" at the Astor

Theatre in New York, had risen from his seatm the orchestra and graciously thanked the audi-
ence m behalf of himself and his wife, Hollywood
was so completely baffled that it figuratively bit
its nails. For years now Hollywood has amused itself at
dull dinner parties by speculating on "the Chaplin situa-
tion. ' Paulette's status in the Chaplin menage has pepped
up many an otherwise listless story conference at the
studio, and given quite a lift to many a boring afternoon
under the dryers at Westmore's.
Some people who claim to be "in the know" are ready

to swear on their mother's head that Paulette and Charlie
are not married. And other people who equally claim
to be "m the know" are ready to swear on their mother's
head that Paulette and Charlie are married. Paulette and
Charlie have been provokingly silent about the whole
thing.

Naturally every reporter on the movie beat would
give his next month's pay check to get Paulette to com-
mit herself one way or another. About everything- else
under the sun the Goddard girl will talk paragraphs,
rather brilliant and amusing paragraphs, too, but about
her marital status she won't give out with even a simple
yes or no. She ducks the question so smoothly, how-

ever (she s an old smoothie, that Paulette) that every
newshound, no matter how ferocious, comes away from
a Uoddard interview completely enslaved. About a yearago I too tried my hand at solving "the Chaplin situa-
tion. It was at one of those rare Hollywood parties thatgo on and on, and from ten one evening until five the
next morning I, subtly I hoped, did my utmost to break

22



Paulette=
Number One!

By Liza

down the Goddard reserve. When a sleepy host finally

suggested that his guests go home, I recall that little

Miss Paulette had dragged all kinds of trade secrets out

of me, but that I hadn't been able to drag a thing out

of her. But instead of disliking her intensely the next

day, as I fully intended doing, I have been raving about

her ever since.

But during the past few weeks in Hollywood the

''some people" who swear she isn't married, and the

"other people" who swear she is married, have arrived

very definitely at the same conclusion. And that is, that

no matter what "the Chaplin situation" was before, it

isn't any more. All Hollywood believes that Paulette and

Charlie' have separated.' There have been rifts before,

dozens of them, for Paulette can get awfully mad when

she doesn't have her way, and Charlie can be as stub-

born as all get-out when he wants to be, but this rift

is the real break. Or so Hollywood believes. Hollywood,

however, has been all wet before, and can be again. Any-

way, it is a known fact that Paulette moved her clothes

and 'her personal belongings out of the Chaplin home in

Beverly Hills before she left on her trip to Mexico, and

thence' to New York City. It is a known fact that she

and Charlie stopped in different hotels in New York

when they both attended the Broadway opening of "The

Great Dictator." It is also a known fact that after finish-

ing "Second Chorus" (a terribly strenuous picture, and

Paulette takes her pictures very seriously) Paulette felt

the need of relaxation and took (Please turn to page 79)
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FRED ALLEX hates Hollywood. He admits it with-

out any heating around a diplomatic hush. It isn't

an all-consuming, long-growing hate nursed upon re-

venue upon fears and frustrations, the kind that sends

people reaching for a stiletto or a bottle ot arsenic

Rather it's a cool, rancor-free, instinctive hate, the kind

that causes people to say: "I hate the Midway, or I

hate the Boston Post Road," or "I hate bread pudding.

Fred has been to Hollywood three times to make a

picture He hopes there'll' be no fourth. With each visit

hi^ dislike of the place has increased until today not even

the presence there of Jack Benny and his violin, to say

nothing of his barbecue pit. can alter his feeling. His

feeling toward the film capital is based upon his sense for

the fitness of things. As a fellow who strives continuously

to find order in his life and his fun, who likes to know

where he's going and what he's going to do when he

gets there, Hollywood "just doesn't make sense.

"Life revolves about a camera out there, but Holly-

wood is out of focus," is the way he puts it. "Take this

newest craze, the barbecue pit. People can't be satisfied

with a swimming pool or a racing stable. Xo, they ve

got to have a barbecue pit in their back yard. And it s

always the best and biggest barbecue pit until the next

one is built day after tomorrow."

Fred relates that he was invited to a barbecue party

in Tack Benny's back yard. He had been seeing Jack

Benny all day long at the Paramount studio, had gone

over and over and over again some lines, some business

in their new co-starring

picture, "Love Thy
Neighbor." But that

wasn't enough. He was
supposed to spend an

evening, too, with Ben-

ny—in the latter's back

yard.

"Jack told me there

would be about eighty

persons present and

that it would be formal.

I should dress for it.

I said, 'You mean I

The famous radio

star and Benny-

baiter breaks
down and tells us,

in the season's

most hilarious and

shocking inter-

view, his real

reasons for hur-

rying out of Hol-

lywood as fast as

final scenes were
finished for ,Jtove
Thy Neighbor"

Fred Allen may hate Holly-

wood, and -feud with Jack

Benny— but somehow the
boys have turned out a howl-

ingly funny film in "Love Thy

Neighbor." Mary Martin,

who's pictured with them at

right, is their intrepid heroine.

dress formal to horse around in a back yard among

smudge pots and steaks and flies and ketchup ?' He said,

'Certainly.' I didn't go. You can see how topsy-turvy

it all is, how reverse to sensibleness. People used to eat

indoors' and go out to the back yard for, well, other

things. But in Hollywood they eat out in the back yard

and*go indoors for, well, they have been known to use

the telephone, too."
t

One of his pet aversions to Hollywood is the appall-

ing lack of opportunity at night for diversified entertain-

ment." There's no place to go but a preview or a res-

taurant. "So what do you. do? You go to a preview or

to Ciro's and look at the same people you looked at the

night before. There's only one word for it—monotonous.

At least, that's the word that comes to me. Out there,

they go in for the superlatives. Enthusiasm is a com-

modity, and last night's preview is always the biggest

preview Hollywood has ever had. Hollywood is always

steamed up. It talks always in press agent terms."

He explained that he and Portland Hoft'a—Mrs. Allen

were criticized because they stayed home. They didn't

keep a car and they seldom went out to eat. They would

have gone out to plays and concerts had there been any

to go out to.

"A preview is Hollywood's nightly institution," he

said. "Hardly would I get settled down for the night

to see what' the headlines were about when Fd be

distracted by the beams of powerful searchlights criss-

crossing in the sky. Usually it (Please turn to page 82)



Hedy Lamarr her-

self admitted, right

out in court, that
she couldn't keep
Gene Markey home
nights! At right,

Hedy and Gene in

one of the happier
moments of their

brief married life.

Alice Faye —
blonde, gorgeous,
famous — couldn't

make her marriage
to Tony Martin
last, even though
she was deeply in

love. Carole Lan-

dis, facing page,
is now husbandless.

WHEN Hedy Lamarr herself admitted, right out
in court, that she couldn't keep Gene Markey
home nights, that tied it! I don't know what

your reaction was, girls, but me, I decided to enter a
nunnery.
When I heard that Lana Turner and Artie Shaw had

rifted; that Myrna Loy, the "Perfect Wife," was
rumored having marital difficulties (even though the
difficulties were firmly and consistently denied)—well,
I thought, now we've really heard everything! Now no
woman can boast a year's lease on a man. For, let's face
it, if a Hedy Lamarr can't hold her man, nor a Lana
Turner

; if the marriage of a Perfect Wife may have its

imperfections—what hope is there for the less luscious
rest of us ? Or is there ?

Before I go any further, before I draw such fire from
the Glamor Girls that they tear me limb from limb, let
me_ pause here to remark that the phrase "can't hold
their men" is, in most cases, purely rhetorical. I mean,
there are many of the girls, of course, who don't want
to hold their men

; who wouldn't raise their little fingers
with the star sapphires on them, to keep the boys indie

patio. Can you imagine Hedy taking a strangle-hold on
Gene to keep him within her arms and heart and home?
Don't be ridiculous! Can you visualize Lana Turner
hoisting Artie on his own clarinet lest he wander from
the new-made fold? Certainly not. But what does
astonish nie, what I constantly marvel at is the way the
men don't seem to care, particularly, whether they are
"held" or not. They seem able to take or leave the
Lovelies with the greatest of ease.

No man, so far as I know, has ever done a "Dying,
Egypt, dying," over any one of our stars. True, it was
said that an Austrian officer committed suicide for love
of Hedy Lamarr. A similar story was circulated about
Ilona Massey. But Hedy denied it, in her case. Maybe
Hedy is too honest. Maybe the sticky, slippery, slithery
Glamor Girls are all nice and folksy and human inside
and who wants a siren to be human, let alone honest?

So, why can't the Hollywood Glamor Girls hold their
men? Or why do the men take their dismissals so
blithely, so gaily, really, so shruggingly ? WHY? Be-
cause, whether the G. Gs. can hold their men, or not, the
fact remains that they don't. And Hedy is not the ex'cep-

Why Can't Glamor Queens
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Girls! Ask yourselves: what have YOU got that

THEY haven't got? THEY are Hollywood's fabulously

famous and beautiful women who have the world

at their feet—when they'd rather have—a Man!

By Gladys Hall

tion. Xor is Lana. Let's get right down to cases, lots of

cases, and when I recall to you how many there are who
have lost or shed their husbands and their boy friends,

you'll perceive that the question I'm posing yammers
for an answer

:

It was the Strange Case of Hedy Lamarr Losing a

Husband that raised the question in my mind, granted.

But once it was raised, the many that came to my mind
to keep Hedy company were legion and rather appalling.

Lana and Artie, as I've mentioned. The question mark
that still hovers, in Hollywood, around the marriage of

Myrna and Arthur Hornblow. They deny, emphatically,

there is any truth in the rumor of a rift. The chances are

good that there is no truth to it. But is nothing sacred?

And while I must repeat that the term "can't hold" is

an expedient one, while in many instances the girls have

not held their men because any such wish was farthest

from their hearts, the fact remains that, for one reason

or another, by one means or another, they have NOT
held their men—but let's get down to the cases

:

Carole Landis, "Ping" and (Please turn to page 74)

Hold Their MEN?



Proudly we present this

stirring fiction story of
the season's most power-
ful new film, which with
rare courage depicts
the tragedy of today's
oppression in the lives

of innocent people.
Starring Fredric
March, Margaret Sul-

lavan, Frances Dee

Starkly dramatic is "Flotsam," as it records
the struggles of the refugees to escape the
tyranny of dictatorship. These scenes show
star Fredric March, Frances Dee who plays
his wife, newcomer Glenn Ford with star Mar-
garet Sullavan, and the menace, Erich von Stro-
heim, in highlights from the powerful picture.

David Loeiv and Albert Lewin present "Flot-
sam," from story by Erich Maria Remarque
adapted for the screen by Talbot Jennings',
directed by John Cromwell, released through
United Artists. See page 65 for complete cast.
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THIS waiting was worse than the escape from the

prison camp at Dachau had been. Then there had been

things to do. Danger had been a vital, living thing, not

this slow torture of doing nothing, caged in a dark attic

room. Onlv thinking, in this quiet desperation of the

things that had been, the things that were and the things

that might have been.

Once, it would not have seemed too much

to ask for those things that might

have been. Only Marie and the

two of them together,

growing old as

t h

e

v had
been

f idionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

young in safety and love and laughter. Now only the

love was left, tearing at Joseph Steiner's heart as he

icaifed.

For four days he had waited like this hoping

against hope that his friends who had given him

shelter would be able to deliver his letter to Marie.

But she had been so closely watched they had not

dared. The Gestapo -which discovered all things knew
about that, love Marie and Joseph shared and they

felt that one day it would draw' him back to her. And
then there would be Dachau again.

Now' even the hope of seeing her zvas to be taken

mvay from him. There had been inquiries drawing

nearer and nearer to the friends -who had risked so

much for him. So there were the clothes -waiting for

him, the rough, laborer's clothes to disguise the trim

lines of his figure, and the (Please turn to page 64)





cAN you imagine what he sees in her?" is one of

earth's oldest questions.

_ Well, you never saw a girl with a nice silhou-

ette who lacked romances, and certainly / never did.

"Men like lovely lines," admitted Dorothy Lamour,

owner of the best ones in Hollywood, "but they also like

to think they're natural. 'She's perfection—she was born

that way—she doesn't do anything about it !' is the way
they want to feel about a girl. The first boy who ever

dated me taught me that. I was terribly young and I had

on my .first lipstick and rouge. I was so thrilled over

them that I kept looking in my make-up mirror to see if

they were still there. At length the boy friend said

:

'Dotty, I thought you were real!' Romance faded!

"Men hate to watch a girl repair her face, comb her

hair or draw attention to any imperfection. They want
to be proud of her. It disillusions any man to discover

that his girl has to work hard to keep slim. If you must
exercise or diet or take massage or wear a special founda-

tion to get that streamlined look, for goodness' sake don't

tell him ! Let him think you play tennis or sdftball because

you adore them, you drink fruit juice instead of milk

because you prefer it, you're too busy talking or 'lancing

to finish what's on your plate—but never, never hint that

you are less than marvelous and something should be

done about it—I mean, if it's incipient romance.

"A definite end to a budding romance came under

my eye last week. I know the two quite well. The man
is a sophisticated screen star who takes great pride in

his ability to order a perfect dinner. The girl is rather

new, under studio contract and probably awed by studio

rules. He ordered the dinner, and it was really something
with unusual dishes made from special recipes and wines

that are spoken of by number and date. The girl kept

refusing courses or merely sipping or nibbling, worrying

about her diet and how much she weighed. When the

meal began, he was prepared to think of her as the future

Mrs. Star. When it ended, he didn't care if he never

saw her again.

"You need a technique! A man may expect a girl to

eat his selected dinners and then have a fit because she

begins to bulge here and there. No matter whose fault

it is, losing that alluring outline is death to romance."
Dorothy is five feet, five inches, weighs 118 pounds,

and a complaint has. yet to be entered about her silhou-

ette. "I don't go on diets—I eat as I please. I don't go
in for sports—I'm not athletic. {Please turn to page 68

)

AND HOW

SHE KEEPS 'EM!

You girls who envy Dottie's

curves and charm and success

with men—let her tell you

her technique in this frank

interview for ladies only!

By

Ruth Tildesley

SCREENLAND 31



PART II

MY PAST—and PRESENT!'

WELL, as I said in Part 1 of

MY LIFE
, you may imagine

my embarrassment, me an-
swering Mickey's love note, my first

love note, too, with words copied
right out of a movie heroine's mouth

!

I guess that was the first time in my
life, speaking of firsts, I was ever
acutely embarrassed, so embarrassed



career are illustrated on

left: as Dorothy in "The

ving the Junior Academy
Rooney; autographing in

Chinese Theatre, with her

ooking on; and closeup with

w film, "Little Nellie Kelly."

as told to Gladys Hall

I wanted to die. And, of course, being young, I thought

I would, most any moment. But Mickey is a very under-

standing boy, as boys go. After about two days, he didn t

hold it against me any more. _

As a matter of fact. Mickey was the first boyl ever

let kiss me without slapping him down. It was a birthday

partv kiss, only a kind of a kid kiss, but still—gosh,

tiiough, when I remember how we used to talk at Law-

lor's Professional School, about how we'd be big stars

on the stage somedav and about how rich and famous

and glamorous we would be—well, that's what's so amaz-

ing that we wound up together like this! Anyway,

Mickey is my best pal. He always was, even when he

teased'me, he always will be, even if I do have to listen

to him rave about other girls.

Right about now, along comes my first big break ! Both

my sisters got married, as girls will, and although I

worked hard at school, was on the baseball, volley ball

and basketball teams, had a lot of friends now, who

didn't snoot me, still and all, I was lonely. I missed the

girls. I missed the days when we were all in the theater

together, so warm and cosy. Daddy sensed the way I

felt. So he sent Mother and me to Lake Tahoe for a

little vacation. I really do owe my break to Daddy. Be-

cause if he hadn't been thoughtful, if he hadn't sent us

on that vacation—when I think—

!

Well, so one night we were sitting around the camp-

fire and I sang for the bunch. As Fate would have it, a

talent scout was among the guests. He told Mother he

wanted to take me to" the M-G-M Studios. He said I

should be in the movies. Well, (Please turn to page 69)
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The
DICE
are

Rolling

for

Denni

Mor

Six feet two, eyes ©f blue, curly
hair—and he can sing, too! But
don't push, girls, he's married

By S. R. Mook

IN
A town where paradoxes are the rule rather than the

exception, Dennis Morgan stands out. Six feet two
inches tall, weighing 190 pounds, with curly brown

hair and blue eyes, he looks like a babe in the woods
groping his way through life. But looking like one is
about as far as it goes.

I can recall when I was little, every time we would
hear a bit of gossip about some boy who looked as
though butter wouldn't melt in his mouth but whose
breath smelled of gin rather than butter, my old ne°Tomammy would say, "Doan' go stickin' yo ' fingah in his
motif When pressed for an explanation, she would say,
Waal, he look lak a baby but he done cut his wisdom

teet.

That's Dennis. He looks like a baby-but there's ababy who s been around. He's not only been places he'sdone things-all kinds of things. He looks like a collegesophomore whose only interest in life is girls and dances.

34

Actually, he's married, has a half-grown son and another
not so grown, and instead" of girls and dances he's inter-
ested in everything, else under the sun.

He's been kicked around from pillar to post—and
laughs as he_ tells about it. The only time I have ever
heard him rail against Fate was when I mentioned "The
Great Ziegfeld." He'd been in Hollywood, under con-
tract to M-G-M, for almost two years, looking as per-
sistently optimistic and cheerful as only an unrecognized
stock player at a small salary can look, and feeling as
discouraged as only an unrecognized stock player, sure of
his ability to deliver the goods if given the opportunity
(as yet unforthcoming) can feel, when M-G-M pro-
duced that epic.

The most pretentious number in that pretentious pic-
ture was A Pretty Girl Is Like A Melody. Dennis had
been signed by them because of his singing voice, but
nothing had ever been done {Please turn to page 72)





Fred Astaire has a sprightly nev*

dancing partner, Paulette God-
dard, (right) in "Second Chorus."

Clark Gable and Hedy Lamarr
(below)make a torrid team in new
romantic comedy, "Comrade X."





For romantic appeal we recommend the forthcoming Olivier-
Leigh co-starring film — for it offers Olivier his strongest role
since "Withering Heights," and affords the lovely Mrs. O.
another opportunity to show how gorgeous she can be in
costume drama. Her beauty is seen undimmed in the
Lady Hamilton part, but Olivier grows old before your eyes
as Lord Nelson, indomitable hero of the Battle of Trafalgar.







Rosalind Russell

and Melvyn
Douglas, on fac-

ing page,makean
interesting team

in "This Thing

Called Love"

1

Pat O'Brien and

Constance Ben-

nett offer a pi-

quant conflict of

stellar personali-

ties in new film,

"EscapeTo Glory"

Pholf bi A. L. Whiter Selaier. CoUmbia Pitturtt
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Before

Your

Eye;

"What fur?" the Hollywood girls are asking—and deciding
the answer for themselves: any fur so long as it's spotted!
Mary Martin, above, and Lillian Cornell, at right, are
eye-catching in leopard. You're seeing Mary with Jack
Benny and Fred Allen—together on screen for the first

time—in "Love Thy Neighbor"; while you'll find Lillian in
the Orrin Tucker-Bonnie Baker comedy "You're the One."

Hal A. McAlpin

mgm v ft * \ > *'
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Ray Jonts

Since Virginia Bruce bravely accepted the title role in

"The Invisible Woman" with John Barrymore, she has

assembled her most dashing screen wardrobe—for in this

film she's visible only when completely—ahem!—clothed.

So you'll see her in such striking costumes as the ensemble

she wears above: combining ocelot fur shawl and pompa-

dour hat with suede frock. At left, Mary Martin in ocelot.

Eutjene Robert Richet



WATCH HEI









CATCHING UP

He's sailed the seven seas; has been a steeplejack, pearl hun-
ter, and all-round soldier of fortune. Now John Carroll has
a movie contract to keep him in Hollywood for a while.



GIRL!
It's not enough to be a

beauty, in Hollywood. You

must be lucky—and smart

—like Mary Beth Hughes

By

Charles Darnton

T HAPPENED on the night of

Friday, the thirteenth. Out of the

old Warner Brothers Studio on

Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood flut-

tered some twenty girls who had just

gone through dancing tests for an

Earl Carroll show at his eat-and-see

place. Beside a glossy limousine at

the curb stood a fittingly sleek man.

His appraising eye ran expertly over

the emerging group to fix upon a

crashing blonde. With practiced step

in her direction, he raised his hat

above patent-leather hair and said,

"Good evening." In return, the fair

object of his attention gave him nothing but a startled

glance, .then quickened her pace. She had heard about

these Hollywood men—they were up to no good. "Just

a moment, honey!" He was striding after her. She

eased into a sprint. He leapt towards her. She broke

into a run. No match for her, the discomfited stranger

muttered impatiently, swung about, and hurriedly back-

tracked to his car.

In a two-room apartment a mile away a disheartened

woman was down on her knees packing a trunk. For

six months or more her daughter had been in Holly-

wood trying her luck—there wasn't any. This Carroll try

was sure to be the same old story over again. That would

settle it. Tomorrow would see them leaving for home.

They couldn't afford to wait any longer. There was just

enough money left to take them back to St. Louis. Well,

that was Hollywood

!

Of a sudden the door burst open. Flinging up her

head, the woman on the floor saw the breathless girl who
had scarcely stopped running since legging it from Sun-

set. "A man in a car chased me all the way and . .
\"

The bell rang. The woman got up from the floor. "Don't

answer it!" warned the girl. Her mother stood silent,

irresolute. Again the bell was heard. "Please!" was the

daughter's whispered plea. For the third time the insist-

ent bell sounded. On the maternal side there was a

thoughtful moment, then the cryptic question, "What

day of the month is this?" "The thirteenth," she was

told. "I'll let him in," decided the mother, going to the

door.

That door opened upon an unexpected career tor Mary

Beth Hughes. The man who came through it was the

one who had come a cropper on distant Sunset. He was

not a "chaser" in the slang sense of the word. Once

over the threshold, he lost no time in identifying him-

self as an actors' agent. He gave studio references,

then proceeded to talk business. Both mother and

daughter listened as with a single ear. Next day Mary
Beth—let's forget the Hughes part—was taken over to

M-G-M" for an interview. The result was a place in its

stock company, really a studio school of acting. During

the nine months she was there, (Please turn to page 67)
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'THE GREAT DICTATOR"

SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

SEVEN SINNERS"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

UNIQUE!

APPEAL: You can't miss it!

PLOT: By now you all know this

is the long-awaited Chaplin

tirade against the dictators

produced, written, directed

by the great man himself

starring himself in dual role of

little Jewish barber and arch-

dictator Hynkel.

PRODUCTION: Chaplin, that s

all-same in 1940-41 as in

1924 except for sound, but you

won't miss modern improve-

ments in technique for your in-

tense interest in controversy

subject. You may not Find it

enormously funny but some-

how you'll be glad that he

made it at all, and how you

enpy arguing over that final

ACTING: The beloved little man

with baggy pants, derby hat

big shoes is back again—but

in too few scenes does he ap-

proach his remembered great-

ness. As dictator Hynkel

Chaplin has some inspired

moments. Jack Oakie is hi-

larious if obvious as the

"other" dictator. For once a

woman plays important part

in a Chaplin film-and Pau -

ette Goddard makes most ot it.

Chaplin-United Artists

'ESCAPE'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

ENTERTAINING!

APPEAL- If You're a Dietrich fan

_and eve'n if you aren't you

will be, after this.

PLOT: Amorous adventures ot

one Biiou, siren of the South

Sea Islands and sailors pet

as she roams from cafe to

cafe crooning torch songs and

causing riots-and how th

little number ever slipped pa.t

the Hays office I don t know.

PRODUCTION: It's a Paster-

nak piece with all the slick so-

phistication and glitter, com-

Led with robust humor that

you've come to expect of this

ace producer. Tay Garnett s

racy direction, Dietrich s in-

credible gowns, realistic at-

l J' make a grand,
mosphere maice u y

gay show—for adults.

ACTING: Marlene Dietrich is a

young, streamlined Mae West

here tossing off qu- ps and

ki5ses with rare abandon and

always looking beautiful even

when she's being funny—try 't

some time. John Wayne sur-

prises with a dynamic per-

formance as the lad she loves

and leaves. Broderick Craw-

ford, Albert Dekker, M.scha

Auer, Billy Gilbert—grand.

Universal

ONE-WORD GUIDE:
POWERFUL!

APPEAL: To every adult movie

PLOT: From famous novel by

Ethel Vance about the plight

of a famous actress who re-

turns to Germany and is en-

meshed in Nazi toils until her

son, aided by a charming

Countess, effects her escape

to freedom—intensely dra-

matic and exciting all the

PRODUCTION: Brilliant with

fine script by Arch Oboler

noted radio dramatist, and

Marguerite Roberts; expert

direction by Mervyn LeRoy;

good taste and quiet convic-

tion in every department— it s

what the trade calls class

but with plenty of appeal for

the "mass."

ACTING: Superb! Robert Tay-

lor gives a fine, restrained per-

formance—always trying to

submerge Taylor in his role

and doing a creditable |ob.

Nazimova as his mother has

most exacting role, which she

performs nobly. Norma Shear-

er is a poised and decorative

Countess—but she is over-

shadowed by the supporting

cast, particularly Philip Dorn.

M-G-M
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THE MARKOFZORRO"; V LONG VOYAGeJ-^^^
gffjfr

HOME" _

y i

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

EXCITING!

APPEAL: If.YO-e obov. m-

d
U
Ul

T|

n9
a

m
wi?h Tyrone Power.

PL

b
oT

k,

Sa
9
n7e

W
old "fcark of Zor-

ro" with expensive new ward-
°

obe__and, girls,^w
beC,°^

ng! He's still Robin Hood in

old California, but there s

tore romantic action than

Tasters will remember in

original Douglas Fa.rbanks,

^version of 20 years ago

PRODUCTION: Laid on with

lavish hand, but Reuben Ma-

Julian's Class-A direction

keeps things moving so tost

Shaven
1

? much time toco,

centrate on the scenery You H

enioy the sword p ay and the

typlay, both in the good old

romantic manner with not a

trace of satire, but that s as

it should be.

ACTING: Don't flunk Tyrone

Power fries to do a Fa.rbanks

for he's very much himself

here though handsomer than

Tai in hi? dashing costume.

He's more than equal to the

gymnastics required by the

plot, but the important thing

is the true romantic mood

which he sustains admirably.

Linda Darnell is exquisite.

20th Centy,ry-P ox

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

TERRIFIC!

APPEAL- To those who believe
AP

thaY motion pictures can be

^TaTrownTJte^amWJ their escapades on
•

in ships their escap

shore leave, their n

and their hangovers. Its

strong and salty, but it s the

PRoSuCtIoN: By John Ford,

meaning great and unconv

pramising Erection, with Jew

°nCeSSi
e°aT InX

£aK -dro-out death

does he seem to de-

to pathos—but even

here he saves the scene in

ime". Sea stuff ^^hng

APTING- Extraordinary,
wan

Mitchell in rare form.

John Qualen and Barry rnx

Qerald
unforgettably

good

Xn Wayne as the "baby of

* Cre

Wa
C

rd

mP A
^rt: Mildred Natwick

excellent.

Ar|/o«V-l/nit«i Artists

scene,

scend

here,

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

enchant/ng;

APPEAL: To the young in heart

no matter what your age

pLOT: Glorified Arab-
,

N.flMj

adventure complete

s?3s5?=S*

gorgeous background of on

ental splendor.

PRODUCTION: A feast for the

eve with fancifully lovely or

fantastically weird scenes ,n

Technicolor; amazing camera

tricks which will keep y

wide-eyed with wonder; deft

touch-it's a triumph tech

nically and artistically.

ACTING: Perfection with the

engaging young Sabu just

right in the title role; Conrad

V*,dt a properly sinister^grand

vizier; June Duprez a ve.y

lovely P^cess; John Justin her

Tanly lover, Rex Ingram a,oy

as djinni-each paying with

the grace and dignity ot a

Dulac drawing.

Korda-Unitcd Artists
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Have A

Merrier Christmas!

Symbols of the season for glitter and for

glamor. For where to buy, see list, Page 76

By Courtenay Marvin

Above: Wear a cascade of jewels worthy of
Salome. Gold-finished with simulated pearls
and nuggets of jade. By Nat Levy-Urie
Mandle. The necklace is $5; bracelet is $2.

Left: After "Rhythm on the River" and
"Love Thy Neighbor," Mary Martin and
Jerry wonder what more a girl could pos-
sibly ask. But pages of lovely ideas follow!

Below: Set a simple frock aglitter with the
Monte Cristo jewelry, worn by Joan Bennett,
in dull gold-finish with rhinestones. Bv Silson
& Co. Pin, $3; bracelet, $5; earrings, $2.
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Above: Trot out to admire your Christmas tree in cor-

durov scuffs by Kleinert. The mother-and-daughter

combination is 'timely, but you may buy.them sepa-

rateh. Thev come in red or royal blue with white trim

ming. Mosi stores have monogramming facilities at a

"hght additional charge. They're cunning and so cozv

and comfortable. Adult sizes, $2; juniors, S1.65.

Right: Look winsome in Miss Swank Pajamas. Won-

derful for the nonchalance of lounging time. Thev re

made of Ma Chere pebble rayon crepe. New yoke

treatment on that shirt to go in or out. Be^e with

brown; porcelain blue with royal or fuchsia, or all

pink witn blue trimming. And most pleaSi»
f
ly^prieed

at 83.95. A school girl or business girl special.

Center right: Own a bag wardrobe for the usual
I

price

of one. Leading Lady handbags are nicely done for M
each A soft, canoe shaped bag in suede fabric is

roomv for day use. For sports and casual wear, a eor-

durov envelope zips an ihree sides and for more for-

mal occasions, choose that faille with handsome clasp.

Tower ri-ht: Plav up the flair for glitter and gleam

with JeweTed gloves. Shown, are Queen Elizabeth from

the Smart Set collection, four button, m Arabian

mocha with lavish jewel embroidery, resembling brace-

let*. Just the accent with a simple gown for afternoon

or dinner. These have the fine details of the "made

in America" gloves, and are priced at about *o.aU.

Below : Dance in glass step-ins ! Actually, they're Viny-

lite, transparent, reminiscent of the Cinderella fable.

Beautiful, light, this high-riding step-in remains snug

and sure for vour rumba. Tiny perforations all over and

combined with gold or silver kid. They come in
,

a clear

Vinvlite or mav be dyed. By Ansonia, at about $o.y».



Pamper Her with Perfume

Below: Joan Leslie smiles happily over Lucien Le-
long's dramatic perfume, Impromptu, which she
would adore for herself, but is wrapping for another.
Virtually swimming in a sea of shimmering paper,
ribbon and the flora of Christmas, Joan is having a
wonderful time. Give and give this Christmas!

1. Stocking-fillers from Helena Rubinstein. The col-
umn of Apple Blossoms talcum gets a head of Apple
Blossoms soap, with garland and collar thrown in.
A perfume bell holds two of any of Madame Rubin-
stein's perfumes, while little bottles of Town and
Country, each, meet more formal or casual needs.

2. "The Jewel of Perfumes"—Suivez Moi (follow
me), by Varva. The large pearl is actually the bot-
tle, resting in a mammoth ring set with baguettes.
Lift the pearl, and its stopper is at the bottom. The
ring setting remains a base for the bottle. This is
a perfume conversation-piece, new and exciting.

3. Christmas love letter sachets by Elizabeth Arden.
A collection of pastel envelopes containing Blue Grass,
packaged in holiday spirit. For the very fastidious,
for the hard-to-please and for the girl who has every-
thing, these sweet, imaginative sachets incorporate
the elements of surprise, delight and infallible taste.

4. Twin dressing-table set of cologne atomizer and
perfume dropper bottle by DeVilbiss. These are but
typical of the many "perfume savers" perfected by
this famous name, to make that precious fragrance
last, do double duty, to protect clothing. From school-
girl to grandmother, these sets truly will be cherished.

5. Lentheric's Family Album of perfume was inspired
by that old beau-catcher, the family album. The little
perfume masterpiece is fashioned in fuchsia with
a blue bow and gold lettering. It holds Little Tweed,
Baby A Bientot and Baby Confetti, three of Len-
theric's loveliest, and will cause much happy comment.
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For All Fragrance Fans

6. "The perfume not only of the immediate moment,

but of all throbbing, complete moments,"—the cup

of life full to the brim—that's Madame Suzanne s

new Tout de Suite perfume. Brilliant, with the thrills

of the motion and emotion of life, a memorable scent.

7. "Say it with flowers" is the Cheramy way of offer-

ing muguet, carnation, violette and gardenia all

under one roof. To help indulge whims—to build

up a mood from glamor to the pensive, here arc

four flowers to aid this very worthy feminine cause.

8. Stars of April Showers will rain down on some

fortunates who like to coordinate their perfumes. This

nice, big one holds April Showers perfume, perfume

applicator, eau de toilette and face powder. For an

April lift in December, concentrate on this star.

9. This winged bird is the famous Orloff eagle, and

it holds a good quantity of cologne in a variety of

distinctive odeurs. It will make someone feel elegant

and important, of being able, practically, to bathe

in a sea of cologne. Effective for dressing table decor.

10. The "Cavalier's Gift," Les Plumes by Lucien

Lelong, is extravagantly beautiful to the senses but

very kind to the pocketbook. In crystal plumes, with

gold-finishd stoppers, are that zippy Tailspin, mys-

terious Indiscret, and Whisper—a perfume trilogy!

11. Mais Oui (but yes), by Bourjois, is thrillingly

disturbing. It's so gay, so provocative and frankly

flirtatious that it seems an intimate part of Christ-

mas. It calls for a pretty face, a glamorous gown,

and plenty of male attention, too. It usually works!

12. Inspired by Pan-America, L'Orle conceived beau-

tiful containers for scents redundant of the tropics.

The large pastel cameo bottle holds spirits of per-

fume, heavier than a cologne, lighter than a perfume.

The bud vase bottles are charming decorations when
contents are gone. They are only two of a group of

rare floral combinations, each designated by the vase

color. The spur bottle is for him—a he-man fra-

grance, done in man fashion with a smart cord finish.

1m> f



Dedicated to the

Young in Heart

1. Scottie Kit by Primrose House is aptly named.
It took a good Scotch sense to assemble so much
make-up and basic beauty in clan plaids at a
mere song. In the historic MacGregor, MacPher-
son, Cameron and Prince Charles Edward plaids.

2. For the explorer at heart, give this Earlv
American Friendship's Garden treasure box. Ex-
ploration uncovers dew-drenched blossoms in
toilet soap, toilet water, talcum and compact
sachet. The packaging is quaint and precious.

3. If gifts for the girl friends trouble you. then
settle the matter with Revlon's Knapsack. It
goes handsomely American, with our Eagle or
Liberty Bell print holding essentials for a lux-
urious manicure. Later, use the zippered case.

4. Dura-Gloss got the Christmas spirit in a very
new and trim little case in a variety of simulated
leathers and colors for any taste. It's cute ; it's
complete and a blessing to any budget. And the
contents get a good, big bouquet from us.

5. If she yearns for something from Elizabeth
Arden, then this compact and matching lipstick,
by all means. The sunburst compact brightens the
Christinas horizon with its golden rays, and its
smart companion lipstick is of sculptured lucite.

6. Radiant Rita Hayworth holds the beauty se-
cret of many a Hollywood complexion in her
hands—Max Factor's Pan-Cake Make-Up, in
holiday box. The girls swear by it; it's a
glamor thought for those Christmas parties.



1. Greetings in bath beauty! Above,

Apple Blossoms set by Helena Rubin-

stein. 1
A

, lovely Cashmere Bouquet.

2. Tres chic, this Mais Oui make-up
in transparent trinket box, berib-

boned. This jewel is from Bourjois.

3. Eastman's new Twin-Lens Brownie
Reflex, at a price to please the ama-
teurs, and with many good features.

4. Deanna Durbin in two-strand La
Tausca pearls. Other styles; brace-

lets ; with beautifully wrought clasps.

5. Dorothy Gray's "Soft Week-End
Kit" holds a wealth of beauty aids.

6. Fan with vanity, lipstick and
rouge, by DuBarry. Petite perfume
candle—a precious stocking-filler.

7. Exquisite "Remember Me" dust-

ing powder and cologne in Safari, by

Tussy, glorified aperatifs for bathers.

8. A gay Coty "Coast-to-Coast" kit

holds the wonderful new Coty prep-

arations, plus glamour make-up.

9. We nominate for the deanship

of Christmas givers, Anita Louise!

10. Above, Myosotis, bath luxury by

Elmo. 10 fl
. Yardley's beloved quin-

tette of fragrant joys for bathers.



IDA
LUPINO and I were having lunch together in the

gaily decorated commissary at 20th Century-Fox stu-
dios. She had just returned from Darryl Zanuck's

sanctum sanctorum, and her eyes were ablaze with sup-
pressed excitement. "Norvell, your stars were right!"
she exclaimed. "In addition to my Warner contract I've
just signed to do extra pictures for Fox. Remember how
last year you told me Capricorn was in affliction—if I
just held out I'd be on my way to the top?"
There was good reason for Ida Lupino's excite-

ment. Long known as one of Hollywood's most capable
actresses, Ida's stars had been under a pall of obscurity
that threatened her promising career with complete ex-
tinction. Born on January 2, in the talented Sign of
Capricorn, Ida had asked me to do her horoscope last
year when she was doing a picture at Paramount. After
looking at the brilliant chart she possessed I said, "Just
wait a little while longer

; your big chance will come in
1940 and you will become one of the screen's brightest
stars." Ida was doubtful at that time, but it was writtenm her stars that she would have to suffer a while longer
and then suddenly her stars would surround her in a
blaze of glory. Now, under the masterful genius of
Darryl Zanuck, I predict that Ida Lupino will become
one of Hollywood s truly great stars.

For all those born between December 22 and January
19. m the Sign ot Capricorn, I would like to give Miss
Lupino.s formula for success: "While I was waiting
eternally for my big chance, I didn't sit back and just
wait. I had implicit faith in astrology, but I knew that Imust help my stars along. You know that famous quota-
tion from Shakespeare: 'The fault is not in our stars, butm ourselves, that we are underlings.' Well I felt theremust be something wrong with me, that I wasn't readv
for success, so I set to work in every possible way toimprove myself. I worked on my diction, I studied danc-
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ing, singing, walking—everything possible to perfect my-
self for the day I knew would come when I could use
those things. When my planetary afflictions were the
worst I kept up my mind, my courage by reading good
books, studying social and political conditions, so that I
could portray modern characters with realism, sympathy,
and sincerity."

How typical is this spirit of all that Capricorn repre-
sents

!
The next time you discouraged Capricorns see

Miss Lupino on the screen, remember that she worked
for her success—refused to be licked by life—and, what's
most important, the same thing applies to YOU! You
can use the magic of your stars to climb the high road
to success and happiness. When things seem darkest,
never give up

!

This month we will consider the destiny of not only
those born under Capricorn's rays, (December 22 to
January 19) but also the Aquarius-born, (January 20
to February 19) so as to make way for our annual New
Year's predictions which will be featured in next month's
issue of Screenland. As you now know, the clouds of
affliction have rolled away for those born in Capricorn,
and so we find reflected in their lives nothing but the
most promising and brightest events. If you check last
January's Screenland, you will note that I predicted
marriage for Anita Louise and for Loretta Young, both
Capricorn-born. These have taken place as scheduled in
their horoscopes and they are fortunately the permanent
kind of marriages. No divorces for these two. A child is

shown in Anita Louise's chart in the latter part of 1941
or the first of 1942. As for Loretta Young, she will make
the most of a brilliant five-year cycle shown in her chart
and" do some splendid work on the screen.
Judy Garland is one of my favorite Capricorn subjects

in Hollywood. (Indeed, according to box-office figures
she is America's favorite Capricorn as well!) Judy came
into her greatest cycle of good fortune this year. I see
no warnings ahead for her in 1941, as her chart is well-
aspected. She will continue in her popularity for years to
come. I caution her not to marry for at least three years,
however, as her chart is not so favorable in the houses
ruling love and marriage. Pier career must be set above



Norvell, above, pictured with

newcomer Betty Brewer, the

most promising Capricorn

ever to reach the screen; top,

with Aquarian Wayne Morris.

even love until 1944. That is given as the year of ro-

mantic fulfillment in her chart. Yes, a happy marriage is

shown for the Garland lassie, but let's hope she can still

find time for her career after she's wed.

At this point I'd like to introduce to you another little

girl ; one I consider the most promising Capricorn ever

to reach the screen. Meet Betty Brewer ! Remember her

in "Rangers of Fortune," with Fred MacMurray? So

clearcut is this child's destiny written in the stars that

she accomplished the almost legendary feat of being

taken out of the most wretched poverty into the studio.

She will bear watching in the coming years. In fact you'll

have to watch her, as she is going to do some brilliant

work in the future.

Humphrey Bogart achieved stardom during 1940. The
stars are with him now, for being a Capricorn, Hum-
phrey has what it takes to succeed. What with a charm-

ing wife who will stick, I don't know what more he could

ask of the stars.

Kay Francis will hold the position she has regained

for several years, before she marries and retires from the

screen. Although her stars show marriage in 1941, she

will not give up her career that early. Needless to say,

Kay is a Capricorn also.

Ann Sothern is another Capricorn girl who has had

Above, Ronald Reagan listens as Norvell

forecasts his future. Top: left, Betty

Field, who Norvell says is the most

promising of the younger Aquarius-born

stars; right, Capricorn-born Ida Lupino

talks things over with astrologer Norvel'

an inspiring new lease on life in 1940. She's had talent

and beauty aplenty, but it did her little good when she

was under affliction. Now she has scored again as Dulcy;

her career will continue, and I am even confident that

she can avoid the divorce shown in her chart.

Marlene Dietrich, heaven's gift to the escorts, kept her

professional head above water and all those emeralds out

of the pawnshop during her afflicted Capricorn cycle. I

predict another marriage for her by the end of 1942, and

further success in her career.

The options of three Capricorn gentlemen have all

been taken up this year ! Cary Grant, Ray Milland and

Tom Brown. If these men (Please turn to page 76)

YOUR HOROSCOPE SENT FREE!

If you are puzzled about your life, if you feel that there

must be something in your future that you should know-

about, consult Norvell just as the screen stars do about

their romantic and professional problems. Norvell, who
forecasts for the Hollywood stars, will send you your own
birthdate reading FREE. Fill coupon below and send it to

NORVELL, Box 989. Dept. O, Hollywood. Calif., with a

self-addressed, stamped envelope.

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose self-

addressed stamped envelope.

MY NAME IS

MY ADDRESS IS

CITY

MY BIRTHDATE IS
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Wreathed in smiles, cute
little Gloria Jean and her
pet wire-haired terrier re-

flect the Hollywood holiday
spirit. "A Little Bit of Heav-
en" is Gloria's latest picture.

I INLESS all you girls want to find your-^ selves tripping about in hobble skirts
betore you can say Jack Robinson, you bet-
ter make your protests to studio designers
because they seem determined to bring back
the hobble skirts. Adrian is fitting Hedy
Lamarr out m these menaces to movementm 'Come Live with Me." Alice Faye wore
several ,n Tin Pan Alley" and became so
attached to them they are now in her per-
sonal wardrobe. I should think that would
look like the handwriting on the wall for
all you girls who wouldn't go for this style.
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THE most beautiful pair of book ends I
ever saw hold a few of Clark Gable's

favorite books on a night stand beside his
bed. They represent a pair of exquisitely
molded bronze hands. They are really the
hands of Carole Lombard. From a plaster
of Paris impression Carole "had the arrest-
ing bronzes cast so she could feel she was
always, personally, holding Clark's books
ready for him to choose.

ONE of the very funniest reasons being
snickered over here for Hedy La-

marr's divorce is the result of a facetious
statement she made just after she was mar-
ried. It's being bandied about that Hedy
gave Gene the gate because he wouldn't,
or couldn't, raise a sweeping, handlebar-
type of mustache. That was one of Hedy's
requisites for a happy marriage. It was
the only request, besides undying love, that
she quipped about to reporters on her
honeymoon. Now that statement comes
back to hit her right between the eyes.



r

WITH millions of people far and wide

still not convinced that Hedy Lamarr

L an actress, her studio, M-G-M, has just

liven her, and her fans, more cause for re-

joicing than has been their good fortune

since Hedy first managed to burn up the

screen Her bosses seem sold, at last, on

her worth. Known to few people is the

fact that her contract has just been sewed

uo without options for months to come, and

Hedy will get a chance at stories until now

denied her. And more important, Hedy will

oo along at the salary stipulated m her

original contract. She doesn't get the money

S was after, but at last the Viennese

orchid has the assurance that her studio is

ready to get back of her and push.

THE other day at the West Side Tennis

I Club a covey of idle society girls made

themselves the laughing stock of all the

onlookers who happened to be lunching on

the terrace. George Murphy was there

looking very tall and sleek, and he was, it

seems, very upsetting to the emotional

equilibrium of the group of debs Their

brazen, combined play for him finally got

to be in very bad taste. George amusingly

threw a wet blanket on the whole mobs

yearnings. He was in tennis togs and one

girl went so far as to send over a note say-

ing they all hoped he would play tennis

later sans a shirt (a la Errol Flynn) so

they could get a gander at his muscles.

That was the means of a swell comeback

for George. When he did step out on the

tennis court he stripped off his shirt to re-

veal the most fantastic conglomeration ot

tattooing ever seen. The debs were hor-

rified The fancy scroll work was all a take

for George's role in "Three Girls and a

Gob," and was easily removable with soap

and water.

\/OU can count Bob Taylor's very strik-

/ in°- appearance in his flying togs as the

reason for his brand new glamor rating

among his feminine fans. When Bob stepped

out of the Derby the other night,
_
looking

like an overly handsome composite of a

virile flving ace and a matinee idol, he was

mobbed" by a bunch of high school girls.

They hustled him off the street and into a

near-by alley and, there, those sleek-fitting

togs got a going over. The girls couldn t

keep their hands off him. Bob grimly bar-

tered his way out of the alley with auto-

graphs right and left. He was more than

disheveled by the time he fought his way

to his car. I'll bet Barbara Stanwyck puts

a stop to those quick snacks at the Derby

before night-flying lessons unless the women

let Bob alone.

\/OU probably didn't know that the only

/ reason that two of Will Rogers' pictures

will have revival showings is because of

the fact that Mrs. Will Rogers, herself,

has given her permission. At the time of

Will's death, the studio signed a solemn

order never to reissue or show his pic-

tures again. Now Mrs. Rogers has given

20th Century-Fox leave to tear up that

restraining order. There's method behind

this important news, too. It just happens

that right now Mrs. Rogers' widely read

biography of her famous husband is on

everybody's tongue. Will Rogers interest

is again at a new high. The Rogers estate

should glean a pretty penny from this well-

timed co-operation.

THE coyest confession of the month comes

I from dignified Paul Muni who shyly but

ea°erly confides that he is a rubber band

picker-upper, and because of his concern

over this idiosyncrasy his wife, Bela, has

clubbed him "Rubber Bandit". . . .
Remem-

ber John Trent, the T.W.A. pilot, who got

into the movies and became the favorite of

thousands of kids as "Tailspm Tommy ?

Right now he's quit pictures cold and is

flying bombers to Canada.

IT ALWAYS happens when pictures are

I previewed at Westwood. The undergrad-

uates from U. C. L. A. pack the theater to

the rafters and a producer never fails to

cret an audience reaction—sometimes not

too flattering, but always enthusiastic. And

that is warming to any executives heart.

Came the scene in "The Philadelphia

Story" where Jimmy Stewart asks Hep-

burn to marry him. The audience knows

she's in love with Cary Grant. A carried-

away co-ed frantically begged m a plead-

ing stage whisper for all to hear, Say no,

say no, he's so awfully thin!" Hepburn

finally does decline. The relieved fan

heaved a sigh that sent the entire audience

into howls of laughter. Jimmy's sheepish

<mn on leaving the theater was, for once,

completely in keeping with the situation.

Below, from left, Vincent Price and Virginia

Field in costume for a scene from Paul Muni s

new starring picture about fur trappers Hud-

son's Bay"; Sylvia Sidney and Eddie Albert in

a scene from "The Wagons Roll At Night,

exciting film about circus life which brings

Sylvia back to the screen; Charles Buddy

Rogers, husband of Mary Pickford also re-

turns to the screen after a long absence in

"Golden Hoofs," Jane Withers' starring picture.

A SIGHT to see is Marlene Dietrich in

pants again. At the Beverly Derby she

sat cross-legged at the bar in a sleek pair

of warm tan slacks, with the rest of her

outfit to match, and a new diamond brooch

at her throat that dazzled the eye. . . . The

pals of a very prominent producer went a

little too far and, for a gag, they planted a

flimsy pair of feminine scanties in his car.

The rumblings of a divorce that you heard

were caused just by that. . . . This is the

absolute truth ! A starlet, who has recently

been touted solely because of her beauty

and definitely not because of her brains,

when asked to give her party affiliation

when she registered to vote, glibly an-

swered, "20th Century-Fox." . . . Now
that the Charles Laughtons have decided to

settle here, they have bought one of the

most pretentious estates to be owned by a

film couple. It was formerly owned by a

mining magnate.

IN ALL probability it won't be long now
I before we're all asking, "Have you smelted

that new picture down at the Strand.''

Once again there is something brand new

under the cinema sun and Hollywood, as

always, is experimenting with a novel, slap-

happy innovation to the art of motion pic-

tures. The accompaniment of scents, elec-

trochemically produced, will be the next

addition to movie reality. The experiment

is beyond the curiosity stage and soon, on

the screen, we'll be smelling as well as see-

ing fresh-cut roses, sizzling steaks, fields

of new-mown hay, perking coffee, or the

tang of smoke from a camp fire. The pos-

sibilities are endless and the inventors pre-

dict that America will soon be nasally

aware of their movie fare. Although, lately,

some of the pictures I've seen have man-

aged to have a decided reek without the

aid of any new invention.

NOW it's Ida Lupino who is being a

good girl and doing just as her bosses

tell her, no matter how thoroughly she may

disagree. Despite the fact that Ida is envied

by every young actress in Hollywood for

being in a most advantageous spot, Ida,

herself, thinks all her recent ballyhoo as a

dramatic actress has been overdone. Her

roles haven't kept up as high a level as all

the praise warranted. But Ida played any

and all parts that were handed her and

never kicked, and all because she knew a

most coveted role was sure to come her

way if she didn't go temperamental. \\ ar-

ners promised to loan her to Fox for "How
Green Was My Valley," and that role, to

Ida was worth wading through a lot of

assignments that she hadn't her heart in.



Continued from page 29

military bearing any fool and certainly the
Gestapo zvould know belonged to an of-
ficer. And it was Captain Stciner, hero of
the World War, they were looking for.
He

_
had planned to make his way to

Austria at once but at the end he could
not go without seeing her. Every day at
almost the same hour she went to the mar-
ket place and he went there now, in his
borrowed clothes carrying a workman's
box 0/ tools, bending a little as he walked
as if his back were tired from leaning over
a carpenter's bench.

It was two years since he had seen her
but he knew her immediately even though
she zvas walking in front of him and he
could not see her face. There was the little'

hollow in the back of her neck that he had
kissed so often, there was the proud set to
her slim shoulders and that light, rhythmic
zvalk of hers. He quickened his step until
he_ zvas so close behind her she could hear
his zvhisper. "Don't look around. Go on
walking!" And then as her shoulders trem-
bled and she threw back her head, it was
as if her zvhole being were concentrated on
his voice. "I'm going to make my way to
the border. You must divorce me!"
Her fcet_ faltered and her whole body

sagged as if age had come upon her with
his zvords. "You must divorce me," he
zvhispercd urgently, "You must go tomor-
row and say that you want to divorce me
because of my political viezvs. You must
say you had not realized before what they
were."
She held herself erect, as if she had

reached down into her heart for the
courage to thrust her head up in that gal-
lant, defiant gesture.

"It's only to make you safe," he ex-
plained, his throat aching with his pride
in her. "It zvould drive me crazy if they did
anything to you. I love you, Marie, more
than anything in the world. I won't leave
until you promise. I'll give myself up if
you don't. You promise?"

First she faltered. Then there was that
alnwst_ imperceptible nod of her head and
his voice quickened in his relief. "I'm going .

to turn left now along the zvalk betzveen
the butchers' booths. You turn right and
come around to meet me. I just want to
see you—once. Then I'll go. If you hear
nothing it will mean I got across safely."

There was his heart beating then, sound-
ing louder to him than all the market
sounds, the women's voices high-pitched as
they haggled, the thud of the butchers'
cleavers on their zvooden blocks, the shrill
calls of the hazvkers. Then suddenly there
was no sound, no market. Only Marie and
her small heart-shaped face, her eyes the
color of the hcart's-casc that grew in
country mcadozvs, her delicately curved
cheekbones which his check had lain against
so often, her tender, trembling mouth. She
stood there and the wind pulled at her
clothes and pressed them against her body,
revealing every sweet, remembered line
of her slim figure. And as he looked at her
she

_
lifted her hands and pressed them

against her breast, holding herself tozvard
him in an agonised, empty embrace. Then
she turned and walked quickly azvay and
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his heart whispered the name his lips dared
not speak. Marie, Marie, Marie—over and
over again so it became a litany to wor-
ship her with.

Vienna . . . 1937. Vienna still proud and
free, offering of her laughter and plenty
and gaiety to all those free to enjoy them.
Vienna generous and hospitable to all who
had passports and the right to live.
But what of those who had no pass-

ports? What of Joseph Steiner? What of
the hundreds like him escaped from the
Reich with no papers to allow them the
right to peace and work and life ? What of
Ludwig Kern, the boy only nineteen with
the hunted dark eyes and the haggard face

;

the boy of gentle birth who had once
hoped to become a surgeon? They met in
the prison where they were serving the
fourteen days' detention imposed on all
those who had entered Austria illegally.
Afterward there would be the farce of con-
ducting them to the border, any border
they chose, and then again there would be
the same routine to go through, furtive-
ness, hiding out in cheap lodging houses,
trying to make a living peddling or by
cards until at last they would be picked up
again

_
and then there would be another

detention cell, another border, another at-
tempt to live again.
"Why are you here, anyway?" Ludwig

asked as the steel door of their cell closed
behind them. "You're one hundred per cent
Aryan."

Steiner nodded. "And you?"

<(

"Fifty per cent," the boy said bitterly.
"I was wondering why you—"

"I'm simply an ex-soldier who hates the
gang that rules Germany." Steiner ex-
plained. "Naturally they don't like me,
either." He looked up as the keeper came
back unlocking the cell gate and beckoning
him to follow. Steiner's hands clenched as
he walked after him. He had been expect-
ing this ever since he saw Brenner leaning
nonchalantly against the wall of the court
room_ when he had been sentenced that
morning. For Brenner who had served
under Steiner as lieutenant in the war was
a German street agent.

Brenner threw down his cigarette when
Steiner came in to the visitors' room.

"Well, Captain, so we meet again!" His
voice was almost cordial and a smile
lingered on his thin, brutal lips. But there
was no warmth in his small, pale eyes.
"May I congratulate you on your escape?
It was more daring than any" of your ex-
ploits at the front. I would have sworn it

couldn't be done, getting by those machine-
guns and through that high voltage wire
without help from friends outside."

Steiner stiffened. "What do you want,
Brenner?" he demanded.
"The names of those friends," Brenner

said. "We are willing to pay for the in-
formation." He whipped a card out of his
pocket and held it out temptingly.
"A passport?" Steiner asked incred-

ulously.

"Precisely," Brenner smiled. "You may
go wherever you please." His voice sharp-
ened as Steiner shook his head. "Don't be
a fool, Captain, no one will ever know
where the information came from. After

all, the necessity of the State is above the
code of the individual."
"Not mine," Steiner said.
"Then I advise you to change it. Com-

pare our situation. Yours is hopeless.
You're a living ghost, a man without a
country or a legal right to live. Mine on
the other hand is secure and comfortable,
a pleasant little niche in the sun. And all
that stands between us is this passport."

"There's a great deal more than a pass-
port between us, Brenner," Steiner said.
"Very

(

well." Brenner turned away ab-
ruptly. "For the moment we can't arrest
you here in Austria. But the situation may
change any day and when it does, you'll be
glad to give us that information and on
our own terms !"

It was the boy, Ludwig, who kept
Steiner from thinking his own agonizing
thoughts that night, the boy trying to stifle
his sobs against his pillow.

"Homesick, baby?" Steiner asked Lud-
wig. "Where's your mother?"

"She's dead," the boy said bitterlv. "She
died in exile. My father's in Prague, I
think. But how can I really know? How
can I be sure of anything? There are peo-
ple who can have their families around
them, who can work, have dinner, drink a
glass of wine and then go home to bed.
But the spark of life called Ludwig Kern
must sleep in prison or stumble through
the woods in darkness, strangeness, alone,
longing for company but afraid of every-
body. Why? Our blood has the same tem-
perature, our eyes are made alike, our
nerves react alike and yet we're separated,
it's like an abyss between us and them, a
something called a passport, a scrap of
paper."

It was no good for the boy to think like
that, to talk like that. Only madness lav
at the end of it. Steiner forced himself to
speak brusquely. "When we get out of
here I'll put you over the border to Prague.
In the meantime better begin learning to
look out for yourself. Get handy with cards,
with your fists, get tough."
That was how their friendship began,

there in the prison in Vienna. So that
when they shook hands in the Czech woods
after their dash past the customs barrier
Ludwig

_
felt he was losing his family a

second time when Steiner told him he was
going back to Vienna, the only place in the
world he might get news of Marie.
The boy stared down at the silver Steiner

left in his hand and shook his head.
"Go ahead, take it!" Steiner laughed.

"I still have enough for myself. My luck
at cards has been good lately. This is no
joke, baby, but it might be worse. I've got
a wife and you've got a father. They still

care what happens to us. As long as we've
got one person who does care, just one,
it's all right. But don't look for favors. So
long, baby."

He was gone then and Ludwig was alone
again. And the aloneness grew in him on
that hard road to Prague. He bought a

peddler's pack and a supply of cheap per-
fume and soap with the money Steiner
had given him and so again there was the
bartering from door to door, the fear of
hostile glances, the sleeping in the woods
at night Then Prague and the hope of
seeing his father again to give him new
courage even though that visit to the house
which had been his father's last address
had given him small reason for that hope.

A slatternly-looking woman had only given
him evasive answers but there was some-
thing in her manner that made Ludwig
know she was lying.

He left his address with her and went
back to his own lodging house. There at

least there were others like him to turn
to in hopeless comraderie, principally the
man Marrill, whose bitter humor and phil-

osophy were like a hand held out to him
in the darkness. And it was then in that
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shoddy place he met the girl Ruth, who
like himself was half Aryan and an exile

but whose position was not quite so pre-

carious as his since she had a permit to

give her a temporary legal standing.

Even at that first sight of her Ludwig
felt his loneliness lifting. This girl with her

sad eyes, the luminous gray of a rain-

swept sky, this girl with her hair the color

of the wild honey he used to gather in his

father's garden, this girl whose sweetly

husky voice made music of her most casual

words, this girl needed him. And because

of that need Ludwig began finding in him-

self the strength she could lean on, the

gaiety to bring the laughter back to her

hurt eyes.
* * *

Baby: I'm taking a chance by way of

General Delivery to say I've got a> job

with the Potzloch Amusements in_ the

Vienna Prater. I'm a master magician,

watchman, and dishwasher. If you ever get

back to Vienna, drop in and I'll read your

mind.
Yours for cleaner and fewer dishes,

J. Huber.
Steiner grinned as he signed his nezv

name for the first time. Johann Huber!
That would be his name now for the year

the passport remained in force, the pass-

port he had bought with the lucky money
he won at poker. The gods had smiled at

him again and so he could buy life from a

dead man, for even the dead could give life

when they had passports to leave after

them, passports that could be sold in- tur.

to the living dead. Maybe the dead were
kinder than the living, giving their names,

their right to work to derelicts like him-

self. But they couldn't give love or happi-

ness. They couldn't give forgetfulness. And
so there was always the memory of Marie
to stand between him and the peace he

could not find.

"Let me forget her, God," he prayed

Here are more scenes

from the grim drama
showing Joseph Steiner

(Fredric March) as a

prisoner of the Gesta-

po; Marie ( Frances
Dee) doing her kitchen

chores; Joseph kneeling

at Marie's bedside hold-

ing her hand; and an-

other bedside scene
with the suspicious nurse

who deliberately informs

the German secret police

about Joseph's presence.

Editor's Note: Although the title of this

picture remains "Flotsam" as we go to

press, it may be changed before it

reaches the screen. We will announce

any change of title in the next issue.
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once in liis agony'. "Marie, Marie—I've got
to forget you, tear you out of my mind and
eyes and blood. I've got to forget, forgetJ"

* * *

Ludwig had forgotten there could be
such happiness in the world. It was only a
week since he had met Ruth and yet that
handful of days had become his life. Once,
and what an extravagence that had been,
he had spent all his day's earnings to take
her to the movies. Then there were the
museums, the aquarium, the band concerts
in the park and all of them to be had for
the taking.

But now it was all going to be taken
away from him again. Ruth was going to
Vienna. "I have to go before my permit
expires," she explained. "I've been offered
a place in a chemistry laboratory with an
old professor of mine. It means a chance
to go -on studying."

"Maybe after I find my father, I'll be
able to go back to Vienna." Ludwig tried
to buoy himself up. "We might be able to
see each other there."

He had thought of Vienna ever since
Steiner's letter had come.. For just as Ruth
had come to mean all women and all love
to him so had Steiner become all men and
all friendship. Maybe soon they could all

be together. Just thinking of it lessened
some of his sadness that last evening with
Ruth. He had wanted it to be so perfect,
that farewell dinner of theirs, but now after
they had ordered he knew he would not
have enough to buy dessert. And Ruth was
like a child in her fondness for sweets.
Then he remembered his peddler's stock

of perfume. He always carried a bottle
with him and his fingers closed on it now
as he went over to the desk. "Would you
let me have two apple strudel for this?"
he asked holding it out to the proprietor.

The man glared at him. "Are you a
guest here or a peddler?" he shouted.
"There's just one prescription for you. The
police

!"

Ludwig saw Ruth's agonized eyes look-
ing at the man getting up from the table
next to her. There was no mistaking that
man. He looked so typically German -he
could have been a caricature, swaggering
toward Ludwig in that erect military walk,
the duelling scar on his cheek white against
his florid skin.

"You're a German exile, aren't you?"
he asked.

"What's that to you?" Ludwig asked
stiffly.

"I'll take the perfume and give you the
coffee and cake." The man ignored the
hatred in the boy's eyes. "I know you're
suspicious. Let me explain. I live in Berlin

and I have to go back there, but I hate
what's going on in Germany today and I'm
ashamed of what they're doing to helpless
people. I'd like to help you if you'd let me.
It would make me feel better."

,

The boy hesitated only a minute. Then
his hand went out to meet the other's.
"I'm sorry. I thought something quite dif-
ferent about you," he said.

There was that memory then to help him
after Ruth was gone, the kindness, the
warmth, the heaped-up plate of pastry and
the good hot coffee the man had sent over
to them, the champagne he sent too and the
improvised party hats they made for a
grand occasion like this, the singing, the
laughter, and underneath them all the tears
that had lain there so close all evening.
For he had needed memories like that,

of warmth like that when he found his
father again. He was waiting for him at
the lodging house that night Ludwig came
back after seeing Ruth to the train and at
first the boy did not recognize him, so old
had he become, so tired and defeated. It
didn't take long to tell what he had to
say, that the slatternly woman who had
greeted Ludwig so evasively was his wife.

"But why, father?" Ludwig faltered, re-
membering that gracious woman who had
been his mother, the woman his father had
adored.
"She—she nursed me, Ludwig," the

broken old voice pleaded. "I couldn't stand
it, living in the woods, the parks, being
frightened all the time. If I married her
they couldn't deport me and so—so

—

"

For a moment the boy couldn't speak,
then he took that quick step toward him
and his arms went around him. "I under-
stand, father," he said.

There was nothing now to hold him. in
Prague and so that night Ludwig was on
the road again. But it was weeks before he
could make his secret way to Vienna again
and Ruth was gone when he got there.
Her old professor told him she had gone
to

_

friends in Switzerland and Ludwig
waited only long enough to see Steiner and
to celebrate their reunion in a cafe on the
carnival grounds before he was on his way
to Ruth again.
He thought he had remembered her,

every changing color of her eyes, every
cadence of her voice, but when he stood
before her again he saw that she was even
lovelier than he had remembered. "Why
didn't you write to me?" he asked.

"I was afraid," she said slowly. "People
like us have no right to anything. We've
no business falling in love or getting mar-
ried or having children or anything. So I
thought I ought to get along by myself,

alone, with books and study as though
i

were in a laboratory, as remote and m
personal as science is, not caring about ar
other human being. That's what I though '

Ludwig."
"You shouldn't keep on fighting so har

against being happy," he whispered, drav
mg her into his arms.
For a little time they were gay agaii

The friends Ruth was visiting were awa
and she brought out her host's evening sui
insisting Ludwig should wear it even thoug
it wrapped around him like a tent. Ait
when she came toward him dressed in th
evening gown that belonged to her girl
hood friend he found himself trembling a
the shining wonder of her beautv. It wa
almost as if it all belonged to them, in tha
moment, the room and the warm happiness
the love holding them in that safe littK
secret world of their own. Ludwig liftet
his brandy glass. "To you, Ruth,"' he said
and then a longing for all the things tha
were gone came over him. "Do you thinl
we'll ever have anything like this?" fa
asked. "A home and the right to work ant
to stay in the same place?"

"I don't know," Ruth whispered. "I can'
even imagine it."

"Well, you wait!" he said then, and h<
was amazed at the confidence in his owr
voice.

(

It sounded as if he believed it him-]
self. "In five or ten years you'll be wearing
dresses like this every evening and I'll bt
a famous surgeon in a frock coat with
certificates of honorary citizenship in ever)
pocket." He looked at her then. "I'm going
to Paris," he said. "Remember Marrill it

Prague? He's there. He said it was quite
easy to get a permit to stay in France anc
find work."

"I'm going with you," the girl insisted)
breathlessly. "Now don't object! I've been
an embarrassment to my friends long
enough."

"All right, then." Ludwig smiled down
at her. "From now on I'll look after you."
And so the road again, but it was easier

now that Ruth was with him. Sometimes
they went hungry when no one would buy
from the pack slung over Ludwig's shoul-
der but there were the other times too, the
happy, tender times. Warm fragrant nights
sleeping under the stars, rainy nights in
barns near the road and the sweetness of
dried hay and the sound of the rain and
their own voices singing and always the
peace that came in just being together.
But it was over so soon, that peace. Lud-

wig was frightened that night he came back
to the sheep fold where he had left her
and found her shivering though the night
was warm. It was not so hard when there



were still things to do, running for the doc-

tor in the neighboring town, bundling her

few pitiful belongings together and help-

ing the doctor carry her to his car with the

urgency of her condition keeping him from

thinking of himself. But after the hospital

doors had closed behind her the aloneness

closed heavily on him again.

He had told her he would come to the

hospital every night at nine and wait below

her window. And for nights he stood there

looking up at the empty glass panes, won-

dering what was happening now in that

dimly lighted room where he who was

without a passport could not go and trying

to fight down his fears as he waited. Then
'

one evening there was her face at the wm-
I dow staring down into the darkness, her

hands making a circle against the pane as

she peered between them in that vain ef-

fort to see him. He lit a match and held

it before him and he saw her smile come

P and the way she tried to wave at him and

fj the weakness that came with the effort so

she could only stand there holding on to

the window sill. He lit more matches then,

waving them at her jubilantly and when
5

i the nurse came to take her away he struck

the rest of them and threw them up in the

air and it was as if he had thrown his

heart, afire with hope once more, up to her

as she stood there.

It was that night the Nazi troops in-

vaded Austria. And so when all the waiting

was over and they made their way to Paris

at last, Steiner was already there in Mar-

f|
rill's miserable quarters on the Left Bank,

t But there was no work in Paris after all.

For France overrun with the new exiles

ff from Austria was issuing only a few per-

il
mits and Ludwig was unable to get one.

f!
But they pulled together all of them, shar-

u ing with each other whenever a few chance

francs came their way. And Ludwig was

happy until he learned one day from Mar-

! rill that a young Frenchman wanted to

marry Ruth.

The boy urged her to do it. Through

marriage she would become a citizen of

France, she would have a home, a husband

t who adored her.

"My poor darling," Ruth only said.

"What crazy things go on in your head ! I
;

love you, you idiot !" And then she was

laughing that tender, husky little laugh of

hers and sitting on his lap, kissing him.

"Now do you believe me?" she demanded.

Steiner coming into the room felt the

if hot tears press against his eyelids. So it

\.
had been with Marie and him once, this

! ,
tenderness, this closeness. And now it could

never be there for him again for a refugee
r

friend he had met that day had given him

his long looked for news of Marie. She

was dying in a hospital in Berlin.

He left telling only Marrill that he was

going back to her, looking to that bought

Austrian passport to see him through

safely, but leaving some money that was to

go to Ludwig and Ruth if he did not come
back at a certain date. And so he was gone

before the news of Ludwig's arrest for

i illegal entrance into France struck the lit-

tle group with a new anxiety.
# * *

Marie looked so still lying there on the

bed in the hospital r00711, then she saw
Joseph kneeling beside her and her thin

hand reached out and touched his cheek.

I zvant to feel you're really here," she

, 'whispered. "I've so often thought I've seen

you, and then—

"

Joseph's arms went around her. and his

tears came with her nearness. The nurse

looked at him with sharp questioning eyes

before she zvent out closing the door behind

her but Joseph did not see her. So he was
not prepared for the shock when he went
out of the room at last and found Brenner
and tzvo storm troopers zvaiting for him.

"I presume you're planning a long stay,

this time" His old enemy swept him a

mocking bow. "We have a nezv pleasure

resort in Dachau, every conceivable, mod-

ern convenience."

This time Steiner held back his bitter-

ness when Brenner questioned him at the

Gestapo headquarters. There was no fight,

no pride left in him. Only the desire that

Marie should have peace in that little tune

left to her. He begged that the nezvs of Ins

arrest be kept from her and that he could

be with her until she died. It would not be

long, a day, two days at the most. "I won't

escape," he said desperately. "The rooms
on the seventh floor and you'll have the

door zvell guarded zvith the reliable nurse

to listen to everything that's said."

"Will you tell the navies of your friends

if I make it possible for you to visit^ your

wife for two days?" Brenner asked. "Will

you give me tzvo names today and the rest

the day after tomorrow?"
"I zvill tell you all the names the day

after tomorrow," Steiner promised.

It zvas on the second day that Marie

looked up at him as he sat beside her bed.

"Now, just when I am happy, when I could

be zvith you, I must go," she whispered.

He leaned over and kissed her and he

felt her lips grozving colder and the thin

arms holding him suddenly relaxed. "We
will go together," he promised. But she had

not heard. There was still that little half-

smile on her lips, that tenderness in her

eys when the nurse looked at her startled

and drezv the sheet over her head.

Brenner was waiting at the door but

Steiner did not speak as he walked beside

him, the tzvo storm troopers following a few

paces away. Now that it had come he felt a

strange happiness sweeping over him. He
had never known such exaltation since_ the

day long ago he had stood beside Mane at

the altar. It took less than a second, that

quick move forward, his fist catching Bren-

ner under the chin and knocking him over

the stairwell. And then himself jumping

and his body making that sickening zig-zag

before it crashed beside the other on the

stone floor those seven flights below.
* * *

Marrill looked up as Ruth came into the

room. For days she had kept up her fight

to free Ludwig and her hope had given

hope to all of them. Now there was only

defeat in her eyes. "I've talked to a law-

yer," she said wearily. "He could help Lud-

wig get a temporary permit but it will cost

money, a lot more money than we have.

Marrill looked at her and from her to the

calendar hanging on the wall. "You'll have

enough," he said slowly. "Sterner asked me
to give you this."

And so again it was the dead who gave

life to the living.
_

Ludwig stared down at the permit Ruth

brought to him in the visitor's room in the

prison. But for the moment it could not

bring him happiness, only that agonized

sense of loss. -

"He saved the money for us,' Ruth

whispered. "He said he wanted to help us

stay together."

The boy looked at her and suddenly he

no longer was ashamed of the tears he had

been fighting so desperately. "Steiner

wasn't afraid to hate evil," he said slowly.

"He wasn't afraid to love and he wasn t

afraid to die. That's all one has the right

to ask for. I'll never' run away again, even

when this permit is through. God gave us

the right to live, not a piece of paper And
from now on my passport's going to be in-

side me. Ruth," he held her face between

his hands and looked deep into her eyes,

"we'll get married now, while we have the

right. Understand? Married! We won't

have a home but we'll be together. Well

always be together."

"That's home enough, darling, she whis-

pered. She took his arm then and they

walked through the prison door into the

free, brave world outside.

Lucky 13 Girl!

Continued from page 5

1

the throbbing novitiate did two bits. In

"The Women" she politely remarked,

"Goodbye, Mrs. Haines; I wish you
weren't going." In "Dancing Co-Ed" she

was asked, "Are you going to have a

baby?" and made the thrillingly dramatic

response, "Uh-huh."

Even so, the casting director of Twen-
tieth Century-Fox had by now seen a lot

more than uh-huh in her, and in two

shakes of a lambkin's contract whisked

her from Culver City to Westwood Hills.

After small parts, his discernment was
far more than justified by her vibrant

Czech wife in "Four Sons." Then she was

put to work—and that meant plenty
_
of

rough work—as John Barrymore's leading

woman in "The Great Profile." One of

these days she is to be made the star of

"Christobal." Her swift progress, like her

tearing beauty, is enough to take your

breath away.
If, by some strange magic of the spirit

world, Jean Harlow and Thelma Todd
were to return as one, their single lovely

embodiment might well believably assume

the shining blondeness of Mary Beth. Her
vivid beauty hits you right between the

eyes, just as it hit me across the table

where we were having tea (alas, she

drinks nothing stronger!) together.

"I was born with red hair," Mary
Beth was saying, "but at five it turned

white, then at seven I was a platinum

blonde, and at eight, when I had measles,

my hair turned yellow as butter, and ever

since it has worked out from there." This

was all so kaleidoscopic that there seemed

to be a catch in it somewhere, most likely

at the turning-white point. "Oh, that?

My head was shaved on the wrong side

for a mastoid operation, then on the right

side, and afterwards the hair on both^ sides

was white. You can see the scar." She

bent her head and pulled back a creamy

ear. But I saw no scar—wouldn't have

admitted it in any case, even though the

denial left a scar upon my truthful soul.

"People think of a blonde as a heavy

—

oh yes, they do," she enlightened me, "and

that's what I want to be. I don't care

anything about playing a sweet part, be-

cause then I can't feel a scene I'm doing.

Being blue, my eyes are black on the

screen, and that helps a lot, gives them

more expression. I've always wanted to

play meanies. Guess it's because that's the

opposite of what I am, for I've never had

a temper spell in my life. But on the

screen I want people to hate me."

As a subtle gesture, I passed the sugar.

But Mary Beth deliberately mixed the

bitter with the sweet. "At the premiere of

'Star Dust,' a woman I'd never even seen

before turned to me and said, T don't like

you.' T beg your pardon,' I replied, stiffen-

ing at the nerve of her. 'No,' she went on

without turning a hair. 'You surely were

nasty to Linda' Darnell, and I don't like

you at all.'
"

It was useless to protest that at premieres

you never know who is next to you—no
double meaning intended—for Mary Beth

now was delighted to say: "On the night

of the opening of 'Four Sons' at the

Chinese Theatre my mother made a holy

show of herself. In the scene where Don
Ameche is in the barn when the soldiers

come in to shoot him and I'm about to tell

them where he is hiding, mother jumped

up and yelled, 'Keep your mouth shut,

don't tell !'
"

Evidently strong emotion ran through the

familv, and with it, possibly, luck. "Yes,"

agreed Mary . Beth. "I've told you how
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luck)r it was to have that agent follow me
home the night before we intended leaving
Hollywood for good. But I didn't tell you
that I believe all the luck was due to the
day and the date. I was born on Friday,
the thirteenth. Thirteen is my lucky num-
ber. I was signed for pictures after having
been in thirteen plays at school in Wash-
ington, D. C, and in Clifford Brooks'
stock company. I did thirteen bits in pic-
tures before getting my present contract.
The only time I ever bet on a horse race
I picked Number 13 and won $96. It just
seems that thirteen is always a winner for
me."

In view of her whirlwind screen success,
this thirteen-girl certainly qualified as Hol-
lywood's luckiest. "When I played with
John Barrymore, my luck was running true
to form," she pointed out, "for his name has
thirteen letters. Surprising as it may seem,
I sort of saw this coming. You see, my
grandmother, who went by the name of
Flora Fosdick on the stage and in grand
opera, was in a play with Ethel Barry-
more, and at that time she said to me, 'All
I want is to have you in a picture with
John.' Already I have learned more about
acting from him than I'd learned all the
rest of my time in plays and pictures. And
he's very gentle with me in this respect.
No, he doesn't put me across his knee and
spank me. That's out because it's copy-
righted in the play we're burlesquing
Among other things, Jack takes me aside
and talks to me before I do what he calls
a thinking scene. 'Just think of it and how
it makes you feel,' he tells me, 'then the
camera will catch your thought and put it
over.' Thanks to him, I've found this
method not only successful but easy."
As to the hardest thing she had done in

picture work, Mary Beth said surprisingly

:

"Smoking a cigarette. I'd never smoked
before making a test for a Mickey Rooney
picture. Not knowing how to do it, I just
puffed. The director said I was clouding
the scene and told me to inhale. I drew in
a lot of smoke, but the strange part of it
was that it never came out. So far as I
know, that smoke's still inside me some-
where."

Gravely studying this potential human
volcano, I was solicitous as to -the possible
effect of the inner smoke screen upon her
health. "Oh, it couldn't be better. All I
have to do is to keep going. I'm up at 6 -30
whether working or not. And even whenIm m a picture I have neither breakfast
nor lunch—just dinner. That's all I need
When at the Holy Cross Academy in
Washington—though I'm not a Catho'lic—
1 ate four prunes every morning. The
other girls called me Prunella. I kept on
with prunes for thirteen years. You can
see how that number came into my life at
an early age and is staying there now that1m twenty. (She doesn't look a day more
than eighteen.) Food doesn't matter so far
as my weight is concerned. It keeps about
l^U pounds, which is all right for my five-
feet-four. But if I stay in bed till eight for
three or four days I gain ten pounds. Maybe
that s because I've danced nearly all my
hie That started when I was a little child
and we moved from Alton, Illinois, where
1 was born, to St. Louis. There my danc-
ing teacher couldn't remember my name of
Elizabeth, so she called me Beth, and it's
stuck to me ever since. At three I could
dance on my toes. This was only natural
perhaps, as my grandmother, who is 76 can
still do a toe-dance in her bare feet She's
a wonder. It's lucky for me that I did learn
dancing early, for indirectly It got me into
pictures. On the night of Friday the thir-
teenth, when that agent noticed me—and
nearly scared the life out of me—I had
gone to Earl Carroll for the thirteenth
time. That fact probably explains why a
few days later, he offered me the job 'of
star dancer and mistress of ceremonies in

Newlyweds Mr. and Mrs. Mike Frankovitch
(she's Binnie Barnes, you know) are pic-
tured dancing at New York's Stork Club.
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his popular night club at a nice salary."
And by now Mary Beth was drawing

down a more than comfortably plump sal-
ary, with stardom staring her straight in
the face. But she wasn't throwing her
weight about, putting on any side. No, in-
deed. She was living in a little bungalow
in West Los Angeles with her mother and
no servants. Nor was there a swimming
pool on the premises, only a narrow-
chested garage and a car (old) in which to
make the trip to and from the studio, a
couple of miles away. Taking- her all in all—and who wouldn't?—just a nice, simple
gal.

"Going broke here has taught me to save
my money," was her sensible way of look-
ing at i]t. "Being broke, I didn't know how
to get into the movies, but thought that
you had to buy your way in. It certainly
never occurred to me that, in dashing away
from that man who~ was waiting for me,
I was actually running right into them'.
That experience has made me believe, more
than ever before, that I must keep physi-
cally active."

It developed that Mary Beth likewise
keeps mentally active. "Learning lines has
never bothered me. When I was three I
memorized The Night Before Christinas
and recited it at a church entertainment
not only

^
word for word but," and she

laughed, "comma for comma and period
for period. I put 'em all in! It's still like
that with me—I remember everything. Af-
ter reading a script three or four times
I know not only my part but all the parts.
In Fast and Furious' they had no need of
a script girl because I remembered every-
body's lines as well as the clothes they"
wore and how they had worn them in
previous 'takes.'

"

This was no beautiful but dumb girl
speaking matter-of-factly without any boast-
ing. Here, over a cup of tea, was both
beauty and brains.
Mary Beth smiled at something in her

mind. It came out with: "Now and then,
when the cameras were grinding, I whis-
pered a word or two of his part to John
Barrymore. Coming out of a scene one day
he said, 'My dear child, you will never
know what a great help vou have been to
the poor nut sometimes flatteringly referred
to as my head.' But don't think for a mo-
ment that I never lose mine. Not long ago
I went completely haywire. For half an
liour after getting the part of Anna in
tour Sons' I screamed and cried. My two
dogs felt even worse than I did poor
spaniels

! When I got through throwing a'
nt their eyes, like mine, were wet from
crying. But though I forget mvself at
times, I never forget my lucky thirteen."

Those Lovely Lines of

Lamour's-and How
She Keeps 'Em!

Continued from page 31

A daily dozen would bore me to death. If
I had to do so many twists, so many one-
two-three-kicks, so many rolls, thinking-
'This is for my hips, this is for my thighs,
and this will slim my torso,' it would slay
me!" she declared, from the other side of
a plate of Canadian bacon, scrambled ego-s
and toasted muffin.

"I do what I enjoy doing, I eat what I
please, ' she elaborated. "If anyone says
to me: 'Do this and it'll do you good'
three-fourths of the benefit is gone for me.
I don't want to do things that will do me
good!

"In a way I'm lucky, because I'm not
iond of sweet things and I don't like
breakiast. I begin every morning with a
glass of hot water and lemon juice. I like
the clean taste. If it happens to clear my
complexion (as someone's just told me)
thats okay by me! Then I have a cup of
tea and that's that. No matter whether I'm
working or on vacation, I can't eat first
thing in the morning.-"

If the working schedule is strenuous,
Dorothy may drink a glass of milk with
two egg yolks beaten up in it during the
morning,, or she may have a glass of fruit
juice—pineapple, prune, orange or grape-
fruit. But as a rule, she eats breakfast
dishes at noon, as she did today.

"I'll have fruit compote after my bacon
and eggs," she told me. "Sometimes I have
a^-en for waffles and eat them. Sometimes,
it's just a big salad. Oh, I have days when
I think I'd like something rich and sweet
and when that happens, I eat it. I believe
if you eat the food you like and enjoy it
it can't hurt you. Of course, you must be
reasonable. You can't hope to stuff vourself
three times a day and not gain weight. You
must keep a rein on your appetite."

That's where technique comes in. When
Dorothy goes dancing at night, she seldom
eats her way through a dinner. She may
swallow an hors-d'oeuvre before a dance
and manage a single course between dances
later on. But she has such vitality and
enjoys dancing so heartilv that no boy
friend remarks about her light appetite.
"Sometimes at parties a hostess presses

special dishes- on her guests. When I'm
not working and go social, I may attend a
luncheon, a tea, a couple of cocktail parties,
a dinner and a round of nightclubs in one
day. If I ate much at each affair, I might
have to worry about other lines than thosem my scripts, so I've formed the habit of
taking just a little food and making it
last a long time.

."If you tell your hostess: T can't pos-
sibly eat that. I wouldn't dare!' she is
offended, no matter how much she knows
about Hollywood and how anxiously she
eyes her own scales. The thing to do is to
exclaim with rapture about each dish and
tell her that you wouldn't miss her mar-
velous whatisit for worlds ! Then take one,
or a piece of one, taste it and make a big
fuss about it so she knows you like it. You
needn't eat four-fifths of "a devil's food
cake in order to show your friendship—

a

forkful will do."

We're a nervous people, -according to
Dorothy, and one result of nerves is that
some of us eat more than we want. "We
eat so fast when we're excited or nervous
that we find ourselves sitting before an
empty plate while the rest of the party is
eating. Then we take more food so as not
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I to seem conspicuous and that vanishes. We
don't want the extra food, but we don't

know how to stop eating."

That's the time for technique. But if you

can't get the hang of it and are beginning

to agonize over the scales and the boy-

friend's attitude toward diet, Dorothy has

a fresh hint for you. "A girl you all know
who worked on the Paramount lot while

I was making 'Moon Over Burma' had that

problem," she remembered. "She was en-

gaged to a prominent man not in pictures

who simply couldn't understand studio rules

about weight. She felt that her romance

was more important than her career, but

like a lot of girls she wanted both. I hap-

pened to be at her house when the boy

friend called for her one evening. We were

in her room and she was struggling to get

into a dress he especially liked. It simply

wouldn't come together at the waist. Do
you know what she did? She marched

; downstairs, holding the dress at the belt

with both hands and showed it to him,

looking too pathetic for words.
" 'George,' she said (his name isn't

George but it'll do), 'you must help me!
You're so strong-willed, this couldn't hap-

pen to you. So I want you to keep me from

eating too much. From now on, when we're

out, you're the boss. It's up to you to make
me over. I've simply got to be beautiful

; for you!' It worked like a charm. From
that time on George has taken great pride

I in ordering nicely balanced meals, not let-

ting her eat desserts and so on. I suppose

you'd call that 'psychology,' " laughed

Dorothy.
If you think the lovely Lamour has never

varied a pound or even an ounce

—

surprise!

Overweight piled up on those luscious con-

tours just once—sixteen hearty pounds of

it. "It was after my appendicitis operation,"

she recalled. "They kept me quiet and made
I me eat for so long that the scales scared

me. My mother said I looked marvelous,

but I felt like Man Mountain Dean. While
'•

I was gazing appalled into my mirror, I

must have swallowed too hard and taken

in a germ, for next thing I knew my throat

hurt. I had my tonsils out, but a 'strep' bug

bit me and pretty soon they were giving

me intravenous feedings and building an

oxvgen tent around me. When I came to,

I'd lost fourteen pounds over the original

sixteen. I was so thin and ill that I had

to go to Honolulu to recover."

Nobody, naturally, can recommend that

Lamour method of overcoming poundage.

Script writers usually see to it that the

young star gets plenty of exercise in pic-

tures. They have her racing through

jungles, running over beaches, leaping up

hills or climbing trees. "In 'Moon Over
Burma,'" she recalled, "I was chased by a

cobra. First it ran me into a corner of a

room and I had to climb a trellis to get

away. When I was about as high as this

ceiling, I felt myself losing my balance. I

knew I couldn't fall on my back—a gorilla

fell on me last year and nearly broke it,

so I seized the side of the trellis and almost

jerked my arm from my shoulder, buf

managed to fall so as to land on my feet.

In another scene, they threw me up on a

howdah on an elephant's back, and in an-

other dunked me in an urn. I can't avoid

that sort of exercise, but it's not the dull

kind."

One of Dorothy's current admirers in-

sists that Dorothy's chief trouble is nerv-

ousness. She admits it. "I used to dash

through my days like a comet chasing its

tail," she smiled. "I'd plan to do more
things than I could manage and while I

was planning I'd forget that it takes time

to get from one place to another, and my
list would run

:

"Hair-do—9 A.M.
Fitting—10 A.M.
Business date—11 A.M.

Brown Derby luncheon— 12 :30 P.M.

Lesson—1:30 P.M.
and so on with conferences, cocktail parties,

dinner. I was always late, always nervous,

overtired and tied in a knot inside. The
first appointment might be all right, but

I wouldn't be on time for the second be-

cause I hadn't left room to get there, and

I'd be trying to catch up all day, maybe
skipping lunch altogether and having a

doughnut in my car or a hot dog or a

coke. Then I'd stay up late and find I

couldn't sleep for thinking of things I

hadn't done.

"My friend talked to me quite seriously

one day and told me I couldn't last in

Hollywood unless I learned to relax. He
was right. For me, sunbathing is the great

relaxing agent. I can stand as much as

four hours of it without harm. Some people

can take only a little, so check with your

doctor on this. At night, if I need relaxing,

I drink hot milk and take a hot bath, hot

as I can stand. Some people find a long

walk at night induces sleep, but not me.

It wakes me up. The night is so beautiful

and I'm so stimulated by it that I can't let

down afterward.

"I love to walk. Perhaps the only rule

for figures that I ever follow is never to sit

down after a meal. Somewhere in my
childhood I heard that women who sit

around after eating get fat, and it must

have made a deep impression on me be-

cause I have the habit still of leaping up

and doing something when I finish a meal.

That's easy when I'm working, and it's

easy to get up and dance in a night club.

When I'm home, I usually take my Scottie

for a run and we go from eight to twelve

blocks, or I get his ball and throw it for

him and we play together. Sometimes my
mother and I play croquet. We have a set

on our lawn and we're rather keen on it.

No one can call it a strenuous game, but

it keeps us from sitting down. Now and

then I plav a game of darts, which is also

set up at home, but I don't play these games

for exercise, I play for fun."

Dorothy recommends learning dances to

records. She keeps dance records at home
and in her studio dressing room and when
she has a spare moment, she practices steps.

"I learned the hula in Hawaii, and I try

to do it correctly and not just wriggle. I

learned the rumba, too, and jitterbug

dances, mostly for professional equipment,

but dancing gives me pleasure and tones

me up."
Sleep is a good weight barometer. If

you're losing weight, sleep longer hours.

If you're gaining, be an early riser. Doro-

thy sleeps from six to nine hours a night,

according to how strenuous is her day.

"If I'm tired or upset. I don't eat," con-

fided the star, "I wait till I've calmed down.

I know violent emotion turns food into

poison."

But Dorothy's most important tip, she

thinks, is to do all your figure sculpturing

in secret and never, never let the big

romance know you aren't perfection!

Judy Garland's

Cay Life Story

Continued from page 33

it was just like his words were dynamite.

They blasted Mother and me right out of

that" hotel and onto the train and home.

I kept saving, "Oh, he'll forget it—oh, he

didn't mean it—oh, they won't want to see

me!" but between us, in my bones I felt

this is IT ! It was what you call a premoni-

tion. I believe in premonitions.

And why not? For the call came. My
first studio call! It just so happened that

Mother wasn't home, so Daddy took me to

the studio. It was the first time he'd ever

done anything in a business way with us

girls. He'd always left bookings and in-

terviews and such to Mother. I'm glad,

now, that he did go with me. I like to feel

he brought me luck.

Well, we got to the studio and went into

the casting office and there they stopped

me, dead in my tracks ! They said "No
Babies Today!" I told them I was Judy
Garland (they looked blank). I told them
I had been sent for (they let me in).

I sang for half a dozen people. And
finally I was sent to Mr. Mayer's office.

I sang everything I knew for him, every

song I'd ever heard in my life. Like al-

ways, you couldn't stop me ! When I had
exhausted my repertoire, and myself, and
Mr. Mayer, he asked me if I could sing

Eli, Eli. I said yes, and proceeded to wail

my head off. When I got all through, Mr.
Mayer didn't say one word, good or bad.

He didn't smile or he didn't frown or

anything. He just said, "Thank you very

much," and I walked out. And I thought,

another false alarm

!

When I got home and told Mom where
I had been, she gave one; loud, piercing

scream, and said, "You didn't go to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer looking like THAT?" I

said I did and I think she would have

fainted, had she been the fainting kind. But

'three days later, the phone rang. I was told

to come to Metro and sign my contract. I

was just thirteen then. And it was the

biggest day in our lives. I remember how,

that evening, Mom and Daddy and I just

stayed at home. We didn't even have one

of our usual celebrations. We didn't need

ice-cream and store cake to make that eve-

ning a party ! We were too happy to cele-

brate. I'm glad we were like that, that

night, just the three of us, alone. For it

wasn't to be the three of us, much longer.

Of course I went around in a daze,

thinking, What will my first day be like?

Will I play love scenes with Clark Gable?

Who will I meet? Will everyone realize

I'm a movie star? Where will I go first?

Guess where I did go first, for Pete's

sake? Right to school! Much to my rage

and disgust and amazement (I've always

just detested school) that's where I went!

It helped a lot to have Mickey there. "Hi,

you again !" that's the way we greeted each

other. And Deanna Durbin was there. Gene

Reynolds, Terry Kilburn, quite a few of

the" kids. But especially, of course, it was

fun to be with Mickey again. I remember

how, that first day, he took me on a tour

of the studio lot.

On our tour we saw Myrna Loy, Joan

Crawford, Bob Young—and Clark Gable!

Mickey practically had to support my tot-

tering" footsteps after I saw Mr. Gable. I

remember him saving, "Gosh, dames are

awful silly!" just because I acted up over

Mr. Gable, as who wouldn't?

But to jump ahead a little (I told you

I wouldn't be able to write a proper auto-

biography) my first real beau was Jackie

Cooper. My first real crush. The first time

I ever counted daisy petals and read poetry

and sang sad songs with a "meaninglul"

look in my eyes was over Jackie Cooper.

I had to maneuver ways to get tcf see him.

And I did. Just the way I maneuvered with

Galen Rice, when I was very young. Like

I found out that Jackie was going to a

party at Edith Fellowes' house. Now, I

hadn't seen or talked with Edith for ages.

But I soon fixed that! I called her on the

phone and was just too chummy for words.

And I talked and I talked. Every time it

looked as though we'd just have to hang

up, I'd think of something else I just had

to tell her. I talked until I am sure she

invited me to her party just to shut me up.

Well, Jackie took me home from the
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party ! It took me all evening to work
that, lots of songs and sad eyes and such
acting as I have never done on the screen!
And boy, when he took me out to his car
and I saw it was a chauffeur-driven car,

did I ever feel like Lady Vere de Vere

!

Whoops, I thought, this is the life, a boy
with a car and a chauffeur. We got home
and, Jackie being a perfect gentleman, he
escorted me in. What was my horror to
walk into the living room and find my
Mother and Dad down on the floor, count-
ing the nickels and dimes which were
Dad's box-office "take" for the evening!
Jackie said, in a whisper, "What do your
folks do, run a slot-machine?" I was SO
mortified !

My first grief came soon after I'd signed
my movie contract. It was my Dad's leav-
ing us. Something I never thought could
happen, something I know never would
have happened, for any lesser reason than
Death. He had meningitis. He went away
in three days. One of the things that hurts
now is knowing that if it had happened to
him a little later, he might have been
saved. Because now sulfanilamide is a cure
for meningitis. But then, there was nothing
they could do for him, they didn't know
what to do. I had thought I was heart-
broken many times before that. Now I
knew what heartbreak really feels like. It
makes you grow up, a thing like that, a
loss that's deep and forever.

I did my first broadcast the night Daddy
went to the hospital. We didn't know, of
course, that he was anything like as ill as
he was. It was on KHJ, Big Brother Ken's
Program, and I recited "Boots" and sang
Zing go the Strings of my Heart. I didn't
have any mike fright at all. I never have
any fright, mike or camera or stage. Any-
thing that's entertaining, anything that's
theater makes me feel right at home.'
Well, my first screen appearance, as I

am afraid some people will recall, was a
short called "Every Sunday Afternoon,"
which Deanna and I made together. Deanna
sang opera. I sang swing. We would both
like to forget that sorry little shortie—
but as I am putting down all the first
things in my life, I can't skip that, much as
I should like to. Then I made my first,

full-length picture, "Pigskin Parade." I

should also like to have amnesia when I

recall that! I was loaned to 20th Century-
Fox for that picture and it was in that I
saw myself, for the first time, on the screen.
I can't TELL you ! I was so disappointed
I nearly blubbered out loud. I'd imagined
the screen would sort of "magic" me. Well,
I never got over it, I hated it so badly

!

I'd expected to see a Glamor Girl, as I say,
and there I was, freckled, fat, with a snub
nose, just little old kick-the-can Baby
Gumml And I tried so hard, I acted so
forced—ohhh, it was revolting! It didn't
help a bit that Mom and the director and
lots of people said I was good.
But I get over things pretty quickly.

Someone once told me I have a "volatile
element" in me, whatever that means. Any-
way, I started to work very hard. The
studio began "grooming" me, I learned
how to walk, how to carry myself better, I
got to know the other players on the lot.
And I began to work with Mrs. Rose Car-
ter, who was engaged by the studio as my
private tutor.

For the first time in my life, school-
work became a pleasure. For instance, I
had never been able to do geometry, it was
plain nightmare to me. Well, Mrs. Carter
found out how I love art, drawing and all,
and she explained that geometry is nothing
but a series of drawings worked out in
figures instead of colors. I soon discovered
I could solve angles, no matter how in-
tricate. Then, thanks to Mrs. Carter, I
learned to appreciate Bach, Beethoven,
Brahms, Verdi. Now I have a collection
of 2500 records, including the classics 'and
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swing. It was Mrs. Carter who put me
wise to the fact that modern fiction is pale
stuff compared with history. She encour-
aged me not only to love art but to do some-
thing about it, to sketch and paint and
draw. That first year, on Mother's Day,
my gift to Mom was a portrait of Dad
that I made from an old tintype.

It's skipping way ahead to tell you about
my graduation—anyway, last June, right
after I was eighteen, I went into my dress-
ing room (which was also my schoolroom)
one day and there was Mrs. Carter, pack-
ing away books and portfolios and things,
like mad.
"What are you doing, Rose?" I asked.
"Doing!" said Rose, "why, I'm getting

rid of these pesky school-books ! Isn't this
a sight your eyes have been sore to see?
Don't you realize you are through with
them, forever?"
And then, of all things, I began to cry

!

If anyone had ever told me I'd cry at
sight of some vanishing school-books I'd
have committed them to the loony-bin. But
I just blubbered, "I'm sorry I'm through
and—but—well, if I have to be through, I

want to graduate with a—with a class. I
want to be like other girls my age, at my
graduation, anyway \"

So, I did graduate with other girls, like
other girls. On June 26th, 1940, I was a
member of the graduating class of Uni-
versity High School. And I wasn't one
speck different from any of the other 249
girls

! I wore a plain blue organdy dress,
like they all did,- and carried a bouquet of
sweetheart roses, just like the others. The
flowers were provided by the school and
I've got one of them pressed in my scrap-
book. I almost missed my place in line, too,
because Mother sent me a lovely corsage
of mystery gardenias and Mickey sent me
a cluster of orchids and I had to dash into
the audience and explain to Mom- that I
loved the corsages but I just couldn't wear
them. "I can't be different from., the other
girls, Mom," I said, "please don't be hurt,
but that's the way it is." Mom understood,
like always. I wouldn't even let Mickey
come to my graduation. I certainly would
be "different," for Pete's sake, if I'd had
Mickey Rooney at my graduation! And I
wouldn't have any cameramen there, or
anything—and it was all wonderful.
But now I have to go back three years,

just a little hop, to the lots of first things
that began to happen then. The first time I

met Mr. Gable, in particular ! Well, the
way it happened, I was in Roger Eden's
office one day (Roger is a musical coach
at the studio, and my instructor) and I

When Chaplin came to New York for the
premiere of "The Great Dictator," he man-
aged to visit some of Manhattan's gay night
spots. Charlie is pictured at the Stork Club
with cafe society's Nancy Mae Woodbury.

begged him to let me sing Drums in My
Heart which he had arranged for Ethel
Merman. He told me I was too young and
unsophisticated to sing a song like that.
Now, I have a quick, flary temper and you
know how a girl hates to be told she is

"unsophisticated," not to mention "young,"
migosh! So I just stormed out of his office
and then cooled off, right off, like always,
and came meekly back again. And Roger
suggested that we compose a song just for
me. He said, "Now, what or whom, would
you like to sing about ?" And I said, quick-
like, "Mr. Gable!" And Roger looked as
if he was trying not to laugh and so then
we made up the song, Dear Mr. Gable.

Well, it was Mr. Gable's birthday, the
first day I met him. Roger took me on the
set of "Parnell," which Mr. Gable would
like to forget but I have to just mention
it, and I sang Dear Mr. Gable to him—
and he cried ! Imagine making Clark Gable
cry! Imagine being able to! And then he
came up to me and he put his arms around
me and he said, "You are the sweetest little

girl I ever saw in my life!" And then /
cried and it was simply heavenly

!

_
Just a few days after this, came my first

pieces of real jewelry—my charm brace-
let from Mr. Gable. It's all tiny, gold mu-
sical instruments, a tiny piano, harp, drums,
violin and so on—and the only other charm
is a teentsy golden book which opens and
there is. Mr. Gable's picture in it and an
inscription which says : "To Judy, from her
fan, Clark Gable." As long as I live and
no matter how many jewels life may bring
me I'll always keep that bracelet, along
with the little diamond cross my Dad gave
me on my last birthday before he died, and
my first wrist-watch which was from
Mother.

_
My first premiere came along about this

time, too. It was "Captains Courageous"
and it was at Grauman's Chinese Theatre
and I went with Mickey! I wore my first

long dress and my first fur coat, a gray
squirrel which I wore for daytimes and
evenings, too. When I was seventeen, Mom
gave me a ruby fox which I was only al-
lowed to wear on special occasions and
when I was eighteen she gave me my
wonderful, white fox cape, full length! I
got my first car on my seventeenth birth-
day, too, a red job, like I'd dreamed.
But I was talking about my first premiere

—Mickey sent me a pikaki lei instead of
just a commonplace corsage. Pikakis are
like small, white orchids, only with a heav-
enly fragrance, and they grow only in the
tropics and Mickey'd had them flown over
by Clipper from Hawaii

!

I suppose I'd call that first premiere my
first date, too. And if there is anything
more important than a first date in a girl's

life, I don't know what it is.

Here's what I think about a first date:
first of_ all, a girl should act her age. I

mean, if you are fifteen or sixteen, you
shouldn't go out looking as though you
had just graduated from kindergarten, of
course, but neither should you try to look
like a Senior in the Glamor Girl School.
If you are wearing your first long dress,
or even any new dress, I think it's a swell
idea to try it on several evenings before
your date, just to sort of get acquainted
with it. So that you can practice being-

nonchalant. So you won't fall on your face
when you go into a theater or restaurant.
And I don't think First-Daters should
overdo the make-up stuff, either. I know I

used just a little, thin powder, just a touch
of rouge because the excitement made me
look like the ghost of my grandmother.
And a very light dash of lipstick. And NO
MASCARA! 'Cause if you forget and rub
your eyes or laugh until the tears come,
your face gets all smudged up. Most of all,

on a date, I think a girl should be herself.

It's a temptation not to be, I know. I've

had my moments when I thought I'd try



to act like Marlene Dietrich or even Garbo.

And then I'd figure that it was my natural

self, such as I am, that attracted my date

in the beginning, so why take a chance on

changing into something he might not like

as well?
Well, anyway, lots of first things were

happening, three years ago, like I said I

played in "Broadway Melody of 193b and

that was the first real step forward in my
Career. Not to mention that it was then

that I first met Robert Taylor!
n

Then I made "Love Finds Andy Hardy

and I reallv believe that's my favorite of

my pictures. Mickey and I had lots of

fun together while we were making that,

same as we had fun making "Strike Up
the Band"—we'd tear down to the beach

week-ends and "do" the amusement piers,

and we'd come home loaded to the gills

with Kewpie dolls and Popeyes. Mickey-

is an expert shot with the rifle and I'm a

dead-eye aim with baseballs, so we'd be

prettv even-Stephen on prizes.

We had our "crowd" by this time, too

—

Mickey, of course, Jackie Cooper, Bonita

Granville, Bob Stack, Rita Quigley, Helen

Parrish, Ann Rutherford, Leonard Suess,

most of them were in our gang then and

are now—and in the evenings we'd get

together at my house or one of the other

kid's houses and we'd play records, dance,

"feed" on hot chocolate, chili and beans,

wienies, brownies, pop-corn, cokes, our

favorite items of "light" refreshment!

We had jolly times, we still do—it was

mostly all fun and nothing very serious.

We'd" all sort of date each other, I'd go

out with Mickey, with Jackie, later with

Bob Stack ; the other girls would go_ out

with them, too; there were very few jeal-

ousies

—

we were pretty deadly in earnest

about our work—of course, I often thought

I was in love—but I used to worship people

from afar more than those who were dunk-

ing their doughnuts in my hot chocolate.

I'd have crushes on people who thought I

was a little girl—my doctor, for instance,

I was insane about him—he's fifty, I think!

And every time I'd have a crush, I'd think,

this is real love! But in saner moments I

know I have never really been in love,

I always recover too quickly. Columnists

and gossip are always trying to make out

that I'm serious, about Bob Stack, for in-

stance, or Dan Dailey, or this one or that.

But I'm not, I never have been and I don't

intend to be, for quite some time to come

!

Now-, let's see—dear me, I hope I'm get-

ting what serious biographers call "chron-

ology" into this manuscript! Well, after I

was 'fifteen, first things happened to me so

sort of fast and. furious, I get addled. Any-

way, two very important first things come

in here, I know—I played Dorothy in "The

Wizard of Oz" and that was a dream I'd

dreamed ever since Daddy read the "Oz"

stories to me, back-stage, when I was just

a kid. And just before I stopped being

Judv and became Dorothy, I built—my
own home! It's sprawling and it's white

and it's surrounded by trees and flowers

and a tennis court and, this_ year, we put

in a swimming pool which is the rendez-

vous, every Sunday afternoon, for the

crowd. My* bedroom is all done in char-

treuse and" brown and the walls are lined

with my favorite books. I have my own
dressing room and bath, too.

Well, when I made "Wizard of Oz" not

onlv did I actually live in the Emerald

City, not only did I pinch myself black

and" blue every day to make sure I was

awake, not dreaming, but also Dorothy

won me my first Academy Award for a

performance by a Juvenile Actress! And
Mickev presented me with the golden statue.

Mickey and the statue looked like they

were swimming, because of the tears in my
eyes.

Next I think of "Babes in Arms" and,

especially, of the preview which was at

With this smartly styled coat-dress which she

wears in "One Night in the Tropics,' lovely

Nancy Kelly dons a beige felt pompadour

turban, edged with mink in halo fashion, and

she carries a large muff of matching mink.

Grauman's Chinese and which was the

first premiere of one of my pictures that I

ever attended. Again with Mickey, nat-

urally. And that was the night I was in-

vited to put my foot-prints and hand-prints

in the forecourt of the theater. Mickey's

were already there and, of course, Clark

Gable's, Harold Lloyd's, Shirley Temple's,

oh, all the big stars'

!

I wanted to look glamorous that night,

as I had never wanted to before, or since.

Well, I bite mv fingernails and I felt sick

because I couldn't have long, glittering

ones like Joan Crawford's. So the mani-

curist fixed me up with artificial ones.

After I placed my hands in the wet cement

I went into the theater and after awhile I

thought a creeping paralysis had set in,

beginning with my fingers! They felt all

numb and heavy. I was in a cold sweat

until we left the theater and then I realized

some of the cement had got under my nails

and hardened on the false ones! I went to

a party afterwards feeling like Dracula's

daughter, with talons ! The next day I had

to have them chopped off! That was my
first and last attempt at being glamorous.

After "Babes in Arms" the studio sent

Mickey and me to New York on a personal

appearance tour. We did six shows a day

so, of course, we didn't have much time to

sight-see. Mom said 10 :30 was curfew and

Mickey kept to that schedule, too. But we
did manage to spend one evening at the

Rainbow Room. We wanted to know how
it felt to dance "on top of the world."

That trip was the first time I really shopped

in New York, too. Boy, did I sweep in and

out of Fifth Avenue's finest! It was the

first time I bought semi-grown-up clothes.

And that was the time Fred Waring
asked me to appear as a guest on his radio

program. Of course I accepted,^ thinking

he just wanted me to say "hello." Do you

know what he did? He had his entire pro-

gram dedicated to me! And his theme

song for the evening was Over the Rain-

bow, which happens to be my favorite song.

So I sang all the songs from "The Wizard

of Oz" for him and a good time was had

by all, most especially by me!
Oh, and I must tell about my sixteenth

birthdav. We had a party at my house and

my brother-in-law. Robert Sherwood,

brought along his La Maze orchestra.

Mickey was master of ceremonies and we

staged an entertainment program of our

own. I sans; two numbers, and Jackie.

Bonita, Ann, Helen, Buddy Pepper, all of

them did turns. We had a ping-pong

tournament, too, and Mister Rooney walked

off with the honors ! At midnight we served

a buffet supper. I wore a new, white shark-

skin sports dress, with flowers appliqued

on the pockets. And in my hair I wore the

gardenias which Mickey sent me—oh, and

in the midst of the festivities, two blue

lovebirds in a blue and white cage were

delivered to me. And the card attached

read, "Happy Birthday to My Best Girl,

Judy—Clark Gable."

But I guess the most important first

thing that happened in 1938 was that, for

the first time, I became an aunt! Jinnie says

it's really a little more important that she

became A Mother than that I became an

aunt. I wouldn't know about that. I only

know that I always wanted to be an aunt.

And that the circumstances of my aunt-

hood befell me under circumstances which

were pretty extraordinary! 'Cause / was

in the hospital, too! It was right after my
automobile accident. One bright morning,

a few days later, my nurse told me she

was going to take me "visiting." She bun-

dled me into a wheel-chair and we headed

for the "baby floor." There, for the first

time, seen under glass, so to speak, I first

beheld my first niece, Judy Gayle Sher-

wood, my name-sake as well as my niece!

Born in the Cedars of Lebanon Hospital

while I'd been recovering from my acci-

dent—both of us under the same roof!

So now, I guess, I'm pretty much up to

the Present. I made "Andy Hardy Meets

Debutante" and then "Strike Up the Band."

And did we have ourselves a time, Mickey

and I, while we were making that. Af-

ter doing our "Conga" number, talk about

being in a lather ! Between scenes, Mickey'd

mostly play the songs he was writing to

me, and I'd make recordings for him and

all. I was just like the character in the pic-

ture, where Mickey was concerned.

And now I'm playing my first grown-

up, dramatic character part in "Little Nel-

lie Kellv." I even die in "Nellie." And—and

this is a VERY important first in my life,

7 play my first grozun-up love scene in this

picture, too! I'm really blushing even as I

write about it. I, who have said I was
never embarrassed on the stage, in front

of a mike or a camera, take it all back

now. George Murphy plays my sweet-

heart (and my husband, I play a dual role,

too!) in the picture. And he was certainly

the most perfect choice, for he is so kind

and tender and understanding—and humor-
ous, too. But just the same, after we made
that love scene, I didn't know what to do

or where to look. I'd just kind of go away
between scenes because I couldn't look at

him. He kept kidding me, too, saying he

felt like he was "in Tennessee with my
child-bride

!"

And—well, my goodness, I guess that s

about all ! I guess a girl hasn't much of a

Life Story when she's just eighteen be-

cause, of course, she hasn't had much life!

Although I do think I've had quite a Past

and I know I'm old enough so that it's

been fun to Remember. And I also know
that, at the end of my first eighteen years,

as I write "Finis, The End" to my First

Life Story, I'd like to say some Thank
You's, quite a lot of Thank You's—first of

all to Mom and Daddy, of course, for all

the things they did for me, for everything

they were and are to me ; and to my sisters

for their patience with me, and the fun we
had; and to Mr. Mayer for believing in

me; and to Mrs. Carter and Roger Eden
and all the directors who have helped me
and all the people who have worked with

me—and to Mickey, naturally—I don't

know what for. just for being Mickey. I

guess

—

and to all the magazine and news-

paper people who have been so kind to me
—and to mv fans, who are my friends, and

who have made me what I am today—to

—

well, to just about everyone and even-thing

yes, to everything and everyone who
have made my first eighteen years of being

alive so swell, and such fun!
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The Dice Are Rollin

Continued

about it. Suddenly he was cast in the pic-

ture and given that song to sing. Here was
his chance to show the studio and the
world at large that Nelson Eddy and Allan
Jones hadn't the only voices in pictures.
Here was his chance to really get going.
When the picture was released, only long-
shots of him were shown—and the voice
that issued from the microphone was Allan
Jones' ! "I still don't know what happened,"
he says. "I made a good recording of the
number and they never used it—never told
me why." (And let me say here, there is no
one more critical of his own voice than
Dennis—no one quicker to admit when he's
not in good voice.) "Dick," he finished
earnestly, "let's not talk about it. That's the
one period of my life I want to forget. No
one can imagine what a nightmare I lived
through."

I said he had been signed because of his
voice. He'd been singing around Chicago
in churches and on the radio when Mary
Garden heard him and signed him to ap-
pear with her in "Carmen." He knows lit-

tle French but learned the score and text
in three weeks—learned it sufficiently well
that La Garden, who lived for years in
France and speaks French like a native,
complimented him on his French accent.
For some reason she never gave the opera
but when M-G-M later engaged her as a
talent scout she got Dennis a contract.
To date, with the exception of two songs

in the relatively unimportant "State Cop,"
he has never sung on the screen. But I

have heard him sing in private and the
reports of his voice are no press agent's
idle dream. Every time I see him or think
of him I'm reminded of that old story of
the man who couldn't decide between the
beautiful girl and the opera singer. He
finally married the singer. The next morn-
ing he awakened, glanced at his bride, saw
the ugly face and stringy hair and, think-
ing of the beauty he might have had, woke
her and yelled, "For God's sake, SING!"
And that's how I feel about Dennis. So
much has been written of his voice I want
to hear him really cut loose.

Dennis seems singularly unconcerned
about singing on the screen. "I don't care
much for opera," he admitted. "I like to
listen to the music but the plots and the
acting are so blamed passe. Once in a while
I like to sing one and really ham it up.
The part I'd like most to do—and have
never done—is 'La Boheme.' The studio
talks constantly of reviving 'The Desert
Song' and casting me in it but even that
seems a little dated. The operetta I'd really
like to do is 'The Student Prince.' I don't
believe a more beautiful light opera score
has ever been written."
A cursory glance at him would lead you

to believe he was a good-looking, self-
centered kid. Actually, he thinks less of his
looks than almost any man I know and,
inside him, he is as sentimental as a debu-
tante over her first corsage. That's another
paradox !—his ancestors were Scandinavian,
Scotch and Dutch—and whoever heard of
any of those races being cursed with an
overdose of sentiment?
Born in Prentice, Wisconsin, on Dec. 20,

1910, the son of Frank and Grace Morner
(the former a lumberman and banker),
his childhood was fairly uneventful. It was
not until he entered Carroll College and
started playing football that he really be-
gan to live. Summers, to keep in condition,
he worked in his father's lumber camps,
felling trees, working on the booms where
the logs are unloaded and go skittering
down a ramp into the water, driving mule
teams, etc.

"Oh, a mule-skinner, eh?" I jeered.
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g for Dennis Morgan
rom page 34

Dennis Morgan and Ginger Rogers in a
tender love scene from "Kitty Foyle," film
version of Christopher Morley's novel.

"Well, we used horses," he temporized,
"but I guess it's the same difference."
During his college career he was soloist

on the glee club. "In order to get my de-
gree," he explains proudly, "I .gave the
entire 'Cyrano de Bergerac,' reading all
parts. I had done some dramatics but I
got no degree in that."

_
As soon as he finished college he mar-

ried Lillian Vedder with whom he had
gone to high school. It was just after this,
when he was wondering what to do next,
that his singing teacher, Alexus Baas, gave
him a letter of introduction to the casting
agent of the Chautauqua Circuit. Dennis
was engaged and went out in a tabloid ver-
sion of "Faust." "I think," he volunteered,
"my company was probably the last that
ever toured that circuit. There were five
principals, a pianist and no chorus in the
troupe. Each principal sang two or three
parts. I had to lead, but that wasn't all.

We couldn't afford to take regular scenery—
'flats,' etc.—so we used drop curtains. It

was also my job to hang them, as the local
talent in the houses we played never seemed
to catch on to the art of hanging drops

—

particularly not for the first performance."
When the tour was ended he walked into

one of the broadcasting stations in Mil-
waukee, introduced himself and sang sev-
eral numbers. He remained with that
station on a "sustaining program" (a pro-
gram that fills in time but which has no
sponsor, the pay being necessarily small on
account of it) for a year and a half. "I not
only sang," he elaborates, "but I also ran
one of those horrible .programs where the
man not only accompanies himself on the
piano or organ, but recites poetry as well.
You know, Let me live in a house by the
side of the road

Finally he got a job singing at the old
Palmer_ House in Chicago. The Palmer
House is a sedate old hotel with a "name"
and class patronage. Their Empire Room
had never been open later than 9:30 (for
the dinner trade) but one New Year's Eve
they turned it into a night club and put on
a floor show that Dennis opines must have
cost four or five thousand a week, with
himself as featured soloist.

"One act after another came on and died
on the vine," he chuckles. "Everyone was
hilarious and no one was paying any atten-
tion to the entertainment. Finally" it was
my turn. I came out and wondered what

.

the deuce I should do. No one even noticed
me so I got sore and thought, 'I'm not go-
ing to wreck my lungs and vocal chords

singing to this bunch, so I just mouthed
the words of my song, gesturing as I went
A couple in front of me stopped dancing
to watch. They saw my lips moving but
they couldn't hear anything. At the end of
the song I hit a high note, hit it true and
held it. By that time a lot of other couples
had stopped and were looking, too. I guess
it

_
was finally hearing something and real-

izing they weren't as far gone as they be-
lieved that did the trick, but they cut loose
with applause such as I have seldom heard.
I sang seven numbers before I finally got
off the stage and you could have heard a
pin drop during any one of them. The
manager told me it was the greatest piece
of showmanship he had ever seen—and all
I had in mind was that I was sore and
wouldn't ruin my voice trying to drown
out the noise! I stayed there over a year
and it was during that time I met Mary
Garden.

_
"Another funny thing happened to me

since I came to Hollywood. Every year,
you know, there is a charity baseball game
between the comedians of the screen on one
team and the leading men on the other.
Last year after we played in Los Angeles
we went to San Francisco. It's always been
one of my secret ambitions to plav big
time baseball. Well, the first time I was at
bat Bob Hope was pitching. Bob's pitched
balls are not as fast as his wise-cracks and
by the time the ball got to the plate it was
going so slow I could have caught it bare-
handed. I caught it right on the nose and
lammed it into the center field bleachers
for a homer. Next time I was at bat some
ex-pro from San Diego was pitching. He
struck me out one, two, three but it was a
gag game, anyhow, so I yelled, 'Come on,
give^ me another.' He did and darned if I

didn't knock it right into the same place!
Babe Ruth was never more leisurely than
I, trotting around those bases. Of course,
playing ball on a professional diamond was
a kick but some sports writer who had dis-
covered DiMaggio wrote it up and ad-
dressed an open letter to the managers of
the big leagues : 'I gave you DiMaggio,
now I recommend Morgan!'"

Dennis
_
used to read omnivorously

—

novels,, biographies, poetry, anything. But
he says these late novels that run from five
hundred to a thousand pages when they
could be advantageously condensed to half
their length, get him down and_ he hasn't
read a book in two or three months. He
shoots golf in the seventies, plays a swell
game of tennis, swims, rides, "fishes and
hunts. Unfortunately, there never seems
room for but one enthusiasm in his life at
a time. He used to prefer tennis to golf but
shot a good round of golf once and gave
up tennis entirely. A couple of months ago
someone inveigled him into a tennis game
and now he's given up golf.

He likes to dance and goes to the Cocoa-
nut Grove frequently, passing up the more
fashionable Ciro's and Victor Hugo's be-
cause, he says, people who go to the Grove
go there because they want to dance,
whereas those who go to the other places
go because they want to be seen.

One of his closest friends is Big Boy
Williams and he waxes vehement on the
subject because he thinks "Big" is a swell
actor who's never been given a decent
chance and because he thinks Big is not
only a sophisticate but "a fine fellow who
isn't appreciated."

At the moment of our interview he was
all hot and bothered because he was "up"
for the lead opposite Ginger Rogers in
"Kitty Foyle." "Wouldn't that be a swell
break!" he exulted, and then sobered up:
"I hope I get it but whether I do or don't
isn't important. The fact that I'm even be-
ing considered for it is what counts. It

shows the dice are rolling for me."
P. S.—He got the job.
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Why Can't Clamor Queens Hold Their Men?
Continued from page 27

all, lost her bridegroom after a few weeks
of marriage. Dottie Lamour lost Herb
Kaye and, later, Bob Preston. Priscilla

Lane and Oren Haglund have phffted, af-

ter one year, one secret year, of marriage.
Alice Faye watched ' Tony Martin do a
fade-out from her life. Or Tony watched
Alice fade-out, what does it matter? Joan
Crawford said goodbye to young Douglas
Fairbanks, later to Franchot Tone. Ger-
trude Lawrence and Douglas F. dated
briefly, and then no more ; ditto young
Doug and Marlene. Bette Davis and Har-
mon Nelson are 3000 miles apart. Bette
Davis and George Brent romanced but
briefly. Ann Sheridan, whether she" cared
or not, didn't hold her first husband. Do-
lores del Rio and Cedric Gibbons are divid-
ing the books. Ginger Rogers and Lew
Ayres have gone far distant ways. Lola
Lane and Lew Ayres were briefies. And if

you want to go farther back into hysterical
history, you will recall that Gloria Swan-

'

son, such a fcmme faiale as makes all

others look like raw recruits, lost three
or four husbands along the line of march
. . . that_ Estelle Taylor, richly and darkly
provocative, lost Dempsey from her ring
. . . and Kay Francis, also darkly and
richly beautiful, dropped some four spouses
by the wayside . . . Pola Negri, so far as
we know, is not exactly geared for a
Golden Wedding Day . . . and while the
majority of these white witches, brewers
of Black Magic, you would think, are
married again, sometimes more than once,
or have found happiness several elsewheres—the amazing thing is that in almost every
case, the husbands or the boy friends, far
from being rendered /disconsolate by what
you might suppose would be their irremed-
iable loss, have also gone on to other mar-
riages and other romances

!

If these Glamor Girls are distillers of
all the desirabilities ; if they are, as they
appear to be, philters of maddening seduc-
tion, why don't the men-they-do-not-hold
cry out, "I would give all other bliss and
my worldly worth for this, to lose my
whole life in one kiss upon her perfect
lips!"? But they don't. If just a few among
them went slightly berserk, made some
little, decent show of breaking their hearts—-but no. Tony Martin is now "hearting"
with Lana Turner. May be hearting else-
where on the morrow. Gene Markey's social
life, with feminine companionship, continues
suavely apace. Franchot Tone has certainly
not gone into emotional eclipse since he
and Joan rifted. And so it goes, like crazy.

If anything, it seems to be the girls who
carry torches and break their hearts. I

can't think of a single Romeo who has got
silver in his hair or dances with tears in
his eyes after having lost, or been lost by,
a Glamor Girl. On the other hand, it's said
that Ginger Rogers has never married
again, is practically a recluse, because she
is still carrying the torch for Lew Ayres.
Lew, who has carried so many torches
since Ginger (Helen Gilbert, Greer Gar-
son, etc.) that he can practically see to
read by them at night. It is said that Dottie
Lamour took it hard, and to heart, when
she and Herb Kaye first said their last
goodbye. Herb, on the other hand, just
carried his new bride across the threshold.
I'm told that Alice Faye is still in love,
very much in love, with Tony Martin, that
her idea of the End of a Perfect Day is

to sit at home, alone, and listen to his
records! It's rumored that Lana Turner
was really in love with Greg Bautzer and
it just doesn't seem reasonable that a Tur-
ner, turned out like Lana, couldn't hold a
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Bautzer—and now Dot Lamour and Baut-
zer are beauing and it's all too interlocked
and confusing. And Olivia de Havilland,
Virginia Peine, Sonja Henie know the re-
membered taste and smell of heartache. -

Now, there are, of course, explanations
given for these rifting s. There are reasons
why the starry sybills couldn't, or didn't,

hold their men. In the case of Hedy and
Gene, the Judge probably summed it up
when he asked Hedy how long she had
known Gene before they were married.
And Hedy repljed "six weeks." And the
Judge advised, "That's the trouble. Next
time you get married, take more time to

it!" Hedy's own explanation was that Gene
didn't want to stay at home nights, and
she did ; that Gene didn't want domesticity,
and she did. But that's no explanation, for
pity's sake. Because WHY wouldn't a man
want to stay at home nights with Lamarr?
My head hurts when I think about it.

There was, also, Gene's deep attachment
to his, and Joan Bennett's, little daughter,
Melinda. Now, one siren can fight another
siren and the odds are fairly even. But
when a siren has, for a rival, a little child
by a previous marriage, the siren's goose,
to be coarse and crude, is liable to be
cooked.

It is said that Lana and Artie eloped, by
spontaneous combustion, after a gay party;
that neither was really in love with the
other and that when the excitement ebbed,
two strangers looked each other in their
alien eyes.
^It is said that Dottie Lamour and Herb
Kaye divorced mainly because their dif-
ferent lines of work parted them so much,
and so often. It takes time, time spent to-
gether, Dottie once said, to knit hearts
together. Perhaps, she speculated, that's
why the Hollywood girls do not hold their
men, or the men their girls, for more than
a few "sequences." Because they don't take
time to it, here in Hollywood, time to-
gether. "Because we live our lives in
'sequences,' one picture after another, one
part after another, one screen lover after
another, one emotion after another, until
we do not know the meaning of continuity."
The same reason, too much time spent

apart, is given for the separation of Alice
Faye and Tony. Moreover, there may have
been some professional jealousy there. Tony
at the time of his marriage to Alice, was
hitting a low in his career. At such times,
a man goes sour on many things. And
Tony, resentful, perhaps, worried, certainly,
wouldn't go places with Alice, wouldn't
take her to premieres she had to attend, to
dinners, wouldn't help her with her career.
But that's what I mean

—

why wouldn't he?
In days of old men gave up kingdoms,
gave up their lives for their ladies. For
these Hollywood hamadryads a man will
not give up even a radio broadcast

!

Bill Powell, shortly after he and Carole
Lombard parted, told me : "I have been
married twice and twice it has failed. Now,
it may be my fault, it may be Hollywood's
fault, it may be the fault of the life we
live when we are in pictures. Whatever it

is, it has failed twice and I shall not risk
it again." (He has risked it again).

Bette Davis, never mincing words or
evading issues, once said that her career
definitely broke up her marriage with Har-
mon Nelson. "No man," said Bette, "wants
to be known as 'Mr. Bette Davis' or Mis-
ter Anyone but his own name. And he
shouldn't want to be." But the old saw that
movie marriages fail chiefly because a man
will not be labelled "Mr. Gloria swanson
or "Mr. Marlene Dietrich" doesn't answer

the question, either. There are too many
cases where that aspect doesn't figure in
at all. Bill, for instance, ran no risk of be-
ing known as "Mr. Carole Lombard."
Douglas Fairbanks, Franchot Tone, had
no reason to lose sleep lest they be tagged
"Mr. Joan Crawford."

It is said that Pat Lane's mother disap-
proved of her marriage to Oren Haglund.
And that the maternal disapproval caused
the break. I don't believe it. Fancy a Marc
Antony or a Caesar leaving Cleopatra be-
cause of a mother-in-law

!

Not only do the Hollywood Queens not
hold their men, as you'd suppose they
would, but even when there's a man lying
around loose, they don't get him. At least,
no one has yet. I refer to Cesar Romero,
Bachelor-at-Large. Now Cesar really and
truly wants to get married. Cesar has re-
cently built a new house, has furnished it

all except one empty suite which, he says,
will remain undecorated and unfurnished
until he brings his bride home to do with
it what she will. Cesar has dated Joan
Crawford, Ann Sheridan, Dietrich and
others. Thus far the suite remains ten-
antless

!

A young actor of my acquaintance, a
well-known young Man About Town who
has dated all the girls, and was once mar-
ried to one of them, gave me this explana-
tion : When a man is attracted to a Lana
Turner, a Dietrich, a Lamarr, a Crawford,
he is attracted to her, not because she wears
a gingham apron or can whip up an apple
turnover, but just because she is glamor^
ous, just because she does seem to promise
enchantments, provocations, allurements that
are out of this world ; the Seven Sins, per-
haps

; experiences of such an exotic nature
as no other woman could offer. In a word,
Ecstatica. Then, said my informant, the
bewitched man marries a Glamor Girl. And
he finds that once she removes the make-
up, the enticing gowns, the professional
manner,

_
she is just another woman! But

the bewitched man didn't want Just An-
other Woman. He wanted, and thought he
had got, someone super-human. When he
discovers, as he docs, insisted the source-of-
my-in formation, that she isn't any more
exciting, any more provocative, doesn't
know_ any more tricks than does little

Mamie Smith back home, the disappoint-
ment causes a recoil which lands one of
the pair in Reno.

"In the dictionary," said my young man,
"the word 'Glamor' is defined as meaning
'a delusive enchantment.' Glamor," he con-
tinued, is, quote, 'a delusion that distance
creates and contiguity destroys,' unquote.
And when a man who has been deluded
comes to his senses, he just plain gets mad
and walks out!"

I argued this point. I reminded my
source that Clara Bow is the only Glamor
Girl on record, trace the records as I will,
and did, who has held her man, her mar-
riage, her home and her happiness for any
substantial length of time. I've often
thought, I said, that Clara has held her
man because, just because she is warm and
folksy and human under the "It." Clara, I

said, may well have held her Rex because
she made a

: home for him, gave up her
career, bore him children, was a woman,
not a few gestures. But that, my friend re-
minded me, in turn, isn't the answer, either.
Clara is, if I like, the Exception. Because
no one can say, no one does say that Hedy
didn't try to make a home for Gene. A real
home, too, not a plate-glass show-case, with
chickens and ducks and garden vegetables,
dinners served "family" style and a baby
in the house! Hedy, as / knew, had often
said that her career came second to her
marriage. And Hedy, certainly, offers
Clara no competition.
Another young man I know, who has

also made the glamor rounds, who was also



married to one of the Girls, told me that

he would never, never take another Glamor

Girl out, he'd be eternally damned if he

did I As for marrying one of them—why,

Kf you'd suggested that he espouse a hand-

maiden of demonology, he couldn t have

ilooked sicker ! He much prefers, said this

ivoung Eligible, to take out "little No-

Ibodies" because little Nobodies are grate-

ful for dates, strive to please instead of

,

i

perpetually having to be pleased, make him

: feel that a date is his evening. But when

iyou make a date with a Glamor Girl, he

said, you have to make the date weeks m
(advance. Because a G. G. would think

i shame to admit she wasn't dated up weeks

in advance. You have to send her flowers.

You have to make reservations at Ciro s.

And if, on the appointed night, you happen

to have been working hard all day, feel

dog-tired, would like to call her and say,

'Look, d'you mind if we call it off tonight,

I'm whipped,' the ice congeals around you

and never thaws again. If you do keep the

date, he says, you are often more ready

for a mausoleum than for a night-spot. 1 he

chap told me that of all the Glamor Girls

' he has taken out in his time, and if he

missed one, he says, it must have been be-

cause she was playing Hare and Hounds

with him—of them all, Ann Sheridan was

: the most fun, the most regular, the least

chi-chi If you called Annie at eight o'clock

some Sat'day night, he said, and asked her

I for a date at nine, she'd be there. She

wouldn't even ask you to pick her up, she d

drive half-way. She'd just as soon eat at a

Drive-In as at Ciro's. She didn't suppose a

man, just because of being male, never

needs sleep," said Mr. Blank.

Yes, there are reasons given, sound

enough reasons on the face of them, for

all these lost romances and broken mar-

riages. But just the same, it's still inex-

plicable to me, because—because you would

suppose these women, these Lamarrs, Craw-

fords, Turners, Lanes, to be so glamorous,

so desirable, so maddeningly worth having

and holding "in perpetuity" that the men
involved with them would not allow ANY-
THING, no matter what, neither their

own careers nor mothers-in-law nor pride

nor anything in life, to come between them.

You would imagine they would scale the

highest mountains, cross the most endless

deserts, shake the very earth to its roots to

keep them. And they do nothing.

Maybe there are too many of them—
maybe when a man, mere man, rotates be-

tween, or among, a Lamarr, a Dietrich, a

Shearer, a Landis, a Turner, he just sort

of loses his way, doesn't care where he is

or, much, with whom he is, maybe.

None of these answers seem conclusive

to me, none of the explanations suffice in

all instances. It's obvious that they lack

something, these Glamor Girls, that "some-

thing" that makes a man "forsake all

others." It's nothing visual they lack, God
i knows. Yet it's obvious they haven't got

what Cleopatra had. Men do NOT give up

their kingdoms for them, nor their lives,

nor even their jobs. Why, Herb Kaye could

have saved his marriage to Dottie Lamour,

friends say, if he had been willing to give

up his band. He wasn't willing. The same

is true of Tony Martin. He wasn't willing.

Not only do the men not give up their

kingdoms, lives, or jobs for the women
who are supposed to be the very richest

cream of charm, but they do not even give

up night-clubs and other girls for love of

the Glamor Girls-who-didn't-hold-them. It's

really rather frightening to see a Tony
Martin, a Franchot Tone, out dating and

dancing, fresh out of the arms of a Faye, a

Crawford. Yet you do so see them,_ and
often. If they carry a torch at all, it's a

very little light, which soon goes out and

is lit again by the next pair of limpid eyes.

Men do not die for love, in Hollywood!

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 10

"Glass fascinates me," observed Ann.

"See, the wall lamps all have crystal

pendants to match the chandeliers. And
this is my new glassware—modern Amer-

ican glassware. Did you know they used

to make glass in this country, but about

forty years ago the craft died out, and it

wasn't until Central Europe got itself into

this present mess that the old glass furnaces

here began to produce? I'm enchanted with

mine. Each piece is hand-blown.

"My favorite food is stuffed cabbage.

My cook will tell you how to make it."

STUFFED CABBAGE
2y2 lbs. ground steak

y2 cup uncooked rice

2 well-beaten eggs

Burnett's pepper; Salt

Pour boiling water over cabbage and let

stand 5 minutes.

Add 3 large onions, chopped and

browned; mix together and fill cabbage

leaves, fold and fasten with toothpicks.
_

In bottom of greased pan lay 2 lbs. point

brisket cut in small pieces; add 8 onions

cut not too small. Lay the cabbage rolls on

brisket and onions. Add 2 cups water; cook

2 hours ; then add sauce made with

1 cup sugar

y2 cup Heinz vinegar

Juice of 2 lemons

2 small cans Del Monte tomato sauce

Cook 54 hour.

Ann's menu for a formal luncheon is;

Royal bouillon Shrimp goulash

Green salad Tiny hot biscuits

Cooked pears in hard sauce

Petit fours

ROYAL BOUILLON
To make 3 pints of rich bouillon, take

2^ pounds of lean beef, finely chopped, and

cover with iy2 qts. cold water. Let stand

for 1 hour ; then cover and place on mod-

erate fire, just simmering for 3 hrs. ; add 1

small onion, 1 carrot, a sprig of parsley,

1 bay leaf, 2 cloves, 4 peppercorns and 2

stalks of celery, all cut into dice, and sim-

mer until vegetables are tender.

Strain into earthenware bowl and let

cool without covering. When ready to

serve, remove any grease and place in a

granite saucepan with the white of 1 egg,

stirring until it boils ; then strain again.

SHRIMP GOULASH
(Cooked in roasting pan in oven 2J^ hrs.)

1 lb. Beech-Nut bacon
3 lbs. shrimps
6 onions, medium size

1 lb. each mushrooms, bean sprouts,

wild rice

ly qts. hot water
1 #2 can solid pack tomatoes (Heinz)

2 small stalks celery

2 teaspoons salt

1 teaspoon cayenne pepper

34 cup A-l sauce

Cut strips of bacon in 3 pieces and fry.

Pour off half of bacon fat. Chop onions

and fry in bacon fat remaining. Saute sliced

mushrooms in 4 tablespoons butter. Add
wild rice which has been half, cooked. Add
celery, bean- sprouts and tomatoes. Mix.

Just before removing from oven, add

sauce made of 3 tablespoons celery seeds,

1 teaspoon cayenne pepper, Y\ cup of A-l

sauce.

"For an informal winter luncheon. I

sometimes serve a cooked vegetable salad

with a tomato-French dressing," said Ann.

"With that I have sultana rolls and a

baked prune pudding that Roger adores."

SCREENLAND

*KATHERINE ALDRIDGE and

BUDDY ROGERS in 20tl. Cen-

tury-Fox hit, "Golden Hoofo".

Your bands, too, can have soft

charm, if you u%e Jergens.

IT'S SO EASY! And quick! Smooth on

Jergens Lotion regularly— especially

after handwashing. This famous Lotion

furnishes beauty-giving, softening mois-

ture most girls' hand skin needs. (Water,

wind and cold are so drying to your hand

skin!) Two of Jergens' fine ingredients are

relied on by many doctors to help harsh,

"crackable" skin to lovely smoothness.

No stickiness! The first application helps!

Start now to have soft, romantic hands

—

with this popular Jergens Lotion.

FREE/ PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
Mail this coupon now. (Paste on penny postcard)

The Andrew Jergens Company. 3919 Alfred St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio. (In Canada: Perth. Ontario.}

Please rush my free purse-size bottle of Jergens

Lotion!

Name .

Streets

City Sta,e
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Store Directory

Fashions featured on Pages 54-55 will

be found in the following stores and in

others in principal cities throughout
the country.

Pajamas by Miss Swank, Inc., 112 Madison
Avenue, New York.

Halle Bros., Cleveland, O.

J. J. Haggarty Stores Inc., Los An-
geles, Cal.

B. Lowenstein & Bros., Inc., Memphis,
Tenn.

Franklin Simon & Co., New York
The Blum Store, Philadelphia, Pa.
Livingston Bros., Inc., San Francisco,

Cal.

Leading Lady Handbags by Elanbee, Inc.,

17 East 22nd Street, New York.

Howland Dry Goods Co., Bridgeport,
Conn.

John Shillito Co., Cincinnati, O.
Federal Dept. Stores, Detroit, Mich.
Bon Ton Cloak & Suit, Louisville, Ky.
Shartenberg's, Inc., New Haven, Conn.
Strawbridge & Clothier, Inc., Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Sibley Lindsay & Curr, Inc., Roches-

ter, N. Y.
H. S. Barney Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Cascade Jewelry by Nat Levy-Urie Mandle
Corp., 411 Fifth Avenue, New York

Burger-Phillips Co., Birmingham, Ala.

J. A. Kirven Co., Columbus, Ga.
Broadway Dept. Store, Los Angeles,

Cal.

Powers Dry Goods Co., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Gimbel Bros., New York
Meier & Frank Co. Inc., Portland, Ore.
Denholm & McKay Co., Worcester,

Mass.

Shoes by Ansonia, 677 Fifth Avenue, New
York.

Mode, Ltd., Boise, Idaho
Demery & Company, Inc., Detroit,

Mich.
Palace Clothing Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Ansonia De Luxe, Miami Beach, Fla.
John Flynn & Co., Omaha, Neb.
T. W. Mather Co., Pasadena, Cal.
T. S. Martin Co., Sioux City, la.
De Younge, Inc., Washington, D. C.

Monte Cristo Jewelry by Silson, Inc., 392 Fifth

Avenue, New York.

Milgene, Chicago, 111.

Lindner & Coy, Cleveland, O.
Ernest Kern Co., Inc., Detroit, Mich.
J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles, Cal.
Lord & Taylor, New York
Bonwit Teller, Inc., Philadelphia, Pa
Frank Murphy Store, St. Paul, Minn.
Vogue, San Antonio, Tex.

Scuffs by I. B. Kleinert Rubber Co., 485 Fifth
Avenue, New York.

Wm. Filenes Sons Co., Boston, Mass
Mandel B ros., Chicago, 111.

The May Co., Cleveland, O.
Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis, Ind
Bloommgdale Bros., New York
Famous & Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.
The Emporium, San Francisco, Cal
Barnard Summer & Putnam Co., Wor-

cester, Mass.

Smart Set Gloves by Shapiro Bros., 185 Madi-
son Avenue, New York.

Rich's, Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Mandel Bros., Chicago, 111.

Bailey Dept. Store, Cleveland, O
Ernest Kern Co. Inc., Detroit, Mich
B. Altman & Co., New York
Lit Bros., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa
Rosenbaum Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Emporium, San Francisco, Cal.
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Norvell Sees Magic

in the Stars

Continued from page 61

have not especially distinguished them-
selves this last year, the fault indeed lies

not in their stars but in themselves. They
have four more years to go in the lucky
cycle for Capricorn, so I urge them to
make hay while their stars shine.
Here is something to remember about

those born in Capricorn, if you are in
love with one or married to one. They
were born at the time when the Sun is

at its lowest ebb. They do not possess the
dynamic personalities of those born later
in the year. They are not ardent lovers,
but they make excellent husbands and
wives from the more practical angles. If
you are a girl who is going to marry a
Capricorn, you must prepare for a quiet
life. However,

_
what your husband lacks

in ardor he will make up in devotion.
If you are a boy who is going to marry

a Capricorn girl, you are indeed lucky,
as they make wonderful wives, concentrat-
ing as they do on the home. Recently I

ran into Jane Wyman, born in this sign,
and she was busy knitting on the set. I

am quite used to seeing the glamor girls
engaged in occupational therapy, but the
variety of colors in the object the new
Mrs. Reagan was working on fascinated
me. "It's a pair of socks for Ronald," Miss
Wyman informed me. All I could say was

:

"How Capricorny !"

Aquarius is something else again. They
are not always the reliable, steady type

—

but what a thrill while it lasts ! They have
charm and personality; they are provoca-
tive and enticing—and yet they are often
heartbreakers of the worst sort. More
famous persons in the Hall of Fame are
Aquarians than of any other single sign. It
has given us such great men as Lincoln,
Edison, Lindbergh, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and (ah, there, Republicans!) Wendell
Willkie. It has given us the greatest actress
of our time—Katharine Cornell. Naturally,
it is also well-represented on the screen.
Clark Gable heads the list of Aquarius-
born in Hollywood, and is typical of this
sign—three marriages and all. Once
Aquarius subjects reach their goal they
chng to it, as Clark's ten years of stardom
indicates. 1941 begins another favorable
cycle for this sign, so there is no reason
why Clark cannot go on close to the top
for another five years. His marriage to
Carole is destined to last their lives out.
Ronald Colman is another perennial born

in this sign. Although one is always
slightly shocked when looking up the year
of Mr. Colman's birth to find him still

playing .romantic leads, one understands
it vvhen_ looking at the month because
nothing is impossible for an Aquarian. It
wouldn't surprise me to see Mr. Colman,
who thrilled our mothers, living to enchant
our daughters.
Nor must we forget that self-made

legend, Mr. John Barrymore. I have been
issuing warnings for years regarding
Venus and Bacchus to John, but I have
come to the conclusion that he is beyond
influences that affect the rest of us. Only
an Aquarian could be so gifted as Barry-
more and so out of this world. Needless
to say, (if his strength holds out!) he will
marry again as soon as his divorce jells.

I would choose Betty Field as the most
promising of the young stars born in this
sign. This young lady is destined to be one of
the greatest of our actresses and five years
from now she will be mentioned in the
same breath as Davis, etc. Her future is
slightly clouded by several romantic
failures, but this will not bother her too

much because, true Aquarian that she is
all she asks is a life that is not dull. She
will

_
get her wish.

When you look at the mild mien of
Jeffrey Lynn, you think, there is a nice
quiet boy, but don't let his countenance or
his New England background fool you
for Jeffrey, like all Aquarius persons, "wil;
kick over the traces and it is probable that
the reflection of animation that ensues will
probably project him into stardom.

Robert Young, who is handed all the
thankless chores on the M-G-M lot while
his brothers cut glamorous capers, should
take advantage of the new cycle of good
fortune for his sign and assert his
Aquarius nature to demand better casting.
Wayne Morris is another Aquarian who

is in for a merry life. When I visited
Wayne and his wife, Bubbles, in their
elaborate mansion, I thought here is one
boy who has everything. Wayne's stars
are temporarily in affliction now and he
has lost everything he had a short time
ago

:
his wife and baby, his home, his star-

dom and even- his waistline. He is due
for a thumping comeback in 1941.
Lana Turner is Aquarius and must also

learn self-discipline before she achieves a
full measure of happiness. Being young
she is entitled to several mistakes but she
should not be careless about her future by
running around in circles. As to marriage
with Tony Martin or Victor Mature, Miss
Turner, your stars say, "Nay, nay!"
Ronald Reagan is an Aquarian who will

go far. His talents have not been fully
exploited yet. His marriage with Jane
Wyman, while not insured by his horo-
scope, can last if they both make adjust-
ments in their very diverse personalities.
No matter what YOUR sign, you too

have stellar influences at work in your
life that will bring you success and hap-
piness, or that might cause confusion and
discontentment. By checking below you can
find out, just like the movie stars do,
what your destiny is for this month.

Aries—March 21 to April 20
Use caution in everything you do this

month, for there may be complications
that arise through your own carelessness.
Business affairs may not turn out as you
expect; if employed in a public position,
you may be irritable and touchy. Keep
calm and these irritations may fade awav
around the fifteenth of this month. Con-
centrate on the love life this month—one
or more of these may engage your atten-
tion. A good time for engagements or mar-
riage. Seek favors from superiors in the
last two weeks of the month. The month
favors artistic professions such as: interior
decorating, writing, music, singing, acting.

Taurus—April 21 to May 20
Favorable vibrations from Venus, planet

of love, dominate this month. Your attrac-
tions to the opposite sex may lead you a
merry chase; be careful not to take them
too seriously, however: Not the best month
for engagements or marriages. Be sociable,
go to parties and dances, entertain and be
entertained. Give time and attention to
matters_ connected with the home

;
moving,

decorating, even going to another city to
live. Change is the essence of the month,
with Uranus acting on your behalf, and
Jupiter out of affliction you must make the
most of this fortunate cycle. In money
matters your stars give you ability to make
money but you are apt to spend it too
lavishly. Cut down some this month, and
concentrate more on future financial in-
dependence. The health may be somewhat
delicate, owing to suppression of glandular
secretions, (a Saturn influence) and if you
are typical you may suffer from some un-
known disorder, lack of pep, sleepiness,
etc. See a doctor if you need one.



Gemini—May 21 to June 20

Some slight disturbances are noted in

ycur chart at this time. They may be con-

-erned mostly with financial and business

matters. Your love life is always, of course,

under some doubts, for the force ot your

personal magnetism attracts many, many

strange romantic experiences. Do not

worry about the outcome of romantic prob-

lems, but begin to watch your pocketbook.

You 'will be inclined to spend beyond your

means at this time, to contract unnecessary

idebts, and to mortgage your future. Think

'twice before acting. Travel, change the

ihome, even go into some business venture,

jf you choose, for Mercury favors progres-

sion, change, and moving. Things connected

with printing, writing, radio, newspapers,

i etc., are favored.

Cancer—June 21 to July 22

A fortunate month for general business

activities. Not a month for risks or specu-

lation, however, but one in which your

usual conservative nature should dominate.

Avoid rushing into a business change, or

into partnership, for you may be influenced

negativelv by some person close to you.

Money matters may be slow, advances in

business may hinge on your own initiative,

i
Seek favors from those in high positions,

: and promote your welfare by being more

aggressive than you usually are. The love

interest in vour life is due to change

radically. Don't hold on to an old love if

you feel that you should make_ a change,

i'or progress can come in your life only by

. change. Surprises from distant places may

reach you through letters or by telephone

;

relatives may visit you or you may take

^hort trips. The month brings caution m
matters of diet, watch the stomach, avoid

j overdoing and overeating.

Leo—July 23 to August 22

A month of warnings in regard to busi-

ness and romance. Your own impulsiveness

and rashness may take you into a business

venture that ends disastrously. A month

in which vou should avoid changes. Even

Statement of the Ownership. Management. Circulation,

etc required bv the Acts of Congress of August 24

1912 and March 3, 1933, of Screenland. published

monthly at New Tort. N. T.. for October 1. 1940.

State of New York. N. T., County of New York, ss

Before me. a Notary Public in and for the State and
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Hunter, who, having been duly sworn according to

law, deposes and says that he is the Publisher of

the Screenland. and that the following is, to the best
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lication for the date shown in the above caption,
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if dissatisfied stay where you are until

better planetary aspects arrive. Avoid in-

vesting in wild-cat schemes. Good for meet-

ing the public, also favors the following

professions: medicine, law, banking, insur-

ance, and the artistic professions. Avoid

entanglements with friends or relatives this

month. If married, there may be some fric-

tion in the home. Keep your temper and

watch your tongue. The month ends on a

favorable note, with progress in a quiet

way. The love interest of your life should

be protected—keep away from gossips for

others may carry unpleasant tales to some-

one you love.

Virgo—August 23 to September 22

A good deal depends on you this month.

You are ready for real progress now, but

you must take the initiative and put your-

self into a position where you can use the

wonderful talents you possess. You are

more capable functioning as an executive,

where you can give orders or supervise

others. You are good in a position as private

secretary, bookkeeper, research librarian,

or in work where you are required to use

your higher intellect in conjunction with

your skilful hands. Better your lot this

month; make changes, if you so choose,

and put your money in safe investments.

Avoid carrying a financial burden,_ for

others take advantage of you sometimes.

Romance leads to fulfillment this month.

Marry if you choose, or continue in single

bliss—there is no hurry, for your stars

promise happy love affairs.

Libra—September 23 to October 22

You emerge from semi-obscurity this

month. Look for new and interesting de-

velopments in some project you have re-

cently undertaken. Money may not pour in,

but you will be making enough to meet

your needs and, what is more important,

vour plans for the future will be quite ex-

tensive and comprehensive. Associate your-

self with large corporations dealing in

bonds, insurance, banking, financing, auto-

motive trades, and cosmetics, if you wish

to rise in business. Romantic changes may
cause you concern this month. Choose be-

tween two persons in love with you ;
avoid

fickleness and insincerity. Be cautious of

your tongue, for you are apt to use it

sharply and cause a loved one mental suf-

fering. Make no sudden decision to marry.

Choose someone born in Gemini, Aquarius,

Virgo, or Aries. These signs are good for

Libra-born. Avoid losses of personal prop-

erty at this time. Be careful of dark places.

Scorpio—October 23 to November 22

Slightly better vibrations govern this

month than last. Your mind will be calmer,

you will be ready to take advantage of any

business opportunities that may come your

way. Go into business for yourself, if pos-

sible. You would be good in operating a

dress shop, millinery shop, beauty parlor,

tea room or restaurant. Work connected

with travel is also favored. Mars, your rul-

ing star, has brought war to the earth in

the past year. It may also cause your own
life to reflect some unpleasant incidents,

especially in the love department. Use tact

and diplomacy rather than force. You can

win out in love if you try. Those married

and unhappy are better off by breaking up

such a disagreeable union, for love hap-

piness is the sum total of living for those

born in Scorpio. Do not spend too much
time alone this month, avoid moodiness and

depression for you are on the road to bet-

ter things.

Sagittarius—November 23 to December 21

Your stars shine brightly this month.

Jupiter and Saturn afflict you less than

formerly, and some real progress should

be made in your work and finances. Your
talents are more numerous now and recog-
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nition should await you in the business

world. The women of this sign are good at

mixing marriage and a career, for they are
well-balanced mentally and know how to

manage their homes and careers at the

same time. This sign so often finds unhap-
piness in the wrong union that it is wise to

caution you to avoid an unhappy love af-

fair. Choose those born in Aries or Leo for

the greatest success in love. They can also

marry those born in Libra or Gemini, al-

though these are not quite so favorable.

This month favors literary efforts, artistic

and creative work ; also good for meeting
the public, selling, and advertising. Travel
is favored, especially short trips for plea-

sure. It is not advisable to make radical

changes in business, love, or the home, for

the month favors conservatism rather than
extremes.

Capricorn—December 22 to January 19

The opposition of Saturn may be felt a
little this month, but it is not serious

enough to interfere with your financial

plans. It may affect your romantic life,

however. Go ahead with the utmost con-
fidence in financial matters ;

expand, change
your business location, and seek favors
from superiors. The first two weeks are
apt to present you with a problem in the
love life. If you find there is any reason to
doubt the one you love, wait a while before
breaking off an existing romance. You may
be hasty and do things you will later re-

gret. The cycle you are now in should
prove fairly profitable for financial trans-
actions. Consider investments in real estate,

and substantial things, but take no chances
in risky ventures. Travel, visit friends or
relatives, make changes in the home en-
vironment. A sum of money may come
unexpectedly after the 15th of the month.
Watch out for accidents in the home, espe-
cially to the lower limbs, ankles, and feet.

Rest and relax, avoid nervousness and
overdoing, for you may have a tendency to
haste this month.

Aquarius—January 20 to February 18

Watch the heart and purse strings

!

That is a warning that fits you every
month of the year, but especially more so
this month. Venus, planet of love and
sociability, is very active and may cause
you to act in strange and unconventional
ways. You may alarm your sweetheart and
family. Do not give in to the impulsiveness
of_ Uranus, for you will have to pay the
price later. Avoid an open break in ro-
mance, for the old love is, no doubt, better
than the newer, more tempting ones. Your
sign should choose those born in Gemini,
Libra, and Leo for happiness in love. You
can also get along fairly well with Aries,
Taurus, and even Virgo. Try to attain a
more practical attitude toward finances,
and you may be able to overcome the dis-
quieting experiences shown in your stars
this month. You can earn more by using
your talents fully; you are more creative
than practical, and if you apply yourself
to writing, acting, dancing, singing, or
music, you can go on to a great goal.

Pisces—February 19 to March 20
No sudden or radical changes may be

expected this month, but steady, slow prog-
ress may be noted in finances and business.
Your independent nature chafes at re-
straint

; concentrate on a career, for you
are happy making your own way. Women
in this sign often delay marriage for years
because of this love of independence. The
month brings you good conditions for love,
engagements or even marriage. The deci-
sion must rest with you, for you can truly
become engaged if you so choose at this
time. Venus will be active for some time
in your chart, and this month may bring
some vital decisions for future happiness.
Try to lighten your financial burden, (if
you are typical of this sign you are carry-

ing someone close to you along financially.)

You deserve more from life than you have
had for about seven years, but this change
must occur in your mind before it shows
itself in your outward situation. A favor-
able month for writing letters, signing con-
tracts, investing in -substantial things, and
for buying a home.

How a Mormon Girl,

Laraine Day, Conquered

Hollywood by Faith!
Continued from page 20

pression that just because a girl's religious
she can't be regular—can't have fun," said
Laraine when I went over to her house for
a Sunday afternoon. "But having faith in

God gives me faith in myself and my ability

—helps me get what I want most out of
life."

Faith is the motivating force and power
oj all religion. But to Laraine and to me
and all the younger generation of Mormons,
it has been strongly instilled and exempli-
fied by our pioneer forefathers, who left

their homes and properties, as shown in the
picture, "Brigham Young," to seek a new
refuge in the west. Perhaps that's why
Laraine's exercised so much of it. It was
inborn.

We often discuss the picture which por-
trays the Mormon pioneers braving the
heat of the desert and the blizzards and
blasts of winter—even starvation and death
—because of their faith. We were both con-
siderably enlightened by the film and Dean
Jagger as Brigham Young. It was remark-
ably like our grandparents had told us.

Both Laraine and I have visited Brigham
Young's home in Salt Lake City, which
was sectioned off into apartments for each
of his twenty-seven wives and their chil-
dren. But polygamy, which was adopted in
the early history of the church to protect
and care for the widows of the members
killed in early day mob violence, resulting
in a surplus of women members—and later
to increase and strengthen the dwindling
group who settled in a comparative wilder-
ness—served its need and was abolished by
the church many years before Laraine and
I were born. That is the way we under-
stand it and how it has been explained to
us. Although our grandparents had plural
wives, it is no longer a custom for Mor-
mons to have more than one wife.

Rather today Mormon people and their
religion differ little from any other sect

—

unless it be the practice of sending Mor-
mon missionaries out into the world to
make converts ; our word of wisdom, which
is a health measure and forbids the use of
tea, coffee, tobacco or intoxicants ; and our
obligation to pay one-tenth of all our earn-
ings to the church as a tithing.

"And when you take ten percent of your
lay check each week—that docs take faith

!"

as Laraine says. Laraine's check is growing
into the proportions of four figures—but
she's still firm in her conception of duty.
"To be perfectly frank, I've just never had
a reason not to believe. When I was six
years old I made up my mind to become an
actress. I just knew I'd be one. I never
doubted for one moment that I wouldn't,"
Laraine continued. "When I look back now
I realize that faith in God, prayer, and in
myself—and faith in that maxim Mother
taught me as soon as she taught me to
walk and talk, 'Faith Without Works Is
Dead'—are completely responsible for my
being where I am now.

"I was born in a little town of 3000 popu-
lation, Roosevelt, in the northeastern sec-
tion of Utah. We had one movie a week

—

and I remember I was so impressed with
Billie Dove. It is natural that when I'd
childishly tell people I was going to be an
actress like Billie Dove when I grew up
they'd be skeptical, even amused. For what
chance had I without the remotest contact
with Hollywood—or opportunity for dra-
matic training? No one in my family was
ever theatrical, either.

"But I had one valuable asset—faith in
prayer. One time my mother was very ill.

So ill that only my older brothers and sis-

ters were allowed to enter the bedroom to
see her. My twin brother Lamar and I, be-
ing the youngest, weren't permitted to see
Mother. We were told that if we'd pray
hard enough—she'd get well enough so we
could see her. Mother recovered—and I
reasoned that if faith would work one way
it would another. I began secretly applying
it to my chosen ambition—to become a
great actress some day.

"I learned to dance and sing—and I'd
spend hours a day play-acting and going
through a self-arrangement of expression
and pantomime. By the time I was ten I

was giving readings in churches and clubs
in the community. Then we moved to Cali-
fornia.

"My first really big public appearance
came when I was asked to give a reading
at the dedication of the Mormon Temple
grounds in Westwood. I was twelve—and
thrilled and awed beyond words. I wanted
it to be so good that everyone would re-
member it. I worked feverishly over the
words and lines for three weeks. I prayed
about it, too.

"All I can say is that it was the most
inspired thing I've ever done. For into it I
poured all my hopes, my aspirations, all my
adolescent longings and ambitions. When
you're twelve you're so serious about every-
thing! At least I was. Everything has to
be perfect—or you think it's the end of the
world. I was always riding the clouds—or
buried in deep dark ones.

"My brothers and sisters found their
vocations and interests. Some of them mar-
ried. My twin brother took an interest in
the printing business. My dramatic yearn-
ings were solely my own. We lived in Long
Beach when we first came to California
and I learned of the Long Beach Players'
Guild. Every minute away, from school
hours I was at the Guild house—watching
rehearsals, hoping that they'd take me in
as a member.
"One day they needed a fourteen-year-

old—and because there was no one so young
in the company the' part fell to me. I had
dreamed of being a beautiful lady on the
stage, with graceful gowns, speaking lovely
ines. But my first role was that of a bratty,
smart-alecky kid sister. Instead of curls and
makeup, I had braids and freckles. That
part won me a membership in the company.

,

"I played everything—all sorts of roles
from then on—keeping up with my dancing
all the while. Someone suggested a good
actress really should be a singer, since
Jeanette MacDonald and Grace Moore were
all the vogue on the screen. But that was
one place where even faith couldn't help!
Because I couldn't have faith in my singing
voice. I just didn't have that kind of throat

!

"A booking agent saw one of our Guild
plays and suggested that we take it on tour.
That was my first really professional ex-
perience. I shall never forget when it

reached Salt Lake City, Utah. Even though
I only had a tiny part it was a case of
'Local Girl Makes Good.' There was my
name up in marquee lights. But it wasn't a
sensation—for after the tour we all came
back and settled down to our Long Beach
audiences.

"Between plays I practiced dance routines
with a boy member of the Guild. For four
years we formed a dancing team. We danced
anywhere, everywhere, and for anyone who
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would ask us. Sometimes we'd dream about

being a famous dance team, dancing at the

Grove or the Astor Roof way off in New
York. Neither of us had ever been East of

the Rockies—but we could picture it.

"From time to time movie agents would

see our Guild plays. One night one signed

me to a contract to represent me for mo-

tion pictures. I was as thrilled as though

I'd already signed a studio contract. I went

dancing home and told mother. We called

up my married brothers and sisters and had

I a familv dinner by way of celebration. Since

I am the baby, the family liked to humor

my ambitions.
! "My first role in a picture was a tiny one

in 'Scandal Sheet.' I'll have to admit I

didn't set the screen on fire!" Laraine's

eyes were laughing, remembering. "It was

then I met Lew Ayres. I thought he was

perfectly terrible—not as an actor—but he

wouldn't cooperate with me in any of the

scenes. All he'd do was get up before the

camera—say his lines—and go away and

hide in a corner. I didn't realize it at the

time, but he was having all of his separa-

tion troubles with Ginger Rogers, which

naturauy maae nun quiet nuu mui uo^.. +^
was so unhappy ! I never dreamed that Id

ever be playing opposite him one day in

a whole series of pictures like the 'Dr.

Kildare' series. Today, he's just about the

finest person I know. Lew's happy and

helpful—and we have a lot of laughs to-

gether.

"After my one picture, my option was

not taken up by the studio—so I went back

to the Guild. After a series of plays a .

Hollywood talent scout invited me to take

a screen test at Universal. First thing I

was given a lead with George O'Brien m
'Border G-Men,' then 'The Painted Desert'

and 'The Arizona Legion.'

"Billv Gordon, the assistant casting di-

rector at M-G-M, offered me a test—and

glory be, I was signed to a contract! My
first picture was the leading lady m a Wal-

lace Beery film, 'Sergeant Madden.' Then

came a good role in T Take This Woman
and the beginning of the 'Dr. Kildare

series. . ,

"Aside from the studio, I kept up with

my drama activities at church—putting on

church plavs and drama skits. My dancing

partner, who was also a church member,

but not very active, one day happened to

ask me just how I had such faith in every-

thing I did. So we began discussing re-

ligion. I told him. 'You're entitled to believe

it°or not. Religion is not forced on anyone.

But if you believe and have a duty to per-

form—something to uphold and think about

—it makes everything easier. I don't know

exactly why, but he became more interested

in religion than continuing with a dancing

career. He wanted to go away on a mission

for the church. Since right now I have to

spend every minute of my time working I

offered to do my share by sending him.

That's the true story of Larame and the

missionary. When she made her first trip to

New York City this fall this missionary boy

was given permission to call on her. The
press wove a beautiful love story out

_

of

their meeting "which is not true," Larame

said. "We are friends, naturally, but we're

not in the least bit romantically interested.

After the newspaper stories, two of my boy

friends complained that maybe they were

just 'fill-ins' after all. We all but quarreled

over the whole thing." Laraine laughed.

New York was exciting—and Laraine s

picture, "My Son, My Son" was playing on

Broadway with the Day girl's name up m
the Neons—a distinct thrill for her, or any-

one for that matter.

"That picture was a faith-promoting ex-

ample for me," said Laraine. "I was told

that I'd be given the lead with Bob Taylor

in 'Florian.' I was given three books~ to

read for background material. I studied the

script for weeks. It was naturally the big-

gest thing that could happen to me. Then,

without explanation, I was not allowed to

even test for it! Bob Taylor was replaced

by Bob Young and the feminine lead was

given to another girl. I went home so angry

about it I could hardly contain myself. In

fact, I shed bitter tears. I wondered if God

does remember after all. But like the Bible

says, 'God Moves in a Mysterious Way His

Wonders to Perform.'

"The very next morning I was called and

given Frances Dee's role in 'My Son, My
Son'—and loaned to a different studio. Miss

Dee had suddenly been taken ill. That pic-

ture did more for me than any other to

date— unless it's 'Foreign Correspondent,

with Joel McCrea."
There is nothing so effective as an ideal

in action. But there's another side of La-

raine Day too. As she said, "Just because

you're religious doesn't mean that you can t

be regular and have fun
!"

As drama director of her vicinity, La-

raine is very active. She'd been rehearsing

a group for a skit called "Goldilocks and

the Three Bears"—done to swing time. And

can Laraine dance and rumba! We have

regular sessions at her house—roll up the

rusrs and turn on the phonograph.

Because Laraine's a Mormon she ob-

serves the Mormon word of wisdom. There s

neither drinking nor smoking at her house.

Some young people would think her parties

would be dull. But on the contrary there's -

never a dull moment. "Sardines" is a fa-

vorite game we sometimes play there. The

lights are turned off—everyone hides—and

one person is selected to start it out by

finding the others. As soon as someone s

discovered they're secretly packed away m
the powder room—until everyone's jammed

in like "sardines." Laraine enjoys action

games, and gay music—and there's lots of

good home-cooked things her mother makes.

All fall she and Sidney Guilaroff (he's the

Hollywood hair stylist) and several others

have been making a 16 mm. colored movie

film for this winter's showing. Laraine and

Sidney, who's her most frequent escort,

have the leads. The scenario was written

by Laraine. -

"If it should ever happen that I should

have to choose between a career and mar-

riage and a home of my own, I'd take the

latter and a husband. But I don't think I'll

ever have to make that decision," Laraine

says. "For you can have both if you believe

firmly enough in both."

foi

Charlie + Paulette =
Movie Mystery

Number One!
Continued from page 23

a whirl at Hollywood's night club life—

sans Charlie. With scandal at a very low

ebb in Hollywood, and more space than

ever to fill, the gossip writers welcomed

Paulette's Ciro whirl like manna from

heaven. Before she left for Mexico with

a gay party of friends she had become the

most talked about star West of the

Rockies. Hardly a dinner party was given

but what Paulette was dished up right

along with the carrots and spinach.

Her fellow Glamor Girls, naturally, were

the ones most eager to put Paulette on

the pan. Ever since "The Women," when

the Goddard figure first came into view,

Paulette has become the most publicized

girl in pictures. Newspapers, fan maga-

zines, national magazines, month in and

month out, are full of her. This, of course,

irks the other stars. But while they are

in the process of being irked they should

remember that it is like pulling eye-teeth
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to bring them into the gallery to make
stills and portrait sittings—but Paulette

loves to have pictures taken of herself and
willingly poses by the hour for the publi-

city cameras. She's number one pet with

the lens boys.
Charlie's friends, and they are legion,

were the next to take a crack at Paulette.

They said that Paulette had deliberately

"used" Charlie to further her career and
feather her nest with jewelry (Paulette

has a great passion for beautiful jewels),

and now that she had become a star in her

own right, and had no need of him any-
more, she was ready to walk out on him.

They pointed out that Paulette now has
a collection of jewelry insured for $400,-

000. She has been wearing recently the

last important piece to come to this coun-
try from Cartier's in Paris. It is ISO carats

of blue and yellow sapphires made into

a necklace. One of Paulette's favorite gags
is, "My mother told me when I was very
young that it was bad luck to buy jewelry
for oneself. So I never did. And look at

how lucky I have been!"
Charlie's friends, loyal to their hero, sat

around Chasen's night after night eating

Dave's famous barbecued spareribs and
playing "gin rummy," while they assured
themselves and everyone else that Charlie
had never been so happy in his life. That
Charlie, the intellectual, had been bored
with Paulette, the ambitious actress, for

years. Friends, as you know, always go
overboard. (Personally, I don't think
Paulette has ever bored Charlie.)

According to Hollywood the Chaplin di-

vorce was in the bag. It will be one of

those quiet Mexican divorces, where it

never comes to light whether you are or
aren't married, Hollywood said, obligingly
arranging everything for Charlie and
Paulette. Yes, decided Hollywood, this rift

is permanent.
So no wonder Hollywood was all aghast

when Charlie up and did a little deciding
on his own and introduced Paulette as his

wife at the gala premiere of "The Great
Dictator" at the Astor Theatre in New
York!

_

Despite all talk to the contrary Charlie
very definitely wanted Paulette back ! He
knows that nothing pleases her so much
as to be called his wife. The piece of

jewelry she admires most is a gold bracelet
given her by Charlie, which has the letter

"W" on it. "The W," Paulette tells you,
"stands for wife."

Well, I hate people who say "I told you
so," but I could have said just that to Hol-
lywood, and to Charlie's close friends gab-
bing away at Chasen's night after night.

I knew weeks before that Charlie was
carrying the torch, and how, for Paulette.
That unusual gaiety that all his friends
had noted in him of late was simply a
cover-up of his real feelings. "It's like old
times," his friends had said. "Charlie hasn't
been so gay in years." But I've got femi-
nine intuition, or something, and I think
I recognize the well-known torch when I

see it carried—not to mention Laugh,
Clown, Laugh.

I was with Charlie the night that Paul-
ette left him ! With several friends she had
sailed on the S. S. Manhattan that morn-
ing, and Charlie was "celebrating" at the
home of a producer-friend. There were
only five of us there that evening, includ-
ing Harry Rosenthal, that musical genius
without the breaks of Oscar Levant. When
we walked in Charlie was just beginning
his famous impersonation of Feodor
Chaliapin. "He hasn't clowned like this for
years," a director whispered to me. "He
used to be like this in the old days."

.
Well, I have met Charlie several times

since I have been in Hollywood, but he
was always so serious and so intellectual
that he always frightened me. But tonight
was different, tonight he was the clown.

We sat in this producer's playroom for

five solid hours, and for five solid hours
Charlie entertained ! Thousands of dollars

worth of entertainment, I kept saying to

myself, and he is giving it to the four of

us. For his impersonation of Chaliapin,

Charlie sang several baritone numbers in-

cluding the famous Largo Al Factotum
from the "Barber of Seville" and The
Volga Boatman. When he sings songs in

foreign languages he simply makes up the

words, but he does it so cleverly that you'd
never catch on, unless you are awfully
fussy about your opera. Having exhausted
Chaliapin's eccentricities he next decided
to do John McCormack. He stuck his

stomach out, and his chin in, consulted his

little black book in the McCormack man-
ner, and sang Mother Machree and When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling in as good an
Irish tenor as you can find in Hollywood.

Heifetz, giving a concert at the Holly-
wood Bowl, next came in for a gentle rib-

bing. Charlie assumed the Heifetz dead-
pan, grabbed a billiard cue for his bow,
walked three times around the billiard

table to show that he was in the Bowl,
and after much bowing to his imaginary
audience pretended to play a Bach prelude.
To do his impersonation of pianist

Paderewski he asked for two grapefruit.
There were no grapefruit in the house but
the butler brought two oranges, and then
Charlie did as neat a trick as I have ever
seen done on the piano. Simply by rolling
the oranges over the black keys of the
piano in quick tempo he created a miracu-
lous piano concerto. "Anybody can do it,"

said Charlie, pleased with our applause.
"But it's better with grapefruit."
Stokowski next—and naturally for

"Stokie" Charlie went into quite a to-do
over his hands. Then with Harry playing
Poet and Peasant and giving it everything,
Charlie pretended to conduct a symphony
orchestra, and having quite a time of it

with his first violinist. His "Stokie" was
a great success, so encouraged by our
hysterical laughter he suddenly grabbed a
scarf and with the greatest abandon treated
us to a dance to Mendelssohn's Spring
Song.

Charlie was a little tired by then, so
while he sat down to catch his second
wind, Harry started playing old songs of
some twenty and thirty years ago. Charlie
knew the words, and perfectly, of nearly
all the songs. Among his favorites seemed
to be Whispering, Little Grey Home in the
West, Poor Butterfly, Margie, Am I Blue,
and songs that haven't been revived in
years. These old songs seemed to mellow
Charlie quite a bit, and from then on he
wasn't quite so gay. "They don't write
songs now as beautiful as those old songs,"
he said wistfully. Then as he started on
a Jerome Kern cycle of songs he turned
to me and said, "Isn't it wonderful that we
can sing and forget Hitler?"
"And Paulette?" I wanted to add, but

didn't.

_
From songs Charlie turned to poetry, re-

citing reams of it. I simply don't know how
he can remember so much. One of his
favorite poems is Oscar Wilde's The Bal-
lad of Reading Gaol, which he thinks is

the most beautiful poem ever written, espe-
cially those lines,

I never saw a man who looked
With such a wistful eye

Upon that little tent of blue
Which prisoners call the sky,

And,

Yet each man kills the thing he loves,
By each let this be heard,

Some do it with a bitter look,
Some with a flattering word,

The coward does it with a kiss,

The brave man with a sword!

The Ballad of Reading Gaol recalled

a poem he had written at the age of sev-
enteen, called The Autopsy, which he
recited for us in that beautiful flowing
voice of his. A sort of sadness had injected
itself into our little group by then, and the
conversation turned to shyness. Charlie
said that the reason he had left the stage
and gone into pictures was because every
time he, had to face an audience he died
a thousand deaths. Even'now, he admitted,
he is so shy that he will drive for blocks
and blocks out of his way rather than stop
and ask someone for a direction. I believe
I have met only one really shy person in
my life—and that is Charlie Chaplin. And
I believe I have met only one really great
genius in my life—and that too is Charlie
Chaplin.

We dropped the little man, who simply
exudes sweetness, (imagine, he thanked us
for being so patient and listening to him
all evening!) at the door of his mansion
in Beverly Hills, and he suddenly seemed
awfully lonely. Not one word about Paul-
ette had he mentioned all evening.

Is that torch-carrying, or isn't it?

At the request of Paramount, Paulette
appeared at a broadcast in Chicago of
"North West Mounted Police" (the pic-
ture in which she "sizzles" in a hayloft
with Robert Preston) and casually an-
nounced to the Press that she was return-
ing to Hollywood, to the Chaplin mansion,
but of course, where Charlie would join
her soon, and together they would enter-
tain for H. G. Wells who was expected
in California on a lecture tour. (No two
people in the world ever 'got as big a kick
out of having celebrities as house guests
as Paulette and Charlie.)

Following the broadcast she returned to
Hollywood, but not to the Chaplin home.
Instead she rented the Myron Selznick
beach house. Here she moved her clothes
and her jewelry. Her first night in Holly-
wood (and other nights, too) she had
dinner at Chasen's with millionaire Jock
Whitney, writer John McLain, and agent
Myron Selznick, while Charlie's friends
went "tut tut" in very definite disapproval.
There are those who think (those "some

people" again) that the Chaplin-Goddard
"divorce" is only a matter of a few weeks
now; that as soon as Charlie returns from
the East things will happen, and happen
fast; that he acknowledged her as his wife
at the New York premiere of "The Great
Dictator" simply to make the divorce
easier. They say that Charlie this time
really "has a mad on."
But those "other people," the sentimen-

talists of Hollywood, and I'm afraid that
includes me, think that Paulette and Char-
lie will patch up their misunderstanding
this time, just as they have done before.
Previous to Paulette, Charlie's loneliness
was famous in Hollywood—he wandered
around alone like a "lost soul. Paulette is

gay and alive. She loves fun. She has
brought about a great change in Char-
lie's lonely house, and in Charlie's lonely
life. To us, perhaps, Paulette is a fine ex-
ample of the head ruling the heart, but
to Charlie, the dreamer, the shy genius,
the guy who has tears in his eyes and a
choke in his voice when he reads The
Ballad of Reading Gaol, she is youth,
laughter, and romance.

So, what next with the Chaplins ? To-
gether again, or divorce?

Charlie, with his good friend Tim Du-
rant, is busy in the East opening up "The
Great Dictator" in the key cities. Paulette
is in Hollywood busy preparing for her
next picture to be produced by Jimmy
Roosevelt, called "The Pot of Gold," and
for which it is reported Paulette will re-

ceive $50,000 for five weeks, which is

$10,000 for a week, which is indeed a pot
of gold for Paulette. So Hollywood waits,

all agog ! H. G. Wells, the house guest,

has not been heard from to date.
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ACROSS
He scarred in "Rangers of

Fortune"
She's Mrs. Ralph Forbes
Barley, processed for brewing
Officer's assistant

Passed around, as playing
cards
To the sheltered side

She stars in "He Stayed For
Breakfast"
Southern state (abbrev.)
Her new one is "The Letter"

And so forth (abbrev.)
His new one is "Second
Chorus"
A long-eared, stubborn
animal
The end" of a dog that wags
A loud sleeper
To proceed
To hit with the hand
Rim
Ma's husband
The curve of a pretty star's

eyebrows
"The Hawk," with
Errol Flynn
His new film is "The Santa Fe
Trail"
"Romance of the - - - Grande,"
with Cesar Romero
His new one is "The Great
Dictator"
To be obligated
Co-star in "All This, and
Heaven Too"
Pare of the head
A timid animal
"Dancing - - a Dime
Grace McDonald
Decays
To dare
Right (abbrev.)
Harasses ; obstructs
Christmas ; also a carol _
One and one
The mother in "Maryland"
"Dreaming Loud," a Lum
and Abner film
Andy

, otherwise

th

Mickey Rooney
72. A charge for service rendered

73. Star of "Third Finger, Left

Hand"
75. One of the Great Lakes
76. You sometimes do this at a

dull movie
78. Ireland
79. Soldiers' meals
80; Conditions (of a contract)

81. Movie backgrounds

DOWN
1. Her new one is "Tin Pan

Alley"
2. Uproar
3. A substance extracted

from another
4. A cozy room or study

5. Printed notice (abbrev.)

6. Trim, tidy

7. Festivities

8. John Barrymore's
on-again. o!f-again wife

9. Army officer (abbrev.)

10. Co-star of "My Little

Chickadee'

'

11. Parr of a church
12. Allows
13. Golf mounds
18. The other woman in

"My Favorite Wife"
20. The' voice of Charlie

McCarthy
23. To cut
24. He plays Tex in

"The Quarterback"
27. A kind of tree

29. Ever (contraction)
30. Our famous Swedish

film star

31. Constellation
33. A vegetable
35. Star of "Brigham

Young"
36. Vigilant
38. Coquettish
40. To imitate
42. Fish eggs
44. Star of "Rhythm on the

River"

45. Boy
46. She played "My Favorite

Wife"
49. Before
51. Many stars use this on their

hair
54. A favorite English beverage
55. To choke, smother
57. Shape
59. He's famous for horror roles

60. To jeer
62. Star of "The Stranger on the

Third Floor"
63. Those people
64. Manufactured article

66. Full to overflowing
68. A single thing
69. Browns in the sun
71. French possessive article

74. Affirmative
76. A thoroughfare (abbrev.)
77. AfterthougfTF on a letter

(abbrev.

)

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 1.5

miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffinesa

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
willhelp the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

New! l?
4!^ 6

' Pocket

SNOBSti*" Radio
DURABLE PLASTIC CABINETS
Dual Bands - Magictenna - Microbial '

Fits your pocket or purse—Wt.
6 ozs. Small as cigarette pack-
age. Receives standard & some
short wave. Patented Power
Rectifier. No tubes, batteries.
Hi-ratlo easy tuning slide
"Microdial". Nl. L. of HI. says:
"Midget radio works fine"!
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE!
Sent complete ready to listen with instructions & tiny
phone for use in homes, offices, hotels, in bed, etc.
Simple to operate—no electricity needed!
Send No Money! Pay postman onlv S2.99 plus postage
charges on arrival or send S2.99 (Check, M.O., Cash) and
yours will be sent postpaid. A most unusual value! Order
now! FREE! Plug in "Mag ictenna"— El i m i nates outside

J

MIDGET RADIO CO. Dept. SC-1, Kearney, Nebr

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

and Month, your
g 4 boxes Rosebud Sa

25c each. Order 4 salve and new catalog. Send No Money.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 22, W00DSB0R0, MARYUND.

New Crop Oranges and Grapefruit

IDEAL HOLIDAY GIFT and for SOCIABLES.
Ship to you or friend. C.O.D. Ninety pound
standard box $5.85. Express prepaid. Include
remittance for your friend's Box.
Address Order To

—

NICHOLS and COMPANY
KINGSTON GEORGIA

roua POEMS
any subject for immedi-
ate consideration. Don't
delay—send your poein
at once to

—

RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods Building, Chicago, III.

WANTED

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile :'uice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and.
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10$ and 25$.
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"Little Men," Louisa

May Alcott's classic

of post-Civil War
days, has reached
the screen with this

group playing some
of its beloved char-

acters. From left:

Jimmy Lydon and
little Richard
Nichols seated on
footstool, Ann
Gillis with Ann
Howard standing
behind her, Kay
Francis, Charles
Esmond holding
Casey Johnson, and
Francesco Santoro.

"I Hate Hollywood
!"

says Fred Allen

Continued from page 25

was just another picture that was being-

shown to the trade which meant that tour-
ists were clambering upon circus seats out-
side to gape at the visiting stars who, in

turn, were gaping at one another and ex-
claiming 'Sensational' into' microphones
placed advantageously in the lobby.

"But all the previews are not of movies.
Hollywood's enthusiasm isn't limited to
movies. It stages previews also of new
drug stores, new butcher shops, even new
undertaking parlors. It's always exerting
itself frenziedly to achieve some unintelli-
gent end. After six months there you're
ready for a cave and some pebbles and
some concentrated mumbling to yourself.
Everybody there is pressured high to sell

you something. Newsboys almost knock
you down trying to sell you a newspaper.
Cult founders swoop down on you. Spirit-
ualists, real estate salesmen, faith healers,
truss manufacturers all press in upon you."
One night, Fred explained, he was riding

in an automobile when suddenly a huge
Neon sign loomed up on a spacious lawn
with the inscription : "God Wants to See
You. Come Right In." Outside an under-
taking establishment he observed another
brightly lighted sign. It read: "Free Music
With Every Funeral."

"I don't know what good free music is

to a corpse, but I hope for the latter's

sake it isn't Jack Benny and his violin
giving out Bury Me Not on the Lone
Prairie. There are so many weird sights
in Hollywood that you get groggy taking
them in. Near the NBC studios a colored
fellow has a shoeshine stand and while he
shines your shoe he turns on some swing-
music and beats time with his polishing
fingers on your instep. By the time one
shoe is one-quarter finished a crowd has
gathered, and you are on exhibition. Close
by is a drug store with a sign over the
soda fountain: 'Your Horoscope Free
With a Lucky Sundae—Both for 15
cents.'

"

Curiously, Fred heard no exclamations
of superlatives about his forthcoming pic-
ture. Instead, the comment was singularly
restrained, just a few "It looks like a good
picture," "It's okay," "I think we've got
something." The very absence of adjec-
tives makes him believe that maybe Para-
mount has got something in "Love Thy
Neighbor." If the time and labor Fred put
in on the picture mean anything it should
prove a comic masterpiece. He wrote all

the dialogue, all the scenes in which he
appears. Of course, he carries on his phony
feud with Benny. People have come to
look for a spirited wrangle between them,
he says, 'And I'm not for letting 'em
down."
The feud almost took on a real aspect

over the barbecue affair, but their better
natures prevailed. As Fred explains : "Jack
turned on his heel when I said I wouldn't
come, and I turned on mine. No knives
were drawn. The next morning at the
studio life was as pleasant as it's possible
for Hollywood to make it.

The film studios' determination to shoot
the works, regardless of the expense, fasci-
nates the comedian. "There are some very
fine craftsmen in the film colony," he adds.
"They insist upon their ideas no matter
what the cost. In one sequence of our
picture I had to wear a sports coat of a
special pattern and texture. There was
nothing in Hollywood available. The stu-
dio called New York, explained what was
needed, emphasized the urgency of the
matter, and in a couple of days the ma-
terial arrived by airplane."
At the same time he is equally struck

by the seemingly endless concentration up-
on detail. He still cannot get over the
fact that he would arrive on the set at
8 in the morning with a gag which he
thought was pretty funny but which after
an hour's rehearsal seemed to him and
all his associates the dreariest piece of busi-
ness ever conceived.
"The worst of it is I would still be

rehearsing the same five minute piece of
business at 5 p.m. You can imagine how
I felt, to say nothing of those around
me. You work all day and at the end
you've accomplished but five minutes of
film and sound track. Talk about a tread-
mill ! Those old dog acts at the Palace had
nothing on me this summer."
He found, too, that the screen limited

his freedom of action. He spoke of a scene
in which he proceeds literally to make a
bum out of Benny by tearing up his clothes,
leaving Jack, as "He should, of course, be
left, with but a tattered pair of trousers
and an old shirt." He had to go over
that scene for hours, he said, in order
that the tearing business might be brought
within range of the camera.

"I couldn't tear the clothes, naturally,
as I would on the stage, ripping them out-
ward horizontally as far as my arms could
reach. I had to tear them vertically, with
something of the gesture that you use
in dealing cards. It had me homesick for
the stage. It had me homesick for New
York. It even had me homesick for cards."
Homesickness, incidentally, is another of

Hollywood's commodities, according to
Fred Allen. Even the tourists are home-
sick. It's because, he explains, they be-

come disillusioned quickly. They arrive in
Hollywood expecting to see Dorothy La- I
mour parading around in a sarong or I
Bing Crosby serenading them at the sta- I
tion. When these spectacles don't materi-
alize, "They fall back upon the synthetic
sights of the boulevards, with their bizarre
drive-ins, their grotesquely shaped restau-
rants, their gaudy motor chariots, their
many-hued slacks which other tourists are
wearing, together with dark glasses, in
the hope of being mistaken for movie
stars," Fred explains.
The longer they stay, says Fred, the

more bewildered thev become by the color,
the jargon, the artificiality of the scene, of
this Bagdad in Technicolor.
"The longer they stay the quicker they

get an appreciation of what caste, as
distinguished from cast, really means. They
begin to see what star is who and how
much, and if they remain long enough
what group of extras is snubbing another
group. There is caste even among the
extras.

"While dozing around the Paramount
lot the tourist's plight bothered me no
end. I wondered what the tourist was
going to tell the folks back home. I won-
dered if Hollywood wouldn't be just a
jumble to him, an incoherent splash of
Neon and stucco, of palm trees and arc
lights, marked by endless waiting out-
side previews and restaurants for the in-
evitable autograph."
Fred had his own technique for the

autograph seeker during his sojourn in
Hollywood. "When anybody waylaid me
at my fruit salad and asked me to auto-
graph a postcard or the back of a letter
I said, 'I'll do it if you'll tell me what
you intend to do with it.'

'Why,' the man would say, 'why, I . . .

I'll keep it.'

(

"'Keep it for what?' I would ask.
" 'Well,' the fellow would stammer, 'I'll

just keep it.'

"I asked them all the same thing. They
couldn't answer it. They wanted an auto-
graph and they really didn't know what
they would do with it after they got it."

There isn't any phase of Hollywood life I

that isn't incomprehensible, that isn't fan-
tastic to Fred Allen. Even in its sports
activities Hollywood, he found, unlike any
other place in the land.
"Hollywood makes a Roman holiday of

a football game. It takes football as seri-
ously as Washington takes politics. As for
swimming, it is more than a sport, it's

a fad. You can almost figure the income
of a movie star by the size of his or her
swimming pool. The stars rarely use their
pools for swimming, but they have found
them very helpful in magazine publicity.
"The latest sports rage is softball

—

played by girls. There are any number of
girl softball teams in and around Holly-
wood, and the populace goes crazy rooting

''

for and at them. You'd think that old I

debbil sex appeal would be the inspiration
for the attendance. But, strangely, it isn't.

I can't figure it out, but it just isn't. It's

another of the mystifying things about
Hollywood. People actually crowd into
these games because they're wild about
the game. Their behavior is the same as
that , of the fans in the bleachers at base-
ball games back here."

There's no doubt about it, Hollywood
is a strange place to Fred Allen. He
doesn't really enjoy himself there even
when he runs across a native, by whom
he means a Broadway actor whose option
wasn't taken up back in 1926. He doesn't
really enjoy himself there no matter, how
many closeups they make of him.

"If this photographic device for giving
an actor a big head in pictures were used
in every foot of every film in which I

appear," he said, "I still wouldn't like

Hollywood !"
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THE BRIDE SAYS:

"I love these Cookbooklets—they offer

infinite variety and economies that

keep me well within my budget for

two!"

THE HOSTESS SAYS:

"I get hundreds of ideas for trick ways

of serving from the marvelous photo-

graphs that illustrate so many of the

recipes."

THE MOTHER SAYS:

"It's thrilling to me to have both my
husband and the children show excited

appreciation of the new dishes I've

been serving."

THE COOK SAYS:

"Already I've reduced the family food

budget and my dinners are more

tempting than ever before! You should

hear the compliments!"

>niam-*

f

2,000
WAYS TO FEED A HUSBAND

CULINARY ARTS INSTITUTE

We still believe in the old adage that "the quickest way to a man's

heart is through his stomach." That's where COOKBOOKLETS

shine! They're brim full of sparkling ideas for tempting a hus-

band ... or a family! No matter what your budgeting plan may

be, no matter how carefully you've had to trim it, COOKBOOK-

LETS provide fresh, novel dishes at amazingly low cost! Besides

the clever adventures in food planning, you'll find hundreds of

photographs to show you special, tantalizing ways of serving

—

all as new and different and smart as tomorrow!

And, can you believe it, the cost of these invaluable books is only

25c each. Use the coupon below and select from 8 fascinating

titles as many as you wish! For all-round excellence in recipes,

for carefully planned economy in preparation and for out and

out taste-tempting—COOKBOOKLETS are indispensable to the

modern woman in the home!

MAIL THIS ORDER FORM NOW FOR YOUR COOKBOOKLETS

(II 500 SNACKS — Bright Ideas

for Entertaining.

Clever, easy-to-make canapes,

hors d'oeuvres, salads, pas-

tries, sandwiches for every
occasion.

(2) 500 DELICIOUS DISHES FROM
SFTOVERS
How to get the most from the
food you buy—full of delight-

ful surprises that save you
-loney.

(3) 250 CLASSIC CAKE RECIPES

Save time, effort, and money
in producing beautiful, deli-

cious cakes of exciting variety.

(4) 250 WAYS TO PREPARE
POULTRY AND GAME BIRDS

Tested recipes that help you
prepare and serve this favorite

food with savory excellence.

(5) 250 SUPERB PIES AND PAS-
TRIES
America's favorite dessert is

easy to serve often with the
aid of this practical booklet.

(6) 250 DELICIOUS SOUPS
Steaming, fragrant soups to

make any good meal perfect.

(7) 300 DELICIOUS SALADS
Tempting vegetable, meat,
fruit and fish salads, all full

of healthful vitamins.

(8) 250 WAYS TO PREPARE
MEAT
How to make inexpensive cuts

taste like filet mignon and
filet mignon taste like food
from the Gods.

Quantity DEPT. S

CULINARY ARTS INSTITUTE,
1

537 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET,

2 CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please send me the Cookbooklefs I have ordered in the

quantities indicated for which I enclose $

(25c each postpaid)

Name

Address.

City State.

(Print or Write Legibly)



Copyright 1941, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.

There's a greater demand than ever

for Chesterfields. Smokers who have tried

them are asking for them again and again,

and for the best of reasons... Chesterfields

are cooler, better-tasting and definitely milder.

Chesterfields are made for smokers like

yourself ... so tune in now for your 1941

smoking pleasure.



OU MODERN GIRLS LACK ROMANCE! " BY HEDY LAMARR

leal Truth about ROBERT PRESTON'S Surprise Marriage

hat Does 1941 Hold for You? Read Norvell's Predictions!



\ OU have probably known several

cases like that . . . the medical records

report lots of them. And they all lead

up to this warning:

Don't take a cold lightly. Don't

neglect it. Take care of it at once.

HELP NATURE EARLY

If you feel a cold coming on, or your

throat feels irritated, go to bed. Keep
warm. Drink plenty of water and fruit

juices. Eat lightly. Gargle full strength

Listerine Antiseptic every two hours.

All of these simple measures are

aimed to help Nature to abort a cold

quickly. Rest and warmth build up

reserve. Juices and water aid elimina-

tion. Food restores strength. And Lis-

terine Antiseptic kills millions of germs

on mouth and throat surfaces . . . the

very types of germs that many au-

thorities claim are the cause of many
of the distressing aspects of a cold.

Tests showed germ reductions on tis-

sue surfaces ranging to 96.7% fifteen

minutes after the Listerine gargle, and

up to 80% one hour after.

9 YEARS OF RESEARCH

And in tests conducted during 9 years

of research, those who gargled Lis-

terine Antiseptic twice a day had fewer

colds, milder colds, and colds of shorter

duration than those who did not use it.

This success we ascribe to Listerine's

germ-killing action on the mouth and

throat surfaces.

We wish we could say that Listerine

Antiseptic so used would always head

off a cold, but we cannot. We do say

that as a first aid it is deserving of

your most serious consideration.

Lambert Pharmacal Co. , St. Louis, Mo.

At the first symptom of a Cold or Sore Throat

LISTERINE . . . QUICK!



HE THOUGHT:

UNTIL, ALAS, SHE SMILED

!

la

Take no chances with "Pink Tooth Brush"-help protect

your own bright smile with Ipana and Massage!

FROM ACROSS THE ROOM her beauty was

flawless—almost unreal in its perfection of

form and color. He thought, above the

swift pounding of his heart, "Why, she's

the loveliest—the most exciting thing I've

ever seen inmy life ! I mustmeet her at once
! '

'

And when he did, his eyes held hers and

whispered, "You're loveliness itself!" But

then—right at that breathless moment—she

smiled. And in just that instant his eager-

ness faded.

POOR TEETH—DINGY
GUMS ARE A TRAGEDY.

A ruined smile is a

tragedy to anyone. But

it is a particularly trag-

ic handicap to a wom-
an. So don't YOU be as

foolish as this poor girl,

and ignore the warning

of "pink tooth brush"!

To do so is to risk your

winning smile—your

charm.

NEVER IGNORE "PINK

TOOTH BRUSH." When
you see "pink" on your

tooth brush— see your

dentist and see him

promptly. It may not

mean serious trouble ahead. It may simply

mean that today's soft, creamy foods have

robbed your gums of work, left them ten-

der, sensitive, weak. And, often, your den-

tist's advice will simply be more work and

exercise for those lazy gums—"the health-

ful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

FOR IPANA, WITH MASSAGE, is especially

designed not only to clean the teeth but to

aid the health of the gums as well. Mas-

sage a little extra Ipana onto your gums

when you brush your teeth. Feel that de-

lightful tang—exclusive with Ipana and

massage. It flashes the news that gum cir-

culation is improving-strengthening gum

tissues-helping to make gums healthier.

So get an economical tube of Ipana today.

Join the charming women who have found

Ipana and massage one way to a more at-

tractive smile.

WHEN YOU BUY IPANA,

ask your druggist for

the new D. D. tooth

brush. Designed with

the aid of over 1,000

dentists, the D.D. brush

is more effective for

gum massage, more

thorough cleansing.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SCREENLAND



Once upon a cockeyed time...

there was a ravishing redhead jjfcljL who was very, very elegant

and fancied herself as a kindi^^ of goddess. (Imagine!) . . And she

was all set to marry a truly stuffy guy J§|^ . . . when her ex-husband

showed up. Now he was a regular fellow

ties such as
J?

and

with many human frail-

and you-know-what. This time he brought

with him a handsome reporter with candid camera and candid

girl friend by means of which he hoped to snare many snappy morsels

for his Scandal sheet. So-o-o-o things got hotly mixed up. There was

a midnight bathing party for two . . . and a fight . . . and a

wedding Hjv. • • and how it all comes out makes THE PHILADELPHIA

STORY the funniest film in years . . . which should cause you to roll in

the aisles with laughter

GRANT

HEPBURN

STEWART

There's more about
' 'The Philadelphia Story

'

'

in the Lion's Roar column

on Page 5.

THE PHILADELPHIA STORY
*>ith RUTH HUSSEY

JOHN HOWARD • ROLAND YOUNG • JOHN HALLIDAY • MARY NASH • VIRGINIA WEIDLER
Screen Play by Donald Ogden Stewart • Based on the Play by Philip Barry

Produced by The Theatre Guild Inc. • Produced by JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ
Directed by GEORGE CUKOR • A Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer Picture

SCREENLAND
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Good morning! We hope you've had a

Happy New Year.
* *

We bring you a recipe to start 1941

off right.

It's "The Philadelphia Story". Let us

tell you about it.

*
Once upon a time (are you sitting com-

fortably on my knee?) there was a girl

who was good in the Three R's.

* *
She was Rich, Rare and Racy. "V^f,

S^ 4

She also was a Ravishing Redhead.

*
She was claimed by three men. They
were the Three H's. Hero, He-man,
and Heel.

*
They were all Handsome.

*
The Three H's loved the Ravishing

Redhead. They wooed her on horse-

back, in swimming pools and at cham-

pagne parties.

They Fought for her, Flew
to her and Framed her. It

all happened in Filadelphia.

Now that's just a hint of the most de-

lightful New Year's gift you or your

friends or your family ever got.

We cannot open the book further on

"The Philadelphia Story". You must

see it, not hear about it. You cannot

afford to miss Cary Grant, Katharine

Hepburn and James Stewart.

Paraphrasing the well-known poem,

only God can make a trio like that.

"The Philadelphia Story" (shh!) is

directed by the incomparable George

Cukor. M-G-M's own Joseph Mankie-

wicz is the producer.

* *
Now there are many plus values —
think of adding to Grant, Hepburn

and Stewart—in the cast.

For example— in fact, for six examples

—Ruth Hussev, John Howard. Roland

Young. John Halliday, Mary Nash and

Virginia Weidler.

* * * *
Endowed with a script by Donald Ogden

Stewart from the well-known Broadway

hit bv Philip Barry, M-G-M
proudly, buoyantly, happilyr^n^r
presents— > f\ I

;' ;

"The Philadelphia Story /VV

Another Metro -Goldwun- Mayer advertisement for

"The Philadelphia Story" appears on page 4.

Screenland
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FRED ASTAIRE

^paramount I*
I*

pauietteGODDARD

SECOND CHORUS
with Artie Shaw and His Band

Charles Butterworth • Burgess Meredith
Produced by BORIS MORROS • Directed by H. C. Potter

fHf
*0**

of

YOU CAN TELL A PARAMOUNT PICTURE BY THE APPLAUSE!

SCRE ENLAND



FREDRIC MARCH • BETTY FIELD
in Joseph Conrad's

"VICTORY"
An Island Tale

w;.h SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
and Jerome Cowan • Sig Rumann

Directed by John Cromwell

MADELEINE FRED

CARROLL • MacMURRAY
44VIRGINIA

(in Technicolor) with

Stirling Hayden • Helen Broderick

- Marie Wilson » Carolyn Lee
Produced and Directed by Edward H. Griffith

SCREENLAND 7



iniir Page
fs^ To Walt Disney for his superb

daring in producing "Fantasia,
19

WS0 movie marriage of great mu-
sic and imaginative cartoons

Hollywood's one authentic gen-

ius— Disney—has surpassed
himself with this new and
most amazing achievement

Weird prehistoric monsters fiFl

the motion picture screen as
the weird music of Stravinsky's
"Rite of Spring" is played.

The Disney version of Ponchiel
familiar "Dance of the Hours"
is a gentle satire on classic bal-

let. "Ballerinas" shown above.



This is the most exciting story I know!
says Newspaperdom's ace story-teller

MARK HELLINGER

'4 T<HEY call him 'Mad Dog 1

Earle, enemy of all that

is decent and good. Yet his

dreams are every man's dreams:

a fireside on a friendly farm,

and the arms of the woman he loves . . .Then there's Marie,

deep down just another woman with a hungry heart—but

to the world a hard-boiled taxi dancer and Killer's com-

panion . . . ([Now her man is trapped alone, still

fearless and defiant, on the highest peak of the

terrifying High Sierras. He hasn't bowed to

any law on earth. He's trapped only be-

cause Man can climb no higher ... Is

this the end for the most dangerous

criminal since Dillinger—or is it only

the beginning? It's all blazingly told

in the new film success, 'High Sierra',

hailed far and wide as 'the

peak ofscreen excitement'I

.

4iGH SIERRA' is the sensational new success

oroduced by WARNER BROS. ... For both their

arilliant performances it skyrockets to the top-

m

""""'DA LUPINO
The star whose startling performance in

'They Drive by Night' made her an overnight

sensation I Here's the big role she earned I

HUMPHREY BOGART
No characte

tion within me

ory has packed

the powerof this,

the greatest per-

formance in the

career of Hum*
phrey Bogartl

with ALAN CURTIS • ARTHUR KENNEDY

RAOUL WALSH,
nem " DIRECTOR

Of all his screen

successes, from
WhafPriceGlory'

to'They Drive by

Night', this film

stands supreme I

JOAN LESLIE • HENRY HULL

MARK
H ELLI NGER'S
high tribute to

'High Sierra'

is a rare one,

and mighty
well-deserved I

HENRY TRAVERS
LAIN V.UKII3 • nRinuK im.iii-.i-~. „-....

Screen Play by John Huston and W. R. Burnett • From o Novel by W. R. Burnett



from Hollywood

A HOLLYWOOD wag, after witnessing

some torrid love scenes between Clark

Gable and Hedy Lamarr (that never got

to the screen in "Comrade X") suggested

flippantly that the title be changed to_ "Com-
rade Sex." ... In case it should interest

you, a "must have" on Orson Welles break-

fast menu everyday, without fail, is piping

hot orange juice. . . . Philip Dorn is, with-

out a doubt, the town's most serious and
sane newcomer. He lives in a tiny frame
cottage with a pet dog and doesn't know
the meaning of the word pretense. . . . The
real reason Rudy Vallee cut short his

engagement at the Victor Hugo was be-

cause of the insistent protests of the stock-

holders of the "Pirate's Den." Rudy is

president of the "Den" and was drawing
too much of the glitter trade into a rival

night club.

THE most incessant and amused buzzing
about town concerns Betty Grable's at-

tempted ultimatum to the big bosses out at

20th Century-Fox. "Legs" Grable makes
it known that she is sick and tired of
showing those shapely limbs of hers, and
demands that she be given a vehicle that

will uncover not a mite of her 100 proof
allure—but only give her dramatic ability

a showing. As you can guess, there were
quick questions of which dramatic ability,

and rightly so. It is much too early in

Betty's career to try to disregard those
legs. As you remember, they got her into

pictures in the first place, were responsible
for her New York success, and actually
made her a star at 20th Century-Fox right
now. Betty might try dramatics when her
legs have become less of a national institu-

tion. I warn you, Miss Grable, you cover
up those beautiful gams and try to go
dramatic and every college man, tired busi-
ness man, in fact, every man, will drop
you quicker than an accidentally picked up
Saturday night check at Ciro's.

THE TOWN is really touched at the
1 reconciliation and friendly overtures be-
tween the brothers of the most glamorous
theatrical family of stage or screen—the
Barrymores. Now that John's matrimonial
high jinks are less prominently highlighted,
and he is virtually a recluse from insistent
feminine interference, the two great actors
have been seen frequently together. None
of the most dramatic moments in either of
their acting careers was as touching as a
small scene they played together in real life
one night not long ago. It was back stage
at the Embassy Auditorium. Lionel's beau-
tiful and interesting orchestra! suite, "Tab-
leaux Russe," had just been played by a
full concert orchestra, his first musical opus
ever to have a public rendition. Visibly
deeply touched, John came back to con-
gratulate his older brother. Without a word
he walked over to him and the two ex-
changed an awkward male embrace, then
they shook hands simply. An unmistakable
glitter welled up into Lionel's eyes. It was
a most gratifying scene.

WHETHER it is Garbo or not who is

rumored to be taking those awful

spills on a practice ski run here (pine

needles are used in place of snow) she is

definitely taking up the sport. She will,

however, not ski at the fashionable resorts.

The only spet she's tried so far is a tree-

filled slope in an unfrequented snow field

which is one of the very closest to Holly-

wood.

FRIENDS who should know, insist that

the reason Errol Flynn backed out and
wouldn't accept that fancy, high-powered
motor car in trade for the privilege of using

his name in an ad, was because he found
that a society Beau Brummell here was to

get a similar model, for a similar trade.

Errol's fussy about his automobiles and
boats. He owns an exclusive job or none
at all. . . . There is a lot of conjecture,

undercover tittering and taking of sides

over the talk of who turned down who in

the picture that was to have had Bette
Davis and Joan Crawford vie for acting
honors. Their respective studios gave out
statements that other commitments made
the deal impossible, but it was the girls
themselves, both of them, who furiously
shouted "No!" the quickest and the loudest

Dorothy Lamour, above, looks like she's riding

high in the high-rider outfit which she wears
in the Technicolor film of circus life, "Chad
Hanna." Contrast it with the prim pose of

Dottie, below, in the scene with Linda Dar-
nell, who plays a bareback rider in the picture.

10



It's always August
underneath your arms!

Underarms perspire in Winter as in Summer.

Use Mum daily to guard your charm!

WHY DOESN'T that big name actress

use the box-office entrance instead of

sneaking in the back door of a Wilshire

Boulevard theater when she arrives to sit

out almost an entire day watching "The

Letter" unfold over and over again ? . .
.

A sight to make you shiver these chilly

mornings is to see Barbara Allen (Vera

Vague) slip into the ocean off the rocky

coast at Portuguese Bend with a sharpened

tire tool in each hand and emerge, mo-

mentarily, with a hulking abalone. Actually

she's an expert at prying these determined

shellfish from their homes. . . . All over

town the tongues are clicking in admira-

tion and awe at Shirley Temple's mama's

determination not to be left out in the cold.

Her separate and much argued deal with

M-G-M, it is rumored, will return her a

pretty personal penny.

MICKEY ROONEY has never known
anything but kindness from his audi-

ences. No matter how loud and ridiculous

his antics, he has always gotten a tremen-

dously flattering and encouraging hand. At

the "Pirates' Den' the other night I think

Mickey, for the first time in his life, saw

how cruel and how fickle crowds can be.

There was never a more deeply puzzled,

hurt, and dismayed person than he was

when he was loudly booed after being called

to the microphone amid friendly cheers.

Mickey let his audience down, undoubtedly

for the first time in his life, because he

refused to play the piano with the band.

No one, of course, remembered the thou-

sands of times that he has given himself,

and his talents, unselfishly.

THE LATEST laugh at Garbo's expense

I again comes because of her strange taste

in clothes. It is rumored that for the first

time known to anyone, Garbo fell madly

in love with a frivolous gown of lavish,

rich material. It was at a party (she's ap-

peared at a few lately, to everyone's sur-

prise). The gown so affected her that she

was moved to ask if she might have it

copied. The lucky owner was only too

flattered. When the pattern for the dress,

done in heavy tailor's working cloth, ar-

rived at Garbo's home, she took one look

at it and reverted to type. "I like this,"

she said—"better." And she kept the work-

ing model for her wardrobe.

Vivien Leigh attended the second premiere

of "Gone With the Wind," in Atlanta,

Georgia, held recently to start the picture on

its popular-priced engagement. The admis-

sion prices have been cut—not the film.

OUTDOORS, winter may bluster. But

outdoors or indoors, it's always

August, always 98 degrees, under your

coat and dress, underneath your arms.

So don't let winter fool you. Remem-

ber, even when you see no moisture, odor

can and does form, and winter clothes

especially, are apt to carry tales about any

lack of daintiness.

That's why Mum is so important to

you right now. Just smooth Mum on and

you're safe from odor, sure of your popu-

larity, for a full day or evening.

Use Mum daily, for even daily baths

can't prevent risk of underarm odor. But

Mum's effectiveness lasts. Winter or sum-

mer, Mum is the word for charm.

FOR CONVENIENCE! Smooth Mum on

in 30 seconds and you're fresh for hours.

FOR SAFETY! Is your skin sensitive?

Mum won't irritate even after shaving.

And Mum is harmless to fabrics.

FOR CHARM! You're dainty always,

when you make Mum a daily habit. Get

a jar of Mum at your druggist's today.

Long after your bath has faded, Mum
goes on guarding your charm.

WINTER AND SUMMER ... MUM'S THE WORD FOR CHARM!

For Sanitary Napkins

Napkins need Mum, too. For

this important purpose, thou

sands of women use Mum
cause it is always so gentle,

so dependable. TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND 11
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Goldilocks was brightening up
her smile with delicious Den-
tyne the day she found the home
of the three bears. Of course
she tried their chairs, their beds
and their porridge—and you've
never seen three madder bears.

ButGoldilocksflashedherlovely
smileand said"Anyway,porridge
won't make your teeth shine."

"But it's nice porridge," wailed
the big bear.

"And not chewy enough," said

Goldilocks. "Now Dentyne has
an extra firmness that helps pol-

ish teeth and makes them gleam.
It strengthens jaw muscles

—

firms up your gums. Here try

some."

"M-M-M," said the little bear.

"It's delicious. That nice cinna-
mon taste is different—and extra

good."

"Right-O," laughed Goldilocks,
"and note the flat handy pack-
age. It slips neatly into purse or
pocket. More smiles to you and
brighter ones—with Dentyne."

Moral: Help your teeth stay
lovely and sparkling by chew-
ing Dentyne often. Get a flavof-

tite package today.

6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE... MOUTH HEALTHY

Photos

February can be a festive month

what with Valentine's Day and

Washington's Birthday, if you

follow Olympe Bradna's sugges-

tions for gay parties with grand

food and colorful decorations

By

Betty

Boone

Lovely Olympe takes special

pleasure in celebrating a great

American's birthday this year be-

cause she and her parents are

about to become citizens of the

country fathered by Washington.
The sweet little French-American
girl is pictured at left and below
arranging her table decorations.

OLYMPE BRADNA, who
used to be a sweet round
butterball of a girl, is slim-

mer than a windlily, lighter than a

cream puff, now. She darts about
like a humming-bird, seeming to

skim the ground rather than walk.

12 SCRE ENLAND



When I saw her last, her studio had just

ordered a strenuous diet to take off child-

ish pounds and Olympe was raving: "I'll

starve! I'll starve! Say goodbye now, be-

cause soon I shall not live to see you!"

as she waved a cookie in one hand and a

sandwich in the other, taking the con-

demned girl's last full meal.

But today
—

"See my nice slim figure

!

No hips, see? No stomach. Xo bulges. My
face is not so round as it was." This last

hopefully, as though she couldn't quite be-

lieve it. She swirled around to prove her

assertions, her black-and-white print dress

showing all the good points she boasted.

Her new pompadour, she was certain,

made her look more sophisticated.

"Do you know something?" she prodded

me, "some of the girls have their wisdom
teeth and the tooth next to the wisdom
teeth extracted so they can have hollow

cheeks like Marlene and Carole? But I

do not."

This isn't going to be a story for people

on diets, however. Food in the Bradna

home is luscious as ever, as cosmopolitan

and as appetizing. Olympe's mother, who
apparently never gave a thought to hip-

lines or hollow cheeks and is all the better

for it is in charge of menus.

"My father would not eat any food if

mv mother did not cook it," Olympe as-

sured me. "He thinks nobody else can cook

—and nobody else can, either ! She is

WONDERFUL. Mommy—oh Mommy!

—

tell Betty about your goulash. Tonight

we are having meat loaf for the party, but

goulash is the dish we served last time,

and all the boys were mad about it."

Olvmpe of the elfin figure eats both

goulash and meat loaf and all the grand

things that go with them. "Diets are not

so bad," she confided. "If I worry about

what I don't eat. I look in the mirror and

I don't care any more."
Who ii.-oiild care, if she could eat this?

GOULASH
]/2 lb. pork

y2 lb. beef

y2 lb. veal

1 large onion

2 tablespoons chili sauce

Red pepper, paprika, marjoram, salt,

pickle, garlic and a little flour

Can of mushrooms

Fry the onion in lard or Crisco and add

the meat, pepper, paprika, marjoram and

salt. Stir in the chili sauce and a tiny

piece of garlic. Cover lightly with flour

and cook over a slow fire for two hours.

When it starts to brown, add a little water

for gravy and cut a dill pickle very fine

and add that with a can of mushrooms. Let

it cook fifteen minutes more.

Serve with macaroni or rice.

"With goulash, we like nxokie as a

garnish." suggested Mrs. Bradna.

Olvmpe looked so sad that I gather

uyokie is against the diet. However, you
and I aren't on diets.

NYOKIE
^ pcrorc

z/2 cup milk
V/i cups of flour

Piece of butter the size of a walnut

Salt

Mix thoroughly in Mix-master into a

thick paste. Have boiling water ready and
wet a teaspoon before dipping into the

paste to fill it and drop the contents into

the boiling water. When the tiny nyokies

are done, they will rise to the surface of

the boiling water.

The meat loaf, which will be the main
dish at Olympe's Washington Birthday

Buffet, is a concoction of the Bradnas and

famous throughout _that ancient clan.

{Continued on page 76)

... in Yardlev's exquisitely light, mist-blown "English Complexion"

Face Powder. Deep Peach ... a soft, young shade that blooms

with natural loveliness by day, becomes divinely appealing at twilight.

Golden Rachel ... a deeper shade that glows with golden moonlit

warmth . . . takes on added glamour at midnight.

Yardley "English Complexion" Powder is petal-smooth and graced with

regal "Bond Street" Perfume At Yardley, 620 Fifth Avenue,

Xew York. And at finer drug and department stores ... 81.

We continue to receive our shipments from

Endand despite war conditions.

" ENGLISH
COMPLEXION"

SCENTED WITH
"BOND STREET"

The perfume of brilliant sophisticates, in scaled packages at

$2.SO, $4.50, $8.50, and $15.50, as illustrated here. In finer shops.

If you will send 55 cents in stamps or coin to YARDLEY, Dept. 27, 620 Fifth Avenue, Xew York, you can

obtain a generous box of "English Complexion" Powder and a trial flask of "BOND STREET" Perfume.

Write your name and address in margin and check shade desired. Deep Peach. _ Golden RacheL

YARDLEY PRODUCTS FOR AMERICA ARE CREATED IN ENGLAND AND FINISHED IN THE U. S. A.

FROM THE ORIGINAL ENGLISH FORMULAE, COMBINING IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC INGREDIENTS
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Bitter Sweet— M-G-M

The popular combination of Nelson

Eddy and Jeanette MacDonald, a great

supporting cast, plus luxurious sets and

costuming beautifully photographed m
Technicolor, make this film version of

Noel Coward's musical romance about the

love of a girl who's been reared m luxury

for her voice teacher, rank high m en-

tertainment qualities. A sweet love story

with a sad ending, telling of their strug-

gles Jeanette and Nelson in fine voice.

The Son of Monte Cristo— United Artists

This romantic and adventurous story

takes place in a mythical kingdom for

whose Grand Duchess Zona (Joan Ben-

nett) the Son of Monte Cristo (Louis

Hayward) overthrows a dictator (George

Sanders). Havward is excellent as the

daring and dashing Cristo, and Sanders

is good, too, in his villainous role. Joan

looks beautiful in her gorgeous costumes.

It's a swashbuckling film with tender love

scenes and plenty intrigue and swordplay.

r

You'll Find Out— RKO-Radio

Melody, mystery and mirth are com-

bined in this lively picture with Kay
Kyser and his zany troupe, and the Kyser

band, which features Ginny Simms, sup-

plying the melody and laughs. They come

to the aid of an heiress (Helen Parrish)

when attempts are made on her life. The
mystery stuff is handled by the screen's

horror experts—Bela Lugosi, Boris Kar-

loff, Peter Lorre. If you can enjoy your

swing mixed with jitters, don't miss it.

Victory— Paramount

Here's a romantic drama which is laid

in the jungle islands in the Java Sea
where Axel Heyst, who's been trained in

the development of an aloofness toward
life and a belief in the futility of effort,

encounters experiences which change his

ideas. Fredric March gives a smooth per-

formance as Heyst. Betty Field is fine as

Alma, the girl he befriends and takes to

his island retreat. The simple love story

is charming. Has suspense and thrills.

Dulcy— M-G-M

A lively comedv of errors, with Ann

Sothern ably playing Dulcy, the beau-

tiful, well-meaning, but awfully dumb

blonde, who gets herself and all those

around her involved in the screwiest situ-

ations. It revolves around Dulcy s at-

tempts to help her boy friend (Ian

Hunter) sell his invention to Roland

Young, wealthy plane manufacturer who

suffers most from Dulcy's blunders. The

zany episodes will evoke much laughter

and put you in a merry frame of mind.

The Lady With Red Hair— Warners

This is the biographical screen

story of Mrs. Leslie Carter. It tells

of the famous divorce trial and
Mrs. Carter's determination to be-

come a great actress in order to

regain the custody of her child, and
her rise to success under David
Belasco's guidance. Miriam Hop-
kins, cast as the great actress, gives

a good account of herself in a diffi-

cult role. Claude Rains, capable as

Belasco. Helen Westley, excellent as

a theatrical boarding-house keeper.

Little Men— RKO-Radio

Louisa May Alcott's famous
novel is brought to the screen with

Kay Francis, George Bancroft

and Jack Oakie in the featured

roles. It's a sentimental movie and

tells of the regeneration of a con-

fidence man who adopts an orphan

and sends him to a boarding school

conducted by understanding teach-

ers. Jimmy Lydon is good as the

boy who finds it hard to adjust

himself to boarding school life. Has
grand comedy scenes with Oakie.

Blackout— United Artists

This timely romance has the

present-day London as its dramatic

background and takes place during

twelve hours of a London black-

out. It tells of the exciting adven-

tures of a neutral ship's captain,

a role expertly handled by Con-

rad Veidt, and his encounter with

international spies. Among them is

Valerie Hobson, a British espionage

agent. Despite blackouts and spies,

there's a sweet love story woven
through it and it has good suspense.
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SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

HOURS OF

ACROSS
1. His new one is "Comrade X"
6. Verbal : spoken

10. Co-star of "My Little

Chickadee"
14. Indian weapon
15 Her new one is "Tin Pan

Alley"
16. At any time
1". Military attacks

19. Dancing star of "Second
Chorus"

21. Part of to be
22. A sudden sharp pain

23. Top of the head
25. A rajah's wife
27. High male voice

29. Stalks of flowers

31. Exist

33. David Belasco in "The Lady
with Red Hair"

35. Reverential fear

36. Before noon (abbrev.)

38. Silk worm
40. To scowl
42. A number
44. Snares
46. Cover
47. He's married to Ida and has

five daughters
48. Joan Crawford's ex-husband
49. Acknowledges
51. Siamese coin
52. Swedish janitor in "Gallant

Sons"
53. Prefix meaning three

55. He plays Judge Hardy
57. Like
58. Withers : burns
60. To choose by vote
62. Star of "Chad Hanna"
64. The ocean's rise and fall

66. He's in "Sailor's Lady"
69. Prefix meaning eggs
~0. Pans of the head
72. He plays Andy Hardy
74. Orange seeds
76. She plaved Mrs. Knuie Rockne
78. Royal

Girls

Otherwise
Watched or observed narrowly

To worship

DOWN
To breathe convulsively

Operatic solo

Star of "South of Suez"
Lumberman
Female sheep

"The Mark - - Zorro," a

movie
Co-star of "They Drive By
Night"
He plavs Dr. Kildare

Star of "Millionaires in

Prison"
"The Ramparts - - Watch, a

patriotic film

The editor of this magazine

Wither .

One of the slum girls m
Under Twenty-one"
To mar ;

decay
Co-star of "Texas
Rangers Ride Again"

, He's featured in "Meet
John Doe"

. To revise

Pesters

. Viscous liquid

. Her new one is "The
Letter"

. Star of "The Santa Fe
Trail"

. Moves through water

. She's featured in

"Glamor for Sale"
Encounters
He's featured in "The
Long Voyage Home

"

Prepared for publica-

tion

She's featured in "High
Sierra"
One of the bad men in

"You'll Find Out"
. A hireling : serf

. Atmosphere

50.

54.

75

He plays Charlie Chan
Wide-mouthed
comedienne ("The Boys from
Syracuse' '

)

Resounded
Breaks suddenly
To wander
An Argentinian dance
Star of "The Road to

Singapore"
Bad
An island (poetical)

Shakespearian king
Film actor now appearing on
New York stage

"That Certain - - -," with
Deanna Durbin
Anelo-Saxon money of account
ComDass point (abbrev.)

Man's nickname

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle
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FEMININE

HYGIENE

Made Possible
By Remarkable

Scientific
Development

• A remarkably advanced method in feminine

hygiene is now creating a sensation from coast-

to-coast. For this amazing method is not only

dainty and safe—but gives continuous action

for hours without use of poison. And actually

kills germs at contact.

Called Zonitors—these dainty, snow-white
suppositories spread a greaseless, protective

coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize—not by
temporarily masking—but by destroying odor.

Zonitors are most powerful continuous-action

suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to delicate

tissues. Non-caustic, contain no poison. Don t

bum. Even help promote healing.

Greaseless, Zonitors are completely remov-

able with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus

needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed

in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Fol-

low this amazingly safe way in feminine hy-

giene women are raving about.

revealing booMef, sent in ploin

envelope. Write Zonitors, 11 09-

A

370 Lexington Ave., New York CityFREE

IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my

FREE TRIAL BOTTLE
As a Hair Color Specialist with forty years' European

American experience, I am proud of my Color 'mparter

for Grayness. Use it like a hair tonic. Wonderfully

GOOD for the scalp and dandruff; it can t leave

stains. As you use it, the gray hair becomes a darker,

more youthful color. I want to convince you by sending

my free trial bottleand book telling All About GrayHa.r.

ARTHUR RHODES, Hair Color Expert, Dept. 11, LOWELL, MASS.

WANTED
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods

%Thg POEMS
any subject for immedi-
ate consideration. Don't
delay—send your poem
at once to

—

Building, Chicago, 111.

SCREENLAND

YOU'LL ALWAYS
BE CONSTIPATED

UNLESS-
You correct faulty living habits—unless liver

bile flows freely every day into your intestines to

help digest fatty foods. SO USE COMMON
SENSE ! Drink more water, eat more fruit and
vegetables. And if assistance is needed, take

Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets. They not only

assure gentle yet thorough bowel movements but

ALSO stimulate liver bile to help digest fatty

foods and tone up intestinal muscular action.

Olive Tablets, being purely vegetable, are

wonderful! Used successfully for years by Dr.

F. M. Edwards in treating patients for consti-

pation and sluggish liver bile. Test their good-

ness TONIGHT! 15c, 30$; and 60c.
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GLORIOUSBOMAN^/

HENRY FONDA
DOROTHY LAMOUR

LINDA DARNELL

byWalter
D.Edmonds

J? - Ates • Ben Carter
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NunnalW Johnson

Printed in
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EVENING POST
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20th CENTURY-FOX
. . . the hit-makers who've
alreadybegun to make it a

very happy 1941 for you

!
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DEAR SCENE-STEALER:
It's about time somebody slapped you down.

For years now we've watched you cutting your fellow

thespians' throats—men, women, children, Chaplin

and between belly laughs we've decided to start a

Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Other Actors

by Jack Oakie. Something has to be done, they can't

defend themselves against you, you great, big merciless

mugger, you ham in sheep's clothing. Shame!

The latest examples of your unbridled egomania

occur in "Tin Pan Alley," where you almost push

Alice Faye, Betty Grable, John Payne and Allen Jenkins

right out of the picture; and in "Little Men," where

you absent-mindedly give a few of their own scenes

back to the little men and their "mother," Kay Francis,

but the next minute are up to your usual low tricks.

Why, you don't even need a watch-chain to play with.

Yes, you should certainly be slapped down. But I can't

do it. I'm laughing too hard. I'm right with the Roxy

audiences who, though you may not be so billed,

plainly considered you the star of "Tin Pan Alley" and

gave you their undivided attention—and on the way
home were chuckling, "That Oakie, he kills me." You

do it to everybody.

I know you're a good audience yourself, though, I

happened to sit near you at Al Jolson's Broadway hit,

"Hold On To Your Hats," and you were giving Al

the same flattering attention you get yourself. And
afterwards I was surprised to see that, though sur-

rounded by fans, you were very quiet and well-

behaved. At least you weren't trying to steal that

show. Can it be there's a heart of gold beating beneath

the brass?

Below, Jack Oakie up to his usual

tricks stealing a scene in "Little

Men." At left below, Allen Jenkins'

expression indicates his opinion of

Oakie's art in "Tin Pan Alley."



Naughty, naughty little movie boys and girls making faces at the nice cameraman! Alex D'Arcy, his beautiful

red-headed wife Arleen Whelan, pretty blonde Mary Beth Hughes and her current beau Robert Stack, are at the

Pirates' Den to see and to be seen. The D'Arcys recently completed a most successful personal appearance tour.

All the acting isn't done in the

movie studios! The stars enjoy making
faces for our party photographer
even if they don't get paid for it

Roy Rogers, Republic Pictures' cowboy star, and his wife,

left, at big Barn Dance given in Roy's honor in the Cocoa-
nut Grove. Bales of hay, wagon wheels, checkered table-

cloths, ten gallon hats, and everything. Below, is it a head-

ache, or is Bette Davis descending a highly emotional

scene to sympathetic Roz Russell, at Edgar Bergen party?



At last the long-rumored, oft-denied Deanna Durbin engagement has been officially announced by Deanna s parents

and so there's a good reason for the broad grin on Vaughn Paul's boyish face. He's an associate producer now and

may some day be Deanna's boss at the studio as well as at home. Sophisticated couple are Dietrich and Remarque.

It's Len Weissman's pleasant job

to trail the cinema pets, and he

always gets his pictures, whether

they like it or not. (They like it!)

Now you see them—together—and now you don't! We wish

Jimmy Stewart, or Olivia de Havilland, or both of them,

would make up their minds about romance. Franchot Tone

and Buzz Meredith have been other recent escorts for the

fair Livvy. At right, puppy love at its cutest: Bonita Granville

and Jackie Cooper, in costume for the Roy Rogers shindig.
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Bob, above, with May Mann, in

the garden of his home—on his

last evening of blessed singleness!

KD so he married the girl !—which sounds like the

f-\ end of a story instead of the beginning.

/ \ Perhaps none of Bob Preston's friends was
more flabbergasted than I to read of his surprise elope-
ment to Las Vegas with Kay (Feltus) Craig. For just
two nights before, I'd been with Bob over to see his
new house, meet his mother and go dancing. Then he'd
said, and I'd known, that he was very much in love
with Kay—had recently given her a ring and hoped
to marry her one day. But he didn't say the very next
day

!

For four years Bob and Kay have been "going to-
gether"—notwithstanding his dates with Alice Faye
and Dorothy Lamour. Bob told me all about her—and
explained

: "When I can convince her that marriage
will not hurt my career—maybe she'll marry me. I've

20
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been ready to get married for over a year. Would have
liked to, in fact, when I first met her. But then I was
having a tough time supporting myself—let alone a wife.

And things weren't too easy for Kay either.

"I was in stock at the Pasadena Community Playhouse.
Kay was, too. Kay had come out from Indiana and Avas

learning to be an actress. She was modeling on the side

to pay her apartment rent which she shared with another
girl from the midwest, Kay Stewart, who came from Iowa.

"Kay's such a very attractive girl, I was hesitant in

asking for much of her time. For a girl like that could
have dates with fellows who could take her to the Grove
or the Trocadero. Most of the time, all I could do was
take her for a walk in the park. I didn't have a car—and
several of us fellows at the playhouse shared a bachelor
light-housekeeping room together. Some of us had odd



ROBERT

PRESTOn

By

May
Mann

jobs. We pooled our funds to buy

food and took turns cooking. You
can see I was hardly in a position

to court a girl.

"But Kay was cute about it and

very clever. She'd invite me over

to her apartment for dinner and

we'd spend long hours listening to

the radio and reading plays aloud

to each other. I told her then that

if the day ever came when I got a

break I'd take her to places like

Ciro's every night in the week if

she'd go. She'd just laugh.

"Then when I did get a break

and was signed by Paramount,

Kay was in San Francisco with

a stock company. Every time I

stepped out to have a sandwich

with a girl it would be in the col-

umns. It used to worry me. I was

scared stiff I'd lose her. For a girl

has to have a lot of understanding

to understand that sort of thing."

"Like your headline romance

with Dorothy Lamour," I men-

tioned. (Please turn to page 84)

The last girl Bob Preston "dated" be-

fore his elopement tells the story of

that last date—when she shared Bob's

confidences about his future bride



Betty, at right, with "the finest gentleman I've ever met": Alexis

Thompson, social-registerite who has been Miss Grable's devoted

escort. Across the page, with Jackie Coogan when they were kid

sweethearts, before their ill-fated marriage. Far right, top, Betty

in a scene from "Tin Pan Alley," with Jack Oakie and Alice Faye.

By

Jack

THE surprising
thing about Betty

Grable today is

not that she has finally

conquered Hollywood
and begun her first

real career. Nor is it

that she is able to slap

Hollywood back for

the slaps it gave her.

The surprising thing

is that Betty has found
LIFE for the first

time ! She has just

started to live.

Such a statement is,

on the face of it, a bit

perplexing, for past

stories of Betty Grable

have usually pictured

her as a girl who al-

ways had pretty much
what she wanted, a

girl who went out and
fought for what she

has gained. But Betty

has not lived a life of

ease and comfort. It

has been a life of dis-

content, of loneliness.

And she has never
fought for what she
has gained—until now.

She has packed a lifetime of

thrills into a few years, yet Betty

Grable's emotions are no more
muscle-bound than her noted legs

Betty was born, it is true, into a firmly established

security. Guarded carefully by her mother, she lived in

almost complete seclusion. Her friends were few, because

she had few occasions to meet any. From the time she

was old enough to go to school, tutors and private schools

were her lot. And to this day, she has never gone to a

public educational institution.

When her mother and father separated, more than ever

her life became a guarded thing. The one redeeming fea-

ture of her existence was that she was brought so close

to the one woman who has made Betty Grable what she

is today—her mother.

I was talking to Betty in her lovely, rambling home in

Brentwood recently. She was dressed carelessly and Com-

fortably in slacks and contentment and peace seemed to

surround her. An unusual contrast to the girl who left

Hollywood broken in spirit and in finances just a year

ago, a girl who thought she wasn't needed and wanted

to get away from memories.

"For the first time in my life," Betty told me, "I'm

able to live as I always wanted to. When I left private

school and started to work on my career, mother and I

lived in apartments and hotels continually. And how I

hated them ! They were so cold, so desolate. Always I

would dream of the day when I would have my own
home. Then three years ago, mother and I bought this

place. It's been sort of a symbol to me, for it has been

my security when everything seemed lost. It's like the

answer to a dream."
Three years ago, Betty and her mother decided that

what fortunes that were theirs lay in Hollywood. Tired

of roaming, they made up their mind to buy a home. For

days they looked for just the right place. Then, across

from Henry Fonda's spacious home, they found it. Life

began in earnest for Betty Grable.

_ Betty's life for the last few months
has consisted of rushing to the studio

and rushing; back home to go to bed.
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Her social activities have, as a result, been definitely cur-

tailed. But that doesn't bother her any. She still has a

home that is hers.

Before her marriage to Jackie Coogan, Betty was on

the go all of the time. She and Jackie never spent an eve-

ning at home more than once or twice in a month. Even

though she was living in the same house then, it didn't

mean very much to her. Her interests were centered only

in Jackie—and in having a good time. She wasn't work-

ing very steadily, and the more she stayed home the more

she thought about her life as it was. Besides, she was

in love.

It's only been since she returned to Hollywood from

her hit performance in New York in "Du Barry Was a

Lady" that she has begun to live the life she has always,

wanted. She takes great pride in everything about her

home now. Her mother can't even get her to go out for

dinner any night, for Betty insists upon getting home-

cooked food. That might sound rather corny if one didn't

consider how many times she and her mother ate in

restaurants in the unsettled days.

Betty, of course, does entertain a little now. But not

in any big way. She's no Elsa Maxwell. On Sunday eve-

nings, she usually has her few friends over for a buffet

supper and then for a card game. At all of her parties,

her closest friend, Anne Shirley, is the efficient man-

ager, the one who keeps things going. If the guests are

bored with bridge, charades come in for play during the

evening. You know, the game that asks you to act out

advertising slogans and the like. Well, Betty and her

gang play this by the hour, such parties often going on

until the wee sma' hours. Betty's mother, you see, has

never set a time limit on the parties, not even when Betty

was younger. She feels that her daughter has enough

good sense to know the reasonable time to quit. And she

knows and trusts Betty's friends. So the kids do what

they like and stay as long as they like. This isn't as alarm-

ing as it sounds" since Betty is (Please turn to page 88)
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Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

THE bombers flew over Los Angeles that

night as they had flown over Madrid and

Helsinki and Rotterdam and Paris and

London. "There go the blackout sirens now !"

the radio warned. "Turn your lights out
!
Pull

down your blinds! Automobiles please switch

off your headlights! Stand by your radios for

further instructions!" Entire sections blacked

out as if they had been catapulted into dark-

ness by a single master switch. The attacking

bombers were so close now that the drone of

their engines sounded overhead like a lullaby

of death. Searchlights streamed across the sky

like gigantic ribbons catching the planes in

their shifting light. There was fear in the sky

that night as there had been fear in those other

skies too.

Pursuit planes came soaring over the city

and still in formation began their attack. A fall-

ing bomb fell on the railroad tracks and an-

other on the city gas tank silhouetted starkh

against the falling bombs and the moving
searchlights. Then almost as suddenly as it had

begun, it was over. (Please turn to page 66)

For The Love Of One Man!

Every American must read and thrill

to this stirring story based on Para-

mount's fine film dedicated to the offi-

cers and men of the United States Army
Air Corps. Starring Ray Milland with cast includ-

ing William Holden, Brian Donlevy, Wayne Morris
For complete cast and
credits please turn to page 6



You Modern Girls
Only from
another
woman—one
as lovely as
Hedy Lamarr
—would you
girls take
this sizzling

advice, and
like it! Ask
yourselves:
is it true
what Hedy
says, that
we've sold
our feminine
birthright
for a pay
check and a
time - clock?

Watch Hedy's
technique in love

scenes: at right,

with Jimmy Stew-

art in "Come
Live With Me."
Above, with
Spencer Tracy.

PLEASE, don't think that I am so

conceited that I consider myself an
authority on romance, a sort of

glorified Emily Post of I'amour.
Heaven forbid. And please, don't think

that I feel all smug and superior, and
am peering down through a lorgnette

as I hand out advice to you modern
girls. Or dish it out, I believe, is the
American expression, and I like

American expressions. Personally, I

loathe advice-givers. They always
seem such affected fuddy-duddies.
And whatever I am—no, no, don't tell

me—I am neither affected nor a fuddy-
duddy.

So when I say "You modern girls

lack romance" I am not saying it with
a superior smirk. Nor am I saying it

just to the Betty Grables of Holly-
wood, the Brenda Fraziers of the
Stork Club, and the Susie Glutzes all

over the country. (When I first came
to Hollywood I kept reading in fan
magazines and newspaper columns
about Susie Glutz. She seemed far
more interesting than the glamor girls,

and I longed to meet her. Since then
I have met dozens of Susie Glutzes

—

in department stores, in buses, in of-
fices, and in restaurants—and still

think she's more interesting than the
glamor girls, even though her make-
up is nearly always wrong.) No, I am
saying "You modern girls lack ro-
mance" to myself, just as much as I
am to anyone else. And if I give my-
self advice, along with the other mod-
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Lack Romance!
When Lamarr
looks at a man,

he falls! Strong

guy Gable, left

below, falls in

"Comrade X,"
a romantic com-
edy. Left, so does
James Stewart.

(As told to Liza)

ern girls, you can't call me conceited,

can you? Please don't.

After my lucky break in "Algiers"

I received a great number of letters

from fans raving about my glamor

and mystery (they should have raved

to the cameraman, not to me) and

what with writers writing lovely, en-

chanting stories about me I was well

on my way to being sort of an em-

bodiment of romance. Two-thirds of

my mail came from men proposing

marriage. I was fast becoming as ro-

mantic as orange blossoms and foamy

veils, as moonlight nights on tropical

South Sea islands, when what did I

do but ruin it all. And with some-

thing as horribly human as an ap-

petite. I should have wrapped myself

up in an aura of mystery and tucked

myself away high on a Hollywood

hilltop, and have people say, '"She's

so beautiful and mysterious (again

thanks to my cameraman) she must

be the very quintessence of romance.

Ah, dreamy Ah." Then I could have

run down the hill every few months,

disguised in dark glasses of course,

and given out advice on romance with

all the savoir jairc of an Authority.

But I don't know—maybe I am in-

herently honest, maybe I am just lazy,

or maybe I am what the boys on the

set call a dope. Anyway, I got hungry

and I ate. It completely spoiled my
romantic atmosphere. Writers who
had formerly written of me as some-

thing (Please turn to page 91)
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FROM THE
MAKE-BELIEVE
OF HOLLYWOOD

TO GLADYS HALL

DEAR GLADYS:
I should have answered your letter long before

this. I haven't because (a) I have been so busy;

(b) have thought, momentarily, that I might be coming

back to Hollywood and now I AM coming back to play

in "Maisie Was A Lady"; and (c) I have felt almost

in a new world up here, so quiet, strange as it seems,

so far away from any talk of the war, so far away from

radios. Strange, as I say, because, although the war
is so close up here, there is no talk of it. Only hope and
pride and courage which -seem to need no words. So it

has been a period of readjustment for me and one

doesn't seem to write many letters during periods of

readjustment! But I'll try to make up for my long

silence by referring to your letter as I write and answer-

ing every question you asked in some sort of chrono-

logical order, in detail and in my own rambling way.

You know all about John's coming to Ottawa, I

think. You know that he left some few months before

we did, the baby and I. Of course he gave up a great

deal to go. His contract at RKO and a way of life he

loves—John docs love Hollywood, you know, as I do.

He loves the climate, loves pictures, loves the people

and always will. But he went to Ottawa because, simply,

he wanted to go more than he wanted anything else.

And I wanted him to go. I don't feel I could love a

man who didn't feel that way. (Please turn to page 95)
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What Does
Tyrone Power, below, must avoid interfer-

ence in his marriage, and Alice Faye
should wait before contemplating marriage

again, says Norvell. Far right, Eddie Al-

bert's chart reveals he may be married.

THIS year the snappy comeback to New Year's
greetings will probably be: "Well what's happy
about it?"' As your astrologer, I want to assure you

that such pessimism is unwarranted. It is true, as even
those of you who only study the international situation

in the newsreels must know, that all is not well with the
world. As long ago as 1933, I predicted the present
European crisis because I knew that in 1939 Mars would
go into severe affliction with far-reaching_ results, but I

am happy to report that 1941 will see the beginning of

the end of the war and that a period of long peace is due.
How will the world's changing drama affect you and

your life ? For this gala opening of the New Year I would
like to turn the stellar spotlight on you and your life's

drama. Will the future bring you the fulfillment of your
innermost ambitions or are there warnings and pitfalls

that you should know about? Will romantic happiness
come to you in 1941 ? Are your finances going to improve
or get steadily worse? To find out this information I

have set up an individually different horoscope for every

sign in the Zodiac. This chart covers your life and activ-

ities for 1941, and is as thorough and complete as those
I do for Hollywood's stars.

Remember that our lives are individual dramas which
we must perform "each in his separate star," as Kipling
says. World events are just the backdrop of those dramas
and just incidental to them. You must find your own
happiness, love and success, regardless of the rise and
fall of nations, and you will never forgive yourself if you
do not explore the full possibilities of your own life in

1941, because history was being made on such a large
scale and you were frightened or depressed by it.

Read your horoscope over carefully below and use it as
a guide during 1941. I have also prepared predictions
for your favorite stars which you will find below in the
signs in which they were born.

Aries—March 21 to April 20

This should be one of the most outstanding years of
your life. A year in which you may expect change,

John Payne, above, smiles as he listens

to Norvell tell his friend, Jack Oakie,
that he faces no domestic dangers in 1941.

Madeleine Carroll, left, learns that she'll

find love happiness in 1941. Ann Sheridan,

above, had better look to her laurels in 1941.
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Hold For You?
Will the world's changing

drama affect you? Will ro-

mantic happiness come to

you in 1941? Are your finan-

ces going to improve? Nor-

vell, the noted Hollywood

astrologer, turns the stel-

lar spotlight on YOU and an-

swers these questions in his

biggest feature of the year

*£-d+c-t-s
turbulence, and moments of great happiness. Mars, planet

of war, brings you some upsets in love and marriage.

Being born in a sign that often has two marriages you

must be especially cautious of broken promises in 1941.

If still single the great opportunity of your life may come

early in the Spring. Marriage is vitally important to your

future happiness and if you make the decision this year

try to choose someone born in Leo, Sagittarius, or even

in Taurus. The month of February brings a new love

affair, and a decision you may have to make about some-

one in your life at present. The months of May and June

are excellent for travel, business changes, or moving to

another city or state. Watch the health in March, June,

September and November of 1941, for aspects of Saturn

and Mars might bring dangers from colds, accidents, or

stomach disturbances. Use the creative ability that comes

to you in July and August, and if you have an interest

in music, acting, writing, art, or dancing by no means

give up for this year brings rare opportunities in those

fields. All during 1941 finances may be slow in shaping

themselves, but you will have new goals to reach and

your personal happiness will not depend so much on

money as on love happiness. The year ends on an opti-

mistic note and brings you inner riches and mental peace.

Our Hollywood Aries friends share the good fortune

due this sign in 1941. Congenital Academy Award win-

ners, they have not been up to par in 1940, but this year

will bring the gifted Bette Davis and Spencer Tracy back

into their rightful places on top of the heap. Marriage is

indicated for Davis this year, and il she marries someone

born in Sagittarius or Leo she will know the happiest

cycle of her life. Bill Holden will marry, too, not to

escape the draft but for love of Brenda Marshall. Bill's

career will be most brilliant this year. Joan Crawford

has delayed marriage plans indefinitely it seems, and her

mind is still vacillating between the charms of former

hubby Franchot Tone and [Please turn to page 77)

A 1941 HOROSCOPE FREE!

Let Norvell, the man who guides the destinies of the film

great, tell you what to expect in 1941. Perhaps his guidance

will prove as inspiring and helpful to you in your problems

as it has to many of Hollywood's glamorous screen stars.

In order to obtain your own FREE birthdate reading merely

fill out coupon below and send it to NORVELL, Box 989.

Dept. X, Hollywood, Calif. Be sure to enclose a stamped,

self-addressed envelope for an immediate reply.

Please send me NORVELL'S Horoscope. I enclose stamped,

self-addressed envelope.

MY NAME IS

MY ADDRESS IS

CITY

MY BIRTHDATE IS
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rtin's
She's still Holly-
wood's gayest bride

—even though her

wild adventures
while furnishing the

Halliday dove-cote
did almost land her
in the divorce
courts! Here's a story

to make you laugh

and warm your heart

Home photographs of Mary Martin by Eugene
Robert Richee, Paramount, exclusively posed for
Screenland. Miss Martin's newest films are
"Love Thy Neighbor" and "New York Town."

If a sense of humor, not to

mention a mutual taste for fun,

is a sign of a good marriage,
then the union of Mary Martin
and Richard Halliday will be
as stable as the pyramids, says

Elizabeth Wilson after visiting

the Hallidays' honeymoon
home. Top, facing page, hand-
some Dick Halliday and his

pretty, if slightly wacky, bride.

Center, Mary's specially built

bed; below, her dressing table

and, right below, the big divan

built for two. More pictures

of Mary's home on Page 72.

IF
A sense of humor, not to mention a mutual taste for

fun, is a sign of a good marriage, the union of Mary
Martin and Richard Halliday will be as stable as the

pyramids, as unchanging as Cecil B. DeMille. The easy-
going, laughter-loving Richard Hallidays refuse to take
themselves and their careers seriously, which makes them
practically unique in a town full of dull, disagreeable
people bowed down with an Atlas complex.

I'm willing to bet my last dollar that Mary and
Richard will be celebrating wedding anniversaries (much
to the annoyance of their poor friends who have to shell

out presents
—

"Honey," I can hear Mary say, "it's

exactly what I wanted. What is it?") long after Holly-
wood's most publicized divinely happy wives have taken
up residence at Reno. Unless—Mary decides to furnish
another home. In that event all bets are off! I won't
answer for the gruesome consequences. Furnishing her
honeymoon home almost landed Mary right smack in the
divorce courts. Her muchly cherished sense of humor got
dismally tangled up in a mess of fringe.

Some young wives simply can't cope with in-laws
(Mary loves hers) and some young wives simply can't
cope with grocery bills (Mary doesn't even have to
bother to get the pennies back on the milk bottles). With
Mary it's furnishing a home. She simply can't cope with

Queen Anne, Louis Quatorze, piecrust tables and nice

young men from the Edison Company. They do her in.

"Wouldn't you just know," she says with a frankness

that's a pure joy, "wouldn't you just know that I'd marry
a man who had cut his teeth on Duncan Phyfe, and done
his homework on Chippendale ! And I don't even know
Duncan Phyfe and Chippendale from Barker Brothers

!

But I'm learning. Sometimes I think I must have started

that old vaudeville gag, remember : You say, T have a
chair that goes back to Louis Quatorze.' And then I say,

'Well, I have a chair that goes back to Macy's, tomorrow."
Mary isn't exactly what you might call a home body.

Now I certainly don't mean to imply that she isn't

feminine. She's as feminine as French perfume and cur-

tains of ecru voile. And pretty too, with reddish-blondish
hair, big brown eyes, and legs that were made for bath-

ing suit art. When she used to sing My Heart Belongs to

Daddy in the New York stage show "Leave It To Me"
there was no holding the menfolk, they even tried to

climb over the footlights. Yes, Mary is feminine all right,

but all she knows about a home, as Richard found out,

is how to arrange flowers. And you can't go about ar-

ranging flowers week after week when you haven't a
stick of furniture to place them on.

Whether she liked it or not, (Please turn to page 72)
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Honeymoon
Home

By Elizabeth Wilson
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Crawford

Now!

Once when you said

Crawford, you meant
Joan. Now Hollywood
has another big Craw-
ford: Broderick. Here's

Brod's dynamic story

By

Gene Schrott

c

|
IOLLYWOOD hostesses hate me!" said

erick Crawford-
Brod-

. v^,,^^ -and grinned. "The minute they

| see me crossing the threshold, they become
panicky. The minute I walk into a room, they age ten
years. They forget their own manners as they make a
mad dash to where their treasured Sevres vases are"

standing and fix themselves there with a vigilant and
defiant air. Then as their eyes sweep across the room,
first to the Wedgwood bowl on the piano and then to a
Tang ginger jar on the mantelpiece, I can see a fresh
worried look sweeping over their faces."

There wasn't the slightest hint of embarrassment or
apology in Brod's voice. For a brief instant, he shifted in

his chair. Then crossing his long legs and lighting a
fresh cigarette from the stub of the one that lay smolder-
ing in the ash tray, he went on with his explanation.
"You know all about the bull in the china shop. Well,
that's what Hollywood thinks of me. But remember. A
few years ago some enterprising and disbelieving guv
decided to see for himself. He must have been from
Missouri. After hearing a lot of talk about bulls in china
shops all his life, he still had his doubts. Then one fine
morning, he decided to do something about it. He went
out and got the biggest, clumsiest bull he could find. He
led the animal down the most exclusive street in New

34

York and into one of the swankiest china shops. He was
fully prepared to pay for every cent of the damage done.

And what happened? That massive, hulking bull looked

around at the glittering, fragile objcts d'art. He blinked

his bovine eyes in utter boredom. And then with a look

of disgust on his face, he wearily trudged back to the

door and out into the fresh air. Not a single vase, not

one fragile finger-bowl, not even a tiny teacup was

touched. Well—that's me!"
That's only one of the three reputations Broderick

Crawford had to live down since coming to Hollywood.

"Everyone thinks I'm destructive. They think I go

around smashing things just for the fun of it. Maybe it's

because I'm so big and hulking."

The movie colony is first beginning to realize that

Brod's bark may be far worse than his bite. They still

have to understand that he derives no sadistic pleasure

from going around breaking material things.

"Sure," he admitted, "I am destructive. I want to

break a lot of things. But not Wedgwood bowls or

Sevres vases. What I want to destroy are all the stupid

and superficial shams that keep people from enjoving

life
!"

The blue eyes abandoned their mischievous twinkle.

Deep furrows traced them- (Please turn to page 71)



'fugitive from
"maisie" roles

Ann Sothern, pretty victim of Holly-

wood's "type casting," has the change

of pace she craves in "Dulcy"—but

now she's doing another in her pop-

ular series: "Maisie Was A Lady"

V



Your lovely teachers are Pau-
lette Goddard, representing
the sultry sirens, and Marie
Wilson, for buoyant blondes.

Paulette, femme appeal of
"Second Chorus," chooses a

chartreuse and silver lame
dinner gown to bring out her
brunette beauty; while Miss
Wilson, of E. H. Griffith's

"Virginia," suggests scarlet for

the golden-haired charmers.

JOa\ A. MxAlpin





own.

Hollywood's latest crop of lovelies in-

cludes these newcomers, picked by War-
ners' alert talent scouts. Is Mary BrodeL
2% Lucia Carroll. 3: Alexis Smith. 4s

Peggy Diggins. 5 and 6; Maris Wrixon.

Photographs hy Elmer Fryer, Schuyler Grail, Hurrell





COLLECTORS* ITEMS !

Two more signed portraits for your movie star album: Gary
Cooper, now in "Meet John Doe," and Carole Lombard, ap-
pearing with Robert Montgomery in "Mr. and Mrs. Smith"







Errol Flynn, in modern dress for new
melodrama, "Footsteps in the Dark"





Blue fox for brief shoulder cape and muff,

worn with a pencil-slim black dress, suggested

by the star for girls with flair. Below, slim,

slim gown of ice-blue satin with soft folds

across the bosom and graceful draped skirt.





First pictures of Clarence Brown's magnificent

Estate at Calabasas, California, where the famed

lirector and his wife, the silent screen star

|A.lice Joyce, entertain in the grand manner.

I

'Come Live with Me," co-starring Hedy Lamarr

jand James Stewart, is Brown's latest picture

t ?.<>s o* ^J°^'

,il>>
1 s

'"J

iave*
ce» S.

Above and at right,

two views of the beauti-

ful white mansion, part

of the old Gilette estate,

which is now the Brown
home. Here Clarence

and Alice cultivate
their land, ride horse-

back in the surround-

ing hills, entertain their

friends at barbecues. A
model of Menlo Park,

the home of Thomas
Edison, was set up on
Brown's estate, where
most of the Spencer
Tracy film, "Edison
the Man," was made.



THE MOVIES MOVE OUTDOORS!
'







My job's a picnic.
All I do is remind you . . . there's

a vital difference that makes

you want PHILIP MORRIS"

YES ... a vital difference in manufacture . . .

brings to you a vital difference, of smoking

enjoyment without smokin g p enalties.

For, as a group of distinguished doctors found*

-When Smokers Changed to Philip Morris, Every

Case of Irritation of the Nose or Throat-Due to

Smoking-Cleared Completely, or Definitely Improved.

"Reported in authorita-

tive medical journals,

CALI FOB.

PhilipMorris
HMSSTt

CREATORS OF FAMOUS CIGARETTES FOR 92 YEARS, ALWAYS U N D E R TH E PHILIP MORRIS NAME

Screenland Salutes The Camera Artists!

A long-deserved and well-earned tribute to Hollywood's least

publicized artists, the portrait and "still" photographers.

Men of creative imagination and technical skill, they should

receive the same attention from motion picture audiences

as the stars and the directors. Give them your applause!

C Our preceding pages represent Hollywood's

finest photographers at their best. Nowhere else in

the world will you find so many highly expert, sen-

sitive artists of the "still" cameras as in the screen

capital. They do not receive star billing on theater

marquees; their names are never flashed upon the

screens—yet it is their fine work which serves to in-

terpret the scenes and the stellar personalities of

American movies to you of the audience. No one

art section in any publication can hope to include

ail the excellent photographers of the Hollywood

scenes. In our sixteen pages this month we feel they

are exceptionally well represented, from the first

glamor-pose of Ann Sothern by M-G-M's clever

Carpenter, to "The Most Beautiful Still of the

Month" by the same studio's noted Clarence Sin-

clair Bull.

Scree

C Among the other camera artists represented you

will find the famous Elmer Fryer of Warner Bros.,

pioneer in his field and still and ever one of the

finest. Longworth, also of Warners, outstanding for

versatility. Eugene Robert Richee, Paramount's

imaginative artist, noted for his original back-

grounds for feminine beauty, as is Hal McAlpin,

also of Paramount. Gaston Longet of RKO-Radio

is unusually effective in outdoor scenes. The un-

sung artist of 20th Century-Fox who made the

stunning scene captioned "The Movies Move Out-

doors" deserves credit. Others (not represented

this month) include Universal's Ray Jones: Colum-

bia's A. L. Whitey Shafer; Warners' Scotty Wel-

bourne; Milton Gold whose outdoor scenes have

special excellence—to all of them, our thanks and

appreciation!

[LAND



SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

without loss of time and money

SECOND CHORUS"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GAY!

APPEAL: Strictly for entertain-

ment, and why not?

PLOT- Adventures of two peren-

nial college boys frying to

make the musical big-t.me and

the same girl at the same .me

with grand musical 'Prudes

of Artie Shaw's clar.net and

Fred Astaire's stepprng-and

Charles Butterworth s gu.tar-

playing of all th.ngs!

PRODUCTION: Slick and swift

and swell-real stuff for the

jitterbugs,
sophisticated by-

play for those who cant tell

I trombone from a sh.nbone

just the right spontaneous

spirit in every department,

good to the last prop.

CRITICISM: You might say its

too light and frothy, but you d

better not say it too loud

ACTING: Sheer, sparkling fun,

dancing better than ever. Bur-

gess Meredith will surpr.se you

as a deft and delightful come-

dian, with that zany quality

only he has. Paulette Goddard

is another surprise in her tast

dance with Astaire. Charles

Butterworth, priceless.

Paramount

THE PHILADELPHIA
STORY"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GRIPPING!

APPEAL: To connoisseurs of adult

drama.

PLOT: From W. Somerset Mau-

gham's 13-year-old stage p ay

If faithless wife, murdered

lover unsuspecting husband

smart attorney -scra-bled

destinies in exot.c Malay set

PRODUCTION: Elaborate, au-

thentic, though often too me-

ticulously detailed for high

dramatic effect. William Wy-

fer's careful, dignified d.rec-

Zn concentrates on suspense

which sometimes wears thin.

CRITICISM: Let-down in the

"biq" scene where wife tells

husband: "I still love the man

I killed"—^ell-bred
admission

which should have been dra-

matic dynamite.
<

ACTING: Bette Davis superb in

the repressed style which she

chose to employ-but you may

wish she had let her hair down

fust once. Herbert Marshall is

wooden as the husband—but

TamerStephensonastheawyer

plays with such charm, conv.c-

£ and technical skil that he

steals the picture, assisted by

clever Oriental Sen Yung.

Warner Bros.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

SMART!

APPEAL: For sophisticates only

_be sure the kiddies don t

sneak along.

PLOT: Philip Barry's Theatre

Guild play which insured Keith-

or1n e "Hepburn's big stage

comeback, now^
the screen by Dona d Ogden

Stewart, concerns the esca-

pades of snooty suburban set,

their amours and epigrams.

PRODUCTION: Very, very glam-

orous in a bro
?
d-A way wrth

George Cukor's silken d rec-

kon, absolutely right settings

and an Adrian wardrobe for

the star giving you an eyeful

with the racy dialogue giving

you even more of an eartul.

CRITICISM: A little too smart, a

bit too brittle, too far removed

from reality-but if you won

bright escapist stuff, here it -s

done up in dynamic package.

ACTING: It is Hepburn s show
AC

a

T
nd *^jrj*kt£

her m ght, right aown tu

lastmo'ue.lfyoulikeh^youl

love it. Cary Grant is chic*

Weidler who'll appeal to you.

M-G-M
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"TIN PAN ALLEY"

"one-wcro guide

BIG!

with or without a pony.

PLOT- It's R'de Ew. Cowg
„:PL2 : lime—with +he woman

ning her spurs from the

men or old Tucson.

PRODUCTION: H's super, w-

\omething like two m.lhon dol-

os well as scemc values.

CRmaSM:Tcc taj^jtS
plot, and too much ot it

^believable to play *«
straight'' as Ruggl« d-rected

2 hou?s and 8 minutes .s a lot

&ytt No louble.

Give the little girl a hand,

folks William Holden has the

thankless role of the ad ,he

loves and bosses and he p.ays

So, manfully as any-guy could

bu+ It's still the toughest ass.gn

ment of the month.

Columbia

o{?WORD GUjDE
ENTERTAINING!

°"dK9™» and dancing

lovely chm quivers

sweetheart. *ng
.

fl0n

ACT,
J
NG:

iodv 5 £ W «« ^1
Q

,

nd ^
H
Y
she never looked

5n0W ,
and she n

k

Qakie and Betty

Wlr£auw 3 le9 op-

- f-She^ can
Y

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

APPEAL- Ta all
music-lovers and

Addicts of Disney cartoons

by Leopold Stokow*

orchestra, and Watt

and his staff of artists, i

StrXtY
; u

ttVaint,

eauippea wnn , ...

All the vast resources ot U.s

^'wonderful stu*.J-
called upon to create

comparable cartoons.

-»» it's your own tautt.

ACTING: Lucky audiences who

Nutcracker Su-te
,

centaurette of The

^&:h
t?e

°<

-The R'te of Spring.

TVaft Disneif
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G

Rosemary Lane. Nothing is as

important to her as her work.

[LBERT & SULLIVAN used to sing of "The
flowers that bloom in the spring, tra-la" but your

Mr. Mook (being a cynic) chortles over "the

raspberries that drop in the fall, tra-la" with, of course,

a few medals tossed in here and there so people can't

say he's the kind of guy who pinches wings off flies.

The editor says, "Don't be always giving people medals

for the same thing." Well, the editor is right, except

when you start rooting for a girl before anyone else

(almost) ever heard of her, and when she justifies your

faith by making the grade, and when, after ten or eleven

years she's still the most glamorous figure on the screen,

and when, after five or six years, she's still every male's

ideal wife, you can't change horses in midstream and give

her a medal for her figure, can you? So the first flowers

of the season go to Myrna Loy. In fact, Minnie (I guess
if your friends can call you that I can, too) take- the

whole hothouse. As far as I'm concerned, compared to

you, the others are just "also rans."

The first medal of the season is a three-decker affair

to be split between William Holden, Dennis Morgan and
John Shelton because they show more promise than any
juveniles who've come along in many a year. Every pic-
ture Bill is in is something for your "Must see" list. And
Dennis gets an extra citation because he's been kicking

Charles Boyer. He
gets the biggest

bird of the year.

Bette Davis. Posies for

this marvelous ac-
tress and fine sport.

Our bad, mad Mr. Mook re-

views Hollywood personali-

ties and performances

—

good, bad, or indifferent

—

of the past year and bravely

dispenses loud raspberries

as well as shiny, new medals

Randolph Scott. Has
more talent than he's

been able to show.

Lucille Ball. One
of the few real

wits of the screen.

Virginia Grey.
One of the real

screen beauties.

John Barrymore.

Boos for dissi-

pating his talent.
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Claudette Colbert.
She's always gracious to

fans and photographers.

James Cagney
He gets a medal

so he can smile now

Mook

Joan Crawford.
Lives up to tradi-

tions of stardom.

Lew Ayres. Goes
right on playing

Doctor Kildare.

Priscilla Lane. It's

birdie for pretty Pat,

around Hollywood for years without a break and now

that he's finally getting one he is not only delivering the

goods but he is a "sweller" fellow than he was when he

was unknown—and that's as rare as gold in these heah

hills.

Oh, say, Miss Loy, you're so well-established I'm sure

you won't miss the bed of carnations if I give them to

Linda Darnell because, although she may not be the best

actress on the screen—yet—she is certainly the most

opulent eyeful.

The next medal goes to Mickey Rooney because, al-

though he may be as fresh and cocky as some people say

he is, it's the cockiness of youth and he's never smart-

aleck. And he's never gotten "too big for his britches"

—

except when the script called for it.

Listen, Myrna, I'm sure you're going to be a good

sport about this but I guess maybe I went overboard a

little, remembering you in "Third Finger, Left Hand''

and "I Love You Again" but. after all, there are a couple

of other girls on the screen who can't be ignored and,

since they're friends of yours, you won't care if I give

the American Beauty roses to Carole Lombard because

she's one of the few twists on the screen who can play

comedy or drama with equal facility and equally con-

vincingly. She can dress like (Please turn to page 74)

Myrna Loy. Compared to

her the others are "also-

rans," says Mr. Mook.

Alan Curtis. A
shiny Mook medal
for this young man.
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Our startling story tells you what
the Hawaiian Islanders really

think of such visiting movie stars

as Irene Dunne, Shirley Temple,

Bette Davis—shown on this page.

Pan Pacific Press Photos

PLAYGROUND

OF THE

STARS
Five days away from
Hollywood, movie
stars feel that in

Hawaii they can
let go their inhibi-

tions; that they can
live and let live, love

and let love, without
attracting attention.

They are so wrong!
Read the truth here

DOWN where the trade winds blow, ever so gently,

yon will find the tropical island of Oahu, the most
important of the Hawaiian Islands. On the island

of Oahu is the City of Honolulu, population 150.000,
probably the most publicized city in the world. Everyone
has heard of Waikiki Beach, where the surf rolls and the

beach boys ride the surfboards ; of Diamond Head, once
a volcano, but now the island home of the millionaires.

To Big Business, Honolulu means Sugar and Pineapple,

the two major industries ; to Uncle Sam, Honolulu means
Pearl Harbor, the United States seventy-million-dollar

naval base ; but to you and me and the movie stars Hono-
lulu just means a grand place to Get Away From It All.

What with a war-torn Europe crumbling into tragic

ruins Aloha-Land, with its tropical moonlight nights, its
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Bing Crosby obsorbed Hawaiian

atmosphere for one of his films.

Lana Turner, at lower right, rev-

eled in such native water sports

By

Elizabeth Wilson

colorful and fragrant flowers, and its

charming old Polynesian traditions, has

become the last stand of Romance. Just

as the followers of Ponce de Leon once so

desperately sought the fountain of youth,

so now people from all over the world

seek romance and forgetfulness in this

lovely paradise of the Pacific. Xo wonder

Honolulu has become the mecca of escape-

loving tourists, no wonder it has become

the favorite playground of Hollywood's

moA'ie stars.

Five days -away from Hollywood and

all its snooping {Please turn to page 92)



SEVERAL years ago a midget made front page copy
by sitting on the lap of the great J. P. Morgan, mak-
ing him smile. It was a great feat. The financier,

who is stern of face in the palmiest of financial days, was
in no mood to smile that depression afternoon when a
tiny bit of femininity crawled on his knee and produced
a grin which was caught by a news photographer and
subsequently placed on the front pages of newspapers all

over the country.

Smile-producer and lap-sitter de luxe of today's head-
lines is another tiny miss, just three-foot-high Carolyn
Lee, who has brought grins to those war-harried and
therefore financially worried gentlemen, the movie makers
of Hollywood. After Carolyn's first picture, "Honey-
moon in Bali," in which she stole the show from the
always popular stars Madeleine Carroll and Fred Mac-
Murray, the smiles of the movie brass hats widened to
Happy Hooligan proportions, for they found that they
had not only a top ranking money-making picture, but a

at Me!
I'm

Carolyn Lee
Yes, you mothers with movie ambitions

for your gifted children, better look

at this latest infant prodigy to win

screen success and listen to her true

story before you pack up your own
family and start out for Hollywood!

By Charlotte Sherwood Collins

top money-making star in the person of a little Ohio girl

whom they had discovered playing on the sidewalks of the

small Ohio town of Martins Ferry. Here was a child who
could make the public forget their war worries, and the

fifty centses clinked through movie turnstiles as a con-

sequence. Now the new hope of Hollywood is working
in a very expensive vehicle indeed, the all-technicolor pic-

ture called "Virginia," and it is not so unofficially ru-

mored that she is by far the highest paid young newcomer
to the glitter city.

"What I like best is eating onions and sitting on good
laps," says brown-eyed, dark-haired Carolyn. The lap-

sitting episode that started her on her career was the

time she decided that a Paramount theater man, a friend
of the family who owned and managed a string of the-

aters throughout Ohio and West Virginia, had a good
lap. The'man, Tracy Barham, stopped in Martins Ferry
one afternoon, to renew acquaintance with his old friends,

Mr. and Mrs. Warren Copp. He hadn't seen them in

several years and hadn't any idea that the brown-eyed
baby playing on the sidewalk in front of the Copp home,
was theirs. Carolyn followed him in, crawled on his lap,

admired his pretty tie. That was enough to make him
send a picture of the charming lap-sitter to Paramount
studios in Hollywood. Mr. Barham was in no way a

talent scout, but after his discovery of the money-making
baby the Paramount organization has dubbed him "talent

scout extraordinary No. 1." Also, business man Barham
finds himself a real talent scout, whether he likes it or
not. "I can't go into a restaurant," he moans, "without
half a dozen mothers parading their children before me."
He explains that these are in addition to hundreds of

photographs, letters and telegrams which he receives

weekly from ambitious mothers all over the countrv.
The next lap-sitting victim of the delectable Carolyn

was Y. Frank Freeman, Vice-president of Paramount
Pictures, Inc. On receiving Carolyn's photograph, Mr.
Freeman had arranged to have a personal interview with
the child while on a business trip to the East. The two
met in Chicago; Carolyn sat on his lap; and within a
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week the baby and her mother were aboard an airplane

Hollywood bound for movie tests with all expenses paid.

The next man to fall for her charms was comedian Bob

Hope, who became so interested in the newcomer that

he was in there pitching from the moment she took her

first test to the time they signed her on the dotted line at

a salary fabulous to baby stars.

Next to fall was Edward H. Griffith, the director-

producer, who.was so enchanted that he asked to direct

her first picture and was instrumental in making her the

white hope that she is today. Mr. Griffith is also the

director-producer of "Virginia," the Madeleine Carroll-

Fred MacMurray picture, in which Carolyn is now being

featured. Latest reports from Hollywood indicate that

Jack Benny is the most recent to succumb. What will be

the outcome of this only time and Carolyn can tell.

We think of
friendliness as a

trait of childhood.

But is it? Our own
hopefuls stick out

-their tongues or

hide their heads in

a corner, when per-

sons we would like

best to impress ap-

pear.

"She has always

played up to peo-

ple," laughs Mrs.

Copp. (The Lee
was chosen for pro-

fessional purposes.)

"Sometimes it has

looked as though
we put her up to it,

for instance once
we were at a gath-

ering in which my
husband's employer
was present. Caro-
lyn walked over to

him and said
'You're Mr. —

,

aren't you? I want
to sit on your lap.'

The most embar-
rassing part of it

was that before she

climbed down she

had talked him into

an extra vacation
for her father

!"

Like Orson
Welles, Carolyn has
always had a phobia

against childhood.

Perhaps this may

be laid to her rearing.

Instead of being a baby-

she has been trained

to be the adult off-

spring of a charming
Southern girl and a

quick-witted salesman

husband, a North-
erner.

"We couldn't have

a baby—in the usual

sense," says Carolyn's

mother, who was born

Miss Evelyn Landers

of the deep South.

"My husband was on

the road for the
Wheeling Steel Cor-

poration. I traveled

with him. She simply

had to be grown up

right from the first.

We decided that be-

fore she was born."

At two weeks of

(Please turn to p. 80)

You saw this
amazing young-
ster in "Honey-
moon in Bali."

Now she's scor-

i n g again in

"Virginia," with

Fred MacMurray.
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The Future Holds

AChange ForYou
A redesigned coiffure can work
magic. Here is how you can

see yourself as you might look

ON THE top shelf of your closet, there is probably

a hat box. And in that hat box, there may be

a little spring number, vintage of 1940. When
you put it there, it was in good condition and you had

loved it so. You had so many compliments when you wore
that hat. But that was last year ! At this moment, you
may be mentally designing your spring wardrobe. And
you hope—you hope—that pearl of yesterday will some-

how offer another hat change with the reefer or suit

you have in mind.
But it won't ! You will be surprised and chagrined

when you try it on. This is the story on all saved-over

hats, except the classic felts that are dateless. All, all is,

indeed, change. And that applies to your physical attri-

butes as well as your wardrobe.
Many of us cling to the same old hair-do through
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thick and thin, and for no reason, except that we don t

know what else to do. You ought to change your hair-

do as frequently as you change styles m hats. You ought

to keep up with the times on your coiffure and not et

it date you. But you ought to keep up-to-date m the

right direction. But what is the right direction? If your

nose is too prominent, what then? If you have a gaunt

type of face? If your face is too broad? You can look

and look in your mirror for the solution, but unless you

are one of those rare souls, gifted with the all-seeing

eye you won't get the answer. Here is truly where you

need the viewpoint of another who can see you from all

angles, not just from the front. Of course you know

that if you could have the Hollywood benefit of studio

make-up and coiffure experts, a very different face would

look at you from that mirror. You can recall betore-

and-after pictures of the most beautiful and glamorous

faces that look at you from the screen today. I remem-

ber Toan Crawford in a kind of marcelled affair, as

harsh and rigid as the steel girders of a building. I

remember Ida Lupino with a blonde powder puff ot

hair I can recall many candidates for the hair gallery

of horrors both from unattractive arrangement and the

fact that hair bore no more affinity to the face than salt

to coffee.
1

While the techniques of the permanent wave and set-

ting have, in themselves, been pretty nearly perfected,

many of us still do strange and unbecoming things with

our topknots. And we can forgive you for being out-ot-

date if you still look lovely. But when you mar good

facial contours, conceal perfect ears, or accent your very

worst features because of your hair, that is a horse ot

another color.

, tfere.

. ,s^^^^ ** {

keep *hls « I I

How to create the individual coiffure for you and

show it to you on your own face, without actually un-

dergoing the process, has puzzled many bright heads.

But now we have the answer—in fact, your answer

And it came about through a commingling of Hollywood

and New York talent. After having restyled thousands

of women's hair, Eddie Senz, hair design creator and

make-up director of many Hollywood studios, discovered

that there are six basic hair color groups, three on the

blonde side, three on the brunette. Within tins color

group there are enough classifications in face types to

make 'you dizzy, and they range from the sculptured

to the courageous. Actually, there are about forty-eight

in all, and still some unusual types that cannot be clas-

sified. ,
'

... ,

"The ideal face," says Mr. Senz, is a pure oval,

perfectly proportioned and balanced. This is the face

that haunts men's dreams, but, like most ideals, is

seldom realized in actuality." While I have no wish to

encourage an epidemic of insomnia for the gentlemen

to attempt to approximate this face ideal through optica

illusion means a distinct addition to your beauty and

appeal. So much for Mr. Senz' contribution.
_ _

It took the ingenuity of Joan Clair, a hair authority m
her own rights, to discover a method of presenting your

own coiffure to you—to (Please turn to page 87)

° her
po o n

\e

or &
moV.es n u ve ° . yeS
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yOU CAN put your finger on the pulse

of Hollywood's feuds and love affairs

by dropping in at Ciro's on a popular night.

When a film couple coo and cuddle at a

night spot, Hollywood immediately takes

them close into its heart and makes their

love a basis for mutual public concern and
entertainment. Lana Turner and Tony Mar-
tin certainly make no bones about how
they feel about each other in public, or

otherwise. The other night at Ciro's, be-

cause of insistence from all quarters, they

put on a scorching exhibition rumba. The
gay crowd went very loud and enthusiastic

over such spontaneous entertainment. The
only person not entirely at ease was George
Raft. He hurriedly picked out a beautiful

girl to do him the honor, and before the

applause from Lana's and Tony's dance

died, he was on the floor doing his stuff.

For some strange reason he was suddenly

lost in the crowd and his fancy steps were
completely ignored.

THERE is much more to the teaming of
' Jimmy Cagney and Rita Hayworth in

"Strawberry Blonde" than meets the eye.

In fact, practically no one knows that these

two are old-time friends, and that almost
ten years ago they used to do a tap dance
routine together. Don't misunderstand me,
they didn't work on the stage, Rita was too
young for that. But at the old "Cansino
Dancing School," which is still in business,
now on La Brea Boulevard, Jimmy used to

keep his dancing up to snuff by taking
weekly lessons. He was still leery, then, of
his newly acclaimed dramatic ability on
the screen and still too> close to his chorus
boy days to let his dancing go by the
boards. So, occasionally. Papa Cansino,
Rita's father, would call out his eleven-
year-old daughter to give Jimmy a partner
for his routines. Little did any of them
dream that one day he would have the say-
so to choose Rita to play a dramatic role
opposite him on the screen.

James Cagney and Olivia de Havilland, above, as they appear In "Strawberry

Blonde," a big new film set against a picturesque background of New York in the

Gay Nineties. Left, Rita Hayworth as the pretty siren of the title. Watch for

complete fictionization of this exciting story in the March issue of Screenland.

THE most stinging slap that Myrna Loy
has had to take, in the face of her divorce

from Arthur Hornblow, Jr., whom she mar-
ried on June 27, 1936, is the rebuke that
she has failed to live up to her screen repu-
tation as the perfect wife. Hornblow was
as near the kind of sophisticated husband
that Myrna has had on the screen, as was
possible to find in real life. He made a
fetish of the rites of gracious living. Wines
were served at only their most flattering-

temperatures. His home had to be at all

times the essence of charm and perfect
gentility. Some dissenters argue that it is

a case of criminal negligence that Myrna
couldn't make a go of marriage with that
kind of co-operation. Others insist that the
brilliant code of sophisticated give-and-take
that she made so popular on the screen is

basically all wet and no longer as enviable
as it was. No matter which way you look
at it Myrna must face the fact that her
divorce may shock some of those fans who
have insisted that her marriage was "per-
fect."

AT LAST Alice Faye's studio has come
to the point of chastizing her because

she won't co-operate on publicity. You see

fewer portraits of Alice Faye than you do

of most other stars, because she has slipped

into that I-don't-care attitude on art and

interviews. To goad her into caring, a

Machiavellian-minded executive has issued

strict orders that a graphic chart showing

monthly publicity coverage of Fox actresses

be sent to Alice regularly. The chart shows
the flattering sea of space garnered by Betty

Grable, Linda Darnell and other favorites.

The last chart sent to Alice showed how
startlingly even newcomer Gene Tierney

topped her in nation-wide publicity. Alice,

to date, has simply turned a jaundiced eye

on the whole thing. These days she is far

more content to take herself to the desert

and relax completely. A sight to make you

open your eyes is to see "Fayzie," in blue

denim pants, perched on a rail fence at a

popular resort ranch, chewing on a piece

of straw and lost to this world in a stupor

of sunshine.
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Communiques from the Film Front

Bringing the Latest News Flashes

About the Stars and New Pictures

By
Weston
East

Slllllll
The acting and directorial trio responsible for "Dark Victory" are reunited with

the making of "Her Great Lie." Bette Davis is its star, George Brent is her

leading man, and Edmund Goulding is the director. The story is from "January

Heights," Polan Banks' modern romantic drama, with a unique social problem.

TOR THE first and only time on record

'Southland society girls are one up on

the whole tribe of Hollywood's flashy mo-
tion picture sirens. Young Jack Kennedy,

son of the ambassador, Joe P., during his

stay in California has ignored the run-of-

the-mill filmland debutantes in favor of the

real gilt-edged variety. ... No one can

figure out the reason why it has loomed

so fantastically amusing, but Lew Ayres

has endured more belittling pranks and

degrading gags than is sporting because

he has seriously announced that he has

become a vegetarian. . . . Maxie Rosen-

bloom has started noising it about that he

is instituting 2._ protective measure for

actors' careers. He is going to demand that

actors get a test of their director's ability

before starting a picture. It might be a

good idea at that ! . . . The most pleasant

surprise of the month was to see Tyrone

Power- (not looking at all like a stepfather)

having a quiet dinner with Annabella and

her daughter in an out-of-the-way corner

of the dining room at the Town House.

IT happened in a crowded bus that runs
' through Beverly Hills' busy shopping

district and, on occasion, carries some of

the most glamorous people in the world

as passengers. Freddie Bartholomew strug-

gled aboard laden with packages from a

shopping orgy and walked right into a

little drama that might have come from the

pen of adolescent-wise Booth Tarkington.

The minute Freddie squeezed into the

crowded vehicle, the light in the eyes of a

smart little high school girl who sat there,

quickly changed from the most frivolous

unconcern to the deepest admiration.

Freddie became just a little nervous under

that worshipping stare. And then came
probably the most embarrassing moment
of his life. The smitten young lady, as in

a trance, slowly rose and offered him,

almost sacredly, her chair. Freddie com-
pletely flustered, burned crimson and stam-

mered his refusal. . . . The mirrors that

Hedy Lamarr is supposed to be demand-

ing in the new car she's designed for her-

self make it look like a boudoir on wheels.

Look out below—here they

scenes from "Mr. and Mrs.

come! These

Smith," show

Carole Lombard and Gene Raymond being

dropped in a parachute for a hilarious mo-

ment from the film. Carole screeched her way

down. Gene, resigned to his fate, started out

holding his hat and wound up holding his chin.
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In this scene,
right, from "That
Uncertain Feel-

ing," Ernst Lu-

bitsch's gay film

romance, Larry

Baker (Melvyn
Douglas) is using

all his persuasive

powers in asking

his wife, J ill

(Merle Oberon)
to coolc a Hun-
garian dinner to

entertain a group
of business pros-

pects. She looks

none too pleased.

George Brent has

a spray turned on

him for a rain
scene in "South of

Suez," murder mys-

tery and romantic

drama about South

African diamond
miners. Right,
Brent in a scene

with Lee Patric,
Brenda Marshall.

THERE never was a more emphatic
flouncing out of Hollywood than Sylvia

Sidney's annoyed and unceremonious de-

parture. On her recent return, Sylvia was
welcomed back with warm and friendly

gestures all around. There was great praise

shouted for the "new" understanding per-
son that she had become. However, after

a few weeks, the sultry-eyed Miss Sidney
reverted to type and the Warner lot saw
temperament and temper it won't soon for-

get. Sylvia fell into a desperate relapse of
her old headstrong ways. She rewrote her
lines, she ranted at direction, and she
demanded rewriting of the script that she
had already once okayed. Finally she
stamped her foot and screamed, "It's worse
than it ever was"—meaning Hollywood, of
course—and made a move to get out of
town in a hurry. There were no well-
wishers at the station to see her off, there
were no entreaties to hurry back, and there
were no tears.

nLEASE, Olivia de Havilland, take heed!
r It's straight from the heart of one of your
most steadfast admirers. Won't you make
an effort to stop wearing those strange hats
when you're out for an evening? . . . You
can believe what you please but I insist
that it was a bee that caused that recent
powerfully swelled black eye of Tony Mar-
tin's. It happened at the Hillcrest golf
course on the fourth tee . . . Oh-oh, I'll bet
there'll be fireworks such as there have
never been before. It is a fact that Sonja
Henie has offered to begin to teach Dan
Topping's son the rudiments of ice-skating.
And there is strong talk going about hint-
ing that Arline Judge, who young Dan
calls mama, won't see eye to eye on the
proposal.

NO MATTER how hard they've been
trying, several national magazines have

had no luck in keeping a feud going between
Eastern society belles, coiffure experts and
style creators, versus the stubborn Holly-
wood glamor girls. It all concerns hair-dos.

The Eastern half of the argument was
gaining ground and getting along beauti-

fully in their campaign for putting pompa-
dours and "hair high" in general, popular
vogue. However, a contingent of glamor
girls, including Hedy Lamarr, Ginger
Rogers, and Lana Turner held out for the
happy-go-lucky habit of just letting hair

hang. The movie girls left the Eastern
group a little flat-footed when they dubbed
as "matronly" any hair-do that nests up
above the ears. That one word has won
them undying support from their millions
of fans. Letters are pouring into Hollywood
assuring the Western contingent they will

be loyally supported down to the last bobby
pin.

A LITTLE morbid and hardly fitting the
surrounding indifference, is the new

"Memory Wall" of portraits at the Vine
Street Derby. With your lunch at this

famous spot you are now confronted with
an entire wall of an over-gay and frivolous
group of once loved movie stars. You are
made startlingly aware of John Gilbert's
too brilliant smile, the never equalled
vivacity of Jean Harlow's face, the homely
yet loved countenance of Marie Dressier,
the restless verve of Douglas Fairbanks'
eyes. And suddenly you realize that these
fabulous, dramatic people, who many times
lunched in this selfsame room, are no
longer with_ us. The result gives you the
creeps and is an unsavory accompaniment
for a luncheon table.

A BIRDS-EYE view of Palm Springs
these days gives you a three- ringed

version of how vigorously movie stars re-

lax. At Lone Palm there is no missing
Errol Flynn's tireless and spectacular feat

of dunking that heroic body in and out of

the dazzling pool. Down the main street

of Palm Springs Diana and Bill Powell
tear headlong through the dust in a bicycle

race. A peek into the patio at The Desert
Inn finds Rosalind Russell, in sun suit and
dark glasses, vigorously knitting, and at

the same time talking at such a terrific

speed that, in comparison, a trip-hammer
has a lullaby beat. Lana Turner's attempt
at badminton at The Racquet Club is the

only approach to lackadaisical boredom you
are apt to see. The El Mirador pool is

churned to a fury with John Shelton, Bob
Taylor and a group of their cronies' abor-
tive and exhausting attempt at water polo.

Gracie Allen's plea to her children, in the

shallow end of the pool, to play in the

"nice" water is lost in the splash and yell-

ing". Dancing is incessant on every dance
floor in the desert. Merle Oberon and
Alexander Korda giggle themselves weak
knocking out an old-fashioned square dance
dressed in hiking clothes and boots. The
desert, for stars exhausted by camera
strain, evokes a most strenuous kind of

"rest," it seems.

I T WAS an interesting study watching
' Gary Cooper's and Lupe Yelez' lack of

recognition or reaction of any kind when,
with their respective partners, they sat

at dinner at a fashionable dining spot

with their tables practically touching. The
Cooper and Velez affair once kept Holly-
wood pop-eyed. . . . Everyone is wonder-
ing why Cesar Romero does most of his

bicycling up and down the back alleys in-

stead of out on the main streets.



Jackie Cooper,
left, looking ever

so grown-up with

a mustache A la

Clark Gable, and

Bonita Gran-
ville, appearing

very sirenish, for

the comical high

school play epi-

sode for "Gal-

lant Sons," dra-

matic story of

the 'teen age, in

which a group of

school young-
sters help cap-

ture a murderer.

Richard Nichols,

child actor in "All

This, and Heaven
Too," will next be

seen in "Invitation

to Murder." Above,

left, in scenes with

Jeffrey Lynn, Ger-

aldine Fitzgerold.

REAMS of publicity continue to be written

about Linda Darnell's pet rooster which

lives right in the house with the rest of

the family. "Weedy," the favored fowl, has

the run of the house, and woe to the unwise

person whose manner might have even the

slightest tinge of distaste or criticism. Some-

one asked Mickey Rooney, after being a

guest at the Darnell home, how he liked

dining at a table that accommodated a pet

rooster which darted about picking up

stray crumbs. Mickey, with an ecstatic

beam spreading over his face, mooned, "I'd

accept a dinner invitation at Linda's any

time, even if I had to sit down at the dinner

table with a snake!"

A GROUP of actors on the Warner lot,

including George Brent, Jimmy Cag-

ney, and others, were all chatting idly over

their luncheon in the Green Room. Of

course, as is inevitable in Hollywood, they

got to talking about fellow actors. They

fell into serious discussion of the habit of

the Warner publicity department's pinning

tag names on their players. They talked

of the merits and the drawbacks of Ann
Sheridan's "Oomph" title, Brenda Mar-
shall's being made the Honey Girl by

America's bee-keepers, and even of new little

Joan Leslie's title of The Sunshine Girl.

Slowly, in their prearranged gag they fell

heartily in accord with the title that the

head of the praise department had, they

hinted, just chosen for Eddie Albert. In

awe, Eddie demanded to know what it was.

Very seriously George Brent confided,

"Why, don't you know, Eddie, that they

are starting a nation-wide campaign to put

you over as the Wham Boy?" Eddie never

said a word, but he flew out of the room
in a fury headed straight in the direction

of the front office.

THEY say that the strapping, handsome
I young man Mae West has constantly m
tow lately is a one-time athlete whom Mae

has taken as a protege. He is not to be

an actor, however, but will go into the

potato chips business The rowdy bunch

of urchins that gather every Saturday

morning on Sunset Boulevard near the

Chaplin studio have a weekly rendezvous

with Fannie Brice. When her limousine

pulls up at a near-bv florist's shop it's the

kids' signal for a weekly treat of ice cream

and candy at a shop down the street.

NELSON EDDY still lives a charmed

existence in motion pictures. For some

reason, in his fans' eyes, he can do no

wrong. And for some reason Nelson Eddy

of the screen and concert stage is a wash-

out compared with Nelson Eddy in real

life. I wonder what would happen if his

fans could know him as he really is, a

friendly, easv-to-know, spontaneous person.

Not even without a little fire at times.

However, always a very well-banked, gen-

tlemanly fire. His followers have gathered

their impressions of him only frorn seeing

him on the screen, and from hearing his

cool dignified concerts, each one always

executed in a technically perfect voice.

Many music lovers agree, however, that

he is" far from satisfactory in warmth and

feeling. But Nelson Eddy doesn't have to

answer his critics—that's been proved once

again. A columnist whom you all know tried,

recently, to take another pot-shot at Eddy.

And again Nelson's fans rallied to the

cause and threatened the columnist's very

job. The scribe has completely reversedhis

opinions, that is, at least in print. Histrion-

ically, Nelson may be as cold as a clam to

manv people, but he has fallen into a

charmed spot on the screen that only a fool

would try to despoil.

NO ONE can think up as devastating an

outfit for sunning as Marlene Dietrich.

She cornered all attention at the Arrow-

head Springs pool-side during a recent

holiday weekend when she threatened to

actually get into the water. However, she

didn't do any swimming. She dunked one

toe and decided not to risk it. The outfit

she flashed as she approached the pool con-

sisted of a pair of shorts of candy-striped

silk and a flaming vermilion blouse loaded

with diamond clips. Those beautiful jewels

would have carried her to the bottom of

that pool like a stone if someone would

have, perhaps, just given her a tiny little

push. I'll admit I would have liked to have

witnessed that myself—just to see how high

the ensuing fury would have mounted.

INTIMATE Hollywood eyefuls: Marlene

I Dietrich quickly apologizing to an at-

tendant at a smart night club when she lett

off babbling in French to Erich Remarque

for a moment and addressed a question to

the flunky in the same language, and the

poor fellow just gave her an open-mouthed

stare. . . . Anne Shirley smiling compla-

cently and a little on the wife-being-tolerant

side, 'when John Payne, after a gourmet's

dinner at a popular restaurant, pulled out

a huse, well-seasoned pipe and disappeared

in a dense cloud of smoke. . . . Jeanette

MacDonald, fretting and very annoyed with

doing recordings in an unfamiliar language,

focuses a freezing stare in the direction of

a technician when he gives an unmistak-

able intonation to the two simple words.

"Prima donna !"
. . . People are beginning

to coin amusing and yet annoying jingles

about Rosemary Lane and Buddy "V\ estmore

simply because they have been constant

companions for over two years and cairt

make up their minds to become engaged.
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More interesting
scenes from ''I

Wanted Wings,"
film dedicated to

the United States
Army Air Corps, on
opposite page. The
blonde girl standing
in the plane's door-
way is Veronica Lake.

Continued from page 25

Lights crept back into the city again, slow-
ly at first, then whole sections leapt into
life once more, and overhead there was a
moon and stars tranquil in a sky that had
been filled with death that short space ago.
"The raid is over!" the radio announced.

"Once more Los Angeles takes on the
tempo of normal life. No homes have been
shattered. No fires sweep the gutted streets
of a murdered city. No terror or sorrow
fills the upturned eyes of helpless civilians.

For the United States is at peace! But
these realistic army maneuvers are a con-
vincing guarantee that Americans, soldier
and citizen alike, intend to be prepared. We
are returning you now to the studio
where . .

." Suddenly his voice tensed. "One
moment please! We have just received a
bulletin. An Army flying fortress bomber
en route back from the maneuvers is re-
ported to have crashed in the hills north
of March Field. Several members of the
crew are believed to have bailed out safely.

.

The fate of the rest of the crew is not yet
known and officials refuse to comment "on
the unconfirmed report that a woman was
found dead in the wrecked plane!"
So even though there was peace and the

bombers were those of the United States

Birthplace of man's wings, America today
watches her skies tvith grave concern. For in
these skies of peace the nation is building
the upper battlements of its defense.
To the officers and men of the United States
Army Air Corps who climb on strong wings
to man these high ramparts, and to the young
men of America who will take them, this
motion picture is dedicated.



Army, even though it was magnesium flares

that were dropped over the city that_ night

and not bombs, a life was lost. And it was
because of that woman, dead now, that

woman who had stretched out her hands

so eagerly to life that Jeff Young, second

lieutenant in the United States Air Corps,

w as being court martialed at March Field.

He stood before the military" board, his

eyes fixed on the table where the saber, the

pair of officer's gloves and the dress cap

lay in mute evidence of the trial going on.

Near him sat two of the men who had

flown with him on the maneuvers that

night: Captain Hunter, his superior, lean-

ing forward in his seat, his hands holding

tensely to his crutches as he listened; and

the corporal, Al Ludlow, his head still

"1 WANTED WINGS"
(A Paramount Picture)

Produced by Arthur Hornblow.

Jr. Directed by Mitchell Leisen.

Photographed by Leo Tover. Screen

Play by Richard Maibaum, Lt.

Beime Lay. Jr.. and Sig Herzig.

Based on a story by Eleanore Grif-

fin and Frank Wead from the book

of the same name by Beirne Lay, Jr.

Jeff Ray Milland

Al . , William Holden

Tom Wayne Morris

Capt. Hunter Brian Donlevy

Sally Veronica Lake
Caroline Constance Moore
Masters Phil Brown
Sandbag Riley. .Harry Davenport
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swathed in bandages, his eyes never leav-

ing Jeff's face as he listened to the charge
against him. It was a serious charge, per-

mitting an unauthorized woman passenger
on board a flying fortress airplane, with
the result that the plane had crashed and
the woman was killed.

"How does the accused plead?" the judge
advocate asked.

"Guilty, sir," Jeff said quietly.

Al was on his feet then, unmindful of

Hunter's restraining hand. "That's not true,

sir!" he cried. "He's kicking his job away
for me. I'm spilling the works."
He stood there, holding his ground as he

heard Jeff's voice raised in protest, as he
heard the beat of the gavel, the other voices

raised too. But if he was ever going to

hold his head up among other men again,

if there was ever going to be any kind of

life for him from now on, he would have to

talk. He would have to tell them how it

was. He would have to go back to the be-
ginning, back to that first day at Randolph
Field. . . .

$ sj: % dp * %

I knew Jeff the minute I saw him. He
was just like his pictures. You could hardly
look at a roto section or a picture magazine
those days without seeing him in polo togs
or swimming down in Florida or being
one of the stags at a deb shindig. If they
had glamor boys the way they had glamor
girls I guess that's what you'd call Jeff.

His mouth looked as if laughing came easy
for it, and his eyes looked that way too,

and he had such an easy way with every-
body you'd never think he'd been born with
a golden spoon in his mouth.
At first I couldn't believe he was one of

us new cadets come to report for our first

day at Randolph. To see him driving up in
his year-after-next convertible roadster,
dragging out his golf clubs and a load of
fancy luggage, made you think he was
headed for a country club instead of a fly-

ing training field. But when the Senior
Cadet Captain lined us all up I saw he was
standing right next to me.
"Down here at Randolph they don't care

who you are and where you come from,"
the Captain said. "The Army's only inter-

ested in two things : Can you fly ? Will you
make an officer? And they'll find out. We
upper classmen will try to help you learn
what we learned in the last four months.
Now before you report to the Flight Sur-
geon for physical re-check, take a look at
the man on either side of you."

I'd seen Jeff, so I looked at the man on
my left. I almost did a double-take, for I'd
seen him before too. In pictures, I mean.
He was Tom Cassidy, All-American half-
back of the year, one of the most popular
football idols the country has ever known.
He was a great husky blond kid with a
nice smile, and I liked him.
"Go ahead, take a good look!" the Cap-

tain urged as all of us just' stood there
grinning at each other. "In four months
one out of every three of you won't be

"

here. Dismissed !"

Jeff was the quickest one of us on the
draw. "You two should toss a coin to find
out which one he's talking about," he said.

I'd never known what it was to be sick
a day in my life but I felt I was catching
every new disease there was as we walked
into the medical examiner's office. That's
how anxious I was to get into the service.

Jeff was the first to be examined.
"Well, sir, you seem to be a rather nor-

mal specimen," the Flight Surgeon smiled.
"Tell me what made you join the Air
Corps, Mr. Jefferson Young, the third?"

"Well, sir," Jeff grinned right back at
him, "I guess it's that 'third' stuff. Junior's
okay, but by the time you're the 'third' you
wonder if you're a man or a memorial."
"Fed up knocking that polo ball around?

Trying to find something your father's
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money can't buy, that's it?" the doctor went
on and then as Jeff nodded, "What makes
you think it's the Air Corps?"

"I hear it's tough," Jeff said.

"Are you?" The doctor looked at him
closely.

"That's what I want to find out," Jeff
said quietly and then as the doctor nodded
he stepped aside and Tom took his place.

"What made you join up, Mr. Cassidy?"
he asked as he put his stethoscope down.
"All-American half-back wants the game
to go on—that it?"

"I— I never thought about it, sir," Tom
said reddening under his tan. "But—yes,
sir, I guess it must be something like that."

"Well," the doctor said dryly, "Randolph
hasn't any grandstands."

It was my turn then, trying not to show
how nervous I felt as he gave me the phys-
ical check. But it was all right.

"What did you do before you entered the
Air Corps, Ludlow ?" He asked then.

"Mechanic, sir," I answered. "Worked in
an airplane factory, selling, tried about
everything."

"Where'd you get your two years college
equivalent? Night school?"

I couldn't help grinning at that. "No, sir,

I never stayed long enough in one place,"
I told him. "I got a satchel full of diplomas
from correspondence schools."
"What made you join the Air Corps?"

he said then.

I couldn't answer that right out. I couldn't
tell him about Sally or the way I felt even
now thinking about her as if my heart had
taken a nose dive down into my shoes. So
I only told him part of it. It was the truth,
even if it was only a part of it. "I want to
fly, sir," I said.

"Good enough," he said and smiled, and
so I knew I was all right as I went out to
the others.

"Gee, I'm in!" Tom said as if he still

couldn't believe it as we walked over to
our quarters.

"That's just a reprieve," Jeff said. "You'll
be out before the end of the year, All-
American."

"Listen to that big, rough pony boy,"
Tom snorted. "He won the international
cream puff last year."

I could see then I was going to have my
troubles rooming with a couple of celeb-
rities. "It's gonna be awful noisy sleeping
in the Hall of Fame," I cracked.

But I guess at that the training was
easiest for me because I'd never been used
to anything before. There's something- to be

said about knocking around and not having
things made too smooth for you at that,

for you get hardened to almost anything!
So the drilling and the disciplining and tlx
going without things came easy for me.
But the flying itself, that was different.

Jeff and Tom took to it as if they'd been
born with wings. Lieutenant Hunter was
our flying instructor and I think he saw
I was sort of hopeless from the very be-
ginning. But he was a real guy, Hunter. He
had the sort of face a man has when plenty
has happened to him but he had the kind
of eyes and the smile a man gets when he
can take those things, too. And it didn't
make any difference that Jeff was who he
was and Tom was almost a national hero
and that I was—well, just what I was. a

dumb mechanic who for all that he wanted
to couldn't fly worth a plugged nickel.

"Whew!" he said once when he was fly-

ing with me. He'd just leaned over and
grabbed the stick out of my hand other-
wise we'd have banged right into another
plane. "You keep making the same mis-
takes, Ludlow !"

It was that same afternoon Jeff made his
first solo flight. I could see by the smile on
Hunter's face how well he was doing as he
signalled him to come down. "Out of my
way, dodoes!" Jeff grinned as he came up
to us.

"I feel better now," Tom said. "If you
can solo

;
anybody can

!"

Jeff didn't say anything for as we were
passing a grounded plane we saw a girl

climb out with a camera in her hand squint-
ing her eyes against the sun. I wish I could
describe that girl, how pretty she was with
her wide blue eyes and her hair that looked
the way the leaves do in the fall with the
sun shining on them.

Jeff looked as if he'd never stop staring
at her and she laughed. "What's the mat-
ter?" she asked. "Haven't you ever seen an
airplane before?"
"Never with a landing gear like that

!"

Jeff said. "You're pretty free with that
camera around an Army Post, aren't 3-ou?
You know what? I think you're a spy ! And
you know what happens to spies? They
shoot them at sunrise."

"Look! I'm trying to make a series of
pictures for a national magazine with the
full permission and co-operation of the
United States Army!" The girl looked at
him coldly. "I hear it costs nearly twenty-
five thousand dollars to make a pilot. Don't
you think you've wasted enough of the tax-
payers' money?"

"I know who you are now," Jeff said
laughing. "Carolyn Bartlett, photography's
dynamic symmetry girl. Kansas corn silos,

steam turbines, the private life of a blast
furnace."

"Yes," she said coolly, "and I must say
I find them more interesting than junior
birdmen." She looked at Tom then and
smiled as if she didn't mean him. But she
couldn't fool me even though she did Jeff.

I knew it was Jeff she liked even then. A
girl, even a nice one, doesn't try to make a
guy burn unless she's interested in him.
And when a couple of days later she was
going to take pictures of the typical Ran-
dolph cadet and they picked Jeff for the
model and she sent word back she thought
Tom was more the type I was surer than
ever it was Jeff she liked, even if it was
Tom who took her places when he was off

duty.

Jeff pretended to kid about it but he was
pretty burned and he and Tom kept making
cracks at each other. But I had other things
to^ think of. If signs meant anything it cer-
tainly looked like I was going to be washed
out of this man's army. "Let's take a walk,"
Hunter said to me one afternoon when we'd
been up together. And then after we'd
walked a bit down the field he looked me
square in the eyes. "Why am I losing a
man who's got everything it takes to make



j good flyer?" he asked. "What makes you

;ei%e up "and stop using your head.' Whats

on your mind? You act like a man who

should have joined the Foreign Legion.

What is it, Ludlow? Family, money,

women?" . T
-Just tell me Im through, sir, I said

Idesperately. "I can take it."

"Why don't you forget her?" he said

then, his voice quiet.

Suddenly I knew he wasn't a man any-

one could kid. And suddenly I felt as if I

wanted to talk to him too, as if I had to

talk to him. I'd held it in so long that I

couldn't stop once I got started. I cant

forget her," I said then. "I keep seeing her,

the way she was the night we busted up. I

keep hearing her saying, 'I'm going places

and vou're a flop ! A fifteen dollar a week
1

o rease monkey !' I was sore too. I told her

i to shut up and beat it and she went. Sure

there was another guy, two or three of

them. She sounds like a gold-digger, but if

you knew her you wouldn't feel that way.

\Ve kept meeting, afterwards, around town.

! So I threw up my job and pulled out. It

didn't go so well. I kept telling myself it

was just bad breaks but after a while I

started wondering if maybe it was me. I

always wanted to fly ever since I was a

kid. That was one of the reasons I joined

up, sure, but it was more than that. You

see, I had to know about myself."

I'd never told anyone so much about my-

self before, not even Sally. But I dulnt

mind telling Hunter. And then after a little

while he started talking too. Oh, he pre-

tended it was some other guy he was tell-

ing about but I knew it was him. He d had

a hard time passing the tests to get into

Randolph because of his eyes but he kept

exercising them all the time, wigwagging a

pencil in front of them until he went al-

most crazy with it. Then he passed and he

took his girl out for a celebration and that

night coming home in his car they smashed

into a truck and she was killed.

"The first couple of months at Randolph

weren't so easy," Hunter said then, still

pretending it was some one else he was

talking about. "He kept remembering, day

and night. That cut into his flying deep.

"Did he ever get over it?" I asked.

"No, he didn't," Hunter said. "He kept

going in spite of it and sometimes because

of it." He stopped and looked at me. "I'm

sending you up with the Flight Commander

tomorrow for a final check ride. If you 11

forget everything but what I've been ham-

mering into your head these last couple of

weeks you'll pass. I told him I
(

thought

you'd make a pilot. I still think so."

I was all nerved up that night. That's the

reason I got sore when Jeff started fooling

around when I was taking my goggles

apart getting ready for the next day.

"You look like you're out of gas," Jeff

laughed. "What do you say we drive into

San Antonio tonight and I'll introduce you

to the Collonade Cafe?"

"I got things to do," I said.

At that Jeff took the goggles out of my
hand and I let him have it, one straight to

the jaw, but I was sorry when I saw Jeff

go down.
Afterwards we both laughed and then we

went to the Collonade after all. "I'm sorry

I spun in like that," I said.

"If I had to go up in the washing-ma-

chine tomorrow I'd have probably done the

same thing," Jeff grinned. "I know how
you feel."

"You think you know," I said. "You've

never been in a storm in your life."

"Listen, Al," he said. "I've been in one

ever since I got to Randolph. Every time I

pass that Flight Board those faces nearly

drive me nuts. Three hundred guys daring

Jeff Young to be good as Joe Doakes."

"Gee, Jeff, I never figured you would be

scared of anything," I said.

"You want to know something?" he said.

"The louder I talk, the more scared I am."

Suddenly he stopped, for there was Tom
coming into the cafe with Carolyn and they

took a table right near us. Jeff went over

to them and I could see him flashing his

charm on Carolyn. But she wasn't buying

any. "How about my having the next

dance?" I heard him say.

"Certainly," Carolyn laughed. "It you

can find somebody to dance with you."

Jeff found somebody all right. And when
I saw who it was I was right back where

I started, back to the old sickness and the

fear and all the other things I'd known.

For the girl was Sally. There she was sing-

ing with the band, just the way I remem-
bered her, with that bright gold hair of

hers and her green eyes and her laughing

red mouth. And after her song was finished

I saw her in Jeff's arms and saw the way
she snuggled her cheek against his and I

remembered how soft it was and how her

body felt in my arms when it was I she

was dancing with. And I could see by the

way she looked at him that Sally knew who
Jeff was and that she wasn't losing any

time.

Then they started coming over to the

table and I heard her say: "Who's the

handsome boy dancing with your girl?"

And she was looking at Carolyn like Sally

always looked at anyone who got in her

way.
, ,

"My girl?" Jeff said. "Who says she's

my girl?"

"She does. With her eyes," Sally said.

Sally always knew things like that. She

was smart about the man and woman game.

"Come on over to a pal of mine," Jeff

said then. "He thinks he's got troubles."

And then there they were and there was I

thinking my legs had turned into jelly as

I got up. Jeff saw right away he didn't

need to introduce us. I let her know how I

felt, that I didn't want to have anything

more to do with her, but she didn't care.

And all night I couldn't sleep for seeing

her eyes and hearing her laugh as she

turned away so I was pretty dragged out

by the time I reported to the field. But in-

stead of going up for the washout ride

Hunter sent me up solo.

Maybe it was him giving me that extra

chance that did it, maybe it was the way I

remembered everything he'd ever said as if

he was there in the plane with me telling

me what to do. Maybe Sally had something

to do with it too. I didn't want to give her
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a laugh when I was washed out. Anyway,
whatever it was, I made it. I came through

the way Hunter told me I could. There

wasn't any washout ride for me. I was go-

ing to stay at Randolph and maybe some-

day I would get my wings.

I knew Jeff was seeing Sally in that lit-

tle place of hers in San Antonio and I

could see Carolyn knew about it too and

that it hurt her. Then one day Carolyn

showed us the finished pictures she'd made

and there was one of a cadet's head that

was going to be the cover of the magazine.

"I don't remember seeing him around

here," Jeff said.

"You ought to know him," Carolyn said.

"You see him every day. He's no glamor

boy. His ears are too big. It's just a good,

homely, tough face. There's a lot of moxy
there. You'll never see this baby goose-

stepping in a colored shirt with his arms

stretched out. His name is Joe Yankee.

He's a composite of a lot of the cadets

down here."

"Hey," Jeff said then. "Is that my chin ?

'

Carolyn's smile was the answer to that

and afterwards things were different be-

tween them and neither one of them was

trying to kid the other any more. It did

your heart good to see them together. They

looked as if it was meant they should be-

long to each other.

Now I look back at it all and wonder

how it felt to be happy the way we all

were then. Our time at Randolph was al-

most over and we were going on to Kelly

Field and it would just be a matter of

months before we'd be second lieutenants.

There was a cadet hop the night before we
were leaving and I felt as if I was losing

one of the best friends I'd ever had when
Hunter told me he'd been promoted to a

captaincy and was shoving off to March
Field instead of coming with us. Then the

next thing I knew there was Jeff and Tom
running over to me and shaking my hand.

I'd been selected to be Cadet Captain. My
ship would lead all of them into Kelly

Field.

Carolyn and Jeff got engaged that night.

But I'd have felt happier about it if I

hadn't seen Sally go over to Jeff, and heard

the things they were saying. "We've been

all through this before, Sally," Jeff said.

"I thought we were going to be intelligent

about it."

"What does that mean?" Sally asked.

"Goodbye, good luck? Don't try to sell me
that routine, Jeff

!"

"I wish I could think up a better ending,

Sally, but I can't," Jeff said miserably.

Sally's eyes scared me. I knew this wasn't

going to be the end between them. Nobody
else but Sally ever ended things for her.

But then we went to Kelly and after awhile

I forgot how she had looked.

One more week and we were going to

have wings. The three of us. "Forty-five

minutes of safe and sane flying behind

Grandma here and we're through," Tom
grinned one day as we were getting ready

to take off.

He and Jeff were always kidding me
about not taking any chances. They used to

call me the boy scout and I knew that they

were often bored flying behind me. I don't

know what got over me that day but for

the first time their kidding got under my
skin.

"Grandma, eh?" I said
>

"All right. Ill

give you guys a work-out
!"

We got in our planes and took off. I took

a few chances I never had before and they

followed right behind. I was ready to stop

then but the excitement had gotten them.

They kept nudging their planes close up on

my wings and motioning me to dive down
and fly closer to the ground. I haven't got

any excuses for what I did. I was being

smart, I was showing them I could take

excitement too. So I nosed down almost to

the tree tops and they followed me.
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It was over in a minute. I heard the

crash and I saw it was Tom's plane lying-

down there crumpled on the ground. Jeff

and I landed and ran over to him. But he

didn't need help. His neck was broken.

Jeff tried to take some of the blame even

though I'd asked him not to. I was the one
responsible and I was the one dismissed

from the service. I was leaving the day

Jeff and the other boys were getting their

wings.

I couldn't say goodbye to Jeff. I told

Carolyn that when she came running after

me. But she understood and kissed me tell-

ing me it was from both of them. And then

I heard a car honk behind us and when I

looked around there was Sally jamming on
the brakes hard.

It was Jeff's car. I didn't know until af-

terwards that he'd given it to her before

we left Randolph. And Carolyn looked as

if someone had slapped her in the face. She
didn't understand Sally having the car

either.

Sally had worked herself up into one of

her rages and I wish I could have kept
Carolyn from hearing the things she was
saying, that she was going to have a baby
and that Jeff would have to marry her now.
So I had to stand there and see Carolyn
walk away as if she didn't have a thing

left in the world to live for.

Afterwards when I quieted her down
Sally was like a little girl again. That's the

thing most people don't understand about
her, the way she changes and gets sorry

about things, the way she gets almost
gentle after she's had one of her wild
spells.

"I don't know what's the matter with

me," she said suddenly and then she was
crying against my shoulder. "I don't want
to hurt anybody, honest I don't, but they're

always hurting me and then something
happens. I guess it's because everybody al-

ways kicked me around. Except you, Al.

You were good to me. I miss you some-
times. Would you believe it?"

I put my arms around her and then I

took something out of my pocket. A wed-
ding ring. I don't know why but I'd always
kept it. "We almost used it once," I told

her. "Let's get married. Don't laugh, it

might work out fine."

"It'd show that Jeff Young, wouldn't it ?"

she said. Then her voice sounded as if she

were going to cry. "I'll make you a good
wife, Al, I swear I will. Oh, I'm tired, Al,

tired and lonely and lost. I don't know
where I'm going."

"Neither do I," I said. "So let's go to-

gether."

But it didn't work out. I guess it was
just a dream I had thinking maybe the ring
would make a difference. It didn't, though.
Sally tried hard those first few months, but
I didn't have a job and she wanted things.

You can't blame her. She was so pretty

and there were men calling her up who
wanted to give them to her.

It was the night that guy Tony Vanessi
called her up when I was there that the

blow-up happened. We got to saying things

to each other the way we always did and
then Sally laughed and told me she didn't

have to stay ; that there wasn't going to be
a baby, that she'd just made it up, trying
to get Jeff. I'd known that right along and
it hadn't made any difference to me. And
now nothing made any difference. I guess
I was just too licked to feel anything at all

when she started packing her things to get
out.

The radio had been going all the time
and after she went I felt too tired even to

turn it off. Then the swing music went off

and I heard somebody announce the Presi-
dent of the United States.

You know how his voice sounds, warm
and friendly like he's someone you know?
Well, that's the way it sounded then. You

probably heard that speech too, all about
the United States needing planes and men
to fly them.
"To cope with the present dangers we

must be strong in heart and hand," he was
saying. "Strong in our faith, in our way
of life."

That speech did something to me. Before,
when I'd thought of flying, it was always
the thrill and excitement of it that got me.
But now it went deeper. Flying got im-
portant now the way the United States of
America is important. If planes, were going
to help America I was going to help too.

I knew I couldn't fly them any more. But
I could do my bit for the men who were
going to fly them.

That's how I got to be a mechanic again.

Only this time it was the army I was
working for. I enlisted the next morning
and now that I really had something to

work for I was getting ahead. In a few
months I was made boss mechanic and was
on my way to March Field.

born to kill somebody. But it didn't make
any difference. I had to help her. And
when I saw the police coming I told her to

hide in the hangar until they went and
gave her all the money I had with me.
Everything happened quickly after that.

We got our orders and we piled into the
bomber and began heading for Los Angeles.
We flew over it dropping our flares and it

wasn't until we were on our way back
again I found Sally crouched in the tail

compartment of the plane.
^She was sick with fear. Fear of the
police that she'd crawled into the plane to
hide from, fear of the noise of the flares

and of me too, I guess, for I was so mad
when I saw her I couldn't hold it back.
She grabbed wildly at my arm and as she
did her hand struck the arming wire of the
flare and she gripped it to steady herself.

So that was how the flare was set off and
that's how we crashed on the hills north
of March Field. And that's how Sally died.

Yeah, I loved her. I couldn't help it.
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Hunter was there, I knew that, but I

hadn't expected to see Jeff coming towards
me that first day I got there. And it was
the way it always was with him being glad
to see me even if he did have stripes on his

sleeve and I was only a mechanic. They
were the best friends I ever had, Jeff and
Hunter, and between them they were try-

ing to find a way to get my commission
restored to me.

Jeff had changed. I guess it was losing
Carolyn that made him seem so much older
and more responsible. She broke off with
him that day Sally saw her.

It was Jeff who saw to it that I was to
fly with him and his crew in the flying

fortress bomber that night in the war
games. I can't tell you what it did to me
knowing I was going to fly again, knowing
that I was going to have a part in Uncle
Sam's preparedness.

Then just before we were getting ready
to take off Sally came back again. I didn't

recognize her at first. She didn't look like

Sally with her hair all mussed as if she
hadn't fixed it for weeks and her clothes
torn and bedraggled. Even her face didn't

look the same with her eyes scared like

that.

She'd killed a man, and the police were
after her. She'd gone away with Tony
Vanessi and now she'd killed him. Looking
at her then I knew what I'd never admitted
before, that Sally with her temper and her
self-indulgence and her vanity had been

******
"That's how it was." The room was quiet

as Al finished his story, his gray eyes look-
ing directly at the board of officers sitting

in front of him. "Jeff said the court would
never believe I didn't know my wife was
on the ship. He said he knew he had to go,

but there was no sense in both of us taking
it."

The room was cleared then while the
court deliberated the verdict. Neither Jeff
nor Al spoke as they made their way
slowly outside. Then suddenly Jeff stopped
as he saw Carolyn coming slowly toward
him.

So her hand was in his when they came
back into the room again and they heard
the verdict that cleared him. And her hand
was again in his that day a month later

when they came over to the plane Al was
waiting to fly.

Hunter was already there and they smiled
when they saw the long envelope from the
War Department in Al's hand. "I don't

know how to thank you," Al said.

"Don't thank me," Hunter smiled. "We
need you. We need thousands like you."

Jeff gave him a push toward the plane.

"Mister," he laughed, the way men will

when they are covering up emotion, "you
wanted wings ! Go get them."
Al couldn't speak and so his answer was

the plane taxying down the field and then

soaring up into the skies, carrying to a new
destiny the boy who wanted wings.
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selves in the broad brow and a sombre,

serious expression settled on the face that

is ordinarily lit up with a good-natured

smile. "Life is far too valuable to be

wasted," Brod continued. "It's a shame

that most people take it so lightly. We only

have it for a short time. And it's such a

valuable thing. Why don't we take fuller

advantage of it ? Why shouldn't we get the

best out of it? You certainly can't live life

to the fullest if you're going to worry about

what people think of you or whether you're

always doing the right thing."

After hearing Broderick Crawford ex-

pounding the reasons for his strange be-

for a while that it suddenly dawns upon
you that everything he says makes sense.

Good common sense. Then, and only then,

do you realize that in spite of his slightly

screwy mode of living, he's really one of

the sanest people in the world. Occasionally

he does things that give Hollywood a dis-

torted impression of him.' The other night,

for example, he took his bride, the former

Kay Griffith, out driving. The moon bung-

like a huge orange balloon over the valley.

A warm breeze was blowing inland from
the Pacific. There were love and romance

in the air. Only the humming of the tires

on the asphalt roads was audible. But sud-

denly something happened to Brod. This

didn't seem just right. He felt there was
something lacking. Without a word, he

turned the car around and sped back to

town. And before a tiny, flower-studded

house, he jammed on the brakes. In a

single leap he was out of the car and half-

way up the walk. In three minutes he was
back near the car, with a short, dark man.

The Chester Morris newlyweds are pictured at their ringside

gay spirits. Chester's doing tricks for his lovely bride, the
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havior, it suddenly dawns upon you that

perhaps he is radical. Not the kind that

goes around waving red flags or inciting

to riot. Not the kind who gets himself

tangled up in a lot of foolish, foreign isms.

But radical in the sense that he believes

people should be themselves and do what
they please—as long as they don't hurt

anyone else. His own method of living may
be frowned upon by the snobbish, social set

of Hollywood. But Brod doesn't care. He
refuses to conform to all the "musts" that

the film colony dictates to the players. He
doesn't attend previews. He doesn't spend

his nights at Ciro's. He refuses to go in

for formal and elaborate entertaining. He
still lives in Hollywood and not in Brent-

wood or Bel-Air. And if he feels like

going away for a vacation, he gets up and
leaves without having it ballyhooed in all

the papers. Where he goes and what he
does is purely his own business. That's why
Hollywood calls him a rebel

!

"Maybe my being born was all a big

mistake," he laughed. "Think of all the

wear and tear it would save the Hollywood
hostesses. But I'm here and nothing can be

done about it. Even if I didn't turn out to

be a perfect and proper gentleman, it

shouldn't matter. Hollywood is too iull of

that type anyway. I happen to be one of

those guys who wasn't brought up on
Emily Post. Just one of the common
people. Is there anything wrong in that?"

It's only after being in Brod's presence

Once out on the open road again, the

short, dark man drew a violin from under

his coat. He started to play a Strauss waltz.

He played another and another. For hours,

he sat there in the rear seat whipping up
magic music that melted soothingly in the

night air. Kay was enchanted ! Brod was
happy ! But the following day all Holly-

wood thought he was screwy

!

"You can't blame people for thinking

there's something wrong with me," Brod
explained sheepishly. "I don't look exactly

like the romantic type. At least not the kind

of a guy whom you'd expect to go out and

hire a troubadour to serenade his best girl.

But there's romance in my soul. Why
should I want to stifle it?"

Before he was able to achieve recognition

on the stage and screen, Brod had still a

second reputation to live down. "Being the

son of Helen Broderick certainly didn't

ease things along for me," he said. "As a
matter of fact, it made the obstacles more
formidable. Both father and mother are

well-known on the stage and screen. And
for me to get anywhere as an actor, I first

had to prove my mettle. Let me tell you,

that was no easy job. Especially when both

of your parents are dead set against hav-

ing another actor in the family."

At the age of seven, he had to_ start

fighting the constant opposition to his be-

coming an actor. His parents wouldn't even

hear of it. And when Helen Broderick says

something, you can take it for granted it

remains said.

But while Brod was spending a summer
vacation touring with his parents on a

vaudeville circuit, Harry Breen, another
actor on the bill, offered him a dollar a

week to run across the stage during the

act shouting, "Tag. You're it!" After the

second performance, Brod hurled the bomb-
shell at his parents. "I don't want to go
back to school. 1 want to be an actor

!"

From that moment, the feud was on! "Let's

get this straight," his father said. "You're
going to school for a long, long time—until

you get through Harvard. Then you're go-
ing into business. Two actors in one family

are enough."
"Oh, I went back to school all right,"

Brod relates. "I was even graduated and
entered Dean Academy in Franklin, Massa-
chusetts. It was a nice enough place. But
I didn't last very long. They expelled me
for trying to run the school my own par-

ticular way. I was perfectly satisfied. With-
out saying a word to the folks, I got my-
self a job touring with a vaudeville troupe

as a combination stagehand, actor and gen-

eral handyman. But mother soon caught

up with me. Back I went to the Academy
and this time I stayed until I was grad-

uated. But after that came Harvard. I went
there. Not for long. Twenty minutes, to be

exact. I simply walked up to the adminis-
tration building, took a good look at the

place, turned around and went straight

back to the railroad station where I spent

part of my tuition money on a ticket back
to New York.
"Harvard looked so serious and sober to

me, I knew I wouldn't enjoy myself there.

I tried hard to make myself believe that

I might turn out to be a good business

man. But the sight of those old buildings

and the memory of all the great men who
came out of those doors left me cold. I

couldn't see myself staying there for four

long years. I decided to let someone else

take care of the business end of the world.

I wanted to live. I wanted to have fun. I

wanted adventure
!"

During the next few years, adventure

came fast and furiously to Broderick Craw-
ford. He was in the bad graces of his

parents and kept clear of them. But aside

from this petty unpleasantness, he managed
to lead a colorful and exciting existence.

Relating his experiences even today, brings

a flush of color to his cheeks and a sparkle

to his eyes. His breathing becomes fast and
irregular and you know he is reliving those

glorious adventures even when he tells you
about them.

"I shipped on an oil tanker to Venezuela.

And if you know what oil tankers are.

you'll be able to draw your own compari-

son with those floating de luxe palaces that

ply the Atlantic nowadays. As soon as

the boat started moving, I became deathly

seasick. But when you're working on an

oiler, that's no excuse. When_ the man
whom I was supposed to relieve came
down to my bunk to see why I wasn't at

my post, I brushed his questions aside. He
didn't matter. The job didn't matter. Noth-
ing mattered. Nothing, except that I was
sure I was dying. But he didn't think that

was reason enough for me to stay in my
bunk. He hauled off and swung at me.

That brought me back to consciousness.

And this," Brod pointed to his broken nose,

"is the result. But it was a sure enough
cure for seasickness. Not that I recommend
it too heartily. But one I won't ever be

able to forget."

Lean years followed. Crawford did

everything from shovelling snow to ship-

ping on tramp steamers to Europe. But

back in New York once more, he decided

to try the stage again. He did manage to

pick up a few small acting jobs—in shows

that never seemed to last a week. In des-

peration, he sent his one and only wire

home for money. The answer came back

:

"Hundreds of dollars in sympathy coming.
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Warned you not to be an actor. When you
quit trying and go into business will send

you money. Love."
"For a time, it looked like my acting

ambitions were ended," Brod continued.

"For a while, I lived on a diet of peanuts.

And then later on while Buzz Meredith

and I were sharing a swanky apartment

at a hundred and fifty a month, we man-
aged to get our food through a carefully

devised plan. We'd get up early in the

morning and follow the milk wagon on
its daily round. In a little while we'd col-

lect enough milk and rolls to keep our
stomachs full the rest of the day. But when
I finally managed to get a part in 'Woman
Chases Man' and had to leave for Holly-
wood, I owed several months back rent on
the apartment. This time, I managed to

sneak down the fire-escape with my bags.

I felt like an awful heel. But I knew it was
the only way. However, I paid back every

cent of the money I owed and now I have
a standing invitation to come back and live

at that apartment house whenever I want."

On the completion of Brod's assignment
in Hollywood, he got another telegram
from his mother saying: "For the sake of

the family name, please, please go into

business."

But Brod was stubborn. He hung grimly
and desperately around Hollywood for the
next six months. He starved some more.
Many of the same people who today are
kowtowing for his favor ignored him. He
was another unsuccessful actor. There
were hundreds like him. Finally, fed up
with the monotony of doing nothing, Craw-
ford bought a ticket to New York. He
wanted to take another crack at the stage.

"When I got to Chicago," Brod ex-
plained, "I had two hours between train

time. I saw a copy of 'Of Mice and Men'
on one of the newsstands. I bought it and
started reading it just to kill time. I knew
that there was some talk of producing it in

the theater and that George Kaufman who
was in California was going to direct. In
less than an hour, I finished the book. A
strong hunch flashed through my mind. So
without weighing the pros and cons, I

caught the next train to Hollywood. The
first thing I did on arriving was to make
a bee-line for the Trocadero. I found
Kaufman there. For two solid hours, I

talked to him. And when I walked out of
the Troc that night, I was signed for the
role of Lennie in the stage production.
"For the next six months, I lived,

breathed, and slept the part. I was Lennie
in everything I did and said. And the night
the play finally opened in New York, I

knew that I had lived down the second
reputation. I knew I had overcome the ob-
stacle of being born Helen Broderick's
son. And when I got another wire that
night, I was convinced. For the telegram
from mother read: 'Welcome home, son.

Business men are a dime a dozen. I'm
proud of you—even as an actor.'

"But at the same time, I had uncon-
sciously built up a third reputation. Every-
where I went, people started calling me
Lennie. Everyone expected me to act like

a half-wit. They took it for granted that
I was really that kind of a guy. Well, it

took months and months to live down that
reputation. Maybe that's the reason the
hostesses out here are still afraid of me.
Maybe they think I'm still a little on the
moronic side."

Now_ that Broderick Crawford is defi-
nitely in line to become one of the out-
standing actors in motion pictures, Holly-
wood is slowly changing its attitude toward
him. Now, those very people who once
snubbed him are trying to become friends.
But Brod hasn't forgotten. Not that he
bears them any malice. He simply ignores
them—has nothing to do with them. Invi-
tations keep pouring in, but he turns them
all down. He has a few friends but they

are the ones whom he can count on even
in adverse circumstances. Although having
done some fine work in "When the Daltons
Rode," Brod is perfecting his ability with
each successive picture.

Being a stormy petrel in Hollywood has
its consequences. And it has taken quite

some time before Brod could show the
public that he too is gifted with enough
"male oomph" to incite the attention of

the ladies. But it wasn't until his famous
fight with Marlene Dietrich in "Seven Sin-
ners" that the feminine eyes saw in him
what they see in Clark Gable and Gary
Cooper. After that every gal in Hollywood
is ready to swoon in his presence. And
even the starry-eyed little waitress who
served us became a bit shaky around the
knees when Brod looked up at her with
his schoolboy stare and asked for another
cup of coffee.

When I asked Brod what factor most
contributed to his success, he took a deep
whiff of air and answered, "I just got a
break. That's all. And that's all every suc-
cessful actor and actress here has to thank
for his or her success. Don't believe all

the stories you hear about working hard
and taking art seriously. Everyone here in

Hollywood wouldn't have gotten to first

base if the right break hadn't come along.

Everything in life depends on breaks."

Above, Mary Martin arranging camellias from her garden for the luncheon table. The table
is 18th century Venetian walnut finish. Permanent chairs for the dining room have not
been acquired yet and, in the meantime, they're using these French side chairs. Top, notice

the black and white scenic etchings empanelled in the wall section over the mantel.

Mary Martin's Honeymoon Home
Continued from page 32

and I think she liked it, Mary has been
much too busy being a career girl these
last seven years or more, much too busy
indeed for anything homesy. Following the
break-up of her schoolgirl marriage (Mary
married a nice young student from Ward
Belmont who was visiting her one after-

noon because she didn't want to attend a
tough Latin class—which sort of gives you
the lowdown on Mary) she had to start

supporting her baby son, Larry. She taught
dancing in her hometown, Weatherford,
Texas, and she spent her summers in

Hollywood studying with Fanchon and
Marco. Somebody discovered that she could
sing, so then she started singing lessons.
For a couple of years she trouped around
Hollywood trying awfully hard to click

with a studio or a radio program, but it

was just a lot of hard work and heart-
break, until she sang one night at the old

Trocadero. Out of all the agents cluttering

up the place not a one of them paid her
the slightest attention—except Lawrence
Schwab, who signed her up and started

her on the road to fame in "Leave It To
Me." The show had a long run,- and when
it finally closed Mary returned to Holly-
wood, but this time as a Paramount star.

Mary played it the hard way.
When she was trudging around Holly-

wood counting pennies and trying to get

a job she lived in a bungalow court. And
after she went to New York she lived in a

hotel, and eventually in a penthouse, which
explains why she doesn't pull down shades
when she undresses at night—it's the pent-

house in her. So naturally what with all
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through tricks of the architect. The house

is two stories high, of white brick and

frame, with a gabled, shingled roof, which

looks as if it belongs on a grassy knoll in

Connecticut. Surrounding it are the most

beautiful trees imaginable, birches, pines,

and sycamores, giving quite a New Eng-

land atmosphere. Richard, who hails from
Old Family back East, likes nothing better

than to prune trees, so he could hardly

wait to get in there with his ladder and

pruning knife. "We were both simply mad
about it," said Mary. "I agreed with Rich-

ard that we ought to move in at once. It

never dawned upon me until several days

later that we'd have to furnish it."

Accompanied by a piano and a bed the

Hallidays moved in—and for quite some

time that was all the furniture they had.

Entertaining was out, completely, but they

didn't worry about that, for after all they

were on their honeymoon. But even two
people in love could do with a dining table

and an occasional chair, so Richard said

one day we really ought to do something

about furnishing this house, and Mary
said yes darling we really ought to do

something about furnishing this house,

what are you going to do?

"I ?" said Richard. "Why, I'm terribly

busy. I haven't any time to look for furni-

Here's another view of Mary's bedroom showing the old General Grant dresser which

they found in the attic. They removed the carvings and replaced its wooden handles

with French provincial brass ones. Top, the raised alcove in the guest room has the back

wall covered with the same picturesque toile that makes the bed spreads and curtains.

this building a career Mary didn't have

much time to become home-broken. When
she moved into a bungalow court, or a

penthouse, the furniture was there, and

she just didn't think much about it one

way or another. She had a vague idea

where drapes came from, but she wasn't

exactly certain. Which brings us up to the

sudden elopement a few months ago of

handsome Richard Halliday, former Para-

mount story editor, and beautiful Mary
Martin, Paramount star.

Mary was just starting "Rhythm on the

River" and a radio program when she be-

came Mrs. Halliday, and was so busy she

hardly knew the time of day. But when
Richard said we must buy a home at once,

she said oh yes darling we must buy a

home at once. So on Sunday they went
house-hunting and after several disappoint-

ments they found, on a hilltop in Bel-Air,

just exactly what they had visioned their

home to be. The house looks old, but isn't.

Nothing in Hollywood has mellowed save

ture. Anyway, that's what you're supposed

to do. You ought to select the drapes right

away. Things will look a lot better with

drapes."
"With my program and my picture," re-

monstrated Mary, "I haven't got time to

select anything. And besides I don't know
where you get drapes. You didn't marry

me to be a housewife."

"Well, at least," said Dick with hauteur,

"I did expect you to know something about

a home."
As luck would have it Mary's lawyer

and good friend from New York arrived

just at that inopportune moment to take

them to dinner. "The poor man," Mary
told me with a giggle, "simply couldn't

figure things out. A few hours before I

had told him over the phone that I was

the happiest woman in the world and had

married the most divine man who ever

lived. All through dinner he kept trying

to say something sweet and sticky about

the bride and groom, but there Richard

and I sat glaring at each other in frigid

silence. He probably went back to the hotel

and started drawing up divorce papers."

By the next day Mary and Richard had
regained their sense of humor, were laugh-

ing like zanies over the lawyer's dilemma,

and had compromised on an interior dec-

orator.

The decorator popped in that night and
smiling down at Richard and Mary on

the floor said, "Now let's play druthers."

"Huh?" said Mary and Richard.

"Druthers," said the young man. "Had
you druther see beige on the walls, or a

delicate rose?"
A few nights later Richard announced to

Mary that he'd be darned if he'd play any

more "druthers"—and the decorating came
to an abrupt standstill.

Along came July, a very hot July, and
Richard suggested to Mary that she'd bet-

ter get those drapes before she started her

next picture "Love Thy Neighbor" with

Jack Benny and Fred Allen, which was
bound to have a long schedule. So Mary,

feeling like an early Christian martyr, put

on her coolest dress, called up a decorator,

another one, and drove way down to the

wholesale section of Los Angeles. "You
must have fringe," said the salesman. "But

I don't like fringe," said Mary, but the

next thing she knew she had a covey of

samples of fringe. "I'd like Mr. Halliday

to see these samples," she said to the dec-

orator. "We'll pick him up at the studio

and drive over to the Somerset House for

lunch. How can you say it's only 110, it's

at least 150
!"

Richard was very busy and could only

spare forty-five minutes for lunch, but

was so pleased to see that his little bride

was "taking an interest" that he thought

he had better encourage her. They piled

out in front of the Somerset House but

the doorman told them that the restaurant

was not serving lunch as it was too hot.

So then they drove several blocks away
to the Tail of the Cock. "Sorry, folks,"

said the parking attendant, "no lunch is

being served today, it's too hot." Mary
spied a frame building across the street

which said in big black letters, "Texas

Chili Place."

"We can at least get a salad and an ice

tea there," said Mary trying like hell to

be cheerful, "and you can select what

sample you like, dear."

A few minutes after they had placed

their order with a perspiring waitress she

came back to announce that the lettuce

was wilted so they couldn't have any_ salads.

"All right, just bring us some ice tea

then," said Mary, "we're nearly parched."

Five minutes later the girl came back

with a "Sorry, the ice has melted."

Well, that started the fireworks. Any
other day Richard wouldn't have minded

missing out on his lunch, but on this day

he made a big fuss about it. And Mary
got mad because she was "taking an in-

terest" and nobody appreciated it. Richard

wouldn't look at samples, and she wouldn't

talk to him.

That night she called his mother up over

long distance.

"Darling," she said, "if you don't come
out here and help me with this house I'm

going to leave your son."

"Why, of course," said Richard's

mother. "I'll have some of my lovely old

pieces packed and shipped out to you im-

mediately."
"Will vou fly?" asked Mary. "If you

love me, and want me to stay married to

your son, I think you'd better fly."

She flew.

The third important piece of furniture

to arrive in the Halliday home was a

specially built divan for the living room.

Mary and Richard sat across from each

other on the floor, with their toes not quite
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Gene Raymond,
Anita Louise and
her recent bride-

groom, Buddy
Adler, all dressed

up for the Edgar
Bergen , party
and enjoying a

laugh over the

jelly apples on
sticks that were
served the guests.

touching, and the man from the shop meas-
ured them. The idea is to have a couch

that they can both stretch out on and
read at the same time. The night the

couch was delivered Mary was entertain-

ing six old friends from Texas, and of

course they all piled on it to try it out.

In the midst of the excitement the door-

bell rang and the butler ushered in a very
pleasant looking young man, and Mary
promptly invited him to come over and
try out the new couch. Richard returned

from the kitchen soon afterwards where
he had been mixing a few Scotch-and-

sodas, and of course offered the young
man a drink. And then it was that Mary
and Richard did their own version of Noel
Coward's "Hands Across the Sea."

"Who's your friend?" whispered Rich-

ard.

"He's not my friend," Mary whispered
back, "I thought he was your friend."

An hour or so later when the Texas
people left the young man also rose to

go. "Really you have been so nice," he

smiled sweetly at Mr. and Mrs. Halliday.

"I don't know when I have spent such a
charming evening. I came to check on the

electricity."

With the arrival of Richard's mother
the house-furnishing tension eased tip con-
siderably. She "loaned" them among other

things, an 18th century Venetian piecrust

table, a Chippendale table, and a chest of

drawers that the Hallidays have cherished

ever since the Mayflower docked. Mary
suddenly decided that being a housewife
wasn't so bad after all, and even started

planning meals for herself and Richard.

Until she had to start getting up at six

every morning to make those early "calls"

for "New York Town."
"As soon as I got six dining room

chairs," said Mary, "I invited Vivien Leigh
and Larry Olivier and Jean Arthur and
Frank Ross to dinner. I was so pleased

over having a place for them to sit that

I forgot all about preparing cocktails for

them. My butler's from Texas (so's my
cook, I have to get my servants from
Texas because they are the only colored

people who can understand the way I

talk) and the only cocktail he knows how
to make is an old-fashioned. 'Would you
like an old-fashioned?' I asked my guests
hoping that there was something to the

power of suggestion. But it seems they
wanted a martini. The martinis arrived

—

made with orange juice, gin, vermouth and
a cherry. I saw Larry do a very polite

double-take. I rushed down to a bookshop
the next day and bought my butler a book
on how to mix cocktails. So he's learning.

And so am I. When you ask me about my
piecrust table now, I don't go in the
kitchen to look for it."

A grand, honest, down-to-earth girl,

that's Mary Martin. With a sense of humor'
that's so refreshing that you get all pepped
up just being around her. As Richard
says, "She has only one fault. She will

insist upon saying that my one priceless

antique looks as if I won it at a carnival.

And when I think of all the francs I paid
for it in France ! But do you know, the
more I look at it the more I believe she's
right. It does look as if it came out of a
carnival

!"

EDITOR'S NOTE
The title for the fictionization of the

season's stirring new film, which we
published in last month's issue un-

der the title^of "Flotsam," has been
changed. It will be shown at your

neighborhood theaters as "So Ends
Our Night."

Medals and Birds!

Continued from page 55

a gutter rat and make you believe she is

one and then, put on the glad rags and just

as effortlessly make you believe she was
"to the manor born." In addition, as far

as I'm concerned, she hasn't changed an
iota from the days when she was a Mack
Sennett Bathing Beauty (16 years old),

wearing slinky black dresses and ropes of

pearls (in private life) to impress herself

and the natives with her sophistication.

And there is no one who laughs louder

than the Carole of today over the Carole
of yesteryear.

The other girl is Claudette Colbert be-

cause, like Carole, she doesn't change,
because she's been at the top longer than
either of you and still holds her place,

because her pictures are always interesting

and because I have seldom seen anyone
more gracious than she was to fans and
photographers alike at the preview of

"Spring Parade," so we'll give her the

peonies.

Shucks ! What's the use of fooling

around? All this sweetness and light isn't

Mook. Mook is really just a chubby little

bundle of verbal vitriol and it's time de-
flation set in by letting some of the vitriol

escape.

The first bird of the year goes to Mr.
Charles Boyer because, although he was
"too depressed" over the fall of Paris to

say "hello" to the thousands of fans

gathered at the premiere of "All This, and
Heaven Too," he wasn't too depressed to

attend the opening or to attend a big party
at Ciro's afterwards, and because he is one
of the most ungracious and uncooperative
men I have ever seen. When he finished

the picture mentioned he never so much
as said "Thank you" to the crew and
make-up and wardrobe people who had
worked tirelessly with Mr. Boyer and his

toupee.

The next bird of the year goes to Pris-
cilla Lane because, although she's had all

the breaks, she takes no interest in her
work, doesn't try to improve herself, be-

cause with nothing more than looks to

recommend her she tries to dictate to the
studio what parts she'll play and, lastly,

because when she realized she had made a
mistake in her marriage, instead of coming
out and saying so (as she finally had to

do when she got her divorce), she tried to

make fools of the press by telling them she
wasn't married

!

Ricardo Cortez gets a bird for returning
to acting, although as long as he confines

k Bm hen Weissmcm
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his activities to B pictures, which I don't
have to see, it's all right—in a remote sort

of way.
And one to Susanna Foster because, for

a little girl, she is too brash and forward.
Everything has come too easy for her and
she should learn that children should be
seen and not heard.

So much for that. The next medal goes
to James Cagney because, although he has
never won an Academy Award, he is, /
think, one of the—if not the—finest actors
on the screen. His speech is distinctive but
otherwise every characterization is "differ-

ent" and thoughtfully worked out.

Myrna, my little chickadee, there're so
mam/ flowers in that hothouse, you'd never
miss the nasturtia if we split them between
Judy Garland and Deanna Durbin. They
ought to have something because one sings
hot and one sings sweet and both of them
have shown surprising development as ac-
tresses and both of them are as unspoiled as

they were the day they got their first break.
We can shorten the ceremonies at this

point by calling up seven gentlemen at once
for citations : Nelson Eddy, the Ritz
Brothers and the Marx Brothers each get
a medal because their screen appearances
are mercifully becoming fewer and farther
between.

Lookit, Minnie, I was big enough to ad-
mit I went a little haywire in the first

column (not that I didn't mean everything
I said, mind you, but after all I have to

eat) so you be big and bear with me. What
say we give the tiger lilies to Ida Lupino
because- she fooled everyone (including
me)—and I've known her since she first

landed in Hollywood. We all thought she
was just another pretty ingenue but she
turns out to be an ACTRESS and scoffs

at the idea that she has looks.

Spencer Tracy rates a medal because
when you see his name over a picture you
know you're going to get your money's
worth and, because with all his awards
and superlative notices, you have never
read of his scrapping with his studio either

over parts or salary.

Min, this is getting just a wee bit em-
barrassing, but we can't ignore Bette Davis
(and don't want to, do we?). Every time
I think of her I remember what some
critic once wrote of Nazimova : "A tigress

on the leash of Art." Not only is Bette
such a marvelous actress but she is such
a good sport along with it—and so color-

ful, my dear. Let's give her the forget-

me-nots. You don't need them anyhow
because no one would ever forget you*

You are like Spearmint Gum—"the flavor

lasts."

A medal to Dick Arlen because he left

Paramount of his own volition at the

height of his career, to look for bigger
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and better parts. When they failed to mate-

rialize he was man enough to admit his

mistake and to sign a contract with Uni-

versal to make B pictures which have

turned out to be among the big money

makers of the industry.

Myrna, you knozv you don't want the

gardenias because when anyone thinks of

them they think of Joan Crawford so let's

give them to her because, to me, she is

still one of the glamor girls of the screen.

She is the last of the old-line stars—who
live up to all the traditions of stardom.

She is one of the most colorful figures

screenland has ever known and any time

a writer comes away from an interview

with her without a story it's his own fault.

Alan Curtis should have a medal not only

because, in my humble opinion, he is the

handsomest man on the screen, but because

if anyone ever really worked with him he

would also be one of its best actors.

Quick, Cedric, the needle! I feel the

renom mounting in my veins. But before

the sedative takes effect, "sedation" be

hanged and let the birds fall where they

may.
Miriam Hopkins and Katharine Hep-

burn can split a bird between them (and

don't think there won't be wrangling over

which gets the wish-bone) because they

just won't quit, and because there never

were two more temperamental or vmappre-

ciative dames in pictures. There used to

be an old saying, "See Paris and die." J

say, "See either one and die—of nausea."

John Barrymore certainly rates a bird

because, although he has no stauncher ad-

mirer than I, the way he has dissipated

his talent and made a laughing stock of

the most famous theatrical name in the

country is enough to make the angels

weep.
And one of the juiciest to Marlene

Dietrich because when she was cast in a

sure-fire box-office hit, she calmly appro-

priated all the credit. I only wish she had
actually sung in one of those old Western
mining towns. She'd have found that in-

stead of applause they'd have preferred

hearing someone else sing "Miss Dietrich

Regrets" or "We Got Along Without You
Very Well."

Cedric, you rascal, I fear instead of a

sedative you've given me a pipeful of

opium because, suddenly, there's a rosy

glow over everything and Myrna seems to

be standing beside me with countless arms-
ful of flowers which she keeps thrusting

into my hands, exhorting me to be lavish

with them—but that's Myrna for you.

All right, my sweet, we'll give the

heather to Ruth Hussey because that's

what she reminded me of in "Susan and
God" and because, I think, if she ever got

Jack Eenny got

a bit of rough

treatment from
the Ritz boys,
Jimmy and
Harry, in the
theater lobby
where they at-

tended a pre-

view recently, but

don't worry, folks,

it was all in fun.

a chance she'd show that she can act.

And let's give the lilies-of-the-valley to

Virginia Grey because she is not only one

of the real beauties of the screen but be-

cause she is also one of its greatest po-

tential stars. All she needs is a fat part

and no one would ever be able to say,

"M-G-M hasn't developed a new star in

years."
Here's a medal for Cary Grant because

he has such a swell sense of humor

—

didn't even get sore years ago when I

told him he wasn't a particularly good

actor. Just turned around and made a

bald-faced liar of me by becoming one

of the finest light comedians the screen

has ever known.
While you're in such a lavish mood,

Myrna, let's give the merrygolds (or

marigolds) to Rosalind Russell because

there is a dame with a sense of business.

In the meat market ham sells for 60c a

pound but she gets around $200 a pound

a week for it.

Medals for Clark Gable and Robert Tay-

lor because there are two boys whom suc-

cess hasn't changed an iota. Gable started

out with sex appeal and Taylor with looks

and both of them, from those rather slen-

der beginnings, have developed into darned

fine actors and two friendlier and more
appreciative guys never trod the face of

the earth.

And, gosh, yes ! the shiniest medal in

the case for Gary Cooper because actors

come and actors go but, as far as Mook
is concerned, "Coop" goes on forever. He's

in a class by himself.

Whaddaya say, Toots, (it must be this

Scotch—or else the opium, makes me get

so familiar) we give the zinnias to Norma
Shearer for her supreme aplomb. There's

one who would essay anything from Little

Eva to Camille and be firmly convinced

(in her own mind) that no one could do

quite as fine a job of either as she.

And how's about the rosemary for Rose-

mary Lane because, as indifferent to every-

thing as Priscilla is, that's how apprecia-

tive Rosemary is. She studies constantly

and tirelessly in the hope that, some day,

a good part will come her way and when
it does she wants to be ready. And be-

cause as long as she's in pictures nothing

means anything to her except her work.

A medal, by all means, for Lew Ayres

because I can never forget the performance

he turned in in "All , Quiet On the West-

ern Front." I've never seen anything since

to top it but Lew only says he mustn't

remember that—he must only set his face

toward the future and because, although

God knows he is capable of finer things

than Dr. Kildare, he goes on playing those

parts without a murmur.

Leti Weissman

How's about it, Myrna—aw, don't be

like that. You know nobody else runs

one, two, three with me—let's give the

poppies to Lucille Ball because, although

it's befin almost two years since she ap-

peared on the radio with Bing Crosby, her

Brooklyn dialect (assumed) still rings in

my ears, and because she is one of the

few real wits of the screen. (Listen, Lucy,

Myrna says you were the straw that broke

the camel's back—Gosh, Myrna, I'm not

calling you a camel, it's just a figure of

speech—and as long as you're the one who
caused the rift in the lute the least you

can do is help me forget, especially whin
I give twenty-four hours service. Get it ?

)

Although the loss of Myrna sends my
elan down to sub-zero, it doesn't affect the

supply of medals so here's one for Ran-

dolph Scott because he has more talent

and ability than anyone has ever given him
a chance to show.
And one for George Raft because, after

all these years, he is still known as "the

most regular guy in pictures" and that is

a title more to be desired than great riches.

And a very shiny medal for Tyrone
Power because he started out with only

looks and a well-known name and today

he is one of the finest actors we have and

—more important, in my eyes—one of the

finest and wittiest masters of ceremony I

have ever seen.

As long as Myrna has tossed the hot-

house in my face, I guess I have plenty

of flowers to be tossed off that landing-

like a bride's bouquet. The orchids go to

Kay Francis because when she finished her

starring contract she took what parts came
along and because, with the burden of

stardom removed from her shoulders, she

is once again the same swell girl she was
when she first landed in Hollywood.

The Shasta daisies to Barbara Stanwyck
because she is not only a grand actress

but because she is just in a class by her-

self. Lucky Taylor.

A medal for Joel McCrea because, al-

though studio publicity departments have

nominated hundreds as "the typical Ameri-

can boy" Joel is somehow "it" and because

he is as friendly and unassuming as "the

typical American boy" should be.

A medal for Brian Donlevy because,

although no one has ever disputed his

ability as an actor, after convincingly por-

traying heavies for years, he suddenly does

an about-face and as equally convincingly

becomes a comedian in "The Great Mc-
Ginty."
And a medal for Laurence Olivier be-

cause, it seems, he has what the ladies

want.
The hollyhocks to Vivien Leigh because

when she was cast as Scarlett O'Hara

everyone turned thumbs down and she

made them eat their words, and because

she proved she is not a "one-part" actress

by her performances in "Sidewalks of

London" and "Waterloo Bridge."

I guess that about winds up the Tenth

Annual Award of Medals and Birds.

There's not a flower left in the hothouse

and the ice-box is bare—except for my
broken heart which I've put in cold stor-

age. What's that? Two lonely little birds

left hanging in that dark corner? Well,

they won't keep until next year so drag

'em out.

One is for Errol Flynn for his practical

jokes which spare no one's feelings so long

as Errol gets Aw laugh.

And the other is for Maureen O'Hara

for being too sure of herself. She was

good in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame*'

and in "Dance, Girl, Dance" but one swal-

low doesn't make a summer and two per-

formances don't make an actress. She

could use a little humility.

And I euess that really winds us up.

May God be with me till we meet again.
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Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 13

MEAT LOAF
l/2 lb. chopped beef

y2 lb. chopped pork

y2 lb. chopped veal

2 rolls and a little milk
1 e£T£T

Marjoram

Soak the rolls in the milk and then press

out the milk and put the rolls with the

meat ; season with salt, pepper and a little

onion. Add the egg and marjoram and mix
together.

Sprinkle bread crumbs on a wooden
platter and roll the mixture in them. Cover
with Beech-Nut bacon strips and bake one
hour.

"I must tell you how to fix peas the
way Olympe likes them," said Olympe's
mother. "You cut your bacon in strips and
fry little pearl onions in the bacon until

they look golden. Add your fresh garden
peas, a little salt and pepper, a little nut-
meg and 2 lumps of sugar. Then add 1

tablespoon of water and cook them over a
very slow fire for half an hour. When
the peas are nearly cooked, you put Horn-
like snow over the top and cover with ro-

maine lettuce and cook for another hour."
Olympe's choice of salads for buffet sup-

pers are Italian salad and cucumber with
sour cream.

CUCUMBER WITH SOUR CREAM
Cut cucumbers, sprinkle them with salt

;

let stand for three hours. Press water out.

Mix the yolk of a hardboiled egg with a
tablespoon of Heinz vinegar until it is like

mayonnaise. Add two or three tablespoons
sour cream and put in chopped parsley or
chives. Add cucumbers, chill and serve.

ITALIAN SALAD
2 eggs
1 lemon
2 tablespoons olive oil

1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
Romaine lettuce

Salt and pepper

_
Boil the eggs two minutes. Mix the

juice of the lemon, add the olive oil, sauce,
salt and pepper. Put in lettuce and cover
with grated Parmesan cheese (Blue
Moon). Stir it all up and add a taste of
garlic.

"I had another salad when I was in Tia
Juana," cried Olympe, remembering. "I
call it my Tia Juana salad and it's de-
licious ! You take the hard part of French
bread and rub with garlic. Then you put
in sliced hard-boiled eggs, romaine lettuce
and a French dressing made of oil and
vinegar. You squeeze lemon all over and
it is good !"

Since Olympe received her diet, the
Bradnas seldom serve desserts except for
guests.

"My father and mother don't care for
desserts, and I never eat them now that I
am so nice and thin," confided Olympe. "But
we do like orange sherbet. We scoop out
the pulp of the oranges and serve the
sherbet in the halves—sometimes we make
it pretty with half orange and half mint."
One dessert well liked for buffet suppers

is chocolate eclairs.

CHOCOLATE ECLAIRS
Place in a small saucepan y> cup butter

and 1 cup boiling water, bring to a boil;
remove from the fire and stir in all at
once: 1 cup of sifted Swansdown flour

with a 54 teaspoon salt and beat hard for
four minutes. Add 4 eggs, 1 egg at a
time, and beat well after the addition of
each egg. Shake the mixture on a buttered
baking sheet in eclairs four inches long
and one inch wide, four inches apart. Bake
in a hot oven thirty minutes.

Place in the top of a double boiler 1

tablespoon sugar mixed with 3 tablespoons
flour, yA teaspoon salt and 3 level table-
spoons Baker's ground chocolate, stirring
in 1 cup milk and stir and cook until thick
and smooth. Add 1 well-beaten egg and
stir and cook one minute. Cool and add %
cup butter beaten to a cream, 1 cup of
powdered sugar, beat until stiff and add 1

teaspoon Burnett's vanilla.

Cut a slit in the side of each eclair, fill

with chocolate filling and spread over the
tops a mixture of 3 tablespoons boiling
water, % cup powdered sugar, 1 teaspoon
vanilla and a few grains of salt.

Color is a keen delight to all the Brad-
nas. Melody Cottage, as Olympe has christ-
ened the California bungalow, sits on a
steep hill in San Fernando Valley, hedged
with green and framed in flowers. It's a

Olympe Bradna
collects books
and dolls of
many lands. At
right, she is pic-

tured with a small

part of her ex-

tensive collection.

have a miniature of my aunt's circus
dressing room, complete with a tiny doll
to_ represent her, her table, chair and
dressing-table. I chose the circus picture
above to complete that corner. We have
always been circus people, you know. Then
over here is my collection of dolls from
foreign lands—from Switzerland, Denmark,
Holland, France, Scotland, Russia and
Canada. And here are the bound scripts
of all my pictures up to date. 'South of
Pago-Pago' is my latest."

Olympe is at the romantic age, and her
bedroom reflects romance, with its flowers
and drapes and its picture of a good-
looking blond youth dominating the
dresser. He's a mystery, although she ad-
mits he's her "heart."
Above the dresser is a French painting

of a girl in a white ball dress. "I wanted
one just like it," sighed Olympe, "but
Mommy thinks it's too old for me!"
There's another picture of a girl in a cloak
stepping from her door on the arm of a
cavalier and looking back over her
shoulder.

"I tell myself stories about her," con-
fided my hostess. "Are they eloping, do

white house_ with blue shutters and yellow
pottery on its shallow window-boxes ; red
brick steps ascend the hill to the red brick
porch, and there are red and white ole-
anders marching up the street.

Olympe likes February parties because
of the chance to use vivid colors—crimson
for Valentine's Day, red-and-white-and-blue
for Washington's Birthday. The Bradnas
are taking special notice of the latter this
year because all three are about to be-
come citizens of the country Washington
fathered.

"I've crocheted table mats for luncheons
on patriotic days," Mrs. Bradna told me,
proudly, "but tonight we use red-white-and-
blue cloth, the flags and Olympe's little

George and Martha." The tiny figures were
carefully set up over the array of cold
cuts, cheeses, cakes and fruits already set
out for the buffet.

Melody Cottage is a spreading, com-
fortable, delightful place, built and fur-
nished for living. "No white rugs, no deli-
cate pastels," Olympe pointed out. "They
are lovely, but if you have them no dogs
can come in with muddy paws without
causing disaster. Our dogs, Bob and Butch,
are welcome any time. We don't stick to
period styles in furniture, either, because
we have lived all over the world and we
like to ^keep our souvenirs with us. They
wouldn't fit into a decorator's paradise.
Here in the living room, for example, we

you think? Or is it that she remembers
something she has forgotten and dares not
go back?"
They are all colorful, comfortable, lived-

in-looking rooms in that house on the
hill, but best of all is what used to be the
patio, now enclosed and ceiled in blue but
still flagstoned.

"The winds are so strong in the valley
that we had to close ourselves in here,"
explained Olympe. "It's a marvelous place.
We eat here sometimes, my father reads,
my mother sews, and I study. Also we
have fun. Right outside is our barbecue
in

.
a bricked enclosure. That's where I

love to give parties. I like informal things
best, the girls wearing ginghams, the boys
blue jeans, and everybody helping. Steaks
are best, our barbecue broils them beauti-
fully. Did you ever eat a broiled steak
with a fried egg on top? That is how
we serve them. Broil the steak and fry
the egg separately and at the last moment
pop the egg on the steak. Try it."

A garden rises steeply from this barbecue
court. On one level is a wishing well.
"Everyone who comes throws a penny, a
nickel or a dime in my well when making
a wish," Olympe's dark eyes shone, with
excitement, as she showed me, "I say to
them : 'I give you back your money if your
wish does not come true.' And I never
have to give back one penny ! All the
wishes come true

!"
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What Does 1941 Hold For You?

Continued from page 3

others. 1941 will see a happy solution to

her romantic problems.

Taurus—April 21 to May 20

Most Taureans have been commiserating

in the past few months about their disturb-

ing cvcle of bad luck, but this was due to

very "definite planetary afflictions. Jupiter,

Saturn and Uranus conspired to bring

them unfortunate events, but 1941 holds

out the promise of improvements along

all lines. Financially you may look forward

to new opportunities in business. If you

are typical of this sign, material things

mean much to you. You may seek means

of improving your financial standing, and

your career will take on new meaning in

1941. Those in positions dealing with the

public are especially favored. Beauticians,

salesladies, nurses, teachers and secretaries

come under the beneficent rays of Venus

and Jupiter in 1941. The months of Jan-

happy but astrologically unfeasible relation-

ship is to last out the year. Alice Faye

should be careful in romance lest she let

herself in for a lot of needless disturbance.

Having missed the bus with Tony Martin,

she had better wait awhile until the de-

mands of her career are less, before con-

templating marriage again. This will be a

splendid vear for Margaret Sullavan. Let

us hope she finally finds a story worthy

of her genius. If that happens she will be

the Academy Award winner of 1941. I am
glad to report clear sailing ahead for Gary

Cooper. He must watch his health in

1941. but marriage and career are safe.

Henrv Fonda will continue indefinitely in

career and marriage. Our Taureans, you

will notice, are a settled crew, indulging in

none of the aberrations so dear to the

hearts of the fan writers. Eddie Albert's

horoscope, according to Norvell, reveals

that he mav be married, but Eddie and the

Warners publicity office insist it is not

Left, Olympe
with a miniature

of her aunt's cir-

cus dressing
room, complete
with tiny doll to

represent her,

her chair and
dressing table.

uary and February- are steady in finances

and" chaotic in love. March brings an ex-

cellent opportunity for meeting members of

the opposite sex. Make the most of the vi-

brations in April and May and decide on

someone definitely in love, for your nature

is inclined to be fickle and you may vacil-

late in vour affections. Those married may
find confusion in August and November of

1941. for Mars may produce irritability in

the home, but make no decision in regard

to a divorce without giving it serious

thought first. June and July are good

months for the home, business, finances,

and romance. Warnings during the last two

weeks of Julv regarding health and acci-

dents. The vacation period beginning with

June and up to September brings you m
contact with someone romantically that

mav change your entire future life. Octo-

ber, November and December hold warn-

ings in finances and business. Watch your

pocketbook. make no investments without

investigating, and avoid extravagance. The
year is steadier than 1940 and ends on a

note of change and confusion.

Good old down to earth Taurus is well-

represented on the screen. The movie

players born under this sign will naturally

sha're in the benefits to be bestowed on it

during 1941. There are a few warnings,

however, for some of them. Tyrone Power
must sedulously avoid interference in his

marriage to Annabella if that seemingly

true. The New Year will return Shirley

Temple to us and the auspicious aspects

for her sign during 1941 ought to provide

her with less inane material than the type

which caused her fans to rush out of the

theaters. Jimmy Stewart, who has defied

the stars for the past two years and re-

fused to obev their dictates to marry, has

lived to regret that unfortunate fact.

Timmv's number during the recent draft

lottery was among the first to be called!

Gemini—May 21 to June 20

You are due for sensational develop-

ments in all departments of your life in

1941. Never quiet, never mediocre, this

sign promises to lead you the merriest

chase of vour life in the coming twelve

months. During January and February two

outstanding romances are noted. As if this

weren't enough, you may become engaged

and break it before mid-Summer! The

trickv planet. Mercury, brings you unusual

planetarv influences, so let caution be your

watchword in 1941. Watch your finances

carefullv during March and April, for you

will make money through business effort

but vou mav go into debt heavily. The

year is excellent for substantial invest-

ments in real estate or government bonds

but vou should avoid speculation and risk

all year. The best months for marriage,

if you are planning such an event, are:

May, June, and September. Try to choose

someone born in Libra, Aquarius, c r

Pisces for real lasting happiness. Avoid

Leo, Sagittarius or Aries. Avoid acciden s

and bad health in July and August. Octo-

ber and November are especially good for

love and marriage, if you happen to have

missed out during the Summer and Fall

months. Mars brings secret enemies and

broken friendships in 1941, so be cautious

lest you unwittingly offend others. Watch
your' tongue and temper in October and

"December. Travel is favored all year, for

your restless nature may tempt you to

"move to another city or state to live. Your
health prospers more in the South and

West. Be careful of the hands, knees, chest

and lung regions during the months of

October, November and December.

The most complex sign of the Zodiac is

represented in Hollywood by typical sub-

jects. Torn by their difficult dual natures,

they seem to find every gift except endur-

ing happiness. Paulette Goddard, who has

just come into her own professionally, will

soon be divorced from Charles Chaplin, as

I predicted last year in Screexlaxd. This

regrettable but inevitable divorce was com-

pletely visible in their horoscopes from

the verv beginning. Charlie was born in

Aries, and this sign is absolutely poison to

Gemini. Jeanette MacDonald may cling to

her marriage forever because, as she told

me, she is a very determined woman, but

the stars are against it. Laurence Olivier,

Don Ameche. Bob Hope and John Payne

having married compatibly face no do-

mestic dangers in 1941. Marriage is sched-

uled for Lola Lane and Robert Preston.

Life for the mates of Gemini persons may
not be the most serene existence but it is

never dull.

Cancer—June 21 to July 22

1941 brines vou relief from the varied

afflictions of 1940. Your ruling planet, the

Moon, always causes your life's fortunes

to vacillate. You are either up in the clouds

or down in the depths, and the New Year

promises vou some changes for the better

but nothing of a revolutionary nature.

Januarv and February bring you interest-

ing romantic episodes. Two persons may
be in love with you, and you should try

to eliminate one from your heart. This is

difficult, for Cancer is fickle emotionally.

The home and surrounding interests should

prosper. If married, 1941 brings more peace

and harmony than formerly. Avoid divorce,

even if you seem unhappy, for men and

women are all pretty much alike, and you

might attract a mate who is worse than

the" one vou now have. The months of

March. April and May are good financially.

Tune and July bring you short trips, let-

ters of interest, social activities, and good

period for investments. August and Sep-

tember urge caution in diet and health.

October, November and December hold

out promises of new romantic interests and

important decisions in business.

For the Cancer-born movie favorites, the

stars hold out interesting promises for

1941. Proteges of the Moon, these persons

are more interested in their romances than

in their careers, and curiously it is the lat-

ter in which thev are always more success-

ful. This is probably because the strong

lunar influence in their charts makes them

fickle. Barbara Stanwyck, who has a long

lease on movie stardom, faces some grie-

vous difficulties in her home life. It will

take great skill and effort to keep her mar-

riage" intact. Annabella. who married the

other ranking glamor boy. faces the same

difficultv. Olivia de Havilland should cer-

tainlv marrv in 1941 at the latest. Jimmy
Stewart would be perfect for your sign,

Livvy- Irene Dunne and Jimmy Cagney.

because of their extraordinary" LQ-'s d°

not yield to persuasion of the inconstant
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Moon, and their marriages, of course, face
no hazards. This will be a splendid year
for Ilona Massey. Not only will she marry
the fascinating Alan Curtis, but her work
will attract a great deal of attention.

Leo—July 23 to August 22

This unconquerable sign may have its

cycles of affliction but it always rises again
and marches triumphantly onward. This
has been true of your life during the past
few years—you have been the victim of a
planetary conspiracy, it seems, and illness,

losses, and general unhappiness may have
been your lot in the past three or four
years. 1941 brings a new and more in-

spiring cycle into being. Make the most of
this good luck from the stars in January
and February, for you are headed for fi-

nancial good luck this year. March and
April bring romantic fulfillment if still

single, and if married, you should try to
retain your hold on reality rather than
listen to your idealistic promptings. This
sign often marries two or three times.
May and June may bring you some Sun
spot activity, so watch your health. July,
August and September should be red letter

months in all affairs. October, November
and December bring the year to a success-
ful close. Investments in real estate are
favored, avoid speculation and risk.

The lucky Leos on the screen may not
have a year of unbroken success in 1941,
due to Sun spot activity during part of
the year. Norma Shearer faces some dan-
ger to her career during the latter part of
1941, but if she bides her time and does
not play in unsuitable pictures, this danger
will pass. Marriage is favored for her this

year, but to be successful it should be with
an Aries or Sagittarius subject. Divorce
is scheduled for William Powell. It is

highly doubtful if his marriage can sur-
vive 1941. And as you already know,
Myrna Loy faces domestic difficulties, too.
What I said about Jeanette MacDonald's
marriage, naturally, also applies to Leo-
born Gene Raymond. And for Bob Tay-
lor's fate this year, see above. I am sorry
to report all this gloom concerning Leo,
but there is one consolation. Equipped
with the highest spirits, no Leo is ever
defeated by a temporary lull in his good
fortune.

Virgo—August 23 to September 22

A fairly well-balanced year is noted for
you in 1941. It may open rather slowly,
but do not be impatient, for you will have
splendid results in February and March.
A new business opportunity will occupy
your attention. Finances will be solved for
the entire year. You may experience ro-
mantic reversals during April and May,
for Venus brings vacillation in love. Watch
the diet and nerves during June and July.
Travel during the first half of the year;
attend

_
to legal matters, legacies, invest-

ments in real estate, or moving to another
location. By August and September you
should have everything under control and
see the fulfillment of your romantic ambi-
tions. Marriage is highly favored all dur-
ing 1941 ; choose someone born in Taurus,
Capricorn or Cancer. October, November
and December are good for finances, dan-
gerous for health and accidents. Concen-
trate on home problems during these
months.

All Virgo-born face a good vear, and
its brightest star, Greta Garbo, will
shine with her accustomed brilliance in
1941. Don't believe the usual marriage
stones about her though. Like that other
great Virgo subject, Queen Elizabeth,
Greta doesn't marry the boys who pay
her court; her job is too important to her.
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The married Virgo stars will stay that
way without even a rumor in Winchell's
column to upset the connubial bliss. These
include: .Charles Boyer, Joan Blondell,
Fredric March and Fred MacMurray.
For those of you who are worried over
Richard Greene, let me offer the assuring
word that a careful examination of his
horoscope shows no danger to his life.

He will return to us, more popular than
before, with a long career ahead of him.

Len Weissman

Joan Davis and her husband, Si Wills, cos-
tumed as the Blue Fairy and Abe Lincoln, do
a jitterbug dance at a recent Hollywood party.

Libra—September 23 to October 22

The year showers good fortune on Libra-
born. Venus, planet of love, is your ruler
and, as usual, you will be floundering in
some romantic problem. Do not take this
too seriously and make an issue of it for
during January and February several ro-
mantic temptations exist. Social activities
should be numerous, travel may bring one
or more romances and, in general, your
horoscope shows 1941 to be one year in
your life that will be outstanding for its

romantic conquests. The best months for
serious love or marriage are : June, July.
September, or November. Those who have
serious problems in the home and who may
be seeking_ an opportunity for divorce
might consider such action in the months
of March, April, or May of 1941. Finances
should be good until August, and then
some business change is promised. The
home and its problems may concern you
in October and November, for Jupiter and
the Moon bring temporary disturbances.
Letters and communications in general are
favored during November and December.
The artistic talents you possess may seek
expression this year with some success.
The year is well-balanced, exciting, and
should shower you with personal happiness
and good health.

Children of Venus, the Libra subjects
of the screen, had better control their emo-
tions in 1941. Mickey (the debs' despair)
Rooney, should especially beware of parked
roadsters in the moonlight. Carole Lom-
bard, who is perfectly matched with Clark
Gable, has nothing to beware in that de-
partment, but she must concentrate on
her career, remembering that a sense of

humor is an excellent thing, but that
options do come up. Miriam Hopkins and
Jean Arthur face a good year profession-
ally if they can disguise their contempt
for the lowly press. George Raft will re-
ceive unusual breaks, but he had better
skip any serious romantic attachment.
Gene Autry will continue his gallop to
glory with no interruptions. Linda Dar-
nell should under no circumstances con-
sider a serious romance at this time. With
your horoscope, Linda, you can afford to
wait.

Scorpio—October 23 to November 22

The first two months of 1941 are fairly
good for finances, but you must be espe-
cially careful during March and April of
this year. You have fewer afflictions of
Jupiter and Mars to contend with and if

you use your talents constructively, you
will be on the high road to success and
happiness. Money means much to this sign,
so you will have several chances to get
your share of it this year, if you can only
learn how to hold on to it ! May and June
bring changes in work, chances to travel
and visit relatives, or interesting develop-
ments in romance. Hold off marriage until
September. Try to choose someone born in
Cancer, Pisces, or Gemini for love or mar-
riage. July and August bring some dis-
turbing event from Saturn, so avoid doing
things that might cause complications in
your life. Watch the health, avoid vehicles
and dark places, also sharp knives, guns,
etc. October and November may be red
letter months of the year with unusual de-
velopments. If interested in music, acting,
or literature, the months of October, No-
vember and December bring new maturity
to your talents. The year ends on a good
note, with your future etched fairly clearly.
Our Scorpio stars will be happy in 1941

because Jupiter will be out of affliction and
consequently their bank balances will be
good. Hedy Lamarr will probably even
get that raise she has been clamoring for.
She will more than likely marry again in
1941. Vivien Leigh will justify her build-
up and give us something worthy of her
publicity. Her marriage to Olivier will last
at least this year out. Dick Powell will
continue to regain lost ground and will
again become entrenched in the hearts of
the matinee trade. Pat O'Brien's career
faces no obscurity and if the Warner
Brothers can't afford him, someone else
will. The gal who has made the adjec-
tives glamorous and corny synonymous.
Miss Judy Canova, will become a great
public favorite in 1941. All the other stars
born in this sign will renew their power
this year. It's a great year for Scorpio.

Sagittarius—November 23 to December 21

The year opens under favorable vibra-
tions for business and finances. Make the
most of any business deals that come your
way. You may have to be more aggressive
than formerly to take advantage of these
splendid opportunities. Mars might bring
some dissension in love during January
and February, but you can overcome these
tendencies if you use caution. Your chances
of finding love happiness are excellent in
1941. March and April are good months
for engagements, courtship or marriage.
Choose someone born in Aries, Leo, or
Virgo for love happiness. Travel, invest,

correspond during the months of May and
June. Avoid complications with relatives.

Seek social activities during July and
August. Good months for vacation pur-
suits. Be cautious of legal difficulties and
health disturbances in September, and dur-
ing October make the most of creative tal-

ents. Someone may enter your life who
means much to you in November, and
during December you should be financially
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WHAT stamps you an American girl?

Proclaims it in remotest corners of

the globe?

That aura of bright, pervasive fresh-

ness. Theconsciousperfection ofgroomed

hair, groomed nails, chic dress—twice-

clean skin.

That cool freshness of petal-smooth

skin isyourAmerican passport toBeauty.

Cultivate it, as do so many members

of leading American families—by de-

voted observance of the Pond's ritual :—

SMOOTH ON your face and neck clouds of

tender, caressing Pond's Cold Cream. Then

slap your cream-coated skin smartly for 3

full minutes. This deliriously slippy cream

cleanses and softens. It mixes with dirt and

make-up, the dried, dead cells on your skin

—softens them and sets them free.

WIPE OFF all this soft-

_ < "TSkV ened debris with deft

Pond's Tissues.

AGAIN SLAP with
cream-laden fingers.

And again clean off with

caressing Pond's Tissues.

These creamy spankings

enhance both the cleansing and softening

actions of Pond's. Lines seem less apparent,

pores seem diminished.

FOLLOW with the COOL, WET FRAGRANCE
of Pond's Skin Freshener.

COAT this freshened, dewy face with a layer

of a distinctly other type of cream— Pond's
Vanishing Cream. This cream's distinguish-

ing duty is to disperse remaining harsh

particles, aftermath of exposure, and leave

your skin silky-smooth—pliant! Wait one

full minute before wiping it off. Then see

how it has left an indubitable mat finish on

your skin. How competently it both receives

and holds your powder!

Perform this ritual in full at least once,

night or daytime. And in briefer form again

whenever your skin and your make-up de-

mand freshening. Keep your face ever cool,

clean, sweet as a flower—as do millions of

lovely American girls—with Pond's.

Sendfor Trial Case. Fill in and forward cou-

pon below. Pond's, Dept. 7S-CVB, Clinton. Conn.

So I may star! my Pond's ritual at once, please

send my trial kit of basic preparations I need, in-

cluding the 3 famous Pond's Creams and 7 Pond's
Powder shades. I enclose lOi for postage and
packing.

Addres

City

PONP*
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MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR . . . MRS. DAVID S. GAMBLE, JR
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MRS. MARY ELIZABETH WHITNEY . . . MRS. ANTHONY J. DREXEL, III

names which represent six great American families of culture,

wealth and distinction. Each follows the Pond's ritual
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self-supporting. Avoid morbidity and
moodiness in this last month of the year.

The problem children of the Zodiac will

have less to worry about this year than

ever. Sagittarius is indeed rising. Dennis
Morgan will take his place alongside Tay-
lor and Power as a big league glamor
boy. His marriage faces some danger, how-
ever. Betty Grable will become a star after

languishing in obscurity for nearly a dec-

ade. The second of her marriages will take

place this year. Deanna Durbin will make
some excellent pictures but should strive

to miss bridal bouquets as this is a bad
year for her to make the fatal march to

the altar. Dorothy Lamour will probably
marry again in 1941. Careful, Dottie, to

make that choice among the Aries, Leo or

Scorpio eligibles. The public will become
completely aware of Mary Martin. All in

all a very happy New Year for Sagit-

tarians.

Capricorn—December 22 to January 19

Of all the signs in the Zodiac, yours
needs the most encouragement and con-

sideration. You have known a seven-year

cycle of famine, frustration and futility

worse than the Biblical seven-year plague.

1941 sees you emerge (what's left of you)
from this distressing cycle, and you are

now promised seven years of bounty. Be-
gin this month to make that come true.

It's true you may still be somewhat fearful

that everything you touch will fall to

pieces, but Jupiter promises you opulence
and peace this year. January, February
and March are excellent for business af-

fairs. Avoid trusting strangers, be cautious
of what you sign, and if legally involved,

make no decisions without consulting two
attorneys. April and May bring you the

proverbial Spring romances—and you can
take them or leave them. I'd advise con-
centrating on business this time, and wait-

ing for next year to find romantic ful-

fillment. Enter creative fields if possible

during June and July ; interior decorating,

newspaper work, advertising, cosmetology,
designing, acting, music, radio, movies,
etc., are favored all during 1941. August
and September are good months for travel,

but you must be cautious of health, avoid
overdoing, relax and rest. October, No-
vember and December may bring some dis-

quieting news about a member of the fam-
ily, but it will not affect you drastically.

The year ends on a fortunate note.

This same fortunate cycle of success is

shown for Capricorn stars. They need it,

too, for the past several years have been
disturbing. The two stars to take the most
advantage of this break so far have been
Ida Lupino and Ray Milland, who went
from B to A in nothing flat. I look to

see all the other Capricornians distinguish

themselves this year. These include Judy
Garland, Loretta Young, Humphrey Bo-
gart, Ann Sothern, Marlene Dietrich and
Lew Ayres. No romantic afflictions are
shown for any of these people for 1941.

Anita Louise and Loretta Young married
last year, as I had predicted they would,
and they will remain happily wed. All
these Capricorn subjects will have profes-
sional success in 1941 and their press
notices will probably be confined to excel-
lent reviews in the movie sections.

Aquarius—January 22 to February 19

This sign of good fortune has brought
you some bitter and disillusioning experi-
ences in the past two years. This cycle is

not entirely over but there are hidden sur-

prises in the stars for 1941, and if you
make the most of the good periods your
life will reflect brightness for a change.
During January and February business
changes are shown in your horoscope. Any
work where you can use your personality,

meet the public, and elicit confidence is

good for you. March, April and May are
three months that you may count as being
fortunate this year. Romantic developments
may take place that startle you. You have
floundered in uncertainty, if you are typical

of your sign, and have wondered how your
love affairs would end, but under this

cycle during these three months, you can
definitely have love happiness. This is a
year in which you could marry and be
happy. June and July bring some afflictions

that might be felt in health or the home.
August and September are good months
for signing papers, investing money, cor-
responding with those in distant places, or
travelling to other cities. Avoid dangers
during October, November and December,
and be cautious in business and finances.
The year is progressive, and marks the
turning point of a cycle. Make the most
of it.

Most gifted sign in the Zodiac, yet
strangely the most afflicted, Aquarius stars

also face some upsets during 1941. I ad-
vise our Hollywood movie friends born in
this sign to watch for hidden dangers and
beware of scandal, secret enemies' and ad-
verse publicity. I see no particular danger
in their individual horoscopes but their

sign enters a strange period. Success and
disaster may walk hand in hand. I advise
Clark Gable to attend to his career and
marriage carefully, because with care they
can both last indefinitely. I shall issue no
future warning to John Barrymore. Let
him have his fun, I say. Wayne Morris I

am sure has profited by his mistakes and
will return to his public a chastened and
slimmer boy in 1941. I predict that Ronald
Reagan's heir will be a boy and that his

career will pick up in 1941. I urge Lana
Turner to remember that you cannot live

like a cafe society debutante and be an
actress, too, and warn her that she must
choose in 1941 which life it is she wants.
I also see a male heir looming over the
horizon for Aquarius-born Tim Holt.

Pisces—February 20 to March 20

Your sign is deserving of some good
breaks in 1941, and according to your solar

horoscope you should get many of the
things you have long wanted. Although
love happiness is important to this sign,

it is not the most important thing in the
world. Success in business may mean much
to you in 1941, for you like the better

things of life and suffer when you are
deprived of them. January, February and
March can be red letter months, for the
powerful Sun, Jupiter and Mercury con-
spire to bring you good fortune in busi-

ness and finances. Money you may have
spent and thought lost may come back to

you, a good period in which to invest in

real estate, also to go into business for

yourself. April, May, and June bring you
culmination to some outstanding romance.
Choose those born in Cancer, Scorpio, or
Taurus for real love happiness. If you
marry let it be well toward the end of
1941. During July and August avoid in-

debtedness and family involvements. In

September you can travel or move your
place of residence. October and November
hold warnings about your health. Also, be
cautious of fires, losses, thefts, etc. Decem-
ber brings you a sum of money unex-
pectedly, a business opportunity, and sur-
prises in romance. Those married and un-
happy must not wait longer to find love
happiness. Take action in any of the fol-

lowing months : March, July, or October,
for then Saturn does not afflict the depart-
ment of love. The New Year is generally
agreeable and offers you more than 1940.

A Pisces person being his own worst
enemy, our movie persons born under this

sign did not realize for themselves the full

blessing of their stellar breaks in 1940. I

must warn John Garfield particularly that
he had better concentrate on his career
this year if he does not wish to lose the
public favor his very fine talent has won
him. This goes for Ann Sheridan, too. La
Sheridan has gone on strike because she
feels that her talents are begging at a
thousand dollars a week. I suggest that if

she does get the raise she split it with
Bob Taplinger who coined the phrase that
made her famous. Look to your laurels
in 1941, Clara Lou, because there is tough
sledding ahead. Madeleine Carroll, loveli-

est lady born in Pisces, has had more than
her share of hard knocks lately in keeping
with the various afflictions of her stars.

There are better times ahead for her in

1941, however, and by the end of the year
she should find the one person who can
give her the love and peace she so badly
needs.

Look At Me!

I'm Carolyn Lee

Continued from page 59

age, Carolyn emerged from White Cross
Hospital, Columbus, Ohio, ready to start

her training as an adult. The birth had not
been an easy one. It took two more weeks
for Carolyn Copp (she had no middle
name) and her mother to feel fit for their

first trip with husband and father, Warren
Copp. The weather was fine. Carolyn had
been born in June. Snug as a bug in a rug
was the baby as she rode in her wicker
basket placed on the ledge of the window
at the back of the family coupe. . . . When
she was three months old, she attended her
first football game. She drove over a hun-
dred miles with her mother and father to

watch Ohio State (the alma mater of her
father) play Michigan at the huge stadium
in Columbus. ... At the age of nine months
she had won the right to wear white ruffled

panties. . . . And at one year she could
have been seen in hotel dining rooms sit-

ting upright, eating with knife, fork and
spoon. Any mother can tell you that the
average baby doesn't begin to hit his mouth
until he is 16 or 18 months, and then his

only utensil is a baby-spoon. It is no won-
der that year-old Carolyn, using a knife
and fork as well, always called forth gasps
from nearby diners. And like Orson Welles,
the worst form of rebuke you can give
Carolyn is to tell her she is not behaving
like a grown-up.
A recent series of magazine articles on

the young Orson Welles mentioned his

acute hearing. Carolyn's parents had to

dispense with late parties at their home
when they discovered that Carolyn slept

not a wink until the last guest had departed.
The Copp home in Martins Ferry is a one-
floor-plan apartment. Carolyn's room is at

the end of the hall, at least four doors
from the living room. Her bedroom door
is always closed. Yet the next morning it

was not unusual to have a sleepy Carolyn
mumble over her orange juice about the
conversations of the night before. Often
her complaint was, not the noise, but "your
friends didn't say one interesting thing."

In print, these adult traits sound objec-
tionable, but to know the child is to be
completely sold on her as the most en-
chanting of creatures. She is far from per-
fectly behaved, but after she has been bad
she is remorseful in the extreme. Like the
time she visited Bill Cunningham, clever
movie critic of the Columbus Citizen, fol-

lowing her first trip to Hollywood. As Mr.
Cunningham reported it, Carolyn perched
on his desk while he asked questions. The
interview began beautifully enough. "How
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Lovely Loretta Young shows you just
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dirt, stale cosmetics thoroughly—
help you keep skin smooth!
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hen Welssman
Pity poor Rochester, Jack Benny's valet, who had to get out and pull the old

"jell-o-py" with a tow-rope while Jack sat back and gave orders. They were on

their way to the opening of Santa Claus Lane when the "car" refused to budge.

do you like Hollywood?" Bill asked.

"O.K. but not so good," said Carolyn.

"Why didn't you like it?" the drama
critic pursued.
"They make me work too hard," she re-

plied with a heart-warming directness that

startled the critic, "and who is this?" she

had picked up a movie photo from his desk.

"That's Virginia Bruce."
"I don't like it," and the picture went

sailing on the floor.

"This working business," interjected Mr.
Cunningham. "How long do you have to

work ?"

Her eyes got big. "Ten hours a day."

"Not ten?"
"No, twelve—how many hours are there

in a day?" She had hold of Bill's necktie

by this time and was giving it mighty
jerks which nearly made his eyes bug out.

So he showed her a publicity photo of her-

self.

"I don't want to see my pictures," she
said, "Let me see those others."

They looked at photos. One was of
Madeleine Carroll. "I liked Miss Carroll
a lot," she said.

"Did you like Mr. MacMurray?"
"Yes, but I liked Miss Carroll better."

Meanwhile according to the account of
Mr. Cunningham she had discovered a
desk ruler and was alternating between
poking it in the general direction of his

eyes and pounding it on his arms. "In fact

we were getting along famously," remem-
bers Mr. Cunningham. "Next Miss Lee
thought of a new game," he continues. "She
scooped up several piles of photos and
threw them at me. In a desperate attempt
to preserve what I laughingly call a
semblance of order on my desk, I asked her
to stop tossing the pictures around before
they became hopelessly mixed. But Carolyn
only laughed and another batch went sail-

ing through the air. So," remembers Air.

Cunningham, "I thought of a master-stroke.
Granted I know nothing of child pyschol-
ogy, I decided I knew the weaknesses of
movie stars. 'If you get those all mixed
up,' I exclaimed, T won't be able to find
your photo and put it in the paper when
your picture comes to town.' That I

thought smugly was pure genius. But I had
misjudged the amazing Miss Lee. T don't
care,' she said with the flat finality of one
who means just that. So whipped but de-
lighted I succumbed to one girl who has
been exposed to Hollywood and escaped
unscathed. She has self-confidence and a
will of her own, this Lee child. Lots of it.

And poise. And a warm and winning smile.
She's natural. She hasn't the cold arti-
ficiality that too many children of the

screen acquire or their temperamental
tantrums or their too polite polish. She's
just a youngster who's full of life and
curiosity ; she likes people and quite

logically, is delighted that so many people
seem to pay attention to her," concludes
this critic.

Bill wrote a wow of a story about this

interview. He didn't miss a thing. He
didn't spare her. Her parents thought it

was the best story that had ever been writ-
ten about her and they gave it first place

in the scrap book which they will present
to their daughter after she is grown up.

But Carolyn saw nothing amusing about
her behavior. Months afterward when
working on the "Virginia" set she met
another reporter from the Columbus Citi-

zen. "The Citizen is where I acted bad
once," she confessed, her brown eyes deeply
serious. "There is a man called Bill there.

He wrote a story about me once, and I

acted bad and he didn't know enough but
to put it in the paper." Pursuing the sub-
ject, she asked if the reporter could take
dictation and would write a letter for her
to Mr. Cunningham.
Here is the letter : "Dear Mr. Cunning-

ham. I am sorry I acted like that the last

time I was with you. I was just a little

girl then. Now I am a great big girl. You
would enjoy having me around now be-
cause I wouldn't try to poke your eyes
out or throw anything on the floor. Love,
Carolyn." She really meant it, and was
overjoyed to learn later that Mr. Cunning-
ham accepted her apology.

Carolyn knows the value of money.
"She's practically a miser," her mother
explains, "yet she's generous on occasion.
I always allow her to spend 10 cents when
we are in the dime store. One day I knew
she had a dime of her own in her pocket,
so I told her to just use it. She didn't

even risk a look at the toys. She marched
to the front of the store and waited for me
to complete my purchases. She said not a
word but I noticed her dime was still

clutched safely in her hand as we went out.

Recently her grandfather died and she
asked me to send a letter immediately to
her grandmother, stating that she would
make an extra picture each year and send
every penny of it to her."
One day during the making of her first

picture, "Honeymoon in Bali," Carolyn
stopped in the middle of work and in-
formed her mother that she was through
with the picture business and that she was
going home to Martins Ferry. "I found
out something today that I didn't like,"

she said.
_
"Did you know that every actor

in this picture is making money but me?"

Mrs. Copp tried to explain that she was
making money but that she just couldn't
see it. "I get a nickel a day or I go home,"
said Carolyn.

Carolyn would not be satisfied with
nickels from her mother. That Mrs. Copp
knew. So she tipped off Mr. Griffith, the
director, that an interview on financial
matters with Carolyn was in order. "Char-
lie McCarthy gets 75^ a week," Carolyn
informed Mr. Griffith. "I know I'm not a
star like Charlie McCarthy but I think I

deserve five cents a day."
The director, appreciating the situation,

told Carolyn that she must see Mr. Free-
man, the Vice-president of Paramount,
about a raise. "I just direct you," said Mr.
Griffith. "Mr. Freeman decides about
salaries."

_Mr. Freeman was so overwhelmed at his
visit from the very serious youngster that
he offered her 10^ a day. "No," said Caro-
lyn, "Five cents is enough. When I think
I'm worth more I'll come back and ask
you for more." At the end of each day
during the making of "Honeymoon in

Bali" she called at the cashier's office for
her day's salary.

Before agreeing to sign up for "Vir-
ginia" she demanded and received a salary
of 13 cents a day, and raised it to 25^ a
day when she found the picture was to be
made in Technicolor. (This latter embar-
rassed her mother to such an extent that
she paid Paramount the quarters to be
handed to Carolyn.)

Carolyn is perfectly proportioned, 42
inches tall and 41 pounds in weight. She
has a tiny pudgy foot size 8% D. Carolyn
is six now. She never forgets her lines and
knows those of every other actor on the
set as well as her own. She has to be
reminded that she isn't to prompt them.
When she was four and a half she was
tested by Boston psychiatrists who stopped
testing after she had successfully passed
the tests for children twice her age. The
stop may have been made by her parents
who dislike having her labeled a prodigy.
A famous Albany physician declared re-
cently that Carolyn had the finest bone
structure, the straightest arms and back
that he had ever seen in a youngster of her
age.

Besides regular eating and sleeping
habits her mother gives credit for her bone
development to onions (many baby doctors
warn against them), which she began eat-
ing in soup when she was several months
old, and the marrow of soup bones. Mrs.
Copp gets soup bones at least three times
a week, boils them for hours, and puts the
marrow through a sieve. A generous por-
tion of the marrow is added to various
kinds of soup. This soup forms a part of
Carolyn's lunch each day. "She will only
eat four or five bites of meat, and I have
to bribe her to eat that," says Mrs. Copp.
Here is a day's diet for Carolyn:
One glass of water on arising at 8 :00

A.M. followed by fruit juice. (Orange
juice is her favorite, occasionally she has
prune juice, pineapple, grapefruit.)

8 :30. Whole grain cooked cereal or egg
(usually scrambled) and toast and milk.

(She has one egg at some time every day.)

12:30 lunch". Consomme or vegetable
soup, with marrow (Mrs. Copp keeps
marrow in ice-box) added. Bread (she
prefers white) and plenty of butter. Milk
(one glass Grade A pasteurized.) If her
weight is down a bit, cream is added to the
milk. Chocolate ice cream or pudding
usually. Other favorite desserts are, cup
custard, graham cracker pie and gelatine.

5 :30. Dinner is practically vegetarian,

due to Carolyn herself. She likes fish and
cheese dishes. She eats lettuce and loves

French dressing with it. Mashed potatoes

are her favorite, with hot mashed potato

salad running a close second. Milk—some-
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Can your Beauty really be Re-Born?

"Yes!"

"In your NEW-BORN-SKIN!"
yVVVV\W\AWWW\/WVVVVVVVM

Just under your present surface skin ... a New-Born

Skin is coming to life. Will it have a New- Born

beauty? Let my 4-Purpose Face Cream help to make

it smoother, lovelier ... so your New-Born Skin may

make you younger looking when it comes to view.

WOMEN eagerly ask . . ."Is it true?...Will I have a

New-Born Skin?" Yes . . . sooner than you know, the

skin you see and touch today, will be gone, flaked away.

For underneath this surface skin, new beauty is awaken-

ing in the young skin which is growing to life, and prepar-

ing to replace your older and worn-out skin of today.

Will this New-Born Skin flatter you . . . will it he love-

lier . . . will it make you look younger?

Your New-Born Skin can bring a revelation of beauty

to your face, if you will let my 4-Purpose Face Cream

help nature gently remove the flakes of old skin . . .

soothingly to clear and cleanse away surface impurities.

Only then can your New-Born Skin emerge in all its

beauty and all its glorv!

These dry flakes are the villains that can rob your New-

Born Skin of beauty. They keep your face powder from

looking smooth. They can and do make you look older.

My 4-Purpose Face Cream permeates these flakes of old

skin. Dirt and impurities are loosened so they can be gently

whisked away. Rough spots caused by dryness seem to

vanish. You can prove this if you will use Lady Esther

4-Purpose Cream at least twice every day, and above all,

just before you powder. How soft your skin will feel! How
smooth your powder will look ! For Lady Esther 4-Purpose

Face Cream makes your skin look smooth and helps you

to keep your accent on youth!

Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream

See if he doesn't agree that only the finest, purest face

cream can help your New-Born Skin to be as beautiful as

it can be! See if he doesn't tell you that every word Lady-

Esther says is true . . . that her cream removes the dirt,

the impurities and drab, dry skin particles. That it re-

freshes your skin and helps Nature to refine your pores.

Try my Cream at my expense. Let it reveal a first glimpse

of the future loveliness that may be yours.

The Miracle of Reborn Skin

Your skin is constantly wearing out

—

drying—flaking off almost invisibly. But
it is immediately replaced by new-born
skin

—

always crowding upward and out-
ward. Lady Esther says you can help
make each rebirth of your skin a true
Rebirth of Beauty 1

SAMPLE TUBE AT MYEXPENs*

Lady Esther,
716-2 West Bath St., Chicago, 111. (64)

Please send me vour generous sample tube of

Lady Esther Face Cream; also nine shades of
Face Powder, free and postpaid.

Name

Address-

_State_City

(// you line in Canada, write Lady Esther, Toronto. OnU)
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Mrs. T-—
-

handles a
Difficult Case

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,

yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable bowel movement that

brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's

good for every member of the family.

10* and 25*

times two glasses. Bread and butter. Her
favorite green vegetable is buttered broc-
coli. She likes carrots and asparagus, and
can smell an onion a mile off. She may
have dessert if she wants it, which she
seldom does.

Except for an occasional cold, Carolyn
has never had any sickness in her life.

While still a toddler she had her tonsils

removed. That's all that's ever happened
to her.

Carolyn can't boast any of the accom-
plishments of the usual Hollywood child.

She can't sing ; she can't dance. Yet, be-

lieve it or not, that's just what helped her
make the grade.

"I was never so embarrassed in my life,"

says Mrs. Copp, "as the day they gave her
her first test. We got to the studio at

10:25 A.M. and they took us to the Test
Stage. The executives of Paramount were
all down in front. Carolyn had to walk
on the stage all by herself. The talking

part of it went all right. 'Well I'll tell

you,' she began, making up a long string

of stuff just like she does at home, T
decided I wanted to get married and I

knew a fellow by the name of George
Edward Gatts, so I decided to drag him
over to court and marry him so by and
by we had 19 children and one of them
was so bad I sent her to the orphans'
home. But I visited her every Sunday.' I

could tell by the chuckles that the Para-
mount people didn't think she was too
bad,'' continues Mrs. Copp. "But then," she
cries, "came the embarrassing part. 'We'd
now like to have you sing and dance,' I

could hear a voice instructing Carolyn.
I could feel my face getting red in the
darkness as I wondered what she would
reply. She can't carry a tune, you know,
and the only time I tried to send her to

dancing school the teacher sent her home
saying that she didn't want to waste my
money. I thought I wouldn't live as Caro-
lyn broke into an off key version of Jingle
Bells followed by a sort of clogging which
is indescribable it was so awful. It's a
shuffle which she learned from the negroes
down South."
Yet the singing and .dancing were what

cinched the bargain. While the executives
had chuckled in amusement at her original
story telling, they nearly took the roof off

with their hilarity at her singing and danc-
ing. One executive, it is reliably reported,
actually fell off the chair onto the floor as

she hit one especially sour note.

While the baby entranced studio execu-
tives who cautiously predicted a fairly

bright "future in pictures, those same execu-
tives were overjoyed when "Honeymoon
in Bali" was released to the public. Play-
ing Rosie, the orphan child of the picture,

Carolyn melted the most hardboiled critics

from coast to coast. "I know you'll love
her as much as I did," confessed the critic

of the Herald in Miami, Florida. "The
most unaffected, genuine and charming
movie star I've ever seen," praised John
T. Carleton of the Atlanta Journal. "I
wanted to grab her right off the screen
and squeeze her," broke down a third. So
it went from East to West from North to
South, and even in her own Middle West
State of Ohio where you have already
heard what the martyred Bill Cunningham
of the Columbus Citizen had to say about
this most lovable and natural of children.

No, Hollywood will never change her.

One of the movie biggies on the West
Coast recently asked her if she ever got
lonesome for her home town of Martins
Ferry, Ohio. "Oh, Hollywood's all right,"
conceded Carolyn.

"What's Martins Ferry got that we
haven't got?" demanded the biggie.

The Ohio baby hesitated just for a mo-
ment and then, "You haven't got a nine
o'clock curfew, that's what!" she shot back.

The Real Truth About
Robert Preston's

Surprise Marriage!

Continued from page 21

Bob nodded his head. "I knew her friends

were telling her that, now I had a break,
I'd be like a lot of these Hollywood guys
—forget the girl who stuck by me when I

was broke, go out only with the big names.
Every time a story would break in the
papers about the 'newest Preston romance'
I'd wire Kay an explanation.

"Recently when I was in New York I

ran into Kay Stewart at the Stork Club.
Naturally, she being my Kay's best friend,

I took her out. And boom— I Winchell said

we were engaged.
"My Kay wired: 'Better say it isn't so,

Bob !' I saw Winchell and asked him how
about fixing it up for me—and he said,

Your name was in the column. What
more do you want. The rest is up to you

!'

He was thinking I should be grateful for

the publicity break. I was thinking about
my girl's feelings—and what her friends

were saying.

"A fellow in pictures doesn't have a
chance to really propose or win a girl

decently. There's too much opportunity for

misunderstandings over things that are
not your own doing. That's why, all this

last year, I've been urging Kay to marry
me—before something more serious comes
along and breaks us up. Besides, the public
doesn't care if an actor's married or not
any more. Look at Gary Cooper, Clark
Gable and Bob Taylor. And look at Fred
MacMurray and Ray Milland at my own
studio. They married the girls they knew
before they got a break—and look at the
following they've got. When I can con-
vince Kay, we'll probably dash for Yuma
on the spur of the moment."
On the spur of the moment it was ! Bob

had been back four days from his per-
sonal appearance tour with Cecil DeMille
for "North West Mounted Police." Kay
was out of town the first two days of his

return (explaining how I merited his at-

tention) but when she came back to town
Bob met her at the train, helped her into

his car—and kept right on to Yuma.
"I made up both of our minds," he told

me on the telephone when I called to con-
gratulate them. Yes, they were honey-
mooning at home the first few days in the
new house Bob had just recently bought
and furnished in Beverly Hills.

"Kay's signed a contract for pictures at
Paramount," Bob reported over the wire.
"Funny thing, she was signed just a couple
of days before the Yum-a-nation ! She'll be
in 'New York Town' with me—then I

hope she'll be just Mrs. Preston at home.
"I didn't know myself until the last min-

ute," he replied when I asked him why he
hadn't told me he was going to be mar-
ried. ' •

I think Kay Stewart's marriage the
month before to William Langdon Proctor,
the Pasadena socialite and polo player,

might have influenced both Kay and Bob.
The two girls having lived together for

three years, were very close friends. When
Kay and Bob saw how happy Kay and
Bill were, they said to themselves, "Let's."

Being probably the last girl in Bob Pres-
ton's life, before his amazing elopement, it

becomes my lot to chronicle his last words
and testament as a bachelor. I first knew
Bob three years ago, when we were both
on location at Cedar City, Utah. I've al-

ways said, that just because Bob Preston is

potentially another Clark Gable, being
the rough-daring-reckless-rugged-win'em by
sheer masculinity type—was clearly no rea-
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son for my falling for him—sixteen steps

worth on first sight! But that's what I

did—right at his feet!

"Young woman, are you broken or per-

manently injured?" he'd inquired, reaching

down a steel-muscled bare brown arm-
delving about my entanglement of multi-

tudinous pioneer lady skirts—to find a

hand or an arm in an effort to upright me.

I'd been running up and down sixteen

steps all day from the Indians—when I

was a bit-pioneer girl in "Union Pacific"

—and Bob the hero. He'd come dashing

to the rescue of Barbara Stanwyck, but

in my direction. I'd taken one look and

promptly tripped myself on my swirling

voluminous skirts, and—well, he'd had to

rescue me instead!

Bob said I looked absolutely scared to

death when I saw Mr. DeMille's face and

realized I'd ruined a scene. Bob's devil-

may-care attitude didn't help any either.

It was his first big picture. Yet he'd

whispered, "Don't be scared. DeMille

won't bite !" Mr. DeMille had said, "If the

young lady can keep on her feet long-

enough, we'll try and get the picture

finished!"

I perchanced in the mailing room at

Paramount the day Bob returned from the

premiere of "North West Mounted Police.

He was milling through stacks of fan mail.

A majority were left over from last year

and contained proposals and such from

feminine suitors who'd used their Leap

Year prerogative. Bob, who intended being

a prizefighter until a dramatic coach in-

sisted his profile, while still intact, would

look better on the stage or on the screen,

received three-fourths of the L-.Y. missives

he then being one of the very, very few

and painfully scarce bachelor actors—

who'd never been married once, twice or

thrice; who still had his youthful illusions

(Bob being 23) and dreams of finding the

"one girl for a permanent life partner."

"You have a single date with a girl

when you're in a picture—and boom!

You're "engaged," Bob had said.

"Then you were never really engaged to

Dorothy Lamour?"
"No," said Bob. "That got completely

out of hand with too much publicity. Be-

sides I was seeing Kay right along. Some-

one dreamed up a story that we were about

to marry—someone else made matters

worse by saying I said we weren't. Dottie

was plenty burned up. She was one frosty

little girl when, right in the middle of it

all, I had love scenes with her in 'Moon

Over Burma.' Someone else gave out a

- retaliation story in her name which hit me
harder than the other two combined. Sud-

denly we realized we'd both been taken

for a grand ride on a press merry-go-

round. We got off feeling dizzy, but we
patched up what was left of our friend-

ship. That's the last time I ever engage in

any romance that has any publicity angles.

"Some of these kids who read they're

freshly engaged in some column say well,

why not? Off to Yuma they hop," Bob
continued. "But not Preston. I'm taking

my time in choosing Mrs. Bob. In fact,

I'll confess I've already picked her out.

"She's the sort of girl who likes funny

things—like driving all over creation and
loving horses and me! When the right

time comes, I'm going to sweep her right

off her feet and convince her I am the one

and only man in her life—and that she can

do nothing better than devoting herself to

me !"

"Then why don't you?" I encouraged.

"When she thinks it won't hurt my
career, I will," he said. "One day I will."

Little did either of us suspect the day
would be the very next!

"How'd you like to drive out and see

my new house?" Bob asked. He seemed in

a lonely mood. Kay was out of town. "I've

Brenda Joyce and Roberc Conway,
popular 20ch Century-Fox players. For

romantic, soft hands, thousands of loved

girls use Jergens Lotion.

Know this Famous Way

to Lovable HANDS

Try it j
ust once ! So soothing to parched

skin! Two fine ingredients in Jergens

Lotion are relied on by many doctors

to help rough "likely-to-split" skin to

adorable smoothness. Faithful use helps

prevent hateful roughness and chap-

ping. No stickiness. Start now to use

Jergens Lotion. 50c, 25?, 10?, S1.00.

SUE TOOK HER FRIEND'S ADVICE—
AND NOT LONG AFTER

1

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
TREE! YOUR CHANCE FOR LOVABLE HANDS
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The Andrew Jergens Company, 3920 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, Ohio (,In Canada: Perth, Ontario)
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just moved in. All bought and paid for.

Lock, stock and barrel. Here we are talk-

ing about matrimony ! You come along and

see how I fit into the picture of domesticity.

I've got a swell collection of rumba rec-

ords—and we can dance and talk where
it is comfortable."

I didn't prove difficult to convince.

"I'd make some girl a swell husband,"
Bob said with super-confidence after we'd
left the studio in his green sports con-
vertible. "Because I can cook," he grinned.

"It hasn't been very long ago that I was
cooking for a livelihood. My father and I

were out of jobs so we went out demon-
strating cookers—the kind where you put
the roast and vegetables and even the

dessert all under one lid—and in an hour
you serve a complete seven course dinner.

I've cooked for as many as forty people
at neighborhood demonstrations. Nothing
burned or even scorched, and every bite

gobbled up

!

"I've done lots of things. Up until about
now my life's been a hard scramble, but
it's been good and healthy. I was raised
and educated on the wrong side of the
tracks. My father and mother came out
here from Massachusetts with my brother
and me—both of us under two years of
age. Dad was in poor health. We lived
where rent was cheapest over in East Los
Angeles. My kid brother and I were the
only two white kids in our schoolroom
in the first elementary grades. The rest
were Mexicans. Dad worked in a dry
goods store. Mother sold records in a music
store. It was my young dream to make
enough money so my mother wouldn't have
to work. She worked right up until a
year ago.

"It was plenty tough in our neighbor-
hood. A kid had to learn early to punctuate
his words with his fists—to get any atten-
tion or respect. I went in for professional
prize-fighting. Thought maybe I'd be a
champ someday.
"My high school teacher persuaded me

to take part in a high school play. I became
interested and signed' for the dramatic art
course. When I drew a lead, I needed a
new suit to wear badly. I'd gotten along
with trousers and sweaters—but as a lead-
ing man I needed a new layout.

"You can use your mitts, can't ya, kid?"
one of the gym trainers had said. That
was one way to get quick money. I let

myself be matched with a fighter called
'Chocolate Soldier' for fifty bucks. He left

me
_
with two black eyes and a busted chin

which took all of the fifty getting myself
repaired by a doctor.

"The school drama coach suggested that
being a champ was being a plain chump

—

and there were less painful ways of earn-
ing suits. One was acting!
"When I was sixteen I got a job on the

cleaning crew at Santa Anita Park," Bob
continued as we drove from Hollywood to
Beverly Hills. "I used to see DeMille and
Gary Cooper and Dorothy Lamour at the
races. I never thought that in a few months
I'd be in pictures with them.

"I'd had a lot of acting experience in
school. One day I barged up to Mr. De-
Mille when he was parking his car and
asked him for a job. I'll never forget his
words. 'So you've been doing a lot of
amateur acting, young fellow! Well, that
never hurt anyone. Keep right on acting.'
"Mr. DeMille was kind enough to sug-

gest that I should join a stock companv
and go over to the Pasadena Community
Playhouse for experience. I didn't have a
car and couldn't pay the transportation
back and forth—so the only thing to do
was to move over there.

"Seven of us boys, who were trying to
become actors, bunked together in one
room, sharing food and fortune. One of
the boys got me into the stock company

Robert Preston and his lovely bride, who's

signed a film contract with Paramount, the

company that has Bob under contract, too.

directed by Ty Power's mother. I played
Julius Caesar in Shakespeare's immortal
epic"—Bob recalled, tracing his career

from its inception to now, "and my voice

was changing. I worried constantly that it

would crack right in the middle of the

death scene. It would soar up from a deep
level to a high-pitched treble squawk. I

almost gave up in disgust. In the most
tragic scene, I shall never forget, I turned
comedian and made the audience laugh
with my intended solemn vows of 'Et tu,

Brute.'
"

For two years Bob played leads, heavies,

and everything they offered him at the

Community Playhouse. His voice finally

became his best asset. Discovery came
when a lawyer of the Paramount legal

staff saw Bob in a play and asked a pro-
ducer to give him a screen test. DeMille
saw the test, remembered the boy and put
him into "Union Pacific" after three minor
pictures. The critics hailed Bob as "Gable's
Successor" because of his engaging grin
and extreme masculinity. But when I men-
tioned the Gable similarity Bob said thank-
you-all-the-same—but he aspires to be a
character actor like Spencer Tracy.
Bob suddenly swung the car off Sunset

up toward the hills of fashionable Beverly.
"I'm hungry," he said with a side glance
from the wheel. "How about you? Or are
you one of those' dieting girls ? Girls who
can't eat this and can't eat that drive a
fellow crazy ! One thing about Kay, she
eats anything."
"But what about the people who have to

diet for pictures ?" I introduced.
"Anyone who lives sensibly won't need

to," Bob replied. "I'd hate to think I had
to lose eight or ten pounds. I've seen some
of the fellows in the gym having their

flesh pounded red and their jowls taped
for the camera. If they'd get in the ring
once in a while like I do with Ray Milland
and my kid brother, they wouldn't need
to."

Bob turned the car up the drive of a
pretty Spanish California house with a
sweep of lawn and an enclosed front patio.

We stepped on the porch arched in old
California mission style. A massive carved
oak door swung open and there was Bob's
mother, Mrs. Meservey, a plumpish little

woman with a young face, who welcomed
us.

After taking my coat, Bob showed me
through the house. There's a lovely en-
trance hall with a floor of colored tile,

with steps leading down to the living room
with its high beamed ceiling and huge fire-
place and large comfortable chairs and
divan. There's a balcony with an iron grill

on the stairway—sort of "Romeo and
Juliet-ish" as Bob calls it. On a small
table in state is a small wooden figure

—

Bob's good luck piece, sent him by an ad-
mirer on the day he signed his Paramount
contract.

There was the study with the radio and
book shelves and Bob's collection of minia-
ture horses of china and ivory. Then a
dressing room—a powder room for lady
guests and French doors that swing out
into a garden. We passed through the din-
ing room done in oak and wine tones of
red—with a huge bowl of chrysanthemums
on the table—and through the service
pantry into the kitchen. There we raided
the refrigerator for milk and sandwiches.

_"You_ know I like to go out to the
bright lights once a week—but I like home,
too," Bob said. "I like comfortable clothes
and lounging about. Incidentally, I loathe
neckties. Never wear 'em unless I have to.

The guy who invented them should be
hanged by one of 'em

!

"If and when I get married I expect to
spend lots of time in this house," he mused.
"One thing—my wife must be active and
not spend two-thirds of her time sleeping,
like some wives do—at least so their hus-
bands say."

"That means you'll expect Mrs. Bob
Preston to arise with you for breakfast

—

a fast-disappearing American custom," I

ventured.

"She'll get up with me for breakfast or
else!" said Bob with a threatening grin.
"I eat a whale of a breakfast, fruit juice,

two or three glasses of it, and eggs and
bacon and sausages and toast and jelly.

"This may sound old-fashioned, but I

admire domesticity and virtue in a girl.

I can honestly say I have seen very few
glamor gfrls in pictures that I could go
for. Maybe two at the very most. They're
too busy and self-centered on making a
success of themselves to have time for a
fellow."

"I seem to remember your headline ro-
mance with Alice Faye," I remarked.
"That was publicity," he replied. "Alice

and I shared a couple of sandwiches
together after a radio show—and the col-
umnists were hailing us as a hot romance."
Perhaps because he was lonesome or to

make an occasion of the day, Bob sug-
gested that we dress and go stepping forth
to Ciro's for a bit of dancing. Arriving
there we found it was Monday night and
no dancing, so we returned to his house
and did our rumba-ing to the phonograph
with Bob's mother as audience.

Discussing boys and girls and dates, Bob
told about being invited to escort the
campus queen of Northwestern University
to the College Prom Ball when he was on
his personal appearance tour in Chicago
recently. When the papers published the
news the frat boys were plenty disgruntled.
Why should a phony movie hero steal

their show? One said within hearing of a
press reporter, "If he comes around here
to grab off my girl I'll knock off his

block."

The story was published and Bob was in

a pretty spot. What did he do but forge
over to the campus and call at the very
fraternity house, asking to meet his would-
be opponent. Bob's no coward and not
afraid to use his fists. The fraternity men
discovered they liked him. The disgruntled
suitor, who after all had given his frat pin

to the campus queen, decided to be as good
a sport as Bob had proven himself to be.

An armistice was effected. Bob called up
Mary Brian, who was appearing at a local

theater, and invited her to join them

—

making a foursome. Which made Mr. John
College and Miss Betty Coed very happy.
The name of Kay Craig interspersed his

conversation. Plainly she was in his

thoughts. She has red hair, green eyes, is

five-feet-five and just the right kind of a
girl for him. He said he'd marry when he
could convince her. The next night he did

!
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The Future Holds a

Change For You

Continued from page 61

show you exactly how you would look be-

fore you touched one precious lock, lo the

situation was brought the magic of modern

photography. And it is magic and much,

much work. You submit a reasonably clear

photograph of yourself. This photograph

<r es through much analysis, you having

first furnished a few details as to hair color,

a°-e height, etc. Your photograph is re-

photographed with the perfect coiffure for

vou The result is amazing. You see your-

self as you can be. Your hair is smart and

beautiful ; the shape of vour face is modified

or accented according to your need; your

personality is pointed up by this new_ coif-

fure. To see it all, true to life, is amazing. I

spent a whole morning, utterly transfixed

by the changes I saw in faces—faces ot

ybune girls, young matrons and older

women. The face, of course, was the same,

but what a difference change of hair did

make

!

You will find these coiffure creations by

Mr Senz and Miss Clair very wearable

and adjustable. They represent the hair

fashion focus of the moment but there is

nothing trickv or bizarre about them. If

vour fingers a're very clever, your hair very

adaptable, you may be able to do the new

style vours'elf. But the better course is to

make an appointment with your hairdresser,

so with your photograph in hand and say,

"This is it!" Most hairdressers are very

obliging and will gladly show you how to

comb the new affair, how to put it to bed

at night and how to reset it yourself, if

you must. And the coiffure that you can

take care of yourself, is the wearable one.

Everv really good hair arrangement

should have a double life. It should have

its own special life for evening wear and

for day wear. High, dramatic pompadours

should" be reserved for evening, the more

modified ones reserved for day. Ginny Simms,

for example, brushes hers high and hand-

some for evening, but when she turns up

next morning at the studio for a record-

ing, her hair is brushed into a simple,

smooth roll. Patricia Morison has a famous

hairline—it grows beautifully from her

face. She reminds you that for this hairline

a purse comb is invaluable. Carry it and

use it. Use it when you remove your hat

to keep that hair that goes away from the

face as smooth and silky looking as a rib-

bon. You can realize more beauty from this

hair directly about the face than from any

other area, except the back. Or better even

than the comb mentioned, is a tiny brush

to carry in your purse, which is a great

groome'r for the curl that also needs

smoothing.

For evening, every clear sweep of hair

needs a little make-up. Brilliantine or some
such product does this for you. But like a

face make-up preparation, the hair make-
up should also be used sparingly. Too much
of even the finest product will give you a

seal-sleek, patent leather gloss, very, very

on the wrong side.

Jewels on combs or pins, fresh flowers,

tiny ostrich plumes and ribbon all help to

put your hair in a party mood. But never

over-do. When in doubt, just don't.

But do buy that new spring bonnet to

go with your hair. Meanwhile, if you've

had your hair restyled, as outlined in this

story, you can be sure that your hair fits

your face. Then if that new hat fits your
hair-do, I think you will have a brilliant

triple alliance. That first spring hat is a

THE WONDER CREAM THAT

SURPRISED EVER ITS MAKERS

ONLY a few years ago a new medicated cream

was introduced to the public as a soothing,

greaseless skin cream. Today it's known from
one end of the country to the other; over 150

million jars have been used! It's startled even its

makers, because of the many different uses found

for it. The name of this cream is NOXZEMA
SKIN CREAM.

READ HOW IT MAY HELP YOU!
AS A BEAUTY AID: If your skin is coarse,

\/ rough and dry, useNOXZEMA as a night cream
V and as a protective powder base. It helps

smooth and soften the skin, keep powder on for hours.

y FOR POOR COMPLEXION: NOXZEMA'S
1/ special medication helps heal externally-

V caused skin blemishes; its mildly astringent

action helps reduce enlarged pore openings.

/ FOR CHAPPED HANDS AND LIPS: Nurses
I / were the first to discover how grand NOX-
r ZEMA is for chapped hands. Because chap-

ped hands are CUT hands (tiny cracks in skin).

NOXZEMA's medication aids healing.Try it at night; see

how much softer, whiter your hands are next morning!

y FOR SHAVING: For tough beards and tender

\/ skin, apply soothing, medicated NOXZEMA
before lathering or use as a brushless shave.

/ BABIES' CHAFED SKIN: Mothers report

1/ it's remarkable how quickly NOXZEMA
relieves "diaper rash"—aids in healing.

FOR SCALDS AND BURNS, fever blisters,

a /\/ chilblains, Tired Aching feet, insect bites

V V —KEEP NOXZEMA HANDY! It brings quick,

grat'aful relief! Get a jar today !
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'Louisiana Purchase"
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• For a limited time only, you can get the

generous 25c jar of NOXZEMA for only

19c. Get it today and use it for just 10 days.

If you don't say it's helped make your skin

look better and/eel better, your money will

be gladly refunded!
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Yours for Loveliness
Six good solutions for those personal puzzlers

—

what to try ! Some new, some old, they do a job

!
Halo for an angel
IF ANYTHING can get a girl down, it's the
• knowledge that she needs a shampoo. This
lowers morale, inverts a smile. The solution is to
equip yourself with a bottle of Halo Shampoo,
and get right to work. Halo deserves its name,
for it gives your hair a heavenly gloss and clean-
liness. It dramatizes its highlights and makes its

color clear and lovely, because it truly cleans
every strand. You are silky-soft and manageable
when you finish, too. Further, it leaves hair freshly
fragrant, and you can use it in hard water with
no after-rinse. Halo ends the good shampoo quest

!

From the ancient Chinese

CHEN YU, the new chip-proof nail lacquer,
has a reputation for lasting in perfect condi-

tion that makes you marvel ! A modern secret
borrowed from the art of making that Chinese
lacquer that you see in museums, some of it thou-
sands of years old. Tests seem to prove that Chen
Yu at your fingertips means that they can take a
great deal and still look beautiful. It's that endur-
ing. There are fourteen beautiful tones, and a
baby bottle accompanies the big bottle for purse
or guest-room use. Chen Yu lasts, readers, it lasts
and lasts ! So now your cue is to try Chen Yu

!

\A/E HAVE to be practical if we want to
V V be pretty. Being practical means that
you should keep a container of Poslam in
your medicine cabinet for skin irritations.
It's wonderful for surface skin trouble like
a rash, those sudden bumps from too good
a time, cold sores and all such temporary
annoyances. For an acne condition, try
bathing thoroughly with Poslam Soap, then
apply Poslam Salve. This is an excellent
temporary palliative. These are good, old,
dependable aids. Note for your shopping list.

F YOU want silkier body skin, if you
want an added zing and zest in your

bath, plus the fragrance of a garden bou-
quet or exhilarating pine, then a container
of Bathasweet is for you. A cocktail for
any bath to make you feel and look love-
lier. It makes your tub as soft as rainwater,
eliminates that disconcerting tub ring and
is, all in all, a wonderful bath companion.
Use the garden bouquet fragrance if you're
a frilly girl, the pine, if you're stimulating!
Hard-water areas, do remember Bathasweet.

kind of emotional event. Somehow, we
ever-hopefuls expect it to do things for us.
Emerging from sombre winter, that hat is

a kind of welcome to springtime. It hon-
estly deserves your real interest when buy-
ing, and you will find your, enthusiasm is

high when you know your hair is right.
I think we ought to bring the men into

this hair situation. They feel so definitely
on the subject. They feel generally, so my
scouts tell me, more emotional about hair
that reveals you, rather than conceals you.
Maybe the unmasking of our whole faces
and necks has distinct appeal.

TO SEE YOURSELF WITH A NEW
HAIR-DO

Send a clear photograph of your head with
twenty-five cents to Courtenay Marvin, Screen-
land Magazine, 45 West 45th Street, New York
City. On back of photograph write your name,
address, age, height and hair color. Allow three
weeks for a photograph of you in a redesigned
individual coiffure to reach you.

Life and Loves of

Betty Crable
Continued from poge 23

older now and is going with an older crowd.
At other times, she and her friends take
m the concessions at the beach and have
themselves a time. Dignity is abandoned on
these merry eves, pictures are forgotten.
They become kids who are out to enjoy
themselves.
At Betty's parties, you'll usually find

more boys than you will girls, for she has
never been one to be chummy and "darling
this and darling that" with her own sex.
This trait may be because she has never
known many girls and because her work
has usually thrown her in contact with men
more than with the young gals. Whatever
is the reason, Anne Shirley can tell you
what it means to be the close friend of a
girl who is .choosy about her companions.
There is no one more devoted to her friends
than Betty Grable.
So Betty is enjoying the privileges of

comfort and security because she has be-
come a hit in the work she was not in-
terested in. Yes, I know, everyone has said
she has been so ambitious. But such is not
the case. I asked Betty candidly about her
great ambition. She smiled and looked at
her mother who was sitting near-by. "I'm
afraid mother's been my ambition," Betty
said to me. "Frankly, I took whatever I
was doing as a matter of course. I can't
remember ever saying to myself, T must
get that part, I must be a success.' When
mother noticed that I had a certain amount
of talent, she thought it was good enough
to develop. So she became what you might
call the stage-struck mother. She began to
get engagements for me, to see that I met
the right people. Not so I could earn money
for her, please understand, but because she
saw a future for me that I couldn't even
visualize.

"Many times I would have thrown it all

away for a life of ease and no' responsibil-
ities. I disliked so many things about my
career. But mother would always keep my
spirits up, encourage me. When I thought
that Hollywood was through with me a
year ago, I know it wouldn't have taken
much to tell mother, 'I'm through with a
career. I'm not the success you thought I

would be.' But, somehow, the confidence
that she had in me made that impossible. I
couldn't let her down. So I plugged on,
buried my pride and played stooge to Jack
Haley in a personal appearance tour in

San Francisco, all because mother believed
in me so strongly. Well, that personal ap-
pearance tour, the event that I considered

Woolens wail for Mum
THIS is a warning paragraph, a siren in the fog,

' a red light on the avenue ! It's that important

!

Because—you're perspiring now, just as you did
in July, but because your skin isn't damp, you
may forget all about it. And your pastel sweater
and your woolen frock are practically crying out,
"Please use Mum. If perspiration odor gets in
woollies, it's too bad." Perspiration clings to
woolens. They need Mum, that sweet cream that
keeps you sweet for hours. It neutralizes perspira-
tion. School girls please note ! You "actives" need it.

"The Simple Life"

C^OTY recently dedicated some exquisite skin
aids to "the simple life" in beauty care. High-

lighted, are two important creams, a cleanser
and a cream for night use. The cleanser, for dry,
or oily or normal skin, looks like a strawberry
mousse, good enough to eat. Your skin will love
it. The softener does its magic at night, revivify-
ing you for the next day. Then there is a delight-
ful skin freshener and a foundation lotion. True
to their purpose quoted above, they are so easy
to use, so quickly and so surely effective. C. M.
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the lowest ebb in my life, brought me to

New York and back to Hollywood.

"I can truthfully say that this is the first

time in my life when I ever had any real

ambition, when I thought I had a chance m
the theatrical world. My work has become

terribly important to me now. My life is,

in reality, the studio and my home. I don't

have time to think of or even care much

for pleasures." -

The most amazing part of Betty s lite

todav is that finally the careful guidance

and "help of her mother is being rewarded.

What would seem to many as possessive-

ness, a devotion that would destroy inde-

pendence and a sense of values has, in fact,

been the factor that has moulded Betty

Grable into the sensible young lady that

she is today. The belief of her mother in

everything she did has not weakened Betty

;

it has strengthened her*,

Her mother is a quiet, unassuming per-

son. Few people know much about her. To
listen to her, vou would not believe that

she had a thing to do with Betty's success.

She doesn't speak of her daughter with

compelling adjectives. There is no hysteri-

cal note of "See what I've done for her

in her voice. She is a woman who has done

her job as well as she knew how, who has

not only managed a career but has moulded

responsibility and common sense into a

young girl who very easily might have

been just a bored, disinterested lass with

nothing to think about because she had

everything.
,

Yet, in times of a crisis, Betty s mother

has not interfered. When Betty was going

with Jackie, for instance, her mother said

nothing. Once when she was asked for an

opinion, she merely said, "It's your life,

Betty. You must live it as you see fit. You

know what is right, and I believe you can

take care of yourself." Yet, in her heart,

she knew the marriage wouldn't last. She

hoped against hope that it would not take

place. But since her policy has been one of

non-interference with Betty's problems, she

kept still.

Betty recognized her mother s wish to

remain aloof from her marital problems, so

when she and Jackie were having diffi-

culties, she didn't come to her mother with

her woes. She knew she had to work every-

thing out by herself. She had praise one

minute for staying with Jackie during his

court fight, and she had criticism the next

for leaving him. Yet she fought her own

battle. And all during this trouble, her

mother knew nothing except that Betty and

Jackie were having financial difficulties.

She didn't know a thing about the immi-

nent divorce until a few days before the

news broke in the papers. Such is the

peculiar paradox between a mother and her

daughter—a mother who devoted her life

to making a future for her daughter, even

against the daughter's own ideas, and a girl

who depended on her mother so much that

she became independent of everyone and

the judge of her own actions. Everything

in Betty's life today- and yesterday, then,

has been directly related to her mother.

The two were never separated a single

night until Betty married Jackie. They are

together again now and life has assumed an

even course, at last, for them both.

Perhaps Betty's mother devoted so much

attention to her because Betty's sister was

so independent from the very beginning.

Yes, I was surprised, too, to hear that

there was another daughter, for so many

reports have come out that Betty was the

only child. Bettv's sister, Marjorie Rey-

nolds, lives in Kansas City and is the

mother of a five-year-old son. They were

never very close to each other, although

there was a real love between them. Mar-

jorie had a definite goal in mind whereas

Betty didn't. Marjorie wanted the love of

a husband, the security of a family and

made up her mind that such was to be her
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YOU'RE REAL
COMPETITION

when hair gains highlights men admire

J>ERHAPS you have never seen the full-blown
radiance of your hair, just because habit has

enslaved you to old-style soap shampoos.
Then let one shampoo with Halo reveal

amazing improvement in your appearance. Be-
cause Halo contains no soap, it cannot leave
dulling film to hide the natural luster and color
of your hair. Halo removes accumulations of
dulling soap-curds from each tiny hair shaft,
leaves your headdress radiant with color and
brilliance. What's more, with Halo you don't
need a lemon or vinegar rinse.

See how Halo Shampoo leaves your hair
sparkling, silky-soft, easy to curl. How it gives
"eye appeal" to mousey hair. How it gently
cleanses your scalp, leaves it fragrantly clean.
And Halo, because of its new-
type sudsing ingredient, makes
oceans of lather, in hardest water.
Buy Halo Shampoo in gener-

ous 1 0* or larger sizes. It is tested
and approved by Good House-
keeping Bureau.

/HALO!
I SHAMPOO I

i)J/ -Guaranteed To Please-
Simulated Cameo set Ring

with 1 / 30 - 1 4k rolled gold
,—r-r— .

P'ate shank or simulated Cameo
double picture Locket FOR selling 4 boxes s

?norm?riPSr^^.25c5ach - ©Her 4 salve. Post Card will do.
BOSEBUD PERFUME CO., BOX 169 W00DSB0R0. MARYLAND.

£2s

jfeautik

On/y 25c
Adorably rounded bust attracts
friends, wins admiration! In-
viting contours are often devel-
oped quickly with successful
system used by famous glam-
our girls. Shown in complete
Beauty Culture method dem-
onstrated in 79 thrilling
photos. Mail with 25c in
coin to

Filmprint Co.
Dept. 112, 551 5th Ave., N. Y. C.
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future. Betty wanted a family, too—she
still does—but it wasn't all-important to
her as it was to Marjorie.
One day, Marjorie was talking to her

mother about her plans. She had been
watching Betty do various things along the
lines of a career and was proud of her sis-
ter. Her mother asked her if she didn't
have any dramatic ambition. "I'm not in the
least interested in acting," Marjorie said
to her mother. "But I do know where I'm
heading. As soon as I'm through college,
I'm going to get married. That's my life!
You and Betty can have the glamor!"
And as soon as she graduated, Marjorie

did get married. Her mother knew then
that her job was with Betty, for Marjorie
had never relied on her to the extent that
Betty had. Besides, she saw the contrast:
one knew where she was going; the other
had to be directed on some course. Betty
and Marjorie only see each other about
once or twice a year now. They are tied
together by one thing only—the fact that
they are sisters. It's anybody's guess, though,
as who is the happier.

Betty's mother was spared one problem
with her daughters—neither worried her
when romance reared its head. Betty wasn't
one to be concerned with romance to any
extent, anyway. Boys interested her only to
a small degree. In fact, she never went
with a single boy until she was seventeen.
And so began the love life of Betty

Grable
! When Betty started to go out with

boys, her mother created no set rules for
her. Of course, she was supposed to be in
at a certain time, but if the deadline could
not be adhered to, her mother was quite
lenient in extending the time, provided
Betty called to let her know she would be
late. Considering the unsettled life that
Betty had to lead in her work, the varied
contacts she made, it is remarkable that
her mother has not had any headaches with
young love. The truth of the matter is that
Betty was simply too busy to have any
time for romance.
Her first date was with a young man in

Ted Fio-Rito's orchestra. Betty was sing-
ing with the band at the time. So, appro-
priately enough, at seventeen she had her
first love affair. It was an adolescent ro-
mance, sincere and yet not vitally important.
For over a year, Betty went only with this
chap, for she always believed that she
would never go with more than one boy at
a time, a belief that she has somehow man-
aged to stick to until recently.
That first romance ended when she met

Jackie Coogan. Suddenly, her life entered
a new phase. For three years and a half
she went out only with him. She was prac-
tically the belle of the night clubs, for
Jackie loved to go out. Betty didn't know
what she wanted, except that whatever he
liked_ was all right with her. When she
married him, she took every precaution to
make it last. She joined the Catholic Church
to prove that she wanted to make it a suc-
cess. And in that marriage came the turn-
ing point in Betty Grable's life.

I asked her about him and she frankly
replied, "It was one of those things that
couldn't be helped. Jackie's career was
over. He had never had a chance to play
when he was young, and life was just play
to him. I was still trying to prove to my-
self that I had a place in pictures, and, as
a result, I was more interested in working
than_ in playing. Still," she added quietly,
"I did what I could to make it go. I man-
aged our home, did all of the ordering,
supervised the housekeeping, and really
took my duties seriously. I couldn't do as
much as I wanted to because I was work-
ing a great deal of the time. I'd leave for
the studio in the morning and Jackie would
still be in bed. When I'd come home at
night, I'd be dead tired and he'd want to
go out. We couldn't get together.

SCREENLAND

CASH PRIZES

SCREENLAND'S FANS' FORUM
Watch for the first prize-winning

letters which we will publish in the
March issue of Screenland. If you have
not already written to us expressing
your opinion on the movies and stars,
sit right down and do so now and get
in line for one of the Cash Prizes. Re-
member, we're offering, monthly, $10.00
for the best letter; $5.00 for the sec-
ond best; and five awards of $1.00
each for the next best five. Closing
date for letters is the 25th of the
month.

Address letters to Screenland's Fan's
Forum

: 45 West 45th St., New York,
New York.

"I stuck with him even when I wasn't in
love with him any more, because I wanted
to help. I didn't want to do anything that
would jeopardize his chances in his court
fight. I left him when it was all settled
and not because I got any money out of
the battle. I didn't. Not a red cent. I know
everyone assumed that I did, but if that
had been the case, I wouldn't have had to
go on that personal appearance tour to
get enough money to live on."

Betty hit her lowest ebb after her divorce
from Jackie, for everything seemed lost to
her. She had wanted a happy marriage so
much and she had loved Jackie at one
time. Naturally, the break-up was a blow
to her and her preconceived ideas about
the beauties of romance. Yet she had the
stamina to keep from letting it throw her.

"I wasn't embittered about marriage. And
Jackie and I aren't snarling at each other
now. He has come over to my home for
dinner several times. I believe, really, that
what I learned from the experience matured
me. And I know it has taught me more
than ever how much marriage means to
me. Certainly I'm not through with ro-
mance. My goal is still a chance to be a
real wife and to have children."
When Betty was in New York in "Du

Barry Was a Lady," she and her mother
again went back to hotel life. They had
thought, for a while, of selling their home
here but decided against it, much to their
relief now. History seemed to repeat itself
in the return to the old life of a few years
ago.

Betty began to take in the New York
night life seriously. Her mother said noth-
ing because she felt, instinctively, that they
wouldn't be in the Big City for long and
that Betty needed a complete change. So,
to begin with, Betty began going out with
Ethel Merman and other members of the
cast. Then, one night, she received a big
bouquet of orchids from a gentleman who
signed himself "Alexis Thompson." The
orchids arrived every night. Betty was un-
impressed, for she has never been the kind
to enjoy getting flowers. About two weeks
after the first bouquet arrived, they met.
A romance began that got full coverage

in the New York and Hollywood papers.
It was a perfect set-up. He was a very
wealthy young man, but a chap who be-
lieved in working for his living. He was
the owner of a lucrative drug and chemical
company. The romance received even more
notice because it was reported that he and
his socialite wife were planning to get a
divorce.

_
When Betty began to go with him, her

life took on staccato aspects. He'd pick her
up at the hotel and take her to dinner. Af-
ter the show, he'd meet her and they'd go
to the night clubs where they danced for
hours. Betty hardly ever got in before three
or four in the morning. She'd sleep, then,



Until three the next afternoon and get ready

i to so to the theater.

I New York became Alexis Thompson,

j
Both helped bury her past. "Alexis is one

I of the finest gentlemen I have ever met,"

! Betty said to me as our chat continued.

I "Not only did he shower kindness on me,

I but he was so thoughtful of my mother.
1 Three and four times a week, he would

i take her to dinner. And hardly a day went

by that he didn't call her. When my sister

:

and her family came to New York, he was

I
equally considerate of them.

"When I came back to Hollywood, he

Lime to see me. In fact, he made his fourth

tnp out here while I was off a week in

I between 'Down Argentine Way' and 'Tin

Pan Alley.' We went out together as often

l
is possible.

"Mother thought he was just about tops.

: He told her that he had seen every one of

Hiy pictures since 'Whoopee' that I made

I
when I was with Goldwyn, and that he

ji'jnad been a fan of mine for years. He
hadn't told me this, probably because he

thought it might make me too pleased with

;

nivself—which it wouldn't.

I ""Now that he's back in New York,

columnists here assume that our romance is

over. Well, 3000 miles is a big obstacle in

keeping up any interest between two par-

ties, but I'm still very fond of him. As for

marriage—neither one of us is in the posi-

tion to talk about that."

Thompson had just written Betty's

mother a letter. She proudly told me about

it. It seems that he said "Down Argentine

Way" was opening at the Roxy Theater in

New York the next week. He, therefore,

advised her to address all letters to him in

care of the theater. Which hardly sounds

as though the romance has pffted.

Betty is going out more now than she

has since she came back to Hollywood.

She had been working three weeks before

she went out at all, and then she asked the

studio's permission first. Her companion of

late has been Count Cassini, a Russian who
has only been here a short time. To the

accompaniment of exclusive reports about

Betty and the Count, she has this to add,

|

"Certainly it's nothing serious. I like to go

out with him because for a foreigner, he's

the best jitterbug dancer I ever danced

I
with!"
Then there was Desi Arnaz from RKO's

"Too Many Girls." He had been seen with

Betty quite often, before his marriage to

Lucille Ball, but they were simply good

friends, having known each other in New
York. And again—he's a swell dancer, and

dancing is a second life to Betty. As for

Bob Shaw and Ken Murray, there is noth-

ing serious. Ken has known Betty for a

long time. He fits into her scheme of things.

He's a man Betty can pal around with, and

that's all she wants from any man now.

So—the only serious romance since her

marriage has been with Alexis Thompson.
It may be the real thing. And again, it may
not.

Betty is still being besieged by men,

though. When she came home one night

from the studio recently with her muscles

in knots after doing a difficult dance num-
ber, she called a masseuse and told the

maid, "If anyone calls, I'm out." The phone
rang eight different times in fifteen min-

utes, all from men who wanted to be her

;

escort that night. Betty was upstairs, re-

laxed, and asking her masseuse, "Do you
think I'm getting muscle-bound?" You see,

she's as proud of her legs as Darryl Zanuck
is to exploit them.
For a girl who had an inferiority com-

plex and pursued a career only because she

thought she had to, Betty Grable is doing
all right. Even Hollywood admits it now.
An incident that took place in New York
proves that.

Samuel Goldwyn came back stage to see

Betty after a performance one night. His

eyes were popping with amazement when
he asked her, "Why didn't you tell me you
could do all those things? That you had
so much ability?"

To which Betty replied, "I thought you

knew. I was under contract to you, you
know."

I doubt if Hollywood will say again,

"Grable? No. She's been here too long."

You Modern Girls

Lack Romance!

Continued from page 27

"breathlessly beautiful out of this world"

now wrote of my appetite—the number of

ice cream cones and coffee cakes I could

consume in an afternoon. I should have

been chagrined, 1 suppose, but I wasn't.

The two best "eating" stories about me
that are going the rounds of Hollywood
are, I might as well admit it, true. One
concerns the time I was sitting on "The
Lady of the Tropics" set and looking

pretty exciting (this time thanks to

Adrian) in an Oriental temple dancer

costume. A young man, visiting the set,

who had evidently read my romantic pub-

licity, sat down in the chair beside me and

started giving me the big time flattery. I

have a strong aversion to people who are

overly nice to me at a first meeting, and

I wasn't paying much attention to him.

Finally, he decided he was wasting his

compliments on me, and not getting any

place fast, so he rose and said,
_

"Well,

goodbye, Miss Lamarr. I guess I'll have

to desert you now."
I am still a bit stupid about English,

though I have worked awfully hard to

master it. "Dessert !" I said, showing ani-

mation for the first time. "I think I'll walk

over to the commissary and get a dish

of ice cream." Good old romantic Hedy.

The other story concerns the day I had

a toothache on the "Come Live With Me"
set. Director Clarence Brown, a perfect

dear, was on a reducing diet and he

watched me enviously while I ate a huge

piece of coffee cake. "Hedy," he said, "I

don't see how a girl with your beautiful

figure can eat so much."
And it seems that I answered, "It's very

bad to have an empty stomach and a tooth-

ache too. But it's not so bad to have a full

stomach and a toothache." Jimmy Stewart,

Director Brown, and the boys on the set

immediately called that "Hedy's Philoso-

phy," and have teased me about it ever

since.

So—as practically the number one lacker

of romance in Hollywood I think I can

start talking about us modern girls with-

out anyone thinking I'm being smug and

superior.
. .

In these depressing times, with bloodshed

and horror ever in the mind, I suppose it

is only natural that girls should yearn for

romance more than they have done in

years. It's sort of an escapism. Whereas

they used to be content to run down to the

City Hall and marry the nice young man
in the filing department during the ^oon
hour, with a wedding luncheon consisting

of a chocolate malted and a peanut butter

sandwich at the Owl drug store, the girls

of 1941 dream of veils and flower girls

and a voice like Nelson Eddy's singing

Oh Promise Me. As you've doubtless

noticed more waltzes are played now at

restaurants and night clubs than have been

played since the Vienna (my birthplace)

of Franz Joseph and the
_
Blue Danube.

There's nothing as romantic as a lovely

lilting waltz—and a woman, who can dance

at all, is certainly at her best when she is

waltzing. Even the jitterbugs are wearying
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of their peculiar gymnastics and succumb-
ing to the beauty and grace of the waltz.

Still another sign of the modern girl's

renewal of interest in Romance is this

winter's fashions in evening clothes. That
severely tailored evening gown that girls
used to think so chic, and which made them
look as if they were sitting at their desks
about to take a letter, has been discarded
in favor of something filmy and silly with
a heart-shaped decolletage. Girls are defi-
nitely dressing this year to catch the eyes
of the men. Even the most efficient of them,
after eight o'clock, want to look fluttering,
helpless, and alluring. Fewer and fewer
girls are wearing slacks, even at resorts.
I used to adore slacks, but a year ago I
decided that peasant dresses are far more
feminine. I suppose we have to thank this
terrifying war for one thing : at least it's

making us perk up and take an interest in
romance again.
The way I see it the modern girl lacks

romance chiefly because she lost her mys-
tery. Men are very intrigued by mystery.
They

_ had rather see a chorus girl who is

beautifully gowned than one who is practi-
cally nude. I have been told that your
American Ziegfeld played up the mystery
of woman, and never in the theater, before
or since, have men gone so mad over show
girls. The Ziegfeld girls were in the habit
of picking off the cream of the crop of
millionaires every year. Wasn't it about the
Ziegfeld girls the song was written, A
Pretty Girl is like a Melody ? The song
writer of_ today would write that a pretty
girl is like a typewriter, or an adding
machine, or a bra and shorts.
Take the situation in Hollywood. There

is only one star with any mystery—Garbo,
of course. Every fan writer in town would
give his eye-teeth to have an interview with—not Bette Davis, not Claudette Colbert,
not Jeanette MacDonald, and certainly not
Hedy Lamarr—Greta Garbo. Bette, Clau-
dette, Jeanette, Hedy can be lunched with,
talked to, and watched on the set any old
time. But not Garbo. So when a writer
sits down to his typewriter he gives his
beautiful five dollar words to Garbo, wom-
an of mystery—those two bits a hundred
words are good enough for nice palsy
Bette, Claudette, Jeanette, and Hedy. I bet
if someone took a poll of the men of
America, and asked them : "What woman
would you like to take to dinner on Feb-
ruary the 14th," I bet that Garbo would
win in a walkaway. Ah, that mystery, it

gets 'em every time. Sweet mystery of love.
Sweet mystery of romance.
We have to blame our mothers and

grandmothers, I guess, for this lost mys-
tery. When they won equal rights for
women, and women were allowed to leave
their piano stools, their needle-point, and
their tulip beds, and invade business offices,
man's holy of holies, they certainly de-
stroyed romance. But I must say the
daughters and granddaughters haven't
helped matters any. The modern girl wants
to do everything the modern boy does. She
drives^ a car, pilots a plane, and runs an
office just as well as he does. Her efficiency
is so depressing to the male that nine times
out of ten he rushes out of his office, or
his classroom, and marries the first bit of
fluffy clinging vine that he can find. Noth-
ing slaps down male conceit quite so fast
as cool efficiency.

And while the modern girl has been
vying with the modern man in everything
from training lions to prizefighting she has
been becoming more and more comfortable.
Her present state of comfort would cer-
tainly have shocked Queen Victoria. Gone
are girdles, bustles, petticoats, and almost
gone are stockings. Even a strip tease
artist on Main Street wouldn't dare take
off quite as much as a modern girl does
when she relaxes on the beaches at Santa
Monica. Flo Ziegfeld would never have ap-
proved of that.

The modern girl lacks romance because
she has become much too independent.
Girls of today often make a larger salarv
than the boys they go with. Therefore
when they go out with their boy friends
they insist upon paying half the check.
Which makes it very nice indeed for the
young man, but at the same time robs him
of a certain male protectiveness, or perhaps
superiority, which he has enjoyed for years.
He can't tell a girl that tonight we'll do
thus and so when he is expecting her to
come across with a five dollar bill. That
definitely puts a crimp in his style. Men
were annoyed at first when the White
Collar girls insisted upon paying for their
part of the evening's entertainment, but
now I am afraid they sort of accept it as
a matter of course. I hadn't realized this
quite so much until a recent evening I
spent at Ciro's. Upon her invitation my
escort and I joined a very wealthy girl I

know from the East. She was with a
young actor who had been on lay-off for
quite some time. During the evening other
people joined the table, and finally when
the check was presented, and quite a check
too, the young actor paid it. As we were
leaving, a young man who had just dropped
by for a minute but who had stayed the
entire evening and ordered dinner "besides,
said to me, "Hasn't she got a lot of
nerve, letting her escort pay the check!"
Well, now really

!

The modern girl doesn't expect the man
to wait on her any more, and so naturally
he doesn't. The old-fashioned miss with
her constant, "Darling, bring me a shawl,"
and "Darling, please close the window,"
and "Darling, get me a glass of water,"
must have been a terrible pain in the neck,
but from what I can gather the menfolk
simply ate it up. They were being big and
masculine. They were looking after the
poor helpless little woman. Not onlv did
they bring a shawl through a lengthy
courtship, but also through a lengthy mar-
riage^ and loved it. But the modern girl
doesn't ask favors. She jolly well gets up
and closes her own window and goes to the
kitchen for her own glass of water. I have
noticed lately that very few girls sit in a
car and wait for the man to open the door
for them. I spoke to a friend about it just
the other day. "Why do you always jump
out of a car as soon as it stops ?" I asked.
"Henry will_ open the door for you if you'll
only give him a chance." She gave me a
merry laugh. "You don't know Henry,"
she said. "The first date I had with him
I sat demurely in the car waiting for him
to help me out. The car was parked on a
hillside, the brakes weren't tight, and the
car started rolling backwards down the
hill with me in it—and with Henry obliv-
ious

_
to everything standing at my door

waiting for me to come up the walk. I'm
perfectly capable of opening car doors, and
from now on I open them, fast."

_
Romance is something that can't be hur-

ried. It's like the waltzes and the lavers
of filmy chiffon I spoke of before. The
modern girl wants to do everything in a
hurry. It's sort of a keynote of the times

:

hurry, hurry, hurry. She hurries to put
her make-up on, not bothering to see that
her lipstick and nail polish match, she
hurries to the movies with her boy friend,
she hurries home so that she can get a few
hours sleep before she has to hurry to her
office, or studio, or classroom. Modern girls
and boys are so busy hurrying places that
they have completely forgotten how to live
a casual, leisurely life. Beauty and sim-
plicity are practically as obsolete as the
dodo. Everything must be done breath-
lessly. Naturally, you can't be very ro-
mantic with one eye on your wrist-watch.
Every girl's birthright is romance. A

man in Biblical times once sold his birth-
right for a mess of pottage. I'm afraid,
the modern girl has sold hers for a pay
check and a time-clock.

Playground of the

Stars

Continued from page 57

reporters and gossip writers, movie stars
feel that in Honolulu they can climb out of
their goldfish bowls and let go their in-
hibitions. Here they can live and let live,
love and let love, without anyone paying
the slightest attention. They are so wrong!

In Rome, many of the movie stars say,
do as the Romans do. In Hawaii do as
the Hawaiians do. But what they don't
seem to realize is that there are very few
pure Hawaiians left, it is practically an
extinct race. Once there were 300,000 Poly-
nesians in the Islands; today there are less
than 20,000, and a few of them are found
in Honolulu. Also they don't seem to real-
ize that the grandchildren and great grand-
children of the New England missionaries
who arrived there in 1820—and persuaded
a gentle, fun-loving people to discard their
ti-leaf skirts in favor of the most unbe-
coming and a//-enveloping Mother Hub-
bards—are just as prudish and disapproving
as were their gospel-preaching grand-
parents. New England ideas of right and
wrong still haunt the atmosphere, and there
are more sturdy white churches set in
green lawns on the island of Oahu than
there are honky-tonk night spots. The
kamaainas (white people who have lived
there a long time) do not like the mala-
hinis (white people who have recently ar-
rived.) They resent Doris Duke and Jimmy
Cromwell, the Henry Toppings, the George
Vanderbilts and others, who restlessly
Clipper to and from their palatial homes
they have built on Diamond Head. And
they particularly resent Hollywood movie
stars. Do as the Hawaiians "do in Hono-
lulu ? You poor dreamy darlings ! Do as
the Hawaiians do in Honolulu and you'll
be talked about within an inch of your
lives.

After several weeks of mingling with
the Islanders I discovered that the Island
of Oahu has four pests, all beginning with
the letter "M," to wit, (1) the mongoose,
(2) the minor-birds, (3) the mosquitoes,
and (4) the moochers. The mongoose was
imported to eat the rats in the cane fields,

but instead merged with the rats, and re-
tained the worst qualities of both. The
minor-birds seem to take particular pleas-
ure in gathering in groups under your win-
dow at four in the morning and jabbering
away like mad for hours. The mosquitoes
are the welt-raising type, and evidently are
first cousins to those in New Jersey. And
the moochers, mostly agreeable young men
from the mainland with most agreeable
manners, who prey upon the wealthy
widows. To these four pests I heard that
the Islanders were thinking of adding an-
other, also beginning with "M," the movie
star.

Now I thought that rather unkind, and .

just when the movie stars had "discovered"
Honolulu and had decided to make it their
favorite relaxing place and playground.
Well, really, why all this carping about
movie stars, the embodiment of romance,
in the last stronghold of romance? Irked
no end by the sly innuendoes I determined
to go in for a bit of research. I talked with
the great_ grandsons and granddaughters of
the missionaries who are the "backbone"
of the Island. I talked with the people who
represent the "melting pot" of twenty-two
races. I talked with a few natives, the
sweetest, most hospitable folk I've ever met.
I talked with members of the Pan Pacific
Press, who do a wonderful job of public-
izing the Hawaiian Islands. I talked with
the Press, a most intelligent gang, who
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write much better than their fellow re-

I

porters back on the mainland. And I talked

with the playboys and heiresses of Dia-

mond Head. And I have arrived at the

conclusion that there is much to be said on

both sides. The Islanders themselves do

,
not agree about movie stars. The news-

i paper boys and girls adored So-and-So be-

- cause he was a good sport ; but the old

|

families couldn't bear him because he drank

! too much. The Pan Pacific Press couldn't

tolerate So-and-So because she was rude

and disagreeable; but the Diamond Head
bunch thought her one of the nicest stars

ever to come from Hollywood. The Is-

i
landers as a unit were in perfect accord on

only one movie star who has visited there

during the last two years—Bette Davis.

!
Which didn't surprise me in the least,

i Bette has that knack of being able to get

along with all types of people. Wholesome

I

and friendly, fun-loving and sophisticated,

Bette was liked by every group. Some day

in my travels I am going to find somebody

|

who doesn't like Bette Davis—and that
' will be news.

Pro the Islanders (majority rules):
i There is no doubt but what certain movie

|

stars, usually very well-behaved in Holly-

;
wood where they work, have gone com-
pletely "pupule" in Honolulu when on va-

|

cation, and "pupule" means crazy. They
have thrown all discretion to the winds and
acted like characters in those cheap, phony
stories that are being continually written

|
about Hollywood. Naturally the Islanders,

and especially the descendents of the mis-

sionaries, don't approve of this. They raise

I their eyebrows in holy horror, and sneer,

;

"That's" Hollywood for you." Other stars,

whose manners are impeccable in Holly-

wood where they live, have become in-

sultingly rude, and cold as frigidaires in

Honolulu, refusing to participate in any of

I the charming old Polynesian customs,

Kay Francis, with a flower lei around

her neck, drinking refreshing pineapple

juice while vacationing in Hawaii.

thereby hurting feelings right and left.

Yes, the Islanders have plenty of cause for

complaint.
Pro the Hollywood stars (majority

rules) : The Islanders have been a little too

eager to take offense at things that were
not intended to offend. That old chip on

the shoulder, you know. Movie stars, worn
and weary, after months of production in

nerve-wracking studios, do not want to be

bothered, but the Islanders want to make
a fuss. If we make public spectacles of

ourselves, the movie stars contend, the Is-

landers call us wild. If we don't make
public spectacles of ourselves they call us

rude. You can't win. Srj—don't blame the

movie stars too much, and don't blame the

Islanders too much. Every story has two
sides. Let's take the case of Ginger Rogers.

Case of Ginger Rogers. Ginger, a serious-

minded girl, who takes herself much too
seriously, went to Honolulu to rest. Pooped
out after a heavy picture schedule she just

wanted to rest, that's all. She put on a
dark-colored wig to disguise herself, and
left the boat in Honolulu Harbor by the
cabin gangplank. Ginger today, is the most
hated movie star in Honolulu. Business at

one of the theaters where her latest picture

was being shown fell off fifty percent the

day following her arrival. No photographer
in Honolulu will ever take a picture of her
again. The Islanders simply couldn't wait

to tell me how they loathed Ginger Rogers.
"All right," I said, "1 happen to like her.

What did she do? Murder somebod; ?"

Boiled down, it seems that Ginger would
not come out of her stateroom on the boat

to meet the Press, and the photographers,

and the professional greeters who, as a

part of the Honolulu hospitality commit-
tee, meet all the boats and drape beautiful

and fragrant leis around the necks of the

malahinis. Ginger would not accept a lei,

nor would she say "Aloha," and in that

way she insulted a fine old Hawaiian tra-

dition. Personally, I think Ginger should

have entered into the spirit of the thing,

especially on her arrival—it's a nice friendly

custom. But she wanted rest. And rest, ac-

cording to the Islanders, was exactly what
she got as no one would come within a
ten-foot pole of her. When an Islander gets

his feelings hurt, he gets his feelings hurt

good, and his memory somewhat resembles

that of the elephant. According to the

Press, when Ginger had had enough rest,

and caught a boat to take her back to

Hollywood, instead of being covered with

leis, as is the custom, she was Aloha-ed

f©

Martha Scott and William

Gargan starring in "Cheers
for Miss Bishop", a Richard
Rowland Production for U. A. i
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with a ripe papaya, hurled by a native just
as she ran up the gangplank.

Case of Robert Burns. When Bob Burns
arrived in Honolulu the Islanders thought
he would "be like the characters he plays in
his pictures, wholesome, friendly, and Will
Rogers-ish. But, according to the talk on
the Islands, Bob wasn't giving out with
homespun philosophy the morning of his
arrival. When several Islanders knocked at
his stateroom and tried to put a lei around
his neck, he said, and none too pleasantly,
"Don't put that thing around my neck.
What do you think I am—a horse?" And
Mrs. Burns is said to have brushed off
Hawaiian hospitality with a brusque, "Go
away. My husband and I don't want to buy
anything."

Case of Shirley Temple. The Islanders,
with few exceptions, were crazy about lit-

tle Miss Temple. The photographers had a
slight beef—it seems that Shirley was in a
playful mood and would stick her tongue
out just in time to ruin their best shots.
But, they added, better a playful star than
a pouting one. The Islanders took Shirley
right to their hearts, and didn't even resent
it when she leveled a barbed crack at
Joseph B. Poindexter, Governor of the
Territory of Hawaii. "Are you the Gov-
ernor, really?" she inquired following the
official introduction. "You don't look smart
enough to be a Governor." Even though
they liked Shirley the Islanders did not like
Mrs. Temple at all.

Case of Dorothy Lamour. There isn't an
actress in Hollywood who is more co-
operative than Dorothy Lamour. And Dor-
othy in Honolulu was just as obliging as
she could be—whatever the publicity people
would tell her to do, Dorothy would do it,

without a complaint. She was cordial, she
was palsy, she entered into all the fun, and
the more leis and Alohas the better. A pub-
licity guy thought it would be a good idea
to have Dorothy kiss the Army, which
Dorothy not wanting to be a Problem
Child, did. That was too much for certain
of the Islanders, especially the old family
groups. "Why does she make such a spec-
tacle of herself?" they asked. "Must she
go around kissing everybody? Well, that's
Hollywood for you." Poor Dottie, she was
just trying to be a good sport. If she had
refused to kiss the Army they doubtless
would have called her rude and unfriendly.

Dorothy, quite innocently, gave the Is-
land a juicy tidbit while she was there, and
months afterwards I found that they were
still rolling it around on their tongues. I

had lunch with Dorothy at the Beverly
Brown Derby, shortly after her visit to
Honolulu, and she told me of the "most
embarrassing moment in my life" that had
caught up with her on the beach of Wai-
kiki. She quickly mastered the art of rid-
ing_ a surfboard, so one afternoon she was
lolling around on her board trying to get

an even tan before she had to leave. Prettv
far off the beach, she untied her bra So
that her back would tan without leaving
any white stripes. All went well until sud-
denly a big wave rose from nowhere, ana
knocked her off the board right into the
ocean. When she got the water out of her
mouth and eyes she saw a gruesome sight
—her bra was sailing with alarming speed
right out to sea. Dorothy had to leap across
the beach, without benefit of bra. Well, I
don't have to tell you that the Islanders
made the most of that. When it was told
to me again, several months later in Hono-
lulu, it had a different twist entirely.
Case of Irene Dunne. When Irene Dunne

arrived in Honolulu she did everything
just right—Irene would. She kissed the
nice people who put leis around her neck,
that's part of the Hawaiian tradition, she
shook hands cordially with Duke Kahana-
moku, the official greeter of the Islands,
and posed with him for innumerable pic-
tures. She admired the leis, so beautifullv
and artistically made, and asked to meet
some of the lei makers. The women went
mad over Irene, and piled her down with
their leis, and she was just as friendlv and
cordial as she could be. "Oh, boy," s'aid a
lot of the Islanders, "here's a grand per-
son, a real lady and at the same time a
good sport. We must see more of her."
And then—presto—Irene did her famous
disappearing act. Reporters, photographers,
and people who wanted to invite her to
dinner couldn't find her high or low. "So,"
they sneered when Miss Dunne failed to
answer her phone, "Snooty, eh !"

Irene, like Ginger, went to Honolulu for
a rest. She took sunbaths, played golf at
the famous Waialae Golf Club, and went
for long rides around the island admiring
sunsets, mountain ranges, and sugar planta-
tions. The only bit of excitement she par-
ticipated in while there was the first Hono-
lulu "blackout." Honolulu, in case you are
a dreamer, is all prepared for war. Irene
had the spine-tingling thrill of witnessing
her first "blackout" from the roof of the
Royal Hawaiian Hotel.

Irene, as ycu can well imagine, went over
big with the descendants of the missionaries
who pronounced her a lady of perfect taste
and breeding. But other Islanders pro-
nounced her one of the most stand-offish
stars ever to visit Honolulu. See—you can't
win.

Case of Lana Turner. After her erratic
divorce following her erratic marriage
Lana Turner visited Honolulu and con-
tinued to be, shall we say, erratic. Lana
took to the famous Waikiki sports like a
duck to water, and under the tutelage of
a beach boy she quickly learned how to
ride a surfboard and how to manage an
outrigger canoe going at sixty miles an
hour. Young, pert, and extremely athletic,
Lana was adored by the beach boys who

Rudy Vallee per-

suaded Rosemary
Coleman, whom
he escorted to

the Roy Rogers

Barn Dance at
the Cocoanut
Grove, to try on

a ten-gallon hat.

Len Weissman
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fcught each other for the privilege of go-

ins out on a surfboard with her. Most of

the Islanders approved of Lana

—

until they

learned that her nights were almost as

athletic as her days. Lana, child of the

Hollywood night clubs, couldn't be ex-

ipected to go to bed early in Honolulu, just

I
because it happened to be a ten o'clock

! town. Any place you could find a dance

orchestra, and a group of gay young stay-

: u;>-lates there you could find Lana whoop-
ing it up. And why not? She was on vaca-

on and wanted to have fun, so why should

she go to bed with the chickens? "Well."
id the Islanders with a shrug, "that's

lollywood for you."

If Honolulu is going to be Hollywood's
.vorite playground, and it is definitely,

mething will just have to be done in the

ay of making the Islanders understand

,e movie stars, and vice versa. Me, I can't

ndertake it because I'm much too busy
ossiping about both the Islanders and the

novie stars. Perhaps you have some sug-

estions. Or shall we just drop the whole
-ing and let them fight it out themselves?

Anyway, I'm certain the great-grandsons

f the missionaries would like Lana Turner
:

they'd just bother to sit up with her

>me night. And I'm certain the natives

Id like Ginger Rogers if they could

it see her sometimes when she is rested,

nd giving out with their favorite song,
"
'he Princess Pupule has plenty papaya,

e likes to give it away, I mean—papaya."

We'll be one big happy family yet

!

Maureen O'Sullivan

Writes a Letter from

Canada
Confinued from page 28

I was born and brought up in the Army,
!so to speak. My Dad is a Major, you
know, in the Connaught Rangers ; my uncles

j
have all served in the Rangers

;
my brother

is in Egypt, now, with the English Army.
And as a child in Dublin, I lived through

the Irish Rebellion. Perhaps I am "condi-

tioned," if you biow what I mean. So that

when John told me he would have to go, I

knew that he would have to go, that's all.

He left Hollywood, as I have said, a

few months before we did, the baby and I.

He was on convoy patrol at first—yes, of

course, of course you worry when your
husband is halfway to sea, in days and seas

like these ! He was going out of Halifax

on convoy patrol and I began, then, to learn

the lesson of comparative things. I mean,
ore we were married, whenever we were
rt, I can remember thinking I would

furely die if the postman didn't bring me
j a letter from John ; on the days I ex-

pected letters, it would be more than I

could bear, I'd think, if I didn't get one.

And then I had to learn to wait to get a

few lines from John saying that he was
back in port, was safe as of that day, and
I learned that if I didn't get those lines, I

wouldn't die, I'd keep right on living. Do
you see what I mean? There's iron in war,

' as well as steel, and some of that iron

enters women, too.

Well, after a few months he wrote me
i that he was to be stationed in Ottawa for a

:ime. He was off the convoy patrol and
had been made Comptroller of Naval In-

:ormation which means that he controls
censorship—everything that happens, ships
coming in and going out, casualties, every-
thing pertaining to naval matters must go
through him. How long he will be stationed
in Ottawa, he didn't know then and doesn't
know now. But instantly he wrote that he
was there, however temporarily, I got busy.

GIVE THIS

COFFEE
AN APPEALING

NAME
$250 in Cash

For Best 24 Names

$50.00 Check Each Month for Six Months
Extra Promptness Prize

Here is an amazing offer—one that should tax the imagination of every individual. You have
the unusual opportunity to win a big cash prize and receive a $50.00 check regularly each month
for the first six months of 1941. We want an easy-to-remember name; therefore, we are passing
on to the readers of this magazine an opportunity to submit a new name for coffee and win a
cash prize for their efforts. There are a lot of good names being used now such as Morning Glory,
Sunshine, Eight O'clock, Red Wing, and many others. We want a new name for coffee. For the
24 names selected by the judges, we will award $250.00 in cash prizes plus a 550.00 check each
month for the first six months of 1941 as an extra cash prize.

The First Name You Think of May Be a Winner
Think of the many names that are now being used and send us a new name for coffee, one that

you feel will appeal to the housewife. The name you send in may be of one, two, or three words,
separate or combined. Only one name for coffee will be accepted from an individual. This offer

is open to anyone living within the 48 states. It costs nothing to send in a name for coffee. You
may win one of the

24 Cash Prizes Totaling $250.00
Write your coffee name on a penny post card or a sheet of paper. Sign your own name and

address. Mail within three days from the day you read this advertisement—it always pays to be
prompt. Your name for coffee must be mailed before April 15, 1941. 24 cash prizes will be
awarded. If the name you send in is selected by the judges as the first prize winner, you will

receive $100.00 in cash, and as an extra promptness prize a $50.00 check regularly each month
for the first six months of 1941; second prize will be $25.00; third prize. $15.00; fourth prize, $10.00;
and 20 additional prizes of $5.00 each. The 24 cash prizes are in addition to the extra prize of

$50.00 a month for the first six months of 1941 which will be awarded to the first prize winner.
Duplicate prizes will be awarded in the event of a tie. A victory list will be published as soon as
the judges have selected the prize winning names. Right now you may be thinking of just the
name we are looking for—a name that will win first prize. Sometimes the first name you think
of is the best name to mail in. Send only one coffee name—your favorite—to

COFFEE CLUB, 45 Capper Bldg., TOPEKA, KANSAS

Was Tyrone's face RED!
Two strange girls who broke into Tyrone Power's apartment saw him in the bath tub

—

and
refused to leave! Read what happened in this and a dozen equally exciting adventures of

Tyrone Power, George Raft, Dick Powell, Sonja Henie and other Hollywood luminaries. It's

Silver Screen's scoop of the month. Don't miss

"Terriiying Experiences of the Stars"
in the big February edition of

10c SILVER SCREEN 10c
Now on sale at your newsstand

STARS
Do you want to be a Movie. Radio or Stage Star? Read
how it is done. Read the truth, get the low-down. Are you
ambitious to leach the top? Send $1.00 for this book now.
Follow instructions and you are bound to succeed.

ROONEY DRAMA STUDIO
Dept. A, 7717 So. Aberdeen St. Chicago, III.

FALSE TEETH
LOW AS Reduced prices direct

50 from lab. to you.
For booklet write

PARK DENTAL LABORATORIES
Dept. Bl Hammond, Indiana

Could Henry VIII Have Had

Stomach Ulcer Pains?
History tells how Henry VIH would gorge him-
self with food and suffer afterward. Don't ignore
your sufferings. Try a 25c box of Udga for relief

of ulcer and stomach pains, indigestion, gas pains,

heartburn, burning sensation, bloat and other

conditions caused by excess acid. Udga Tablets
must help you or your money will be promptly
refunded. At drug stores everywhere.

GUARANTEED JEWELRY
Solid sterling silver Birthstone
Ring; or lovely 13 set sparkling

Dinner Ring: or Ail-Occasion Ring with simulated Ruby and
8 brilliant marcasiles; your choice. FOR selling 4 boxes of

Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Order 4 salve. Send No Money.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 22 W00DSB0R0, MARYLAND.

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out

of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

vour bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing

freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-

cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-

ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver

Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to

make vou feel "up and up." Get a package today.

Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-

ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10C and 25c.
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Y HAIR

• Now, at home, you can quick-
ly and easily tint telltale streaks

of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest blonde
to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush does it

—

or your money back. Used for 28 years by thousands of
women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed harmless.
No skin test needed, active coloring agent is purely vege-
table. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting—does not
wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One application im-
parts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray appears.
Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair. 60c at
drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee. Re-
tain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miser-

able, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting
up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head-
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with
smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
o Examination. Send Your Poems

J. CHAS. McNEIL
To

A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC
510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

FREE CATALOG
Artistic pins, rings and emblems for classes 'SIqI^

1 and clubs. Attractive prices. Finest quality,

gold plated, silver, etc. Over 300 designs.

Write Depl.W, METAL ARTS CO.,lnc.,Rocliesler,H.r

Relieve
Itch Fast
Oi- Money Back^Scratching

For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally
caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-
septic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense
itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for P. P. D. PRESCRIPTION.

at home:
Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. No previous experience needed. Good'demand, bend for flee liooklet "MakeMoney at Home'' and r, ernenta.

',„, „.- NATIONAL ART SCHOOL3601 Michigan Ave. Dept. 4432 Chicago

Hair
OFF

Happy!

Face
Lips

Chin Arms Legs
I had ugly hair . . . was unloved . . . dis-

couraged. Tried many different products . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed a
simple, painless, inexpensive method. It worked. I
have helped thousands win beauty, love, happiness.
My FREE book, "How to Overcome the Superfluous
Hair Problem", explains the method and proves actual
success. Mailed in plain envelope. Also trial offer. No
obligation. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O. Box
4040, Merchandise Mart, Dent. 12, Chicago,
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I'd had all sorts and kinds of visions that
I might not see him again for—for some
time. So I went to work to get to him. I

sold the house. I packed up the baby and the
dog and the couple who took care of us
and we boarded a plane and flew to John.

This will amuse you, Gladys—we had an
awful trip and, somewhere between Los
Angeles and Ottawa, the baby came through
with three teeth! Bumped in by the air-

pockets, no doubt. And absolutely pain-
lessly which, it seems to me, is a new
thought in advertising for aviation! We ar-
rived, sound if shaken, and there was John
looking very handsome in his uniform

—

and there was the darling, little house he
had rented for us, on the banks of the
river, only ten minutes from Ottawa, in
the Province of Quebec.
You ask how I felt about selling our

house—you say "the way you loved it,

didn't it break you all up?"—it was hard,
of course it was! It was the house we
planned and built when we were first mar-
ried, thinking it would be our home through
the years to come. I like roots, you know,
I like the feeling of permanency. I never
have been one to redecorate and refurnish
my house every six months or so. I like
the feeling of growing old in the same,
mellowing rooms, in the same garden. But
conditions tear up roots, you know—world
conditions make short shift of little, in-
dividual roots—it was, too, the house in
which we waited for Michael to be born,
(yes, you're right, he's sixteen months old
now)—the house to which we brought him
home. The house we thought he would call

home all through his school days, his col-
lege days, until he left it for a home of his
own—for the three of us, it was our first

home.
But it was such an infinitesimal sacrifice,

Gladys, compared to what other people
are giving up and losing and suffering—the
amount they are putting into this War, up
here in Canada ! You have to live here to
have any idea. They are giving their men
and their money, their time and their cour-
age, and you can't give more. And no dra-
matics about it! "my husband is at War"
... "I had a letter from my son this morn-
ing—where from? Oh, I don't know, of
course, where he is" . . . such remarks as
these are staple parts of the daily fare up
here in Canada, words that must come up
and out of the deepest recesses of the heart
and yet are said as casually as some re-
mark about marketing or the weather.
That's why_ / don't want to sound dramatic,
or self-pitying or emotional, even in a let-

ter. It would be a poor thing to swoon
with self-pity over the loss of a house and
a few pieces of furniture, wouldn't it, when
there are

—

irreplacable things.

In Montreal, Gladys, I saw one of the
refugee ships come in. I saw the children
. . . sometimes there aren't any words at
all to match an experience.

I went up to Halifax and was there for
the turning over of the American destroy-
ers to the English— (and apropos of Hali-
fax, it was wonderful to me to see how
England is continuing her trade. There
were about a hundred merchant ships in

the harbor, more ships than were there
three years ago. There is something splen-
didly dogged and determined about that)—
the town was full of English soldiers, 4500
of them, and the band was playing "There'll
Always Be An England." We dined aboard
The Churchill which, before it sailed, at
some unknown hour of the dawn, had been
named the Aaron Ward—the former cap-
tain was there, the new captain, several
members of the American crew, and when
the toast was given "To the future !" I

knew they were wondering into what dis-
tant ports and into what distant waters
their ship would sail. My throat was tight
all that day, as tight as the drums that
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played. I really couldn't feel it mattered
very much, Gladys, the little I'd sacrificed

!

I won't say I haven't had my privatt
moments of homesickness. I don't want to
sound too noble. I wouldn't be human, well,
I wouldn't be me, anyway, if I hadn't. I

discovered, up here, how much I do miss
my things. I have discovered there are cer-
tain things you love, just like people, per-
haps because you have used them or shared
them with someone you love very deeply or
because they have been parts of moments
deeply lived.

I miss my teapot very much, for example,
my old, fat cosy china teapot; I miss my
lace things, my Irish lace; I miss my Irish
linen sheets with the little shamrocks em-
broidered on them; I miss the way the old
pepper tree moved across my bedroom win-
dows in the morning, like green lace arms.
I also miss my paintings and my pieces
of silver and the fireplace in my bedroom,
in front of which John and I so often had
dinner together. When I come to Holly-
wood, I am going to have a field day—

I

am going to get all my little things out of
storage and spread them all around me in
my room at the Beverly Hills Hotel where
we shall stay; I'm going to polish my sil-

ver myself and gloat over everything—and
then I'm going to ask one of the prop men
at the studio to make me a trunk and I'll

carry my things back to Ottawa with me.
I'll take my house with me, in a trunk,
wherever I go. The only things I took with
me when we left were Michael's toys

—

children, I feel, must take their little roots
with them, they can't stand transplanting—that comes later.

But on the whole, I saw my house go
with surprisingly little pain. My eagerness
to be with John again overcame any pangs
I might have felt. And I figured" that if

John is away ten months, ten years, for
however long, well, I couldn't figure me
sitting there in the house in Bel-Air. I
didn't want to be saddled with things,
Gladys, things I'd have to keep up. I didn't
want to have to keep up a lot of face I

couldn't afford. Because we can't, of course,
afford a lot of things now. John has given
up all his picture money, you see, and
doesn't know when he will have it again.
And I am the only one in the family earn-
ing now. We are doing without any help at
all, except for Michael's nurse. I haven't
even a studio maid any longer. I have
never been extravagant about clothes but
I am, if possible, less so than ever now.
Then, too, if John is ordered elsewhere,

I wanted to feel free to go with him. You
asked me about that, Gladys, about whether
I would go with John wherever he might
be sent. If I had only myself to consider,
yes, I would go anywhere with him. But if

he should be ordered somewhere unsafe for
Michael or if we should add to his re-
sponsibility if we were with him, then, of
course, I wouldn't go. After all, with all

the children who are leaving- England, it

wouldn't do for me to take a child into
England.

You asked me how I felt about leaving
Hollywood, about leaving my 'career,' be-
ing away from the studio and all. I didn't
miss my career at all when I first came to
Ottawa. Or so I thought. I hadn't, as a
matter of fact, made up my mind whether
I'd ever go back to Hollywood again, even
if asked. My career, I told myself, was only

;

as good as my next option. And besides, I

didn't marry my career "with bell and
book," I married John. But when I got the
call to come, back and make "Maisie Was
a Lady," I was surprised to find how happy
it made me. My nostrils actually dilated at
the anticipated smell of greasepaint, ward-
robe, and the old, dusty sound stages. I

reacted just as an actress is supposed to,

in books ! I loved my part, too, and John
felt I should do it It's the first time I've



[got away from those awful ingenues or

(from shinnying up a banana palm ! I don't

jhave to be sweet and nice in this one, I

don't have to look 'pretty'! So you'll be

seeing me, Gladys, almost any moment now

!

For the rest, I've been living the life of

ja Leftenant's wife, here in Ottawa, in my
darling, little house on the banks of the

jj-jver—and, my dear, I have made some

of the funniest mistakes ! A gal from Hol-

lywood and the formalities make strange

Ib'ed-fellows, I mean! Like I had to go call-

ling on John's superior officers' wives always

between four and five in the afternoons, all

dressed up in my Sunday best! I had to

leave calling cards, too, one of my own for

'the officer's wife, two of John's for the

[officer's wife and the officer. It wouldn't

!do, you see, for mc to leave a card for an

officer! Well, I always did the wrong

tiling—I called on a man who had been

demoted so that I needn't have called on

Ihim. In fact, it was embarrassing to him

that I did call on him. I called on the wife

of a very high-up officer and, after I'd been

sipping tea and conversation for an hour,

found that I was in the wrong house!
' Someday someone should write an article

about a little, old movie actress Doing the

Elegant in an Army Post. It's a thought

for a "Maisie" story

!

I can't get over how kind they are to

nie, here in Canada, mistakes and all—they

couldn't be kinder. And everybody is
_
so

interested in pictures. Much to my surprise,

not to say delight, everybody seems in-

terested in me, too. They all know who I

mm! I must confess that I've often been
1 discouraged about my parts in pictures,

have often thought I wasn't getting any-

where, didn't amount to much. But I must
1 say that somehow, by some means, people
' do seem to know who I am and do seem

to like what I have done. And it's certainly

one of the wonderful things about being an

actress, that people are so interested in

what you do, how you do it and the people

with whom you work.

I have tea at the Governor General's

(the Earl of Athlone, you know) with
' Princess Alice and her daughter, the Lady

Abel- Smith.
One night at Government House, they

I ran "Pride and Prejudice" and everyone

loved it. They liked "Mortal Storm," too.

< I find they like the pictures some of the
!

critics have turned their noses up at on the

grounds of "propaganda."
Almost every day I take Michael to the

Country Club in Ottawa. The Princess

Juliana of Holland takes her two children,

too, the Princesses Beatrix and Irene. Dar-

ling little things, they are, Gladys, pets.

Michael plays with them and we take turns

ordering orange juice for them. One day it

is Michael's treat, the next day the little

Princesses' treat. A few days ago, after

orange juice, the little Princess Beatrix

came over to Michael and kissed him. It

was Michael's first kiss from anyone out-

side the family. Which sort of makes his-

tory for Michael and sort of made hysterics

for me. Because when the Princess Juliana

said, "Michael, will you kiss Trixie now?"
and
—"NOPE!" said my unconscious-of-

royal-favor-conferred son, you may imagine

the color of my face

!

But I haven't finished telling you about

some of the O'Sullivan boners—well, for

instance, there's quite a lot of difference

between the way one dresses up here and
the way we dress, or don't dress, in Holly-

wood. We always dress for dinner here,

when we are entertaining or are being en-

tertained. The men wear their uniforms and
we girls wear dinner gowns. There are no
slacks, sun-suits or pajamas worn in Canada.

One day, I was asked to come over to

Government House for some tennis. I picked

up a pair of shorts" and off I went. And
there was the Princess Alice in a nice,

pink linen dress, the Lady Abel-Smith in

a nice, beige linen dress and the Princess

Juliana in a nice, white linen dress. Sud-

denly I realized how short my shorts were,

developed an instantaneous migraine and

—

did not play tennis that day!

I've been busy in other ways, too, of

course ; I've done a lot of personal appear-

ances to help finance the War; I've made
trailers and shorts. I've knitted and I've

KNITTED. Why, we'd as soon think of

leaving our shoes at home as leaving our

knitting bags at home when we go any-

where. There are other movie people up

here, too, you know—Robert Coote is with

the R. A. F., getting his training here in

Canada; Patric Knowles is here, Colin

Tapley, too.

But essentially, Gladys, I live very little

differently from the way I lived in Holly-

wood, except, perhaps, for the shorts and

sun-suits ! I seem to live the same wherever

I am, completely unswayed by my sur-

roundings. Dull of me, isn't it? But, you

see, John and Michael are my 'surround-

ings' and where they are, I am at home,

that's all. I never did much partying around

in Hollywood, you know. Our best friends

are the John McCormacks, the Merian

Coopers, the Archbishop of Los Angeles,

and a very few others and when we got

together it was mostly at rather formal

little dinners such as we have here. And
here, too, as in Hollywood, when John
comes home he is too fagged to do much
of anything. We have dinner, talk a little,

go to bed. There is no talk of the war,

everyone here is of the same opinion, so

there is nothing to discuss, which means
that our talk is much the same as at home.

I have learned to live from day to day.

I've learned a great many things since I

left Hollywood. But that, I think, is the

most important

—

that never again shall I

know concern for Tomorrow!
Living from day to day is something we

are all learning now—that we can't plan

nowadays, or only from breakfast to din-

ner, at most and longest. And it seems to

me that it makes one vastly more apprecia-

tive of Today and less questioning about

Tomorrow. It makes living more intense.

It teaches one a tremendous gratitude for

today and for the safety of today. Loving

John and Michael as I do, as I always

have, I nevertheless know that I have never

loved them quite like this.

It's a curious thing how, in War, which
makes so cruelly little of human life, of the

individual, it's very curious how precious

the individual becomes to those who love

him—so much more precious than houses

and gardens and sound stages and careers

and the things that have 'furnished' your

life before. So that I know I have never

looked at them, at Michael and John, snug

and safe by the fireside or at the break-

fast table, with just this special, passionate

sense of gratitude for them and for their

safety. "They are safe," I find myself whis-

pering to myself, "here and now, this

minute, they are safe!"

I'll see you soon, Gladys—and say "Hello"

to Hollywood for me, won't you?
Affectionately,

JU4
P. S.—John has just told me that he is

being ordered back on convoy patrol.

Peace of mind does not last long in time of

war. And I have just had word that after

"Maisie Was a Lady" is finished, I am
wanted for a good part in "Billy, the Kid."

So I shall fly to Hollywood for "Maisie,"

fly back to Canada after it is over, stay

with John for as long as I can, fly back to

Hollywood again for "Billy, the Kid'";

—

there are no such things as plans, as I said.
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mrriT SAMPLES OF REMARK-rnLL ABLE TREATMENT FOR

STOMACH ULCERS
Due to Gastric Hyperacidity

H. il. Bromley, or Bhelburne,

M.—
_ '.

-•^W witl

doctor . told n
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f the rest of my lite. Before taking

J| your treatment I loit a lot ol

•J weight and eoi ng but

I JM 80ft foods
3k jfl Von'n Tablel l I

_^^H well,

^p>»,^_^^i^H I gained bach the weight J had lout,

"

i
n heartburn, bloal

any other stomach trouble due to gastric hyperacidity, you, too,

should try Von's for prompt relief. Send for FREE Sample!

Of this remarkable treatment and details of trial offer wlih

money hack guarantee. Instructive Booklet Is Included. Wilte

PHILADELPHIA VON CO. Dept. 501-H
Fox Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

If you suffer from rheumatic or neuritis pain, try

this simple inexpensive home recipe. Get a pack-

age of Ru-Ex Compound, a two week's supply,

mix it with a quart of water, add the juice of 4

lemons. Often within 48 hours—sometimes over-

night—splendid results are obtained. If the pains

do not quickly leave you, return the empty package

and Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try. It is sold

under an absolute money-back guarantee. Ru-Ex

Compound is for sale by druggists everywhere.

SONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free bookie
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC
Dept. 10, Box 507, Cincinn; 1

LOVELY LASHES
IN 60 SECONDS

"ROMANCE"
Here's how to make your eyes flash

with appeal.

1. Curl your eye lashes upward with

KURLASH—clever eye lash curler.

2. Requires no heat or practice.

3. Upcurled lashes let more light

shine in, making your eyes ap-

pear larger and more sparkling.

- 4. Note, too, lashes appear darker,

longer, more luxuriant . . $1.00

IMPORTANT: Get acquainted with

KURLENE, the oily base cream that
'

makes lashes appear darker, more
luxuriant! Used with KURLASH,
KURLENE makes your lash-curl

last longer, too 50c

KURLASH
Trie Only Complete Eye-Beauty Line

THE KURLASH COMPANY, INC.

Rochester, New York . New York City . Toronto, Conoda

Send 10c in coin or stamps to Jane Heath, Dept.-D.

Kurlash Co., Inc., Rochester N.Y. for trial tube of

Kurlene. Receive free chart analysis of your eyes.

Address

I Off/

| Color: Eyes-
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Instead of Another Black Crepe-

"So red the rose"
must have inspired the
fabric makers this
season. For you are
beginning to see Hol-
lywood emerging in
all variety of rose
prints. At right, are
roses and more roses
in predominantly
fuchsia and violet
tones. A neckline that
is a foil for pearls;
sleeves meant to be
worn with bracelets.
The bodice is mould-
ed and the skirt is

circular. Wear this
frock to lunch in, to
dance in, and for a
generally devastating
effect upon the males.
They will like every-
thing about it, and they
say, flowers never fail!

By courtesy of
Fashion Frocks, Inc.

Left: Demure white daffodils
pepper a crepe of dusty-rose, and
put you in a springtime mood.
The puffed, shirred sleeves are
matched in the shirred cone
pockets, and the skirt has double
inverted pleats. This frock has
that interesting, new two-piece
look because of the wide tie
fabric belt, but is really an all-

in-oner with a slide fastener. It's

pretty ; it's practical, and a good
standby for many an occasion.

Right: You've heard much talk
of yokes and you've heard much
talk of spring colors. Here you
have both. Aqua and grey zig-
zag stripes are used for a semi-
shirtmaker model, the kind of
frock that goes everywhere and
seems right for almost every-
thing. The trim belt has a metal
frame, and you can depend upon
the fitted blouse and smooth
hipband to do very nice things
for your figure. A modish color
splash under that sombre coat.

You will find a win-
some print a wel-

come late-winter
tonic! And if you
choose these types,

you will have an
edge on spring.
They go with coats,

without coats, and
are good all-timers
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i v many as low as

HERE'S a wonderful otter that every ambi-

tious woman should read—then act upon.

If you can spare a few hours daily or weekly

from your regular duties, this offer gives you

the opportunity to add many dollars to your

family's earnings. Or, if you can devote all

your time, you can make up to $23.00 weekly

—and even more. Either way, you can earn a ...

substantial regular income and in addition get \^
all your own dresses without a penny of cost. Many
women in all parts of the country are now enjoying ^»
this pleasant, easy and dignified way to make extra

money. So can you. Just mail coupon below and com-

plete particulars will be sent you free by return mail.

NO EXPERIENCE • NO INVESTMENT
No special experience, no regular canvassing necessary, and not a penny

is required now, or any time. Accept this amazing offer. Become the

direct factory representative for the glorious Fashion Frocks in your

locality. Show the glamorous styles. Wear the stunning dresses furnished

you Free. Your friends and neighbors— in fact, all women— will be

delighted to see these gorgeous dresses, and will gladly give you their

orders. You uinanly show them the newest and most stunning dresses,

Ss but allow them to buy direct from the factory

is:

-and in addition get all

YOUR OWN
i DRESSES

FREE!
.^/n this new kind of

work for Married Women

r
(

{

SAW*, in. \
HOLLYWOOD
Wear and show the latest

Fashion Frocks as worn in

Hollywood by many of
,

the most prominent

|

screen stars. %

and

them money besides.

Wears this beaut/'-

fully-tailored
frock, featuring
novelty wooden
buttons, classic

neckline, and
simulated pockets

Style 861

Louis adorablSb
in this fitted.]
c b ecked-avd -I

monotone sHitnitb

turban to match')

Style 629

APPROVED 1941, AUTHENTIC STYLES

The Fashion Frock advanced styles for Spring and Summer,

are the smartest and most beautiful in all our 33 years

of dress manufacturing history. They are the last-minute

approved styles from famed fashion centers, where our

stylists rush the newest style trends to us to be made into

Fashion Frocks.

WORN BY FAMOUS MOVIE STARS

i Many prominent screen actresses wear Fashion Frocks. Some of

\ the first of the new 1941 Spring Styles are shown here as worn

\ by Binnie Barnes, Astrid Allwyn, Adrianne Ames, and June Storey.

M This Hollywood acceptance puts the stamp of approval on the styles

\ I fabrics and colors of Fashion Frocks.

\ FASHION FROCKS IN NATIONAL DEMAND
Fashion Frocks are extensively advertised, are endorsed and approved

by fashion editors of leading magazines. This superior line of gor-

geous dresses is known to women everywhere who are eager to

see the new spring Fashion Frocks. As they are never sold in stores

but by direct factory representatives only, the demand for them is

growing so fast we need more women to help us take care of it.

so this glorious opportunity is open to you. You can make up to

S23.00 weekly— and in addition get all your own dresses free. It

^< . . costs you nothing. No money is required now or any time. Just

~*N - mail coupon for free particulars. Or write a letter— a postal will

J \ do. There is no obligation.

: . \ FASHION FROCK?. Inc.. Deot. rr-i35. Cincinnati^

y
lb • taking

hi this checked-

and - monotone
frock, punctuated
by smart pockets,

with matching
turban.

Style 862

Her beauty is

enhanced by
the exquisite
embroidery on.

the collar and . „

cove pockets. 1 \j

Style 819

This amaiing o'fer i. \FASM0N FROCKS, IllC, Dept. BB-13

open to ambitious worn- ]

en everywhere, and is i I

absolutely Free in every JIL
respect. There is nothing /: ~ '

to pay now or at anytime. / | FASHION FROCKS, INC., Dept. BB-135, Cincinnati, Ohio

lifej. . i .1 am ' interested in your offer. You may send me, without cost or

obligation, the details of how I can make up to $23 weekly and ge;

my own dresses without a penny of cost.

_ State-

Dress SizeAge



bought tobacco before you

were born." says Alf Webster, tobacco

warehouse owner of Durham, North Carolina.

"I figure I know good tobacco- that's why I smoke Luckies

!

Independent tobacco experts like Alf Webster will tell

you that in buying tobacco, as in buying most things—you get]

what you pay for. They'll also tell you that Luckies pay higher

prices to get the finer leaf.

Luckies' more expensive tobaccos are worth the money because
they're milder.

All during the growing season, Lucky Strike analyzes tobacco
samples—finds out just where and how much of this finer, natu-

rally milder leaf is going up for sale—then pays the price to get it.

That's important to you, especially if you're smoking more
today. For the more you smoke, the more you want such a

genuinely mild cigarette.

Among independent tobacco experts—auctioneers, buyers and
warehousemen— Luckies are the 2 to 1 favorite. Next time, ask

for Lucky Strike

With men who know tobacco best-It's Luckies 2 to 1

CIGARETTES



COMPLETE FIC

STARRING JAMES CAGNEY, OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND, RITA HAYWORTH

u Kids! Don't Leave Home to be Cowboys, says Will 'ames|



you/i flii^&i/yicu/s the wwst

Your exquisite fingers, flame-tipped with the lustrous beauty of

Dura-Gloss-Iike tiny beacons, flashing a message to a masculine

heart falling under your spell! Let Dura-Gloss, the durable, easy-

onflow, longer-lasting nail polish created for the most beautiful

fingernails in the world, bring flashing beauty to your fingertips!

Exult in their longer-lasting gem-hard lustre-and compare this

superlative polish, Dura-Gloss, to polishes costing five, ten times

as much! Buy Dura-Gloss-Bny Dura-Gloss today!

The Belter Nail Polish by LORR 10*

DURA-GLOSS

THE DIFFERENCE

between NAIL POLISHES
(1) Many 10^ nail polishes "fray"
off at the edge of nail within one day.

Dura-Gloss doesn't.

(2) Many lOtf nail polishes dry so

fast that you can't apply them prop-

erly. Dura-Gloss goes on evenly and

smoothly.

(3) Many i04 nail polishes never dry

underneath and are easily "dented."

Dura-Gloss never "dents."

(4) Many 104 nail polishes chip off

so easily that you have "bald spots"

on your nails. Dura-Gloss is true to

its name—it lasts.



"A LOVELY SMILE IS YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT BEAUTY ASSET!"

say well-known beauty editors of

23 out of 24 leading magazines

In a recent poll made among the beauty

editors of 24 leading magazines all but one

of these beauty experts agreed that a lovely

smile is a woman's most precious asset.They

went on to say that "Even a plain girl has

charm and personality if she keeps her

smile bright, attractive and sparkling."

Help keep your smile sparkling

with Ipana and Massage

DO YOU have to be a great beauty to

find happiness—to win a husband—to

be admired by your friends?

No! Decidedly no! Charm counts as

much as great beauty. And even the plain-

est girl with a sparkling smile can give

cards and spades to a beauty whose smile

is shadowed.

Your smile is YOU! It's a priceless asset!

And you should keep it right. Remem-

ber—your gums as well as your teeth need

daily care— for bright, sparkling smiles

depend upon healthy gums.

Keep your smile at its sparkling best . .

.

guard against "pink tooth brush". . .
with

the help of the modern dental health

routine of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage.

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush—

see your dentist. You may or may not be in

for trouble. He may tell you your gums are

weak and sensitive because today's soft

foods have robbed them of work. Like

thousands of dentists today, he may sug-

gest "the healthful stimulation of Ipana

Tooth Paste and massage."

Get Ipana Today I

For Ipana not only cleans teeth thoroughly

but, with massage, it is specially designed

to aid the gums to healthier firmness.

So get Ipana today. Each time you brush

your teeth, massage a little extra Ipana

onto your gums. Help keep your gums

firmer, your teeth brighter and your smile

the charming beauty asset it should be.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SCRE ENL AND
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This is a Winter's Tale. Not told by
the Bard of Avon, but by the Bard of

M-G-M. ^ ^ t +

It is the story of things to come as

the blustery season goes into the home
stretch.

Good things to come.
Exhibits A, B, C, D.

A. James Stewart
|

and Hedy Lamarr in

Clarence Brown's
production Come Live

With Me. The screen play is by Patterson
McNutt. It's a romantic comedy drama,

the story of a circumstantial marriage

in which the woman attempts to pay.

B • Wallace Beery in

The Bad Man. screen-

ized by Wells Root
from the famous Por-

ter Emerson Browne ,

plav which was pro- t>

duced by William Harris, Jr., and
directed by Richard Thorpe. It has ac-

tion, great humor of a high order, and

Lionel Barrymore, Laraine Day and

Ronald Reagan.

Do you like our Exhibits?

3*^

Well, C is the long-awaited co-starring

of Spencer Tracv and Mickey Rooney

in Men of Boys Town by James Kevin

McGuin'ness. directed by Norman
Taurog. Those of you—meaning all of

you—who enjoved "Boys Town", will

understand that this new Father Flan-

agan-inspired film promises to be a

contribution of remarkable merit.

And D is The Ziegfeid

Girl, gav. glamorous, glit-

tering, gorgeous. Directed

bv Robert Z. Leonard, it

will present for the delight

of those with eyes and ears

a galaxy of stars which
include Jimmy Stewart,

Judy Garland, Hedy
Lamarr, Lana Turner.
Tony Martin. Charles
Winninger and many,
many others.

* .

That's A, B. C, and D.

Your best alpha is
£ ZJ

-Lea
if Advertisement for Mt tro-Goidu-yn -Mayer Pietum

Screenland



j\A YRNA LOY took all the slurs and
' " I deprecating cracks about her marriage
break-up without losing one iota of her
inscrutable poise. In fact, Myrna always
does a swell job of queening it just a trifle

under any circumstance. That stand-offish
glint in those cool green eyes of hers never
melts away completely. I saw it come, as
near to disappearing as it ever has, I think,
when out of a clear sky in a little out of
the way, desert drugstore a youngster
recognized her as she sipped a cooling
drink at the fountain. The child's abject
admiration was so disarming that Myrna
was soon putty in his hands. He dragged
her out to the street where he introduced
her all around to an amazed and admiring
group of his pals and for the first time
in my life I saw the studied serenity of
Miss Loy just go hang. When the whole
gang hned up at the fountain for a
treat, Myrna was the giddiest one present.

^H, WHAT a revenge it will be when^ Errol Flynn finally has the oppor-
tunity of getting even with John Barry-
more. The Great Profile, a little more
biting than usual but in rare verbal facility,
gave Flynn a deflating drubbing at the
Florentine Gardens the other night. They
matched wits to the amused benefit of a
good many ears at nearby tables. Barrymore
had Flynn's face red even though Errol
is no slouch at slinging slurs himself. How-
ever, he was at a disadvantage because,
unhke John, there are some words at his
command that he won't blurt out in public.

"You're the One!" is the comedy in which
Bonnie Baker and Orrin Tucker, below, make
their film bow, and "you're the one for me"
is what Lillian Cornell, curvacious harem gal
is telling Orrin, who is sitting pretty above,
and wearing a sultan's turban for the occasion.

THERE'S always a story behind the story
1 of an outstanding success in Hollywood.
There is an altogether unknown angle to
the great personal triumph of Thomas
Mitchell in the dramatic "Flight from
Destiny." All of Mitchell's acclaim for the
creation of this outstanding role came about
quite by accident. In fact, it was only a
wrong telephone number that popped him
into this chance at another Academy
Award. He was mulling two pictures at
the time and was slightly in favor of
going over to M-G-M rather than to
Warners because they offered a better deal.
He asked his secretary to get his agent on
the telephone so he could settle the choice
with him. It happened the secretary also
had the Warner casting office on the wire
and the calls were mixed. The Warner
casting head, quite by accident, got tc talk
to Mitchell before he talked with his
agent, and the die was cast. On such small
things hang outstanding successes in Holly-
wood.

HOLLYWOOD is literally tearing its
I

;

hair out in mirth over Joan Craw-
ford's latest silly experience. A very large
and intriguing trunk arrived all correctly
directed to be rushed to J. Crawford. Oh
what an ungracious denouement was precipi-
tated when it was pried open and proved
to be so obviously missent. It was crammed
full of the worn-out and dilapidated per-
sonal effects, from old squash rackets to
discarded long undies, of one of Joan's
former spouses.
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SOC/AUyALERT
WOMEN
USETAMPAK

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

STYLE LEADERS don't just "wondei about"
new ideas. They try them out themselves . . .

For instance, take Tampax—monthly sanitary

protection that does away with pin-and-belt
problems and maintains a perfect silhouette
in any costume . . .

Tampax was invented by a doctor, to be worn
internally. Made ofpure surgical cotton, Tampax
absorbs gently and naturally, permitting no
odor to form; therefore no deodorants are
needed. No bulging, no chafing, no visible
edge-lines. The wearer does not feel Tampax
while it is in place. It is so compact there are
no disposal problems.

Tampax comes hygienically sealed in individ-
ual one-time-use applicators, so neat and in-

genious your hands never touch the Tampax
at all! And a month's supply will go in an

ordinary purse. Now in

three sizes: Regular, Super
andjunior. Atdrugstores
and notion counters. In-

troductory size, 20£.

Economy package of 40
gives you a real bargain.

Accepted for Advertising by
the Journal of the American
Medical Association.

TAMPAX INCORPORATED SU-31-A
New Brunswick, N. J.

i Please send me in plain wrapper the new trial package
of Tampax. I enclose 10i (stamps or silver) to cover cost
of mailing. Size is checked below.

( ) REGULAR ( ) SUPER ( ) JUNIOR

Name

Address-

Gty_

—

I T WAS like a scene from a super sophis-
I ticated screen comedy with a touch of
George Cukor's impeccable direction. Jim-
my Stewart had parked his car on a steep
incline in front of the house of one of
his very best girls to pick her up for an
evening of fun. Before he returned with
his be-jevveled and be-gowned date on his

arm his car had edged away from the curb
and was smoothly travelling down the
street. They both gave chase, evening
clothes or no, and breathed a prayer each
time the car missed another shiny vehicle
parked along the curb. Finally the run-
away car smacked into a tired looking old
jellopy and turned that car over com-
pletely. The impact halted the offending
machine in its tracks. It was quite a pre-
dicament, but Jimmy soon fixed that. He
simply turned to the very young owner of
the damaged car, and pointing to his own
machine said, "If it's all right with you,
I'd like to have you take my car in trade
for the one I damaged." 'He offered the
keys and the stranger jumped at the ex-
change. Then Jimmy and his charming
companion clicked their heel-s in a curt
little salute to each other and, absolutely
machineless, tripped on down the street.

Before they could find a taxi, a horn
tooted, a car halted at the curb and offered
a lift. It was their new acquaintance play-
ing along with them in their sophisticated
game. They gladly accepted his hospitality
and soon, with the most gracious non-
chalance and charming camaraderie, all

three rode off gayly in search of a taxi.

THERE is just no limit to the ends that
I practical jokers won't go these days. It

seems that the biggest names in the busi-
ness have been taking the brunt of the
really crackbrained pranks lately. Our fore-
most exponent of fatal feminine enchant-
ment gave the champagne and caviar set a
big giggle the other night. This sensuous
siren of the screen, swathed in the richest
furs and the falsest eyelashes imaginable,
languorously attitudinized all over our
swankiest night club. Her phony shenani-
gans finally got the

_
goat of one of our

town's more imaginative wits. Undoubtedly
fortified with giggle water, he resurrected
from somewhere a most amusing sign
printed in a manner to insinuate most
amusing consequences, and pinned it to our
femme fatale's luxurious white fox cape.

Utterly unconscious of the gag, our lan-
guorous lady flew into a hysterical fit when
the management advised her she would
either have to stop advertising with signs
or leave the establishment.

She may be looney, but she's lovely!

Barbara Allen, who recently appeared in

Gene Autry's "Melody Ranch," is radio's
zany Vera Vague. It won't be long be-
fore she will be given glamor girl roles.

f~*ARY GRANT is one of the softest
^- touches in town and Rosalind Russell
knows it. Even after he had a fellow
thrown bodily off the set for trying to get
money from him under false pretenses, Roz
knew the finesse of an effective approach.
Her sad story of the assistant director on
her picture who hadn't worked in a year,
and his struggling wife and children,
melted Cary in a minute. Soon Roz walked
away with a neat little roll of folding
money and a very amused twinkle in her
eye.^ In due time, from the stage where
Roz's picture was finishing up that day,
came sounds of very gay revelry and Cary
sauntered over to get in on the fun. He
did. He got a bigger kick out of it than
anyone when he found that Roz, as a joke,
had wheedled that money out of him to
give all the crew of her picture a party.

Constance Moore, Phil Regan, Virginia
Dale, Tommy Dorsey, and Lillian Cornell
in "Las Vegas Nights," a crazy comedy
of the troubles of some vaudevillians
who're stranded in wide-open Las Vegas.

-State-

8 SCREENLAND



"HIGH SIERRA is an excite-

merit-loaded yarn if ever I knew
one! On film it's a world-beater!"
Newspaperdom's acknowledged No. 1 Story-Teller

MARK HELUNGER

HIGH SIERRA is the most

thrilling and unusual picture I have

directed since 'What Price Glory'!''

Director of a hundred Hits, RAOUL WALSH

y^^^ "My story to top 'Little Caesar' is

HIGH SIERRA!
Famed Author, W. R. BURNETT

-

WARNER BROS., Producers of 'Little Caesar'

and 'Angels with Dirty Faces', now present the

drama that towers mightily beside both ...

mum
8HERRA

A N*W PEAK FOR SCREEN BXCITEMENTl

It's the picture that skyrockets them to top star ranks!

IDA LUPINO S
As Marie, the taxi dancer and killer's companion—
deep down just another woman whose hungry heart

yearned for one man. HUMPHRFY
ramoGART

As 'Mad Dog' Earle, enemy of /

all that is decent and good, de- /
fiant of every law on earth +- yjjM^

except the High Sierras ! f*^

1
v/iih ALAN CURTIS • ARTHUR KENNEDY • JOAN LESLIE

HENRY HULL • HENRY TRAVERS

Screen P - ' - John Hurton and W. R. Burnett • From a Novel by W. R. Burnett
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(Sffff, natural-looking waves, tiny

curls and ringlets that keep their

beguiling beauty . . every glamour

girl knows they are essential

requirements for real loveliness.

Nestle Superset will glamourize

your hair with curls and waves

that are soft and lustrous .. that are

so easy to manage . . that stay in

place days longer. You'll enjoy

using Nestle Superset, It's so

simple to apply, dries so rapidly

and never, never leaves embarrass-

ing white flakes to mar the beauty

of your dark clothes or furs. Nestle

Superset comes in two different

types. The regular (green) and the

new Number 2 which is transpar-

ent and extra fast drying. Both
Supersets have received Good
Housekeeping's Seal of Approval.

SUPERSET

What is this? Well, the way Dagwooo (Arthur Lake) explains it is that if Blondie
(Penny Singleton) can get herself a new boy friend, he can get himself a new girl.

Ruth Terry is planting a kiss on Dagwood's cheek, and that's Tito Guizar snuggling
close to Blondie. The four are in the latest of the Blondie series, "Blondie Goes Latin."

10$* at IOj* stores

BETTE DAVIS has appeared at some
of the town's most brilliant parties

lately and always with the shattering ef-

fect of putting a good many of the town's
"beauties" in the shade with her over-
whelming personality. Bette is certainly not
the unsocial, mousy girl she was when she
first arrived in Hollywood. Now she is

surrounded like a magnet by the town's
big names when she spouts her over-loud
but very brilliant party chit-chat. "There
goes the man who nearly blighted my life,"

bellowed Bette at a recent white tie and
tails soiree. The object of her jibe shunted
his conversation companions and his social

small talk to join Bette in a hearty laugh.

It is an established joke between Bette
and William Wyler. He's the man whose
remarkable direction brought her an
Academy Award in "Jezebel," and who
directed her recently in "The Letter."

Llowever, once Wyler and Bette couldn't

laugh so gaily about their enviable artistic

association. Nearly ten years ago when she
was unknown, Bette was a complete wash-
out to him. Out at the old Universal Stu-
dios he flatly turned her down and picked
another actress for an important role.

When good fellows get together they can
always find something to laugh about. Judg-
ing from picture below, Errol Flynn and
Olivia de Havilland had a merry time re-

turning *rom the "Santa Fe Trail" premiere.

YOU can see Ann Sheridan a mile away
in that very, very green hat that is a

most flattering contrast to her hair, which
seems to be becoming very, very red. . . .

The latest example of moppet precocious-
ness in the movie colony comes from the
lips of Joan Blondell's sonny boy, Norman.
When asked what he thought of his first

session of going to church, he seemed to
favor the custom, but was puzzled. "There's
one thing I don't think is fair. The man
who talked and did all the work got
gipped in the end. Another man who didn't
do anything came around and got all the.
money !"

SINCE the honor has been bestowed on
Errol Flynn I've been wondering if he,

or the other Hollywood stars who have
received similar distinction, have ever
thought about the fact that it is really un-
lawful for anyone to sell them liquor. It

is a crime since these people have had the
singular honor of being made full-fledged

members of an Indian tribe . . . For all

of Eddie Albert's recent screwy publicity
antics and his decidedly far from sane slant
on life in general, he is not without a
pretty good business head. Eddie's whole
family is comfortably ensconced in a new
apartment house he bought. His mother
manages the establishment, and the ar-
rangement brings Mr. Albert quite a nice
little penny.

10 SCREENLAND
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RUTH and KERN
(Margaret Sullavan and the

exciting new romantic screen

personality, Glenn Ford) who,

armored only with their love,

win their hearts' victory!

SCREENLAND 11
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Prom the
Confidential
Notebook
of Mr. J1---

Had no pep ft , t better

off too long.

|

one on me £?te is a newJust liie chocolate!

thle morning. E*

"

La* wor
Just watch

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable bowel movement that

brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's

good for every member of the family.

10* and 25*

She loves to eat! But her studio makes her
diet to maintain that girlish figure—remem-
ber, the movie camera always adds ten
pounds to anybody's weight. However,
Maureen O'Hara relishes her mother's mar-
vellous cooking between pictures, and passes
along to you some of her favorite recipes.

Yes, Hollywood has home girls,

too! Here's pretty Maureen O'Hara,
who gives you her family's favor-
ite recipes for wholesome meals

AUREEN O'HARA took the house
because of the swimming pool! It's

. not the usual Hollywood pool; it

crowns a steep hill back of the Spanish
house of O'Hara choice which itself is set on
one of Hollywood's highest hills. You must
mount a flight of green stone steps that turns
and twists up the slope to reach it, but once
here the pool lies cradled in a dip at the
top, protected by a windbreak of trees, yet
with an amazing view of Hollywood and
Beverly Hills stretching to the sea.

_
Maureen is not an ex-

citable person. She's as
poised as a woman of
thirty, as calm as a sum-
mer night, but she grew
quite heated about that
pool. "I couldn't give it

up," she assured me. "It's

like being on top of the
world there. You feel

above storms."
The house has its

charm, too, but to Mau-
reen it isn't the red-tiled
roof, the archways and
tiled halls, the completely
modern kitchen and up-
to-the-minute breakfast
room, or the glamor-
ously furnished bedrooms;
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Maureen admits her mother is the real cook of

the family, but she herself enjoys puttering

around the kitchen and trying new recipes.

it's the view at night from the living room's
studio windows.
There are two large windows, each its

own panorama (one including Catalina on
a sunny day), but it's the lights at night
that get you, says Maureen. "I like to lie

on my couch facing the windows after

dark and watch them. Some are the ropes
of white diamonds that are streets and
some are the rubies and sapphires and
emeralds and topazes that are signs, and
then there are the ones that flash on and off

and look as if someone had shaken a
lapful of jewels so that they roll around."
A house has so far proved a slippery

possession to the young Irish star. When
she graduated from Trinity College in

London, she expected to appear on the
London stage, so she leased a house in

London for three years. Then came the
movie contract and almost before they
knew what was happening, Maureen and
her mother were on the high seas headed
for Hollywood.
"No more leases, we told each other,"

said Maureen. "Ma3rbe I wouldn't last! So
we rented one place after another until

one day we found this house on the hill.

Mother was fascinated by the house and I

by the pool, so we took it—and I hadn't
been in it three days before they sent me
out on a personal appearance tour ! Now
I'm home, but I don't dare count on it!"

Her long bob of red curls made a vivid
spot against the cream of her living room
wall, the blue-green of her eyes were like

the blue-green of the rugs. Rust and green
in drapes and furniture set off the Irish
beauty. Her mother, who has the fire that
Maureen scorns, came in with the Irish
terrier, Fionn McCunail. "Pronounced
Finn McCool," elucidated Maureen, paying
no attention to Fionn's rubber bone, which
he hopefully offered.

"You'll be wanting to know about Irish
dishes," said Mrs. O'Hara, beaming.
'Maureen can eat, but she knows nothing
shout cooking. How she loves to eat, that
child

! When she was a little girl, she was
so plump and fat, she might have been
3 butterball. She'd eat and eat, and then

(Continued on page 82)

If she can't take a tip —

she'll surely lose her job

Why risk offending? Use Mum every day.

Be sure underarms are always fresh!

NANCY couldn't believe her eyes! Yet

there, plain as day, was the note that

told what her fellow workers thought.

Carelessness of this sort . . . the merest

hint of underarm odor... can pull you

down so quickly! That's why smart girls

make a daily habit of Mum.
For Mum makes your daintiness sure.

Just smooth it on and you're safe from

underarm odor for a full day or evening.

Never forget Mum for a single day, for

even daily baths can't prevent risk of of-

fending. Underarms always need Mum's
sure protection.

More women use Mum than any other

deodorant because:

MUM IS SPEEDY! Thirty seconds is all it

takes to apply a touch of Mum.

MUM IS SURE! Without attempting to

stop perspiration, Mum prevents under-

arm odor all day long.

MUM IS SAFE! Can't irritate your skin...

can't harm clothes. Mum has the seal of

approval of the American Institute of

Laundering. Get a jar of Mum at your

druggist's today. Use it every day... be
sure you're always sweet.

For Sanitary Napkins

More and more women who
want no worries about dain-

tiness are using Mum for

this important purpose. And
Mum is so gentle, so safe. TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION
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SCREENLAND wishes to thank

its readers for the prompt and
amazing way in which they re-

sponded to this Forum's call for

letters, and asks those who did not

win a prize this time not to be dis-

couraged, but to try again. Write
a letter of constructive criticism or

start some controversy, and WIN
A CASH PRIZE. We offer, month-
ly, prizes of $10.00, $5.00, and five

awards of $1.00 each. Closing

date for letters is the 25th of the

month.

Please address your letters to

SCREENLAND'S Fans' Forum, 45
West 45th St., New York, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

My pet movie peeve is the "sound ef-
fects" which accompany movies and which
are supplied by several over-talented ( ?)
members of the audience.
Example No. 1 : The heroine was grace-

fully gliding across a lawn. Of course,
some dope created the sound of horses'
hoofs and wouldn't give up until half of
the audience thought it was a Royal
Mounted raid.

Example No. 2: A love scene was tak-
ing place. Gently the hero placed his lips
upon the lips of the fair maiden. Just at
this "touching" moment, some dim homo
sapiens puckered up his bubble-gum and
slowly drew his breath through it, thus
transforming the love scene into a toss-up
between a leaky tire and a toothless indi-
vidual symphoning mush.
Now, which shall I do : Take up basket-

weaving, or wear ear-muffs to movies and
use my imagination? Sound-effect creators,
remember, "I paid too!"

Lorraine Nelson, Cathay, No. Dak.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Give me unreality and illusion in 'my pic-
tures ! I'm a sucker for that sort of hokum
in movies. I dote on it and can take it in
large doses. Of course, the more sugar-
coated it is, the better I like it. The person
today who is energetic enough to keep him-
self headed upstream gets his bloomin' fill

of reality and disillusion in his every-day
life. Maybe that's why I like unreality, etc.,

in my picture fare. I get so fed up with the
hard knocks I have to take that I enjoy
seeing life as I wish it were but which I
know it is not.

Yes, I like pictures of unreality and
illusion

—
"magic carpet" pictures. I don't

care if I do know they are mostly hokum.
They give me a chance to spend an hour or
two away from life as it really is, and
I need that kind of a vacation as often as
I can afford to take it—at the movies.

R. W. Carr, Parkersburg, W. Va.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

Motion pictures could be the greatest
form of entertainment known to man if

producers would only wake up. I am re-
ferring to the double features. The aver-
age movie-goer is fairly intelligent. To see
a good picture why must we sit through an

14

hour and a half of hokum? Why must we
ruin our eyesight and disposition on an
anaemic little love story or a so-called
murder mystery that a child of ten would
find impossible?
The American movie fan wants to see

a good story enacted by a splendid cast and
is willing to pay more for excellent enter-
tainment, as witnessed by the great success
of "Gone With the Wind."
Reserve the horse operas and amateur-

ish mysteries for the children's matinees
where they belong and give the adults adult
entertainment. Then watch the lines form
at the box offices.

Barbara Briggs, New Bedford, Mass.

_
"Fred Allen has been to Hollywood three

times. He hopes there will be no fourth."
This tid-bit is from the January issue of
SCREENLAND. To Fred's fervent hope
that there will be no fourth trip I would
like to add mine.
How that man must have suffered ! Will

Hays should investigate the brutal pro-
ducers who kidnapped this comedian and
forced a fabulous sum on him to keep him
in Hollywood. How else could Fred Sour-
puss have been brought to this abominable
town ? Certainly not of his own free will

!

There must have been a terrific struggle.
I should thank Allen for one thing. He

made picture work sound so strenuous that
I'm glad I drive a truck for a living.
But now I must be off to see Jack Benny

in "Love Thy Neighbor."
M. W. Roman, Philadelphia, Pa.

I just had one grand evening at the
Albee ^Theatre. The picture was "Tin Pan
Alley." I go to many pictures and always
go with my husband, who, during most of
the picture, sleeps like a log. Well, it wasn't
like that during the showing of "Tin Pan
Alley." No sir—he sang and laughed with
all the rest of the crowd. Jack Oakie is

simply adorable in it and perhaps I

shouldn't say it, but he was the show.
Every word Betty Grable spoke could be
understood. The entire cast was very good
and do you know what, although I'm not
telling the family, I'm seeing it again to-
morrow at a suburban theatre.

Mrs. IV. E. Loch, Cincinnati, O.

personal life, and then Hate his pictures
and refuse to see them. Perhaps what he
has heard is not true, or has been enlarged
upon; hence it is unfair to judge a person's
acting ability' by what he may have heard.

Persons of the stage, screen and radio
earn their living by their ability to enter-
tain in some manner or another, and should
have due credit for what is coming to
them. Hollywood life differs greatly from
the average American family life in other
parts of the country; hence they are not
understood, and their ability to earn their
bread and butter is all that should enter
into it. I ignore their personal life—then go
to see their pictures for the sheer joy and
relaxation they give me after a day's work—which is on the average of three' times a
week.

"

More power to these actors and actresses
who help me while away many an hour.

Elsie Dick, Beverly Hills, Calif.

I don't yearn to meet the President
Or watch the Brooklyn Dodgers

—

But, gosh, how I fell for a handsome gent
By the name of Roy Rogers

!

In my opinion, this youthful singing cow-
boy is the most charming and irresistible
personality to greet the movie fans in ages.
And judging from his record since the
release of "Under Western Stars," a host
of other fans must share a similar opinion.
Norvell recently predicted that Rogers will
soon join the big league stars and 1
heartily second the prediction. It doesn't
take an astrologer to foresee big things for
Roy

!

Lena M. Northam, Bennettsville, S. C.

I don't like to see a movie fan "take up"
something he may have heard about a star's

it*

HONORABLE MENTION
I'm a regular reader of Screenland and

am glad to write to your new forum. I have
no pet peeves—no criticism. I only want to
shout to the world my appreciation of the
moyies just as they are, as they have been
a life-saver to me.

I've been confined to a wheelchair for
almost a year due to an automobile acci-
dent. Friends called for a while but their
interest soon slacked down. I don't like to
make my family feel they have to stay
home every afternoon to keep me company.
So they wheel me across the street to our
neighborhood theater and for two hours I
forget all about my condition while ab-
sorbed in a thrilling picture. Then a cour-
teous usher wheels me across the street and
the maid rolls me in the house.



Thank God for the movies—all of them.

Evelyn Miller, Charlotte, N. C.

What say we get a question settled? Are

Paulette Goddard and Charlie Chaplin mar-

ried? Is he ashamed of her, or vice versa?

Is she using this as a blind? You know,

after all, it doesn't add anything good to

her reputation. I think it is all just plain

silly. That guessing game is okey for a

while, but two years of it is a little more

than necessary. So let's have the truth.

Mrs. E. F. Lcathcrman, Oak Creek, Colo.

of the Mohicans," "Mr. Smith Goes to

Washington," "Gunga Din," "Three Com-
rades," "The Mortal Story," and "All This,

and Heaven Too."
By the way, when is Margaret Sullavan

going to win an Oscar ?

Henry Steinhoff, Chicago, 111.

do they want him to "go straight"? He isn't

nearly as effective, in spite of his ability.

It is his sinister individualism that has

made him what he is. In his case—Crime
Does Pay.

Ruth King, Cranford, N. J.

An Oomph Cow ! Of all the silly things

!

Giving a cow the same title as a beautiful

movie actress. I am Ann Sheridan's most

ardent fan and I think the world of her.

To me it is sort of like comparing Miss

Sheridan with a cow. The person who gave

Elsie, the Cow, that title probably didn't

mean it that way, but I'm sticking up for

Ann Sheridan.
Grace Pritasil, La Mesa, Calif.

^^>-

I was all for going in to see "I Want A
Divorce" from the beginning but Bill

wanted to eat first. We ate. But he ad-

mitted afterward that the picture might

have been better if we'd seen it from A to

Z, instead of from M to Z and A to L.

Very politely I said no, the other fea-

tures and newsreel helped me endure it's

"meller-drammer." I'd wanted to laugh but

the "kick comedy of the season" left me
with every emotion squeezed out of me
and several wet hankies.

I'm not kicking about the acting which
was excellent." Joan Blondell is a grand

little comedienne—if she has a story

worthy of her talents. It's poor stories that

kill stars. So let's give Joan better stories.

Mrs. Bessie Talcs, Denver, Colo.

With "Arizona" under my belt, I figure

that I have just about half completed my
cinematic Cook's tour of these United

States, what with "Kentucky," "Mary-
land," etc. How about Maine or Vermont
for the twenty-one million or so Re-
publicans ?

All joking aside, "Arizona" took me back

to my kid days, where every Saturday
afternoon meant cowboys, Indians, and
plenty of shooting and riding. "Arizona"

beats any Western I have ever seen for

riding and gunplay, and Jean Arthur is just

about perfect as Phoebe. The dialogue was
about as corny as any I've ever heard, but

who cares about dialogue when Redskins

are biting the dust?
Maxine Baxter, Norwood, O.

In this letter I am going to tear down
three motion pictures. They are the only

three that have ever bored me stiff!

No. 1 : "Sweethearts." I thought the

story was awful, and Nelson Eddy worse

!

No. 2: "Strange Cargo." Another awful,

mushy story. Did Joan Crawford have to

go without make-up? She looked positively

repulsive. Such a gruesome tale.

No. 3 : "New Moon." Why is Nelson

Eddy? I cannot stand the man. The story

and plot weren't so hot either. The music

was good. Jeanette MacDonald was good,

too, but oh, that Eddy

!

Now just to show you I like some shows,

some of my favorites will always be : "Last

Haven't they enough heroes running

around loose in Hollywood without wasting

the magnetic evil of George Sanders in

Saintly roles?

He is one of the best villains on the

screen. He leers and sneers his way off

with every scene in which he appears, and

even the heroes oomph pales into insignifi-

cance before the strength of his cold, cul-

tured knavery.
He can mesmerize people into sitting

through his pictures twice (I saw "Rebecca"

three times) and there aren't many "bad

boys" who can do that.

So, why in the name of big box office

If I had my way, Humphrey Bogart

would receive an Academy Award for be-

ing consistently good in "bad" roles. He's

swell, no matter what part he plays. He
usually portrays the meanest gangster in

town, loaded down with gats, and talking

out of the side of his mouth. Or, he can

be a not too tough truck driver as in "They
Drive By Night." (Didn't he make a won-
derful husband?) Whatever his characteri-

zation, he has what it takes to make the

audience cheer him.

I don't ask that he not be typed, for he

already is, as the most likeable "bad man"
in Hollywood.

Miss Miriam Arnold, Macon, Ga.

SEE! PRETTY WOOLS STAY SOFT WITH AMAZING NEW

IVORY SNOW! 3-SECOND SUDS IN COOL WATER!

Easy now to give sweaters safe care

!

No more worry about hot-water shrinking

!

A GREAT BIG CHEER for

the new Ivory Snow! It's a

wonderful cool-water soap that's

safe for the downy softness of

sweaters—safe for every woolen

washable a girl ever loved!

This new Ivory Snow sudses

in 3 seconds—in safe cool water!

No need for hot water and

hard rubbing that shrink wool-

ens. Just squeeze your pretty

sweaters gently through cool,

pure suds of Ivory Snow and

watch 'em come out soft and

fleecy ! You'll thank your stars

for this new cool-water

form of pure Ivory Soap

!

Try Ivory Snow today!

NOT A RUN IN SIGHT,

thanks to Ivory Snow's nightly

care! No hot water and
strong soap—plenty

af cool , pure
suds to help . r

stockings
wear!

HAPPY DAYS
FOR SWEATERS

!

No fear of hot-water
shrinking for wool-
ens, with cool-wa rer

Ivory Snow! Cool
suds help sweaters
stay fleecy!

LITTLE TOTS'
WOOLENS

thrive on Ivory
Snow's safe care! It's

the new cool-water

form of baby's own
pure Ivory Soap!
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To the Beautiful Woman, the Great Ac-
tor, the Fine Writers, and the Imagina-
tive Director who have made "Flight

from Destiny" the Picture of the Month!

"Flight from Destiny" will

get you! We predict it

will be the most talked-

about picture of the sea-

son. It's that "different"

movie you've been look-
ing for: a daring and
original drama of a man
with only six months to

live — and what he does
with the time left to him.
Call it a melodrama, call

it a murder mystery, call

it a chance for Thomas
Mitchell to prove again
that he is a great actor,

call it a triumph for allur-

ing Mona Maris in the
siren's role — but see it!
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SCREENLAND'S
Crossword Puzzle

By Alma Talley

5.

10.

14.

15.

16.

17.

19.

21.
22.
23.

25.

29.

34.

36.
38.

41.

42.

43.

44.

46.
47.

49.

51.

52.

54.

55.

57.

59.

61.

62.

ACROSS^
Star of "North \Cest Mounted
Police"
She stars in "Tin Pan Alley"
Leading lady in "A Dispatch
from Reuter's"
On the shelcered side

She is Mrs. Alexander Korda
At all times
Sated with pleasure
Dresses in
Anger
Preceded
Sightless
Ingenue in "You'll Find Out"
Printer's measure
Walt Disnev's Mickey
"If I My Way," a Bing
Crosby film
Northwestern state (abbrev.)

Co-star of "Road to Singapore"
He stars in "The Mark of

Zorro"
Mickey Rooney's mosr famous
role -

To ooze : leak slowly
Close at hand
"That Certain - - -," a Deanna
Durbin film

She stars in "The Letter"

The Grand Duchess Suana in

"Ninotchka"
He's featured in "Trail of the
Vigilantes"
Exclamation of woe
Famous movie baby

—

(". .... Gees Her Man")
To sing jovially

Germans were called this in the

last war
"- - West," a Marx Brothers
film

A pointed steel instrument
Star of "Wyoming"
Myself
"

,
My Love," with

Claudette Colbert
He's grown up now and no
longer plavs the role of a brat
Woeful

63. To free, as from a burden or

annoyance; banish
64. She co-stars in "The Howards

of Virginia"
66. Co-star in "He Stayed for

Breakfast"
68. "- - - - Town," with Colbert

and Gable
70. Later in time
72. Operatic solo

75. Sole; solitary

74. He's featured in "The Long
Vovage Home"

"5. The back

DOWN
1. Co-star of "Comrade X
2. Co-star of "Love Thy

Neighbor"
3. To peruse
4. A yes-man's favorite

word
5. Fart of to be
6. He plays Judge Hardy
7. Co-star of "Penny

Serenade"
8. Dressed
9. Ever (contraction)

10. "Youth Will - -

Served," a Jane
Withers film

11. Bad
12. Withers
13. General course or

direction

18. Black wood
20. He and his band are in

"Second Chorus"
24. To drag
26. Paradise
28. Among (poeticl

29. Co-star of "Road to

Singapore"
31. His new one is

"South of Suez"
32. Caresses

33. Straps to guide a horse
34. Head covering
35. Past
36. To dispose of for money
37. Greek letter

69.

71.

"All This. - - - Heaven Too"
Co-star of "Arise, My Love"
She's Mrs. Desi Arnaz
Periods of time
Rude and ill-humored
Some
Indebted to

"The Villain Still Pursued
- - -," with Anita Louise
She laughed in "Ninotchka"
A constellation

One of the sisters in "Tin Pan
Alley"
Consumed
Mental derangement
The voice of Charlie McCarthy
An image of worship
Divan
Certain
What a crow would say in a

talkie

Wooden implement for

propelling a boat
"- - Favorite Wife," a film

comedy-
Note of the scale

Answer to

Last Month's Puzzle

ADVANCED JJ
AMAZINGLY

Safe,

modern
method

gives hours

of medication

ON all sides, women are turning to an amaz-
ing safe way in feminine hygiene. A way

that is not only dainty and safe—but gives con-
tinuous medication lor hours without use of
poison. And actually kills germs at contact.

Called Zonitors—these dainty, snow-white
suppositories spread a greaseless, protective
coating. To kill germs, bacteria on contact. To
cleanse antiseptically. To deodorize—not by
temporarily masking—but by destroying odor.

Zonitors are most powerful continuous-ac-
tion suppositories. Yet entirely gentle to deli-

cate tissues. Non-caustic, contain no poison.
Don't burn. Even help promote healing.

Greaseless, Zonitors are completely remov-
able with water. Nothing to mix, no apparatus
needed. Come 12 in package individually sealed
in glass bottles. Get Zonitors at druggists. Fol-
low this amazingly safe way in feminine hygiene
women are raving about.

_ __ revealing booklet, sent in plain enve-CDEC lope. Write to Zonitors, 370 lexing-•» tonAve.,Dept.3309A,NewYorkaty

MM
YOUR CHOICE of Je-eted Elgin. Waltham
or Illinois wrist watch. New styled sae

case. Reconstructed movement. Accuracy

guaranteed. Given with every Simulated

Diamond ring --
:

- ordered and paid for

on our purchase privilege plan. Payments:

$3.50 down, within 20 days after arrival. at

your post office. Balance of $3.50 anytime;

within a year (tot„( only $7.00). Remember,

the cost of watch is included in price of the

g. Extra surprise free gift enclosed for

jmptness. Send NO money -ith order,

st rush name, address, ring size. It comet
return mail in special gift boi. postpaid.

A. HAMILTON JEWELERS
Topeka, Kmui Drpt.$-24l

SCREENLAND

Check

GOLD
DISCOMFORTS

AT the first sign of a cold, make upA your mind to avoid as much of
the sniffling, sneezing, soreness and
stuffy condition of your nostrils as
possible. Insert Mentholatum in
each nostril. Also rub it vigorously
on your chest. You'll be delighted
with, the way Mentholatum com-
bats cold misery and helps restore
comfort.

MENTHOLATUM
Gives COMFORT Daily

r



Delight Evans' Reviews on Pages 52-53
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S^mMi LIPSTICK

Ask any man! He'll tefl you irresistible lips are
soft lip.-,, smooth lips, dewy-fresh! Glamorous
women know this and choose a softer, creamier
lipstick like irresistible. Easy to apply, non-
drying, stays on smoothly for hours because
it's whip-text through a secref new process.
Thrilling range of fashion-right colors includes
such favorites as: RUBY RED, FLASH red, candy
stripe RED, FUCHSIA PLUM with matching rouge,
face powder and powder foundation.

IT'S I0jt>'%£*
LASTS LONGER

SMOOTHER

10c AT ALL

5 & 10« STORES

DOES HE LOVE YOU?
New! Irresistible Valen-

tine Perfume holder spins
,

ond tells all! Wear this f-
enchanting irresistible

fragrance on your next

date. Then spin the heart!

Our guess: He loves you.
IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME 10c

Flight Command—M-G-M

This picture brings the U. S. Mavy Air

Service to the screen and gives a look-in

on this vital branch of Uncle Sam fight-

ing forces. Robert Taylor., as the cadet

who ioins a group of daring fivers, and

wnose friendship lor his flight.

comrnan

der's wife is misunderstood until saves

the commander's life, gives a flawless per-

formance. Walter Pidgeon, Ruth Hussey,

also good. Squadron flights
?

and takeoffs

from carrier ships are films highlights.

No, No, Nanette—RKO-Radio

Anna N eagle is charming as the star

of this musical comedy which revolves

around Nanette's attempt to rescue her

uncle (Roland Young) from the clutches

of golddiggers, with the complications

almost wrecking her own romance. Young

has some swell comedy scenes. Richard

Carlson and Victor Mature play Nanette s

rival suitors. The film lacks the pep neces-

sary to a musical, but it's pleasing, thanks

to Anna's dancing and its catchy tunes.

This Thing Called Love—Columbia

Rosalind Russell and Melvyn Douglas

are co-starred in this highly entertaining

comedy. They're newlyweds, married with

the understanding (it's her idea) that

their union is not to be consummated for

ninety days, but Melvyn tries to change

her mind by the power of suggestion, and

his masculine charms. After many hilar-

ious complications, Rosalind sees her error.

It's sophisticated, and a bit risque—strictly

adult entertainment. Binnie Barnes in cast.

Road Show—Hal Roach-U. A.

This gay comedy has enough gags,

funny situations and slapstick for two

films, so whether or not you'll enjoy it

depends on how much of the stuff you can

take. Drogo (John Hubbard) and Colo-

nel Carm-way (Adolphe Menjou) escape

from a sanitarium and join Penguin

Moore's carnival. Drogo, introduced as a

lion-tamer, bluffs his way through an act

to please Penquin. Charles Butterworth,

Patsy Kelly, George E. Stone, very funny.

Santa Fe Trail—Warners

Here's a stirring historical film epic of

pre- Civil War days in which Raymond

Massey gives a fiery, forceful character-

ization of John Brown, fanatic anti-slav-

ery leader, that is a masterpiece. Errol

Flynn as Jcb Stuart, Confederate hero,

is convincing, and Olivia de Havilland is

o-ood as the girl he wins from his friend,

"Last Stand" Custer (Ronald Reagan),

but Massey's work outshines their por-

trayals and all those by the fine support-

ing cast. Lots of riding and shooting.
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The Invisible Woman—Universal

This is not a horror film so don't

let the title keep you from seeing

it It's a swell comedy with John

Barrymore as the eccentric pro-

fessor whose invention makes per-

sons invisible, and Virginia Bruce

as the pretty model on whom he

tries out his invention. John How-

ard portrays the professor's backer

who falls in love with the model.

What happens when the model is

made invisible, by excellent trick

photography, affords many laughs.

Go West—M-G-M
The crazy Marxes heed Horace

Greeley's advice and Go West. They

become involved in a land deal be-

cause of a deed which they received

as a loan security. It's the goofiest

picture we've seen in a long time.

Has good gags and amusing dialogue.

The train episode with everybody on

board trying to get to New York

to sell the property to the railroad

is a scream. If you're a Marx tan

you'll love this one. Diana Lewis,

John Carroll are the romancers

Little Nellie Kelly—M-G-M

Judy Garland plays a dual role

of mother and daughter in this ro-

mantic musical comedy, filled with

old-fashioned sentiment and Irish

wit. Also fine in dual portrayals

are George Murphy, as Nellies

husband, and later aging convinc-

ingly as the father, and Charles

Winninger, the shiftless father and

later as grandfather. The delightful

voices of Judy and Douglas McPhail

are heard in tuneful Irish ballads,

and Murphy dances a waltz with J udy.
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When you get your feet wet.

Wet feet and cold feet often
lowet body resistance. Germs
on throat tissue may collect

faster than natural processes
can cope with them . . . and
thus set up an irritation.
Listerine Antiseptic often
guards against this irritation.

AFTER SUCH EXPOSURES

LISTERINE—QUICK!
TO FIGHT COLDS AND SORE THROAT!

Often this prompt precaution may
help Old Mother Nature to head off a

cold or relieve the inflammation of
sore throat.

Listerine quickly attacks germs that

invade the mouth and throat surfaces

when body resistance has been lowered

.

Listerine Antiseptic reaches way
back on throat surfaces and kills mil-

lions of the "secondary invaders"

—

the very types of germs that many
authorities say are largely responsible

for the symptoms of a cold . . . and
make it more troublesome.

Tests Showed Fewer Colds

Tests showed Listerine Antiseptic's

amazing effectiveness. They actually

revealed germ reductions on mouth
and throat surfaces ranging to 96.7%,

even 15 minutes after the Listerine

gargle, up to 80% one hour later.

(See chart below and to left.)

Careful clinical studies during 9
years ofresearch showed that Listerine

was amazingly effective in fighting

colds and simple sore throat. Those
who gargled Listerine twice a day had
fewer colds and fewer sore throats

than those who did not gargle with it.

Moreover, when Listerine Anti-
septic users did develop colds, they

were milder and of shorter duration

than those of non-users.

Get in the habit of gargling Listerine

night and morning during cold weather.

If you notice the slightest indication that

a cold is getting started, repeat the

gle several times

during the day.

NOTE HOW LISTERINE

REDUCED GERMS!

The two drawings above illustrate height of range in

germ reductions on mouth and throat surfaces in test

cases before and after gargling Listerine Antiseptic.

Fifteen minutes after gargling, germ reductions up to

96.7% were noted; and even one hour after, germs
were still reduced as much as 80%.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.
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For many years Charlie

has been the mighty lit-

tle man of the movies,

cheering world audi-

ences with his inimitable

comedy. A man of the

people himself, he
seemed to understand

the problems of "the lit-

tle fellow" and to cham-
pion his cause. His

greatest quality was al-

ways true humility. In

declining an award as

"best actor of 1940" by
New York film critics,

has Chaplin turned as

pompous as those slap-

stick policemen he used

to kick in the pants?

DEAR MR. CHAPLIN:
We can't call you Charlie any more.

By "we" I mean all of us who have known and loved

for years the wistful little man with the mustache, the baggy

pants, the big shoes; the little man who somehow seemed the

soul of all the other humble, hopeful little men in the world.

We loved that little man because we knew him; we laughed with

him rather than at him; we applauded until our palms were

red when he kicked sham and pretension in the pants. He was,

in a word, one of us.

That was in the days of "Shoulder Arms"; later of "The
Gold Rush," and "The Circus," and "City Lights." Some of us

can remember as far back as the two-reelers—indeed, even to-

day's children know that little man from the home-movie editions

of his early comedies. But—where is he now?
There's an interesting motion picture called "The Great

Dictator" playing on some screens, starring Charles Chaplin.

According to most critical standards it may not be a great pic-

ture. But the star gives a brilliant performance in a difficult dual

role—and so the New York Film Critics' Circle, composed of the

metropolitan newspaper reviewers, honored the star with their

award for "best performance of an actor in 1940." "The Grapes

of Wrath" was voted the best picture, John Ford the best direc-

tor, and Katharine Hepburn the best actress for "The Phila-

delphia Story." All the winners gratefully acknowledged their

honors—the hitherto indifferent Miss Hepburn, in fact, ex-

pressed herself as "hysterically happy" over hers.

But you, Mr. Chaplin, declined, in the following words among
others: "In justice to myself and my fellow actors, I cannot

An Open Letter

to CHAPLIN
accept your award, for in so doing I feel I would be acknowledg-

ing the fact that actors are competing with each other. And
such an approach to one's work is not very inspiring. . .

."

Somehow that phrase, "actors competing with each other," seems

to contain more than a trace of the bombast at which you used

to thumb your nose. Aren't you an actor, Mr. Chaplin, a great

actor—and proud of it? True, you are a producer, a tycoon,

a social lion, too—but is all that so important? Can it be that

you aren't Charlie any longer, but a Genius above all evalua-

tion? If that's so, then goodbye to the great little man who
has done so much to make millions happier. We'll miss you!

The art of the actor reaches a new

high in Charlie's scene with Paul-

ette Goddard, below, from his new-

est film. "The Great Dictator."



Family circle! Cutest picture we ever published of real Amer-
ican parents and their lovely children—Mr. and Mrs. Dick

Powell (Joan Blondell) with son Norman and daughter Ellen.

And here's the merry playboy of the amusement
world—right, Rudy Vallee celebrating New Year's Eve at

the Grove with pretty, pompadoured Rosemary Coleman.

Below, "Bad Man" Wally Beery has a heck of a good time

dining at the Brown Derby with a pretty visitor from New
York—Rosalie Graybar—not, unfortunately, in the movies.

Catch up with your

picture pets at play!
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Most sought-after eligible man in Hollywood when he visits

it: John Hay "Jock" Whitney, the millionaire sportsman,

camera-dodging as he dines with ever-lovely Norma Shearer.

Regular visitor these evenings at Ciro's, smart night spot,

is John Barrymore, presenting, at left, his best profile

for the benefit of cute Sally Allen and our photographer.

Seldom seen in Hollywood night spots: popular cowboy star

Bill Boyd, below, and charming wife Grace Bradley, in from
their ranch home for a decorously festive dinner party.

at a cocktail p.~»

"Pride and Prejudice''

Martha "Our Town" Sco

Martha's new picture is called

"Cheers for Miss Bishop.''

Bette Davis is telling Mary
Astor about her surprise mar-

riage to Arthur Farnsworth,

New England executive who
won the Screen's First Actress

expert Hollywood

competition. He's camera-shy!
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WS YfwUfll?

BOB HOPE
TELLS!

Advice to the Funlorn from the grand
fellow who practices what he preaches
on the screen, on the air, and in private

life! A laugh tonic for these tired times

As told to Gladys Hall

We're proud and happy
—between chuckles—to

present to you this ex-

clusive, "scoop" inter-

view with Bob Hope,
spreading good cheer

and inspiration in the

great comic's own words.

Hope is well-named!
Facing page, Bob looks

over at Jerry Colonna,

his fun partner in radio.

Is he Yehudi? Scene still

shows Bing Crosby, Joan
Marsh and Hope in new
film, "Road to Zanzibar."

OU want to
know who Ye-
hudi really is?

You want a scoop?

You want me to crack
it wide open and tell you what
no mortal ears have ever heard
before? All right, Yehtidi is the

Little Man we all should have
in our hearts, if not in our

homes. Yehudi is the laugh-

maker. Yehudi is the Little Man
who makes us laugh when we
feel like baxvling; who makes us

xvise-crack when we're jobless

and hungry; who gives us what
it takes to behave like zanies in

a world with such a pain in its

neck that it's twisted like a
corkscrew. If that isn't Yehudi,
that's who he ought to be!



I'M

serious," said Bob Hope in a tone of voice one

seldom hears from him. "I'm damn serious," he said,

over his fresh fruit compote in the Paramount com-
missar}'. Concentrating on what he was saying, too, was
the Hope. Likewise a seldom occurrence. Because the

one complaint ever made about Bob is that you can't pin

him down, his mind is as active as his activities. He
sort of wanders—but now he was concentrating. "I

really believe that if I have a Message to give the

world," he was saying, "it's this: HAVE FUN. Have
fun at whatever you're doing, however you're feeling,

whether there's any reason to have fun or whether

there's a hell of a good reason to cry 'Wolf !' because the

beast is at the door and you might as well speak to him.

"Now, it would be tiresome to be funny all the time

unless it was spontaneous. I don't press, I don't press

—

like when reporters come up to me and look at their

wrist-watches and crack, 'Say something funny'—I can

only answer 'I'm about human.'

"No, what I mean is, people are given to making
Big Productions out of everything that happens to them,

out of everything they do. And out of nothing. They are

given, especially, to making Big Productions out of the

unhappy or unpleasant or boring things- that happen to

them. We can always kick the good times around, a

cinch. But we get club feet when it comes to kicking

the bad times around. So we don't. We let them kick us.

"That's not for me ! Relax, I say, relax. Bing often

says to me, 'Bob.' he says, 'how the hell do you do so

many things and manage to brush them off?'—and Bing
is no mean things-doer himself

—
" (three pictures a

year, a radio show a week, rehearsals there-for, benefits

and golf, that is the Hope schedule) -"] tell him T

relax and have a lot of fun, that's how. For it's being
tense and taut that kills you. 1 mean it. All my work
is relaxed, even' when I do five and six shows a day.
I figure out Easiest Ways and take them. I always
write, 'Thanks for the Memory' for an autograph, saves
me from giving my best—well, J can just hear folks say-

ing right about now, that's just dandy, he's .Mire a

sweetie-pie to be telling us to take it easy, great to know
he can throw it away and all that. But HOW, HOW
does he do it? How would the 'learned counsel' suggest

that we do it?'" Bob's highly polished brown eyes
twinkled

—
"if I don't tell 'em," he said, "I better keep

my big motif shet

!

"So, all right; so let's begin (Please turn to page 90)



FIVE years ago a girl of fourteen entered Joe Paster-

nak's office. She wore a pink cambric dress and her

hair in bangs. She looked well scrubbed and probably

was, for she'd been playing baseball in the school yard

when the summons came. Her air of composure might

have fooled you, except that her eyes were scared.

She'd recently been fired by Metro and hired by Uni-
versal. She had yet to prove herself. Pasternak and his

friend, Henry Koster, were in the same boat. The studio

was saying in effect to all three: "Show us." The two
men were mulling over a story, still vague in their heads,

for which they needed a child. Instructions had been
issued by the front office. "There's this kid we've just

signed. Deanna Durbin. Take her."

"Hello, Deanna," said Pasternak. When Pasternak
says hello and grins, tight nerves relax. He asked her
questions about herself. He told her as much of the story

as he knew: He liked the intelligence with which she

listened and responded. He liked her simplicity and good
manners. She sat quietly, making no effort to create an
impression, her mounting excitement apparent only in

the mounting color of her cheeks which soon matched
her dress. All she said when she left was, "Thank you,
Mr. Pasternak." But her eyes, that had been scared,

sparkled.

That was the inception of the triple threat—Pasternak,

Ready for Ro-
mance! That's not
only the title of
Deanna's forth-
coming film with
Charles Boyer,
it's also the opin-
ion of producer
Joe Pasternak,
who tells you in

this exclusive in-

terview the true
story of Deanna's
first and only love

Deanna with the big boss of

Universal, Joe Pasternak—her

discoverer and gentle guide.

Below, the cake from the stu-

dio crew presented to Durbin

at her 19th birthday party.

Koster and Durbin—which saved Universal from the

Indians. To Deanna, "Mr. Pasternak" became Uncle Joe

and finally Joe, without the uncle. To him she was more

than the child he had groomed to stardom. He grew to

love her, as everyone loved her who knew her well.

Now she's engaged. Pasternak watched her romance

from the sidelines. Deanna could tell it more fully than
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By

Ida

Zeitlin

And here she is with Vaughn
Paul, her fiance. They'll be
married in June, at a formal

church wedding. Below, Deanna
with Franchot Tone, who's her

leading man in "Nice Girl."

he, only she won't. No one could tell it more sympa-

thetically. He told it to us in the same office where,

five years earlier, he'd told her the story of ''Three

Smart Girls." He told it with humor, with tenderness,

with obvious relish and from various points of the room.

He's a man whose energy doesn't permit him to sit long.

He gets up, strides about, looks out the window, comes

back and leans across the desk, mobile features alight.

"Why not? Why shouldn't I be pleased? Why
shouldn't anybody be pleased in this world of nightmare

when right under your nose a fairy-tale happens—

a

happy-ever-after! No—I'm not a fortune-teller and I'm

not a fairy tale writer, but if those two kids don't liv

happy ever after, then I'll be a Russian wolf and howl."

His eyes went to the wall where Deanna's picture

hangs, affectionately inscribed to him. "You understand,

she didn't make me her confessor. She's not a girl who
spills her feelings on your shoulder. And what's near

her heart, she keeps right there where it belongs—inside

her heart. I can only tell you what I saw with my own
eyes. Well, then, it started in 'Mad About Music' You
must excuse me if I mention pictures. It's when I see

Deanna most—when we make our pictures. So it th«

names come in, it's not for publicity. Right? Right. It

started in 'Mad About Music' Yes—so long ago. But

gently. That's the nice part about it. It started gently

and it grew up slowly, so it had time to become a solid

thing. No this-boy-today-and-tomorrow-another. No fly-

ing to Yuma before we change our mind. Not for

Deanna. She's a one-man girl, deep in her feelings,

serious-minded for the future. Some don't look even

once before they leap. She looks four times—north,

south, east and west. All in {Continued on page 94)
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Warmly human, richly American

romantic comedy, beautifully

told from the Warner Bros, film

starring James Cagney, Olivia

de Havilland, Rita Hayworth

Decorations by
Leonard Frank

It happened on a Sunday

afternoon, back in the days

of America's age of inno-

cence—when the drugstore

boys lined up to watch the

Strawberry Blonde go by. In

our scene stills from the pic-

ture you'll see Rita Hayworth

the title role, Olivia de

.tavilland as her sweet "ri-

val" for the affections of Jim-

my Cagney. Big cast includes

Alan Hale, Jack Carson.
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Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

THE street was the way it always was on Sun-

day afternoons, quiet and sort of tired-looking

as" if it were resting up after all the din and

bustle of the week. Biff Grimes hadn't realized how

noisy it was weekdays when he moved there, what

with the horse cars clanging and with bicycle bells

warning people out of the way and the constant

thud of horses' hoofs on the cobblestone street.

Gosh, it was enough to make a man wonder what

the world was coming to, all that traffic, not to

speak of all the newfangled things people were

inventing. The telephone and electric ligbts and

everything! What wouldn't they think up next!

Over the door hung Biff's sign. It looked so dig-

nified with its inscription. "B. L. Grimes. Dentist."

Real fancy too with the big plaster tooth gilded over

so it looked like gold, dangling down from it. Biff

was real proud of that tooth. He'd certainly worked

hard enough to have the right to hang it there. All

those years of correspondence school lessons before

he got his diploma.

Once Sunday afternoon had been the nicest day

in the week for Biff. Now he didn't think so much

of it. When a man was married walking in the park

lost its spice and there wasn't anything to do except

hang around the house and smell the Sunday

dinner being cooked—and think. Biff didn't like to

think these* days. It scared him when he thought

how badly things were going. This was the third

time he had moved since he began his practice but

it hadn't helped. Biff wouldn't have known what to

do with himself if it weren't for Nick coming over

and playing horseshoes with him in the back yard.

Nick was the only one of the old crowd he saw

these days.

"Sundays are a pain in the back teeth to me,"

Biff said suddenly glaring at the crowd of young

people across the way who were laughing, so gayly

over their game of croquet and singing in chorus to

the street band playing (Please turn to page 66)

"Sirawoerrtj Blonde" is a Warner Bros. film. For more pic-

tures and complete cast and credits, please turn to page 65.



Most camera-shy of all the noted producers, Alexander "Thief
of Bagdad" Korda finally consented to pose for us with his
wife, Merle Oberon, in their beautiful new home. Above, a
friendly game of gin-rummy. Right and opposite, Merle in her
drawing room and dressing room. From top of facing page:
the Korda home from the garden; views of the drawing room,
Mrs. Korda's bedroom, and the sun porch. Read fascinating
complete descriptions of all these pictures on page 70.

WHEN Merle Oberon first spoke to Alexander
Korda she was so scared she forgot her name.
It was in 1931 and Merle, very shy and very

young, was lunching in the studio restaurant of British
Independent Pictures. She was so fussed over speaking
to England's number one producer that she splashed po-
tato soup on the front of her new green dress, Selfridge's
basement, fifteen and sixpence. Merle was wearing green,
a color she detested, because a girl friend who believed in
the influence of color, had told her that green was the
color she should wear. "That is your color," the girl had
insisted. "Wear it, and something will happen." Some-
thing did. Merle was eating potato soup because it was
the cheapest thing on the menu. Which gives you an in-
teresting slant on how things were with Miss O.

"Wha;'s your name?" asked Mr. Korda, stopping by
her table. All through luncheon he had been watching
her, attracted by her unusual face.
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For the first time, the doors of Holly-

wood's most exclusive new home swing

open, to SCREENLAND readers only, giv-

ing you this charming, intimate close-

up of a famous movie producer and

his lovely actress-wife. Merle Oberon

By Elizabeth Wilson

"Mu-Mu-Merle," Merle stuttered, so completely

dumbfounded that she gawked most unattractively.

'•That's nice," said Mr. Korda with a kindly smile.

"Anything else?"

Not being in the least bit psychic, and certainly not

susceptible to vibrations, Mr. Korda hadn't the faintest

suspicion that the answer to his "anything else? would

one day be "Korda." And of course if any such thought

had popped into Merle's completely confused mind at

the time she would have undoubtedly swooned dead

away in the potato soup. /'
, . , c v i

But today the "anything else?' is most definitely

Korda It is Mrs. Korda, not Miss Oberon, who is 'in ,

or "out" as the case may be, when you phone, or ring

the doorbell. It is Mrs. Korda, not Miss Oberon, who

entertains at dinner on Saturday nights, who appears

smartly gowned at Hollywood's first nights and pre-

mieres, who calls the butcher about a much inflated meat

bill who helps organize numerous benefits for British

War Relief Ever since their most romantic marriage

(both of them have a decided flair for romance) m
Vieux Antibes, June 3, 1939, Merle, who used to re-

joice blatantlv in her hard won independence, with

practically the fervency of an early suffragette, has be-

come so wife-minded that you {Please turn to page 71)



WHEN you ask a specialist like Basil Rathbone
or Boris (Boo!) Karloff how he feels about
chilling people and killing people in picture

after picture, he smiles, shrugs complacently, and replies

"It's a living."

The average cinema meanie is pretty tough about it,

and not at all concerned about immediate reform. Even
George Raft, that immaculate make-believe hoodlum,
agreed to return to crime provided he was not required
to break anybody's wooden leg or sock any ladies. It's

all in the day's script, somebody has to do it, and the film
heavies look upon their chores philosophically.

But Brian Donlevy is different. Brian Donlevy is the
guy with the fancy vest who always owns the saloon,
sets 'em up on the house, wishes he could kiss the beau-
tiful dance-hall belle who sings in his joint, and winds
up behind the eight ball nursing his jaw, which has been
slugged by some righteous hero. And Brian doesn't like
it a bit. Even on pay day. (He says!) When you go out
of the theater reviling his evil ways and cursing his black
heart, you worry Donlevy. On the level.

"It may sound slap-happy, but I mean it," he told me
earnestly. "I don't mind playing a good gutsy heavy
once in a while, if they would only give me that old
change of pace. Mix up the goodies and the baddies, you
know. Couple of weeks ago I was sitting in the tap-room

Donlevy, left,

with his pretty

wife, Marjorie.

hen Weissinan

at the Brown Palace in Denver, drinking with a few
friends. After half an hour a tall, distinguished looking
guy left a table near ours, came over, shook his finger
at me and said, 'I hate your face, I'll never forget it after
"Beau Geste." ' Then he walked out. Everybody laughed,
but I was hurt. I didn't like it a bit. And I don't like it

when kids yell at me on the street."

Donlevy has a barrel chest, grey-blue eyes that glint
well behind a .44, and a small moustache that points up
his regular features. To give you an idea how regular,
he was one 'of the original Arrow Collar models. When
he arrived in New York to try the stage, only to find
that the stage wouldn't try him, (Continued on page 84)

"I HATE
YOUR FACE! it

That's what fans used to tel! Brian Donlevy, and
he didn't like it. But now that he's a reformed
movie villain, hisses have turned to cheers







umber One — Mickey Rooney — and Num-
ber Two — Spencer Tracy —1 box office stars of

the nation, as indicated in the annual poll of

movie theater exhibitors, appear together again

in "Men of Boys Town," sequel to that first

stirring film dramatizing Father Flanagan's

gallant fight to aid homeless and unwanted
boys. Once more Tracy portrays the human-
itarian priest, the characterization which won
him the Academy Award, while Mickev enacts

the salty role of Whitey Marsh, Mayor ot

Boys Town. Will these two win again?





Portrait* of Jfis* Smith
on th is ixige,

by Longtoorth

The alluring lady on facing page

is newcomer MARY BRODELL,
soon to be seen in Errol Flynn's

new film, "Footsteps in the Dark."
Something tells us we're going to see

more or Miss Brodell in the movies

On this page, the charming "dis-

covery," with the odd but intri-

guing name of ALEXIS SMITH. A
former model, she makes her screen

debut in a small part in Flynn's

"Santa Fe Trail." Lucky Errol!









s one movie
change! Seeing how happy Joel McCrea
and Ellen Drew look on location for the
film, makes us long to do a little sun-
reaching with 'em. Want to come along?

Teamed for the first time:
Miss Drew, who has played
opposite such stars as Ron-
ald Colman, Bing Crosby,
George Raft, Ray Milland,
and Jack Benny; and Joel
McCrea, who has been lead-

ing man for Barbara Stan-
wyck, Ginger Rogers, Laraine
ay, and Frances Dee.





—

MAN TO WATCH!
He's Hollywood's man of the moment since hit,

striking performance with Bette Davis in "The
Letter." There's talk of stardom for lames Stephenson
in the not too distant future, for more than any order'

"undiscovered" actor he has caught and held the

attention of discriminating movie audiem <

WeWourne, Warners





Here's Virginia Weidler,

cleverest actress of all the

many gifted children in

the movies, as you'll

probably agree if you saw
her in"The Women"and
more recently in "The
Philadelphia Story."
Soon she'll be a star.

Give us boys a chance, says Bobs Watson,
back as the beloved Peewee in sequel to

"Boys Town." Of course you can't forget

Bobs' fine performance in "On Borrowed

Time." With him below is a newcomer called

Bohunk, his pal in "Men of Boys Town."





Outstanding young American Howard Hughes, who's

become an almost legendary figure because of his

movie and aviation exploits, returns to the film field

after eight years with a colorful, lavish new picturi-

zarion of the life of Billy the Kid. Hughes "dis-

covered" two unknowns: 19-vear-old beauty, Janc

Russell, and 21-vear-old Jack Beutel, for the vouthful

romancers in his film, with veteran Walter Huston
to bolster up the acting department. Don't be sur-

prised if Jane and Jack turn into full-fledged screen

stars—for remember, it was Hughes who first starred

Jean Harlow in "Hell's Angels," and gave Paul Muni
and George Raft their great roles in "Scarface."

At right, Walter Huston as he
appears in his role of frontier

sharpshooter in "The Outlaw."
Below, the two thrilled kids,

Jack Beutel, former recepriomsr
in a doctor's office, and lane
Russell, Van Nuys High School
graduate, who make their first

screen appearances in the same
picture. For the record, Jane is

five feet, seven inches tall, has
brown hair and eyes, and -

—

oh. look and see for yourself!





CANNY
KYSER

There's one weak spot in the Kyser armor, stu-

dents. Ask him about lovely Ginny Simms and

he evades the issue with a scoopful of swing.

ADANCE bandleader., in this age of

propaganda, must be something

^ more than a toothy gent with an

irresistible rhythm. It is all very well for

him to excite "his listeners into temporary

forgetfulness of a crazy world, but once

the music has stopped he knows he is m
danger of losing his public unless he has

developed a good line of gab. And it isn't

what he says that counts, either ; it's how

he savs it.

Who, stu—dents, is the most successful

dance bandman now serenading Amer-

icanos both above and below the Rio

Grande? Who. of course, your old pro-

fessor, Kay Kyser, late of Nawth Cah'-

lina, suh. Why? Because he just keeps

chattering along, keeping up a slap-happy

fire of questions and comment on the

music of—well, mostly of love.

It has been said in the ivory towers

where the heavy thinkers congregate that

the Machine (that ol' devil Machine) has

left man with too much time on his hands,

Meet the Old Professor of rhythm

in this clever closeup—with a side

glance or two at Ginny Simms

By Louis Reid

too much time in which he has nothing to do but TALK.
If that is the case the Professor is a lot cannier than the

heavy thinkers would be apt to believe of a mere band-

man unless they happened 'accidentally to get a load of

the fellow. Getting a load, they would see that he im-

proves his time away from his particular rhythmic

machine by spilling more words to the minute than a

filibustering Senator or a football announcer watching

the agile Mr. Harmon. Glibness is the word for Kyser.

Yet there's a weak spot in the Kyser armor, students.

He gives out on every subject but one. Let the talk

veer around to the opulent Ginny Simms, or rather to

his particular interest in that lady, and he becomes

startlingly reticent. He reaches quickly for the baton,

the mortar board, the academic gown. In short, he evades

the issue with a scoopful of swing that would shake the

condescension right out of a (Please turn to page 86)



SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-

antee yourself good entertainment

(All Reviews Continued on Page 84}

'LOVE THY NEIGHBOR" COMRADE X" 'NIGHT TRAIN"

ONE-WORD GUIDE
FUN!

APPEAL: For Jack Benny fans,

for Fred Allen fans, for Mary

Martin fans— oh, heck, for

everybody! , r

PLOT: Famous radio teud ot

Benny and Allen Actionized to

provide farcical film plot—

with both boys playing them-

selves, more or less, against a

hectic background of Broad-

way and Miami, and pretty

Mary Martin, playing Fighting

Fred's niece and battling

Benny's dream-girl, as radiant

referee. Winner? Rochester!

PRODUCTION: Glittering and

expansive as Rochester's smile

gaudy in the sort of gay good

taste that only Paramount mu-

sicals ever achieve. Smart sets,

gorgeous gowns for the gals

dazzling dance numbers—and

a wild speed-boat chase for a

whirlwind finish.

CRITICISM: Fred Aliens face,

and Mary Martin's too-d.s-

creet rendition of her famous

song, My Heart Belongs to

Daddy—but don't blame them,

blame unfair photography and

censorship.

ACTING: Man-about-town

Benny at his suave best; Mr.

Allen a treat for the ear if not

Paramount ^^^^^^

"'^
ONE-WORD GUIDE:

GRAND!
APPEAL- If you enjoy a good
AP

contedy-P
Y
LUS Clark G-Ue

PLUS Hedy Lamarr—hey, stop

shoving!

PLOT: Broad burlesque of Sov-et

Russia where an ardent (ste
)

girl-Communist meets a tast-

working American newspaper

Tan with resultant fireworks

™et the scoops fall where

they may. Brisk dialogue, some

with double or triple-meaning,

en |iven s the proceedings so it s

all great fun even though com-

pletely crazy and incredible

Who cares? Final scene has

the Slavic siren rooting for the

Brooklyn Dodgers.
,

PRODUCTION: King Vjdor s

'smooth direction, M-G-M

customary chic in all depart

ments from atmosphere to

Adrian-latter's robe de nu.t

for Hedy Lamarr is the last

gasp in gossamer gorgeou -

ness, and Hedy wears it

Jhrough half the picture-now

wait a minute; she tosses on a

Tench coat in the nick of t.me

The chase of the army tanks

provides the funniest Finish n

any picture in months— it

may be slapstick and it may

be corny, but it's a howl.

M-G-M -

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

THRILLING!

APPEAL: Like spy stuff? Crave

exciting mysteries? Here's^

dish of drama PLOT: Most

ingenious of all recent spy

stories, replete with refugees

from concentration camps, re-

sourceful British secret agent

aiding their escape machina-

tions of the Gestapo-all

leavened with humor and +he

very special, off-hand, British

brand of good taste.
>

PRODUCTION: Produced in Eng-

land but with ^ trace of ten-

sion, with a particularly able

all-British cast, severe ot

whom are known to you: eve-

ry Margaret Lockwood, clever

|Lx Harrison, and those two

unforgettable
absent-minded

Englishmen who made such a

hit in Alfred Hitchcock s The

Lady Vanishes." Just as expert-

ly produced as the best Hoi -

Load drama, with the added

attraction of plausibility char-

acteristic of the first-rate Eng-

lish films. ,

CRITICISM: Perhaps not so tech-

nically expert as our own pic-

tures, but we prefer sound en-

tertainment to sound effects.

ACTING: Every actor an artist

might well be the battle-cry of

20th Century-Fox
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r

'CHAD HANNA" ^nGHTTRO^DESTl^
r

ONE-WORD GUIDE

FINE!

APPEAL: K you're interested in

A
»
The Natural History of a

Woman"-no coaching,

PLOPOf course you read Chris-

topher Morley s
book-about

J white-collar girl who loved
T

no+ wisely but too well? Its

"till the same poor working
, JjH

and +he same nch boy

though the censors have

caught up with them and
I

pro-

vided a preacher. Neverthe-

less it's still the same old hu-

man nature at work.

PRODUCTION: Sam Wood, one

of the better directors has

, n5 r:aht by our Kitty—he

t treated ner with sympa-

thetic understanding, sur-

rounded her with believable

props and players, and seen

fo if that she suffers under the

most dignified auspices. Mr.

Wood, or the scenario writer,

o^ somebody has aUo given

her the most touching and

lender love scene you have

seen in many a long month ot

Sure-going. You'll know the

one when you see it.
_

CRITICISM: Not a £'*'c«m^
the picture itself but of the

fact that poor Hollywood is

RKO-Radio

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

POIGNANT!

APPEAL: Do you like the^ircus?

PLOT: From Walter D Edmonds

best-selling novel of ear Y^h
century Americana—ot *ea

Wheels Rolling" in the pic-

Coroime; oi-M you P'°b
-

obly read the book.

PRODUCTION: -j&
talgic qua ity about * ^

about
7
the circus.

jELyTSng evidentlyJs- -

he has directed in a fond, leis

,'ely fashion, for charm and& rather than for excrte-

CedTo^w-- you

"ectio
P
n lavished upon the least

COT&MJ Ye\/lt
W
bring

spots, and several

titters 'f.^, °V'__but oh,

tears, and it dates

those old circus days.

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

UNUSUAL'

APPEAL- To those who have
AP

been looking for that "differ-

ent» picture-luck at last.

PLOT: What would you do - V-

had only six months to live

The question in this case is

posed by a 60-year-old pro-

fessor of > PhY"Va

6

n

ci a e s that the murder ot an

, !c the answer. It

^Ve demotic aftermath of

the curious crime-

PRODUCTION: Vincent bher

man, hitherto obscure director

comes into his own with a bnl

Bant batmen of h, unus

)a _

+ Leme—here is no

lEer but a vigorous, un.n-

orney's office to pnson-

Sf
s the g^und covered

S oil with authority and

conviction in every depart

sodic, too tricky
l

JVarMf:
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'J>^E "Vok Hi: ST

DON'T LEAVE HOME TO Bl

That ride "em, write 'em, draw 'em cow-
boy, Will James, gives great advice

out of his own colorful career. With
famed author-artist's own illustrations

By Charles Darnton
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STUCCOED high up in the Hollywood hills was a

mighty interesting man. And he was there to do

a mighty interesting job, as only he could do it.

But what in the world do you suppose he was doing when

I came chugging along to his white-fronted "spread"?

Well, that ride 'em, write 'em, draw 'em cowboy, Will

James, wasn't doing anything wilder, if you please, than

trying to round up the neighborhood ice-cream outfit,

which same was wearing a bell like an

educated cow. "I sure would like some

of that cold bait for dinner," he drawled

regretfully, "but the damn' thing goes

by so fast I've missed it three times

runnin'."

You could have knocked me down
with a drugstore cone. To make sure

I'd met up with the right hombre, I

took another squint at him. Leaning

down from the edge of the sun-porch

and with his jet-black hair blowing over

one eye like a horse's mane in a high

wind, he looked to be a plain everyday

citizen who paid taxes and no attention at all to those

wild things of the desert, the range and the prairie that

were as much a part of him as his picturesque fame. All

I could see was the top-half of him, coatless and with

a white linen shirt open at the throat. Even after making

the grade and getting him into full focus, I never would

have guessed this mild quiet fellow to be the most re-

markable cowboy of his time, if not of all time, a genius

in his own unaided right. His thoughtful, sensitive face

suggested only an intellectual pallor, until suddenly it

was cut through with the gleam of an eye keen as a

bowie-knife. Then I noticed that his .Mexican serges

fitted snugly over high boots. He was Will James, all

right, Will James, cowboy, author and illustrator all rolled

into one, a lean and hard original—just a "natural."

My next discovery was that, properly enough, he-

rolled his own. "Have a cigarette?" he remarked, as

we eased into porch-chairs. Seeing none,

I offered him one of mine. "Don't use

tailor-mades," he grinned. Then he
brought out a tobacco bag and wisp of

paper, deftly fashioned his home-made
smoke, licked it into shape, and snicked

a match on his thumb-nail. On a near-by

table were evidences of the work he was
doing, pencil and paper, f Yes, Will

James writes all his stories in long-

hand, heaven save him from writer's

cramp ! The only kind he ever got was
rider's cramp, with a rope.) Metro-Gold-

wyn-Mayer had wrangled him down

from his Montana ranch to write the story of the real

American cowboy that will be made into a big authentic

motion picture. That being the case, I couldn't help

wondering what he thought of Hollywood westerns.

"They've been very amusing to the public," was his

discreet response. "But the real cowboy has never been

depicted, and that's what I'm doing now—I should say,

perhaps, that's what I'm work- (Please turn to page 97)

m HIS UWll UUcllucu ngm. J.a-10 ui««6"" ^^
COWBOYS says

Mt.-,L

m

m
m

WW ,

mm.
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Date
with

Destiny

SIX days before Christmas, a

Christmas that would not

mean peace and good will to

all the world, I dropped by a

quiet, unassuming little house on
Cedarbrook Road to say goodbye
to Vivien and Larry Olivier.

They were going home, home to

their England. "We haven't any
message," Vivien had said over
the phone that morning. "We
just want to see you before we
leave. We are leaving Sunday.
But please don't tell anyone. We
want to slip away quietly, with-

out any fuss." How like Vivien
and Larry. Quietly, without any
fuss. Unlike so many of their

fellow countrymen in Hollywood
they have never made publicity

hay out of their England's
tragedy. They have never waved
the Union Jack while the pho-
tographers clicked their cameras.
They love their flag too much for

that. The Oliviers are simple,

honest, courageous people.

Vivien and I (Larry was pay-

Two famous lovers in happier times: be-
low, Larry and Vivien pictured just after
their marriage. Today, they are on their

way home to war-torn England, where
Larry will offer his services to the R. A. F.

and Vivien will return to the stage.



Vivien Leigh and her hus-

band, Laurence Olivier,

return to their beloved

England, leaving Holly-

wood fame and fortune

behind without even a

backward glance! Here's

the most heartbreaking,

yet thrilling story we have

ever given you — their

last American interview

By Liza

ing a farewell visit to his dentist )

sat by a blazing log fire in the

living room. A comfortable, liv-

able room with the most cheerful

wall-paper, numerous books and

magazines scattered in a tidy con-

fusion, and the most wonderful

old furniture that might have

come right out of Queen Mary'-,

sitting room in Windsor Castle.

On the piano was a little green

Christmas tree, very old-fash-

ioned with balls and tinsel and

the Star of Bethlehem. Old Tom,
a huge alley cat who had moved
in with the Oliviers sans invita-

tion, complained bitterly about

the rain outside, but after a few

swishes of his tail curled up pos-

sessively on Vivien's right foot

and purred with contentment.

Outside the rain came down in

torrents, but inside we were as

cozy (Please turn to page 80)

Their last Hollywood motion picture is

Korda's dramatic picturization of those

memorable lovers of history, Lord Nelson

and Lady Hamilton. The large portraits

show Leigh and Olivier in these roles.

Below, Vivien cuts a cake at tea on set



RED

WHITE

and BLUE-

and NEW!
Variety is the fashion theme
song for Spring. Do something
different, but do it well. Use
color, imagination, that one spe-

cial touch and you have style!

By

Courtenay Marvin

OLD GLORY started it. Then the dress de-

signers and the make-up. artists caught on,

and what was a glorious wave of color last

Spring promises to break in crescendo strength on us

this Spring. This wave! brought red into the spotlight

as never before. Red had too long been a maligned
color. You were supposed to be able to wear it if . . .

you were a Latin type of brunette, if you were very
young, if you wanted to express outwardly a little

more of the voluptuous qualities that were normally
expected of a nice girl. White always passed the cen-

sors. You could practically be born in it, get married
in it and say your fond farewell to this old world in it.

Blue, too, was always a good color. So much for red,

white and blue.

What is new and news—is that practically the

feminine—and in some instances the male—world has
come to realize that these three, red, white and blue,

are universally becoming colors, together or sepa-
rately. Contrary to those famous words of Benjamin
Franklin, these three will hang and very well, together
or separately.

So, you will see and {Please turn to page 76)

Linda Darnell is more than just another very

pretty girl. The prettiness is made paramount
by good taste and color sense. Here is Linda,

all in white for evening. Brenda Marshall is

extremely smart looking. You expect every cos-

tume to have some distinctive mark, just as her

new perfume is practically stratoliner in spirit.
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Cl If you likr dressmaker
louche*, choose the frock
at left, wild ii- new throat*
line. In I c . v > . III..'.. sleeves
and yoke treatment. If

Mm like a debonair cas-

ual, then the frock at

right, v illi saddle stitch-

ing, front closure and
plethora of pockets*
Both arc in loft,

sheer Lorraine Fab-
ric (50% wool, 50%
rayon), lightweight,
wrinkle re-i-lanl.

The frocks come
in beige, a fash-

ion favorite,
aqua and blue,
and are priced
about S7.95.

PRING FASHION SONG
High notes are beige, yokes, necklines,

and the smart simplicity of American de-

signers. For where to buy, see Page 93.
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C Kerry Cricket junior sportswear, in line and fabric,
is designed for freedom-loving young America. At right,
is a wool jersey shirt and skirt with distinctive back and
front shirt yoke, a catch-all pocket on the sleeve, un-
pressed pleats in skirt and a snappy belt. This is "Mo-
jave," in beige, chamois, blue or pink, priced, about $12.

C The "Gentlemen Prefer" suit comes in a herringbone
wool, in beige, blue or pink, with a white silk shirt. It is

handsome; it is casual; it is super-smart and action-free.
Its tailoring is meticulous, with a definitely utilitarian
mood. You can virtually live in it. Ensemble, about $27.

C Below, you see the finely tailored shirt in detail. "White
or in color, shirts with simple skirts are fast becoming
the young fashion uniform of America. Smart, matter-of-
fact styling, with simulated pearl cuff links, like a man's.
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C Pat Perkins Carefree Casual* arc those wonderf nil)

comfortable, simple l»ut smart, all-timer-.. This young
designer believes in the lull flj front, blouscd hack-, and
generous pleats. At left, is "Wings," planes on a rayon
crepe that comes in a variety of smart colors, at $4.

C Below, a classic knit by Lampl. All-wool chenille with a

luxurious hand-knit look. Another fly front, yoke effect

anil a quartette of pockets. In brilliant or pastel tones,

at about $17. A year-round addition to your wardrobe*

C Any fashions shown will be smartly accented by Lady
Bacmo gloves. Here is the new single seam design, a-Mir-

ing beautiful fit. Thumb, back and palm are all one. with

no side seams. This gives true hand flatter). Shown ant

fashion's favorites, while pigskin, at $4. dace kid or doe-

skins are $3.50, and beauties. "Made in America" gloves!
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Here's Hollywood for

you — pretty girl all
j.

set for a kiss and man
doesn't know what to

do about if—oh hum!

WHATEVER happened to that publicly
announced declaration of Cesar Ro-

mero's that he would surely pick "the girl

of his dreams within a year and be happily
domesticated by now in his new home ? That
year is more than past . . . George Brent
played just as if he had never before seen
or heard of anyone known as Garbo. Ann
Sheridan led him out into the patio of the
exclusive Yucca Loma desert resort, and;
planked him down for some sunning within

:

an arm's length of the illusive Swede her-
self . . . Irene Dunne's special pet hates
are cooked cabbage, very small or crowded
rooms, too sweet perfumes, and being asked
questions about herself.

THERE is no experience more vastly
diverting or stimulating than being in-

vited to take luncheon with Carmen Mir-
anda. Dressed in yellow suede from top
to toe, with a sleek fitting turban and ac-
cessories in lush, vivid green (her national
colors) Carmen seemed a vivacious college

girl. Full of energy and charm, she took it

upon herself to regularly hush up those of
her friends and countrymen present whose
gesticulating and fiery Portuguese lingo

got too violent. "Calma, calma," she com-
manded in her native tongue, "they'll think
we're a bunch of those temperamental
Latins,"—then with a knowing wink in my
direction she flashed a most devastating
smile. Miss Miranda's hearty appetite took
her right through every course, and des-

sert. She pined for a whopping dish of

fezao (a national Brazilian potpourri of

black beans, sausages, rice and what not.)
Carmen's young mother, who is forever
at her side, beamed approval of all goings
on until Miss Miranda, in her animated
scoring of a gentleman whom she didn't

like, let loose a string of scorching scarlet

words that sent your correspondent's nose
deep into his coffee cup, and brought her
mother bounding to her feet in wild-eyed
disapproval. Please forget all about the
embarrassing situation, Carmen. How could
you have guessed that I understood the
lingo?
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Oh come now, Charlie,

it's time to change
that deadpan expres-

sion! Butterworth has
played the droll, sad-

faced comic so long

he hardly knows how
to act when Marion
Martin, above, puck-

ers up her lips in

"Fools Rush In." Right,

Carmen Miranda, the

Brazilian Bombshell,
and Don Ameche in a
scene from the new
Latin-American musi-

cal, "The Road to
Rio," and directly op-
posite, another scene
showing Ameche with

co-star Alice Faye.
Top opposite page,
Barbara Stanwyck may
be a modern Eve, but
she's still using the
old apple method to

lure Henry Fonda in

this scene from "The
Lady Eve," comedy of
romantic episodes and
hilarious situations.



And here's another side

njfj of Hollywood—a modern
0( Eve using the same
ill! old method to tempt
her late-model Adam

INTIMATE Hollvwood eyefuls: Barbara

I Stanwyck, crossing Sunset Boulevard at

, Sunset Square Plaza, glaring at a whiz-by
'

driver and yelling out a not too ladylike

yell when the machine unexpectedly breezed

1 so close to her that it fluttered the lapels

J of her modish steel blue tailleur . . .
George

: Brent, in a consuming rage, escorting Ann

,
Sheridan out of the Bamba Club in double

quick time. An inebriate on the sidelines

kept snorting most insinuating jibes each

I

time they girated by doing their snappy
: rhumba . . . Bill Lundigan, the picture of

blissful patience as Margaret Lindsay,

hopelessly fascinated by the maze of bril-

liant bottles at a lavish perfume counter

sniffs one new scent after the other, and

can't tear herself away.

By
Weston East

I WAS always convinced that Carole Lom-
I bard did all that fancy shooting wi*h her

specially built small bore shot guns because

she truly loved the sport, itself. Now, 1 m
beginning to wonder if Carole isnt only

just a woman after all. Now that she has

Clark all nicely bagged and convinced ot

her shooting ability, I wonder if the eternal

feminine in her isn't asserting itself. You

know as well as I that Carole never was a

slouch at dressing. The smooth Lombard

flair has alwavs lent chic even to a pair

of her dungarees. Heretofore, she has

hunted in any men's hunting togs that she

could manage to cut down to fit her. Now,

she knows full well that she wont frighten

her lord and master by going completely

feminine in the field as she would have

before she had proved herselt with a

musket Under ordinary conditions no man

wants a smartly bedecked hunting com-

panion beside him in the rough. So Carole s

new stalking outfits, whipped up by Irene,

no less, will really amaze you. She has been

taking notes all these years during her

skeet duck and deer shooting. 1 he re>ult>

of her experiences and observations were

presented to Irene with Carole's own sug-

gestions on design. The results are. with-

out a doubt, the most stunning yet the

most practical hunting togs ever designed

for a woman. Clark cant help but like

them. No mere man could.
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WHO says two actresses can't possibly
become genuinely good friends? Mary

Astor had never met Bette Davis until
they worked together in "Her Great Lie."
Now they're as thick as thieves. They met
on the set as two professionals vieing with
each other, woman against woman. By
every Hollywood token each should have
developed, then and there, a cynical and
uncanny distrust of the other. But before
they had finished, their first day of work
such a warm affinity had been cemented
between them that they were busy ex-
changing recipes and gladly sharing tricky
knitting stitches. Knitting was the first

mutual interest that they discovered in
each other. Now they have found that they
are similar in more ways than any other
person either of them has ever known.
They think very much alike. They find they
run to the same choice of reading material
and their favorite colors are the same.
They talk very much alike, and to cinch
it, they almost always wear the same scent
in their perfumes.

JACK OAKIE is chuckling louder than
anyone over his amazing spurt back to

popularity, particularly after a duo of
oh-so-important producers at an oh-so-
average studio had pessimistically greased
the skids that they felt were ushering Jack
out of pictures—and fast. Before Oakie's
career took the decided up-swing after the
success of "The Great Dictator" and "Tin
Pan Alley," he had made an average little

flickeroo at this average little cinema plant
and with Jack's popularity not being up
to what it once had been, the producers
kicked him down another rung by practi-
cally cutting him out of the picture alto-
gether. Now you should see the animated
maneuvering that's going on to resurrect
some of those scenes and get them slipped
back into that picture.

K A AY ROBSON'S years of collecting
' V I bizarre and antique jewelry always got
the polite but questioning forbearance of all

her family and friends. Now May's collec-
tion is so varied and complete that her
rental of authentic pieces to the studios has
many times over paid for the entire lot . . .

You should see the sedate business men,
out for a constitutional along Beverly
Hill's parkways, stop and stare, and turn
and stare again, when Laraine Day bicycles
past in a form-fitting dusty pink sweater
and gleaming white short shorts.
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Above, Margaret
Sullavan and Charles
Boyer in "Back
Street, "film version of

Fannie Hurst's novel.

The off-stage shots,

right and opposite
page, prove there

can be harmony
between co-stars.

ANYONE would swear it was a most
1 cleverly contrived publicity quip, if it

couldn't be proved that it is the bare and
startling truth. All through the rehearsals

and shooting of "The Letter," James
Stephenson had a strange feeling that the

setting and actual rooms of the plantation

bungalow seemed strangely familiar to him.
He had lived in the Malay States and
finally he laid the association to the fact

that it was seeing things so authentically

reproduced that brought about the strong
feeling of familiarity. Then, suddenly, in

a casual conversation with a friend of the
author, Somerset Maugham, Stephenson
happened to bring to light that he had once
lived at a certain address in Upper Gay-
land Road in Singapore. Then—how ex-
traordinary—it was the very house
Maugham had once lived in himself, and
which he had actually described in his

original story.

I WONDER what happened to so annoy
I Jean Arthur the other day in one of the
very smartest dress shops in town. As you
know, Jean is the most democratic and yet
the most hot headed actress in Hollywood,
and something really serious must have
gone awry to put her in such a pet. She
stormed out of that gilded maison de
couturiere onto the crowded street yanking
her furs behind her. She stood impatient-
ly tapping her irate toes at the curb waiting
for the doorman to order around her car.

She drew herself to her full height of
haughty disdaui, but the tiniest flick of
amusement came into her eyes when she
realized her tempestuous flourish wasn't
ending in true Hollywood tradition. In-
stead of a sleek, long black limousine with
a natty chauffeur drawing around, the at-
tendant whipped up in a tiny, modest com-
bination station wagon and general utility

car. With the broadest of gestures the
fellow swung open the door and ushered
her in. She slipped under the wheel and
drove it off herself.

\VOU can't, get Bill Lundigan out on the
' floor, to join the square dances that th<

town's young bloods are getting hysterica!
over lately at the Cocoanut Grove. Ht
stands on the sidelines and claps out e

spirited accompaniment, but he won't gel

out and strut. Jackie Cooper is just th{

opposite. When they start calling out th{

dos-a-dos you can't keep him from swing-
ing out . Artie Shaw is still the mosl
intense bogie-wogie music maestro in town.
Artie can get into such a heap of knots
and emotions from playing an engagement
that he finds it just impossible to sleep.

Any of these early morning hours peek in

at any of our fancier bowling alleys and
there you are very apt to see Artie. He
often rolls 'em until 6 a.m. ... Attached
to the present that Bob Taylor handed
Barbara Stanwyck just before she made
her first_ airplane flight with him (Mrs.
Taylor insisted on another pilot going
along, just in case) was the following
note: "It don't mean a thing if you don't
pull that string." The present turned out
to be a parachute.

THOSE pranksters who can be found on
' any movie set in town, who bring hilari-

ous moments to gag-happy Hollywood, and
sometimes, instead, a great loss of time
and patience, have found themselves a
brand new laugh-getter. The days of the
electrically wired chairs now have a new
"hot" variation. "Hot foot" and "hot chair"
have now given way to "hot pockets,";
and the gag really reached an amusing and
shattering climax when someone dared to

dent the unruffled dignity of our one and'
only "Mr." Muni. At a completely un-

suspected moment a demon dropped a new-
fangled hair curler into the great actor's

pockets as he stepped before the camera.
When the chemical action started to gener-
ate heat, they say the straight faced squirm-
ing girations of completely baffled

Muni, had some of the loonier nitwits

tively limp in doubled over laughter.



k I ONE wants to believe that the whis-
• ^" per of trouble between Ann Sothern

and Roger Pryor is really serious. If these

two part permanently it will be a blow

to the entire film colony in more ways than

one, because Ann and Roger always made
a show of being so genuinely well suited

to each other, always seemed so sensibly

down-to-earth. Even now, in public, they

are still the best of good sports. That
hardly makes it seem possible that they are

fighting desperately to keep their marriage
from going on the rocks. But inevitably

movie couples deny their marriage difficul-

ties until the very last. However, Ann has

recently broken down and even promised
to fly with Roger, which she swore she

would never do before. And again, at a
British benefit party, she and Roger were
the life of the wing-ding with their enter-

tainment antics. When two people have
as much fun together as Ann and Roger
have, I wonder how they can ever think

of separating.

JUST because Bing Crosby is firm enough
to stand up for the right to keep some

of his private and personal life completely

to himself, a few piqued big-time gossipers

are beginning to hint that after all these

years they've just found out that Bing isn't

really a perfect gentleman. You've no idea

how brutally blunt Bing can be to over
zealous, curiosity filled female reporters

when they avidly try to force an inquisitive

nose into his life. Consequent^ the veiled

threats and slams you've been reading about
Bing by big-time tattlers can be divided in

half, then quartered, then dismissed alto-

gether. A good lot of grumbling has been
going on about Crosby even going so far

as to hold up production with his unthink-
ing, selfish obstinacy. That is not the truth,

and it has all arisen because of the fact

that, written into Bing's contract, is the
stipulation that he is to have one specified

day of the week to himself, and he is firm
enough when that day comes, to quit the
studio cold.

Because ''Back
Street," one of the

greatest love stories

ever written, takes

place between 1898

and 1929, in early

scenes, Miss Sulla-

van wears the bus-

tles and ruffles of

"the good old days."

IOCAL know-it-alls have been harping
over the fact that the loud squawks

from out 20th Century-Fox way are com-
ing directly from the argument that's

going on between Alice Faye and her
studio. You'd easily gather from the inside

gossipers that "Fazie" is seriously bouting
with her bosses and that she is not at all

satisfied with her roles, her salary, or her
treatment, which is far from the truth.

You can dismiss the rumors you've been
hearing about this pitched battle. The only

argument Alice has had with her employers
concerns her getting permission to make
her own radio deals, when and with whom
she pleases. She has nixed all airway offers

until now because her studio, with its con-
tract for her exclusive services, had control

over any deal she might make, and Alice's

ether offers have been far too lucrative to

turn over into someone else's hands. As
soon as you hear "Fazie" on the air you'll

know that she has talked her bosses into

a much more favorable deal on the money
angle.—

IT IS persistently rumored that the hot-
' test undercover romance in town is the

strictly unbelievable combination of blase

Constance Bennett and a sedate_ Eastern

business man. Until now, Connie's taste

has run much more decidedly to the glam-

orous type of gent. . . . Very
_
absent-

minded Hedy Lamarr had a neat little ar-

rangement contrived in the form of a charm
bracelet that was very helpful in aiding

her to remember her private, unlisted home
telephone number. Now Hedy has com-
pletely forgotten where she has mislayed

her bracelet. . . . The very latest giggle

around town at the expense of oh-so-fussy

Carl Laemmle, Jr., tells of the very hasty

retreat he beat from a formal dinner table

at the home of a very dear friend of his

when he learned that the cook and the

butler had come down with the flu a few-

hours before. Super-fearful Mr. Laemmle
was positive he would pick up a germ if

he stayed.

TALK about having something to remind
I you of less fortunate moments so you
can appreciate your present superior for-
tune ! Jimmy Ellison can give Hollywood
a very large dose of what it must be to
remember something like that. He can
barely turn around in Hollywood without
coming face to face with some spot that
used to furnish him employment when he
was hanging on for his break. There isn't

a good golf course in town that he can
play these days without remembering when
he caddied there. He can't pass the Y.M.
C.A. without recalling his days of part-
time physical instructor there in payment
for. his room. When he plays handball at
the Hollywood Athletic Club his memory
brings him back to when he was forced
to take the job of locker-room boy there.

He doesn't live very far from the U.C.L.A.
campus right now where he did janitor
work to put himself through school. Then
there's the big department store where he-

used to clerk on Saturdays. Jimmy can't

help but remember—and then thank his

lucky stars. Jimmy will next be seen in the
new Latin-American musical for RKO,
"They Met In Argentina."

DETTE DAVIS can giggle when she tells

it now, but when it happened she was
just plain scared to death. Late one night

not long ago, moved by the fantastically

beautiful, mid-winter California night,

Bette threw a coat over her shoulders,

called her Scottie, Tibbie, and slipped out

into the night for a stroll through her gar-

den. The inscrutable moonlight spotted
the grounds with shadows and false, de-

ceiving splashes of light Bette walked
quietly, moved by the eerie mystery of it

all. She found herself puzzled by the
strange likeness of the moment to the com-
pelling, hypnotic scene in "The Letter,"

just before she was coldly, murdered. Sud-
denly Tibbie stopped short, bristled menac-
ingly and growled a most uncanny growl.

"I never finished that walk," Bette con-

fessed with a grin, her eyes as big as

saucers. "I suddenly realized Tibbie and
I were within a few feet of the very tree

I was murdered under in 'The Letter.' I

admired that beautiful rubber tree and the

studio gave it to me. I had it planted in

my garden. Of course, Tibbie merely im-

agined he heard or saw a cat, hut the

whole mood of the incident scared the

daylights out of me and I flew for the

house as fast as I could."
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Continued from page 3 I

on the corner. They knew the words to all

the songs, even the new ones like Take
me to St. Louis, Louie, Take me to the
fair. "I think l'm gonna give up this place.
I been here eight months now and I've got
two patients and I'm still trying to collect
from one of them. Do you think maybe
they know I'm a jailbird? They found out
in the other two neighborhoods."
"Naw, how'd they know?" Nick said

soothingly. He always tried to calm Biff
down when he was in one of his moods.
"Could be you just moved in a neighbor-
hood with good teeth."

The, band swung into another number
and Biff felt as if someone had knocked
him over the head. What did they have
to_ play that song for? It was just like
wiping ten years away and bringing him
right back to the old heartache, the way
it felt when it was still new and raw.
And the Band Played On, that was the
song, and it was funny how songs could
get under a man's skin and make things

CAST

"Strawberry Blonde"

Biff Grimes James Cagney
Amy Lind Olivia de Havilland
Hugo Barnstead Jack Carson
Virginia Brush Rita Hayworth
Nicholas Pappalas George Tobias
Old Man Grimes Alan Hale
Harold George Reeves
Harold's Girl Friend. Lucille Fairbanks

feel as if they were happening all over
again.

Nick hadn't forgotten either. "Remem-
ber Schultz's three-piece band in the
neighborhood park?" he sighed. "That
song, dat's all they ever played."

"We'll never have those good times
again, will we, Nick?" Biff kicked the
horseshoe out of the way. "That two-by-
four park, all those girls."

"She sure was a beautiful girl," Nicl
said in a hushed voice.

"Who?" Biff demanded belligerentl>
knowing only too well who Nick meant

"Virginia,"" Nick said softly. "You wa
stuck on her, ain't you?"
"Me? Naw!" Biff's contemptuous laug

rang false even to his own ears. "Of cours
I liked her, in a nice way."

"I liked her, too," Nick said. "I forge
which way. And to think of all the wor
derful boys in the neighborhood, including
me, Hugo Barnstead has to get Virginia

!

"What made you bring up Hugo?" Biff
fists clenched. "If I ever get my hand
on that slimy so-and-so ! Doggone ! I wa
just beginning to forget the whole thing
then that tin-horn band has to come alon;
and you have to open your trap. How Ion;
they gonna keep playing that piece? Her
you guys, shut up ! I take no guff frori

nobody. That's the way I'm constituted."
Nick braced himself for the inevitabL

as Biff started toward the band. Anothe
fight was coming, he knew it. Sometimes i

seemed as if knowing Biff was the sam<
as having a permanent ringside seat. H<
never knew a guy who could get into s<

many fights.

Then there was Biff's wife coming on
on the back porch calling him, and Nicl
relaxed. "You come right in here this

instant, Biff," she said. "You're wantec
on the telephone."
Nick went in with him to the little office

in front of the house and shook his heac
warningly as Biff began bellowing into it

What a guy that Biff was, complaining
about business and now refusing to puli

somebody's tooth because a band had
played a song he didn't want to remember

!

"I don't care who your friend is," Biff
was saying. "I don't pull teeth on Sunday.
I got principles. Try a hot water bag.
Say—" His face changed as he listened.
"Do you mean he's Barnstead, the Alder-
man? Hugo Barnstead? Oh, he is. Well,
tell him to come right over. It'll be a
pleasure."
Nick had never seen anyone look the

way Biff did when he slammed down the
receiver, laughing and wild-eyed as if he
had suddenly gone crazy. "It's poetic jus-
tice, Nick, that's what it is," he said ex-
ultantly. "He doesn't know I'm a dentist
now, I guess he doesn't even know I'm out
of jail. He can't, or he wouldn't be coming
here, to me. And to think I was even con-
siderin' goin' lookin' for him with a gun—and here he walks right into my parlor.
If I know Hugo Barnstead he'll want
gas. All right, I'll give him gas !"

"Now, Biff !" Nick said warningly.
"Don't do nothing you'll be sorry for."



"What's the matter?" Biff asked with

elaborate sarcasm as he began getting the

gas apparatus ready. "You don't want me
to tear out the tooth with my bare hands,

do you? Of course I'll give him gas! An
accident can happen, can't it? Who are

we to know?" Suddenly he went to the

window and flung it open so the music

came right into the room. "Keep on play-

ing that song," he shouted. "It helps re-

mind me ! I wanta keep on remembering
!"

Remembering ! As if he'd ever forgotten !

Why, just standing there listening to that

song, it was beginning all over again.

There was that boy he used to be, that

world he used to know.

Take a good look at it, Biff, that -world

you knew ten years ago. You were young
then. Biff, and that world was yours, all

of it. You, were so coeksure of yourself

then, remember? You were going places

once you finished that correspondence

course and could give up all the jobs you

were supporting yourself with meanwhile.

Remember the time you zvcre hired as

bouncer at the corner saloon and your first

job zvas throwing your own father out of

the plaee because he zvas too free with the

lunch counter and didn't have the money
for a glass of beer?

Biff couldn't have done it without Pop's

help. Why, Pop was his old man. Let him
throw out some other bums, he told the

proprietor, but not Pop. And all the time

Pop was blustering around and holding the

saloon spellbound with that high-class

lingo of his. Pop was a great guy even if

he was a bum.
"Why, even if you wanted to you couldn't

throw me out," Pop laughed when Biff

said right out and out that he wouldn't

do it. "I've licked you at all ages and

stages of your life. I've whipped you with

a strap and with a broom and with my
bare fist. And right now, spotting you
thirty-two years, a beer belly and the deli-

cate condition of my teeth, with one hand
behind my back, one foot in the air and
whistlin' Annie Laurie, I could throw you
through that plate glass window without

causing as much as a crack in the pane.

Come on boys, give me room !"

Pop got in the first blow rushing Biff

to the far end of the room and crashing

down on him. "Go to it, Biff," he whispered

hoarsely so the others wouldn't hear. "Muss
me up. I'll co-operate."

Here, on these pages,

are more exciting
scenes from Warners
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"I can't do it," Biff protested. "You're

my old man. I brought you up
!"

"Never mind that," Pop said pretending

to struggle. "Throw me out. I'll make it

look good. I'll even bounce a couple of

times."

So Biff had thrown him out and then

he'd been so mad he had wheeled on the

proprietor and mopped up the place with

him. And of course he lost the job anyway
so Pop's sacrifice was wasted.

Pop, seen through the haze of years,

was different. You don't really knozv a

person zvhen they're alive and zvith you,

do you, Biff? It's after they're gone and

you've felt that sense of loss that you be-

gin to understand them. So now you've

forgotten the trouble you had with him,



the irritation,- the way he could never
hold a job, the times you had to try to ex-

plain to the husbands in the neighborhood
that Pop really didn't mean anything when
he flirted with their wives.. He just couldn't

help liking women and thinking everyone

of them was as beautiful as Lily Lang try.

And instead you remember how tender

he was with you when you were just a
kid and your mother died and there were
only the two of you, even if it was you
zvho had to make the money to keep things

going. You remember that Irish way he
had with words, beautiful, brave, bragging
words hiding the failure and fear under
them. He knew all the words there were
for love even in French. 'L'amour,
L'amour,' Biff could still remember the

tvay they rolled off his father's lips and the

way his eyes would roll with them making
up to the women. It didn't even matter
about Pop's lying because everybody knew
he zvas lying and that took the sting out

of it.

The neighborhood too seemed pretty
grand looking back on it. The row of
houses, the park where they walked on
Sundays, Nick's barber shop, and the way
all the young men used to cluster around it

shouting "Oh you kid !" when a pretty girl

walked by.

Many girls walked by that shop giggling
and trying to look unconcerned as the boys
winked at them. But none of them caused
the commotion that Virginia did. Virginia

!

How beautiful she was, how dainty, how
elegant. Virginia with her big blue eyes,

demurely downcast, with little gloved
hands holding her skirts up just high
enough to show those absurdly tiny feet

of hers, that suggestion of curved ankle,

that fluttering confusion of ruffled petti-

coats. "Strawberry Blonde," that's what
they called her—for her hair was a red-

dish gold which made every other girl's

hair look dun-colored by comparison.
How the boys whistled when she passed!

How their eyes ogled her ! Only Biff could
never join in with them when it was Vir-
ginia who was passing. He respected and
adored her too much. Virginia wasn't like

the rest of the girls. She was a lady. Then
one day Hugo Barnstead, bolder than the
others, stepped out to her and taking off

his hat with a flourish, offered her tickets

for the charity boat ride he had organized.
Hugo was a politician even in those days.

And Biff swallowed desperately and tried

to understand when she smiled and allowed
him to take her arm and walk down the
street with her. But the other boys laughed
and he had to fight one of them because
he said something about her being the third

notch from the left on Hugo's belt. It was
one of the worst fights he ever had. Raw
beefsteak wasn't enough for that black eye

!

Nick had to send to the drug store for
leeches to put on it.

But even that turned out all right, for
that evening there was Hugo driving up to
the door in the carriage he'd rented from
the livery stable and asking him to go out
on a double date with Virginia and her
girl friend. Even the black eye couldn't
hold him back.
"Who smells so gorgeous, you or the

horse?" Biff asked sniffing the toilet water
Hugo always used. He wanted to show he
wasn't impressed, but his heart was thump-
ing so loudly he was sure Hugo would
hear it, as they turned into the park.
"There she is, there's Virginia," Hugo

whispered excitedly. "Gosh, she looks
pretty !"

"Say, what's that thing with her?" Biff
asked suspiciously, looking at the small,
dark girl walking beside his goddess.
"What's she doing? Wearing a night-
gown ?"

"That isn't a nightgown," Hugo said. "It's

a uniform. She's a nurse. You know, I
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have it on good authority nurses are a lot

of fun. I bet she even lets you put your
arm around her waist

!"

"What fun will that be?" Biff demanded
morosely. "Do you know the amount of
starch in a nurse's uniform ? Twenty-three
skidoo for her ! Nothing but the best for
Biff Grimes. That's the way I'm consti-

tuted." He would have dashed out of the
carriage then and there if they hadn't been
right up to the girls by that time and
Virginia and Hugo began the elaborate
ceremony of pretending they had met there

by merest chance. Then the little dark girl,

the one whose name was Amy, broke in
impatiently. "Oh, for Pete's sake, Virginia,

cut the nonsense. This is a prearranged
date and we all know it. I've got to be
back at the hospital by eleven so let's

shake our tootsies and get going."

on him leaving him with her while he went
off with Virginia. Suddenly he stiffened as
he heard a giggle from the bushes in back
of them. He could have sworn it was Vir-
ginia—only of course he knew it wasn't.
Virginia wasn't that sort. But his hand
trembled as he took out a cigarette and
lit it.

"May I have one too?" Amy asked, and
without thinking he gave her one and she
put it in her mouth. Suddenly to his horror.
Biff realized he had actually given a girl a
cigarette, and snatched it away again.
"Don't tell me you smoke, too !" he scowled.
"Only when I'm bored," Amy said, hid-

ing an elaborate yawn with her hand.
"Your mother a bloomer girl, you a

nicotine fiend!" Biff looked at her appalled.

Edward Arnold and
Robert Montgom-
ery greeting each
other while Gene
Lockhart looks on

at the Players Club
stag dinner at the

Beverly Hills Hotel.

Gosh, but Biff felt sorry for Virginia, a
nice girl like that being enmeshed in the
snares of friendship with a fast little minx
like Amy ! He knew he wasn't going to

like her from the very beginning, and when
they drove away up to the country to Har-
lem and the other two decided to take a
walk he knew he was stuck. The mislead-
ing thing about Amy was that she didn't

look brazen at all. Her face under her high
pompadour was as softly curved as a
child's and her mouth was shaped for ten-

derness. But the way she talked ! Biff had
never known he could be so shocked.
"My mother was one of the original

bloomer girls," she said suddenly, steering

the conversation back from the conven-
tional weather reports to which Biff had
led it.

"They had bats in the belfry !" Biff said

witheringly.

"They did not!" Amy said indignantly.
"They were foresighted, courageous, intel-

ligent women. The tyranny of man over
woman, the stupid convention that says a
woman shall wear such and such ! The out-
moded."

"All right, all right !" Biff broke in im-
patiently. The girl was even bolder than he
had thought. She probably was a suffra-

gette or worse. Hugo had pulled a fast one

SCREENL AND

nan

"Say, are there any more at home like

you ?"

"I have an aunt who's an actress," Amy
said in the amused way of an older person
talking to a child.

"That completes the picture !" Biff was
outraged. He stopped as he saw a girl and
boy sauntering toward them stop suddenly
and kiss each other. "I guess they're en-
gaged," he said.

"Why?" Amy was being exasperatingly
amused and superior. "Because he let her
kiss him ? What's a little kiss ?"

Biff tried a new approach with this exas-
perating girl, a fatherly, reproving one.

"Wouldn't you like some day for a nice

fellow to marry you ?" he asked.
"Not particularly." Amy shrugged.

"Marriage is an outmoded, silly conven-
tion started by the caveman and encour-
aged by the florists and the jewelers. After
all, what is it? Just a few words mumbled
over you."

"Say," Biff gave her a long, hard look.

"Don't you want a home and kids?"
"Certainly I do," Amy said calmly. "But

that doesn't mean one has to go through all

the—"
"You mean—" Biff began, and then he

found he couldn't finish the sentence.

"Exactly !" she smiled.

Biff made up his mind then and there
that he wnnld never see Amy again, but



less than a week later there she was down
at the Battery with Virginia and Hugo
waiting for him to join them on the char-

ity boat ride. Only this time things worked
out differently. For just as Biff and Vir-

ginia were about to follow Hugo and Amy
up the gang plank the boat inspector

stopped them. Hugo had sold too many
tickets and the boat was already loaded

to its full capacity.

For once Hugo's chicaneries did Biff a

good turn. He could have laughed when he

saw Hugo's face as the boat pulled out

leaving them standing on the pier with the

picnic lunch. And he thought Amy looked

disappointed too.

"We can get a hansom and drive

around," Virginia said, rallying from her

national holiday. Especially that song. It'll

always be our song, won't it, Virginia? We
ought to do this more often, huh? Of
course, maybe not so elaborately."

"I'd love to," Virginia said vaguely, but

when he pressed her it seemed she didn't

have a single free evening until three

weeks later. Biff had to content himself

with that, wondering how he would ever

get through all that waiting time before he

saw her again. But she must like him, he
thought. Hadn't she kissed him? Virginia

wasn't the sort of girl to kiss a man unless

she—well, almost loved him, anyway. Or
was she? Suddenly he was afraid. "Vir-
ginia," he asked anxiously, "when you
kissed me at the dance was it just one of,

I mean, did it mean something to you? Or
was it just one of those

—

"

"Now, Biff," she whispered, and he could

*****

disappointment. "And then we can have
dinner in some nice expensive place and go
to one of those fancy beer parlors after-

wards for dancing."

Biff wished he had Hugo's money so he
could take Virginia to all those places, for

he felt she was bored when he took her to

the Statue of Liberty and after that to the

Zoo where they ate the picnic lunch. But
afterwards he tried to make up for it when
he took Virginia to the beer garden and
Schultz' band played the song for them. It

cost him two dollars to have the soloist

sing it but it was worth it with him point-

ing to Virginia as he sang:
"When Casey danced with the straw-

berry blonde
And the band played on. . .

."

Of course everybody turned to look at

Virginia, for wasn't she the strawberry

blonde herself, with that red gold hair of

hers and her skin looking like strawberries

and cream too. And when they got up to

dance Virginia was so pleased with the at-

tention she had been getting she actually

kissed him. Oh. it was a beautiful day even

if Virginia had been disappointed about

the hansom cab and the dinner. A" day

to be remembered for ever and ever, a

day to make all other days drab in con-

trast.

"If you don't object. Virginia," Biff said

shyly, "I'll always regard this day as a
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ing with husband
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film party, wearing

an exquisite dia-

mond-crystal clip

and earrings— a

gift from hubby.

see how he had hurt her with her voice

trembling like that. "Do you think I'm the

kind of a girl who just goes around kiss-

ing boys?"

You remember those three weeks zchile

you zvaited to see her again, don't you,

Biff? You remember how long every day
seemed, how you thought they would never

end? That was the time Hugo started his

building supplies and contracting company
out of the money he made on the charity

drive. But that didn't seem important then.

Only Virginia zivs important, and the four

dollars you borrozved from ATick and zvhich

he gave you so grudgingly because he was
sweet on Virginia himself.

But it was over at last, and there Biff

was in the park and his heart jumping
when he saw? the girl waiting on one of

the benches and rising as he came over to

her. Onlv it wasn't Virginia. It was Amy.
"Mind if I sit down?" Amy asked after

he had given her only that curt nod and

walked right past her and sat down on the

bench.
"It's a free country. Amy," Biff said,

making room for her. "But I wish you'd

tie a can to yourself and beat it. I don't

want you hanging around, I've got a date."

"I know," she said slowly. "Virginia told

me. Biff, are you in love with her?"
He wanted to be mad at her but some-

how he couldn't be, not with the music
coming from the beer garden aurl the band
playing Virginia's song. "1 guess Schultz'

music must be softening me up," he said.

"Otherwise I'd never tell you. I guess may-
be I'm a little too crazy about her. She's

my ideal, you know every man has an
ideal, somebody that he cares for, and
when he cares for that somebody, nothing

else matters. It's sort of an ingrown pain.

Well, that's the way I feel about Virginia."

It was funny the way she looked at him,

as if she knew how he felt and as if she

were sorry for him and for herself too.

"Biff," she said, her voice sounding all

choked up and queer, "I— I saw Virginia

this afternoon and she—she's
—

"

She didn't say any more for they heard

footsteps, and then there was Nick with a

silly-looking girl hanging onto his arm.

"Biff," his voice sounded excited. "1 got

something to tell you. Take it like I took it.

Biff. Virginia married Hugo this afternoon.

They left already for Niagara Falls." Thai

was what Amy had tried to tell him. He
knew it as he looked at her and saw her

eyes soft with pity for him.

Do you remember how you felt. Biff, as

if someone had punched you over the

heart? Remember how you pretended you

weren't surprised, that you'd known it all

along and that it zcas Amy you had the

date with? And remember how Amy
helped you out too, how she forgot her own
pride in salvaging yours and backed you

up on every point? Only when Kick and

his girl left something happened that you'd

rather forget, didn't it, Biff? The way you
took your hurt out on Amy, the way you
turned to her so savagely.

"You hit the nail on the head, Amy,"
Biff said. "Marriage is a lot of malarkey.

You treat a girl respectable, watch your

language and she runs off with somebody
else. You were right, Amy. What's mar-

riage? When a feller meets a girt and

they sort of like each other, there's no

reason why they shouldn't
—

" He took that

quick step toward her. Amy looked at him
terrified. But that didn't stop him. He took

hold of her and held her in his arms and

he kissed her the way a man doesn't kiss a

girl he respects. Amy fought him, hitting

at him with her small desperate hands, and

at last Biff let her go.

"Say, what's the idea?" he asked. "I

don't get it after all your fancy talk. And
your mother an original bloomer girl

!"

"No," Amy was crying softly. "She

wasn't. Father wouldn't let her. But she

admired and respected them. And a girl

has a right to talk, hasn't she?"

"And your aunt?" Biff looked at her

with dawning suspicion. "I bet she was

never even on the stage! I bet you're a

fake all around. I
?

bet you never even

smoked a cigarette !"
n

"I—I put them in my mouth sometimes,

she protested. "But I never lit them. And
my aunt was so on the stage. In a church

plav!"
"I knew it

!" Biff looked at her scorn-

fully. "A genuine, one hundred percent all-

round fake. Just as they say an empty

barrel alwavs' makes the most noise. Aw.

will you stop bawling?" But Amy couldn't

stop crving, and so what could Biff do but

try to "comfort her. And somehow in com-

forting Amy he comforted himself a little

too.

And so it was Amy you married, wasn't

it. Biff? It was only next best. Zivsn't it.

Biff, and you knezs it and Amy knew it.

too. Oh. 'it wasn't exciting the way it

would have been with Virginia, but the

years have a way of making a man forget,

haven't they? And Amy -was so gentle and
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Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Korda are
standing next to the hearth in their liv-

ing room. The painting over the mantel
is Merle in life-size, painted in London
by Gerald Brockhurst, R. A., in 1937.

On each end of the mantel are antique
Regency garniture vases on pedestal

ba es, of white alabaster decorated with

knobs, handles and medallions of gilt

ormolu and wired for illumination. The
clock is also Regency in white alabaster,

pillar shaped on a platform base with

cupid figure in gilt ormolu crest. Picture

cn opposite page shows Merle reading
on a custom made English divan with

arched back, roljecT rests, removable
down cushions, covered in metal tone
acanthus figured damask, and fringed
base. To her right, is an antique French
directoire writing table in Circasian dark
walnut with single drawer and lyre

shaped supports. On the writing table
are a Regency clock and music box, two
of her prized possessions. The still life is

by Gaugin, the landscape is a Matisse.

so tender. There wasn't anything she
wouldn't do for you, zvas there? Maybe
in the end it would have been different if

Virginia hadn't come back and you hadn't
seen her on the street that day sitting in

her own carriage looking lovelier than any
woman has a right to look in that em-
broidered dress and the hat with the

flowers on it, smiling at you from under
her frilly parasol.

The night they were invited to dinner
at Hugo's and Virginia's fine new mansion
Biff almost wished he had never seen her
again. There he was, still studying for his

diploma and practising on Pop's teeth and
supporting the three of them on his milk-
man's wages. And there was Hugo, a rich

man now, giving Virginia everything in

the world she wanted. He was almost glad

when the electric lights went out, for Hugo
had been bragging about how gas wasn't
good enough for him any more and it was
funny after that to sit around in the dark
until the butler brought in candles.

But something had happened while the
room was dark for he had felt a woman's
soft arms go around, him and a woman's
lips found his in the darkness. And it

wasn't Amy ! He knew that.

Maybe it was a punishment, Biff, the

things that happened afterwards. You knew
a married man shouldn't have felt that

wild surge of joy when another man's wife
kissed him. And maybe you shouldn't have
taken that job Hugo offered you either,

feeling all the time as you did that it was
Virginia who had made him ask you to be
vice-president, and it zvas a sin to take the

money knowing nothing about what was
going on and just sitting there singing
things all day and not knowing what you
were signing.

But it wasn't just for yourself, was it?

You wanted Amy to have things too, didn't

you, Amy who never complained about
having only one best dress. You got a job
for Pop too as foreman on one of the
jobs. But your punishment came fast,

didn't it. Biff, that day the walls crashed
because of the inferior materials and Pop
was killed?
Amy was so wonderful then, remember,

standing with you beside Pop's bed in the
hospital that day he died. And the day
when the police came to arrest you, she
was wonderful then, too, understanding
even though you tried to pretend they

were there to talk about a clambake the

department was having at Coney Island.

They couldn't get Hugo, could they, Biff,

for he hadn't signed anything, and so it

was you they sent up the river. And you
don't zvant to remember those next five

years, do you Biff?

It was spring that day Biff came home
again. He had asked Amy not to meet him,
but he had to walk through the park to

get home and Amy knew that, and so he
wasn't surprised to see her sitting there on
the bench waiting for him. Strange the

way it was at first with that new shyness
between them, as if they felt they had to

be casual with each other, as if they were
afraid of that quickening emotion pulling

them together. Then slowly, the halting,

stilted words were gone and they looked at

each other and weren't afraid to show how
close they were to tears, how much this

meeting meant.
"Guess we'll have to let this neighbor-

hood go by, Amy," Biff said then. "O. K.
with you?"
"Wherever you go Biff, I'll go," Amy

said quietly.

That was when Biff really broke. "I love
you, Amy," he said, and then he found he
could put his arms around her and hold
her so, close and sweet. "I think you are
the loveliest lady in the world. I love your
hair, Amy, your eyes, your mouth, your
smile."

Funny how it came to \\m like that, the
way he really felt about Amy. Funny the

way he wasn't even thinking about Vir-
ginia any more, only about ways of making
money so he could do things for Amy,
make up for those five years and for the

other things too. And then that band had
to play that song and the whole thing-

starting all over again, the old feeling, the

old heartache, the old hatred.

The thundering at the door broke into

Biff's thoughts. He clenched his fist menac-
ingly as he walked over to open it. Only
Hugo would knock in just that arrogant,

cocksure way. Hugo ! Biff took a reassur-

ing glance at the gas apparatus as he flung

open the door.

For a moment he didn't recognize the

man and woman who stood there. Then
with a sense of shock he saw who thev
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The dining room, pictured on opposite

page, has a view of the terraced garden

from the windows. The Utrillo landscape

depicts a park in Montmartre, Paris.

Back of the Utrillo is the projection

room. When the Kordas show movies the

Utrillo painting is removed and the films

are projected from the opening back of

the painting to a screen on the sun

porch. Over the dining table hangs an

antique English crystal chandelier. The

dining table is a museum piece. It is

very fine antique English Hepplewhite in

mahogany with fluted legs and bronze

paw rests. The small table near the win-

dows is a Sheraton style extension table

in walnut. The buffet is Hepplewhite in

mahogany finish and is also a museum
piece. The pictures may not show it, but

Merle always keeps fresh flowers all over

the house. It's a fetish of hers. Below, is

an amusing bedroom scene from Ernst

Lubitsch's hilarious new romantic comedy,
"That Certain Feeling," which co-stars

Merle Oberon and Melvyn Douglas.

were, Hugo, looking twenty years older

than when he had last seen him, and Vir-

ginia, looking as if she never could have

been Virginia at all. Birr looked at her

and saw what years of unhappiness and

bickering and hating and selfishness can

do to a woman's face. And he laughed as

he saw the fear in Hugo's face when he

motioned him to the chair.

He ignored the gas apparatus as if it

weren't in the office at all. Why had he

ever thought of giving Hugo gas? He'd
pull that tooth without giving him any-

thing, he wouldn't be human if he didn't

take some revenge, would he? And he
grinned as Hugo bellowed and tried to get

out of the chair.

"You let him off easy at that," Nick

said when Hugo had stormed out of the

place and Virginia had followed laughing

at him as if she really enjoyed seeing him
in pain.

"I'm the one who was let off easy," Biff

said. "I might have been the one married

to Virginia. Funny thing, Nick, about

Hugo and me.- All my life he stepped all

over me. I'm the dope, he's the wise guy.

He's got everything, I got nothin'. But it

comes to me now. I'm a happy man and

he's not. Remember what we learned in

Sunday School? 'Vengeance is mine saith

the Lord.'

"

"You think He takes a personal interest

in Hugo?" Nick asked dubiously.

"Well, whoever's doing it is doing a darn

good job, better than I could do," Biff said.

He turned then for the door was open-

ing, and there was Amy looking so sweet

in her Sunday dress and her little bonnet

even if they were a couple of years old.

And he felt so happy he just had to draw
Amy closer and kiss her as they walked

down the steps. "Biff, right out in the

street !" she protested.

"When I want to kiss my wife I'll do it

any place, any time," Biff said. "That's

the way I'm constituted
!"

And suddenly he knew Sunday afternoon

was the most exciting day in the week

when you could walk in the park with a

girl like Amy and the musicians across the

street were still playing And the Band
Played On. That was Amy's song, that

song was, and he liked it.

Mr. and Mrs. Korda

At Home
Continued from page 33

might almost call her the homesy type.

Almost. Not quite.

No little bride, with the first instalment

paid on her dining room set, ever watched
for spots on the carpet more circumspectly.

(Poor Merle! If a guest inadvertently

turns over a glass of wine, or dribbles

gravy, Mr. Korda, sweet, tolerant, un-
derstanding and always the perfect host,

turns over /too glasses of wine, or dribbles

gravy and a mushroom—while Mrs. Korda
looks as if she had suddenly seen the

headless horseman of Sleepy Hollow.) Ah
me, no little wife ever waited more eagerly

for her lord and master's phone call. In

fact, Merle even had a second phone in-

stalled in the bedroom of her new home so

that if the servants are using the main
telephone Mr. Korda's frequent calls to

her from the studio will not be delayed

one second.

Several months ago Merle, with tre-

mendous housewifely enthusiasm, bought
an already built house and then proceeded
to rebuild it and' furnish it. A charming,
gracious looking home of Georgian archi-

tecture, white, with greenish shingled roof,

situated on a grassy knoll in beautiful Bel-

Air. (Mr. Korda was in England at the

time, but on his return agreed that it was
the most heavenly place he had ever seen,

and that his bride was a wiz when it came
to decorating.)

The sun porch is an L-shaped glassed-in

room. It is very large and cheery and this

is where the Kordas spend most of their

time. The rest of the house is furnished

with the furniture that Merle had sent over

from her home in England, but the sun

porch, which was done by Tom Douglas,
interior decorator, is all new. The pictures

in the room are costume designs by Oliver

Messel, who did the sketches for "The
Scarlet Pimpernel," which was made in

England several years ago. Only two of

the sketches can be seen in the picture,

but they are hung all around the room. The
carpet is hooked weave in gray tone. The
drapes are dusty pink chintz, olive green

and ivory tone floral figured. The custom
made divan is covered overall in rose tone
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Here's one of the first stills from 20th Century-Fox's screen production of "Tobacco
Road," which shows lovely Gene Tierney as Ellie May and Ward Bond in the role of Lov.

embossed cotton fabric. The chaise longue
on which Merle is sitting is covered in

green embossed cotton fabric. The tables
are custom pieces in modified Louis XV
style, with tapered legs, finished in gray
lacquer. The table lamps are custom made,
and consist of large blocks of crude glass
for bases which are mounted on painted
tole pans, marble finished, and containing
growing plants. The shades are of woven
straw. Through the glass doors of the sun
porch you can see the swimming pool. To
the right in the rear view of the Korda
home, taken from the terraced garden in
back of the house, may be seen the bath-
house which is situated next to the swim-
ming pool.

The dog shown with Merle in the bed-
room is a chow named Luke. He's Merle's
dog and was bought by her in Palm
Springs when he was a puppy. The custom
made English extra sized bed with covered
frame, arched back panel, and draped with
orchid tone silk, is mounted with candela-
bras in gilt bronze, and the whole base is

covered in cut velour matching the window
valances. The window drapes are in metal
tone satin with draw cord valances in em-
bossed silk cut velour, with leaf and flower
festoon on ivory tone background. The bed,
with its embroidered coverlet and valances,
is a copy of the Marie Antoinette bed at
Fountainbleau. The embroidery was done
by a very old and famous establishment in
Paris. They did the original bed for Marie
Antoinette, so Merle looked them up in

Paris while on a visit there, and found
them still in business after all those years,
and she had them copy the bed for her.

The night stands are in the directoire style,

and are finished in guilt with ivory tone
trim. At her bedside, Merle keeps water,
telephones, address book, newest fiction, a
radio, and two volumes of her favorite
poems.
The picture of Merle in her dressing

room shows her wearing a white woolen
hostess gown embroidered with gold beads.
At her throat is a gold and diamond flower
pin which Korda gave her in London. She
is wearing a bracelet and ring to match
the pin, which she bought for herself from
Van Cleef. The dressing room has solid

mirrored walls with built-in dressing table.

The dressing table bench is antique Louis
XV, finished in gilt, and the top is covered
in cut satin velour, with matching valances.
The drapes and valances are the same as
those in the bedroom. On the dressing
table are French style candelabras, a nine-
teen-piece toilet set and numerous bottles
of perfume.
The living-room has many interesting

pieces, most of which can be seen in the
picture. The table in the alcove is antique
English directoire in mahogany and rose-
wood veneer. On the table are Ming period
Chinese statuette pieces with teakwood
bases and an old Chinese praying figure
which Merle had made into a lamp. Also
on the table is Merle's fine collection of
old English silver snuff boxes. In the
corner is an early 19th century Sheraton
cabinet in mahogany with satinwood in-
laid borders and medallions. The carpet is

high pile chenille in mauve tone with hand
tied fringe all around the edge. The drapes
are green poplin with matched valances in

pastel green satin, fringed. The two fire-

place sofas are striped rayon. On either
side of the fireplace are small tables of
mahogany and rosewood veneer with plat-
form bases and lyre shaped supports. On
the tables are Roman style urn vases in
green, with classic figures around bowls,
mounted as table lamps. The hearth screen
is Louis_ XV style with carved frame and
rests finished in ivory lacquer. The lounge
chairs are covered with metal tone
acanthus figured damask and the cushions
are covered in French old gold threaded
brocade damask—red—with floral decora-
tion in Persian manner.
The Korda dining room has a view of

the terraced garden through the windows.
The chandelier hanging over the dining
table is of antique -English crystal. The
dining table, a very fine antique English
Hepplewhite in mahogany, with fluted legs
and bronze_ paw rests, is a museum piece.
Near the windows is a small Sheraton style
extension table in walnut. The buffet is

Hepplewhite in mahogany finish, and is

also a museum piece. On the buffet are
antique French Poitiers white marble urn
vases, mounted as table lamps, which have
bell-shaped shades of fringed ivory satin.
Also on the buffet is a Viennese Franz
Joseph mantel clock in decorated and sculp-
tured porcelain, with appliqued flowers and
robed female wearing a wreath of flowers,
the whole thing mounted on a platform
base. The English chenille rug is of mauve
tone and the drapes are metal tone satin
damask. The chairs are Louis XV style,
finished in ivory lacquer, oval framed
backs, and fluted tapered legs. Also, on the
buffet are two very old French soup
tureens. On the dining table are silver
Georgian candlesticks and silver bowls
filled with small pink rosebuds.

Recently the Kordas, still on that honey-
moon begun in Vieux Antibes, moved into
their new home—the first home they have
owned in California—and prepared to enjoy
a little well-earned private life. Friends, as
usual, are proving a nuisance. Wouldn't
you know-.

Whatever you do, don't barge in on the
Kordas on Sunday. No, they won't have
the butler slam the door in your face, or
the chauffeur throw you out on your ear.
They won't call the police, or complain
to the Hays Office. They won't even send
down word that they are "not in." They
are much too polite for that. I don't know
why it is, and I hope I'm not going to
be called un-American, but movie stars
and producers born in Europe are a thou-
sand times more polite and courteous
(there are exceptions which I will name
with the greatest of pleasure) than those
who come from Brooklyn and points west.
And after years of barging in I ought to
know. The Kordas will receive you with
the utmost graciousness. Of course Merle
will probably keep you waiting an hour
or so while she slips into something, but
in the meantime Mr. Korda will whip you
up a mint julep (Colonel Korda, the ole
massa hisself) so you \von't mind at all.

But don't barge in on the Kordas on
Sunday. I did, a few Sundays back, and
I felt like the meanest dame alive. I even
took a photographer. They were as sweet
and gracious as always, and Mr. Korda,
when I insisted, posed for a few pictures,
a thing he never does, because when he
gets on the other side of a camera he be-
comes as shy as a schoolboy. Imagine,
one of the most important producers in
the world ! But when the camera focussed
on him his- forehead broke out in big drops
of perspiration and he became as damply
self-conscious as an actor taking his first

screen test. No wonder Merle is nuts about
him. "Alex," said Merle, pretending to
be severe, after Mr. Korda had ruined
three pictures by moving, "you must stand
still. I shall have to inform Mr. Lubitsch
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Beauty over

the americas

FKOM Alaska to Cape Horn, from

the Aleutian Islands to Parahiba,

easternmost tip of Brazil—throughout

these wide Americas lovely women
have learned the same romantic beauty

lesson.

The ritual of skin care prized in all

these American countries is the same

we in the United States likewise treas-

ure—the simple, effective principles

long laid down by Pond's:—

CLOAK vour face and neck lavishly with

the sleek," fragrant smoothness of Pond's

Cold Cream. Smack your skin briskly with

cream-wrapped fingertips for three full

minutes—even five. Pond's has two dis-

tinct missions to perform for you. One

cleansing. The other softening. It mixes

with the dust, make-up and foreign accu-

mulations on your skin— softens them and

sets them free.

WIPE AWAY all this freed and softened

debris with the gentle competence of Pond's

Tissues—created tenderly soft and absor-

bent for this express purpose.

SMACK ON briskly a second coating of

Pond's Cold Cream. Again wipe off with

gentle Pond's Tissues. This second creamy

spanking enhances both the cleansing and

softening actions of Pond's. Note how the

pores seem finer, lines less apparent in your

glowing, softened skin.

SPLASH ON now the cool, wet fra-

grance of Pond's Skin Freshener.

Thefl MASK this spic-and-span face of

vours with a smooth layer of a very differ-

enttype ofcream—Pond's Vanishing Cream
—light as a cloud, innocent of greasmess.

This cream's specific duty is to help dis-

perse remaining particles, little chappings

caused by exposure. \Yait one full minute

before you wipe it off. Then see

how it leaves a perceptible mat fin-

ish on your skin—a petal-softness

that receives and holds your pow-

der smooth and captive for hours.

Perform this brief Pond's ritual

in full always before retiring or

during the day. A shorter ritual

whenever your skin or make-up

need freshening.

THESE TWO FOR THE PRICE OF CREAM

ANOTHER THRIFTY GIVE-
AWAY— For a limited
period you can l»u> Pond *

Cold Cream in the medinm-
laree (6.1 oz.| sir.- dial gire*

you so much more for your

money, ami net absolmtm&y

free a 20c Iki\ of Pond's
Face Powder. At >our favor-

ite beauty counter.

MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR . . . MRS. ROBERT W. ARMSTRONG . . . SENORITA ANA ROSA MARTINEZ GUERRERO

SENORA P1LA SUBERCASEAUX . . . SENHORA AIMEE LOPES DE SOTTO MAIOR . . . names that hold the magic and dual

connotation of great wealth and great beauty in five great American countries. Each one observes the Pond s Ritual
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Twe nty - year-old
Esther Fernandez,

left, may be a new-

comer to Holly-

wood, but she has

played in Mexican
movies since she

was thirteen. Es-

ther even produced
one called "Los de
Abajo" ("The Un-
derdog") and when
she attended the

Hollywood opening
of the picture, a

Paramount talent

scout signed her

for a part in "Reap
the Wild Wind,"
Cecil DeMille'sfilm.

that you have been wasting his money."
When I left I had the feeling that I had

robbed them of something, something very
precious. Not Merle's prized Gaugin, not

the Regency music box she picked up in a
Paris antique shop, not the beautiful dia-

mond necklace that Mr. Korda gave her on
their first anniversary, but something far

more valuable to them—Their Sunday. I

couldn't have felt meaner if I had suddenly
snatched a candy bar from a hungry kid.

"We look forward to Sundays," Merle
told me, with even more eagerness than
children look forward to Christmas. With
both of us working (Merle is starring in

Ernst Lubitsch's "That Uncertain Feeling"

and Mr. Korda is directing Vivien Leigh
and Larry Olivier in "That Hamilton
Woman") it is the only day during the week
that we can be together. So Sundays are

very extra special with us. They aren't

what you'd call exciting, we don't go dash-
ing around madly from one place to an-

other. We stay at home. But we have so

much fun that hardly is one Sunday over
before we start planning the next. Mrs.
Roosevelt has "My Day, but Alex arid I

have Our Day—and it's Sunday."
What do two people, two very much

in love people, do on their day off? "We
always sleep late on Sunday morning,"
Merle continued. "It's such a luxury, after

having to get up at six every morning.
And then around noon we have a break-
fast-luncheon that is simply out of this

world—and would probably put you right

out of this world if you ate it. Alex never
eats lunch and I rarely eat breakfast but on
Sundaj's we have a breakfast luncheon of

everything we like best. I always have
kedgeree (an English dish that is made
with rice and eggs and either salmon or

haddock) , lots of corn on cob, pancakes
and syrup, and several- different kinds of

salads. Alex likes sausages, any kind of
sausages, so he always has sausages with
pancakes and syrup, roast beef and York-
shire pudding, and all kinds of fruits. It's

all disgustingly un-glamorous, isn't it? But
good. And we eat for hours. And as you
can well imagine we don't eat again for the
rest of the day." How does she keep that
figure

!

In the afternoons they take long walks
and when those English gals walk, they
walk, as I once discovered to my horror
in the beautiful Bel-Air hills. They hold
hands as they walk, and in an effort to

escape for a few hours from a war-weary
world they take turns reciting their favor-
ite poems. Merle is especially partial

to Shelley. Home again, Merle has a cup
of tea in the English manner, and Mr.
Korda experiments with a new rum cock-
tail. Next to his mint juleps he is proud
of his rum concoctions, and the way to

win favor with him immediately is to go
into ecstasies over his blends. He is partic-

ularly proud of a little number which he
called Tropical Passion, and which he hit

upon one day quite by accident. It is made
of pomegranite juice, passion fruit juice,

lemon, and six different kinds of rum. It

was the Tropical Passion that caused the

only serious quarrel the Kordas have had.
Merle doesn't drink cocktails. But Mr.
Korda was so pleased with his Tropical
Passion that he could hardly wait until she
came down one Sunday morning to make
her one. "You know I don't drink cock-
tails," said Merle, reaching for the orange
juice. "You'll like this," said Mr. Korda,
"it's pomegranite juice." "Um-mm," said

Merle, "it is good. Do you think we could
plant some pomegranite trees?" In less

than five minutes she was in a deep sleep

and didn't wake up until evening.
"I was furious," said Merle. "I missed

my kedgeree and my corn on the cob and
my perfectly beautiful Sunday that I had
been looking forward to all week. Alex
is such a tease. But he promised he
wouldn't do that any more so I had to

forgive him."
Sweet-tempered, easy-going, fun-loving

Mr. Korda simply can't resist teasing his

wife occasionally, and Merle ought to
be used to it by now. Sweet-tempered,
easy-going, and fun-loving herself Merle
rarely gets upset and simply takes the
Korda teasing with a smile—except when
pomegranate juice is involved. It started

cn the set of "The Private Life of Henry
VIII," the picture in which Merle played
the ill-fated Anne Boleyn, and under Mr.
Korda's superb direction became a star

overnight, so one day Mr. Korda told her
to take her place on the set and start cry-

ing. He had all the lights turned on. For
fifteen minutes or more Merle gave out

with her very best histrionics. She began
to notice that the stage was unusually quiet,

but immediately assumed that it was be-

cause everyone was so impressed with her
acting. But gradually she got suspicious,

and peering out from behind the lights she
discovered that everyone, including Di-
rector Korda, had gone to lunch. Today
Mr. Korda teases her about her new home.
(Merle is very proud of her new home,
and has every reason to be.) "Don't bother
to sit down," Mr. Korda will say to each
guest as she arrives, "Mrs. Korda's per-
sonally conducted Cook's Tour starts im-
mediately. Be sure and admire everything."
And of course the first day Mr. Korda's

brother Zoltan Korda dropped by for tea
Merle really let herself in for something.
Zoltan had been to the barber for a scalp
treatment and the barber had rubbed vasel-
ine into his hair. As soon as he had kissed
his pretty sister-in-law he stretched himself
out comfortably on the new couch on the
sun porch. Merle immediately bristled and
became the practical housewife, "Kindly
take your head off that couch," she said.

She won't be allowed to forget that any-

time soon.

"And my beautiful antique chairs," Merle
says, "Alex just adores teasing me about
them. They are copies of chairs in the
Palais de Compegnie. I saw them one
day in France before we were married,
and immediately fell in love with them. But
they were five hundred pounds a piece.

I thought he might like to give them to
me, but he didn't. 'Five hundred pounds for
a chair!' he said, 'and you want six of
them? I think it would be just as well
to get six kitchen chairs and put a five
hundred pound note on each of them. It

would be much more impressive—and com-
fortable.'

"

Merle bought the chairs herself. She
loves beautiful old furniture and in her
new home you will find many museum
pieces. Secretly, Mr. Korda is very proud
of her rare and beautiful pieces, but he
wouldn't admit it because then it wouldn't
be any fun teasing her.

But to return to the Kordas' Sunday.
After tea and cocktails, the house divided,
they settle down to a snappy game of
gin-rummy, a game they are both fairly

mad about. They play it very seriously,

both eager to win. Merle always keeps the
score and Mr. Korda claims that's the
reason she wins so often. But Merle denies
it strenuously. "Alex is only trying to alibi

himself," she says, "because I have been
winning lately."

The table is always set for a game of
gin-rummy in their favorite spot on the
sun porch. This end of the sun porch has
a door to the left leading into the garden,
one to the right leading into the living

room, and the door shown in the picture

leads into a small study. The books are
sets of Voltaire. Kipling, Wells, Shelly
and Thackeray. Both Merle and Korda
collect first editions. The card table chairs

are Philippine rattan, finished in gray tone
lacquer.

Before they became such gin-rummy
fiends Mr. Korda went in for "word"
games. And take my advice and don't ever
get involved in a "word" game with Mr.
Korda—that man knows words that you
never dreamed existed.

After the ten o'clock news broadcast
it is time to think about that horrible six

o'clock call in the morning. "I think,"

Mr. Korda will say, "that I shall be a
gardener. I like pottering around with
flowers, and then I wouldn't have to go
to a studio so early every morning."
"And I think," Merle will say, "that I'll

just be a lazy wife and stay in bed every

day until noon." And of course both of

them know darned well that they'll be

directing pictures, and appearing in pic-

tures, for years and years to come.

"It probably sounds like a dreadfully

dull Sunday to you," Merle said as I

departed. "But it isn't dull to the Kordas.

We love it."
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Lovely Barbara Stanwy^
with a charm hint

I for YOU

[
LUX SOAP MAKES A

WONDERFUL BEAUTy
A BATH! its active

LATHER MAKES YOU
SURE OF DAINTINESS

STAR OF

PARAMOUNT'S
THE LADY EVE"

THIS GENTLE, WHITE
SOAP HAS SUCH
A DELIGHTFUL

FRAGRANCE _ LEAVES
SKIN SWEET!

Clever girls take

Hollywood's tip—win

out with skin that's sweet.'

"Men love to be near the girl who's

sweet," this famous beauty says. And
tells you how screen stars protect the

daintiness important to charm. Lux

Soap's ACTIVE lather carries away per-

spiration, every trace of dust and dirt

—leaves skin really fresh.

9 out of 10

Screen Stars use il

will find screen stars are right! A daily luxurious

Lux Toilet Soap bath makes you sure of daintiness,

of skin that's sweet, appealing.
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Red, White and Blue—

and NewYours for Loveliness
How to look like April while the calendar still

says late Winter, plus two thoughts on perfume

Fascinating Eyes
TYES and mouth are the strong points of interest
i— in every face. And what lipstick does for your
mouth, the correct use of mascara can do for your
eyes—shape them, accent the color and size and ex-
pression. For darker and longer curling lashes form
a frame against which color and mood have stronger
play. The name Maybelline has long been associated
with artistic eye make-up, and a bouquet goes to
Maybelline mascara, both the cake and the cream in
a tube. These mascaras are harmless, darken and
curl lashes, are tear-pr/)of and will not smart. They
work magic with lashes. A touch of mascara for
the grey or white-haired woman is charming, also.

Stormy Weather
HERE is a scoop ! For a time, Richard Hudnut's

DuBarry Winter Complexion Duo, consisting
of DuBarry Foundation Lotion and DuBarry Face
Powder, charmingly boxed as shown, may be had
for the usual price of the powder alone. If ever
your face needs protection against stormy weather,
it is at this season. The splendid lotion will keep
skin dewy moist in dry indoor heat and outdoor
cold, and the powder needs no praise from me. It

is the quintessence of all you could wish in a face
powder. The two offer true complexion insurance
against the elements and make your skin look lovely
at the same time. The box makes a good casual gift

or prize and the generous sizes last a long time.

Unforgotten Girl

A DROP of precious perfume does a
neat job in immortalizing you in His

memory. It's love's oldest lure. And there
are two little gems that come to the
rescue when the budget is low. They are
Blue Waltz and Irresistible, in small con-
tainers, yes, but how lovely and how en-
trancing are the spells they will weave.
If love charms do come in brews and
bottles, here are two answers. For Valen-
tine's Day, they come in cunningly con-
trived special packaging, but June or
January, the lovely scents, delicate, pro-
vocative, mysterious, work their unfailing
wonders with the man of your heart.

They cost but a song in fives-and-tens.

Sugar and Spice
IF YOU'RE mad about those Early Amer-
I ican concoctions of intimate scents by
Shulton, then the newest, Early American
Old Spice Post Box, is for you. Quaintly
boxed, you find toilet water, soap, talcum
and a motto sachet; with which gently and
persuasively to perfume your missives to
your soldier friends in camp. It's a good,
old ruse, known to our grandmothers.
Keep the sachet with your note paper ; use
the other contents on you, and see if life

doesn't hold some sweet surprises. An as-
sortment of small treasures makes you feel

affluent and important, and you get prec-
ious ones in this unique post box. It's inex-
pensive ; makes ' an unusual remembrance.
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Continued from page 58

probably wear plenty of navy. It is a par
of Spring and goes well through the warn
months ahead. White and more white
Prelude to the popularity, the dash, and th
general becomingness of white began ii

the Winter with the startling white hats
worn with dark furs or wool. And red i

popping up everywhere, in accents, in com
plete garments, and on the loveliest faces
The Spring reds are vibrant reds, som
with a slightly yellowish cast, echoes o
the Pan-American theme, many with just ;

faint bluish cast that you can match s>

divinely in a lipstick.

The moral of this is that you must ge
yourself a new Spring lipstick. And yoi

must get it to match your outfit. Lipstick
are versatile in their new and lovely colors
Perhaps you can find just the one tha
goes with everything you will be wearing
Lucky girl ! But do be careful when yoi

wear red, yellow, beige or the new tan
nish colors, popularly known as saddle
This group of colors, if the beige is of th
warmer rather than the greyish group, wil
take the warm red lipsticks or perhap
some of the dark, exotic tones with definit

brown in them. I refer you to the salesgir
where you go for your purchase. Salesgirl
are well trained in make-up harmony, ani

you can learn much by asking their advice
You may be introduced to a new color, t
a combination for yourself that you ha<

never thought of before/and a little in

quiry here is often productive of importan
face facts.

And speaking of color, the first page o
this story shows a face, Linda Darnell
that is a wonderful foil for color. Witl
her clear skin, brown hair and definitel;

brown and beautiful eyes, Linda shouli

actually look lovely in any color, witl
consideration for her lipstick. For da-

wear, Linda likes red, blue, rose and ye]

low. For evening, she prefers black, white
pastel blue and pink.

So far, we have not had much considera
tion for the pastels, and I believe you wil
see much blue and pink. These are a
perennially Spring as the robin and th<

crocus. To keep your make-up in harmom
with these, there are lovely, muted ros<

tones, perfect complements. Do not us<

vivid red with these colors, with the ex
ception of a very light, greenish blue, wher
the deliberate red is beautiful, either 01

your lips, your fingers or in a costumi
accent.

Shown with this story, is also Brend;
Marshall, because Brenda is a kind of nav}
girl. You sense that in the outfit she i:

wearing and, ,what is more, even thai

streamliner perfume she is holding has i

red, white and blue container, a sophisti-
cated poker chip affair. Yes, patriotism
is not only in our blood but in our beauty
A thousand and one gadgets for your lapel

the tiny cording on your new white gloves
:

on compacts, on lipsticks, all seeming tc

sing, "I am an American."
This combination of colors is spirited

and so are many others, of course. 11

seems to me that for this Spring, you
might forsake black as much as possible,

though the one good black crepe is an en-

during classic and should be there. But
now and then it occurs to me that many
of us do not use color as much as we
should. We do a good job on our faces,

but we get into a rut on other colors. And
so your friends grow able to anticipate

What Goes On, Should Come Off
IT SHOULD come off your face, at least, and to
' simplify the coming-off process, try Miner's new
Make-Up Removing Cream. It cloes a whizz of a
job. It's smooth, light and fluffy as whipped cream.
It takes off a stubborn make-up without rubbing
and pulling. It goes for that hard-to-remove eye
make-up, that indelible lipstick. It won't smart if it

accidentally gets in your eyes, and it leaves your
skin so soft and smooth. By these signs, you can
guess how very clean it leaves you, too. Pick up a
nice, generous jar when next shopping. At ten-cent
counters. Business girls, keep a jar in your desk.

They Still Prefer Blondes

MEN are that way. A recent cheek-up in Holly-
wood, it is reported, proves there are still more

blondes than any other one shade. Appeal and photo-
graphic effect ! So for girls born to be blonde but
whom time has darkened, and for dark beauties who
prefer to be blonde, try Nestle Lite, which will
lighten hair to the degree you want. It is a safe and
simple preparation for home use. It is to be applied
to the head after a shampoo, and by testing a strand
of your hair in advance, you can be sure of the
desired results. The preparation contains oil, is

gentle on the hair and altogether seems the answer
for home use. Results are truly gratifying. C. M.
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KEEP YOUR ACCENT ON YOUTH!

"Win New Loveliness . . . New Youthfulness in your

NEW-BORN-SKIN!V-^^<^4

The Miracle ofReborn Skin

Your skin is constantly wearing out

—

drying—flaking off almost invisibly. But
it is immediately replaced by new-born
skin

—

always crowding upward and out-
ward. Lady Esther says you can help
make each rebirth of your skin a true
Rebirth of Beauty!

Yes! It's really true... You are getting a beautiful

New-Born Skin. Yes, under your present skin a Brand

New Skin is coming to life. Let my 4-Purpose Face

Cream help your New-Born Skin to keep its promise

of appealing freshness and youth.

IT
SEEMS a miracle too wonderful to believe, but at this

very moment, under your present skin ... a New-Born

Skin is flowering . . . growing, gradually replacing your

worn-out surface skin which flakes away in tiny little

particles.

Will your New-Born Skin really flatter you? Will il

help you look younger? The answer is "Yes I

1
'. sa>> Lady

Esther. "Yes ... if you will care for it properly with my
4-Purpose Face Cream."

Don't let the dry flakes of your old surface skin imprison

the beauty of your New-Born Skin. My 4-Purpose Face

Cream gently permeates tbose drab flakes . . . the surface

impurities and dirt. It helps you whisk them away ... so

your New-Born Skin may appear at its clearest and at its

best. And to do this ... all you need is one cream. Lady

Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream.

Ask Your Doctor About Your Face Cream

Does he suggest tbat you feed your skin from the outside?

Will he recommend astringents, or skin foods, or tissue

creams? Lady Esther believes he will not ... for it stands

to reason that any cream that can fill the pores can be

harmful to the skin. But ask him if my cream doesn't help

your skin because it loosens the dry little flakes and sur-

face impurities . . . really cleanses your skin. Ask your

doctor if every last word that Lady Esther says isn't true!

So try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my expense. Use

no other cream for a full month. Let my cream give you

complete beauty care. Let your New-Born Skin come to

light in all its glory. Use my -cream particularly before

you powder, for, after wiping away Lady Esther cream,

your skin is in perfect condition to receive powder. Use

just enough powder to protect your skin from dust—and

see if your skin doesn't appear lovelier and more opal-

escent—smoother, more radiant—with a look that really

spells beauty!

Lady Esther,
716-2 West 6jth St.. Chicago. 111. (85)

Please send me your generous sample tube of
Lady Esther Face Cream: also nine shades of
Face Powder, free and postpaid.

Name

Address-

City .State.

(If you live in Canada, tcritt Lady Enr.tr, Toronto, OnU)
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4 OF THE 9 EXCITING SHADES

a

smart and dashing "gipsy" shade

dramatic red red

a flower-soft red . . . very young

new "Latin-American" shade

just about what you will have this Spring
even better than you, before you get it.

Surprise them. Give them a pleasant jolt.

It is good for them, better for you. It keeps
you from being typed. Experimenting will

expand your personality, funny as that

may seem. Wear something you've never
worn before, and see if you don't feel

rather new and interesting to yourself.

When you do that, never worry about your
impression on others. It will more than
make the grade.
As to the colors you do choose, skin tone

above all should be your guide. Regardless
of hair and eye color, if your skin is clear

and fresh, you can truly wear almost any
color if you will harmonize your trace of
rouge and your much lipstick to the cos-

tume. For example, don't try a brown
frock with a pink lipstick, and don't wear
a soft rosy lipstick with a flamboyantly red
frock. But back to skin again. For Spring,
you can certainly wear a more radiant
shade of powder and perhaps a slightly

lighter shade than you have worn in Win-
ter. You need this new look of freshness,

and it is surprising what even the faintest

difference in powder tone can work on your
face. I have always leaned toward the
powders with a faint touch of "alive"

color, usually of a pinkish or peachy cast.

They will add more life and vivaciousness
than the dead tones, make you look young-
er, if you need this, make you look health-

ier and far more alive.

Anna Neagle, now to be seen in "No,
No, Nanette," says, "Variety is the first

principle of American design, the reasoi
why American clothes always look young

j

colorful, gay." So follow this "variety':'

thought in all your personal adornment am
toss old inhibitions overboard. Miss Neagl.'
further elaborates on the girls with a pas'!

sion for some particular style, but stil

urges imagination and variety in whateve
[

this happens to be. She, for instance, feel

a particular love for boleros, and so sh
|

gets three in "No, No, Nanette," as yn
will see.

I think we might carry the "variety
theme also to our hair, as well as hat-
Everyone is still talking pompadours, bi
you could fill a room full of pompadour

;

and have everyone different. Just see tha
your own has one different twist or cur|
somewhere to distinguish it from the here
This is exactly what makes style—th?j

small points that are different with thj
whole adhering to the big outline o;

fashion, like skirt lengths and shouldej
widths, and so on.

So_ this Spring, wake up and find youil
self in a new color. Decide upon a them
for your outfit, the red, white and blue
the

_
Pan-American way, a sophisticated

Paris in the Spring effect, or whatevel
seems to be in good fashion, but don't bi
nondescript. You should, in this case, han|
together. Give your whole person carefr
consideration, your face, your clothes, youf
nail lacquer and your perfume. Coordinate
them as best you can. It really takes raort
thought than money, but it can be done
and done in style and spirit

!

Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, those daffy comedians who are starring in "Buck Pri-

vates," first screen comedy about the army draft conscriptees, do a little harmon-
izing for Dorothy Darrell, the cute little number who appears in the film with them.
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Neglected wives are often guilty of

ONE NEGLECT
that may destroy romance . . .

"LYSOL" helps prevent this risk!

rWAS to have been a very special occa-

sion. She wore her prettiest frock—
chose his favorite dishes—and then came

his familiar phone call, "detained at the

office". And so she dined alone—and un-

happy— as she does so often these days.

Once he was the most gallant and atten-

tive of husbands. Can it be that he simply

doesn't care for her any more? Friends

applaud her beauty, grace and charm. Her

home and children testify to her success

as a housewife and mother. What's wrong?

When a husband's love cools, the cause,

say some doctors and psychiatrists, is often

the wife's carelessness about feminine hy-

giene. The intelligent, modern woman uses

"Lysol" for this important habit of. per-

sonal cleanliness.

You ought to use "Lvsol" in your routine

of intimate hygiene. Probably no other

product is so widely used for feminine

hygiene ... for these important reasons:

I. Non-Caustic . . . "Lysol", in proper dilution,

is gentle, efficient; contains no free caustic

alkali. 2. Effectiveness . . . "Lysol" is a power-

ful germicide, active under practical condi-

tions; effective in the presence of organic

matter (dirt, mucus, serum, etc.). 3. Spread-

ing... "Lysol" solutions spread because ol

,ow surface tension; virtually search out

germs. 4. Economy . . . Small bottle of "Lysol"

makes almost 4 gallons of solution for femi-

nine hygiene. 5. Odor. . .The cleanly odor of

"Lysol" disappears after use. 6. Stability . .

.

"Lysol" keeps its full strength no matter

how long it is kept, or how often it might be

left uncorked.

PASTE THIS COUPON ON A PENNY POSTCARD

What Every Woman Should Know

SEND COUPON FOR "LYSOL" BOOKLET

Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

Dept. S.-341. Bloomfield. N. J.. V. S. A.

Send me free booklet "War Against Germs"

which tells the many uses of "Lysol".

A'nme—

Street—

City-
Copyright. IMl. by Lehn& Kink Product.. Corr.
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Laurence Olivier
and his wife, Vi-

vien Leigh, pictured

on board the ship

which took them
back to England,
where they hope
to be of service to

their country.

Date with Destiny

Continued from poge 57

and snug as a bug in a rug. "On a day like

this," said Vivien, "we certainly need a
little sherry." As Leonard opened the but-
ler's pantry door, in answer to Vivien's
ring, I got a heavenly whiff of chocolate. I

don't think Vivien will ever get enough
chocolate.

It was the Christmas tree that got me
down. When I saw the Star of Bethlehem
I suddenly wanted to cry. How could these
two young people so terribly much in love,
and right at the peak of their careers, bear
to leave the safety and comfort of this
fireside for a future that could hold so
much danger and despair! But if I thought
I could sob over Vivien Leigh I could just
help myself to another thought. You don't
sob over Vivien and Larry. They aren't
that kind. They do not dramatize their
souls.

Before I could let the floodgates down
Vivien hastily showed me an exquiste
friendship ring that George Cukor and
Garson Kanin had given her. And a little

china nest of mice that Katharine Hepburn
had sent her. I believe of all the people
Vivien has met in Hollywood she likes
George and Gar and Katharine best.

"We are going back to England because
we want to go back to England," Vivien
said. There was quite a bit of confusion
while Jupiter, a frisky sheepdog that
simply worships Larry, joined the fireside
group, to Tom's disgust. "It's as simple as
that. We've been wanting to go for a long-
time."

I did not have to ask why, if they wanted
to go, they had not gone before. I knew.
Vivien and Larry are not wealthy. Vivien
has never been in what is called "big
money." Practically everyone connected
with "Gone With the Wind" made more
out of it than she did. Since his sensational
success as the dour Heathcliff in "Wuther-
ing Heights" Larry has been able to com-
mand a big salary, but big or little, it is

all the same to Mr. Olivier when the thea-

Intemational

ter is concerned. He's just slap-happy when
it comes to the theater. Twice in England
he put every shilling he could get his hands
on into the production of "The Ringmaster"
and "Golden Arrow," two worthy, intelli-

gent plays, but flops. So when he decided
to produce, direct, and act in "Romeo and
Juliet" last summer, a goodly

, bit of the
Olivier bank account went into the pro-
duction. Shakespeare, unfortunately, rarely
pays off.

Now, both Larry and Vivien have family
responsibilities. Besides, they have assumed
the upkeep of several war orphans, little

refugees in Canada. And they have sent
thousands and thousands of dollars to Eng-
land. When he decided, that it was his duty
to return to England to fight for his coun-
try Larry was especially concerned over
his young son, Simon, who is now with his
mother, the first Mrs. Olivier, in New
York. "After his lavish production of
'Romeo and Juliet' Larry was pretty well
strapped," a close friend of his told me.
"He wanted his son to be well provided
for, and he knew that once he joined the
army there would be no more income. So,
although he wanted to go to England early
last fall, he and Vivien decided to come
back to Hollywood and make another pic-
ture. No matter what happens to Larry
now, his child will have a start in life."
Larry is a sentimentalist, but only to

himself. He would never have told me this,

never in a million years.
"We will take either the Clipper, or a

boat from some eastern port, depending on
what reservations we can get," Vivien con-
tinued, as she soothed Tom's ruffled feel-
ings. "When we reach England Larry will
join the Royal Air Force, if they will have
him. He has been spending all his spare
time for months taking flying lessons and
he has a hundred and fifty hours in the air—but naturally he is not an experienced
pilot and the R.A.F. may not want him.
In that case he will join any branch of the
service he is permitted to join. I hope to
get a part in a play," Vivien continued,
"and tour all the towns in England—the
way I did before I started in pictures. Of
course I shall want to be near Larry when-
ever possible."

Vivien knows her England. She knov
that no matter how fast and furiously tl

Nazis drop their bombs the British, qui
unexcited about it all, will continue to se<

relaxation and entertainment in the theat<
just as they've always done, ever sin
there was an England.
"When the war is over," she said softl

"Larry and I hope to found a theater
London. Just imagine, our own theate
Where we can produce plays, and act
them, to our hearts' content. That has be>

our ambition for a long time."
The object of Jupey's affections, and i

cidentally of Vivien's, made his entran
then, looking all dampish and pink-cheekc
from the rain. (And really, girls, he's :

much more attractive than Charl
Boyer!) The dentist, he said, had bet
kind. "He said my wife should love n
more," said Larry, giving Vivien a b
hearty smack right on the lips. With Lari
teasing, Jupey yapping, and Tom complaii
ing, we all piled into luncheon. I alwa^
wish that people who think that Larry

"

brooding, turgid, and arrogant (simply b
cause they have seen him as Heathclij
Max _de Winter, and Philip Darcy) coul
see him when he goes on one of his nuti
rampages. He is no more like Heathcli
than Vivien is like Scarlett O'Hara.
The luncheon proceeded gaily enough

with Larry telling, in slightly off-color d<

tail, of his encounter with his doctor tl

day before, while Vivien just sat ar
stared at him in ecstatic happiness. Tl
dessert was a chocolate souffle, just as
had suspected, and the Oliviers, who ai

. not what my old nurse would have calle
"dainty eaters," had two helpings, covere
with cream. "Leonard," said Vivien as si:

helped herself a second time, "ask the coo
if she thinks I can learn to make this b<

fore we leave." Larry topped off the dessei
with a generous slab of cheese and cracl
ers, and Vivien dove into a box of chocc
lates. I shall never smell chocolate that
don't think of Vivien—and I'm sure as
number one chocolate lover she won't min
at all.

With the rain splashing on them Larr
and Vivien came put on the little pore
outside the front door to wave goodbye t

me. A very undemonstrative goodbye. "I':

write you," Vivien called. And except fo
that there was no intimation that it migh
be months, maybe years, before we eve
saw each other again.
As my car slipped down the drivewaj

Above, Vivien Leigh makes her first appear-
ance on the screen as an old lady in role oi I

Emma Hamilton in "That Hamilton Woman!"
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THEY'VE GOT THE IDEA-

olllUP MOftftjc
,>NaHOUT SMOKING Pr...

I

All smokers do —
some of the time

T'S easy to understand that when you do inhale

— there's increased exposure to irritation ! Here's

something vital— long known to eminent medi-

cal authorities:

4 other leading brands of cigarettes were
found to average 235% more irritant

than the strikingly contrasted Philip

Morris— and further, the irritation was
found to last more than five times as long I

So— especially if you inhale— Call for Philip

Morris— complete smoking pleasure, unmarred

by throat irritation!

America's FinestXiaarette!

my eyes became more misty than the wind-
shield. Now that I was away from Vivien

and Larry I might be permitted just one

little sob. What a couple of honest, cour-

ageous kids they really are ! Now, right

at the top of their profession, and with

their matrimonial -problems settled, they
should be the happiest people in captivity.

Every producer in Hollywood has been try-

ing to make them sign contracts calling

for fabulous sums of money—why, they

could stay here and work hard and in a few
years become two of the richest people on
the West Coast ! Already Larry's fan mail

has exceeded that of Cary Grant. And
since the success of "Waterloo Bridge"
Metro would give Leo's eye-teeth to get

Vivien back for another picture. It is easy

enough to go away from nothing. But the

Oliviers are going away from everything

they have worked hard to obtain. Theirs is

a real sacrifice.

And it isn't that Larry had to go. No one

is forcing him to go back to England, no
one is embarrassing him into going. The
late Lord Lothian, the British Ambassador
at Washington, is said to have informed
the British actors in Hollywood that their

money is more to be desired than their per-

sons. But Larry has an idea that a man
should fight for the country he loves. He
loves England, he was born there, it is his

home. He feels that it is his duty to fight

for England. And when Larry gets an idea

about his duty he becomes as hardheaded
and stubborn as John Bull himself, and
nothing can change him, come hell and
high-water. Never once have I heard him
criticise other British actors who lie

stretched out in the sunshine by the side

of their swimming pools listening to the

latest war news from Britain. Whether
they are right, or wrong, in staying safely

in America during their country's travail,

but sending money -of course, is not of the

least concern to Laurence Olivier. His only

concern is his own conscience. _ And his

conscience tells him that it is his duty to

fight for the land that gave him birth.

Trying to talk him out of it is just like

trying to blow up the Rock of Gibraltar

with a firecracker.

And for that matter no one is forcing

Vivien Leigh to return to England, either.

She too could stay safely in Hollywood,

knit helmets, and, like the other British

actresses, send generous checks every

month to the British Relief. But Vivien

will go where Larry goes. With her, love is

like that.

They aren't afraid of Nazi bombs, those

two. When they arrive in London they will

not run for shelter when they hear that

banshee wail of an air raid siren. Vivien

and Larry are fatalists. Just like thousands

of English already in London. No, they

are not afraid of Hitler himself in a

bomber—but what they fear more than

anything else in the world is that news-
paper writers and fan magazine writers

like me will write sob stories about them.

This scene from Alexander Korda's new film, "That Hamilton Woman!" shows how

the beautiful Lady Hamilton (Vivien Leigh) has changed into a pathetic crone

of the streets, and Heather Angel as the street harpy who tries to help her.
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ALL-WEATH E R

LOTION M

Winter is more fun if you're

well fortified against the weather.

Neither cold nor wind nor snow

will mar the appealing satin-

smoothness of your skin if you

safeguard it with Elmo All-Weather

Lotion. Just a little, used regularly,

on your hands, arms and legs will

protect against dryness, chapping

and roughness.

Make this lilac-

scented "satinizer"

part of your daily

after-bath routine.

Elmo All-Weather

Lotion is a rich,

non-sticky, marvel-

ously soothing
emollient.

PHILADELPHIA • SAN FRANCISCO

Inside the Stars' Homes

Continued from page 13

say: 'Please excuse me!' and go for a
run in the garden and come back for more.
"She is always thrilled when she's

finished a picture now, because that means
she can eat again. 'Oh, Mommy,' she'll

say; 'WHY don't they like fat people?
How I HATE diets! But diet she must
before every picture. No sweets—and how
she loves them

!

"But I love apples too, Mommy," ob-
jected Maureen, "and little as I know
about cooking, I can make Apple Custard.
It's delicious. You core your apples and
fill the hole with sugar, then cover the
whole apple with thick custard and bake
until the apple is yummy. Mommy likes

to fix her apples with butter and brown
sugar and a clove stuck in each, with a
drop of water in the dish to make a syrup."
Mrs. O'Hara laughed, a lilting Irish

laugh. "The children—I have six children

—

had a nurse, Mary, at home in Ireland, and
she began every morning with the question

:

'What shall I feed those young-uns today?'
Then she'd make up something-the-other
and give it a fancy name :—gooseberry-de-
fool, if she was using gooseberries, or
apple-O'Hara, or anything that occurred
to her. She was the experimenting type."
"Mommy herself cooks by guess and by

golly," put in Maureen, demurely. "She
hadn't done much cooking before we came
to this country, but no one. here seems to
know what I mean about home dishes, so
when she's particularly pleased with me, she
takes a hand at the stove. Her Irish stew
is my favorite meal. Tell Betty about that."

Mrs. O'Hara complied: "You take a
breast of mutton. At home we call it 'lap

of mutton,' and when I asked for it no-
body here knew what I could be meaning.
So I went back of the counter and showed
the butcher and he told me you call it

'breast of mutton' or 'breast of lamb.' What-
ever the name is, you cut it up.

"You take an iron kettle and line it with
sliced potatoes ; then comes a layer o!

sliced onions ; then a layer of mutton, sab
and pepper. Then potatoes, onions, am
mutton in layers until the kettle is prett;.

well filled. Add water to about three
quarters full and let it simmer on the stovt

for a long time, stirring occasionally
When the potatoes go all messy, or pulpy
it's about done. It's cold at home and i

good hot dish like this is needed, bu
Maureen's friends here like it as much a:

we do. That's why she's serving it to-

night. We'll be having fruit cocktail first

and then this shamrock salad." Maureei
insisted on my seeing the table, set foi

her Irish party with green candlesticks
pink candles, and the shamrock salad.

"You can't make a truly pretty salac

unless you get large full green pepper:
with deep indentations," Maureen informec
me. "The peppers are sliced across, making
a shamrock of green, after they have beei

stuffed with cottage cheese, then a pecan i:

set in the middle of each salad.

"I shan't be able to eat desserts until m>
picture is finished," she sighed, "and 1

simply can't bear to hear Mommy tail-

about her grand rich food. So let me pu
on the records of my picture 'They Me
in Argentina' while you listen to her."
The Irish beauty drifted back to th(

living room and presently the music cam<
to us, a baritone voice singing

:

"I'm never sure of you
And that's the lure of you—

"

"Another good cold weather dish h
Stuffed Hearts," went on Mrs. 0"Hara
"Come into the kitchen while I stir up mj
sponge cake, and I'll tell you about it.

"You buy those tiny lamb hearts anc
have the butcher squeeze them out. Wasl
them well and stuff your dressing into th(

small holes, stitching them up with needh
and thread. I make my dressing of potatoc
—whatever you have on hand from th<

Above, Maureen O'Hara performing one of her favorite chores—fishing out the leaves

from the swimming pool. Maureen admits she likes doing this better than cooking.
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Grace Lenard has been dividing her time

between stage and screen, but we've been

hoping the movie producers would soon find

enough roles worthy of her beauty and tal-

ent to keep her in Hollywood permanently.

day before—bread crumbs, onion, butter, an

egg, pepper and salt. You roll the hearts

in buttered paper and put them in a pan

;

bake them for an hour, then take off the

paper, raise the oven fire and brown them."
The sponge cake turned out to be as light

as down. Here's the recipe.

SPONGE CAKE
cup sugar

54 lb. butter

2 cups Swansdown flour

1 teaspoon Royal baking powder
3 eggs
Cream butter and sugar, then' alter-

nately add sifted flour, to which the

baking powder has been added, and

"I'll be serving the cake with the top

lifted off, a filling of vanilla ice cream,
then the top put back and a covering of

chocolate sauce," she explained.

CHOCOLATE SAUCE
Melt in the top of a double boiler 1

cup sugar, 3 squares of Baker's choco-

late (grated), 1 tablespoon cornstarch,

salt, 1 cup water. Stir and cook until

thick and add 1 teaspoon vanilla.

"Americans don't seem to go in for

milk puddings, but at home we have them
all the time," observed Mrs. O'Hara.
"What's more delicious than a rice pud-
ding? I use the large rice in a deep pie

dish, cover it with nuts of butter, add my
sugar and fill the dish with milk, dashing-

nutmeg over the top. Then I let it bake.

"All my children are fond of milk pud-
dings, but Custard Bread is their favorite."

CUSTARD BREAD
Take three pie pans. In one place

sweet milk mixed with 1 teaspoon of

powdered sugar ; in the second 4 well-

beaten eggs ; in the third sifted brown
sugar. Cut 12 slices of stale bread, dip

first in the milk, then in the beaten
eggs, roll in the brown sugar and fry

a nice brown in butter. Sprinkle with
powdered sugar, serve with orange
sauce.

ORANGE SAUCE
Mix 2 teaspoons Kingsford's corn-
starch with 1 cup sugar ; place in a
saucepan, add 2 cups boiling water
and stir in the grated rind and juice
of 1 orange and 1 J<2 tablespoons
butter. Serve hot.

lew...the tube is the brush!

and your nails are glamorous
• Quick as lipstick . . . perfect nails

every day, lovely nails for every date!

Try this new easy-squeezy way. The

tube does everything, in a flash! Good-

bye to bottles. PLEDGE polish can't spill

or dry up. PLEDGE tubes give a firmer

grip . . .vou do an artist's job with an

artist's brush. See how easy it is, even

for your left hand

!

Tubes are easier to earn-

, too... take

no space in your desk. No more worry-

ing about a chip ... just whip out your

PLEDGE and repair it! Choose from 15

thrilling new colors. At leading variety

chain store cosmetics counters.

COPYRIGHT 1941.

THE OHIO COSMETICS CO. • FREMONT. OHIO • NEW YORK

SCREE^LAND

LIQUID NAIL ENAMEL
Almost applies itself. . . from new
brush-tube.

POLISH REMOVER
Felt-tip tube does the job ... no

cotton necessary.

CUTICLE SOFTENER
Flows from tube into small NYLON
brush-tip.

NAIL CREAM
Felt-tipped tube, cleverly shaped

to massase the nails.



Your Guide at a Glance to Best Pictures

Continued from pages 52-53

"LOVE THY NEIGHBOR"

the eye with his sly comedy;
Miss Martin vocally and vis-

ually alluring—but as usual,

it's Eddie Anderson as Roches-

ter, world's foremost valet,

who ambles away with most of

the acting honors. High spot is

the clever dusky entertainer's

chat with his "conscience,"

though all his scenes are hilari-

ous. Credit to Benny for his

Columbus act in discovering

and developing Rochester un-

til he steals Benny's pictures.

"COMRADE X"

CRITICISM: Practically none at

all, once you accept the fact

that here is an out-and-out

belly-laugh show—not to be
taken seriously, and who wants

to?

ACTING: Surprise is Hedy La-

marr in her first comedy role,

and she's sensational. Beauti-

ful but no longer dumb, Hedy
is entirely captivating as the

naively idealistic little heroine,

and she'll win more fans in one

swoop with this film than ever

before. Gable is especially

good—but it is fine character

actor Felix Bressart, as Hedy's

wacky father, who will delight

you most. Sokoloff, also, is

excellent.

"NIGHT TRAIN"

the British film studios. Here
are no "stars," here are fine,

intelligent players more con-

cerned with characterizations

than closeups—thanks either

to their own intelligence or

their director's, but we suspect

a bit of both. From the leads,

Miss Lockwood and Mr. Harri-

son, down to the most obscure

extra, they are superb, and if

there were space we'd like to

list every one of them.

"KITTY FOYLE"

still not permitted to face the

hard facts of life though the

stage, the radio, and the pub-

lic libraries have long since

learned 'em.

ACTING: Ginger Rogers is won-
derful as Kitty—when are peo-

ple going to wake up and give

this actress the praise she de-

serves—say an Oscar or two?
Just because she was once a

dancing girl doesn't mean she

can't be the screen's little

Duse today. For our money,
she is. Dennis Morgan is excel-

lent as the irresistible Wyn
Strafford, that weak but total-

ly charming character.

"CHAD HANNA"
Chad without half-trying, but

you'll find him sympathetic

and appealing, in a part he

was born to play. Linda Dar-

nell does her most believable

acting job to date in a role

which does not, for a wonder,

encourage her to look her most
beautiful in every scene. Some-
times she can't help it, though.

Dorothy Lamour plays second

fiddle but manages to smoul-

der some. Jane Darwell, Guy
Kibbee, good.

"FLIGHT FROM DESTINY"

ACTING: Thomas Mitchell
again! Last month or so a
lusty sailor; here a kindly pro-

fessor; what next? Well, he

can play anything, and still be

the screen's finest all-round

actor. Mona Maris as the un-

scrupulous woman he wipes

out is not only alluring but ar-

resting—hers is a very clever

performance. Jeffrey Lynn,

Geraldine Fitzgerald and
James Stephenson are good,

but Mitchell and Maris share

the show.

I Hate Your Face!

Continued from poge 34

(Beauty Editor) Says—

So you want a

BETTER SKIN?
// you're troubled with bumps, erup-

tions, splotches and excess oil . . . .

hen let me help you! Last September.
I wrote a story "So You Want A Job."

That story told how hard it is for young

people with a "problem skin" to get anywhere.

I wrote that story because of the splendid re-

sults I had seen from ROSE LAIRD'S Young
Skin Preparations.

But even a job isn't all you want from life. You
want popularity. You want romance. You want
admiration. And a broken-out, sick-looking

skin certainly does not attract these things. It

repels them!

START TO IMPROVE YOUR COMPLEXION and
see what happens. You can! Rose Laird has

made it possible with preparations designed

especially for young skins.

SUPER-CLEANLINESS FIRST—not just ordinary

washing. For this, Rose Laird gives you Liquid

Facial Soap—not just ordinary soap. You liter-

ally scrub your skin with this. Then apply Over-

night Ointment when you go to bed.

AND HOW IT WORKS! I believe that first night

will show some improvement. For keeping skin

soft, meanwhile, there is Greaseless Lubricant.

And so that skin improvement may go on for

the full 24 hours—Protective Lotion. Boys and

men use it too—as a soothing after-shave lotion.

Now—Rose Laird has put these four grand
preparations all together in this Young Skin

Chest. It is designed for girls and boys, women
and men. I so thoroughly believe in the ef-

fectiveness of these preparations, that I have
written these wordsand to them signed my name.

COURTENAY MARVIN
(Beauty Editor)

You can obtain this Young Skin Chest

by writing direct to

Young Skin Authority

783 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

10^ WILL BRING YOU a trial iar of

Rose Laird's Overnight Ointment, if you have
blemishes—or a trial iar of her Greaseless
Lubricant, if you have a dry sensitive skin.

Write for one, or both, of these fine products
righf now/

he went to New Rochelle to pose for Ley-
endecker. He was not only a collar man,

he also posed as Cleopatra and Santa

Claus, appropriately upholstered in each

case.

For the record, Donlevy can give Errol

Flynn a run for his title of Soldier of

Fortune. True, Mr. Flynn has sailed the

seven seas, as well as marrying Lili Da-
mita, which stacks up romantically, but let

us look into the less ballyhooed Irishman

from Paramount. At fourteen he was a

stowaway member' of General Pershing's

punitive expedition into Mexico. At fifteen

he enlisted in the famous Lafayette Esca-

drille, upping his age to get by. At sixteen

he was a student flyer in France, but he

sneaked in a little combat work on the

side. At seventeen he was a sergeant pilot,

spending two years doing patrol duty and

pursuit work, wounded twice, once in the

head, once in the leg. He doesn't like to
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talk about his war record: thinks it dates

him. Why he should worry, nearing forty,

is hard to determine, with Herbert Mar-
shall. Bill Powell and Ronald Colman all

in there pitching woo, birthdays or no.

After the war he won an assignment to

Annapolis, but when he learned that he

would have to devote four years to sea

duty before being eligible for the flying

branch of the service, he bailed out. He
was at the Naval Academy long enough to

get interested in theatricals. When he gave

up the brass button career he headed for

Manhattan to crash the stage. The stage

would have none of him, which leads us

to the Leyendecker studio in New Rochelle,

approximately where we came in.

Mrs. Donlevy was a charming red-

headed intermediary at our meeting, mov-
ing softly about with, first aid beverages

and light banter, answering the phone, ward-
ing off persistent guests, and adding details

when Brian became forgetful or cautious.

"He really isn't a bad guy," she claims.

"He is easy to handle, not at all tempera- I

mental except when he's starting a pic-

ture with a strange director—that always
{

worries him. He's a quick study, eats any-

thing that's placed before him, sleeps nine

hours a day, and likes horses."

As Marjorie Lane (no relation to those 1

sisters) Mrs. Donlevy decorated the

M-G-M roster for two years without so

much as batting a mascaraed eyelash in a

Fitzpatrick travel-talk. No one paid any
attention to her ; said she looked too much
like Bette Davis and Anne Shirley. "But
I was in good company while I was ig-

nored," she says. "Deanna Durbin and
Fred Astaire were idle at M-G-M with

me."
The Donlevys live simply, but not sim-

ply like most actors. They really live sim-

ply. A single maid serves as cook and
general factotum. A station wagon and a

Packard constitute their world on wheels.

"I drive the Packard," confided Mrs. D.

The road to Hollywood was just as

pebbly for Brian as it is for most people.

He did a handful x>f shows on Broadway,
usually with prizefight backgrounds

—

things like "Ringside." "Milky Way," and
"Three-Cornered Moon." But when he was
waiting for his chance in New York he

came as close to starving as he ever ex-

pects. "I didn't eat for two days. Doesn't

sound bad, but try it. A friend let me have
his room in the Village while he was away,

and staked me to food. Then Louis Wol-
heim wangled a bit for me in 'What Price

Glory' and I was started."

He scored in his first picture, "Barbary
Coast," and went on running saloons in-

definite^-. The only chance he had to go

straight was in a string of B's for Twen-
tieth Century-Fox until "The Great Mc-
Ginty" gave him his big chance. Now he's

a "goody" in "I Wanted Wings."
Donlevy has had his share of bad luck

in pictures. Not the B's. He knows you
can't make big budget features all the time.

His bad luck has taken the form of physi-

cal injury. He has been a delight to press

agents, being stabbed, battered, blinded and
gouged during the progress of four differ-

erent pictures. In "In Old Chicago" he was
hit by a falling swinging lamp in one of

the brawl scenes : in a minor airplane mel-

ler called "Crackup" Peter Lorre was sup-

posed to throw acid in his eyes, but the

property man missed the cue and tossed

some high powered makeup in his eyes be-

fore he could close them. Result : Donlevy
was blind for two days.

His worst casualty occurred during the

filming of "Beau Geste," his favorite pic-

ture. He was stabbed by an over-enthusi-

astic extra with the business end of a bay-
onet.

"As I went down I thought of Marge
and the insurance and how sorry I was to

leave this world. It was bad. We were out

*Ilona Massey, star of "New
Wine", a Korda Produc-

tion, and Alan Curtis. Want
lovely, soft hands? Then
usejergens Lotion!

(Lovely Hollywood Star)

HE'S SWEET, MOTHER.

BUT HIS LAUNDRY IS

WRECKING MY HANDS

USE JERGENS LOTION,

DEAR. IT FURNISHES
ADDITIONAL SOFTENING

MOISTURE HARD-USED

HAND SKIN NEEDS

YOUR HANDS ARE

SOFT AS WHEN YOU
WERE A BRIDE

THANKS-
JERGENS
LOTION

!

AND—NOT LONG AFTER

Your HANDS can so easily

be Charming . . .

Thousands of sought-after girls

use Jergens Lotion for de-

lightful, soft hands. Regular use

helps prevent embarrassing rough-

ness and chapping; because Jergens

FOR SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS

furnishes softening moisture for

your hand skin. .Many doctors ap-

ply 2 special ingredients to help

rough skin to divine smoothness.

Both are in Jergens Lotion. Never

stickv! Start now to use Jergens

Lotion. 50(i, 25t, 10<s S1.00.

FREE/ . . PURSE-SIZE BOTTLE
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company. 392 1 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, Ohio tin Canada: Perth. Ontario)

I want to see how quickly Jergens Lotion helps me
havesofthands.Pleasesendmy/wpurse-sizebottle.
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HAIR RADIATES

NEW COLOR
with One Shampoo

WHEN hair is radiant, dancing with youth-

ful highlights and color, it reflects new
overtones of beauty in- your eyes, your com-

plexion, your whole appearance. That's why
your shampoo is so important.

So do as millions of women are doing, and try

Halo Shampoo. Because Halo contains no soap,

it therefore leaves no dulling film to hide the

natural luster and color of your hair.

Once Halo removes these accumulations of

dulling soap-curds from each tiny hair shaft,

your head-dress fairly radiates with color and

brilliance. What's more, with Halo you don't

need a lemon or vinegar rinse.

See how Halo leaves your hair radiant, soft and

easy to curl. How it gives eye-appeal to "mousey"
hair. How it gently cleanses your scalp, and
leaves it fragrantly clean.

And Halo, because of its new-
type sudsing ingredient, makes
oceans of lather in hardest water.

Buy Halo Shampoo in generous

10c or larger sizes. Tested and ap-

proved by Good Housekeeping
Bureau.

ill the desert, miles from nowhere. I'll al-

ways be eternally grateful to Al Dekker

;

he dashed off a couple of miles across

desert to camp, located a bottle of Scotch,

and brought me a drink that tasted

sweeter than nectar. I think it saved my
life!" He grinned, but he meant it.

There is a canny business streak in the

Donlevy make-up. He makes periodic trips

through the wilderness to see exhibitors,

meet their wives, hand lollipops to their

children, and otherwise approximate the

antics of a presidential candidate on tour.

He had only recently concluded a jaunt, by

air, that covered eight cities in five states,

six days traveling time. From effete Port-

land, Oregon, he penetrated the fastnesses

of Billings, Montana, and Freehold, Ne-
braska, breezing through Cleveland and

Chicago to Washington, Philadelphia, and

New York.
In Seattle he enjoyed an interview be-

tween flights, in his hotel room. "I didn't

have time to go to the radio station," he

said, "so this chap came up with mike and
recording' set, trailing me round the room
while I packed. Then he planned to play

the waxing on the regular interview hour.

I'm sorry I couldn't hear it."

In addition to life insurance, Donlevy
has interests in a couple of gold mines,

which eases his mind. "It's a nice clean

way of getting money without hurting the

other fellow," he thinks. "You dig it out

of the ground, sell it, and add to the

world's wealth. I like that. Nobody's heart

being cut out to make you a little dough."

He could be Jim Cagney's big brother.

Besides being notably Irish, he has the

Cagney diffidence. Gee, he has nothing

special to say. Honestly, there's not much
he's done. How about a round on the

house ?

If Brian Donlevy can get out of that

gold-rush saloon for good—away from that

dance-hall siren with the spangled dress,

he may turn into a real two-fisted leading

man. For my money he could lick Tyrone
Power, Robert Taylor and Don Ameche
in the same afternoon.

SHAMPOO

WAKE UP
YOUR

EYE BEAUTY!
No matter what you've tried, see how much more in-

viting and glamorous your eyes look with the amaz-
ing new CAMILLECREAM MASCARA. Gives you
shimmering, longer-looking lashes. Makes your eyes
irresistibly appealing. No water needed ; smearproof,
stingproof, tearproof. And the smart colored vanity

keeps your purse clean. Try CAMILLE today!

Brown, Black.Blueatall 10c stores,

or send 10c (15c in Canada) coiil

or stamps to Dept.A-3.

cnmuiE
49 EAST 21st STREET, N. Y. C.

« Complete with x£Z£-I**£Sv
tube, brush f10 and vanity.

Canny Kyser

Continued from page 51

Waldorf waiter. Corner him in an un-

guarded moment and ask him not too

bluntly if he is married to Ginny and he

will reply in the negative. Pause for an

elaboration of his simple declarative and

you might hear him add: "But I wouldn't

be interested in marrying anyone else."

No one, not even the chief operatives of

the gossip columnists, has ever seen Kay
the least bit endearing toward the girl.

No one has ever flashed the news over the

wires to anxious editorial copy desks that

Kay and Ginny have been caught holding

hands. Yet there is a telltale sign of his

affection for her, if you're observant. You
will note that his eyes follow her, and the

expression in them is not one of a boss

checking up on an employee.

Some of the boys who make a good

business wrapping gossip up in type insist

Kay and Ginny have long been Mr. and

Mrs. Others insist it isn't so. To this day

the Broadway historians don't know
whether to headline their guesses : "That's

Right, You're Wrong" or "That's Wrong,
You're Right." Buzzing along on the theme

of the Professor's cinematic life, the cagier

of them play safe by subheading the whole

business : "You'll Find Out."

Yes, he's a canny one, is Kay. That's

really why he's riding the top wave of

popularity in this new year of our Frank-

lin. Talk plenty, talk "differently, if possi-

ble, but keep mum on the special things

the public is panting to know.

Kay has a disarming way of talking

about his own romantic predilections or

purposes, if any. You know what he says

—

without a trace of self-pity? Self-pity? He
undoubtedly has his tongue placed squarely

in his cheek. Anyway, you know what he

says? Listen: "No one wants to see a guy

like me making love to anybody. I haven't

This scene from the screen version of George Bernard Shaw's "Major Barbara shows

Wendy Hiller who plays a Salvation Army lass, and Rex Harrison, who plays the whimsical

philosophic professor who adopts the Salvation Army creed in order to be near her.
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Lovely Lynn Bari's next picture is "Charter

Pilot," romantic adventure thriller in which

she shares leading honors with Lloyd Nolan.

the face or figure for it. I'd be a sorry

spectacle
!"

Such a remark has the stamp of self-

depreciation. But don't let it fool you. There
are plenty of men in Hollywood who, pos-

sessing neither face nor figure, are doing

all right. With his five-feet nine, his 130

pounds, his spectacles, his ash-blond hair

(he doesn't mention his nice bandleader

teeth, his friendliness of manner, his

energy) it is Kay's happy boast that no

one ever mistakes him for a glamor boy.

It is true that when he alights at La
Guardia Field with the beauteous Ginny
people look right beyond him—to her. At
the same time, however, they are not for-

getful that the fellow with Ginny continues

to be the most prosperous academician of

hey-hey.

While Kay dishes up the rhythmic les-

sons, Ginny ladles out the feminine appeal.

She was the feminine appeal with the band
in its two pictures, though she has not

the rapt enthusiasm for the screen that is

Kyser's. She is content, it would seem, to

sing simple sentimental songs in a low,

soothing voice, dressed in striking cos-

tumes, embellished with ornaments from
grandmother's treasure box. The girl, my
dear Schiaparelli, has a fine flair for ar-

resting dress.

It was the old Professor who shortened

Miss Simms' name from Virginia to Ginny
after he had engaged her for the band.

Southerners often contract Virginia to

Ginny. But it was more a sense of show-
manship than an old Southern custom that

caused Kay to shorten her name—the same
sense of showmanship that urged him to

drop his full name of James K. Kyser and

become first K and then Kay Kyser.

"Ginny," like "Kay," has a box-office click.

"Virginia Simms" would sound fussy,

crinolinish. But "Ginny"—that's a name
that suggests glamor a la Dixie.

Kay, despite his present rank as the

golden boy of jazzola, is consistent in

his spurning of a romantic halo. Is it

really because he has achieved a reputation

as a comedian? Probably. He says he pre-

fers to amuse people rather than make
them sigh. Again his canniness. He has

seen every picture, he says, in which a band
has appeared and he's convinced that the

romantic appeal of Gable or Olivier is not

endangered by any man who brandishes a

baton for a living. It depends who is doing
the brandishing. Now take Leopold Sto-

kowski ! He—well, that's another story.

To Kay Kyser, oomph is something that

comes out of the large end of a horn in

an Elks parade. Its biological, or Holly-

wood, aspect is something about which he

professes to know a great deal of nothing.

When someone's eyes are judging you

can you be sure it's Safe to Smile?...

the An
SVVe

the tip
Qf

o,,

K
cfl Make the Tongue-Test

Run the tip of your tongue over your

teeth. ..inside and out. Feel that filmy

coating? That's Materia Alba . . . and

it doesn't belong on teeth! It collects

stains, makes teeth dull, dingy-looking.

Your Tongue Tells You
Your tongue tells you what others see...

the filmy coating that dims the natural

brilliance ofyour teeth, your smile.And
it's this filmy coating that makes teeth

look dull. ..bars your way to romance.

Switch to

Pepsodent with Irium
Know the joy of Teeth that feel bright to you

. . . look bright to others

Pepsodent will remove the filmy coating

that clings to teeth . . . the coating your

tongue can feel, your friends can see.

Because only Pepsodent contains 1KIL M
. . . super-cleansing agent that loosens

and flushes away sticky particles that

cling to teeth.

Use Pepsodent regularly. Because

Pepsodent also contains an exclusive,

new high-polishing agent that safely bulls

teeth to such a shiny smoothness, this

filmy coating slides off before it can

collect and stain.

Only Pepsodent gives you this wonder,

working combination that makes your teeth

feel so smooth, look so bright. Make

sure of the loveliness of your smile. Get

a tube of Pepsodent with IRIUM today.
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^Meds

by a secretary

When you're as active as I am, it's a

blessing to have the extra, comfort of

internal sanitary protection. But it

used to cost me plenty extra ! So did

I cheer when I learned that Modess
had brought out Meds—a new and im-

proved tampon—at only 20?S for a box

of ten. Meds are the only tampons in

individual applicators that cost so little.

And I certainly like them a lot better.

EACH IN INDIVIDUAL APPLICATOR

mSONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out-
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC
Dept. 10, Box 507, Cincinnati, O.1

*—» How To Relieve Distress Of

FEMALE
PERIODIC

COMPLAINTS
Few women today do not
suffer some distress from
monthly functional dis-
turbances. Maybe you've
noticed YOURSELF getting
restless, cross and nervous
at such times? Then try
famous Lydia E. Pinkham's

WtSSMMW^ Vegetable Compound to
help quiet unstrung nerves, relieve
monthly pain (cramps, backache, head-
ache) and distress from weak, nervous,
dizzy spells due to periodic disturbances.
Pinkham's Compound has relieved such
rundown nervous feelings for thousands
of women. WORTH TRYING!

Not for all the tobacco in North Carolina

would he change his story. He's as sure

he's right as a man can be. His conviction

is based upon the cold, merciless revelation

of the camera. He has looked, he says, and
found it wanting Great Lovers among band-
leaders. _ .

"They may be romantic. They may even
look romantic when the lights are dimmed
and they're turning the heat up a bit on
Grieg and Rimsky-Korsakoff, and the dis-

illusioning waiter with the check is a good
two hours away. But they can't act ro-

mantic. They're merely the instruments,

the gods out of the machine through which
their listeners act romantic.

"If a bandleader could act romantic he
wouldn't be a bandleader. He'd be an ac-

tor. He can't act romantic because he is

too familiar with the tricks, the agents

that create a magic spell. He can turn on
a magic spell merely by coaxing the Moon-
light Sonata through the clarinets. He can
turn it off just as quickly by a serving of

boogie-woogie. How can a man act ro-

mantic who turns a music rack from
Moonlight Sonata to Beat Me, Daddy,
Eight to the Bar?"
The bandleader who is still known to

his mother as James, though the whole wide
world calls him Kay, is in pictures up to

his eye-glasses in spite of the lack, for

him, of romantic opportunity. He's in them
for the fun and the money. He can also

be himself, even though he's surrounded
by Karloffs and Lugosis and Lorres on the

one hand and eye-filling honeys on the

other. Being himself, he is sticking to his

big horns to get his oomph.
The Professor has some decided notions

upon his particular niche in movieland.
For one thing, there will never be a rags-

to-riches theme for him and the boys. They
will not start out in a broken-down flivver

and by some lucky stroke (it almost came
out "strike") suddenly become famous
over night.

"There's nothing worse," says Kay, "than

putting a band into a picture unless there's

some logical reason for doing it. I consent-

ed to go to Hollywood only upon the con-

dition that there would be a legitimate

excuse for the band's appearance and that

the cast be a good one. I was not disap-

pointed. A good excuse was provided for

the band, and I was honored to know that

my scared-rabbit manner needed the con-

trast of not one screen horror man, but

three."

He was never so close before to personi-

fied menace, but he looks back upon the

experience with considerable relish. He
found the Messrs. Karloff

,
Lugosi and

Lorre amiable, cultured, mild-mannered
men—off the set. Men who" raise not hell

but petunias, who romp not with wolves
but with children, who drink not rum and
vodka but bovril and tea. On the set he
found them uniquely helpful.

It is difficult to believe, but Kay Kyser
learned much about the art of timing from
the goosefleslr trio. For years he has prac-

ticed the art. He had come to believe he
was a master of it, whether he was point-

ing for a laugh or a song or the tense

accents of a radio announcer. Yet it took
Karloff, Lugosi and Lorre (and by the

way, why isn't there a song called Karloff,

Lugosi and Lorre?) to show him how deft-

ly men can manage fractions of seconds.
Kyser was more impressed by the uncanny
sense of timing of the horror men than by
anything else save the homey, carpet-slip-

pered scene he invariably met up with at

night.

Wherever he went he always found peo-
ple sitting around in carpet slippers dis-

cussing current affairs. He couldn't have
gone to the right places. Or maybe the

people he saw wanted to make him feel at

home. Hollywood, you know, can be so

hospitable, so adaptable.

There's a homespun friendliness about
Kyser that has persisted with him ever
since his Rocky Mount, N. C, days, de-

spite his sojourns in the sophisticated cen-

ters of the land. Kay found Hollywood not

unlike Rocky Mount—folksy rather than
fervid. Gone was any indication that the

hour was eternally sex o'clock. More im-
portant to the unromantic maestro was the

absence of the old brush-off.

The attitude was a change from what
he observed when he first hit Hollywood.
When he and his crew made their first

picture the movie colony looked down its

nose and said:' "Oh, well, just another
bandleader!" But then, Hollywood had
seen plenty of orchestra leaders come in

swing time and go out in a dirge. He made
his picture. There was the inevitable pre-

view. Some persons liked the film and
some didn't. It went out to the theaters

and set up quite a noise on the cash reg-

isters. The echo was heard in Hollywood,
and so when Kay arrived for his second
picture he found, if not the red velvet laid

for him, at least cordiality.

"I know I can't rest on any past laurels.

So I just proceeded to put the band

Always together and still romancing, Lana Turner and Tony Martin, above,

Beverly Hills Hotel Palm Room. They're together on the screen, too, in "1
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through their paces and act properly scared.

In fact, I just played myself ! I didn't have
to make love. No gasping, no panting,

none of the old heave-ho. I'd be ridiculous

if I tried it. Just as Tyrone Power would
be silly if he came up to the bandstand
and led the boys as if he'd been leading

a band all his life. I want to keep on win-
ning as long as I can. I'm sure I can't do
so if I become a phony in the movies. In
the movies I'm still Kay Kyser, the old
Professor of Musical Knowledge."
He has capitalized on the college pro-

fessor business, of course, in a big way.
His radio hour is rated No. 1 in popu-
larity in dance orchestra programs. His
chores in the entertainment world place
him definitely in the multiple-threat class.

In "You'll Find Out" he's the star, director
of the band and musical sequences, a singer
of sorts, collaborator on the script, ar-
ranger and gag-man. In addition, he dictates

his entire radio show weekly, acts as mas-
ter of ceremonies, plays engagements in

various hotels, restaurants and theaters
throughout the country, and makes more
than 1,000 phonograph recordings annually.

Gradually he has developed a name as a
comedian. At the start he was pretty much
of a bust as a funny man. When he stood
before the microphone, a hesitant, youth-
ful Caspar Milquetoast in his early twen-
ties, leading a skimpy, corny jazz band

—

unfeeling cynics of the prohibition era
laughed at him unmercifully. But now,
successors of those early crowds laugh with
and for him. Yet for the life of him he
can't tell you how he bridged the gap to
arrive at his present glory-be.

"As for music, it's hardly a part of my
act, but rather a background for the capers.
Outside of the growth of the band from six

to fourteen musicians, and from strident

jazz to modern swing, my musical motif
has remained the same. Naturally, the

Whenever and wherever Eddie Cantor and Ben Bernie meet, even if it happens to be in a

night club, as above, they always talk shop and about old times in this here show business.

popularizing of songs is a part of any

successful screen and radio appearance.

This is the popular song era of all history.

But I have an idea it's the down-to-earth

horse-play in my act which keeps my
followers following."

He kept to his dance band routine on
the screen. Now back to the podium again,

he finds he is holding himself within the

narrow confines dictated by the camera.

"I keep watching for camera angles. I

hope it isn't long before I'm watching for

them again in reality. Maybe, next sum-
mer. I'm a confirmed screen actor, even
though the women will never swoon over
me."
He seems determined that romance isn't

his line. Well, maybe it isn't. But—there's

Ginny. Despite all his protestations. Kay,
we have an idea, dreams of Ginny with the

light brown hair.

Norma Beatty, Mt. Holyoke College '40, Says:

MEN ADORE THAT MODERN
vtatu/iaf LOOK

AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER
YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES!

• If you want that gay,

vivacious look of "col-

legiennes". . . theexciting,

natural allure men adore

. . . use Richard Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder . . . the new
powder that you choose by the color of

your eyes. Modern science, you see, has

discovered that eye color is related to

the color of your skin . . . your hair.

• That's why you choose Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder by the color

of your eyes. It is the sure way to

select the powder that best suits your
complexion ... to give you that natu-

ral look. So, whether your eyes are

blue,brown,gray, orhazel, it's easynow
to find the powder most flattering to

you. Just ask for Hudnut Marvelous
Face Powder . . . the powder that's

keyed to the color of your eves.

• How thrilled you will

be when you see the way
this pure, fine-textured

face powder smooths on
. . . clings for hours . . .

agrees with even the

most sensitive skin. How fresh you'll

feel! How lovely you will look! And
remember

—

for perfect color harmony,
be sure to use Matching Marvelous
Rouge and Lipstick, too.

Hudnut Marvelous Face Ponder and harmonizing Rouge and Lipstick

at drug and department stores—only 55c each. (65c in Canada.)

CLIP VALUABLE COUPON NOW
RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me try-out Makeup Kit containing tenerou- art-

metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge ami Bptficfc.

/ enclose 10c to help cow mailing costs.

Check the color of your eyes! Brown O Blue fj] Haiel Gray

Name-

Street- .City.

(Good only in U.S.A., except where leirmlly* prohibited.' SU-341

MARV€LCUS
FAC-6 POWD-6R AND
MATCHED MAK-eUP
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Who's Yehudi? Bob Hope Tells!

Continued from page 27

with the Little Things In Life which, the

motto writers tell us, are the Important

Things—like dieting, for example. I've seen

more pusses go sour over the diet thing

than enough. Women, men, too, read their

calories lists like they were chanting a

dirge. Women look like they're digging

their graves with their teeth when they

pass up a French pastry for a jigger of

old celery juice

!

"Now, then, it's a pleasing sight to see

Bob Hope on the Paramount lot these

days, attired in tight tights, riding back

and forth between the commissary and

the set of 'Road To Zanzibar' (advt!)

riding from his home to the studio and

back again, on his bicycle built for one.

And for why does Hope bike it? Takes

the pot down. For I was getting a pot, my
pretties, but I could have some fun de-

potting myself, couldn't I ? I could, and did.

I rode a bike instead of lolling in a car.

I ate only with people who were also

slightly potty. Hence, I didn't see what I

was missing, thus didn't miss it. .
."

(Bob, by the way, and come to think of

it, rather forcibly suggested that I try a

mixed green salad with old-fashioned

French dressing ; he was slimming on clear

chicken broth and a fresh fruit compote).

"Then, at home," he said, "I have a pool-

table in my living room. In fact, our living

room is a combination living room, pool

room and game room. When I'm disgusted

with things, I get up and shoot a game of

pool. Play more games, is what I mean.

But, more importantly, don't keep your
games segregated. I mean, don't have the

things you do for fun put into a concentra-

tion camp so that you have to get up and

go off into some special room, or even

away from home, in order to play. Have
your fun right where you live, have it in

your living room or in your bedroom, if

you like. So if you're having an argument
with your wife you can get right up from
where you're sitting, can get up right in

the middle of a sentence and shoot some
pool.

"Then, take business. I may, often do,

go and talk over my business deals on the

golf course. And this is a true note I'm
giving you, this is a concrete piece of ad-

vice to the Funlorn if I ever mixed con-

crete : DO mix business with pleasure ! If

you haven't a golf course handy, go to an
amusement park, discuss your deal in a

Fun House, on a roller-coaster, go down
to the beach, get out on a tennis court, do

some flagpole sitting, go anywhere you like

—but take it away from those four walls,

a dictaphone, and a frustrated secretary.

"Me, I built my house, English farm-

house style for those who care how their

humble entertainers are housed, right next

door to the Lakeview Golf Course. To
those of the Funlorn who possibly can, I

do strongly recommend building a home
adjoining a golf course. The minute I get

out of a broadcasting studio or off a set,

I tear home and hop over the back fence

and streak across that golf course. I relax

there more than anywhere in the world.

Just to- get that sun and air is almost
enough, without Crosby and the game.

"Have lots of people around all the

time, is another peerless panacea for the

peeved. You can't be crabby in a crowd.

Well, anyway, nowhere near so crabby as

you can feel alone. I love to have a mob
of people around me. And always do. On
the set, in the commissary, in my dressing

room, at home. Comes of being one of six

brothers, no doubt. You get it thrown at

you all the time when you're one of a sex-

tette. Anyway, wife Dolores and I have an
informal, congenial crowd around the

house ALL the time. No formality, you

know. No stiff shirts. No set hours for

meals. Formality is rigor mortis on the

body of fun. The kind of folks we have

around, the Crosbys, the Fred MacMur-
rays and dozens of others, are the kind

that don't care, don't even notice if I run

in, grab something to eat, run right out

again. And no explanations necessary. And
no harm done.

"Why, I can remember only one night in

the whole seven years we've been married,

when we sat at home alone, Dolores and

I, read the papers, listened to the radio and
went to bed. We couldn't sleep.

Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are at it again (remember them in "Road to Singapore"?).

Now they're making "Road to Zanzibar," but no matter what the picture may be called,

when this mirth-producing pair get together all roads lead to another laugh riot.
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Hurry, hurry, hurry, folks—step this way and

see Fearless Bob Hope dressed for one of the

road show scenes in "Road to Zanzibar." Bob

is supposed to be shot out of a cannon and

the wings are to help him soar through the

air with ease—he hopes. We never thought

we'd see the day when Bob would wear tights.

"Play with kids, that's another pink pill

for the Funlorn. Play with kids, your own,

if you have any, your neighbors' if you
haven't. I have a lot of fun playing with

our sixteen-months-old daughter, Linda.

Thing is, when you play with kids you
have to be kind of silly, you have to fall

apart. Nothing better for you than to fall

apart, in a nice way. I read fairy stories

to Linda now, too. Sometimes I act them
out for her. Only part I won't play is that

of the Bad Fairy. I want to be a good
fairy or nothing

!

"The kid angle is really for me—we've

got something there—so I'm not running

out of ideas when I repeat myself and say

that if you haven't any of your own, by

all means go out and adopt a couple. if you

can afford it and if you can't afford it, bor-

row a few from the neighbors for an hour

or two every day. I'll admit that it was

Dolores' idea for us to adopt a baby. I'll

admit that, at first, I was against it. It

didn't interest me, didn't appeal to me.

'That's not for me,' I said. I went to the

Cradle with Dolores, under duress vile, so

to speak. I'd look at the characters, I said,

but I'd stay on the nether side of the plate

glass and I'd come out as empty-handed as

I went in.

"Well," said Bob, with a smile that

twisted a little in the middle, "well, all I

can say is that / went out and got the

second baby myself. Dolores didn't even go

with me, didn't even know I was going.

The first kid they showed me, I took one

look at him, barely born he was, and he

was all nose, nostrils sticking out like he

was about to take off—the kid absolutely

looks like me. 'This is for me !' I said. The
matron said, 'But how do vou know Mrs.

Hope will like this baby ?' I said 'I'll okay



Dorothy Lamour, who was in the "Singapore" film with Hop£, above, and Crosby, is with

them again in "Road to Zanzibar." In this one the boys kid darkest Africa while Dotty

does her jungle-strutting clad becomingly in three leaves from a handy tree—not a sarong.

it.' That"s how we got Tony. He's five

months old now. And more like his old

man every day. Dolores says if you stuck

a bottle in my mouth and put a rattle in

my hand, no one could tell us apart

!

"Speaking of Dolores leads me, by

natural stages, to speak of Love. Now,
there's a thing the Funlorn need some pep

talks about! You know, as well as I do,

the Thing' most people make of love. The

way they carry on is a pity. You'd think

they were keeping a death watch, half the

time, instead of a date. The way they act

like mourning doves! (Myself, I give the

lark to love. A bright bird, beautiful, sure,

but winged and brilliant.) The way they

can't eat, can't sleep, can't make sense

when they talk ! Poets go all pale about it.

Clowns break their hearts and novelists

rake in their royalties. Like another man
of great sense and sensibility once said,

'Men have died and worms have eaten

them, but not for love'—that's for me!
Graver things happen, too, you know—you
read about people who commit suicide and

go into declines and such. ,

"Now, my advice to the Funlorn is

:

Don't be lovelorn! That's more than I

could bear. Don't be lovelorn, even if you

get the gate, even if your path of true love

is about as smooth as a nutmeg grater. Re-

member the Hope signature, 'but gee, it

was fun while it lasted'

—

fun while it

lasted, commit that to memory, take that

to heart, not all the philosophies of all the

pedants can top that one—for it doesn't

have to be fun ALL the time, not the same

kind of fun, anyway, to make it good. It's

because people expect the good things in

life to be 'in perpetuity' that most of the

grief comes.
"I practise what I preach, too. I met

Dolores, having fun. I was playing in

'Roberta' in New York, at the time, with

George Murphy. We were at the Lambs
Club one night, chewing the fat with time

on our hands. George suggested we go over

to the Vogue Club and get a load of the

girl who was singing there. 'We went over

and I got a load of wife for myself. I was

hooked slowly, a slow fight.. And a laugh

a minute was our signature, and has been

ever since, a lot of laughs, a lot of fun. and

a lot of songs—a lovely thing.

r--

WHEN THE STARS STEP OUT,

SpJfZS&IS A FAVORITE

,r every T .

s
"""sic a„ ,.

Pepsi-Cola heads the order with

those who order the best. Flavorful

and fresh. Pepsi-Cola is welcomed

by millious all over America. Feel

your thirst disappear as that finer

flavor hits the spot! Big help to

any party— the big home carton of

Pepsi-Cola—pick one up today.
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One step

toward
LOVELINESS

BATHASWEET
Give the loveliness of your skin the benefit

of bathing in water soft as rain—sprinkle

Bathasweet into your bath. Enjoy the
luxury of exquisitely perfumed water while
you achieve true cleanliness more quickly,
more easily. After a Bathasweet-softened
bath you feel cleaner with the lovely fra-

grance of Bathasweet all around you. 50
cent and $1 sizes at drug and department
stores. 10 cent sizes at all ten cent stores.

BATHASWEET SOAP

—

exquisitely fragrant, bland
and kind to your skin. On sale in exclusive Batha-
sweet fragrances at drug and department stores.

SEND FOR TRIAL BATH KIT

BATHASWEET COKPORATION, Dept. S3
1911 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.

Send me the BATHASWEET BATH KIT con-
taining two packets of BATHASWEET and
two trial cakes of BATHASWEET SOAP. I
enclose 10C to cover postage and handling.

Name .

Address-

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poemi To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles, Calif.

PINS 301p RINGS 5P
up

Class pins, club pins, rings and emblems.
Finest quality. Reasonable prices from 30c up.

Write today (or our attractive, (ree catalog.

DEPT. W, METAL ARTS CO.. ROCHESTER. N. V.

n Doctor's New Quicker Relief
Stop suffering! If you have painful
bunions, enlarged or tender joints,
you'll get quick relief with the New

Super-Soft Dr. Sertoli's Zino-pads. Feel the world of
difference these delightfully soft, soothing, cushion-
ing, protective pads make . . . how much they lift
shoe pressure off the sensitive spot. New in design.
630% softer than before. Do not come off in bath.
ECONOMICAL! Large box costs but a trifle. Sold
everywhere. Insist on Dr. Scholl's!

D^Schof/sZoppods

Carol Ann paid a visit to her father, Wallace Beery, on the set of "Bad Man," in which
Lionel Barrymore has a featured role. There's no need to tell you who plays the bad man.

"Which brings me to another droll dose
for the Funlorn, by the by : singing. Sing
all the time, whether you can sing or not.

I sing all the time around the house. Sure,
in the shower, at the table. All the time.
Dolores sings all the time, too. Linda
gurgles. Tony gargles. The servants whistle
while they work. Ever try to sing and beef
at one and the same time ? Can't be done

!

"I'm not speaking whereof I know not,

you know. I'd have fun if I was broke.
I know because I DID have fun when I

was broke. I've always kidded. That's what
got me into this business. I had to have a
job where I could kid because kidding is

my natural element and a man has to be in

his natural element or he gasps and makes
fish-mouths—like when I had been working
for two days for the Chandler Motor Com-
pany (I was in the Parts Service Depart-
ment) I formed a quartette. We sang into
a dictaphone. Next day the boss plugged
in to play back a letter he'd written and
got the stale song—I went out, but it was
fun while it lasted!

"Now, I don't say you can manufacture
this attitude overnight. If fun doesn't come
natural to you, it doesn't to everybody,
more's the pity, you may have to think up
some angles to have fun. Buy the Fun En-
cyclopedia. Buy books on Parlor Games,
if necessary (but only if necessary!). Just
to get into the way of it. After a while,
you won't need cribs.

"Too much talk is bad stuff. There's a
lot more action than talk in the Hope fam-
ily, let me tell you. Talk has a way of
running into those deep, serious channels.
Stay away from it! Don't read too much,
either, if you're the unfunny type. Be like

me. I read the papers, that's all. I digest
the papers. And the Readers' Digest, I love
that.

"No plot-or-plan is another prescription
I offer. I have no plot or plan in my life,

I'm not telling you to do anything I don't
do. I'm getting a lot of happiness out of my
present routine and I'm not making graphs
and charts about the next steps till I come
to them. I just worry lightly about the
Future, if at all. I am That-actor-that-
wants-to-be-a-director you've met so often.

I'd like to make three pictures a year, then
play golf the rest of the time. Think I can
arrange that, too, one of these days.

"Don't knock your brains out worrying
about money is the salt of mirth—yah, yah,
I hear you jeering, it would take more than
Yehudi to root out that worry-devil—well,

go ahead and worry, then, you've got me
stopped, I guess. Only thing I'd like to say
is this : all right, suppose you do get the
dough and you get bad health. Or you get
the dough and the things the dough can
buy and find you don't want them. Then,
and only then if you're pretty bright, does
it dawn on you that it's the getting that's
the fun, not the 'got.' Who wants to play
another game of solitaire once they've got
all the aces out ?

"I'm not foolish about my money, don't
get me wrong. I know what it feels like to
have a belly like the flap of a thin tissue
envelope. I'm not foolish, I say, but in that
department we really live, at our house.
We have a budget. Once in a while, we
budget-break and spread out a little. Say
every six months or so. I won't say that
I'm ever recklessly extravagant with
money but it gets around quite a bit, in
spurts. I sort of bet a little on games, just
to diversify my thoughts and reactions.
Then, there's always someone around giv-
ing you a light tap and you have to re-

spond—a little lighter. But after one of
these orgies, we have a Small Talk, Do-
lores and I, and then we're right back in
the bosom of the budget. It's cozy that
way. It keeps you reminded that you can't
have everything you want, just vyhen you
happen to want it.

"Good advisers are good bets, too. I
really have advisers. And Mrs. Hope's Bob
is that rare specimen, a man who really
listens to advice and takes it. By good ad-
visers, I don't mean a Business Manager.
No, I still sign my own checks, check my
own bills and dole myself out my own
pocket money. But I do go to people who
know better than I where to invest, how
to invest, where to shop, what make of car
is tops, and so on. Just as I have five or
six writers who supply my material for the
air for me—" (but they tell me, Bob sees
the stuff, brightens it up, edits it, as no
other performer does, or can do)

—
"I turn

over to specialists the jobs in which they,
not I, specialize.

"Fear is, I'd say, the greatest single con-
tributing factor to being Funlorn. To be
afraid of anything would de-fun Falstaff.
Only thing in this world I'm afraid of is

—losing my health. Give me my health and
I'll start over again, anywhere, any time.
My health is the only thing I watch. And
that's one thing I DO watch. I watch my
food, keep my stomach in very good condi-
tion, smoke very moderately, drink very
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little (can't remember when I was blind),

breathe from the waist up and get a lot of

sleep. You can't have fun if you need

to be alkalized with—you-know-what!

—

they're not MY sponsors, I should plug!

"Have a lot of things to do, that's one

of the very best ways I know to keep that

kick-out-of-life a chronic condition. Show
me the man, woman, or child with a dozen

or more vital interests, and you show me
a character who doesn't need advice from

any man. Not even a doctor.

"Here, too, I practise what I preach.

Pictures and radio, I major in them, of

course. But if they were the only interests

I had, my nose would be pointing like a

bird dog's instead of going off in several

directions. I'm rabidly interested in golf,

you know. I'm crazy about football. I'm

nuts about going to the movies, especially

the newsreels. I'm keen about photography.

I kind of like to take care of the garden.

I collect wood carvings, knick-knacks. I

have my dogs, a Great Dane and a Cocker.

I like to go hiking with those characters.

I never have time enough for the things

I want to do. Why, we have movie films at

home, films we made, Dolores and I, when
we were in England a year ago. And we
haven't even looked at them. Haven't had
time. And can't wait. We have records we
want to play and haven't played. We're
always planning an evening by ourselves,

a date, tete-a-tete. But it's all to the good

—

because, look, if you have a dozen things

you zi'ant to do, you haven't got time to

sit down and gloom about the things you
don't want to do. Adds up, doesn't it?

"I'd say the fewer hates you have, the

happier you are—hates breathe out carbon

monoxide gas or something, they suffocate

you—I have a few of them but I can shrug

them off : like I hate people who call down
waiters and waitresses in public; I can't

stand women who talk baby talk; I can't

stand fat women in slacks. (Look like two
pigs trying to fight their way out of a

sack!) I hate these posy-patches women
wear on their heads in the good, old name
of hats. I hate people who can't, or won't,

use their hands.
"Well, that's about it ! I hope I've struck

a few true notes. I mean every word I've

said. To sum up: go through life behaving

like you're in the loony-bin and you'll have

fun. And what is, I think, more important,

you'll hand out a few laughs, too. And no

hand-out, I like to think, is more filling.

"And thank you, so much !"

Meet Stanley "Stash" Clements, 12-year-old

newcomer who makes his screen debut in

"Tall, Dark and Handsome." They say the

angelic-faced Stanley's "dese, dem and

dose" accent makes the "Dead End" kids'

patter sound like a Sunday School recitation.

Store Directory

Fashions featured on Pages 59, 60,

and 61 will be found in the following

stores and in others in principal cities

throughout the country.

Frocks, page 60, by Peerless Dress Company,

1375 Broadway, New York

Hutzler Bros. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Chandler & Co., Boston, Mass.

Mandel Bros., Chicago, 111.

Higbee Co. Dept. Store, Cleveland, O.

Lord & Taylor, New York

Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kaufmann's Dept. Store, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, Inc., Roch-

ester, N. Y.

D. J. Stewart & Co. Rockford, 111.

Woodward & Lothrop, Inc., Washing-

ton, D. C.

Fashions, page 61, by Kerry Cricket,

I I I I Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

Wm. Filenes Sons Co., Boston, Mass.

Abraham & Straus, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mandel Bros., Chicago, 111.

John Shillito Co., Cincinnati, O.

F. & R. Lazarus & Co., Columbus, O.

Dayton Company, Minneapolis, Minn.

Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.

Kline's, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.

Pat Perkins Frock by Sunnyvale, Inc., 1350

Broadway, New York

The Fair, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Levy Bros. D. G. Co. Houston, Tex.

Burdine's, Inc., Miami, Fla.

D. H. Holmes & Co., New Orleans,

La.

Capwell Sullivan & Furth, Ltd., Oak-

land, Cal.

Meyer Bros., Paterson, N. J.

Knitted Frock by Lampl Knitwear Co., Cleve-

land, O.

H. & S. Pogue Co., Cincinnati, O.

Higbee Co. Dept. Store, Cleveland, O.

J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich.

Byck Bros. Co., Inc., Louisville, Ky.

Saks 34th Street. New York

Rosenbaum Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Gloves by Bacmo-Postman Co., I Park Ave-

nue, New York

Hutzler Bros. Co., Baltimore, Md.

Jordan Marsh Co., Boston, Mass.

Carson, Pirie, Scott, Chicago, 111.

Higbee Co. Dept. Store, Cleveland, O.

Himelhoch Bros., Detroit, Mich.

Wm. H. Block Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Gimbel Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Famous & Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Frank R. Jelleff, Inc., Washington,

D. C.

i0*iuier

Jack swapped his mother's cow
for some beans and a stick of
Dentyne— (that delicious extra

chewy gum). His mother, quite

mad, threw the beans out the
window. Next morning Jack
found sky-high bean stalks,

climbed and found the giant's

castle. Hidden, he saw the giant

count his treasures. But the

giant sniffed hungrily in Jack's

direction.

"Ho," said Jack, stepping out
bravely, "Why eat me?"

"It's my teeth," said the giant,

"They need exercise."

"Right-O," smiled Jack. "Just try

Dentyne. It has a superior cinna-

mon flavor and an extra firm con-

sistency that gives teeth and jaw
muscles just the exercise your
dentist would recommend."

The giant tasted and cried, "Jack,

you're a killer-diller! Take my
treasures — but leave me your
Dentyne." So Jack went happily
home.

Moral: Even giants need mouth
exercise. Dentyne provides it in

its pleasantest form. You'll like

Dentyne's flavortite package, too.

6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE... MOUTH HEALTHY
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Now I can I

smile throuqh

WHY suffer needlessly, when so much of
the functional pain of menstruation is

known to be unnecessary . Midol has helped
millions of women. If you have no organic
disorder calling for special medical or
surgical treatment, it should help you.

Developed for its special purpose, Midol
contains no opiates. One ingredient is pre-
scribed frequently by many doctors. An-
other, exclusively in Midol, increases the
relief by reducing spasmodic pain peculiar
to the menstrual process. Small size, 20^-;

large size, 12 tablets, 40ff. Write for trial

package free. General Drug Company,
170 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

^^^^

MUSIC COMPOSED
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEErVAN'S MUSIC SERVICE
Box 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conn.

Lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly

If you suffer from rheumatic or neuritis pain, try
this simple inexpensive home recipe. Get a pack-
age of Ru-Ex Compound, a two week's supply,
mix it with a quart of water, add the juice of 4
lemons. Often within 48 hours—sometimes over-
night—splendid results are obtained. If the pains
do not quickly leave you, return theempty package
and Ru-Ex will cost you nothing to try. It is sold

under an absolute money-back guarantee. Ru-Ex
Compound is for sale by druggists everywhere.

GIVE YOUR LAZY
LIVER THIS

GENTLE "NUDGE"
Follow Noted Ohio Doctor's Advice
To Feel "Tip-Top" In Morning!

If liver bile doesn't flow freely every day into

your intestines—constipation with its head-

aches and that "half-alive" feeling often result.

So step up that liver bile and see how much
better you should feel! Just try Dr. Edwards'
Olive Tablets used so successfully for years by
Dr. F. M. Edwards for his patients with con-

stipation and sluggish liver bile.

Olive Tablets being purely vegetable, are won-
derful! They not only stimulate bile flow to

help digest fatty foods but also help elimina-

tion. Get a box TODAY. 15tf, 30<S and 60tf.

What Deanna's Boss Thinks

of Her Big Romance

Continued from page 29

good time Deanna and Vaughn announce
their engagement. They have, an engage-
ment party. The marriage is set for six
months ahead. They'll be married in church—flowers, veils, Lohengrin—everything a
young girl dreams when she dreams about
love. Deanna will have all the sweetness
of such a romance just the same as if she
didn't know what a studio looks like."

We drew him back to ."Mad About
Music." Gently. "It started so gently

—

"

he took a pinch of air between his fingers—
"it was almost nothing. Anyway, as near

to nothing as you can come and still have
something. If you remember, we used in

that picture a bunch of beautiful kids

—

twenty-four little girls of fifteen or sixteen
—just about the age when their little hearts
start to beat for the boys. And here comes
Vaughn Paul, second assistant director, the
handsomest boy on the set, including the
leading men. And I notice they start to
giggle, these twenty-four, and they whisper
and get quiet and look at him sideways
and push their heads together and giggle
again. Pretty soon he received every morn-
ing a poem from these kids, and little

notes. Then they run competitions—you
know?—they vote. Mr. Taurog is the
nicest, Mr. Pasternak is the busiest, Mr.
Paul is the handsomest, and again they look
sideways—not at me or Taurog, only at
Mr. Paul. Of course the poor boy is embar-
rassed. Everybody ribs him. He's twenty,
and they're fifteen. To him they're a bunch
of babies.

"And Deanna? Deanna stays back.
Deanna doesn't write notes and poems.
Deanna doesn't giggle and Deanna doesn't
whisper. Maybe she votes, but she won't
show it around. When the rest jitterbug
between takes and would like Vaughn to

jitterbug with them, onlyTie's busy, Deanna

sits and knits and smiles like a mother
whose children are having fun. Still, 1

happen to know she's just as interested in

boys and just as anxious to have fun as

anybody else. Mrs. Durbin told me a

couple of times that she likes boys. But
she's mature for fifteen, and boys the same
age that she meets are too young for her.

So after a while I begin to wonder why
she looks so hard away from Mr. Paul.

If she didn't like him, why should she

bother where she looks? And once when
he handed her something, she seemed con-

fused. With somebody else you wouldn't
notice. But this is the first time I see

Deanna confused. Aha, I thought, her little

heart starts to beat too—as one thinks it

of a child. Later I wondered if she didn't

make up her mind right then, without
really knowing it, 'This is the man.'
"Then came 'That Certain Age.' What

happened outside is their business. But
knowing Deanna as I do—or think I do,

because who knows women?—I saw that

something happened. It was almost like

when you have a daughter yourself and
you realize she comes home at ten instead

of nine, and in her eye there's a certain

sparkle. She was always fussy about
dresses, but now she was anxious for high
heels and manicures and all those things

that start to make her look like a young
lady.

"Also a word drops here and there about
her and Vaughn. But only when we made
'Three Smart Girls Grow Up'—only then
did I know for sure that she was going
through the beginning of a romance. And
even then, I tell you truthfully, I didn't

know it was already so strongly developed
as it was. A couple of times she asked me

:

'Do you think we'll work late on Thursday
four weeks from now ?' Four weeks from

In "Nice Girl," Deanna Durbin has her most important role to date as well as an imposing

supporting cast, including Robert Benchley, above, who's gotten the idea he can sing too.
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GIRLS ! LOOK AT YOUR

CHAPPED HANDS

Everybody's singing! Paulette Goddard, Larry Cotton and Edward Jones, of Horace

Heidfs band, make up this songbird trio in "Pot o' Gold," James Roosevelt s first film.

uow!" His hands went out in a comical

gesture. I said, "Well, I'm not sure.' I

never wanted to tell her in so many words,

'I'll see that vou're tree.' It would make

me feel like an- elephant stepping on flow-

ers. But I managed so that the date would

be open.
"Then . . . No, let me tell you first

something about the boy. I took a liking

to him even before Deanna. He has charm

outside and inside. But most of all, I

liked his backbone. There is seldom a boy,

with looks and personality like his, so

devoted to his work. We thought. Koster

and I, to make an actor of him. We said.

Will vou do a test?' He said, If you like.

But he didn't push it. He wasn't sold on

it He would do it because we asked him,

but he liked his own work better. Well,

by the time we were ready to make this

test, the romance had begun, so we dropped

it. Why? For two reasons. Our idea had

been he should play with her in 'First

Love.' We would have been severely criti-

cized—and rightfully—for capitalizing on

their feelings. But entirely apart from this,

we felt they were entitled to keep their

first love to themselves.

"Anvway, as much of it as they could.

After "'Three Smart Girls Grow Up,' the

newspapers began to break it. And two

days after the first stories appeared, there

came to my office a long distance call

from Boston. I wasn't in. This man, whose

name I didn't know, called three times. It

was very important, he said. So I called

him back. He said: 'We have here an

office where they break up romances.' You
do what?' 'We break up romances. You re

Deanna Durbin's producer. You don't

want her to get married. For a certain

sum of monev we'll break it up.' I laughed.

I couldn't help it. It was nasty, but it was

also funnv. I said. 'Thank you very much,

I'm not interested.' and I hung up.

"I told this story to Deanna. I noticed

how happv she was with my answer to

that man. There was something in her face,

don't ask me what, some kind of light

—

and that was the moment when I became

convinced—when I knew this thing was

serious and would end with marriage.

"I was happv about it. Contrary to all

rumors that the studio is disappointed,

we're all happy about it. Deanna' s talents

are sold to us", not her private emotions.

About those she's her own boss. \\ e never

voiced an opinion. We weren't asked. But

we were in silent agreement with her.

First, vou don't interfere with a girl like

Deanna who knows her own mind. Second,

no matter what all the cynics might say,

she's still more important to me as a hu-

man being than as a property. If the boy

wasn't as nice as he is, I might have

looked for some way to make her under-

stand. Yet even to say so much is foolish.

Because Deanna, with her right instincts,

wouldn't like another kind of boy. Her

choice is a wise choice and a good one. 1

think she's lucky. I think he's lucky too.

I don't know which is luckier and, anyway,

who cares?
.

"After the papers broke it, 1 teased her

a little. Not much. Only so much as is

permitted an uncle. She knew I liked

Vaughn. I gave him his first job^ as as-

sistant director on 'The Underpup.' W hen

I talked about him, a little smile came on

her lips. That's all. They never made a

show of their feelings. Every day, if they

could manage it, they had lunch together

but not on the lot. They got in his car

and went out to eat at some drive-.n.

"I remember one Sunday afternoon we

had to work on 'The Underpup'—to lay

out plans for Monday. It was the kind of

day when tne youngsters all go to the

beach. I came to the studio at one and

passed a small car. It was the boy's car.

Inside was Deanna Durbin. reading the

funnies. She could have waited for him

at the beach or, anyway, some place that

would be more comfortable than the inside

of a little car. She could have come on

the set. but that would be pushing herselt

where she thought she didn't belong. So

till 4:30 she waited without a squawk. I

bet she knew the funnies backward and

inside out. I was curious, I admit it, to

see what happened. Will she be cross.

Will she pout, as girls do, for the fun ot

making up again? No. She folds up the

funnies, she smiles, he gets m the car,

they kiss and they're off. I must say I ad-

mired Deanna's patience and manner.
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Notice the irritation

and tiny cracks and cots

you never knew were there.

SEE WHY MEDICATED NOXZEMA IS

SO WONDERFUL FOR CHAPPED HANDS
• Chapped hands are really CUT hands—

a

combination of skin irritation, like chafing,

coupled with tiny cracks, particularly in the

knuckles. That's why thousands of people to-

day are switching to Noxzema Cream for real

relief. Because Noxzema contains medication

to soothe and help promote quicker healing of

red, irritated, chapped hands—help restore them

to their normal soft, white, smooth loveliness.

Nurses in hospitals were the first to discover

how wonderful Noxzema is for chapped hands.

Surveys indicate that scores of physicians and

dentists who must wash hands frequently yet

must keep them in good condition, use this

medicated cream regularly.

Make this simple test

Try it yourself, this way! Put Noxzema on one

hand before retiring. Feel how the smarting

and soreness are soothed away. In the morn-

ing, compare your two ^^^g^^^^^
hands. See how Nox-
zema has helped heal

the tiny cuts and
cracks. If you don't say

your "Noxzema hand"
looks softer, smoother,
whiter—your money
will be refunded! Get
Noxzema at your drug-

gist's today while the

special trial offer is on!

FOR A LIMITED TIME
ONLY you can get the

generous 2 5c jar of Nox-
'zema for only 19c! Try it

today!
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RUMBA WHIRL
Designed for the Fast
Pace of a Rumba.
The Crown and
Back are brushed
as smoothasaHel-
met. The Hair is

rolled under
loosely at the neck
and a double roll

frames the face
ingeniously. All
kept cleverly in

place with

BOB P**S

All Bob Pins Are NOT Alike

To PEOPLE with PROBLEMS
If you have a personal problem about which you want
the sincere and honest opinion of two experienced,
sympathetic people, write us and explain your prob-
lem in detail. Enclose $1 with your name and ad-
dress. We will answer you immediately in strict

confidence. No medical advice. Write to

Mr. and Mrs. X, Dept. U, Suite 1 302, 1 1 W.42St., N.Y.C.

Did "Diamond Jim' Have
Stomach or Ulcer Pains?
It is hardly likely that Diamond Jim Brady could
have eaten so voraciously if he suffered after-
eating pains. Sufferers who have to pay the pen-
alty of stomach or ulcer pains, indigestion, gas
pains, heartburn, burning sensation, bloat and
other conditions caused by excess acid should try
a 25c box of Udga Tablets. They must help or
money refunded. At drug stores everywhere.

How to make your
Honeymoon LAST!

Learn how you can prolong the carefree,
glorious happiness of your honeymoon

—

indefinitely!
Mary Martin has made her marriage
to Dick Halliday a joyously unending
honeymoon. She tells, In the March
Silver Screen, how you, too, can keep
the honeymoon atmosphere alive after
your own wedding.
Two other sensational Silver Screen
scoops for March are:

"Should Women Feel Sorry for

Alice Faye?" and,

"Why the Lane Sisters Broke Up!"
Don't miss these thrilling features in

the big March
10c SILVER SCREEN 10c
Now on sale at your newsstand

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your bowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
freely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay in the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10# and 25tf.
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"It wasn't so easy when they started
going out to restaurants and dances.
Deanna was used to publicity, Vaughn
wasn't, and they both didn't like it. But
they knew it was either take it or sit

home. One night I gave them a dinner.
Every time they got up to dance, here
were the cameras. They sat down, they
got up, they sat down, till it came to be
like a comedy gag. Then Deanna smiled
at him—a little mischief, a little tender, a
little defiance—I wish I could get such
a smile in a picture—as if to say, 'what
do we care if they know we love each
other?' And she gave him her hand and
they went on the floor together and the
cameras^ went blink! blink! blink! the
whole time they were dancing. And when
it was over, they came back and said it

was a swell dance. That's all.

"Just before she announced her engage-
ment, we had a little talk about marriage
and career. How it started I don't remem-
ber. She sat there on the set with Bill
Seiter and me. I really shouldn't say we
had a talk. I talked, she listened. I was
the man of experience, she was the kid.
I said : 'If two people are honest in all
their intentions and understand each other.
I don't see why they can't make a go of
anything they undertake. When they're
professional and their marriage goes on
the rocks, it's mostly because they're
jealous of each other. That's a hard word
to say, but I think it's true. It begins to
come in like termites, this jealousy, and
before you know it, your house falls on
top of your head.'

"She looked at me, this kid, with such
wise eyes. I knew what she was thinking.
'Maybe these termites happen to other
people, poor things—never to Vaughn and
me.' And with all my experience, I said
to myself, 'You're right.'

"We had an idea the engagement would

break soon, but we didn't know when.
There was almost too much excitement
on the 'Nice Girl' set. First, it was her
sister's baby. We told her, if it was a girl,

she'd be Auntie Durbin—if a boy, Uncle
Durbin. So now she's Uncle Durbin. I

thought the girl would go crazy. She
walked the hospital floor like a young
father. The only thing she didn't do was
hand out cigars. Then came her birthday
and packages every five minutes, and what
did Vaughn give her, and a beautiful cam-
era from the crew, and shrieks and hugs
and kisses, and if we were smart, we'd
have called it a third Thanksgiving and
saved money on the lights.

"Next_ day Eleanor, my secretary, came
to me with a funny look. 'Congratulations,'
she said. 'Your child is engaged.' I did one
of those double-takes. Because still there's
a difference between expecting a thing and
having it happen. From now on, the child
Deanna would be gone. I went out on the
lot to cool my head, and I saw a girl
rushing toward me like a wild Indian. It
was Uncle Durbin. She stuck something
under

_
my nose. Her engagement ring.

'Isn't it beautiful !' I remember I was as
happy as that when I got my boat tickets
to come to America.
"What could I say? I said, 'Deanna, I

wish you everything you wish for your-
self. She put her arms around me, she
gave me a kiss, I had a lump in my throat,
I walked away.'

"

He was walking away now, his hands
jingling the coins in his pockets. When
he turned, his face was clear of whatever
emotion he thought he'd been hiding.

"They'll be married June 7th. If we can
keep the date open," he chuckled.
Deanna's lucky in her husband-to-be,

says Pasternak. She's also lucky, may we
add, in her uncle-that-was.

Maureen O'Sullivan, having finished "Maisie Was a Lady," has temporarily
deserted the screen and gone to Canada with her baby, to be near her husband,
John Farrow, stationed in Ottawa doing war service for England. She will

not appear in "Billy, the Kid," as she said she might do in her "Letter from
Canada" published in last month's Screenland. Before leaving Hollywood,
Maureen took advantage of the fine California weather and spent as much
time as possible outdoors with her darling two-year-old son, Michael Damien.

Screenland



Lcn Weissman

Republic Studio paid homage to the memory of Mabel Normand, beloved star of silent

days, by dedicating its new sound stage to her memory with this plaque. Above,

William Farnum, Mock Sennett and Judy Canova reading the inscription on the plaque.

You Kids! Don't Leave Home to be Cowboys

Continued from page 55

ing on. Maybe cowboys have felt pretty

disgusted sometimes at what they saw in

the movies. Anyhow, they're critical, espe-

cially them thoroughly experienced ones

who have lived the life. They spot any-

thing that's wrong the minute they set their

eyes on it. But no cowboy has ever criti-

cized anything I wrote or drew, and that's

been a heap of satisfaction to me. One old

cowman in Arizona once put it this way:
'There's somethin' wrong with Bill's books

—I can't find anything wrong with 'em.'

Of course, there are more or less changes

with the times. Older cowboys didn't know
anything about towns, only going to one

about once a year. They're still like that.

But some of the younger ones hit out to

see the sights oftener, and the closer they

get the more they're spoiled by 'em. What
does it is tailor-made cigarettes, painted

ladies, and stuff like that."

Not that Will James was moralizing.

"Hell, no! And there's really nothing to

worry about. Main trouble is there's been

too much hell-raising in the movies. Cow-
boys are quiet, not whooping it up every

time they cut loose, although they still

wear guns in some parts. And if most of

'em get the chance to drink once a year

they're lucky. There's damn' little of that

goes on. As for mucin' with painted ladies

in dance-halls overmuch, cowboys as a rule

are too shy to be good hands at it. They're

alone so much they just don't know what

to say to a girl. They may feel sentimental

about girls, fact is they do feel plenty that

way. I'm putting love interest in the story

I'm doing for the movies, because the cow-

boy is strong on it—and how! But some-

how he just can't get conversational. Sing?"

A slow smile loped across his face. "Well,

I never knew a singing cowboy. That's a

movie invention. Take, for example, sing-

ing cows to sleep. Why, if a cowboy ever

tried anything like that on the range he'd

probably spook up the cattle so bad that

he'd start a stampede. In all the outfits I've

rode for none of us could sing a peep. And
we had no mandolin, no guitar. All the

boys ever had was a mouth-organ and a

jew's-harp, and I wasn't so hot on either

of 'em. I couldn't carry a tune in a gunny-

sack. No, there's nothing to that musical-

cowboy thing. That's one of the things us

cowboys never got to do or learn."

His innate modesty was characteristic of

Will James. It made him likable, as well

as believable. And here was a writer who
knew what he was writing, knew it so

thoroughly and so actually as to establish

him as an authority on his subject. But I

had to press him a bit to get him to tell

how his story would differ from others of

the West shown on the screen. Planting his

elbows on his knees, he pondered a mo-
ment, then: "It will differ very much. It's

about something never brought up before.

What it really means is the upbringing of a

race. For that's what the American cowboy
really represents. It is his race that_ has

made the great cow country what it is

today. He has fought for it against rivers,

against floods, against cold, against bliz-

zards, against Indians, against sheepmen

and he's still fighting for it. At no time has

the cowman got any protection from the

government. Instead of being helped along,

he has been crowded back. Out of the fine

thing he has done, and is doing, has sprung

a fine race. That's my story. The people of

that race are going to live for ever—and

I'm one of them."

In his strong words, the strength of Will

James himself came vigorously to life.

There was no mistaking the mettle of the

man behind those words. Something more
seemed implicit in their earnestness, some

thing of the youth of today in his relation

to the cowboy of the present and the cow-

boy of the future. At this suggestion, the

cowboy of all cowboys fell into a thought-

ful silence, only to raise his head with

:

"You don't make a cowboy in one day. If

a young fellow's got the guts, it shouldn't

take over five years. But even then he

wouldn't have the understanding or the

spirit of the former cowboy. That's a mat

ter of upbringing, something that's in the

blood. Now, mind you, there's a lot of true

blood to be found both in the 'West and in

the East. And if a fellow with that strain

in him has also got the guts he can ride
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Tired Kidneys

Often Bring

Sleepless Nights
Doctors say your kidneys contain 15 miles of tiny

tubes or niters which help to purify the blood and

keep you healthy. When they get tired and don t

work right in the daytime, many people have to get

up nights. Frequent or scanty passages with smart-

ing and burning sometimes shows there is something

wrong with your kidneys or bladder. Don t neglect

this condition and lose valuable, restful sleep.
_

When disorder of kidney function permits poi pil-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also

cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,

loss of pep and energy, swelling, pumness wider

the eyes, headaches and dizziness.

Don't wait! Ask your druprgist for Doan s Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years.

They give happy relief and will help the lo miles

of kidney tubes flush out poisonous waste from

your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

WANTED
RICHARD BROS., 28 Woods
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ate consideration. Don't
delay—send your poem
at once to

—

Building, Chicago, III.
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A PERSONALITY FOR SUCCESS
In lore, business, social life! Learn lo arrent your appeal'

Don't let a negative personality hold you l>a.-k. Wrlie to me
and I will tell you how easily you can develop chira ind>

personality by inexpensive home study.

FRANCINE ADAIR
2127 California St. N.W. Washington. D. C.
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In the story on Broderick Crawford which we ran last month we told you about his
bride, Kay Griffith, but this picture of the two taken on their wedding day did not arrive
in time to illustrate the story, so we're running it now to show you how pretty she is.

from Little Big Horn to Green River, hit
the Grand Canyon and swing on down to
Sonora without ever hitting a fence. Boys
of that kind take hold and make something
out of it. But most boys think that being
a cowboy is a picnic, which it ain't. Big-
outfits that hired them would have to have
four cowboys to watch 'em, otherwise
they'd get lost or twist the herd all up. A
boy of that kind would only be a damned
nuisance, not knowing how to take care of
himself or his horse. Aside from that, there
are all the other chances he'd be taking. A
cowboy's life is not at all easy, and it sure
isn't a safe one. Now, kids have been very
fine to me, and I want to be honest with
them. So my advice to them would be

:

Don't leave home to be a cozvboy!"
That was getting it straight from a

straight-shooter. To glorify himself, Will
james wasn't going to glorify a life full
of hardship and peril. He was just being
his honest self. "I became a cowboy," he
was frank to say, "not because I wanted
to,_ but because I had to. It was all I knew
—it's all I know yet. I was born a cowboy,
like my father before me and his father be-
fore him. That's what's the matter with
me," he added with a twisted smile. "I was
born on the sod. By this I mean I was born
where my father made camp at Judith Gap,
Montana. With my mother, Dad was on his
way to Canada with a bunch of cattle, but
he never got there because he had to stop
and wait for me to come into the world.
I'm always getting in the way of people,
anyhow.
"My mother died when I was a year old.

Then, when I was four, Dad was killed
in the corral—a longhorn went through
him." His right hand brushed his side to
sketch a cow country tragedy. "A French-
Canadian trapper, who adopted me, gave
me all the schooling I ever had. The only
time I was ever in a little red schoolhouse
was when I went there to a shindig. To me
words have been photographic from the
time I first got them out of old newspapers
and year-back-number magazines one win-
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ter in the trapper's cabin up in the Cana-.
dian Northwest. They was good company
for me, and so was my drawing, when old
Bopy would be away for days at a time
along his trap line. I was no good at figgers—not even female figgers!" Again the in-
gratiating grin.

"As early as I can remember, I made
my first drawing on the rough boards of
the ranch-porch with a piece of brand-fire
charcoal. I'm telling you these things only
so that boys will understand the difference
between their life and mine. I don't want
them to get any false notions from me.
Suppose a poor kid of sixteen found him-
self stuck out in the Utah Desert and said
to himself, 'Well, Bill James said it would
be all right.' No, sir, I don't want any boy
saying anything like that

!"

He shook his head so violently that the
black mane tumbled over his eyes. "I had
to know where to be at the right time and
how to do the right thing. Not that I didn't
get busted up now and then. But it might
easily go worse with a kid who didn't know
anything about the game. And most of
them probably picture the West as nice
fenced-in ranches. But the truth is there's a
big scope of country, about two thousand
miles of it, that isn't fenced. You really
have to know that country. There's a lot of
it that's mighty lonely, if you're used to the
city. You ride for days without seeing any-
thing move, without hearing a sound, even
the flapping of a buzzard or the rattle of a
snake. Now a boy who's used to things
around him is going to miss them there.
And he might get so hungry that he'd be
eating the nails out of his shoes—if he had
any shoes on. I've gone two or three days
without anything but the snow I scooped
up in my hand. That was all right with
me, because I was used to it. In a case of
that kind, there's no riding back for grub.
Anyhow, that isn't all of it, not by a long
shot.

"A good many of the cowboys freeze to
death, with cattle and horses froze in their
tracks. This means that it's part of our

teachin'. Our religion is this : 'Never quit
the herd,' regardless. Whether it's a
norther or a blizzard, you follow the herd
and stay with it till you can turn it and
bring it back to the main herd. If you
can't, that's just your hard luck, and youre
no cowboy."

His hand turned like the flip of a card.
"That's, one of the things I want to tell

you about in the story I'm doing so that
the screen can show it. I want to tell, too,
about the women of the cow country!
They're a brave lot, and they're sure appre-
ciated. You can take anything from a cow-
man who has sheep—that's not stealing

—

but you never can take anything from a
widow, though you might take the widow
herself

! But this saying has another mean-
ing. What it really means is that nothing
should ever be taken from the helpless,
from anyone who can't handle his stuff. If
you do, you don't live long, that's all. So
far as age goes, people in New York City,
even if they are short on air and light, live
longer than folks in the cow country. If
you see a cowman who is seventy, you see
an old one. He's a real curiosity, a sort of
museum piece, and I don't mean dime
museum. The only one I know that's as
old as that is Juniper Jim. Old Juniper is

such a surprise to everybody that boys
from other ranches ride over and feel his
joints just to see how he's holding out.
He's still hunkydory, and all he ever says
on the subject of health is, 'How be you?'
But if a cowboy is riding broncs and "quits
at thirty, he's through. It's like prize-fight-
ing, only worse. There's nothing padded
about a horse's hoof. I know, because a
bronc once split my head open." He pushed
back the hair and showed the scar. "After
that for awhile I was blind. And when I

quit hard riding 1 nearly died from sudden
stop of action. Went from 160 to 140
pounds, and that's where I am now. All I

do at rny place on the Yellowstone in Mon-
tana is write and draw. How many books
have I written? Let's see . . . since 1926
I've done twenty-two books. And I haven t

started yet."

Which reminded me it was time to get
going. That amazing cowboy with words
photographed in his mind and pictures
leaping out of his fingers kindly swung
down the steps with me. "So long," said
Will James. "And, say," he finished, "if

you run acrost that ice-cream outfit down
the pass I sure wish you'd ride .herd on it

!"

Baby Sandy's mind should be on modeling
this cute blue and white nautical dress, but
she's only interested in the shadows which her
cute figure and little fingers make on the wall.
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WHEN LASHES ARE

DARKENED TO

LONG SWEEPING

LOVELINESS
Columbia

Motion Picture Star
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Bewitching eves-who can resist their spell?

How well Hollywood Beauties realize that

eve make-up is' all-important . . . that the

effect must be soft and lovely . . .
and that

Maybelline Is always flattering — never

obvious!

Rita Havworth subtly accents her exotic

brunette charm. She knows that even the

duskiest evela3b.es fade out lighter at the

ends ... so they need Mascara that goes

on divinelv and doesn't smudge off. As she

darkens her lashes to the very tips, she

Attractive Purse Sizes

sweeps them upward with the Mascara

brush—to make them look longer, love-

lier, more luxuriant. Her expressive brows

are tapered gracefully with the famous

smooth-marking Eyebrow Pencil. Her eye-

lids shimmer with a touch of exquisite

Eve Shadow.
You can glorify your eyes just as easily

this very day with MavbellineEye Beauty

Aids— and be sure you get genuine

MAYBELLINE Eve Beauty Aids. At

Drug and Department Stores everywhere,

at All Ten Cent Counters

world's larges



... for Chesterfields are made for smokers like

yourself, with the three important things you want in a

cigarette.
. .MILDNESS, BETTER TASTE and COOLER SMOKING.

Chesterfield's right combination of the world's best ciga-

rette tobaccos has so many things a smoker likes . . . that

Chesterfield is just naturally called the smoker's cigarette.

Copyright 1941, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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At last

it's on the

screen!

with

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN . MARJORIE RAMBEAU
GENE TIERNEY • WILLIAM TRACY and Dana
Andrews • Slim Summerville • Ward Bond
Grant Mitchell • Zeffie Tilbury • Screen Play by

Nunnally Johnson • Directed by JOHN FORD
Produced by DARRYL F. ZANUCK

A 20th Century- Fox Picture



born Plain Jane

TAKE HOPE... If your Smile is Lovely

"A LOVELY SMILE IS YOUR MOST
IMPORTANT BEAUTY ASSET!"

say well-known beauty editors of

23 out of 24 leading magazines

In a recent poll made among the beauty

editors of 24 leading magazines all but one

of these beauty experts agreed that a lovely

smile is a woman's most precious asset.They

•went on to say that "Even a plain girl has

charm and personality if she keeps her

smile bright, attractive and sparkling."

Make your smile your beauty

talisman. Help keep it sparkling

with Ipana and Massage.

Take hope—plain girl! Look in your

mirror—and smile! There's your

chance for beauty. For if you keep your

teeth sparkling, gums firmer, you, too,

have a loveliness to turn the eyes of men.

But truly, how is your smile? Bright

and radiant—or dull, dingy? Help make

your smile sparkle, make it the real, at-

tractive YOU. Stan today with Ipana and

massage. Remember, a sparkling smile

depends largely on firm, healthy gums.

If you ever see "pink" on your tooth

brush—see your dentist right away. He

may say your gums only need more work

—natural exercise denied them by to-

day's soft foods. And, like thousands of

dentists, he may suggest "the extra stim-

ulation of Ipana and massage."

Try Ipana and Massage

For Ipana not only cleans teeth thor-

oughly but, with massage, is specially

designed to aid the gums to sturdier,

more resistant firmness. So be sure to

massage a little extra Ipana onto your

gums every time you brush your teedi.

Start with Ipana Tooth Paste today.

Let Ipana and massage help keep your

gums firmer, your teeth sparkling, your

smile winning and attractive.

IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SCREENLAND
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"Daddy, do you remember 'The Zieg-
feld Follies'?", said Little Cub, look-
ing up at us with large leonine eyes.

And, reaching back
into the haunted wings
of the New Amster-
dam Theatre, we were
launched on the bed-
time story of those
nights of stars provided
by the memorable Flo. &s^^>,

Soon we worked our way to the chapter
wherein M-G-M immortalized "The
Great Ziegfeld", and we drifted natu-
rally into the glamour story of 1941:

THE ZIEGFELD GIRL

For many moons Robert
Z. Leonard, the director,

and Pandro Berman, the
1 producer, have been stud-
ding the stars in a cluster
designed to give the Auro-
ra Borealis second billing.

As Tony Martin softly
sings "You Stepped Out of
A Dream", which is Public

Melody No. 1, you will step into a
dream of glorified girls—of HedyLamarr
and Lana Turner.

Romance, in a beaming
web, is spun around the
personal problems of a
guy played by James
Stewart, the last three
letters of whose name
typify his work. Give up?

And Judy Garland! Words fail us. -

Lush, plush and splendiferous, this
Eyeful Tower gives us a hall of fame
for a cast.

For in addition to Garland, Stewart,
Lamarr, Turner and Martin, there are
(to name but a few) Charlie Winninger,
Jackie Cooper, Ian Hunter, Edward
Everett Horton, Philip Dorn, Felix
Bressart, Eve Arden, Rose Hobart, Al
Shean, Dan Dailey Jr., Paul Kelly, Mae
Busch, Fay Holden, Ed McNamara
and Girls, Girls, Girls, Girls.

Settings by Gibbons, Gowns by Adrian.

Magnificent! Glamorous! Mighty!

THE ZIEGFELD GIRL

Glorifying the American
lion

- -£m
Advertisement for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures
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starring

JAMES STEWART
JUDY GARLAND
HEPY LAMARR
LANA TURNER
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METRO-GO LDWYN- MAYER presents the picture the world has

awaited to follow the never-to-be-forgotten wonders of The

Great Ziegfeld." Bigger in cast, bigger in spectacle, it drama-

tizes the behind-the-scenes lives of the world s most glorified

girls... against a thrilling tapestry of dazzling screen magnit-

icence with scores of song hits, (for instance : You Stepped

Out of A Dream", "Too Beautiful to Last" ' Mmme From

Trinidad"). Plus ravishing show-beauties and the greatest

assemblage of personalities you've ever seen in one giant show.

with TONY MARTIN, CHARLES WINNINGER, JACKIE COOPER, IAN HUNTER EDWARD EVERET, HORTON

ZXZ:XttJTmttttgXZZXJZr. Produced 5i- ,—
$ 1 000 IN CASH PRIZES'. A**,~W«. today -V** Okl A. <W, M-G-M, 1540 BVoy, N. Y. C. for *ft* C*»* '94,

5SCREENLAND



FROM

HOLLYWOOD i

DARBARA HUTTON, floating into the
drawing room .on Cary Grant's arm at

a recent glittering Hollywood get-together,
looked so ethereal that it seemed as if a
pop of a toy balloon would bury her deep
in the voluminous train of Hedda Hopper's
startling gown. But with diamonds in her
hair, at her ears, and glistening about her
throat against a blue gown that made you
look, and look again, she still has the
taste (and the $$) to appear as from
another world . . . Greer Garson, without
a doubt, inspires the most awe of any
British actress in her stately display of her
heartfelt loyalty to England. These days
you invariably see her in plain, chic black
with a huge vivid British crest worn above
her heart . . . It's never touted or bragged
about, but did you know that Irene Dunne
has been happily married to Dr. Griffin
for thirteen years? . . . Hollywood doesn't
know whether to giggle at or sympathize
with that well-known young Hollywood
doctor who got such a case of fright and
the jitters when he found Mae West biding
time in his waiting room that his partner
had to take his place for the consultation
with Mae.

I EANETTE MacDONALD, they say, is

J giving Hollywood an inimitable and I-

don't-careish nose-thumbing such as it never
got before. She has failed to make the list of
the first top ten box-office stars. But on her
concert tour she has broken all her pre-
vious records.

THE underground, by which this sort of
1 rumor gets around, has it that Cesar
Romero is at present in a deep pout with
his studio. It's hinted that Cesar is

thoroughly fed up with the "Cisco Rid"
series, and that his present pout is oc-
casioned by the fact that he has just been
told by his bosses that he will go right
on creating those outdoor epics like clock-
work. The fly in the ointment as far as
Cesar's wishes go, is that he wants, more
often, to get a crack at a slick sophisticated
role. His heart has always been set on
doing white tie and tail stuff, with a lot
of that sultry, menacing eye business (his
specialty) that magically sends women
straight into a swoon. It goes without say-
ing, too, that once in a while Cesar would
like to strut that Romero rumba on the
screen with the accompaniment of a glitter-
ing New York background. It's whispered
that, quite by accident, Cesar's studio has
just discovered that his fan mail is second
only to Tyrone Power's, and that the Cisco
Kid, from what it costs to put him on the
screen, makes a nice comfortable pot of
money. In spite of Cesar's city slicker
yearnings he'll go on being outdoorish
whether he likes it or not.

ALL that untrue talk hinting that Mary
Astor's marriage was headed for the

rocks was started by a dead-wrong guess
of a too officious columnist . . . How would
you like it? This was the year, 1941, in
which Johnny Weissmuller planned all
along to get a haircut—and now his studio
says no . . . It's like a living picture, show-
ing proof that movie sophistication is only
skin deep. Watching Deanna Durbin on
the set of her current film is like seeing
sleight of

_
hand that you can't believe.

From playing a sophisticated scene with
Franchot Tone, actually with a glass of
movie-set champagne in her hand, she
finishes her action and goes back to nib-
bling a shiny apple and crunching handfuls
of fluffy white popcorn . . . Quite the most
amusing chuckle in town to a certain
group who dare, is their lying in wait for
the opportunity to use the uncontrolled
bronx cheer they have in store for the
mama of that so-famous mother and
daughter combination—the next time she
insists on entertaining with her singing.

Bop Hope, Dorothy Lamour and Bing Crosby,
the popular trio in "Road to Singapore," are
pictured, above, in their second comedy-
thriller, "Road to Zanzibar," which takes them
through darkest Africa. Behind the whiskers,
at left, you see Bing and Bob, whose endless
flow of gags make it the season's funniest film.

f~\F COURSE, ever since Garbo and
Gayelord Hauser returned from their

trek around the country which was made
partly by motor, those perennial rumors of
a Garbo marriage have started to pop again.
There is some talk of Greta and Gavelord
having picked a spot in Brentwood that
will be the site of their future home, and
there are even hints of their being already
secretly married. It seems that when Garbo
actually gets to the point of motoring about
the country with her gentlemen acquain-
tances, it is sufficient cause for the Hollv-
wood press to leap to a conclusion of
marriage. It is also a fact that soon after
such a prediction all the camaraderie of
each of Garbo's friendly associations has
flown out the window. Such was the identical
sequence in the case of Mamoulian, Sto-
kowski. Brent, et al. Cynics are gloomily
predicting a Hauser-Garbo smash, and
romantics, just as eagerly, are palpitating
with the possibility that this time it really
might end with Garbo becoming a bride.

(Please turn to page 17)



e put the roar in the roaring 20s...now

he's th e

bad boy
of the

naughty

90s!
oh lady, can

you picture this!

Jimmy as a

gent in the days

when a mug

was something

a fellow shaved

out of! . . and

a racket was

6trictly for tennis!

Warner Bros,

pictured it—

and it's the show

you've really

got to see!

(She's a ffflL.



Delight Evans' Reviews on Pages 52-53

YOURS WITH%mA LIPSTICK

A new season! A new personality and IRRESISTIBLE

Lipstick to give you glamour! Fashion leader in

the spring parade is the smart woman who
chooses her lipstick as part of her costume, flash

red for pastels! candt stripe red for that patriotic

accent to your navy and white! ruby red for so-

phisticated black! fuchsia plum to vibrate with

the new South American shades! Secret whip-text

process means a softer, creamier, non-drying

IRRESISTIBLE Lipstick. Matching rouge, face powder

and POWDER FOUNDATION.

IT'S

LASTS LONGEf

SMOOTHER

USE IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

Come Live With Me M-G-M

This romantic comedy is the story ot a

refu-ee (Hedy Lamarr) who imma
Scaling young writer (James Stewart)

o shan't be° deported. Atohe^
a story—their story—thty find the} re

rea lv in love. Hedy, who has the op-

nortunity to combine glamor, comedy and

Ea while wearing a £%
lection of Adrian gowns, doe he

screen work. Jimmy s fine as the farm bo

whose writing brings him to the big cm.

Western Union—20th Century-Fox

A frontier epic which has the expansion

Westward of the telegraph across peril-

ous country as its background. Randolph

Scott, the ex-outlaw, Robert Young, who

rides and shoots in true Western style, and

Dean Jagger as the engineer, give splen-

did performances. It's a fine outdoor

drama, with plenty of action and beautiful

Technicolor. Its tense moments are re-

lieved by some comedy and a romance in-

volving Scott, Young, Virginia Gilmore.

u

Buck Privates— Universal

If you saw these inimitable radio come-

dians, Bud Abbott and Lou Costello, in

their first film venture, "One Night in the

Tropics," and had a barrel of fun, all you

need do now is multiply that by ten and
you'll get an idea of the good time you're

in for in this comedy. It's the first

feature film dealing with the new draft

army and shows Bud and Lou as two of

the doughboys. The Andrews Sisters, Lee
Bowman and Alan Curtis are in it too.

Tall, Dark and Handsome—20th Century-Fox

Cesar Romero plays the suave romeo of

the rackets referred to in the title of this

clever gangland satire and gives a swell

performance as the killer who's actually a

softie. It's fast-paced and exciting, with
hilarious comedy twists, such as the gang
leader attending his own funeral. Virginia
Gilmore is fine as the romantic interest,

Stanley Clements, who is adopted by
Romero, steals a few scenes with his

dese-dem-dose talk. Milton Berle's in it

Play Girl— RKO-Radio

A sophisticated light comedy drama

about a gold-digger (Kay Francis)—they

call them play girls now—who, finding

it growing difficult to tap bankrolls of

gullible males because of her years, trains

a younger girl (Mildred Coles) to con-

tinue in her footsteps. Everything's fine

until the protege learns that the boy she

loves (James Ellison) is to be her next

victim. Kay is capable as the fading gold-

digger, and Miss Coles, a newcomer,

proves her ability as Kay's understudy.

10 SCREENLAND



Oceans of Fun From

THE MAN WHO LAUNCHED A MILLION LAUGHS!
Famous HAROLD LLOYD turns producer to bring you

more of the kind of laughs that convulsed the coun-

try in his scores of celebrated comedies. Don't miss

his personally planned story of a goofy gob who

gave his girl a bridegroom for a wedding present!

HAROLD LLOYD Presents Gobs of fun

goofiest gobs

tore a port

with the

that ever

apart!

GEORGE LUCILLE EDMOND

MURPHY • BALL • O'BRIEN
HENRY TRAVERS • FRANKLIN PANGBORN

Produced by Harold Lloyd • Directed by Richard Wallace

RKO RADIO PICTURE
Screen Play by Frank Ryan and Bert Graner

SCREENLAND 1 I



THRILL TO YOUR

J FINGERTIPS

NAIL POLISH
Choose a smart new nail-polish shade
to match each mood and each costume
. . . now you can afford to! Dr. Ellis'

Nail Polish costs so little, yet no polish

offers you more. It flows on smoothly
and evenly . . . dries to a brilliant, beau-
tiful, lasting finish . . . gives you the

widest choice of the season's loveliest

tones. Get several shades tomorrow . . .

and thrill to your fingertips!

FIRST PRIZE LETTER
$10.00

Ever "since James Cagney squirted grape-
fruit in his best girl's eye, we've been del-

uged with femme fights and mixed free-

for-alls. When we wearied of the hero and
heroines striking each other, we were
given sensational gal fights, such as the

glammer-ous Marlene Dietrich gave in her
bar-room brawl in "Destry Rides Again."
We got another in "Seven Sinners," and in

"North West Mounted Police," and Hedy
Lamarr gave us a fight scene in her "Com-
rade X." I hear there's to be a honey in

"The Great Lie."

Rough action may be all right for the
feminine stars once in a while, but please,

let's have more ladies before we doubt that

there are any left

!

6". K.. Parkhurst, Seattle, Wash.

SECOND PRIZE LETTER
$5.00

Well, whaddaya know, I'm right down
in the heart of Hollywood. I don't know
how it happened, but it did, so here I

am.
Since I'm here, I am going to do the

thing I've wanted to do for years. Take a

stroll along Hollywood Boulevard. That's
where I'm sure to meet my favorite stars.

Why, at this very minute, look who's com-
ing toward me. None other than Judy
Garland. Now there's a girl with person-
ality plus. Her latest picture, "Little Nellie

Kelly," was simply marvelous. My, but that

girl across the way looks familiar. Of
course, it's Deanna Durbin, the golden-
voiced star of "Spring Parade." Oh, Oh,
look who's trying to dodge his fans. Tyrone
Power. Come on, girls, let's rush him.

But wait a minute. His wife is with him.

You know, that charming personality,

Annabella. So hold on there. Oh, well,

we'll get his autograph anyway. All right,

all right, don't push, there's plenty of time.

Oh, but that isn't someone pushing me.
No, that's just Mom telling me that I had
better get up, because I will be late for

school. Well, imagine that. Stepping from
Hollywood Boulevard into Latin Class.

And on a Monday morning at that.

Carole Brandt, Olney, Philadelphia, Pa.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

"Santa Fe Trail" is the straw that frac-

tures this long-suffering camel's verte-
brae !

How long must we be tortured by see-

ing Errol Flynn cast as a swashbuckling,
devil-may-care, two-fisted embodiment of
the late lamented Fairbanks?

There Flynn is as convincing as a negro
lawyer before a Southern jury. When he
attempts to register audaciousness-- it's aw-
ful ! As a soldier of fortune he's a sad
caricature ! Gentle Olivia de Havilland
shows more iron in her makeup in one
scene than Flynn could in a century's pic-
tures.

The first time one sees him in one of
these roles, one is apt to treat him with
contempt. The second offense frequently
produces convulsions, and thereafter it's a
case of avoiding Flynn at any cost.

Please stop casting Flynn as a bold,
dashing cavalier. Put that bon-bon sixth
from the right in the fourth row of the
chorus—where he belongs !

M. J. Meyer, Newton Centre, Mass.

After seeing the most wonderful picture
of the year, I want to shout that I'm in

favor of more Mountie stories. "North
West Mounted Police" was different and
something worth remembering after the

show. It was a "perfect dream !" The hand-
some Mounties in their red coats, dotting

the woodlands like poppies in a field, were
a treat.

And that Paulette Goddard made a pretty

dangerous bit of dynamite as Robert Pres-
ton's half-breed soul-searing sweetie. The
blue of the lovely wench's eyes actually

spit fire

!

Paulette's a great little actress. She puts
her roles over convincingly. It was a wise
old owl, with keen old optics, who selected

her for this part. She's wonderful ! Miss
Goddard lives and eats her roles up. Not
a crumb is wasted. There are a few act-

resses who could stand a bit of coaching
from this little genius, and I'm not fooling!

Mrs. Ann Nickolina. Cincinnati, Ohio.

I just had a good cry. I saw "Little

Nellie Kelly" and I didn't have a hand-
kerchief either. I thought that Judy Gar-
land was stepping out of her class when
I heard that she was falling in love and
having a baby in the movie.

I really wasn't expecting anything like

I saw in "Little Nellie Kelly." George
Murphy was swell ! I thought of him as

more or less of a dancer and Judy Garland
as a swingy singer. Charlie Winninger
was, well, maybe a little too stubborn, but
he more than made up for that by being
such a grand little old man.

Here's hoping for many more just like

"Little Nellie Kelly."
Marilyn Return, La Crosse, Wis.

An Open Letter to Marjorie Main:
Dear Marjorie Main:

I've been wanting to tell you for a long

12 SCREENLAND



WRITE A LETTER-

WIN A PRIZE!

Are you anxious to tell the world

about that fine movie you saw? Are

you bursting to register a complaint

about a star or a picture? Other fans

also have their favorites and pet

peeves, and they'd like to hear what

you have to say. They won't always

agree with vou ;
they'll argue back,

too, but that's the fun of this Fans'

Forum not to mention the monthly

Cash Prizes of $10.00, $5.00, and five

prizes of $1-00. Closing date for letters

is the 25th of the month.

Please address your letters to

SCREEXLAXD'S Fans' Forum. 45

West 45th St., Xew York, X. Y.

time how much we fans appreciate the

laughs yotive given us in "The Women.
"Turnabout," "Susan and God, and all

the rest, and how your small parts stood

out like Neon signs.

But it's "Wvoming" which made us real-

ize there was 'indeed, gold in them squints

and section boss stride of yours. As the

blacksmith who was rough and tough, but

who had a heart of gold and a yen lor

Romance, you were more than a match

for the swaggering, roistering Wallace

Beerv Even at the risk of being accused

of dislovalty to Marie Dressier, I'd say

that vou are as good a foil as she for

W'ally. Xothing can beat that Xed Sparks

dead pan of vours, you know.

It's true that Wally had his Big Love

Moments in "Tugboat Annie" and "Mm
and Bill," but in this "Wyoming.' his woo

pitching with you is unbeatable. In your

own way vou have as much oomph as

Sheridan. Lamour and all the other glam-

our gals. Xot every girl can take a har-

monica serenade and haystack proposal like

you can. And that's something in these days

of competition.

And I bet that you and Wally can

squeeze out lots of tears and pathos if you

had to. .

So here's hoping that you 11 keep on

Juliet-ing to Wally's Romeo-ing. You're

a swell team.
,Tr ,

Kay Matthews, Seattle, Wash.

From now on Ginger Rogers will be

Kitty Fo\le to me. Never, since Gone

With the" Wind." have I seen a fictional

heroine brought to life with more accuracy

and vividness than in Miss Rogers fine

portraval of the white collar heroine.

True she was hampered by the changes,

made in the filming of the novel due to

the fact that it was necessary to play ball

with Will Hays, but in spite ol such

hindrances. Ginger made of her part a real,

living character. She can safely put away

her dancing shoes now and take her place

as one of the screen's fine dramatic ac-

trcs^cs.

Maxine Baxter, Norwood, Ohio.

HONORABLE MENTION
Ham and eggs belong together. We ex-

pect cheese with apple pie and we want

Ginger Rogers with Fred Astaire. No two

have danced so well together on the

screen. . .

Ginger has proven to herselt and us that

she can plav dramatic parts to the hilt—

but—we want her to laugh and sing and

dance with Fred. The dancing of these

two terpsichoreans in "Roberta" is unfor-

gettable but "Roberta" was a long time

Come on, you two. we know what we

E,;want.
.

Ethel Morris, Kansas City, Mo.

Frowns can speak volumes-but

they can't say "Mum"!

Even a hint of undera

Every day use q

WHAT'S happened to make two hearts

chill that earlier in the evening

beat as one? Lovely Peggy doesn't know

—but her frowning escort could tell her.

Only being a gentleman he never will.

A girl who offends with underarm odor

seldom knows she's guilty and no one

is likely to tell.

Lovely Peggy's sole offense was trust-

ing her bath alone. And no bath deserves

that perfect trust. A bath only takes care

of past perspiration—Mum makes that

bath-freshness last. One quick touch of

Mum under each arm—30 seconds after

rm odor ruins charm,

uick, safe Mum.

your bath or just before you dress—and

charm is safe all day or all evening long.

MUM IS QUICK! Just smooth Mum on

...in 30 seconds you have Mum's last-

ing protection for hours to come.

MUM IS SAFE! Mum won't irritate your

skin. It won't injure fine fabrics. Mum s

gentleness is approved by the Seal of the

American Institute of Laundering.

MUM IS SURE! Without stopping per-

spiration, Mum prevents risk of future

underarm odor hours on end. Get Mum
from your druggist. Use it every day!

For Sanitary Napkins

Thousands of women use

Mum this way because

it is ge?itle, dependable

...a deodorant that pre-

vents embarrassment. TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF PERSPIRATION

SCREENLAND 13



Mrs.W
Solves the Case
of Betty

tn her old tricks again.

Betty i* ^ £0 ^ badly) ^ she

KrSl^S-—t I reach

for the bottle.

Bonita Granville,
herself the spirit of
Spring, gives you her
youthful ideas on the
subject of how to
tempt April appe-
tites with good food
and plenty of fun

The action of Ex-Lax is thorough,
yet gentle! No shock. No strain. No
weakening after-effects. Just an easy,

comfortable bowel movement that
brings blessed relief. Try Ex-Lax
next time you need a laxative. It's

good for every member of the family.

101 and 25i

BONITA GRANVILLE and her mother
planned their house in Toluca Lake to-
gether. They used to get down on the

floor with paper and pencil and draw plans
and make lists of everything they could
think of that they ever wanted in a home.
"Then we'd have enough to take care of

half a dozen good-sized places, so we'd
spend more hours deciding what was really
important, what we couldn't possibly do
without, and what was our dearest heart's
desire," explained Bonita, as she showed me
through the entirely satisfactory result.
"Ever since I can remember, I have wanted
a bedroom with a pink tufted satin bed

—

and now I have it ! Another thing I wanted
was a playroom in scarlet and silver.

Mother had her pet ideas, too—plenty of
windows, sheltered patio, and arrangements
in the kitchen. Sometimes we had to com-
promise, sometimes we could have exactly

what we liked. It has all been so exciting!"
The house is a modern French Colonial,

of stone, stucco and timber, white with
pale blue shutters, the living room, bed-
rooms and playroom forming three sides to
shelter the flagstoned patio, which is com-
plete with barbecue, pale blue furniture,
huge fireplace and even tiers of white-
painted shelves to hold books, magazines
and vases of flowers.

"Just beyond that white picket fence is

the end^of Ann Sheridan's grounds," said
Bonita. "This is an all-new settlement, you
know, and every house in it is different.
That's one fascination it has for us. Mother
and I always said we'd have a house that
our friends could enjoy with us. We
wouldn't make it just a show place where
everyone would be afraid to put anything
down and we'd be worrying every time it

rained for fear a little mud would ruin the

14 S C REENLAND



residence. So we have the living room fur-

niture upholstered in corduroy, the rug's

green and the colors are chocolate brown

and beige. Doesn't sound nearly so pretty

as it is L"

The chocolate and beige scheme is re-

versed in individual pieces—a dark couch

with light fringe, light chairs with choco-

late trim, sometimes dark cushions in a

lighter chair, and so on. The color scheme

has the advantage of being a grand back-

ground for almost any flower arrangement.

Above, closeup of a young movie star mak-

ing her own special fudge: first checking her

ingredients; next, measuring sugary third,

testing her invention at the "soft ball" stage.

You should see best beau Jackie Cooper and

the "gang" gobbling up the delicious results!

There's a white mantel and many French

doors leading to patio or terrace. The play-

room is actually a continuation of the din-

ing room, except that both rooms are room-

sized, and there's a partition between the

ceilings, so that the playroom ceiling is scar-

let and white. There's a pantry-sized bar

off the playroom, where soft drinks are

served suitable to the teen ages. There's

plenty of room for Bonita's "gang" to play

games here, too.

"But somehow we don't play games

much," she observed. "In summer we have

a ping-pong table in the patio and maybe a

dart game set up, but here we usually put

on late records and listen to them and talk.

(Continued on page go)

"MEN CAN'T RESIST THAT MODERN LOOK!"
Says

Lovely Jane Goolrick &
Sweet Briar '40

AND IT'S YOURS WITH THIS FACE POWDER

YOU CHOOSE BY THE COLOR OF YOUR EYES !

• You can catch the man of your

heart ... if you have that spar-

kling, youthful look

. . . the natural allure ,

men can't resist.

And now it can beAnd now it can be &s>

yours with the new If

Richard Hudnut
Marvelous Face Powder that you

choose by the color of your eyes.

You see, eye color is definitely

related to the color of your skin,

your hair . . .

• Authorities agree it is the sure

way to find the powder that best

suits your complexion ... to give

you natural loveliness. So,

whether your eyes are blue,

brown, gray, or hazel ... at last

you can get the powder most flat-

tering to you. Simply ask for

Hudnut Marvelous Face Powder

. . . the new powder that's keyed

to the color ofyour ryes . . .

• Y'ou'll be delighted how this

pure, gossamer-fine powder goes

on . . . clings for hours . . . agrees

with even the most sensitive skin.

You'll love its exquisite smooth-

ness . . . the way it "feels'* on your

skin! And you'll be

truly thrilled to see - ""y^

how it enhances
your natural beauty.

And don't forget

—

for perfect color har-

mony, use matching Marvelous

Rouge and Lipstick, too!

Hudnut Marvelous Face Ponder and harmonizing Rouae and Lipstick

at drug and department stores-only 5Sc each. (6>c ,n Canada.)

"2-

MARV€LCIJS
FAC-6 POWD-6R AND
MATCH-CD /WAK-6UP

— CUP VALUABLE COUPON NOW

RICHARD HUDNUT, Dept. M, 693 Fifth Ave., New York City

Please send me try-out Makeup Kit containing generous ,ri-

metal containers of harmonizing powder, rouge and bpetKE.

/ aldose I0t to help cover mailing costs.

Check the color of your .y.f! Brown Blue Hoxel Gray

Name.

Street-
(Good only in U.S.A.. except «-h rro j-._> _

_City '

.wllr pro _H' J
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T© Stirling Hoyden, tomorrow's Gary
Cooper, who in his first film, "Vir-
ginia," becomes the new screen sensation

SIX _

feet four, crinkly hair and blue eyes, at 22
Stirling Hayden might register merely as the hand-
somest and tallest lad to hit Hollywood in many

seasons. But the remarkable thing about the boy is not
so much his magnetic good looks as his keen, quiet in-
telligence. From Gloucester, Mass., he might have posed
for that town's heroic statue symbolic of They who go
down to the sea in ships—-Hayden himself ran away to
sea at 15. But he is more than a personality; he gives
P!' "^^ heinS a good actor, as you will see in Edward
H. Griffith's new all-Technicolor picture, "Virginia."



Hot from Hollywood

Continued from page 6

From the title of the newest Hardy film, "Andy Hardy s Private Secretary we gather

that a new "dictator" is born. In the scene above. Mickey gets down to business and

does some of his own style of dictating to that cute newcomer, Kathryn Grayson.

SOCIAL busybodies have been getting

their heads together lately and turning

out reams of idle gossip about what an un-

social cold shoulder the Charles Laughtons

have been giving Hollywood these many

months. There has been deep offense taken at

their peculiar brand of British stand-off-

ishness, and a positively consuming curi-

osity to see the inside of the pretentious

mansion thev have been living in. If you

ask me. there is the crux of the annoyance

that has been sticking in the crop of Holly-

wood's big-time party-goers—they haven t

been asked to a glittering get-together at

the Laughtons', and they haven't been able

actuallv to put their finger on just how
s-rand "a scale these Britishers have been

living. As the story goes, one particularly

nosev individual forced his way into the

Laughtons' estate on some pretense or other

and now the rumors are going about that

these two flamboyant Britishers are far

more eccentric than Hollywood ever

thought them. It is gossiped about that

they are living only in a shell of a mansion.

Thev have never spent the money to

furnish their extensive house and live only

in partly furnished rooms. As strange as

it may seem, it is true, and the Laughtons

don't "give a fig for how eccentric anyone

may think them. The whole truth, however,

makes .things far more clear. Every penny

of the money that would ordinarily have

been spent on their new home has gone to

British war relief.

THERE is no sight in town that makes our

I bumper crop of winter tourists open their

eves wider than to see Mickey Rooney, as

flashy as vou please, skim along Sunset

Boulevard
"

in the long, shiny, low-slung

Lincoln Continental that is a very special

gift to him from none other than Henry

Ford ... I don't know how many people

will care, or even notice, but Bob Taylor

makes "Billv the Kid," in his version, a

left-handed gun toter. Taylor is, himselt,

more apt with his portside mitt than

his right, vou know.

THE Hays office censors who hold time

I watches on movie kisses, have been

wobbling back and forth on a big decision.

Unless they change their minds again, we're

all in for an exceptional treat. In "Blood

And Sand," Linda Darnell gives Tyrone

Power one of the longest smacks to be put

on film in more than a dozen years. Get

ready to hold your breath for ten whole

seconds . . . It's only a natural human
aspiration to want to see one's own name
touted, no matter in how trifling a way.

Movie studios usually use their employees'

names, with written permission and re-

lease, for signboards and name-plates in

pictures. There was a flustered scurry of

cancellations and retractions at a studio re-

cently when the girls heard their names

were to be used on make-believe tombstones.

The lovEliesi thing

Face Pu

w

Hit...

Reginald Owen and Ruth Hussey

from "Free and Easy," a corned

of high society and impoverished

SCREENLAND

in a scene

y romance
aristocrats.

CmFFON is so unbelievably fine

it clings to your skin less like a

powder than like the flattering,

soft light of rendezvous candles.

Specially processed, Chiffon Face

Powder is then sifted through tin-

finest silk, to remove every tiny

particle of shine, to be cake-proof,

streak-proof, longer-lasting.

Its unique Chiffon bouquet is

exquisitely feminine.

In seven high fash-

ion shades: Rachel.

Natural, Dark Tan.

Beige. Brunette, Rose

Petal. Rose Beige.

Chiffon Lipstick

—for softer, more kissable con-

tours. Four alluring new shades:

Chiffon Red, True Red. Medium

and Raspberrj

.

Chiffon All-Purpose Cream

the only cream you need to cleanse,

help clarify and soften your skin.

Stop at your 5 and 10 for

all three . . . IOC each

DISTRIBUTED BY PRIMROSE HOI SB

595 Fifth Avenue. New York



New under-arm

Cream Deodorant
safely

Stops Perspiration

1. Does not harm dresses

-

irritate skin.

does not

No waiting to dry. Can be used
right after shaving.

Instantly checks perspiration for 1

to 3 days. Removes odor from
perspiration.

A pure, white, greaseless, stainless

vanishing cream.

Arrid has been awarded the
Approval Seal of the American
Institute of Laundering for being
harmless to fabric.

Women use more

Arrid than any
other deodorant.

ARRID
39^ a |ar

AT AIL STORES WHICH SEU TOILET GOODS
(Also in 10 cent and 59 cent jan)

IMS
TRAIN AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME!

Trained Artists are capable of earning $30,$o0, $75 a week. By our practical, spare-time
training we teach you COMMERCIAL ART,ILLUSTRATING and CARTOONING all in one
cnurse. No previous training- necessary. Write
for details of course in free book, "Art for
Pleasure & Profit". State age.
STUDIO I74T, WASHINGTON SCHOOL

1115— 15th ST., N. W., WASHINGTON

WAKE UP YOUR
LIVER BILE-

Without Calomel—And You'll Jump Out
of Bed in the Morning Rarin' to Go
The liver should pour 2 pints of bile juice into

your Dowels every day. If this bile is not flowing
ireely, your food may not digest. It may just de-
cay m the bowels. Then gas bloats up your stom-
ach. You get constipated. You feel sour, sunk and
the world looks punk.

It takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Pills to get these 2 pints of bile flowing freely to
make you feel "up and up." Get a package today.
Take as directed. Amazing in making bile flow free-
ly. Ask for Carter's Little Liver Pills. 10# and 25c1.
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A scene from Jane Withers new film, "A Very Young Lady." in which young Richard
Clayton, who plays a Carver Military Institute cadet, and shown with her above, is her
best beau even though the young lady does get a crush on her teacher, an older man

rVERYONE around town is asking a
L- rapid-fire string of questions about
Gene Tierney ! What, they want to know,
has become of those very positive dictums
she laid down so firmly when she first

arrived in Hollywood? What, they ask,
has happened to her studio's constantly
repeated, lofty statements that Miss Tier-
ney never wasted her time in night clubs,
and was solely and completely engrossed
only in her career? Evidently these asser-
tions, that even Hollywood swallowed,
have been blasted to bits. No one here
believes any longer that the only time Miss
T. ventures out at night is to attend the
theatah, because she is constantly seen
around the night spots with a new change
of companion most every night. A long
expected chuckle finally materialized when
Gene started making the rounds with
Count Cassini, who, although he actually
works for Paramount, has always had a
particularly engrossing yen only for girls
under contract to 20th Century-Fox. He
now has run the gamut from Betty Grable
to each extreme, both right and left. How-
ever, the town wits are getting their big-
gest chuckles by laughingly hinting that
Rudy Vallee is the Lochinvar who is solely
responsible for turning Gene's serious bent
for the drama into a yen for the more
sophisticated frivolity. It is kiddingly hinted
that she just couldn't hold out against
Rudy's glamorous pleas to meet and date
her. Now, they chuckle, she's done the night
clubs with everyone but Rudy.

UOLLYWOOD night clubs are still get-
1 I ting more bizarre, more elegant and
more unbelieveable. Among our newest crop,
the lush, intimate Mocambo has the tourists
ohing and ahing. The decorations are out
of a fantastic dream. The motif, as every-
thing in Hollywood these days because
of the trade drumming angle, is Pan Ameri-
can. The muraled walls are vivid and
fantastic, with red-trunked trees bearing
both fruit and grapes, all against a blue

background. The Mocambo is so unusual
and touted as so exclusive that there is

always a sprinkling of brilliant society
names dropping in to see this elegant den
of movie frivolity. Some people say they
come to see the beautiful glass encaged
tropical birds that add a startle to the
place. They no doubt are as amazed as
they'd hoped they'd be if they got to see,
as I did, in the midst of all this dim-
lighted elegance, none other than that good-
looking Rudy Vallee, as big as life—wear-
ing sport tweeds.

D OB TAYLOR knows nothing about it,u and if he did, he'd put his foot down
even more emphatically. His clever wife has
very cunningly kept it from him. He has
forbidden Barbara: Stanwyck ever to go
about the streets of downtown Los Angeles
unaccompanied, but independent Miss S.
has her own ideas about whether she can
take care of herself or not. The thief who
robbed her the other day by snatching her
purse, of course, never knew what a famous
purse it was. Barbara was wearing dark-
glasses and a nonchalant pair of slacks and
he didn't recognize her. There was no way
for her to notify the police or attempt to
get back her valuables without an almost
certain possibility of Bob finding out she
had again gone against his wishes. Bar-
bara didn't mind any of the inconvenience
of suddenly finding herself without any of
her keys, which were in the stolen bag. She
was determined to get around all that an-
noyance

_
without anyone being the wiser.

Everything panned out very happily for the
conniving Mrs. Taylor, but she still has her
most serious moment to face. Sooner or
later, she knows, Bob is going to ask why
she never uses the charming, intricately
enameled compact she seemed to like so
well when he gave it to her. When' that
moment comes Barbara is going to have
to do some plain and fancy pretending.
That treasured gift of Bob's' was also in
the stolen purse.

SCREENLAND



I T'S another one of those cases
_
of

I long standing years of admiration which
finally lead to a happy and unbelievahle

climax. You're seeing the once idolized

Jack Mulhall in a small role in "Buck
Privates" today because he once was a

movie hero to a stage-struck high school

boy back in Paterson, New Jersey. Jack
Mulhall hailed from near-by Passaic and
young Lou Costello felt that that made
a particularly logical tie between them, and
Lou got the movie bug very, very badly

although he had never met Mulhall. In

all the years of his struggle to gain

recognition as an entertainer he never met
the actor he admired above all others. It

wasn't until a very few days before "Buck
Privates" was to go into production that

he was introduced to Mulhall amid the

bustle and rush of an executive's office at

his studio. Lou let his bosses know im-
mediately that it had always been his boy-
hood dream to appear in a picture with

Jack. That is the reason you're seeing this

one-time idol as the doctor in "Buck
Privates."

j_| OLLYWOOD has been quite beside it-

I I self lately in rehashing over and over
again all the stories of the clashes of temper-
ament that went on all through the making
of "The Flame of New Orleans." The
inside gossipers insist that Dietrich, from
the outset, was not satisfied with her boss'

choice of a leading man. Consequently,

there was not only dissension on the set

but also in the front office. Marlene's very

own group of personal cronies are still

moaning about town that Dietrich got a
dirty deal when she was handed Bruce
Cabot as a vis-a-vis. Marlene, now, hasn't

a word to sa}7 in the choice of who's to

emote opposite her. Comparing the present

success and popularity of Cabot with some
of our momentarily red hot, over-worked
leading men, he doesn't stack up very well.

But the desperate cry is, and has always
been, for men, men, and more leading men
to eke out the shortage. Mr. Pasternak
was simply showing his good business head
by trying to boost an already established

name into front line popularity—none other

being available. Cabot was only too pleased

to get the wonderful crack at a chance to

prove himself. As the gossips hint, the
temperament was all on one side.

[Wmber the tune

*hei| were sinqinq . .

.

tne niqht we fell in love ?

Madeleine Carroll and Fred MacMurray in a

scene from their latest co-starring film, "One
Night in Lisbon." streamlined screen ver-

sion of the stage hit, "There's Always Juliet."

Watch for it at your local theatre!

SCREENLAND 19



when you have it.

Why not take the delightful breath-sweeten-

ing precaution that so many use—Listerine

Antiseptic!

Some cases of bad breath are due to systemic

conditions. But most, declare some leading

authorities, are due to the fermentation of tiny

food particles that cling to tooth, gum and
mouth surfaces.

Listerine Antiseptic halts such fermentation,

then overcomes the odors it causes. Your breath

becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

Remember, when you want to put your best

foot forward, rinse the mouth with Listerine

Antiseptic. It may pay you rich dividends in

friendship and popularity.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Before all engagements use Listerine to

combat Halitosis (unpleasant breath)

SCRE ENL AND

'"DEFORE trying to get her into the club,

you'd think Agatha would have told

her . .
."

"A delicate subject, my dear—and any wo-
man her age who' has to be told deserves what
she gets."

So it was "thumbs down" on the newcomer
trying to make a place for herself and her family

in the community that was to be their home.
She had yet to learn the importance of first meet-
ings, when the sizing up can be so critical . . .

had failed to realize that one can't be too care-

ful in guarding against halitosis (unpleasant

breath).

One little "slip" that you may never live

down, is that of offending with unpleasant
breath. And the insidious thing about this con-
dition is that you yourself may not realize



An Open Letter to

Gene Raymond

You can't call him "Mr.

Jeanette MacDonald"
any longer! He stands

on his own feet—and

practically on his head
— as the amusing
"Other Man" in Alfred

Hitchcock's new com-

edy, "Mr. and Mrs.

Smith," with Carole

Lombard. When you

see it, you will join

us in giving Gene Ray-

mond a great big hand!

DEAR EX-GLAMOR BOY:

Never say die—say dye.

You've done both and it's worked. Here's a cheer

for your courage and your magnificent come-back

—and your new dark hair.

If at first you don't succeed as a platinum blond,

dye, dye again and keep on grinning—and let that

be an object lesson to other players whose careers

have been checked by bad roles and general indif-

ference. When your handsome shining head of hair,

your regular features, and your all-around ability

apparently failed you, what did you do but darken

your hair and dare to accept a role in which your

big scene is one of—to put it mildly—advanced

inebriation. Horrors! Here's Gene Raymond,

hitherto the irreproachable, imbibing not wisely

but too well and thereby, under the genial direc-

tion of Alfred Hitchcock, practically stealing the

picture, "Mr. and Mrs. Smith," right out from

under Robert Montgomery and Carole Lombard.

I'm telling the folks your stagger-scene is the

Above, Gene with his own genuine

platinum blond hair, his trademark

—

up till now. At left, with his new dark

tresses which turn him into a new

personality in "Mr. and Mrs. Smith,"

new film which he "steals" from those

well-established stars, Carole Lom-

bard and Robert Montgomery.

funniest to be found on any screen this season.

Your other scenes in the film aren't so bad, either

—

in fact, it's a grand performance you're giving, and

those of us who have been for you ever since your

first hit in films years ago are applauding until our

little palms are red—and your face likewise.

Seems to me a good sport like you, who never

seemed to mind when frenzied fans would greet you

as "Mr. Jeanette MacDonald," but went' on about

your business of composing tunes and continuing

to love your more famous wife and hoping to find

a good part to play, deserves recognition on your

own from now on. I wouldn't be surprised to find

you a star again before very long. Or to hear the

fans call Jeanette "Mrs. Gene Raymond" any day

now.
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Greater love hath no husband—Buddy Rogers gave up his

orchestra-leading career to come back to Hollywood and
Mary Pickford. Here they are on their way to dinner.

Cute Martha Scott is still new enough to the way of movie-
land's fresh lensmen to make a face while being camera-
caught. With Martha is husband Carleton Alsop, radio-exec.

Junoesque Patricia Morison is one of the authentic belles of
Hollywood's younger crowd. In a daring striped gown, she's

pictured dancing with George Gogi, at the Cocoanut Grove.

22

No, Randy Scott isn't trying to hold Gracie Allen's hand,
as they dine with a party in the Palm Room of Beverly Hills

Hotel—just admiring her jewels, gift of hubby George Burns.



All work and no play might make
Hollywood's Jacks and Jills very dull

boys and girls—but they'd never let

that happen! Here's pictorial proof

This coyness expressed above by Anita Louise may be one

of the reasons the blonde beauty hasn't screen-clicked in a

bigger way. Anita's a big girl now—and Mrs. Buddy Adler.

The Chamber of Commerce banquet at the Beverly Hills

Hotel brought out many of the top-flight screen stars

—

including the Ronald Colmans—she's former Benita Hume.

Is Virginia Field shooing away our photographer so he can't

snap her first dinner-date with millionaire sportsman Alfred

Gwynne Vanderbilt? Setting, swank new cafe, the Mocambo.

We like the zest exhibited above by the beauteous Betty

Grable, shown dancing with John Carroll. She is enjoying

her date at Mocambo and doesn't care who knows it.
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Scenes here show Paulette in her

latest film, "Pot O' Gold," the
Jarnesi Roosevelt production with

Jimmy Stewart, Horace Heidt.

T WAS at one of those Hollywood parties where the
wives, in their newest Irenes, settled down for a little

cut-throat gin rummy, while their husbands, mostly
producers, gathered over cigars and brandies in the play-
room for a bit of trade talk. (The men in Hollywood
are much better gossips than the women, believe me.)
When I joined this professional gab-fest, having been
sufficiently "schneidered" for one evening, they were
trying to decide among themselves which feminine star

drove the hardest bargain—which Glamor Girl was the
hardest to put anything over on.

Three names, and only three. I noted, were suggested

:

Constance Bennett, Sonja Henie, and Paulette Goddard.

ttote
Me?

Why does Hollywood dislike

Paulette Goddard? Why do fans

like her? Here's your answer

"Connie's not making pictures now," some-
one said. "Or she'd win in a walk." And
someone else said, "Oh no, tightfisted

Sonja makes Connie look like Baby Sandy.
But Sonja's on a skating tour so I guess

she doesn't count." With Connie and Sonja
ruled out, Paulette Goddard won the dubi-

ous distinction of being named the best

business woman in Hollywood today.

Those who have worked with Paulette,

and especially those who have tried to take
advantage of her in a deal, wouldn't hesi-

tate a moment in endorsing this opinion.
Many a studio Big Shot has tried to get
an extra day's work out of Paulette with-
out pay, and many an executive has tried

to slip a sly clause in her contracts—but
every time they've been outsmarted by
pretty Miss Goddard. There is a saying
around town that Paulette's eagle eyes can
spot a harmful contract at twenty paces.
Out of a welter of lawyers' ifs, ands, and

whereases, she can detect even the most inconspicuous
legal devices detrimental to her business—the business
of being a movie star.

A business woman in New York, or Chicago, or San
Francisco, who attends strictly to business and makes a

success of it earns the admiration of her fellow citizens

who point to her with sort of a pride. But not in Holly-
wood. A business woman in Hollywood earns for herself

the reputation of being hard. Well, Paulette is hard—but
it is a hardness that has many fine points of merit. It's a
hardness based on good common sense. It's a hardness
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love
Me?

By

Elizabeth Wilson

based on the knowledge, long established

in this neck of the woods, that a star must

concentrate on making his or her money in

five years. It's no secret in Hollywood that

a movie star's career rarely lasts over five

years. If a woman wishes to become a

writer, a teacher, a singer, a pianist, she

can last with the years, improving^ sup-

posedly, the longer she works. But if she

chooses the career of a movie star she's got

to make hay while she can. In five years

she has to make enough money to last her

twenty-five years, or even longer. There'll

be no monetary humiliations in Paulette's

life when her screen career is over.

But this hardness carries tremendous

penalties with it. Producers, who may ad-

mire business instinct in a man, seem to

resent this quality in a woman. To them a

pretty girl is like a melody, really. They

just can't get used to the fact that someone

with great big beautiful blue eyes and legs

worthy of immortality should also have a bram. For some

reason or other they have decided that a woman who

fights for every dollar that is rightfully hers is tempera-

mental and hard to handle.
.

There are many instances of this shrewdness of Paul-

ette's. The story is told of a publicity trip she_ made to

Mexico with a photographer for one of the national pic-

torial magazines. Expenses were paid by the publication

—transportation, meals, hotels, and incidentals^ It was

quite a large sum, and perhaps the first known instance

where a magazine had paid the expenses of a star for an

As Charlie Chaplin's leading

ady, both on and off the screen,

Paulette has won world-wide

fame and considerable fortune.

exclusive lay-out of pictures. On her return from the

jaunt she calmly put in a bill for some hundreds ot dol-

lars to her studio. "The studio is a large corporation,

she explained, "and wasn't being hurt by my relatively

small expense account. Anyway, I was doing them a

great service in promoting one of their pictures. ' (.The

photographer who went on the trip was quite pleased and

flattered because Paulette asked him to be her luncheon

guest several times. Little did he know that practical

Miss Goddard was putting it on the studio expense ac-

count.) .

And then there is the story of how she charged a Chi-

cago theater the sum of $900 for (Continued on page 6$)
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FIRST HAND ADVICE/

Acme

Something new and differ-

ent and exciting in star

contests! Glamor galore,

yet practical and down-to-
earth in its appeal to every
girl, every woman reader!

Read details on following

pages, then fill out coupon

I enclose herewith my entry in

your 6-Star Contest.

ly name is

My address is.

Lamour for Romance! Left above, Dot-
tie with devoted escort Greg Bautzer.

MacDonald the Career Girl! Above, just

one of her many arduous rehearsals.

Connie Bennett for Clothes! At right,

wearing her most gracious gown.

NEED EXPERT ADVICE
ABOUT CLOTHES? LISTEN

TO CONNIE BENNETT!
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A PERSONAL GIFT/
HOW TO MAKE MOST
OF MOTHERHOOD? JOAN

BENNETT ADVISES YOU!

IS YOUR CHARM APPEAL

FADING? BE GUIDED

BY CLAUDETTE COLBERT

Joan Bennett famous

actress - mother, with

her family, right above.

Charm and Claudette, sy-

nonymous! Above, she

charms leading-man Milland.

Lovely Hostess Irene

Dunne, left, in her beau-

tiful, hospitable home.

PUZZLED BY YOUR HOME
PROBLEMS? HERE IS

HELPFUL IRENE DUNNE!

NOW TURN THE PAGE
AND SEE THE PRIZES!

Acme

GRArTO new, brand new contest which you won t want

to miss offering not only first hand advice from

each of these six movie stars, but also a personal

qift selected by the star herself! Just bring your own most

pressing personal problem to your favorite star by entering

SCREENLAND'S big new contest—in a letter not to exceed

200 words in length, consult the star of your choice on one

of the following problems: Romance. Career.
_
Clothes.

Home. Charm. Motherhood. Make your selection after

careful study of your own problems, and checking the stars

on these two pages. Only these six stars ore fo be consulted.

Example: Dorothy Lamourfor Romantic problems; Claudette

Colbert for Advice on charm. These stars are glad to give

their time and help—with this reservation: don't ask tech-

nical questions, and observe the rules of good taste You

may write to one star only. Each will answer on the sub|ect

in which they are most expert, in a feature article to ap-

pear in this magazine, in the form of a letter to YOU.

Each article will interest not only the particular winner to

whom it is addressed but every other woman as well since

the six subjects to be covered are paramount in the lite

of every girl. Only one personal gift from each star will be

awarded. So—pick your most pressing problem; then select

the particular star, one of the six on these two pages, from

whom you wish advice. Remember—sincerity of purpose,

conciseness, and originality, rather than elaborate pres-

entation, will govern the selection of the six winners!

Judges will be the stars themselves, the Editor of SCRbbN-

LAND Delight Evans, and Elizabeth Wilson, Hollywood

representative and personal friend of the stars. No entries

will be returned. Upon receipt of entries, judges will start

selecting winning letters; but SCREEN LAND reserves the

right to start the series of six articles with whichever star

it may select. The others will follow in consecutive issues.

Contest closes at midnight, April 10, 1941. Mail entries to 4-

Star Contest SCREENLAND, 45 West 45th St., New York, N.T.
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ill 6-STAR
Gorgeous gifts, personally se-

lected by these six famous stars,

as pictured here, are the prizes

for which you will compete!

Y

Jeanerte MacDonald, in the midst of her most successful
concert tour, interrupted her busy schedule to select her gift,

which she is wearing above: handsome double costume clip

in flower design, of sparkling rhinestones and brilliant blue
stones. The gift includes matching bracelet.

Claudette Colbert personally picked out the smart lapel
ornament she is shown wearing below (see also closeup,
right below). A gold-color pin to which swings a watch in

the shape of a bell. The watch has a gold rim with crystal
on both sides. It's as chic as Claudette herself.

Joan Bennett, noted for her taste, selected for her personal
contest gift a big and "important" clip which is wearable
with sports or dressy clothes. Three Easter lilies sparkling

with rhinestones have stems tied with rhinestone bow.
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CONTEST!
Because they appreciate your

interest and your applause,

these celebrities join us in the

greatest of all star contests!

Irene Dunne is shown above holding her personal gift: a

compact watch—square case of mother-of-pearl with large

powder puff and sifter. In the watch compartment, back of

the mirror, is a space where a picture of Irene is inserted.

The compact is engraved with Irene Dunne's name.

Constance Bennett contributes a smart black handbag fitted

with gold-plated compact, lipstick, cigarette case, lighter,

and comb—as well as a large case of her own cosmetics,

pictured at left below, containing complete set of Constance

Bennett beauty preparations.

Gay, glamorous, and modern as Lamour herself is Dor-

othy's gift, unusual lapel watch whose clip is like an ant.que

circular frame with a concave mirror with an eagle perched

on top. The frame is dotted with rhmestones.

Len TYeissman



GIRL'S
CENE: The Parrish bungalow out in the
valley. The front door opens. Helen is

home from the studio for lunch. "Reesie,"
she calls to her mother in the kitchen. "I got
a run in my stocking!" (Mrs. Parrish's maiden
name was Laura Reese, and the children picked
Reesie up from her adult friends).

"I bought you some more this morning,
honey. They're on your bed. You've got time
to change before lunch. I burned the chili

beans, so I'm scrambling some, eggs."

Which altogether unremarkable exchange
between mother and daughter sets the tone of

the Parrish household. If unremarkable, why
make a song and dance about it? Well, let's

qualify the statement. What would be unre-
markable in Kansas City or the Bronx becomes
worthy of note in Hollywood. In Hollywood
it's normal for a starched butler or maid to

open the door of a movie player's home. It's

normal to be ushered into a correct living

room. It's normal for the player to descend
after an interval, and to break the ice with a
murmured howdyado. If there's a mother
around, it's normal for her to remain genteelly

withdrawn. It's normal for you, safe out on
the doorstep again, to draw a long breath of

"Thank God, that's over."

At Helen's house, her mother, sweet-faced
and bustling, opens the door. She welcomes
you in with matter-of-fact friendliness. She ex-
plains why the beans were burnech She sits

you down in the sunny dinette, so she can
talk to you in the kitchen. Helen and Bob, her
brother—a cutter at Universal _ Studio—are
home for lunch. But six places are laid. You
never can tell which of the children's cronies
may drop in. "This is what I have," Mrs.
Parrish tells them. "If you don't like it, there's

a restaurant at the corner where they serve a
balanced meal for thirty-five cents."

Helen and Bob and their mother make a
lively trio. With a nice appreciation of one
another's foibles, table conversation runs to
banter and gibe. Affection is too solidly present
to need demonstration. Five minutes with
them, and you know they're crazy about each
other. You bask in an atmosphere of warmth
and laughter, and close the door behind you
with regret that you can't go back and bask
some more.
The house is more comfortable than elegant.

Mrs. Parrish wanted a place "where the boys
could put their feet up." Until Gordon, the
elder brother, was married last summer, he
and Bob roomed together. The room had been
papered originally for a six-year-old. "Never
mind," Mrs. Parrish comforted her younger
son, "you've got all your friends to keep you
company." Her hand rested pointedly on a
jackass, featured among other juvenilia by the
patterned wallpaper.

Helen's room adjoins her mother's, and the
door between is more often open than shut.

Especially at night. "Mummy, don't you want



FAMILY!
What would be unremarkable in Kansas

City or the Bronx becomes worthy of

note in Hollywood. That's why Helen Par-

rish's home life is heart-warming news

By Ida Zeitlin

HER MOTHER

HER BEST

BEAU

to sleep with me?" comes the frequent call. "Just as I'm

slipping off," Mrs. Parrish sighs; "But I always say,

'Sure. Nothing would please me more.' I know when

she cuddles up to me in the dark, it's confidence time."

She calls her own somewhat cluttered room "the old

ladies' home." "It's the dumping-ground for anything

anyone doesn't want. Some day when I'm old and cranky

and everybody hates me, I'll shut myself in here with

Frosty and get the mending done."

Frosty's the white Eskimo Spitz, and Mrs. Parrish s

sidekick. He sleeps on her bed. She acquired him with

reluctance and wouldn't part with him for his weight

in gold. "You know how it is with pets—the children

want 'em and we take care of 'em. I was out shopping

with Helen one day, and here was this man standing at

the shop door, with Frosty for sale. Nothing would do

but Helen had to have him. We were living in a smaller

place at the time, and I wasn't ready for a dog. So I

said we'd see, and I cheated, (Please turn to page 70)

v , si--
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MY MIUMD'S

Dark, rash and handsome—that's Milland!

And that's why his life story is more

fascinating than fiction. Begin it here!

PART ONE:

THE fairy godmother who bent

over the Welsh crib of new-born

Ray Milland must 'have whis-

pered in his ear: "Leap before you

look." He's been doing that ever

since, with glittering results which

give the lie to copybooks. This points

no moral unless 'it be that you get

vourself born in Wales, grow up

dark, rash and handsome, and turn

into Ray Milland.

His impulses have been curbed, not

by life but by a business manager.

He's as quick to go overboard now as

he ever was. He doesn't even damn
the consequences, they don't exist.

But since he could afford the luxury

of a financial watchdog who keeps

him on an allowance, his style has

been cramped. Given a loophole,

though, he's through it. As an ama-

teur woodworker, with a passion

for power tools, he's turned out

some handy pieces of furniture that

grace his home. Heady with success,

he and Bobby—his fourteen-year-old

brother-in-law, collaborator and ad-

mirer-in-chief—decided to build
_
a

boat. Ray hoarded his allowance for

the wood and necessary implements.

It then became apparent that their

workshop hadn't been planned for

marine architecture, and that they'd

have to build a shed to build the

boat in. At which point Information

Please stepped in. They invited Mil-

land to appear on a program, and

paid him enough to buy a boat. This

was velvet. His manager couldn't lay

hands on it. He dragged his protest-

ing wife down to Long Beach, where

he'd spotted (Please turn to page 84)

From the Millond family al-

bum: above, when Ray was

four, with one of his three

younger sisters; and at left,

as one of the members of

the Household Cavalry, the

King's personal bodyguard.
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A Veterans Advice
to Young Americans

Boys, listen to Walter Brennan!
His advice to you is as salty and
shrewd as his popular priie-win-
ning screen characterizations

By Richard A. Chace

LIKE i

to

- Br.

it or not, the draft is here and my advice is

d take it and make the most of it!" Walter
Irennan looked across at me very earnestly as

he spoke. His long, lean frame, his back East accent,
his dry wit, even those shrewd blue eyes of his, pro-
claimed the New Englander and I remembered that
New England had been settled by Pilgrims. He would
not be flippant about what a year in the Army might
mean to those of us called up in the next few months
"Army life will do something to every man that goes

into it. And mostly what it will do is good, if you make
up your mind that it's an opportunity to serve your
country—and yourself. But if you should take it fighting
every step of the way, resisting the discipline, the
physical toughening up, counting the months and the
days until k will all be over, you won't be getting much
good out of it. The Army makes gentlemen out of bums,
but it can also make bums out of gentlemen. It's all

;fPMp
:

:;fl

Caught in the draft? Then let

Brennan tell you of his own ex-
periences in World War I.

Here's an old snapshot reminis-
cent of his war days in France,
where he spent nine months right
up in the front line trenches.

Only charactor actor ever to win two Academy Awards,
Walter Brennan is shown above in two of his inimitable
characterizations—and enjoying a new joke with Bob Bench-
ley, his team-mate in "Nice Girl," latest Deanna Durbin film.

up to the man. Anybody else who's ever been in the
Army will tell you the same thing."

I had come to Walter as a veteran of the last war,
as one who had served nineteen months in France, nine
of them right up at the front, and now he repeated my
question reflectively. 'What would I have to say to a
young man about to go to camp? Well, I'd tell him to
let Uncle Sam have everything he's got for this one
year. I could talk a lot about patriotism and serving
democracy, but I won't. Nor will those who get called.
But it will be there in the back of their minds just the
same, doing something to the way they take it."
He stopped to light a cigarette before going on. Then,

"However you look at it," he said, "national defense is
here. It's going to offer many young men a chance to
show what they can do, and it's the first chance a lot
of them have ever had. I've come to a firm belief in the
'Fuller Brush man technique.' Almost before vou've
opened the door, he's whipping out those brushes. Talk-

'

mg won't do the trick, but seeing the brushes in action
helps a lot. How do you (Please turn to page 82)



3 Little

"Ziegfeld Girls"

are We!

Luscious starring trio of

M-G-M's big new musical

movie are Lana Turner,

Judy Garland, .Hedy La-

marr. Which one is your

very special "Ziegfeld Girl"?





Lana

and

immy
Piquant new team

3f torrid la Turner

md lanky James
ttewart provide

taore sophisticat-

ed type of amour











Hollywood's new style

sensation ' concerns your
coiffure! Perc Westniore,

famous makeup artist to

the glamorous screen stars,

suggests exciting hair-styles

to offset your favorite clips

Every girl can't afford the gorgeous jewelry en-

joyed by some of the more successful movie act-

resses-—but every girl can take advantage of Perc

Westmore's superbly designed coiffure suggestions

shown on these pages. Above, Margaret Lindsay,
for whom Mr. Westmore created her smart new
coiffure to offset her lovely ruby clips. The hair

is parted on the left side and brushed up into re-

verse rolls that are higher in front and taper to
two chignon curls in back. A sceptre clip is fast-

ened onto the roll in front and twin clips are used
to hold the chignon curls in place in back.



For Anita Louise, Pctc Weft-
more designed the formal
headdrcsss shown at left,

combining tcverse curls in

front and a soft wave in hack.
A rope of pearls is twined in

Anira's hair and set off with

a flower-spray pin of baroque
pearls. IJelow, Mr. Wcsrmore
creating a special coiffure for

Geraldine Fiugcrald: the new
"Halo Roll" as an offset for

her lovely sapphire clip. The
hair is brushed up into a re-

verse roll which is continued
around the head—a flattering

frame for the face and as back-

ground for Oeraldine's sap-

phire and diamond ensemble.'





WITH

Famous lady of the American theater, Mariorie Rambeau

has carved out an equally successful career for her-

self in movies as Tugboat Annie and other humorous and

human roles. Above, in the living room of her Califor-

nia home; at left, with her husband, Francis A. Gudger.

Lowdown on a lovely, lusty lady!

Marjorie Rambeau's colorful career

and richly satisfying private life

offer helpful hints to more stream-

lined sirens—if they will only listen

ALTHOUGH she coughed her lungs out as Canullc,

l\ she can bawl out a man till he's dumb with

/ \ terror notwithstanding her foot slipped m As

You Like It,"' she now has it under such complete con-

trol she can kick a guy in the climax; in spite ot breaking

her fist on a heavy's jaw in "Grand Canary, she can

knock out any bird who gets tough with her—and so,

on this last count alone. Marjorie Rambeau may justly

lav claim to the title of the woman with a wallop.

."Xot that she's given to making claims of any kind.

With all her continent-wide fame as a stage star betore

she went into pictures. Miss Rambeau isn't the When-1

type of actress indulging in a parade of past grandeurs

and extravagant use of the personal pronoun. Far from

it she's as modern as cellophane, and doesn't mind in

the least letting you see right through her by means ot

her wide-open sense of humor. And when it comes to

lusty actingrshe's got what it takes to give it the works.

This is Why she is so invigorating. This is why she is

By Charles Darnton

going full-steam-ahead as Tugboat Annie This is why

she will make "Tugboat Annie in Dry Dock —and then

some. The Navy may get her yet
! . .

But don't imagine for a moment that Marjorie Ram-

beau is all brawn. Add brain. Likewise talent. Plus

experience. Plenty. She has played everything from

melodrama to the classics. Her dramatic power is even

oreater than her physical strength. Xor does she look

like Sandow's sister. Possibly Sandow was a bit betore

her time. So was Samson. When Miss Rambeau tells

you she has been an actress for thirty-five years you

promptly conclude she was born one. Her face backs

up your" judgment without any need of a certified ac-

countant. It is the generous face, prodigally lighted hy

blue-grav smiling eyes, of a generous woman, tor that

matter, there's nothing stingy about any part ot her.

But it's all as solid as the voting South. And it s

tempered with an artistic fineness. Indeed, this hue

quality so outmatches her (Please turn to page /-/)
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SELECTED BY
Pick your pictures here and guar-
antee yourself good entertainment
without loss of time and money

"THE LADY EVE
1

"MR. AND MRS. SMITH

ONE-WORD GUIDE:
ENCHANTING!

APPEAL: To all of you who enjoy

sparkling, sophisticated enter-

tainment.

PLOT: What happens when a

pretty girl-cardsharp makes a

sober young millionaire scien-

tist fall in love with her—and

much to her surprise falls in

|OVe with him right back. The

complications are hect.c and

howlingly funny.

PRODUCTION: All Preston

Sturges, who seems to be the

combination O Henry-Noel

Coward of Hollywood. Re-

member "The Great Mc-

Ginty"? Well, this new one is

nothing like it-except in its

qaiety and originality. Its

stunningly staged and cos-

tumed, wittily written and di-

rected by Sturges himself—

a

ioy from start to finish.

ACTING: Henry Fonda will

amaze and amuse you as the

young man who is always fall-

lgl literally -for Barbara

Stanwyck. He is no hayseed

here, but handsome and wh.m-

sical-a "new" Fonda for sure.

As for Stanwyck, she discards

her dramatic personality and

emerges as a gay and glam-

orous charmer-comedienne.

Paramount

•VIRGINIA'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

AMUSING!

APPEAL: If you prefer style to

substance, giggles to guffaws.

PLOT: Another comedy cream-

puff of marital misadventure,

this time more involved be-

cause Mister and Missus after

Un years, discover they re

not really married because at

a technicality.

PRODUCTION: Maestro of

movie melodrama Alfred

Hitchcock, turns to farce with

Tatisfactory if not important

results. His celebrated tech-

nique carries off ™°™e

^
e

",

tial scenes with a.certain dash

and there are few dull mo-

ments in which to worry about

wasted artistry. Smart settings,

of course, for the gay young

moderns to cavort in.

ACTING: It's good to see Robert

Montgomery m a light role

again, and his sly humor and

ol.se 'have full play here.

Carole Lombard is decorative

and clever as the wife but be-

fore the film's finished her

brittle charm wears a httle

thin. You'll find Gene Ray-

mond's portrayal of a dead-

pan "other man" ^surprise

Cowl of the picture. He s grand!

RKO-Radix>

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

CHARMING!

APPEAL: To almost anyone who

can whistle Dixie—but mostly

to those who live there.

PLOT- Beautiful girl, broke, re-

turns to the old plantation be-

cause she has no place else to

go__but she stays because she

loves it-and Fred MacM ar-

ray. The story oozes sentimen-

tality, and some of the flowery

dialogue may send a die-hard

Yankee or two storming out ot

the theater; but if you can

take it. you'll love it.

PRODUCTION: It's E. H. Grif-

fith's, from original story idea

to the loving care lavished

upon the lowliest prop. Mostly

photographed in Albemarle

County. Virginia, and in Tech-

nicolor, it is scenically gor-

geous, filled with lovely pic-

tures. It's the real thing.

ACTING: Madeleine Carroll,

screen's most beautiful woman

in natural color, is charming

as the repatriated Virg.n.enne.

Fred MacMurray is badly mis-

cast as a son of the Southern

soil but toils manfully. It is

baby Carolyn Lee and her

precocious wisecracks, and

newcomer Stirling Hayden (see

Honor Page) who triumph.

Paramount
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~SO ENDS OuTnIGHT'

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

POWERFUL!

APPEAL: To every adult fan, un-

less you always insist upon

"escape" movies. .

PLOT" "Flotsam." Erich Maria

Remarque's novel, has been

hrouaht to the screen practi-

cally ntoct, with the tragic

plight of the war refugees

wHhout passports escaped

from Hitlerism only to be

hounded over Europe even

more poignant than in the

PRODUCTION: John Cromwell

has directed with deep sym-

pathy and moral mdignation

which make his complicated

Ttory curiously moving and

convincing, despite the intr -

your interest throughout.

ACTING: A come-back for Fine

actor Fredric March giving

him a part he can get his teeth

in+o, and which he plays with

a lack of theatrics good to see.

Margaret Sullavan and Fran-

ces Dee are both splendid-

but next to March it is G enn

Ford a comparative new-

comer, whom you'll remember.

T ^,„.T^oin-United Artists

•CHEERS FOR MISS

BISHOP"

ONE-WORD GUIDE:

EXCITING!

sir ^° ft*

strong stuff.

PLOT: From the booK Dy »
PL
who also wrote "Little Caesar

It's the story of a mad dog

^Hh a soft Itreak that even u

allv causes his downfall. Be

oduH droma. not f°m,ly

PRODUCTION: Warner Bros.

j m that awaits the oau

rn^Todonorn-

&t - *
after a breathless chase

.niNlG- Humphrey Bogart is

U nV the outlaw, giving

SUP
l Ul +he most consistent

probably the mosT

3.' noff por*royol

TVarner Bros-

ONE-WORD GUIDE:U
POIGNANT!

APPEAL: Mostly to women with

AP
plenty of handkerchiefs you

need 'em. , Bess
PLOT: Picturizat.on ot Bess

Streeter Aldrich's biography

i n mid-western school-

teacher Tom her first class to

foment 50 years ot-

The romances in her We
.

n

SrStfl
^Lpiration of

her years of service.

Four Horsemen so mu y

mnkes a trium-

Sc^bactwiththispic-

Ce which is sure to °PPeo1 to

women who enioy a good cry

„+ +he movies now and then.

Covering a period of
;

»

1S no small task but the
,

tech

nicians have done a good, con

^^ING-
10^ Martha Scott's

ACTINO. I* s

d bye Mr.

SrSoott m-s, convey

Tasion. William Gargan, good.
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SEVERAL weeks ago, in one of those "I must get

away from it all before I scream" moods, I drove

down to a desert hide-out, some twenty miles past

Palm Springs. So there I was one bright noontime, swel-

tering away like mad, and pretending to enjoy the privi-

leges of the upper brackets—the sun, the flies, the ants,

and a green salad that looked far too healthy to be

good. I'd a thousand times rather have had a tuna fish on

white with a chocolate malted, and I guess my face must

have said as much as the waiter, hoping to build up

an interest in my dismal luncheon, blandly announced,

"Miss Garbo had a green salad today. So did Mr.

Brent."
"Well," I said, coming to life with a jolt, I hadn t

found their names on the register, "how very interesting.

And did Miss Sheridan have a green salad too ?" (Once a

fan writer, always a fan writer.)

The poor waiter was so pleased at having awakened

a spark of enthusiasm in a guest who up to then had

seemed hopelessly dead on her feet fell right into the

trap. "Miss Sheridan," he said, "is expected tonight."

"Ah. ha," I said, cattily, to a bona fide member of the

privileged classes who was dabbing herself with goo at

ten bucks a bottle, "if we only had Bette Davis and

Olivia de Havilland here things could be quite intriguing.

Quite." „ « •

"Miss Davis," said the waiter helpfully, 'arrives to-

morrow."
That did it. I landed on my feet with a bang, com-

pletely upsetting Miss Garbo's favorite mess of vitamins.

"That man Brent," I exclaimed, "Wowie !" Not_ even

Superman could assemble three of Hollywood's biggest

stars for a week-end in the desert!

Now it so happened that the waiter hit it fifty-fifty,

which is better than most commentators. Miss Sheridan,

pretty as a picture, did arrive that evening, bag and bag-

gage—and hardly had she washed the dust of San Ber-

nardino from her face before Mr. Brent was rapping at

the screen door of her bungalow. But Miss Davis, instead

of taking herself to the California desert for a rest, as

reported'" by an overzealous studio publicity man, took

herself to the Arizona desert where she casually got

herself married.

Well, anyway, this just gives you a rough idea of the

extraordinary popularity of that man Brent. He cer-

tainly has a way with women. He certainly has.

Though he has never made the Big Ten, along with

the Gables and Cagneys, George Brent is one of the

most outstanding actors in Hollywood today. He is also

one of the few remaining eligible actors, and eligible

actors, as many a poor, gal in Hollywood has discovered

to her' horror, are just about as rare as a gold award in

a slot machine. His salary runs into four figures a week,

and has for a number of years, so George has plenty

of "moola" tucked away. Tall, slender, with "interesting"

hazel eyes, and black hair slightly greying over the tem-

ples, he is physically very attractive. Charm he has by

the gallon, that fatal Irish charm which he inherited from

generations of Irish ancestors, and which all women find

irresistible. Casually indifferent, rather handsome, in-

telligent, reserved, and always the gentleman—that's

Brent. No wonder the Glamor Girls fall for him like a

ton of bricks.

The girls started falling way back in 1932, soon atter

he signed a Warner Brothers contract and became an im-

portant Hollywood leading man. He and Loretta Young-

played together in a picture called "Week-end Mar-

riage," and after the preview of the picture it was de-

cided that George and Loretta should be sent to New
York to make personal appearances at the Strand in

connection with the film. No one suspected that there was

a romance between the stars (then, as now. George liked

to keep his romances secret) and the public probably

would have been deprived (Continued on page 7S)

With ex-wife and
"discoverer" Ruth
Chatterton, who re-

portedly said:
"Where has this

man been all my
life?" and made him

her leading man.

With Garbo in "The

Painted Veil," which

started his romance
with Greta. "Miss
Garbo had a green

salad. So did Mr.

Brent"—see story.

The secret of George Brent's success: his camaraderie and

cooperation while making a picture. Though recently

married Bette Davis still enjoys co-starnng with George.



This is FOR YOU!
All you girls who
may think you're
too plain, or unex-

citing, ever to win
your heart's desire

—listen to the life

story of one Ugly
Duckling who be-
came a famous
woman, and learn
just how she did it

Today, at 53, Maria Ous-
penskaya is acclaimed
as a great actress, a
colorful and fascinating

personality. Yet when
she was a little girl her
mother said to her:
"You are an Ugly Duck-
ling. The happiness that

comes to others easily

may not be yours. Men
will not seek you out.

Therefore you must—

"

But read the rest in our
truly inspiring story

By Jerry Asher

LL through my life I have
been stubborn about my
dreams ! Nothing could

ever stop me from dreaming. If there
is determination—if the wish is strong and built

on a foundation of joy—-in one way or another
a dream will come true

!"

As Maria Ouspenskaya finished speaking, she
leaned over the balustrade and flipped a forgotten
cigarette out into space. Musingly she watched its

progress until it landed on the winding roadway
below. We were perched high on the upstairs
balcony of her rambling hillside home. Tea and



three kinds of sandwiches had long since

been served. Hollywood spread out before

us like a great glistening carpet. The twi-

light hour had come.

There was a fierce sort of honesty in

the way Ouspenskaya spoke those words.

Those 'amazing young-old eyes gleamed

with intensity. What was the secret behind

that fabulous face? What mysterious

power had guided this life—made it suc-

cessful and inspiring despite obvious han-

dicaps ? What sort of magic transformed a

plain middle-aged woman (she was fifty-

three last July) into a colorful, fascinating

figure ? Literally hundreds of seeking souls

have written to Ouspenskaya asking these

same questions. Wouldn't you like to know?
"Advice is a dangerous thing to give,"

Ouspenskaya continued. "But knowledge

based on personal experience can always

be shared. The world today is filled with

floundering people. Even in normal times

there are those of us who have had great

obstacles to overcome. Xow when these

same problems continue to exist, plus the

sadness and horror of wartime conditions,

human beings need all the encouragement

they can possibly get.

"I have received hundreds of letters

from those who find themselves lost in this

chaotic world of today. There are those,

too, who have never found the place where

they belong. I am deeply touched by these

letters. They are written by young men

and women' who are intelligent and fine.

So many are lonely and frustrated

Thev are doing work that is un-

suited to their talents. Some
have no work at all.

But the saddest

letters of all

come

Ouspenskaya soys to al

disheortened stragglers:

"Arm yourself for life!

Just as nations arm
themselves for protec-

tion against the enemy,

so should human beings

prepare. It is never too

late to start!"

"Even
at that early

age I recognized

truth. After all.

from
those who

have suffered an

entire lifetime because

of some obvious or imagined

physical handicap. Even at a dis-

tance. I have a great feeling for others.

I worry about them. I should like to help all.

I wish God had given me the power to spare them.

"If it were possible for me to give advice—to each and

every person I would say—ARM YOURSELF FOR
LIFE. Just as nations arm themselves for protection against

the enemy, so should human beings have foresight and pre-

pare. It 'is never too late to start. In my own particular

case, I was fortunate in having a mother who was proud.

And very intelligent. I was a little girl when she took me

aside. We had a long talk. She knew she was hurting me.

But she also knew she did not want me to be a fool.

" 'You are an Ugly Duckling,' she told me. 'The happi-

ness that comes to others easily may not be yours. You

will not have great beauty to open up avenues of escape.

Men will not seek you out. Your salvation lies in develop-

ing vour intelligence. Fill your life in such a way that

even if there are great unfilled vacancies—there will still

be great compensations. Make yourself interesting. Be

interested in all the things that interest others !'

wasn't it my beautiful sister

who filled our home with dashing

young army men? It wasn't easy, this

enforced interest in the things that interest

others. I had my own strong likes and dislikes.

But I knew I must keep trying. Perhaps the import-

ance I give to dreams does not seem practical. But they

helped to see me through. I've got to have my dreams to

help me plan, to inspire my ambitions. What would to-

morrow be without them? Sometimes dreams can have

rude awakenings, too

!

"I shall never forget an experience I had during a year

of famine in Russia. It was four degrees below zero in our

home. At the Moscow Art Theatre the central heating sys-

tem was out of order. So we took icy sponge baths to make

our blood circulate faster. Two girl friends dropped by

our dressing room to see me. Their noses were red and

swollen. Their eyes puffed from the cold. One girl was

almost frozen. They were crying and making themselves

twice as miserable over a situation beyond all human con-

trol. I just satlhere and listened to their complaining.

Then I finally had to say : T am going abroad. I am going

to have a warm house and warm clothes. I'm going to have

money. I'm even going to have an automobile of my own !'

Thev looked at me in horror. 'You imbecile,' cried the

frozen one. T cannot stand crazy people. You must be out

of your mind to think that way !' Then she raised her hand,

struck me, and slammed the door in my face. Two years

later I bought my first Ford in America!"

Ouspenskava chuckled at the memory—and make no

mistake, she has an amazing sense of humor despite the

Russian tradition. A searchlight below began sweeping the

heavens. Preview night at Grauman's Chinese !
Ouspen-

skaya thoughtfully placed a {Please turn to page SO)
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Rage in Heaven
Most unusual screen story of the sea-

son, based on the novel by JAMES
HILTON, with Robert Montgomery, In-

grid Bergman, and George Sanders in

their strongest roles. Romance, murder,

mystery—with an astounding solution!

Fictionized by

Elizabeth B. Petersen

Copyright 191,1 lyhoew'slnc. Complete cast and tr edits

of this Metro-Goltiwyn-Mayer picture on Page 91,.

THE ETERNAL TRIANGLE!
ROBERT MONTGOMERY, INGRID BERGMAN,

GEORGE SANDERS:

THE HUSBAND—THE WIFE—
THE OTHER MAN
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IT
WAS the kitten that gave Stella her first suspicion of

Philip's madness. Only that morning she had felt sud-

denly, unaccountably afraid when he had looked at it as

she picked it up and held it in her arms. She remembered
the small weight of that soft, furry body against her

shoulder, its round green eyes looking at her with almost

human adoration, the ecstatic rhythm of its purr. It had

been such a darling and she had loved it so much

!

Philip had made a movement to embrace her and
Stella had drawn away, shielding the little thing with

her hand. "Careful, darling." she warned him laughingly.

"He's so tin\- ! You'll hurt him."

Philip had looked at her so strangely, that curious

smile on his lips. "It wouldn't hurt Ward's kitten,'' he

said then.

Stella looked at him startled. She had never been able

to understand why Philip was always bringing Ward
Andrews' name into his conversation. Now for the first

time she wondered if he were jealous of him. It seemed
inconceivable to her. knowing that Philip admired Ward
more than any other man he had ever known. She felt

even then, before anything had really hap-frightened

pened at all. Frightened of Philip'* smile and hi* voice
and his eyes. Silly of him to feel this way because Ward
had given her the kitten that day he had found it stray-

ing half starved in the woods. Her love for the kitten

had nothing to do with Ward. Of course she liked W ard.

Everyone did. There was a charm about biin, a strength,

a dependability that she had admired. Hut there was no
reason for Philip to be jealous of him. It was Philip >\u-

had married even though she had guessed W ard wa->

going to ask her too, that day he went back to London,
the last day she had seen him.
Now for the first time she wondered why she had

really married Philip. It wasn't only gratitude for all that

his mother had done for her, it wasn't only hi* mother
urging her. afraid to leave Philip entirely alone when the

doctors had insisted she go to Africa for her health. Stella

had liked Philip for himself, for his own unpredictable
charming self, for his laughter that came after his brood-

ing silences and quick rages, for his tenderness. But si it-

had loved him for his need of her. Yes, that was the

reason, the real reason she knew now, why she had
married him. W r

ard was strong. (Please turn to page 93

)
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The camera caught Norma Shearer, recently of "Escape," in this nat
oral, rear pose, an acid test for any figure. Young, lithe and love
ly are her lines, though Miss Shearer is no longer a young girl



Re-Design
Your Figure
You have four aids, diet, exercise, posture and

dress. To these, add judgment and good sense

By Courtenay Marvin

I AXGUIDLY, Dorothy Lamour of sarong saga, arches against a

palm tree in some South Sea island romance. Lightly, lovely,

Ginger Rogers' little feet weave a pattern of dance design, like

wind tossing a flower garden. Blithely, lithely, Betty Grable wafts

into a scene and out, to the delight of males from grandfather to Bob

in prep school. And the sisterhood of just ordinary figures looks and

longs for figures like these.
.

Well darlings, we just can't have them! Not, that is, unless some

of us happen to be born along exactly the same proportions. But—you

may be able to go these dream girls one better. It just may be that

you and you and vou have an asset that even the screen beauties

lack For figure beautv is, indeed, a matter of proportion, and this

vou either inherit, and were born with the proverbial silver spoon

"figuratively speaking, or you work like a horse to get it, and are

actually luckier in the end because you can't work, concentrate and

deny yourself without building something very important and lasting

within you as well as a lovely figure.

There are four ingredients in the recipe for a lovely figure, with a

sauce tossed on it in the way of your own good judgment and sense

about yourself. The first is diet. Upon diet you may depend for re-

ducing', building-up, energy and the good old joie de vivre. Because

vou -are what you eat. And perhaps you know that you can eat and

eat and still be undernourished, and you can also eat rather lightly

and be very well nourished. This depends upon what you eat. Diet

is reallv a plan for food; it does not necessarily mean starvation,

though 'that has been somewhat its meaning {Please turn to page 92)



Fashion Salutes the

Army and the Navy

One of the brighter aspects of a warring world

is the influence on fashions. Attention—our

country's clarion colors, emblems, eagles, gold

braid and buttons. For where to buy, see Page 89
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Army and Navy Day!

If you like the military and nautical notes—and they are

tops for the voung—across the page are three smart ideas,

all interchangeable. The ensemble begins with a light-weight

Lorraine wool coat with metal buttons and sleeve emblem,
lined with a self-colored rayon taffeta. Beneath the coat is

a simple frock in a tiny star print, with alternating stripes

of red and white on the blouse. The ensemble comes in

navy only, at about $15. "Anchors Aweigh," a Sacson frock

of navy spun rayon crepe, would be good with that coat.

Military buttons march down the front, sleeve has an eagle,

and a crisp white gilet says, "Spring!" About $6.50. That

alert navy felt breton with a gold eagle is by Leighton, at

about $5.98. A huge Frilo felt bag, with Fouragiere braid

handle, reminiscent of officers' dress uniforms, comes in

black, brown, navy and red in envelope style for about $5.

Bouquets to April!

Here is a page of flattery. A figure-flatterer, first, in dress*

maker tvpe ensemble. The Lorraine wool coat has trapunto

embroidery- the new throatline and tie belt. It is lined with

the frock fabric. Beneath, the print dress is smart and sim-

ple, to be worn with or without the coat later on. This

ensemble comes in beige, grey, powder blue, almond green,

rose, navy and black, about $15. For a change-about, a

smart suggestion comes from Sacson in rayon jersey. 1 he

shallow square yoke has flaps simulating pocket-. Small

white circles appear on green, rose or blue—and onlj W.
Leighton has done a face-flatterer in that large felt, the

weight you wear the year-around, with a wide contrasting

corduroy band about a shallow crown. It comes in a muI.

variety of colors, about $7.95. There is an art in assembling

ensembles, in coordinating your costume types and colors.
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AFTER all the incessant rumors that
Alice Faye was going into the restau-

rant business to show our town a thing
or two about how eateries should be run,
the truth of all the talk turns out to be
far from what has been gossiped around.
Alice is not going into the eatery business
herself. She is simply playing the part of
an angel (what an angel!) to an ambitious
organization which will open a chain of
new-fangled cafes to be known as "Club
Cars Incorporated." The first "Club Car"
will open in Hollywood, and, I have it on
good authority, the check-room girls will
be rigged out exactly like train hostesses.
Each will wear an embroidered star's
signature somewhere about them to intrigue
our townspeople. The cafes will be furn-

r ished to look exactly like one of the new
club cars on our new crack trains. The
waiters, as you've guessed, will be the
exact replicas of porters. All these novel
and artful ideas come under the direct
supervision of Merrill Pye (yes, Eleanor
Powell's b. f.). He's the official decorator
for the entire chain. Miss Faye will be on
hand to give this first chop house its bang-
up send-off, and that, you'll agree, is a good
business gesture as long as it's her money
that's giving the thing wings.

P\ID you know that Margaret Sullavan
can't ride in a car with anyone but

herself driving? If she does, she says
she gets car-sick ... If Lana Turner and
her studio think that that altercation Miss
T. had with a bunch of our town's tip-top
photographers is settled, and the boys feel
just as they did before, they're mistaken.
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THEY'RE still talking about Brenda
1 Joyce's wedding gown. The stories are
getting more exaggerated and funnier. Be-
cause Brenda's gown, very unusually, had
her name, her groom's name, and coveys of
winging doves scattered all over it in em-
broidery, wits are now kidding that surely
it must have been an oversight that the
name of her last picture was omitted.

urwooD
INTIMATE Hollywood eyefuls: Dolores

del Rio, rolling down the rear window of
her limousine and, over the roar of traffic at
Sunset and La Brea, squealing to let a
newsy know she wanted an evening paper.
The street urchin stood thrilled and speech-
less as the car swept away and left him
holding a dollar bill in his hand . . . With
all the concern of a high-school boy slick-
ing down a stubborn cowlick, George Mur-
phy, before entering a rehearsal stage at
the NBC broadcasting studios, whipped
out a pocket comb, and using the reflection
of a glass doorway as a mirror, combed
and re-combed his hair. Such concern, in
an actor, is not considered vanity, only a'
good business gesture ... It was a very,
very bored-with-each-other duet of Holly-
wood's young social register names dining
at the Vine Street Derby. Cobina Wright,
Jr., carelessly modish in warm cinnamon-
brown furs, kept her nose deep in a popular
novel, and her companion, Bob Stack, in
outdoorish, expensive tweeds, callously
fingered through the telephone numbers in
his bulging address book, while they both,
inattentively, nibbled at their respective
dinners.

"New York Town," the picture co-starring
Mary Martin and Fred MacMurray, above,
promises to portray the real New York. The
newest of the Hardy Family series, "Andy
Hardy's Private Secretary," finds Andy (Mickey
Rooney) graduating from high school, and
Andy and Judge Hardy (Lewis Stone), below,
find they have many problems to talk over

—

man-to-man—you know, as young Andy puts it.



Here's where our Holly-

wood reporter tells you

what goes on—at the night

spots, at social gatherings,

on the set—all over town

By Weston East

Gary Cooper, right, who is scheduled to play the lead

in the film version of "For Whom the Bell Tolls, plays

host to Ernest Hemingway, story's author, at a studio

luncheon given in Hemingway's honor. After the festiv-

ities, Mrs. Gary Cooper, wearing fur cape, Claudette

Colbert, arms folded, and Ray M.lland took Mrs

Hemingway [Martha Gellhorn) on a tour of the lot.

THE woman who shattered the brilliant

I atmosphere of the new Mocambo and

startled the sophisticates with a shrill

scream the other night, was none other

than Patricia Morison. She had to be

practically carried from the dance floor

when someone doing a too-enthusiastic

Samba pranced on her foot and nearly

broke the bones.

THERE is something new under the

I Hollywood sun. Joan Crawford has

changed—yes, once again. Her sojourn in

the East has brought her back home with

all sorts of new ideas on how to live. Jean

carries on now on a mental plane easily

three notches higher than ever before

Consequently, the now dated Crawtord

homestead out on Bristol Avenue has once

more gotten an artistic going-over, Ihe

meticulous William Haines once again did

the revamping. When Joan changes the pe-

riod or the mood of her home, Hollywood

knows, as if it were blazened in Neon, that

she again is off on a newly acquired

tangent of her bountiful philosophy. 1 he

Crawford diggings have always lent them-

selves verv flexibly to their mistress every

whim and fancy. They've bolted through

architectural changes from gaudy, flam-

boyant Spanish, to the now rigid lines ot

cla'ssic simplicity. The mansion always re-

flects the ever-changing perceptions ot its

one-time showgirl mistress who is deter-

mined to be a lady. The new Georgian

elegance is a fitting background for Joans

brand new. grand and impressive aspect cm

things mental. Our town buzzes with the

new intellectual trend of Miss Crawtord s

Saturday night salons.

THE very newest annovance to movie

I stars is the bad habit a lot of young

hounds have gotten into here. They hide

out at a spot a star frequents and when

their favorite drives away they follow in

their own machines. They keep close to the

star's car through the thick and thin ot

traffic, begging all the way for an auto-

graph and causing, meanwhile, every kind

of traffic hazard. They usually keep pur-

suing their quarry until the movie player

stops- his car, signs autographs all around,

and finally is rid of them Alter three

carloads of young high-school blades had

followed Hedv Lamarr around a good part

of a dav, Hedv gave in and signed her

name to'their shirts, hats, socks, and what

not The bovs didn't play fair,
#

however,

and kept annoying her. Every time she d

park they'd hem her m by parking all

around her. They kept her in an open

drive-in stand for more than an hour. 1 he

employees of the stand weren t much help

in trying to spirit her away when they

found out who their famous customer was.

Finally she did escape, but the young vil-

lains "still pursued her. Hedv drove out

Santa Monica Boulevard with the rootin -

tootin' gang right along until, upon a sud-

den inspiration, she quickly turned into the

Beverlv Hills police station. Magically, her

pee-we'e pursuers scattered to the lour

winds like a flock of hens in a rain storm.

Q ELIEVE it or not, he wasn't^recognized

D by a soul. The other day Bill Powell

hid out the entire afternoon m a quiet cor-

ner of the Ambassador Hotel lobby. He

was lost to this world hour after hour—in

a dime detective pulp.

ONE of the saddest sights in town these

"nights is to see wifeless Gene Markey

and Arthur Hornblow, Jr., unsuccessfully

trying to cheer each other up on their circle

tours of our most brilliant night clubs.

k I O HOLLYWOOD personality has ever

IN stood up more admirably under cir-

cumstances more trying than both Olivia

de Havilland and Joan Fontaine! Both

<rirls have been looked upon with a great

deal of misunderstanding in the lace of

their father's attempts to force himselt

back into their lives once more. Family

trouble between big Hollywood stars and

parents who have grown quite away from

their children until their offspring become

famous and rich has existed ever since the

flickers first made people world renowned.

\o matter how misunderstood the situation

has been, or will become, neither Olivia nor

Toan have broken their silence by one word

of explanation of why their father is not

in their full favor, and you can be sure

that there will be no explanation from

them ever. The sisters have taken no steps

to correct intimated gossip that they are

at fault. Thev think that would be most

undignified. Their thousands ot fans and

even their friends will have to make their

own decisions as to where the fault lies.

There will be no campaign to win public

favor from either actress. Everyone m
Hollywood knows both girls as charm-

ing "level-headed, intelligent young women.

Thev must have a well-founded, legitimate

reason for their actions, and besides ttiaj

part of their private lives should be of

no one's concern but their own.
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Alley-oop! Joe E. Brown and Jack Oakie, left,

clown for one of the Sunday, Nite impromptu
shows featuring film favorites, at the Grove.

OH, HOW some of our favored stars
have at one time fared so much less

favorably ! Now that Glenn Ford's name is

on everyone's tongue, and a good many pro-
ducers here wish in the darndest way that
they had that selfsame name on a contract of
theirs, it's time to tell of some of Glenn's
less fortunate moments. When a big adver-
tising executive recently was introduced
to Glenn he asked curiously, "Haven't I

seen you somewhere before?" Ford ad-
mitted it laughingly. "Yes," he answered,
"I once did some parachute jumping for
you, and what welcome jumps they were!"
Two years ago Glenn needed money badly
to help him carry on his bent for acting.
He knew a commercial photographer who
had a commitment to photograph the
agonized face of an aviator bailing out of
a plane. There was fifty dollars a jump in
it for the fellow who was willing to take
the job. Glenn took the job and the chance,
and his face was used to nationally adver-
tise one of his sponsor's products. Those
jumps gave him a new lease on a career.

F GOOD fellow Bill Gargan has ever
asked you to his home and entertained

you out in his very comfortable bar, you'll
know what I'm talking about. He has
probably the most famous and valuable bit
of paneling in that room that exists any-
where in Hollywood. It was over his wife's
bitter protest that the present, unique dec-
oration first started to take on its aura of
supereminence. One night, a number of
years ago, a big shot movie he-man whom
you all know very well on the screen, was
celebrating in his very broadest convivial
style. Before he left Bill's home that night,
he had scratched his famous stellar name
boldly and deeply into the satin patina of
the handiest spot on the wall with an ice
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E. Brown, Adolphe Menjou, Alan

Robert Armstrong were on hand

to honor John Barrymore (center) at a dinner tendered him by

the Masquer's, for "what he's done to the American theater."

Above, Charles Laughton, Joe

Mowbray (rear), John Decker,

Right, Doug Fairbanks chatting with Connie

Bennett and Mrs. Fairbanks at a British War
Relief benefit held at Bruce Pine's home.

Shirley Temple, with her mother and father,

attended a recent premiere looking adorable

in her long party gown and short ermine coat.

pick. In 'deep annoyance, Mrs. Gargan was
about to have the damage repaired the next

day by having the whole panel removed

and another put in its place, but Bill begged

to have the famous name stay where it

was. In practically no time other famous
cronies of Bill's, in succeeding convivial

moments, wanted to perpetuate their names
the same way—and did. Now the Gargans'

bar room boasts the most novel and un-

matched decoration motif in town. A num-
ber of important business men friends

from the East, who like it to be known that

they are on quite intimate terms with

famous personages of stage and screen,

have offered Bill huge sums for just a

panel or two of that famous wall, but Bill

won't sell any part of it.

I F YOU'VE ever stuck your foot in it and
I got in on the wrong side of the fence in

any kind of a misunderstanding with Jean
Arthur (and who in Hollywood hasn't?)—
now's the time to start regretting it ! The
whole town is chuckling because it's being

snickered about that Jean's real adversaries

are leaving HolhTwood in droves. Petulant

Miss A., they say, has taken up fencing.

She has taken to the sport with such ardor,

that the movie colony wits insist she is

getting into practice with those mean saber

swings to do bodily damage to a lot of

scribes who have been taking pot shots at

her lately in print. She is studying under
one Ralph Faulkner, who has taught Errol
Flynn a few flashy tricks with a sword. The
jibes about the consequences of Miss
Arthur's off-with-their-heads attitude isn't

limited only to writers. The biggest giggle

of all comes from surmising that if Miss
A. really should get on the war path with
a cutlass, the first one to start running and
keep on legging it right out of town, is a
certain producer over at Columbia.
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Paulette Goddard and her dancing partner,

Don Ackerman, are shown rehearsing a torrid

rumba routine for the spectacular Broadway
Caballero number in "Pot O' Gold," James
Roosevelt's first feature film production.

Hate Me? Love Me?
Continued from page 25

a personal appearance. Everyone in Chi-
cago, except Paulette, thought she was do-
ing it gratis. And then there was the time
she did a portrait sitting for one of the

studios, and volunteered to help glamor
along by wearing her own ermine evening
wrap. Then she proceeded to send the coat

to the cleaners and present the studio with
the bill.

All the publicity men at the studios know
better than to ask Paulette to do a tie-up

for them free, for they know she'll ask im-
mediately, "What's there in it for me?"
When she poses for bathing suit art, and
some studio is always asking her to pose
for bathing suit art, the reason being ob-
vious, she quite casually walks off with all

the bathing suits, shorts, and accessories

sent over by Magnin's, Bullock's-Wilshire,

and other shops.

It would seem then that Paulette has no
compunctions about extracting every cent of

the value she places on herself for services

rendered. True, she may take everything
she can from large corporations, but there
her seeming niggardliness ends on a sound
note of helpfulness to others in less for-

tunate positions. During the making of "Pot
O' Gold," Miss Goddard was asked to pose
with and endorse a nationally distributed

radio.

"For free, no," said Paulette. "For a
radio, yes

!"

Well, there was a bit of mumbling at the
radio headquarters over the fact that a star

who must have dozens of radios should
demand another radio. But when they de-
livered the radio to her on the set she in-

structed the truck driver to take it over to

the home of the hairdresser. "She's furnish-
ing a new home," Paulette explained, "and
she needs a new radio for it."

I visited Paulette on the "Pot O' Gold"
set recently and found Mr. James Roose-
velt's star, and Hollywood's little business
woman, sewing away like mad on a beauti-

ful bit of needle-point. (Having had a look
at Horace Heidt for the first time I per-
sonally couldn't understand why any girl

would want to shut herself away in a dress-
ing room and sew.)
"Ever since I saw 'The Letter,' " I said,

"I have had my doubts about women who
sew and knit all the time."

_
Paulette gave out with that laugh that

picks you up better than a double martini.
"They say if you do needle-point it keeps

you from killing your husband," she said

with a giggle.

"In your case it must work," I said. "Mr.
Chaplin seems very much alive."

"Well," said Paulette, with another gig-
gle, "I've done twelve pieces !"

I would have liked to pursue the subject
of needle-point and Chaplin further (arriv-

ing no place as usual, of course, as Paul-
ette is a cute one and knows all the right

answers for the wrong questions) but just

then eighteen dancers from the rumba
sequence piled in on us and it sounded like

a cage of monkies. I finally gathered from
all the excitement that Paulette had given
expensive sweaters to all the girls who
danced the rumba number in the picture

with her. (She did not put it on her ex-
pense account. I checked.)

But the balance sheet, you may be sure,

is always in her favor. The first few days
of production a mysterious gold monkey,
with a two-carat diamond in its paws, came
to her by express. It was something to

startle the eyes. No, card came with it, or
so Paulette says. A few days later an even
more startling piece of jewelry came by a
messenger—a three-carat diamond solitaire.

According to Paulette, that too came with-
out a card. There is much surmising going
on at the studio, naturally, but Paulette is

one star who knows how to keep her mouth
shut. One thing the studio knows, however,
and that is that she didn't get them on a
tie-up.

Unfortunately, the producers are not the
only ones who have named Paulette the
best business woman in the film city and
who resent the quality of hardness in her.

Hollywood resents it too. Hollywood is

made up of impractical people—that's quite

evident—and impractical people have never
liked practical people since the world began.
Paulette, of course, is practical. Holtywbod,
vague, dreamy, bungling along with no
thought of the future, just can't understand
why Paulette should want to make a busi-

ness of a pleasant career. Just because she
shows good common sense they distrust her
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Yours for Loveliness
Color note: Lips go more brilliant and nails j-'o

darker and deeper. Other heunly hews to the line

"Brass Band"
CPRING is with us in a flood of Old Glory—red,

^ white and blue. Dominating the color scene is navy,

with its wonted chic, now with an emotional fervor.

To complement your navy and a wide range of smart
colors, we have "Brass Band" make-up by Dorothy
Gray, collected in a military cap box, as shown.
Within are Elation face powder, a handsome red and
gold-tone lipstick in its own protecting case, cream
rouge in a beautiful plastic vanity and nail polish.

"Brass Band" is the deepest, brightest true red. dra-

matic with deep colors, enlivening with neutrals. The
tones are perfectly coordinated, and the price will de-

light you for so much loveliness to harmonize, like

a brass band ! Coordinated make-up is real economy.

"Pot O'Gold," for which Paulette Goddard
and Don Aclcerman are practicing the graceful

rumba steps they're doing in the pictures on

these pages, is a comedy with music, starring

Paulette, James Stewart and Horace Heidt.

and call Paulette a very shrewd woman.
Not long ago Paulette had need of Holly-

wood, but Hollywood did not come to her

defense. A vile rumor was started against

Paulette. In far faster time than it takes

to write this the cruel story spread from
Hollywood to the farthest corners of the

country. Hollywood knew by direct knowl-

edge that these rumors were libelous but

for several weeks no one took up the cud-

gels in her defense. Probably they thought

that a woman able to take care of herself

in business deals was also able to defend

herself against whispered innuendos and

scandal—however unfounded and cruel

these whisperings were.

But Paulette said nothing. She could well

remember that the price a star pays for

being successful is this same whispered

campaign of lies. Pola Negri was the first

to feel the sting. Clara Bow was hounded

for years ; so, in turn, were Gloria Swan-
son, Greta Garbo, Katharine Hepburn,

Marlene Dietrich and Carole Lombard.
-(There was even a whispering campaign

once against Shirley Temple. People said

that she was a midget. Well, I wish the

people who said that could see Shirley

now!
Each of these women was the dominant,

colorful star of a period, hence the most
susceptible to slander. It must be remem-
bered that every prominent woman, and
her position in the film industry, is auto-

matically envied by thousands of people in

lesser positions. So naturally Paulette, as

one of the most dominant personalities on

the screen today, had it coming to her.

What it is that makes Hollywood root for

a player's success one minute and then tear

her from that pedestal the next is one of

Hollywood's most frightening incongrui-

ties.

Perhaps if Paulette hadn't been so smart
in business, thereby causing Hollywood's
resentment, this scandalous bit of idle gos-

sip would never have gotten further than
Vine Street. Hollywood just doesn't come
to the defense of business women. The
Connie Bennetts, the Sonja Henies, and
the Paulette- Goddards have to fend for

themselves.

The Gardenia Has It—So Has the Rose

THAT soft, velvety texture that makes you marvel
I when you look closely at these flowers. While the

texture of your skin, what with the farewell kiss of

Spring winds, probably has anything but ! To the

rescue comes Smooth Skin Oil by Primrose House.

It is pleasant to use an oil, and it gives especially

good results, I think, because you may apply it

warmed to your roughened, dried areas. Face, neck,

scalp before a shampoo, arms, hands and legs are

perfect targets for this smoothie. It is an economical

buy because you may use it with splendid benefit for

so many purposes. The consistency makes it so easy

to apply and use, so easy to remove. Dry skin wel-

comes it ; in fact, it seems to drink it in. Smooth Skin

Oil is delicately scented, a vegetable oil creation.

The Fragrance Lingers On
I T LINGERS right on you, growing
I more mellow and sweeter with the

hours, when you apply perfume by "The
Staff of Loveliness" method. This is per-

fume essence in solid form, resembling

a lipstick. It is dry and greaseless, quick

and easy to use behind your ears, on your

neck, your hands, wrists and handkerchief,

or where you please. Maggy Ney has just

brought it to this country from France.

The unique stick form means no waste

from evaporation, no waste from spilling.

It is as easy to carry in your bag as

your lipstick. The scents are entrancing

and distinctive—Dzan, Wisp, Saska and
Faun. It's Spring, perfume time, indeed

!

"Strawherry Blonde"
THIS is the new, lush tone for a lip-

> stick that the House of Westmore sug-

gests for the Spring map. It is brilliant ; it

is very beautiful ; it is fresh, young and full

of zip. It comes in a pretty case, large or

smaller size, and it has just about a per-

fect texture. It seems to slide right onto

your lips ;
you don't have to press or draw

with this lipstick, and it is at this moment
adorning plenty of the most exciting lips

of Hollywood. In fact, so important is

"Strawberry Blonde" as a lipstick, that it

is also inspiring some cunning fashion ideas,

like velvet bows for the hair and belts.

When Hollywood approves a lipstick, then

we don't have to guess. We know it is good.

Your Hands and Your Face
I ORDEAU is offering a twin package of Jordeau

J hand cream and Mint Julep face mask that you

should know about. Two giant jars, packed together,

come for the usual price of one, and for both prod-

ucts this department has praise. The hand cream

whitens and softens the skin, and you can use it on

any roughened area, like arms, neck and ankles, as

well. You will find it a good powder base, too. The
mask is one of those face-savers. After your usual

cleansing, apply this zippy mask, redolent of fresh

mint. It feels fresh and cool on skin. Relax with the

mask on, remove, and you will look and feel^ like a

grand new girl. Wonderful for "face fatigue."

To End Another Quiz

THE package of your beauty product is very impor-

I tant. It should make the selection and applica-

tion of contents as simple as possible, and be attrac-

tive, at the same time. In trend with this line of

thinking. Cutex presents its polishes in brand new
bottles. Sketched, is the little gem, with a tapering

white top, showing in three color panels the exact

shade of polish. No longer need you guess. This

definitelv simplifies selection. Brand new, too. is

Black Red, a sophisticated jet-red color. It is a tone

deeper than Burgundy, if you can recall that, one ol

the most popular Cutex shades. Xails are going

definitely darker for Spring, and this means for Sum-
mer, also. And they are dramatic ! CM.
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Above, Helen Parrish with her favorite pet,

Frosty. He's a white Eskimo Spitz with whom
Helen wouldn't part for his weight in gold.

1 Girl's Family

Continued from page 3 I

went out the side door. Served me right.

There, sure enough, stood Frosty and the
man, both wagging their tails."

Frosty used to lord it alone on the back
lawn, which he now shares with two ducks.
The younger was won by Helen and
Charley Lang at the county fair. They
tied him up in a market bag, drove him
home and tossed him on Reesie's bed. "We
want 'em," they chorused, "and you take
care of 'em." When Bob got home at mid-
night and slipped unsuspecting into his

shower, he found the duck ensconced over
the drain. Mrs. Parrish was afraid Frosty
would chase the fowl. She needn't have
worried. It's the fowl who chases Frosty.
Not that there isn't room and to spare
for them all. There's even room for the
swimming-pool the Parrishes refuse to

build. The kids prefer the beach. As for
their mother, "What for?" she scoffs,

gazing hopefully into the future. "So my
grandchildren can tumble in and I get the
blame? This way I have no pool and no
troubles."

The other permanent member of the
household is Cecilia, the Mexican maid.
"Mother keeps her for a pet," explains
Helen. "She can't cook, she can't answer
the doorbell. When she's here alone and
has to answer the phone, she picks it up
like an eel, mutters 'nobody home, only
me and dog,' and drops it quick before
it can bite. The one person she ever really

talks to is Reesie. They hold confabs for
hours about what they'll do when they're
both old ladies and live together and we
come and park the grandchildren on them."
"Who launders your clothes— ?"

Helen and Bob pick it up from there.
"Who cleans your rooms? Who washes
the dishes?" they chant as one. "Don't get
tis wrong. We love Cecilia."

Helen will be eighteen in March, Bob's
twenty-four. He's tall, and fair as she's

dark, with crisp tan hair and blue eyes
that show a lazy twinkle. He calls her
Scooter, she calls him Rabbit—"because
he eats like one—munches his mouth
around." She chatters, he drawls. Her
emotions bubble to the surface, he keeps
his under masculine guard. A rare attach-
ment exists between them. She used to
be the kid sister who tagged along. When
the phone rang on Sunday morning,

twelve-year-old Helen would gallop to
answer.

It was bound to be one of Bob's friends.
"Ask Bob what time he's going to the
beach."
"Oh, we'll be ready in a few minutes."
"Whaddaya mean, we'll be ready! Who

asked you?"
"Don't you know we boys a/ways go

to the beach together ?"

H they grumbled occasionally—and they
did—Bob would brush it off. If the kid
didn't go to the beach with them, she
wouldn't go at all. And why shouldn't she
go
Under their noses, she grew from a

nuisance to be tolerated into a most desir-
able date. But Bob remained her favorite
escort,, she his favorite girl.

"Can't you get a girl?" she'd taunt him.
"Nope, they don't like the way I do my

eyebrows."
"All right, if you'll buy me a flower,

I'll go."

Pressed for the why of his unorthodox
behavior, he'll grin: "She was always
there." Pressed further, he'll look pained,
but may go so far as to murmur : "Well,
she's pretty sweet, don't you think?"
Their inner gang includes Joe Hartman,

Vernon Harbin, and Charley Lang. Girls
flit in and out of the circle, but Helen
remains the only feminine fixture. Joe's
in pictures, training to be a singer. He's
called Ashley, "because he's so sweet to
the girls—forever telling them about their
shell-pink ears." An unwritten law is that
no one shall be allowed to get away with
murder. So when Joe brings a new girl to
a party, they greet her with, "Has he
talked to you yet about your shell-pink
ears?" Vernon—better known as Vermin—

-is invariably introduced as a junior ex-
ecutive at RKO. He is a junior execu-
tive at RKO, but there are times when
his friends make him wish he were a
streetcleaner. Charley's Smoky Stover and
his pet name for Helen is Stupid. She
seems to like it. They pop in and out of
the house at all hours. "Helen's not home."
Mrs. Parrish says over the phone. "Well,
do you care if I come up and talk to you?"

"Courting the cow to get the calf!

—

Come along. I've got cake pans for you to
lick.—And don't think," she adds, "that
they're not young enough to lick 'em

!"

Charley's Helen's special friend. They're
definitely not engaged, and they definitely
only date each other. As a friend of Bob's,
Charley was invited to Gordon's wedding.
Helen went out with him for the first

time that night. "So when Dorothy and
Gordon had their six-months anniversary,
we had one too—at the Cocoanut Grove."
Ordinarily, they go to a movie. Or stav
home and read Noel Coward's plays aloud,
to improve their technique. They felt
pretty silly about it at first, Helen says,
but now that they've done two pictures to-
gether—"Where Did You Get That Girl?"
and "Six Lessons from Madame La
Zonga"—they take Mr. Coward in their
stride.

Whether Helen or Bob gets a bigger
kick out of Charley, it's hard to say. Thev
go on about him at length, capping each
other.

"He's this kind of guy," chuckles Bob.
"When Universal sent for him to come out,
he ambles down to Columbus Circle, buys
a car at noon, starts out at twelve fifteen,
gets to Tennessee before he breaks down,
buys another car, and so on across the
continent—"
"The way I buy newspapers, that's how

he buys a car. I was sitting in the beauty
parlor one day, and along comes Charlev.
Mother'd told him where I was. Outside
stands a big brown Buick with the top
down. He'd bought it. Just walked in and
bought it. We got in, and it started to rain.
I said^ 'Put the top up.' Well, the top
wouldn't go up. He'd never even tried it.

'That's all right,' says Charley. 'It's sissy
to put the top up for a little sprinkle

—
'

"

"Outdoors man, that's Charley. Likes to
think he's fighting the elements when he
goes down Hollywood Boulevard for a car-
ton of cigarettes. He won't buy gas. It's

mealy-mouthed to buy gas. 'I'm in a hurry,'
he says, 'we can make it.' So we don't
make it. 'All right,' says Charley, 'some-
one'll come along and push us

—
'

"

"He and Joe live together. When thev
first moved in, the hostess of North Holly-
wood called. They have hostesses here—to
sort of get newcomers acquainted with the
town and the tradespeople. She asked if

Mr. Joe Hartman was in. 'No,' said
Charley. 'Is Mrs. Hartman in?' 'I'm Mrs.
Hartman.' Now they get mail from the shops
addressed Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hartman."

Helen Parrish and her boy friend, Charles Lang, think staying at home and playing back-
gammon is a pleasant change from attending movie premieres and dancing at night clubs.
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ecome Some Man's Dream Girl

Lesson "1 - Launchingyour Campaign
You've just met him—in fact, you're barely past the "how d'you do" stage. But a

hopeful flip of your heart indicates that here is a situation with Possibilities. How

are you going to make him feel the same way about things? How are you going

to catch his wandering eye and hold it? Here are some pointers that'll help you

fool-proof your opening campaign:

—

1

y : Wr B

II /IKIT at the first en-

l/VIl I counter, wheel

out your heaviest artillery

and aim all your big ammu-
nition straight at him. Men
scate so easily!

line up a couple of

other conquests for

decoy. He'll follow the
crowd. P.S. In any Battle of

the Sexes, your best bet is

a complexion of disarming

sweetness. Concentrate on
Pond's Creams maneuvers.

Nightly. Before make-up!

IjfjN T let any other
man drag you

into a shady corner and tell

you the story of his life. If

your hero sees you at all,

he'll be too polite to break

in on such a cozy tete-a-tete.

R|| Stay in the folksy,

IJV 100-watt foreground

— if your skin can take the

glare! Clinch that with a

brisk daily 3-minute patting-

in of luscious Pond's Cold

Cream. Wipe off cream-
softened dirt and old make-
up with gentle Pond's
Tissues. Repeat! See how
this double cleansing and
softening with Pond's makes
pores seem smaller— little

"dry" lines show less!

ljfl|U|take the initia-Wll "tive on the
cheek-to-cheek stuff when
he asks you to dance. If he's

a conservative, he may think

you a forward miss. If he

isn't, you'll soon find out!

III have a skin that looks

1/V and feels so caressable

he can't resist it! Pond's

Cold Cteam, followed by

cool Pond's Skin Freshener,

lends baby-skin tenderness

— and Pond's Vanishing
Cream whips offlittle rough-

nesses like

—

that!

HAMT trytodazzlehim
l/Vll I with your wit

and beauty when he's al-

ready blinded by the shine

on yout nose. There's noth-

ing—no nothing!— so sad

and ridiculous as a shiny-

nosed girl trying to be a

charmer.

II fl look flower-fresh and
l/V dream-girly right

through to the all-impor-

tant good -night. Dead or

depatted make-up won't
haunt you a second if you

put your powder over a

glamorizing foundation of

Pond's Vanishing Cream.

"Nog

HON T s" kack and dream
"VII I wistful dreams of be-

ing some big strong man's little

dream girl.

send for Pond's
beauty kit! Such

beauties as striking Mrs.

John Jacob Astor, sparkling

Liz Whitney, winsome Mar-
garet Biddle are Pond's de-

votees. And don't dally!

Another She may be luring

him on this vety minute!

POND'S, Dept. 7S-CVD,'
Clinton, Conn.

I want to launch my dream-girl cam-

paign right! Please send me—pronto!

—Pond's Special Beauty Ritual Kit

containing Pond's Cold Cream. Pond's

Tissues, Pond's Skin Freshener and

Pond's Vanishing Cream. I enclose

10f for postage and packing.

Na??ie_

Address.
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This is the Linfetick that may very well change

your Lipstick/life . . . Coty "Sub-Deb"!

"Sub-Deb/ gives you more than alluring

color ... it Melps you.avoid "Lipstick Parching"!

Yes, blended through every Lipstick is a soft-

ening iflgredient that helps keep your lips

tenderly soft and sweet. So why risk rough,

harsh/y chapped lips—ever? Today get a Coty
:

'Suj/-Deb" Lipstick, $1.00 or 50g.

Four of the 9 exciting Coty shades

dashing "gipsy" shade

/) a dramatic red red

smart, flower-soft red

alluring "Latin" shade

COTY

Len Weissman

Edward Arnold bestows a kiss upon the lips

of Mrs. Arnold at their anniversary party

which was celebrated at the Cocoanut Grove.

"And Joe says, 'Excuse the house being
dirty. My wife's a lazy bum—'

"

"They think it's sissy to keep the house
clean. They won't wash dishes for three
weeks. Then some fine Sunday morning,
they'll flash Bob an S.O.S. and the three
of 'em start cleaning up. Then Charley-

says : 'Fine. Now we can get it dirty

again
—

'

"

"He was terribly, terribly hurt, though,
when a man with a pup to sell took one
look at the house and marched right out.

'Not one of my dogs,' he said. 'Not in that

house—'

"

"He gets up at six three or four times
a week, and goes out looking for a dog—

"

"Never buys one. Just looks
—

"

"Mother talks him out of it. Tells him
he can't take care of it properly

—

"

"He could always turn it over to you,
Reesie—•"

"That's what I'm afraid of!" Reesie
sighs.

On Sunday mornings they pile into a

car and go to the beach. Or they play-

baseball in Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hartman's
front yard. Evening finds them back in the
big Parrish living room. Gordon and Dor-
othy are generally there. As a family, they
don't care for the tag "in-law." Dorothy is

Mrs. Parrish's daughter, Helen's sister.

When some of the boys bring girls, they
dance. Just now, Viennese waltzes are the

rage. They tune in on their favorite radio
programs — American Album, Sherlock
Holmes, Jack Benny, Charles Boyer. What
they like best is to sit on the floor round
the fire and sing and gab and play games.
There are few planned parties because the

boys don't like them. "Why fuss?" scowls
Bob. "Just the other day poor Charley had
to put on his shoes for dinner."

Mrs. Parrish joins them by invitation.

She says they're very sweet about it and
don't make her feel they're asking her for
politeness' sake. "But I try not to wear out
my welcome. I've been young myself, and
remember how I felt about having .older

people forever underfoot. Besides, I'm an
independent person. I like my own com-
pany and I've, got plenty to do."

Helen and Charley fooled her one night.

She thought she was fooling them, but it

turned out to be a case of the tricker

tricked. She'd consistently turned down
their bids to take in a movie. This time,

winking at Bob, she said: "All right, I'll

go. Wait till I get my hat."

But the wink had been intercepted. "Oh,

no, you don't!" They grabbed an arm each
and dragged her protesting to the car.

"I was only kidding," she wailed.
"Well, this'll teach you to kid with us

!"

She felt like a tramp. "I met people I

knew in the lobby, but I could hardly go
into long explanations about why I looked
the way I looked.—Those two only did it

to make themselves safe for the future."
"Do your feet hurt, mummy?" Helen

inquired sweetly.

She regarded her offspring and found
no mercy in their eyes. "Well, go ahead,
tell it. I knew you'd get around to it sooner
or later."

They told it between them. It seems that,
when the invitations came to Deanna's en-
gagement party, Mrs. Parrish asked Bob,
casual as anything: "Whom are you going
to take?"
"Would you like to go?"
"Oh, no, Bob, you ought to take a

girl—"
. _

"And next thing, she started getting her
dress ready—

"

"Saying all the time, "You really ought
to take a girl, are you sure you don't want
to take a girl, Bob?' "

"Then at the party she does the Conga
with Charley. She'd never done the Conga
in her life, and here she steps out on the
floor, calm as a cucumber, and goes
through the whole thing

—

"

"She doesn't know what it is, but danc-
ing does something to her, peps her up

—

"

"And she doesn't get to bed till five in
the morning—

"

"And even then her feet don't hurt, do
they, mummy?"

"No," answers mummy, calm as a cu-
cumber. "Not when I dance, only when I

go shopping."
She has a few simple rules for bringing

a girl up, forged from her own experience
as daughter and mother.

"I think a girl's home should be her
home, and that means making it attractive
for her friends as well as herself. It also
gives you the advantage of knowing who
her friends are. Sometimes a casual com-
ment about a boy's manners will open her
eyes, where if you had to make an issue
of a thing, her back would go up.

_
"I think you should try to meet her de-

sires reasonably, without being over-in-
dulgent. If you give her what you can in

the way of trinkets and good times, she
won't have to feel too grateful to some
young man who's willing to give them.

"I think you should try to keep as close
to her in spirit as possible, without getting
into her way. No matter how close you
are, the interests of an older and younger
generation are different, and she shouldn't
feel that you're always on top of her.

"I think you should try to speak her
language instead of expecting her to speak
yours. It seems to me many mothers drive
their children from them by saying too
constantly, 'You can't.' I try not to be a
'boor,' as the boys call it. I try to keep
the door open between us, so that she'll

come to me freely and with a reasonable
assurance of understanding. When the door
is closed, you're sunk. On the other hand,
you've got to be able to distinguish be-
tween the essentials and non-essentials. If
something crucial's at stake, you must
know how to step in. If you're going to be
disliked for stepping in, that's the chance
you have to take.

= "For Helen I want happiness, as every
mother wants it for her children. If it takes
pictures to make her happy, O.K. If the
right man came along, and she wanted to
drop work for. husband, home and children,

that would be fine too. Life's too short
not to take happiness where you find it."

Helen's a lucky girl. She's beautiful.

She's headed by Universal for stardom. If

she were neither—with a family like hers,

she'd still be a lucky girl.
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WORLD'S MOST POPULAR NAIL POLISH NOW IN

n
o
BIGGER

NEW BOTTLE DESIGNED BY

DONALD DESKEY, FAMOUS

NEW YORK INDUSTRIAL DESIGNER

ACTUAL SHADE

ON THE CAP

TRIPLE GOOD NEWS for glamour

experts! An exquisite new "dressing-

table" bottle! 50% more of the won-

derful porous Cutex Polish! And

a new cap that has the actual shade

you're buying painted right on it.

The loveliest, biggest bottle in Cutex

history. Try the newest shade-

thrilling, startling BLACK RED! All

Cutex Polish now on sale is Porous

—and as long wearing as ever! Get

a bottle today— only 10fi.
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The combination playroom-sitting room in the home of Marjorie Rambeao, who'll soon make
another "Tugboat Annie" film, is the room she likes better than any other one in the house.

Woman with a Wallop
Continued from page 51

physical side that I wondered if she could

really throw a punch.

"Maybe I don't know my own strength,"

she modestly reflected. "Anyway, .a dread-

ful thing once happened. Even thinking of

it now makes me think of going to the

dentist's. We were making a picture at

Fox's called 'Grand Canary.' I had a grand

time as the canary. But George Regos had

a terrible time. What made it worse was
that he had gone to a lot of expense get-

ting ready for the picture. He'd had his

front teeth capped so he'd look nice when
he smiled in the close-ups. You know how
actors do it." She pulled a set grin. "Well,

in one scene I had to hit George. Usually

they count before a blow is struck—one,

two, three—so that everything's timed and

no damage is done. But for once they for-

got to count. I swung on George—wham

!

Suddenly the air was filled with flying-

teeth. Poor George! All his beautiful den-

tistry work was gone with the big blow.

My fist was bleeding, and so was my heart.

But to console me, when the picture was
finished, the crew on it presented me with

a gold bracelet in the shape of a boxing

glove and the inscription on it read: 'To

Kid Rambeau.'
"

Cautiously moving out of range, I in-

quired as to whether Miss Rambeau now
was doing much slugging. "Just enough to

keep my hand in," she sweetly replied. "We
don't want Tugboat Annie—she's really a

dear kind soul—to be too physical. But
there's a fight in every picture, and how
she does enjoy it

!"

It was pleasant to hear this good news,

bringing as it did its assurance of knock-

down-and-drag-out vigor, together with the

joy of youthful zest. "Out here in pic-

tures," came the enlightening information,

"when you are over fifteen you're an old

hag. They expect you to sit around and

talk of the good old days like an old ham.
Still, it has its compensations. They give

me a chair to sit on evidently to make
sure I won't fall down. You're sure of hav-

ing your innings if you wait long enough
here, though at one time I thought I'd

never have mine. But it's all right, now
that I'm a mother. Yes," she spoke with

deep feeling, "I believe I am safe in saying
that I'm the only mother who ever gave
birth to a tunnel."

When I came up for air she was calmly
explaining : "That unique experience re-

sulted from my being in 'Under Pressure.'
Indeed, in that tunnel picture I was under
pressure all the time. It was like fighting

for my life. It's far more fun fighting now,
for as Tugboat Annie I can do it with a
twinkle in my eye. That's natural, as I'm
part Irish. The other part's French. Do
you wonder I'm crazy? You don't have to

be crazy in pictures, but it helps."

Was this also true of the stage? Miss
Rambeau answered: "Sometimes the stage

is enough to drive you crazy. That's be-

cause you may find yourself relying on
things that aren't there. For example, while
playing Rosalind in New York—you re-

member—I put my foot on what I thought
was \ real log only to find it was a painted

one. When my foot slipped I nearly fell

on my stomach. And you can't be a ro-

mantic heroine, even in the Forest of

Arden, when you're flat on your Vitamin-A
container. It's different in pictures. Every-
thing you touch is real. If you want the

Liberty Bell from Philadelphia, they go
and get it for you. The only thing you
can't get in pictures is fat. Not if you
want to stay in them. I'd been in them, on
and off, for ten years when my husband
took me out of them. I then took to needle-

point. Also poundage. When I decided to

go back to pictures the first thing in my
mind was, 'I must get thin.' I lost fifty-two

pounds in eleven weeks. I looked all right

from the back, but from the front I looked
like an abandoned folding-bed. To get into

shape for Tugboat Annie, perhaps ship-

shape is the word, I had to put on twenty-
two pounds. Annie needed 'em to give her

a wallop."

What about the streamlined girl ? Did
she need the same thing for the same pur-

pose? Miss Rambeau came right back with
another question : "How can the stream-
lined girl have a wallop when she looks

like a plate of milk? You can't beat nature.

If the present feminine attempt to do it

keeps up we'll soon have a generation of

weak, flat-chested, spindle-legged girls. In
a way, the screen's to blame. Of course,
the camera does increase a person's size to

a degree and therefore demands a certain

reduction. But this can be carried too far.

Surely, it doesn't attract men ; it's done
for women. These thin young things you
see on the screen are bound to come to the
realization that if they're to put over some-
thing fine and strong they must have more
than a stalk of celery under their chest.

And this goes for similar physical types
off the screen. If one of the sturdy pioneer
women of America could see the deliber-

ately skinny specimens of the present day
she would probably turn in her covered
wagon. And if reducing keeps on going
the way it is now we'll soon be eating one
another. That's why I'm getting some meat
on my bones—I want tj be good picking!"
Through the humorous twists given her

opinions it could readily be seen Miss Ram-
beau was in deadly earnest. Her forthright-

ness stamped her as Hollywood's four-
square actress. "It's all well enough to be
streamlined, but we're surfeited with down-
right skinniness. As one result we've al-

ready had too long an era of the masculine
type of woman, the woman who looks,

dresses, talks and behaves like a man. First

of all, girls and women, if they value their

charm, should have the sense and the cour-
age not to diet themselves to the point of

emaciation. See what it's doing to our
actresses. From the looks of a lot of them,
what they need most of all is a square
meal. Heaven knows I needed to be thin

when I started, for I was a leading woman
at twelve in Portland, Oregon, and at that

time played Camille, who can't look chunky
and get away with it in anything but grand
opera."

As I marvelled at the early beginning
of Miss Rambeau's brilliant career, she
smiled and related : "Yet one Hollywood
executive once asked me if I'd had any
stage experience. At learning I'd been on
the stage for thirty-five years, he ex-
claimed, 'Why, then you're famous!' 'After
all that time,' I told him, 'I must be either

famous or notorious.' Here's the pay-off

:

'Oh, Miss Rambeau,' he protested, 'I know
you are a good woman !' Well, in this busi-

ness you have to take the bad with tht

Marjorie Rambeau likes to keep house and
does many housekeeper's chores herself, such

as arranging the linen shelves, as above.
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"Almost a Miracle!"

A BRAND-NEW SKIN

will soon arrive

to enchant you

with its Beauty!

Just beneath your present skin is a

younger, lovelier brand-new skin. As day

by day it unfolds, as it comes to life...with

every tick of the clock— it is replacing

your older surface skin and bringing you

a hope of new beauty in the future.

Jf
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WILL YOU BE proud to show this

brand-new skin? Will it make you

look younger? Will it have new-born

beauty when it appears ... as your sur-

face skin slowly departs in tiny dry little

flakes? That depends, says Lady Esther,

on the care you give it, on the wisdom

with which you choose your face cream!

Your New-Born Skin can emerge in

beauty . . . but only if you will help Na-

ture remove the dull drab flakes of old

dry skin ... if you will let my 4-Purpose

Face Cream help free your skin of these

be-clouding flakes . . .help to whisk them
away . . . revealing the enviable loveliness

of your New-Born Skin.

Use my 4-Purpose Face Cream. Use it

liberally. Try to leave it on twice as long

as usual so that it can, right from the start,

begin to loosen the dry flakes of outer

skin. Let it completely loosen the surface

impurities and the dirt, let it clean the

apertures of your pores . . . helping Nature

to refine them, and to bring a clarity—

an opalescent loveliness—to your New-

Born Skin.

Ask Your Doctor

About Your Face Cream

Ask him if you should attempt to feed

your skin from the outside! Ask him if

he recommends astringents, or skin foods

or tissue creams!

I believe he will say that a cream which

can fill your pore openings may enlarge

them.

But ask him if Lady Esther cream

doesn't help protect the beauty of your

SCREENLAND

/

skin because it loosens surface impurities

and dry skin flakes . . . really cleanses . .

.

yes, helps to refresh and soften your skin.

Ask your doctor if every last word Lady

Esther says isn't true!

Try my 4-Purpose Face Cream at my
expense. Use no other cream for a full

month. Let it help Nature refine your

pores. Let it soften and soothe your skin,

ending the need for a powder base. For,

with my face cream, your face powder

goes on perfectly— flattering you with it-

clarity and smoothness . . . making you

appear the proud possessor of a beautiful

New-Born Skin.

SAMPLE TUBE AT MY EXPENSg

(Yov can paste this on a penny postcard) %

Lady Esther. 7162 West 65th St.. Chicasro. 111.

tj ry YJ Please send me vour gi

Jr K.Eit!i sample tube of Lady Esth

Cream: also nine shades of Face Powder, frkf.

and postpaid. (66)

Name-

Address

City- State

Canada. tcrxU Lady £*CA*r, Toronto. Owl.)
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You remember Aladdin ? The
poor tailor's son who found the
magic lamp, and every time he
rubbed it a Genie appeared and
granted Aladdin's every wish.

One day at lunch . . . presto!
Genie appeared. "Hey," said
Aladdin, "why are you here? I

didn't rub the lamp."

"I know it," replied Genie, "but
it rubs me the wrong way to see
you eating all soft food. Take
this Dentyne and chew some
often. Its extra chewiness gives
your teeth needed exercise and
helps protect them from tartar

and decay. And that richly satis-

fying taste is real flavor magic."

"That's fine!" said Aladdin.

"Don't forget," answered Genie.
"Dentyne adds lustre to your
smile."

"Genie," said Aladdin, "you're
really a genius."

Moral: You too should take the
Genie's advice. Try Dentyne for
distinctive flavor and to help
brighten your teeth . . . And
don't overlook its handy, flat, fla-

voriite package-so easy to share.

6 INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED
STICKS IN EVERY PACKAGE

This love scene
shows singing
star Tony Martin
and glamorous
Hedy Lamarr in

the musical,
"Ziegfeld Girl,"

a story which
traces the lives

of three Follies

beauties, played
by Hedy, Judy
Garland and
Lana Turner.
James Stewart is

also one of the

picture's stars.

HELPS KEEP TEETH WHITE. . . MOUTH HEALTHY

good. That's what goes to make up ex-
perience. I'm sorry for a lot of girls in
pictures today because they haven't had the
gorgeous experience that has been such a
great help to me. And one trouble with
them is that they won't listen to advice.
They know it all. Perhaps this isn't their
fault. Things have been too easy for them.
You don't wonder at their attitude when
you stop to think that today an unknown is

made a star after one picture. Why, when
I came to Hollywood I saw so many stars
that I thought the whole set-up must be
an astronomical proposition. Picture pro-
ducers just reach up into the air and pull
down stars. In the Vendome one day I

overheard a group at the next table dis-
cussing the need of a certain type of actor
for a part. 'Leo Ditrichstein would be just
the man for it,' said one of the bunch. 'Get
him!' promptly ordered a dynamic mag-
nate. 'If you can do it,' I remarked, lean-
ing over, 'you'll be performing a miracle.'
'Watch me,' I was haughtily advised. He
didn't know that Ditrichstein had been
dead for years, probably didn't know he'd
ever been alive!"
Miss Rambeau drowned her smile in a

cup of coffee. "All that some girls need
to become picture stars today is to be alive.

But girls generally, no matter what their
walk in life, have a great advantage in

living in this grand day of realism. Reality
develops a greater sincerity and a finer

tolerance. We're not quibbling with facts

these times, we're meeting them. When I

was a 'kid, girls were hypocritical. They
knew about things, all right, but they pre-
tended not to know and would blush be-
comingly at what they heard. Nowadays
girls won't be annoyed with such silly pre-
tense. It isn't worth the bother, doesn't
mean anything. Yet, strangely enough, the
screen apparently feels constrained to hide
far less intimate things than those openly
displayed in the drugstore windows. To me,
this seems to be hypocrisy for which there
is no valid excuse. What's more, it under-
mines the honesty of the screen. But pic-
tures now are giving me the right, I'm
grateful to say, to use my own brain in

developing a characterization. And, aside
from any professional view of the situation,

the era of the middle-aged woman is com-
ing in strong. You go into a dress shop
and find it is showing 38's and 40's among
its models because of a general conscious-
ness that the middle-aged woman of today
is not as extinct as the dodo. Then, too,

there are women who, by wearing slacks,
assume to be broad-minded, though per-
haps you may have noticed with a possible
eye to the rounding out of detail that some-
times the implication is not essentially
mental. Yes, we women are rapidly broad-
ening out, but we've still got a long way
to go—and I don't mean sideways !"

So far, Miss Rambeau had seemed to
cover the matter by and large, as it were,
yet it remained for her to say in particu-
lars "Both in life and in pictures the
glamor girl has got to be bolstered up by
the middle-aged woman who has intestinal
fortitude—in other words, guts. She needs
this sustaining aid to help her over the
rough spots of existence as well as the
tough ones in a film play. The screen has
long since passed the point of just making
faces, glamorous or otherwise. It has
reached the stage where it must express
emotions and, more and more, inner emo-
tions. To do this requires something more
than mere glamor, calls for the under-
standing, the sympathy, the feeling that
can come only out of experience. Movie
audiences now sense this emotional quality,
look for it, recognize it when it is there.
They can't be fooled by sham. They de-
mand the real thing. This all comes down
to the matter of thought transference. For
this reason the best actor or the best
actress today is the one who underplays,
rather than overplays, a part, so that the
underlying thought goes straight home to
those people out in front. The male mind,
I think, catches that thought more quickly
than the female mind because it lets noth-
ing get in the way. A lot of things clutter
up the female mind and become obstacles
blocking that thought. For one thing, a
woman may look around to see how Mrs.
Jones is taking the idea. If she sees that
Mrs. Jones is for it, she's for it, too. But
by this time her male neighbor is 'way
ahead of her. He already has got that idea
into his mind and is ready for another
to come along. Mental acting, accordingly,
is the kind that can project a thought and
make it stick. This makes it more effective,

more lasting, than physical acting. How-
ever, the same may be true of acting a
part like that of Tugboat Annie. It is

what she thinks, not what she does, that

comes first with me. Her strength of char-
acter means more to me than her physical
strength. At the same time, of course, I

realize she's a woman with a wallop. After
all, I'm really a Dempsey at heart

!"
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/^Right in Your Own Home-

Hollywood Beauty Care \HERE'S ALL YOU

DO TO TAKE A

LUX SOAP
ACTIVE-LATHER
FACIAL. PAT THE

LATHER LIGHTLY

INTO YOUR SKIN

RINSE WITH
WARM WATER

THEN COOL

Lux Soap ACTIVE-LATHER

FACIALS are quick, easy

aad they WORK!

This lovely Hollywood star shows

you just how she uses Lux Toilet Soap

to guard her priceless complexion.

This gentle care removes every trace

of dust, dirt, stale cosmetics. Try

Active-Lather Facials for 30 days!

See what they can do for you!

«c • STRAWBERRY BLONDE"

STAR OF V/ARSER BROS.

PAT LIGHTLY TO DRY.

SKIN FEELS SOFTER.

SMOOTHER.
AND LOVELY SKIN'S

IMPORTANT!

Milder! Costly Perfume!

Pure! ACTIVE lather!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it to protect loveliness
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It isn't often you see film couples arriving en masse, as above, for a premiere. The Robert
Montgomerys, George Murphys, and Jimmy Cagneys as they attended a recent opening.

That Man Brent

Continued from page 55

of this delicious bit of news if it hadn't
been for an expense account. Before leav-
ing New York, George submitted his ex-
pense account to a Warner Brothers pub-
licity man, who in turn glanced at it, and
discovered to his amazement "$20 for
breakfast."

u
"George," said the guy over the phone,

"I'm not checking on you. I'm simply curi-
ous as hell. How in the world could you
spend twenty dollars for breakfast?"
Well, it came out gradually that only

two dollars had gone for toast and coffee—
the rest was for orchids for Miss Young.
So, said the publicity man to himself, a
romance, eh? And it didn't take him long
to spill it to Winchell. Never again has
George put his girl friends on his expense
accounts.

Though she was the first, Loretta was
by no means the last of the movie stars
to go falling for good-looking Brent. There
must have been about a dozen of them, in-
cluding Ruth Chatterton, Greta Garbo,
Merle Oberon, Olivia de Havilland, Bette
Davis and Ann Sheridan. No wonder peo-
ple became quite confused. But the most
confused person in Hollywood was Tibby,
Bette's very small and very intelligent black
Scottie. Tibby's complete confusion hap-
pened in the Green Room on the Warners
lot in January, 1940. (George Brent was
finishing up "Till We Meet Again," Bette
Davis was starting "All This, and Heaven
Too," and Ann Sheridan was making tests
for "Torrid Zone.'' And I don't recall what
I was

_
doing.) Tibby and Bette had been

away in New England for several months,
and it was Tibby's first day at the studio
since their return. He frisked into the
restaurant, expecting to find Bette at her
customary table with George Brent, and
sure enough there was Brent—so Tibby
started emitting little grunts of delight and
jumping at his leg. But imagine his sur-
prise when his old pal George gave him
the brush-off, and imagine his surprise
when he looked up appealingly at the chair
where Bette had always sat and found Ann
Sheridan

!

"Tibby," he heard Bette's voice across
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the room. "Tibby, you come here at once
!"

He went, completely mystified. Why was
George Brent, who had always been good
for a romp, so cold, and why was Ann
Sheridan sitting in Bette's chair! Much
too confusing for a little dog.

George's longest romance has been with
Ann Sheridan, as you probably know al-
ready if you keep up with Mr. B., but his
shortest "romance" will really surprise you.
It was with Barbara Stanwyck. Barbara
and George first met in 1932 when they
were working together in "So Big." But
Barbara was very muchly married to Frank
Fay at. the time, and outside of a casual
"Good morning" and "Good night" on the
set they rarely spoke. Several years later,
after her divorce from Fay," Barbara and
George met again at a radio station where
they were to do a broadcast of "So Big."
Several nights later Barbara was having
a lonely dinner when the doorbell rang and
her butler informed her that Mr. Brent's
chauffeur was at the door and Mr. Brent
would like to have her phone number.

"If Mr. Brent's in the car tell him to
come in," Barbara said. Mr. Brent was
in the car, and he did come in. The next
morning he sent a huge box of gorgeous
yellow roses, which he did mot put on his
expense account.
That was the beginning and the end of

the Stanwyck-Brent romance. "I guess I
wasn't his type," Barbara said modestly.
But the truth of it was that a few days
later George read in all the gossip col-
umns that a certain Robert Taylor had
"discovered," and how, a certain Barbara
Stanwyck.

It was Ruth Chatterton who gave
George his first real "break" in Hollywood
—and then proceeded to fall in love with
him. It was early in 1932, and it was Ruth
Chatterton, and not Norma Shearer, who
was called "The First Lady of Hollywood"
at that time. In those days, as in these
days, Holfywood producers were moaning
and groaning over the lack of leading
men, and doing practically nothing about
it. Ruth's new picture, "The Rich Are Al-
ways With Us," was ready to go into
production, but the studio couldn't find a
leading man for her. She spent two solid
days in the projection room looking at
screen tests, and was just about to go
into a total collapse when suddenly George
Brent walked on the screen. That man

Brent sure gets 'em. As soon as he had
finished saying his little say, Ruth de-
manded, "Where has this man been all my
life ?" When a $7500 a week star spoke like
that, in those days (in these days there
are no $7500 a week stars) action was
called for. George Brent, flat broke, found
himself with a Warner Brothers contract
—and has been at the studio ever since.

It was Perc Westmore of the famous
Westmores who introduced George Brent
to Ruth Chatterton in the Green Room at
the studio. "Chatty," says Perc, "seemed
quite pleased."
A few months after "The Rich Are Al-

ways With Us" (future girl friend Bette
Davis was also in the picture) was released-'
George made a second picture with Ruth
Chatterton, called "The Crash." After the
completion of this picture the star and her
leading man were married in August 1932.A year and eight months later they were
separated, and she divorced him in 1935.
Quite the nicest thing that George seems
to have gotten out of his second marriage
(his first marriage was with a woman in
his stock company back East and lasted
only a month) was his great friendship
with Ralph Forbes. Ruth had divorced
Ralph Forbes a short time before she mar-
ried George Brent. As ex-husbands of Ruth
Chatterton they hit it off beautifully, and
became the best of friends—when George
sailed for his beloved Honolulu last year
he took Ralph (now the husband of
Heather Angel) with him.
Most of George's romances appear to

have started on movie sets, which is about
the best place in Hollywood to start a ro-
mance. There's something about propin-
quity^ It was on the set of "The Painted
Veil," on a loan-out to Metro, that George
started his famous romance with Greta
Garbo. It was on the set of "Gold Is
Where You Find It" that George and
Olivia de Havilland discovered each other,
and followed through with a romance that
was probably the most unpublicized of all

Hollywood romances. It was on the set
of "Jezebel" that George and Bette, who
had known each other since their old Uni-
versal days, suddenly decided they weren't
just casual acquaintances. And it was on
the set of "It All Came True" that the
George Brent-Ann Sheridan romance got
off to a speedy start. For a change though,
George wasn't in that picture, he was in
"The Fighting Irish" at the time, and Jim-
my Cagney and the boys told him that that
grand gal, and beautiful too, Ann Sheri-
dan, was doing a strip tease over on the
"It All Came True" set and why not come
on over and watch. Well, the strip tease
turned out to be only an old-fashioned cor-
set routine (Warner Brothers' answer to
Selznick's Vivien Leigh in "Gone With
the Wind," and Paramount's Barbara
Stanwyck in "Remember the Night"), but
George seemed to be well-repaid for his
efforts—he got his first date with Ann.
That was in the winter of 1939. Bette
Davis and Tibby were in New Hampshire.
Unlike most of the other big shot movie

stars in Hollywood George Brent is the
perfect gentleman on a studio set. His is

not the roving eye. Nor the unexpected
pinch._ His leading ladies know that they
can sit down on any chair at any time
without having it collapse under them, and
they know that on his sets they will not
be subjected to rude and embarrassing
jokes. Nor will they be teased unmercifully.
George on the set is a very reserved, quiet
young man, extremely serious about his
acting, and very considerate of his leading
ladies. No wonder they all fall for him.
He has a way of telling them that they
are much too good for their parts—which
is the most flattering thing you can say to
an actress—and if they want to talk about
Life they find him a very amiable, sym-
pathetic listener. George becomes very



All smokers do— sometimes. And so it's very \

much to your interest to . . . GET THIS! 1

Found by eminent doctors: on
comparing, four other leading

cigarette brands average 235%
more irritant than the strikingly

contrasted Philip Morris— and,

the irritation lasts more than five

times as long! Philip Morris smok-

ers enjoy the world's finest tobacco*

— with no worry about throat irri-

tation— even if you inhale

!

moody at times (it's the "Black Irish" m
him) and acts like a modern male Cassan-

dra—another quality that his leading ladies

find most attractive, until they fall out of

love. For instance, when the Nazis started

their invasion of France last year, fol-

lowed by the beginning of the Battle of

Britain, George would keep his radio going

on the set every possible moment, and

dozens of times a day would say, "It won't

be long now before we'll all be dead." And
when Bette Davis ran into him in the

Green Room, a few days before the start

of "The Great Lie" (their last picture

together, and soon to be released) she said,

"You don't have to tell me, George, I

know it isn't a good picture for me. You
can squawk all you want to and I'll agree

with you."
.

Though I wasn't hiding behind any

chairs on the set, I am pretty certain that

the Garbo-Brent romance got off to a beau-

tiful start on the subject of health. Both

Greta and George are very health-con-

scious. At the end of a picture George usu-

ally hides out in a sanitarium for five days

where he catches up on his rest and gets

back into perfect physical condition. George

is very careful of his diet (Ann used to

tease him about it in the early days of their

romance) and so is Garbo. Greta, who
thinks there is no exercise to equal walk-

ing, nearly walked his legs off while they

were romancing, so George introduced her

to the punching bag—much to the amuse-

ment of the neighbors who discovered that

if they climbed out on their roofs they

could see over the Brent fence.

It was probably his great consideration

and gentlemanly manners that first at-

tracted Olivia de Havilland to him on the

"Gold Is Where You Find It" set. Olivia,

the idealist, had just finished several pic-

tures with Errol Flynn, and Errol had

practically teased the daylights out of her.

Now Olivia is a very serious-minded young

person, and intensely interested in acting,

and when George came along and gave her

the dignity and respect due an actress,

naturally she fell for it, and hard. The

two of them spent hours upon hours talk-

ing about Life.

Although she had known him for years,

Bette Davis didn't really become interested

in George Brent until they met on the set

of "Jezebel." It was George's great sym-

/

Jane Wyman recently presented her husband,

Ronald Reagan, with this sweet baby daugh-

ter, whom they have named Maureen Elizabeth.
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pathy and understanding that first attracted

her. Bette had just been sued for divorce

by her husband, Ham Nelson, and she was

feeling pretty broken up by the whole

thing, and wanted, very badly, a shoulder

to cry on. George saw to it that his shoul-

der was very convenient. Well there's

nothing like a new romance to restore a

woman's confidence in herself. And espe-

cially when the new romance is a very

handsome, attractive guy.

Ann Sheridan was attracted to George

Brent because, deep down in her heart,

George was the kind of man she had al-

ways admired. Ann isn't the gay, loud-

mouthed, stay-up-all-night-and-dance-at-a-

night-club gal that you might be lead to

believe she is. Remember Ann Sheridan

is publicity-made. Well, we haven't time

to go into the "real Ann Sheridan" now
—suffice to say that she and Brent are

kindred souls, despite all rumors to the

contrary. If gifts can be an indication of

love Ann has definitely risen to the top-

most point in George's affection during the

past year. Ann's birthday is February 21.

and last year she celebrated it without

Georee—he was in Honolulu at the time.

It appeared in all the gossip columns that

George had sent Ann a beautiful and ex-

pensive bracelet. When a friend asked tn

see the bracelet Ann said, "Those publicity

bovs dreamed that up. That so-and-so

didn't even send me a post card."

But close friends of Ann's and George s

will tell vou that this past fall and winter

he has lavished all kinds of expensive

jewelrv upon her, and that her birthday

present this vear will make up consider-

ably for last vear. In fact close friends of

Ann's and George's will have you believe

that there is a marriage in the offing. That

man Brent, they sav, is really in love this

time. Well, it'll be one less eligible man

in Hollywood—poor, poor Glamor Girls.
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Jean Parker gave
our cameraman
this lovely smile

when he caught
her twirling
around the dance
floor with Doug
Dawson, to whom
she may be mar-
ried by the time
you read this.

Len Wcissman

How Ugly Ducklings Can Find Happiness!
Continued from page 57

protective canvas covering over her cages
of sleeping love birds. In her favorite
wicker chair a pet monkey was stretching.
Quickly she turned the chair to shield him
from the glare.

With little effort Ouspenskaya squeezed
her tiny linen-slacked figure (size ten) into
the same chair with the monkey. As she
stroked his head gently, Hindu bracelets
jingled gaily from her wrist. One foot, en-
casedin a wooden-soled sandal (the uppers
of bright colored string woven by her own
hands), she tucked beneath her. Lighting a
fresh cigarette, she adjusted the blue ban-
dana that carelessly caressed her head and
settled back for more .conversation.

_
"Of course it is true," Ouspenskaya con-

tinued, "that there are many who have lit-

tle opportunity to learn things. There are
those who are very poor. Those who have
responsibilities and must work every second
to meet them. At some time or other, these
people have either said or written to me:
'It is easier for you. An actress' life is more
colorful. There is greater opportunity to
find other interests.' This might be true
now—in a small degree. But there wasn't
always color and opportunity. So, to me,
that is a poor excuse. I can sympathize
with others but —each time when life was
the hardest, I'd invent something ! Anyone
can do this if the desire is strong enough.

"I do not like to speak of tragedy. We all

have our share. But I want to point out that
my early life in Russia, in the Moscow Art
Theatre, was a hard, bitter struggle. We
lived through revolutions, famines, typhoid
plagues. During one period I never saw my
bed for twenty-two days while I nursed
friends and family. I saw horses trample

civilians to death. Trucks piled high with
the corpses of innocent children. Hoodlums
attacking women on the streets.

_
"In the face of those conditions—of con-

ditions today—we must invent things to
give us courage. To build our morale. It
was during that same year of famine when
a troupe of ballet dancers and a grand
opera company came to our city. They
wanted to bring a little joy to our suffering
people.

_
I wanted to help them keep their

own spirits soaring. I wanted to give them
a party but I had practically no money.
But I did own just one party dress

—

celestial blue silk appliqued with roses. I
took it and sold it.

"With the additional money I bought a
little alcohol. We made our own cherry
vodka. I bought pastry filled with meat and-
rice, sardines and herrings. Milk was
scarce and expensive. So I mashed almonds
and kept adding water until I had almond
milk for our coffee. At this party I in-
vented, we played guitars. We danced and
sang. Our troubles were forgotten. Our gay
spirits gave us new hope. It was the most
wonderful party I have ever known !"

A nostalgic note in her voice gave warn-
ing that her memories were moving her.
She seemed completely lost in thought
when genial Elizabeth (who would make
four ebony Ouspenskayas) announced she
was wanted on the phone. (Ouspenskava
usually insists on answering it herself). She
bounded to her feet and excused herself. In
a few seconds she was back. "It was Eddie
Albert," she said. (By the way she smiled,
one knew she was fond of Eddie). "He's
taking Jean Cagney and me to the opening
of 'Sky Lark.' Now I can wear my new

white hat—with veils ! I have been saving
it for a special party.

_
"Please do not make me sound too posi-

tive in this story," she picked up her trend
of thought again. "I would be very unhap-
py if I sounded like I thought my life was
perfect. Believe me, it is far from it.

That s why I became an actress. I took my
emotions and put them into the parts I
played. There is not the same satisfaction
we put into real life—but by bringing all the
emotion I dreamed of having in my own
real life, my parts have gained. I believe
any person can apply this same principle
regardless of the nature of this work I
definitely believe that somehow, someway,
all that I haven't expressed in my own life
will help me to help others find what / lost."
When you heard Ouspenskava play

Flaisire d'Amour in that never-to-be-for-
gotten piano scene in "Love Affair"—she
really played it. At the time she wasn't a
permanent resident in Hollywood. But she
crowded a rented piano into her tiny apart-
ment and learned the piece. She's been
studying piano ever since. In "Beyond To-
morrow" that was no doubling job She
actually sang Jingle Bells in Russian. She
hates cooking, and driving her own car
But she could do both if she had to. And
well, too. During the war in Russia she
became a trained nurse. Once she worked as
a governess and learned typing in her spare
time. Today, if life stopped her from act-
ing, there are many things she could do.

There was a yacht club in the harbor of
the Black Sea. Ouspenskava loved boats.
She loved the sea. But she heard the club
members discouraged women visitors. They
were too fussy. Too helpless.

"I made up my mind they were going to
accept me," she went on. "To gain con-
fidence I studied until I knew the names of
every rope, every sail, every nautical term.
I was determined to be a good useful
sailor. Finally, I managed to pay the club
my first visit. I made them give me an ex-
amination. The only thing I failed in was

—

the sivcaring! After that, each time I
learned something new it became a hobby.
Every person in this zcorld should have at
least one hobby that helps him to escape
occasionally from himself!"
Not one hobby, but dozens became Ous-

penskaya's to command. Somedav she knew
she would meet people who spoke other
languages. She studied English and French.
(Right now she's trying to conquer Spanish
because she hears that Hollywood may
send her people to make pictures in South
America). When she eventually left Russia
for Paris, she heard about something new
called jazz dancing. Her first night in Paris
she went to a night club and tried it out.
Three years ago in New York City, every-
one was doing the tango. Ouspenskaya took
lessons. One night at the Maisonette" Russe.
with her partner she stopped the show. She
is trying to figure out a way to learn to
jitterbug! She never expects to do it in
public But many young people do. And
enjoy it. She wants to know why.

"I am never satisfied just seeing others
do things," Ouspenskaya sighed—as if she
were reprimanding herself. "It's something
in me, maybe terrific curiosity. / must do
them, too ! 1 have to think twice before
attempting some things. I am of an age
where dignity is especially necessary. But
I find a way to try everything new—if I

want to badly enough. I've been swimming-
all my life. Now I can ride a horse and
bowl, too. I can even sing cowboy songs

—

and I did for the cowboys on the ranch,
where I visited in Victorville. Yes—they
were surprised

!

"In 1923 when I visited America with
the Moscow Art Repertory company, I de-
cided to come back. In 1924 I returned. So
many plays in my repertory had been re-
moved by the Russian Government. So I

became an instructress in the Laboratory

SO



Theatre along with the late Richard Bole-

slavski. We produced plays for a small

public. One was 'Big Lake' by the well-

known playwright, Lynn Riggs. That s

when I learned the cowboy songs. I never

thought I would use them again. But I

learned them anyway."
Once again Elizabeth the great made

her appearance. She handed Ouspenskaya

a note. With quick, eager hands she tore it

open and scanned the contents. Now those

amazing eves of hers were dancing.

"It is "from George Brent," she an-

nounced, with the air of a- high school girl

who had landed a choice date. "He is very

sweet. We have been friends since we made

'The Rains Came.' " And then, just to prove

she had picked up some good American

dang, "I have quite a crush on him!"

We talked for a few minutes more.

Ouspenskaya went on to tell how desper-_

ately she was trying to conquer her fear ot

driving on winding mountain roads. Of

looking down from high places. She ad-

mitted she was an extremist—her worst

bad habit being that she is never satisfied

to stop singing, dancing, almost anything

when once she starts. Wisely too she ex-

plained it was her nature—one side long-

ing for pleasure, the other longing for

perfection. And speaking of perfection, she

said : "Human beings are so rich ! But some

people who lose one thing in life lose life

with it. Because they once had something,

they believe everything is lost. I don't be-

lieve it ! Yesterday you had one thing. To-

dav, find something else. As long as hands

work—as long as there is curiosity and de-

termination

—

don't wait. If hands are cut

off, work with toes. But don't wait—use

toes while hands are still working. I can't

abide slow-walking, slow-thinking plodders

—those who lack enthusiasm and energy.

I would rather forgive energetic people

who do wrong than slow saints !
We

Whenever you
see Betty Grable,

she's always with

a handsome es-

cort—this time
it's Bob Stack,

but don't think

it's serious just

because they've

reached the
hand - holding

stage.

hen WeisSman

couldn't fulfill in three lifetimes all there

is to do."

We were now at the door. Soon she

would be on her way to the Hollywood

Bowl to hear Alec Templeton, the blind

pianist. She always walks up Highland

Avenue to the Bowl. She likes to watch

the people. She likes to eavesdrop on their

conversations. Where but in Hollywood

could you find such an extraordinary per-

sonality? What other business could pro-

duce such a resourceful woman? From her

first salary of $75 a week—to a reputed

$500 a day! Not bad for an ugly duckling!

On the table near the doorway was a

copy of John Steinbeck's "Of Mice and

Men." Was that one of Ouspenskaya s ta-

vorite books? She picked it up. As she did

so, her face broke into a wide grin. She

was debating whether to express the

thought that seemed to be amusing her.

Now she was looking for all the world like

a strange little pixie.

"I will tell you," she chuckled. I try

to learn at least ten new English words a

day. But until I read Mr. Steinbeck's book

I didn't know that a tart was something

else besides a little cookie!"

BETWEEN TAKES THEY TAKE TO
R CG • U. S. PAT. OFF.

The "movie lots" in Hollywood

are going Pepsi-Cola in a greal

big way. Different from other

cola drinks. Pepsi-Cola appeals

because of its finer flavor. Each

big bottle pours 12 full ounces

... a generous helping that reall)

quenches thirst. Enjoy America's

BIG favorite—go Pepsi-Cola now.

Pepsi-Cola, Sole Product of Pepsi-Cola Company.

Long Island City, N. V., Is bottled locally by

authorized bottlers from coast to coast.

FREE: Pepsi-Cola recipe booklet write Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y. Dept F.
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^Meds

— by a school teacher

Ancient history is my subject— but
when it comes to sanitary protection,

I'm all for the modern, internal way.
And I've always wished I didn't have
to pay extra to get it. So I certainly

was delighted when Modess brought

out Meds—a new and improved tam-
pon—at only 20^5 a box of ten. I like

Meds far, far better. And they're the

only tampons in individual applicators

so wonderfully inexpensive.

„,„„ ONLY 90^

1
EACH I

;'/'

"; $
N INDIVIDUAL APPLICATOR

SONG POEM WRITERS
Write today for free booklet out-
lining profit sharing plan.

ALLIED MUSIC, Dept. 10
7608 Reading Cincinnati, O. u

.GIRLS!!,
13 - 25 YRS. OLD
Who Suffer Pain, Weak Nervous Spells
from Functional Monthly Disturb-

ances. READ THIS!
If you're approaching womanhood or In
your early 20's and are troubled by rest-
less, cranky, nervous spells, by cramps,
headaches, backache—due to this cause— take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound—famous for over 60 years.

Pinkham's Compound is one of the
MOST EFFECTIVE women's medicines
made to relieve distress of weak, nervous
spells due to functional periodic com-
plaints. Beneficial for older women, too,
to help build up resistance against dis-
tress of "difficult days."WORTHTRYING!

A Veteran's Advice to Young Americans

Continued from page 34

think I got my first part? Not by telling

the casting director how good I was. I

tried that first. I'd sort of made a specialty

of playing old men, I don't know why,
back in my pre-war, fly-by-night days.
So that was the 'experience' I talked up.
But no one would believe me. I guess
I looked too young and they never gave
me a chance to show them. So one day
I had one of my bright ideas and made
the rounds in make-up. I was an old man,
shuffling gait, stooped shoulders, toothless
look. It worked. I got my first job in pic-
tures that day.

"It's not always going to be easy for
us who remember 1917 to watch the boys
go off for a year in camp—I've got two
young fellows of my own and I know

—

but, after all, it's not to war and it should
be the best thing in the world for most of
them. Of course, it's not their fault, it's

nobody's fault, but look around you today.
The kids don't know what to do with
themselves. There aren't enough jobs to
go around somehow and so there's a lot of
idleness when, at their age, there ought
to be ambition and hard work.

"Discipline, that's what they, need more
than anything else and that's what they're
going to be getting. Discipline 'and work.
A year of that'll toughen their minds and
bodies. It'll quicken their senses, too, make
them keener, more alive. But, most im-
portant of all for the day when their
stretch is over, they will be coming out
with an impetus most of them have never
had before and it'll be a heck of a lot

easier for them to find jobs when they
have to start looking around again. You'll
see, they'll be brown and fit, full of con-
fidence in their ability to do a good day's
work.

"It won't come so easy, perhaps, to those
who are already pretty well set in careers
of their own, but even they will find some-
thing in this free association of all kinds
and conditions, living, working, playing to-
gether, sharing the daily ups and downs,
shouldering their common responsibilities,

they couldn't possibly be finding at home.
It'll be a new kind of job, granted, but
it'll be worth it. Hard, fit, a few of the
rough edges rubbed off, they should be
ready to take whatever they have to run
up against—and just because of this draft

business I think you'll be finding things
a whale of a lot different the next ten
years or so.

"It's all a case of swimming with the
stream. If you try to swim against it, you
may find yourself just where you were

—

or a little further down stream—and all

worn out at the end of the year. It's an
opportunity. Take it and make the most
of it.

"Few people associate acting with the
Army, but it's where a lot of my experi-
ence came from. I'd been given parts in

some of the school plays at Rindge Tech
back in Cambridge and later had appeared
some in small-time vaudeville and musical
comedy before I joined up. When they
found that out, they gave me a chance to

appear in some of the company and regi-

mental shows. So you see there's a lot to
being in the Army besides toting a rifle,

and almost anybody can find something
along his line."

The day after war was declared, Walter
Brennan promptly joined up in Boston as
a buck private in the 101st Regiment of
Field

_

Artillery. That was the old 26th
Division of the A.E.F. During the next
two years he spent nineteen months in

France, nine of which were right up there

in the front line trenches, bearing the brunt
of one heavy attack after another. Amoncr
the battles in which he saw action were
Chateau Thierry, St. Mihiel and the
Meuse-Argonne. He was gassed and
hospitalized several times and at one time
he was fed such a steady dose of the
poison that he lost all his teeth and so
he has to wear a dental plate, which he
has since found a real help in playing
old men. By the time he was mustered out
at the end of hostilities, he had risen to the
rank of corporal. "They'd killed off all

the other corporals by then," is the way he
puts it, "so it was my turn."

All this incessant action, the rough dis-
cipline of Army life at the front, living so
long in the very thick of danger, did some-
thing to the restless young man from
Swampscott, Mass., who had joined up as
a lark. "I promised myself solemnly that
if ever I was lucky enough to get out of
that war in one hunk, I'd lead a quiet, re-
spectable life and be in bed by 8 P.M.
every night for a year."
And he did. Directly on receiving his

discharge he settled down for just that
year, reporting for a financial paper in

Boston. The girl he married was Ruth
Wells from nearby Salem. She's still his
wife after twenty-one years, a living refu-
tation of the Hollywood legend. They have
three children, two boys and a girl, and
live on a ranch large enough for his oldest
son, "Mike," to belong to the 4-H Club.
But Walter didn't come straight from

the financial journal in Boston to top
character parts in Hollywood. There were
a couple of years of raising pineapples in
Guatemala, a fling at the real estate boom
in Los Angeles and, then, when that col-
lapsed so abruptly in 1923, a long spell of
haunting the movie studio gates for extra
work.

It was during that spell that he met up
with another young fellow named Gary
Cooper, and the discouraging experiences
they shared for the next few months
formed the basis for a friendship that has
ripened through the years and helps ex-
plain Walter's prominence in the cast of
so many of the Gary Cooper pictures
you've been seeing.

It was his playing, incidentally, in one
of those earlier Cooper pictures

—"The
Wedding Night"—which finally moved
him up and out of the ranks of the extras.
Audiences and Sam Goldwyn discovered
him simultaneously and he was signed to
a long-term contract that is still in force.

The only supporting player to do it, he's

won the Oscar twice, the first time in

1936 for his work in "Come and Get It,"

the second two years later in "Kentucky,"
and he is justly proud of these honors
Hollywood awards its own.
The true actor, his hands are in con-

stant motion as he talks and expressions
come and go across the mobile face that

has lent itself to so many characteriza-
tions. Bits out of his past kept cropping
up in the conversation and he rambled on
from one little anecdote to another. Those
first tenderfoot days in the Army, his

hopeless struggles with the French lan- '

guage, always a puzzle to him, his later

efforts to curb a restless temperament to

the mundane demands of financial re-

porting, even the sad lot of the erstwhile
extra came in, now, for its reminiscent
chuckle or two. Always it was the droll,

the humorous, that he brought out from
that varied past of his. Nothing had made
him bitter. He had a way of pointing up
the most unlikely experience so that It
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-for Evenings of Romance
You're in tune with love— a joyous harmony of

fragrance and youthful color! Your Evening in Paris

lipstick/ rouge,and powder blend with each otherand

with your skin, in a thrilling "live" shade. And all

are fragrant with your perfume—romantic Evening

in Paris! You and Cupid and Evening in Paris—
that's an alliance no man can resist. You'll see!

CREATED BY DOURJOIS NEW YORK
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took on an entertaining slant all its own.

It became increasingly obvious, however,

that, outside of his family, acting was the

one serious concern with him. He had

a way of coming right back to that. And
so I questioned him on how he went about

getting certain effects of—well, call it

"character in action" for want of any

better name.
.

"The camera doesn't miss a thing, he

told me. "It gets everything from the ears

up. You've got to think your part through

and then live it out under the lights. You
have to forget yourself and what you had

for breakfast. You have to forget every-

thing but the man you're supposed to be,

and every day, until the picture is finished

and put on the shelf, you've got to remain

that same man, not his brother, not your-

self, but that one particular man you're

giving life to on the film.

"A week before a picture begins," he

went on, "I'll take my script home and go

over it thoroughly, page by page, scene by

scene, getting closer and closer to the new
character until I gradually feel that man
is myself. Each character is different from

all the others. He has different ways of

thinking, of dressing, of carrying himself,

and his own way of reacting to certain

situations. I try to make that man's per-

sonality mine and see things as he would

until I've found just the way he, and he

alone, would express himself in action."

In "Maryland" it came out in the walk,

somehow. In "The Westerner" there was
something about the sharp eyes, even the

eyebrows, that made you see and feel what

had made the killer Judge the kind of

man he was.

Perhaps it's this sympathy and under-

standing for others that enables him to

make friends so easily. Or it may be the

other way around. But Walter Brennan

Len-Wcissman

Mary Martin, who attended one of the re-

cent film openings with her husband, Richard

Halliday, above, smiles at the fans who were

on hand to catch a glimpse of the stars.
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does have a way of hanging on to his

friends. He told me of a young doctor in

Presque Isle, Ale., who operated on him

back in 1916. He never saw the man again,

but they've exchanged Christmas cards

every year since, even during those years

he was abroad with his mind, presum-

ably on grimmer things. And, incidentally,

there are scores of friends from those old

Army days he still hears from every now

and then.

"The Army sure was a lot of fun, he

resumed, as the talk jumped all the way

back to our original topic. "Some of the

boys are due for a big surprise when their

turn comes and they find out what it's

reallv like. Hard? Heck, yes! Plenty. de-

manding, too. But so is anything else that s

any good. But if they'll be like those Ful-

ler Brush salesmen I was just telling you

about, a lot of them are going to find right

there in camp the chance they've been

looking for, that chance to show what

they've got. They're going to discover, a

lot of them, unexpected skill for things

they'd never have tried out back home.

And some of the boys, more than you

might think, are going to like it so well

that they'll just hang around after their

stretch is over and join up again for more

of the same. There's something about the

life that's apt to get you, maybe it's the

friends you make, the new ideas about hie

you're picking up all the time. And a lot

of the others'" are going to get their start,

are going to be given some real training

they never had before, and those boys will

have something new to offer when they

get out. After all, a year's not so long

when a fellow's young." He grinned across

at me, blue eyes very warm and friendly,

as he added, "Yes. sir. It'll be worth

watching for, the difference, in the next

few years."
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LOST AMONG THE
LIPSTICKS?. ..JUST

Stop experimenting with "fad"
shades and ask for Tangee natural

Lipstick. As you apply it, notice how
it changes from orange in the stick to

produce your own most flattering

shade of vibrant blush rose.

You'll thrill to the smartness of the

"Matched Make-Up" that harmonizes
with this famous lipstick . . . Tangee
natural Rouge, and the famous
Tangee Face Powder.

Remember: Tangee natural Lip-

stick is made with a pure cream base
which helps prevent chapping and
ends that dry, "drawn" feeling.

Tangee

"WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS LIPSTICK"

SEND FOR COMPLETE
MAKE-UP KIT

The George W. Luft Co., Dist.,

„, -. ,„,. ,

417 Fifth Ave., New York City
Please rush "Miracle Make-up Kit" of sample Tangee
Lipsticks and Rouge in both Natural and Theatrical Red
Shades. Also Pace Powder. I enclose 100 (stamps or
com). (15^ in Canada.)

Check Shade of Powder Desired:
Peach o Light Rachel n Flesh

Rachel Dark Rachel Tan

Name
(Pi*

City_ SU41

Ray Milland's
hobby is wood-
work and <he has
turned out many
fine pieces, most
of which are in

use in his home.
At right, Milland
is shown working
on a lathe in the
shop in his Bev-
erly Hills home.

Beginning Ray Milland's Romantic Life Story
from page 33
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Continued

a jewel in the making. She reminded him
that he'd always been seasick on boats.
Oh, not on this boat he wouldn't. This
boat was different. Besides, think of all

the fresh air they'd get

!

He rushed the job through. Life was
arid till he could step foot on his own
craft. The builders wore beards the day
it was launched, having worked through
a forty-eight-hour stretch. The Millands
went off on a weekend cruise. What with
taxis dodging in and out of the harbor,
the buoy breaking loose, and other com-
plications unforeseen by the captain, he
was up. all night. Next day he showed at
the shipyards. "I want you to sell my
boat." He shrugged off the answering
clamor with a scowl. "I just don't like
yachting

!"

It's the incurable romantic in Milland
that precipitates these moves. A boat con-
jures up an image of. poetry on water, and
the obstacles between him and achievement
of that image fade out. By the same token,
a pair of 'ice-skates in a showcase will bring
a vision of himself skimming over ice. So
he'll buy them, though he doesn't skate.
There was the time when money was scarce
and Ray came home, bearing a gem-studded
accordion, price $325, which had taken his
eye in a shop window. Fifteen dollars
down, a contract signed, and the treasure
was his. "What are you going to do with
it?" asked his wife. "Learn to play it." Two
clays later he sneaked back to the shop,
left the accordion on the counter, and
skipped. He never found out why they
didn't dun him.
There was also the time when Mrs.

Milland opened the door to a man who
said, ^ "Where shall I put the horse?"
"What horse?"
"Mr. Milland ordered a horse."
"Just take it away quietly," she whis-

pered. And later, "Did you order a horse,
Jack?"

"Oh-h, not exactly. Just said I thought
I might be able to use one."

Incidentally, he does know what to do
with a horse. He could probably give
points to a circus-rider. But their living
quarters had been fashioned to accommo-
date nothing more ambitious in four feet
than a Scottie.
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He knows what to do with an airplane
too. Mrs. Milland found herself seated be-
side Ruth Elder one day at a country club
luncheon. "Your husband was out looking
at my plane," said Miss Elder pleasantly.
Mai turned hot and cold. "He seems bent
on buying it, though it's not a very good
plane."

"I'll tell him you said so," Mai inter-
posed hastily.

"Oh, I've told him that, but he seems
to think it's a bargain."
Mai rests her hopes in the difficulty of

buying a plane out of a limited spending
allowance for extras.

Mai is short for Muriel. Hollywood pays
her the highest compliment within its gift
by saying "there's nothing Hollywood
about her." She has a lovely face, framed
in prematurely gray hair, and a lovelier
smile. Her eyes have the candor of a
child's, and her voice is a throaty contral-
to, easy on the ears. People who know
her well say she belongs on top of a
Christmas tree. Ray says he never wanted
or expected to marry until he met her.
She calls him Jack, because he was chris-
tened Reginald, which sissy name he so
loathed from childhood that, when he could,
he'd pass himself off as Jack. She thinks
it's a wife's first job to make her husband
happy and sees nothing revolutionary in
the idea, even in Hollywood. On the con-
trary, she^ calls it enlightened selfishness.
Unless he's happy, she's not.

He's a fellow of quirks, unpredictably
sunny or morose. X finds him charming, Y
finds him churlish, the difference generally
lying in the difference he finds between
X and Y. He likes whom he likes, and
whom he doesn't he turns his back on, a
rare enough kind of honesty in the movie
colony. He's been called anti-social which,
in Hollywoodese, means that you don't
want to be entirely surrounded by people.
He says that a lot of them around all

the t
:me give him claustrophobia.

This has caused Mai her awkward mo-
ments, but through the years she's adjusted
herself. He'll come home from the studio
to a dinner party of six arranged weeks
before, and demand in an aggrieved roar
why she always wants to fill the house
with people. Or due at a dinner party



themselves, she'll find herself obliged to

phone excuses at the last moment. This no

longer bothers her. Their intimates know
and understand Jack, and the rest don't

matter. A rabid reader, he'll sit among a

roomful of talkers with his nose in a book,

or retire at ten with a jovial, "Glad I

don't have to go out into the cold like you

fellows." "He means it, too," says Mai,

softly. "Don't think for a minute he's being-

funny." On the other hand, they'll go to

a party with Ray sternly insisting before

they set out on leaving early. It will then

happen that his wife can't drag him away
till cockcrow.

He's the original "far-fields-are-green-

est" kid. He started running away at seven,

not from anything, but toward some imag-

ined enchantment. His childhood was be-

devilled by an itch to find out what was at

the end of the street or round the other

side of the mountain. In Neath, his birth-

place, church kept three times on Sundays.

The first morning he was sent alone, he

headed for the seashore, where a
_

police-

man found him at sunset and carried him
home.
He took his family for granted. His

only brother died at the age of five. His
three younger sisters were useful to whee-

dle coppers out of, but otherwise non-

existent. He was too wrapped up in him-

self, he'll tell you, to bother about anyone

else. His mother spelled protection, his

father discipline. He continued to run away
regularly on Sundays and go supperless

to bed, which hurt "his mother more than

it did him. With her it was a system. The
moment he appeared in the policeman's

tow, she'd make a great stir about packing

him off to bed, "and no supper, mind
you." This was so the world could bear

witness, when father came home, that Reg
had been punished, thus averting more
severe and rigorous measures at the pa-

ternal hand.
Came the time when father caught up

with his son. Tired of running away on

two feet and getting nowhere, he and a

friend laid plans to depart on a boat. They
took food, but no water, and crawled into

hiding at five one evening. As they heard

the masts creak and felt the ship bob and

sway, their young hearts swelled to ad-

venture. At dawn they peered out. The
bobbing and swaying had been caused by

outgoing tides. They were still fast to the

Alluring, Too ?

the tip of

tongue

Ona Munson, who's appearing in "Lady from

New Orleans," gets ready to pour a glass

of her favorite and refreshing soft drink.

Make the Tongue-Test . .

.

Run the tip of your tongue over your teeth...

inside and out. Feel that filmy coating? That's

Materia Alba... and it doesn't belong on teeth ! Il

collects stains, makes teeth dull, dingy-looking.

Your Tongue Tells You
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filmy coating that dims the natural brilliance

of your teeth, your smile. And it's this filmy

coating that makes teeth look dull . . . bars

your way to romance.
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EASY. . . SQUEEZY

New nail glamour

• Now you just squeeze a manicure! The
tube is the brush. It paints your nails in a
flash. Try it, and you'll never go back to

bottles. Carry the light little tubes with
you, keep a set in your desk. Never mind a
chip...whip out PLEDGE wherever you are
and repair it! Glamorous nails for every
date, this new easy-squeezy way. Choose
from 15 thrilling new colors. At leading
variety chain store cosmetics counters.

Complete manicure in 4 tubes
* LIQUID NAIL ENAMEL ... Almost applies
itself . . . from new brush-tube.

* polish remover . . . Felt-tip tube does the
job ... no cotton necessary.

* cuticle softener . . . Flows from tube into
small NYLON brush-tip.

* nail cream . . . Felt-tipped tube is cleverly
shaped to massage the nails.

COPYRIGHT 1941,
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wharf. Food gone, throats parched, life a
husk, they crept home. Ray really got it

that time—with a toasting-fork four feet
long, the first thing his father could lay
hands on. Next day he was gazing into
the_ window of a shipping agency, won-
dering how long it would take him to coax
enough pennies from his sisters for pas-
sage to Canada at seventeen pounds ten.
Canada and Texas were his Meccas. He
read all the Westerns he could lay hands
on, and cried his heart out one night
because the cowboys in his current opus
didn't wear guns.
His taste for travel was gratified in a

minor way when his father, an industrial
engineer, moved the family to Cardiff for
business reasons. School absorbed him for
a while. Adventures of the -mind compen-
sated for the lack of physical adventure. A
brilliant student, he was entered for Kings
College at twelve, and a half, with other
advanced students t6o young to go to the
university. Presently he was fifteen, still

too young for Cambridge, and with feet
that itched all the more for their long
inactivity.- His uncle owned a small ship-
ping line that traded in the Mediterranean.
He coaxed his father to let him go as a
cabin boy. It wasn't the sea that lured him,
but the sound of faraway names and the
smell of strange ports. Indeed, he soon
got his fill of sailing. The Mediterranean
venture was followed by a cruise to Aus-
tralia with his mother, on the understand-
ing that he would ship back from Port
Lincoln as member of the crew of a five-
master. The privations and terrors of that
trip round dreaded Cape Horn, with two
boys washed overboard—one under his
horrified eyes—gave him an appreciation
of commonplace earth that he'd lacked be-
fore.

Milland the elder, pleased that his
scheme had worked, beamed approval as
the returned rover took his exams, passed
them and^ entered Cambridge. He stayed
exactly six months, having reached the
considered conclusion that four years were
an awful lump out of a man's life and
that precious little learning was done at
Cambridge anyway. His long-suffering par-
ent was understandably outraged. "Well,
what in the name of God do you want
to do?"

"I'd like to try the army."
The next several years proved com-

pletely satisfying. After eight months as
lieutenant in the Cheshire Yeomanry, he
was accepted for the Household Cavalry,
the King's personal bodyguard on state
occasions. As a member of that tradition-
ally romantic organization, he was in social
demand—-a demand which his personal dash
did nothing to weaken. He wore eye-
filling uniforms, as becoming to him as he
was to them. He went to riding school and
became an expert horseman. He went to
Paris and became a connoisseur of wine,
women and song. His father, relieved to
have got his changeling child settled, sup-
plemented his pay with an allowance.- He
had a whale of a time till a banking
crash hit his father. Among other luxuries,
one cavalryman had to be dropped from
the budget. At twenty-one, without money,
job or profession, Ray was catapulted from
glamor into reality.

One evening the phone rang in the flat

of Estelle Brody, an English actress now
married in Hollywood. A friend was ask-
ing if he could bring a young man around,
said young man being on his uppers, un-
trained to labor, so the only thing left was
the stage. The friend was prayerful and
insistent. He. arrived, accompanied by
something resplendent in tails and a dark
male attractiveness. "Is this what needs a
job!" gasped Miss Brody. Persuaded at
length that the tails represented a last
faint glimmer of glory, she told him to
meet her at the studio next morning.

SCREENLAND

Bette Davis and Arthur Farnsworth are pic-
tured cutting the wedding cake following their
surprise marriage. Watch for our next month's
fiction ization of Bette's new film, "The Bride
Came C. O. D.," which co-stars Jimmy Cagney.

He was engaged for the day as atmos-
phere. "Where's your makeup?" bellowed
whoever was paid to bellow.

"I don't know. What's that?" An extra
took him away and made him up, he
swears, to look like Theda Bara. He'd been
on the set an hour when a couple of guys
came over and examined his eyes, his
teeth, his nose. "What am I?" he asked.
"A horse up for sale?" They sent him to
the casting office, he was signed for the
picture and shipped to Scotland, where
he loafed at six dollars a day. They didn't
even use him for atmosphere.
From this he drew the canny conclu-

sion that acting was the only profession
that paid you for not knowing your job.
It was therefore custom-tailored for him.
He managed to get himself a spot with a
small provincial company, where they
taught him to walk across the stage in-
stead of running like hell for the nearest
exit. Returned to London, he talked an
agent into handling him.

"I can't get you another sharpshooter,"
he heard this agent shouting over the
phone one day. "What do you want me to
do? Pick one off a telegraph post?"
"Who wants a sharpshooter?" asked

Ray. The agent named a director who
was making a picture called "The In-
former." The German sharpshooter he'd
hired was down with pneumonia. "I'm
going after that job," said Ray.
"Hey, they want a real sharpshooter,"

the agent yelled after him.
"I'm pretty good," Ray yelled back.
The director asked for his credentials.

"What do you mean, credentials? I was
British Army champion for three years."
"You're not a professional?"
"You don't have to be a professional to

be good."
They escorted him to a set forty feet

long, fixed a sixpence to the wall, chalked
a ring around it and gave him a Browning-
repeating rifle, which has fourteen shots in
it. Ray took one shot. The direction Was
perfect, the elevation low. He adjusted his
arm and shot the other thirteen into one
and the same hole. The effect was spectac-
ular. They thought he was William Tell.
He wiped is forehead, knowing that in a
thousand years he couldn't repeat. Luckily,
he didn't have to. He was given the job
at eleven dollars a day.



One morning he was standing on a

parallel fixed outside the set, ready to imi-

tate a machine gun shooting through the

window. From below a voice asked what
he was doing. "Just standing around."

"When do you break for lunch?" "About
an hour." "Put on some dirty makeup and

a muffler round your throat, and come
over to the other set. I want to make a

test."

On the other set they gave him no lines.

"Just act tough," they said. He used all the

language he'd learned in barracks and

stables, and it was apparently quite

adequate.

"The leading man broke his leg," they

told him. "Report at three." Giaracteris-

tically, only then did he remember that he

had another job. Characteristically, he ex-

pected the other director to be thrown into

transports of joy by his good fortune. He
was honestly amazed at the storm that

broke over his head. Eventually it was
settled. He was to do all the necessary

shooting during his lunch hour. For four-

teen weeks he ate no lunch.

The picture completed, he was signed

to a six months' contract, drew his pay

and did nothing. (Hollywood has no mon-
opoly on that trick.) He improved his

time by taking tap lessons. One afternoon

he was tapping alone at the studio, feeling

none too bright, for his contract was up
next day. A couple of men walked in,

stood around, walked out. He paid them
no heed, intent on his feet and his troubles.

The manager presently appeared. "You've

got an audition tomorrow. Be here promptly

at eleven."

"With whom? Mickey Mouse?"
"Didn't you talk to Mr. Chariot?"

Ray's feet came to rest. Give it to me
again, and give it to me gently, brother."

"Chariot was in here, fathead, and wants

you at the Hippodrome tomorrow."

At nine thirty he phoned the studio.

They regretted, etc.—his option would not

be renewed. At eleven he entered the Hip-
podrome—best suit, brand new tap shoes,

under his arm a ditty called Lucky Me,
Lovable You. The place swarmed with pro-

fessionals. Milland's name was called. He
handed his dinky roll to the pianist, "Lucky
me, lovable you," he warbled, his voice

rising to heights beyond his control.

He stopped the slaughter himself. "Let's

go into the dance."

*Jane Russell and Jack Buete

in Howard Hughes' "The
Outlaw". For romantic
hands, use Jergens Lotion.

Brenda Joyce is another Hollywood girl who
recently took the marital step. This picture of

Brenda and her good-looking husband, Owen
Ward, was taken shortly after their marriage.

Soft Hands are so truly

feminine...adorable"

UW w
(Lovely New Hollywood Discov.

This Simple Care helps prevent

awkward Roughness, Chapping

Quick as a wink—smooth Jergens Lo-

tion on your hands. Many doctors help

harsh, hard-used skin to rose-leaf soft-

ness by applying 2 fine ingredients—

both in Jergens. The favorite Lotion!

Never sticky! Be glad when you, too,

have darling hands. Get Jergens Lotion

today. 500, 25?, 10c, $1.00.

so cathie began to use jergens

lotion; and not long after

FOR, SOFT,

ADORABLE HANDS -

SCREENLAND

FREE/ ...PURSE- SIZE BOTTLE
MAIL THIS COUPON NOW

(Paste on penny postcard, if you wish)

The Andrew Jergens Company. 5922 Alfred Street

Cincinnati, Ohio Un Canada: Perth. Ontario)

Let me see how soon Jergens Lotion helps me have

lovable, soft hands. Send purse-size botde, frtt.

Name —

Stmt

Gty _ SttU
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PSTICK and ROUGE

Deep Sea Make-up, the new
Fashion sensation, is now avail-

able in fifty-cent sizes. It's utterly

smart and very, very flattering—

the most glamourous make-up

you have ever worn!

Ask for the Varsity size Cli-

matized* Lipstick in these lovely

high fashion shades— FIRE
CORAL, a deep flaming coral;

Fathom Red, a rich luscious red

with rose overtones. Made from

the same exclusive formula as

the luxury size lipstick, giving

your lips the same protection

from harsh weather. Dry Rouge
to match, in a dainty, convenient

enamel case.

This scene from Bette Davis
1 new starring picture, "The Great Lie," film version of

Polan Banks' novel, "January Heights," shows Bette with Mary Astor, who plays the
"other woman" in the picture. George Brent is the co-star and the man in the case.

*Reg.U.S.Pat.Off.

PHILADELPHIA SAN FRANCISCO

"Buck?" inquired the obliging pianist.

Ray didn't know what buck meant. He
started a softshoe. His rhythm was all

right, the pianist's was too, but they had
no meeting ground. "Hell, I quit," snarled
Ray and walked off.

A soft voice in an iron glove called him
back. Mr. Chariot addressed him from the
pit. "Where are your manners, young man?
In this profession, you do as you're told.

If you're not good enough, you're not good
enough, and it's for me to say. Dance,
please."

The pianist played it differently. Ray
danced and began to enjoy it. Chariot
signed him for three revues. He'd been
rehearsing a week for the first one, when
lightning struck again. An American,
lunching like himself at the Carlton, kept
eying him and finally came over. "Are you
an actor? Pictures? How many?"

"Just one," said Ray and named it.

Early the following morning the phone
rang. J. Robert Rubin of Metro was call-

ing. Could Mr. Milland stop in to see him
at ten?

Mr. Rubin said, "I ran that picture of
yours yesterday afternoon. I think you
have possibilities. Here's a five-year con-
tract, starting at one fifty and going up to

eight fifty. You'll have to sail for the
States next Wednesday."
Undeterred by the spectre of Mr. Char-

lot and his contract, Ray signed, then
paused for reflection. "Wait a minute. I've

got a contract. Never mind." He grinned
his most brilliant and patted Mr. Rubin's
shocked shoulder. "I'll get out of it."

Mr. Chariot was very pleasant and
equally firm. He had no intention of re-

leasing Mr. Milland. On that note the
interview began ands ended. All the bland-
ishments, hitherto so effective, proved
sterile here. To another man, it would have
been apparent that he'd struck rock. Ray
dashed up and down London, routing out
friends who loved him and knew Mr. Char-

lot. A day or two later he was summoned
to the presence, who spoke in the meas-
ured tones of wrath controlled. "Young-
man, you've set all London storming at my
doors. In self-defense, I shall tear up your
contract, providing you pay fifty pounds
to the Actors' Orphanage."
He had to borrow eleven to make up

the fifty. That night he phoned Estelle
Brody. "Come out and have some cham-
pagne with me."

"At this hour?"
"It's to celebrate. I'm going to Holly-

wood."
"When?"
"Next Wednesday on the Majestic."
"I don't believe it. Have you got your

quota number?" '

"What's a quota number? I'll get it to-
morrow if I must. Tonight's for cham-
pagne."
Next morning he presented himself at

the consulate. "I'm going to America and
I want a quota number." The girl at the
desk handed him an interminable form to
fill in. This he regarded as a nuisance, but
obliged. He was told to report to the doc-
tor for a physical examination. "All right.

Now look. I'm leaving next Wednesday on
the Majestic

—

"

She lifted tranquil eyes. "No, you're not,

sonny. You won't get your quota number
for six months."
That stopped sonny but not for long.

He leaned his elbow on the desk, his cheek
on his elbow, and went to work on the
girl. That night an actor took her out
dancing—wait'll I tell you, girls—and
didn't get home till four A.M. But when
the Majestic sailed the following Wednes-
day, he was on it.

What happened to our hero in

Hollywood ?

Read the second instalment of "Ray Mil-
land's Romantic Life Story" in the next
issue of SCREENLAXD.
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Store Directory

Fashions featured on Pages 62 and 63

will be found in the following stores

and in others in principal cities

throughout the country.

Ensembles by Lido Sportswear, Inc.

462 Seventh Avenue, New York

Fowler, Dick, Walker, Binghamton,

N. Y.

J. N. Adam & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

Carson, Pirie, Scott, Chicago, 111.

Halle Bros., Cleveland, O.

Younker Bros., Des Moines, la.

B. Siegel & Co., Inc., Detroit, Mich.

J. W. Robinson Co., Los Angeles, Cal.

R. J. Goerke, Newark, N. J.

B. Altman & Co., New York

Lord & Taylor, New York

Korrick's D. G. Co., Phoenix, Ariz.

Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Meier & Frank Co., Inc., Portland, Ore.

Famous & Barr Co., St. Louis, Mo.

Marston Co., Inc., San Diego, Cal.

Roos Bros., Inc., San Francisco, Cal.

Woodward & Lothrop, Inc., Washing-

ton, D. C.

The Frilo Fouragiere Bag by Friedman-Lobel,

136 Madison Avenue, New York

Wm. Filenes Sons Co., Inc., Boston,

Mass.

Oppenheim Collins & Co., Inc., Buffalo,

N. Y.

Halle Bros., Cleveland, 0.

J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit, Mich.

L. S. Ayres Co., Inc., Indianapolis, Ind.

Saks Fifth Avenue, New York

John Wanamaker, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kauffmann's Dept. Stores, Inc., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney, St

Louis, Mo.

Julius Garfinkel & Co., Washington

D. C.

Frocks by Sacson Co.,

1350 Broadway, New York

H. Leh & Co., Allentown, Pa.

Wieboldt Stores, Inc., Chicago, 111.

Erie Dry Goods Co., Inc., Erie, Pa.

Wurzburg Dry Goods Co., Grand Rap-

ids, Mich.

Gimbel Bros., New York

Joseph Home Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Tepper Bros., Plainfield, N. J.

Ellsworth Store, South Bend, Ind.

Hats by Leighton Hat Co.,

417 Fifth Avenue, New York

For where to buy, write to Courtenay

Marvin, c/o Screenland, 45 West

45th Street, New York

Vivien Reynolds, of the

Baltimore Studio, dances

La Conga for hours without

wilting! Lovely to watch?

Just as "sweet" in a close-up!

Why Arthur Murray

Danee Teachers Prefer

Odorono Cream

Jo Morgan, of Cincinnati, is

still impeccably dainty after

dancing six hours a day!

WHEN you teach dancing for a living, you

can't take chances with daintiness !
That's

why these glamorous girls who teach dancing in

Arthur Murray's famous Studios are so crazy about

the new Odorono Cream. They can pat it on and

dance without fear of underarm odor or dampness!

Non-irritating, you can use Odorono Cream

right after shaving. Non-gritty, it's smooth as

satin. Non-greasy, it's harmless to fabrics. Yet

one quick application checks underarm perspira-

tion safely 1 to 3 days! Get a jar of Odorono Cream

today! The Odorono Co., Inc., New York, N. Y.

I FULL OZ. JAR— ONLY 35v

Ruth Hopkins, of New York,,

charms all partners by her gay-

ety and exquisite daintiness.

Odorono Cream gives you

50% TO 100% MORE

FOR YOUR MONEY

Other
POPULAR.
Creams

ALSO LIQUID ODORONO—REGULAR AND INSTANT
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WESTMORE SAYS:

Here's how to be

"Star

Lovely
with WESTMORE
Foundation Crea

and Face Powder

•k Created by Hollywood's Make-up Masters, the

Westmores

t*t Used by Many Leading Stars for Real Life as

well as "Reel Life"

GENE TIERNEY, featured in the Twentieth
Century-Fox picture, "TOBACCO ROAD",
is shown finishing her Westmore make-up. You
begin with Westmore Foundation Cream.
Choose the shade that matches your skin tone.

Then apply sparingly over the entire surface of

the face. With Westmore powder to blend, it's

a make-up that covers tired shadows, blemishes,

creates a smooth, even glowing tone!

You'll look Star Lovely to

him when you use West-

I

mores wonderful make-up.
Men love its soft, fresh,

I

glowing look. Westmore
Foundation Cream and Pow-

j

der, with the complete line

I of Westmore cosmetics, will

be found in generous 50^ sizes at your drug
store. Smaller sizes at variety stores.

^WESTMORIk
HOLLYWOOD

New York Office . 730 Fifth Avenue

•kGet Westmore's amazing book on make-up, 25^

Inside the Stars' Home
Continued from page 15

You see, Jackie Cooper has his own band,
so when we go there couples usually break
out and dance in his playroom, but it's a
big place. When I'm entertaining any great
number, I take them to Lakeside Golf Club,
where we can swim or play golf or some-
thing. Here we seem to talk a lot. Or maybe
we're just at the talking age!"

Bonita is certain that her mother is the
cleanest person in the whole world and
just as sure that she will be exactly like her
mother ! She exclaimed : "We simply must
have a bathroom for every bedroom. If we
only had three bedrooms, we'd have three
bathrooms, too, we used to say, when we
were drawing up plans. Now everybody
laughs at my bathroom, it's so enormous
that it's a chore to keep it immaculate. But
I'm mad about it. It's pale blue with silver
fish swimming around on the walls, a
sunken tub, shower and whatnot. Then an-
other bathroom is dark red and white,
rather stunning, we think."
The pink tufted satin bed is in a Louis

XV room of delicate pastels. It looks just
as you'd expect Bonita's room to look—

a

perfect background for a blonde.
The "gang" is composed of most of the

young players who worked in "Gallant
Sons" and includes also members of Jackie
Cooper's band, Judy Garland and other
young Hollywoodians. They like to come
by twos, threes, fours and sometimes more,
to talk over pictures, to talk over the world,
to talk about "life." They usually make
candy, stir up a favorite dessert, or just
rob the ice-box.

"The gang's most favorite food is char-
coal broiled steak," related Bonita. "But we
also broil chickens on charcoal, and you've
never tasted anything until you've had a
charcoal broiled chicken ! I can't cook—ex-
cept fudge—and when we're together, the
boys usually do the broiling. It's enough to
drive any cook crazy to hear the kids' or-
ders. 'I want my steak nice and brown on
the outside but real red on the inside, yet
not raw,' somebody will say, and the next
one wants a fine buttery crust on his, and
another wants it well-done with the juice
running out. Oh, we have lots of fun

!"

A
_
member of the gang, duly entreated,

provided the recipe for charcoal broiled
chicken

:

CHARCOAL BROILED CHICKEN
Have broiler split in two and back-

bone and breast taken out. Make broiler
seasoning of salt, pepper and paprika
and Wessons oil. Rub the chicken well
and put it on the broiler away from
charcoal so it does not burn. Brown
well, both sides, cook about 20 minutes.

"With the steak or chicken we have
French fried potatoes, green string beans,
green salads and dessert. Of course, if I'm
entertaining more than half a dozen, we
serve buffet style, with cold meats, a hot
dish that is sometimes just a hot vegetable,
salads, several kinds, and ice cream and
cake.

"I know a dish the kids are crazy about

!

Fish Puffs, we call it, and we serve them
for buffet supper, Sunday morning break-
fast, luncheon, or whatever."

FISH PUFFS
1 can condensed cream of mush-

room soup (Campbells)
2 ounces Velveeta cheese (Kraft)
3 eggs, separated
2 cups soft bread crumbs (2-3

slices of bread)

1^2 cups flaked cooked fish (hali-

but, bass, flounder, trout, pike)
Empty the can of mushroom soup in

a saucepan and mix well. Add cheese
and heat until cheese has melted in the
sauce. Stir in one egg yolk at a time
and mix thoroughly after each egg is

added. Remove from fire and add the
soft bread crumbs and flaked fish.

When mixture is cool, fold in the
beaten egg whites. Then turn into indi-
vidual buttered dishes and bake about
an hour in a moderate (350°) oven.
Serves 6.

"A hot dish that's a little different is

escalloped corn and celery. Nearly everyone
likes it."

ESCALLOPED CORN AND
CELERY

2 cups corn (Del Monte)

Bonita Granville loves to have fresh flowers
around the house and here she's arranging
some for the living room. Members of the
"gang" like to take turns playing the piano
while all the others gather around and sing.

1 cup celery (chopped fine)

1 small green pepper, chopped
1 cup buttered dry bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt

2 tablespoons butter
1 cup Carnation evaporated milk

Arrange corn, celery, pepper and
crumbs in layers in a buttered baking-
dish. Scald milk, add butter and salt

and pour over vegetables. Cover with
crumbs and bake 30 to 40 minutes at
325°. Eight servings.

Bonita isn't eighteen yet, so there's school
to reckon with, as well as pictures to make,
but once she has finished her Board of
Education required courses, she's going in

for a course in home management.
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"Mother thinks every girl should learn

how to run a home and how to do every-

thing in it before she marries," she con-

fided, "and Mother and I think alike about

most things. I am sure that the reason

Mother gets on so well with housekeepers

and maids is because they respect her.

They know that she can do everything she

asks" them to do, and she can show them
how to do what she asks, if they can't do it.

I want to be like that. At the moment, my
one cooking triumph is a special kind of

fudge. I'll make some for you now. Jackie

thinks it's because I put baking powder in

mine that it's extra-special. But anyway,
this is it:"

. BONITA FUDGE
1 cup brown sugar
1 cup white sugar

% cup milk
1 piece of butter

1 teaspoon vanilla (Burnett's)

2 squares Baker's chocolate

1 teaspoon baking powder ( Royal

)

Nuts

Shave the chocolate into the sugar,

cream butter and sugar, add milk.

When on the fire, stir as little as pos-

sible. Remove from fire when it forms

a soft ball in water and beat thorough-

ly. Add baking powder and vanilla

after the candy is cooked, while beating.

Pour over nuts in a buttered pan.

Bonita put on a fluffy apron to make the

fudge in her yellow-and-white kitchen.

Over the making, she decided not to marry
for three or four years yet, because a girl

of twenty-one or two might change her

mind on the subject of men. "But if I still

feel the same way then, I'd know I

wouldn't change," she added, somewhat
vaguely, with a bright blush.

If you want to please a young crowd,

you should specialize in really yummy cah-

dv, according to Bonita. Here are some of

the Granville candies that are welcomed
by Bonita's gang.

LEMON CIRCLES
Stir together 2 cups sugar, cup water

and 4 tablespoons lemon juice. Boil

without stirring to the firm ball stage.

Chill and beat until the mixture begins

to have a cloudy appearance. Add yel-

low coloring. Drop in circles on waxed
paper.

PRALINES
1 pound brown sugar

1 cup pecans
1 teaspoon butter

y2 teaspoon Burnett's vanilla

y2 cup water

Boil water and sugar together until it

forms a soft ball in water (238 de-

grees). Remove from fire and add va-

nilla and butter. Beat until it thickens

slightly, then add nuts and beat vig-

orously until the mixture begins to

sugar. Quickly drop by spoonsful onto

thick waxed paper. Distribute the nuts

well when dropping the mixture. Makes
12 pralines.

CARAMEL APPLES
2 cups white sugar

1 cup brown sugar
2
/z cup Karo white corn syrup

Ys cup butter

1 teaspoon salt

1 cup cream or top milk

2 teaspoons Burnett's vanilla

Combine all ingredients except vanilla

in heaw saucepan and place over low

heat and cook slowly to 246 degrees F.

until a firm ball is formed when a little

of the mixture is dropped into cold

water.
Stir almost constantly to prevent

DON'T COVER UP A

POOR COMPLEXION

LET THE FAMOUS MEDICATED CREAM

THAT'S AIDED THOUSANDS HELP CLEAR

UP YOUR COMPLEXION

• Don't let a Poor Complexion cheat you of a lot

of life's fun!...Don'tcover up a skin that's rough-

looking or marred by externally caused blem-

ishes! You may be making those very flaws worse!

LetMedicalcdNoxzemz Skin Cream help res tore

your normal skin beauty. It's the cream so many
nurses rely on for natural complexion loveliness.

How ff worfcs... Noxzema helps reduce enlarged

pore openings with its mildly astringent action...

softens rough skin...soothes irritated skin. ..helps

promote quicker healing of

externally caused blemishes.

Apply Noxzema as a Night
Cream— it's greaseless! Use it

as a protective Powder Base.

SPECIAL OFFER!
See if Noxzema can't help you as

it has so many thousands. For a

limited time you can geta generous

25^ trial jar for only 19(4 at any

drug or department store. Get your

jar today!

scorching. An asbestos mat under the

pan will also help to keep it from
scorching.
Remove the mixture from the heat,

add vanilla,- and cool until it thickens

somewhat. Have the apples washed
and well-dried and chilled, and also

have a stout wooden skewer thrust into

the stem end of each apple to form a

handle.
Quickly dip each apple into the cara-

mel mixture, and twist until the apple

is evenly covered. Drain on waxed
paper.

This will make enough caramel mix-

ture to cover 6 to 9 apples, depending

on the size.

"There's a candy-cake-bar that we all like

a lot, called Dream Bars," added my
hostess. "Do try it. We're all mad about

it!"

DREAM BARS
y2 cup butter

y2 cup sugar (brown)
1 cup flour

Mix together till it's a crumply mass

and put into a large flat pan covering

the bottom. Bake in a moderate oven

375 degrees for 10 minutes. Set aside

to cool.

1 teaspoon Burnett s vanilla

V/2 cups coconut

1 cup chopped nuts

1 cup brown sugar

1 teaspoon Royal Baking powder

2 tablespoons flour

Beat eggs, vanilla and sugar together.

Mix flour, salt and baking powder ; sift

over coconut and nuts, then add to egg

mixture and pour onto the baked crust,

spreading evenly, and bake 375 degrees

for 20 minutes. Cool and cut in bars.

SCREENLAND

Would you make Cesar

Romero a good wife?

Cesar Romero is fed up with a bachelor's

life. He wants a wife—but he won't many
an actress !

He tells why in the April SILVER SCREEN !

Read how he lives and what he wants in the

woman he marries. See for yourself if you

would make a good wife for him

!

Don't miss the big April edition of

10c SILVER SCREEN 10c

Now on sale at your newsstand

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suiter without attempt-

Ing to do something? Write ^y toTSew
Booklet—-THE LIEPE METHODS IOR
HOME USE." It tells about \ancoee

Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods

used while you walk. More than 40 years ol

success. Praised and en-

[

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N. Green Bay Ave.,

Dept. D-44. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

FREE
BOOKLET

GRAY
HAIR

cuvd£ooklO

Now. at home, you can quickly and easily Unt telltale

streaks ol grav to natural-appearing shades—from lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush

does it—or tout money back. Used for is years by thou-

sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone is guaranteed

harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring asentH
purelv vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. ,'ust brush or comb It in. One applica-

tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray

appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

COe at drug or toilet counters on a money-back guarantee.

Retain your youthful charm. Get BROW > ATO.x E today.
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YOU'LL LIK-E IT V DA5Y-
ONf IDA'S on
TH£ &ACK

ROGERS
s i/l v\e r p l a t e

^d<_yneida Ltd.
' ' silversmiths

'Oneida ltd. lines/bearing the Trade-Marks:

1881 ® ROGERS <$
Wm. A. ROGERS

Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Company

:oLOOK FOR

IT MEANS EXTRA SILVER
WHERE YOU NEED IT

DO WRINKLES OR FROWNS
mar your Beauty

B & P Wrinkies & Frownies will help smooth them
away. Be sure you get the genuine, the Box with the two
Women used by Ladies of discriminating taste for over 40
years, 65c & $1.00 per box—trial size 35c at Drug &
Department Stores or sent direct on receipt of price.

THE B & P CO.
P. O. Box 2632 Cleveland, O.

"composed
TO POEMS

Send poem for consideration. Rhyming
pamphlet free. Phonograph electrical
transcriptions made, $7.00 from your word
and music manuscript. Any subject con-
sidered, Love, Home, Sacred, Swing.

KEENAiV'S MUSIC SERVICE

MUSIC

Box 2140, Dept. SC Bridgeport, Conn.

Did"DiamondJim"Have
Stomach or Ulcer Pains?
It is hardly likely that Diamond Jim Brady could
have eaten so voraciously if he suffered after-

eating pains. Sufferers who have to pay the pen-
alty of stomach or ulcer pains, indigestion, gas
pains, heartburn, burning sensation, bloat and
other conditions caused by excess acid should try
a 25c box of Udga Tablets. They must help or
money refunded. At drug stores everywhere.

^tchincS
For quick relief from itching of eczema, pimples, ath-
lete's foot, scales, scabies, rashes and other externally

caused skin troubles, use world-famous, cooling, anti-

septic, liquid D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes irritation and quickly stops intense

itching. 35c trial bottle proves it, or money back. Ask
your druggist today for D. D. D. PRESCRIPTION.

Re-Design Your Figure

Continued from page 61

in the past. Exclusion was its significance
then; inclusion is its significance today.
Be sure to eat what you need in your
diet, but not what you don't need.
The second ingredient is exercise. Ex-

ercise_ is the boon that enables you to
take it off here and put it on there, or
to take it off and throw it away. You can
work on a part of you, your hips, for ex-
ample, your arms, your legs, or wherever
you are a little overdone, and you needn't
disturb the good parts, if you know what
you are doing. Exercise is also a wonder-
ful stimulant. It is an eye-opener, and even
the perfect girl should know a few good
toning up movements to keep her bright-
eyed and alert and to assure her good lines

remaining as they are.

The third step of the recipe is posture,
because you can instantly do many won-
derful and interesting things, such as re-
placing a too prominent rear with a
gently curved line, raising a chest so that
you have a clear-cut, sculptured effect, in-

stead of a snug little mealbag effect. In
fact, you can make yourself look taller
and Hther, even when you are not, and
add all kinds of fascinating facets to your
personality.

With correct choice of clothes, you can
create good optical illusions. This is parti-
cularly important when your figure diffi-

culty
_
is one that simply cannot be

remedied, like a large-boned frame, lack
cf height, too much height, etc. Line,
design and color help you out here.

Good sense about yourself will do won-
ders. It will enable you to rejoice when
you improve even a little ; to console you
when you realize you, simply can't do any-
thing about the hips from the front view,
because bones, not flesh, give them • that
width. It will enable, you to take what you
have and make the best of it, and enjoy
doing it.

// you can, by all means join a class or
group for figure improvement. "Schools"
for this purpose have sprung up like

mushrooms all over the country in larger
cities, and have been very successful be-
cause there was a crying need for them.
The advantage of these organized groups
is that you get individual analysis and ad-
vice and instruction. You do what is right
for you, without giving a hang what your
neighbor is doing, because her problem
may be entirely different^ from your own.
Another's keen, trained eyes sees you as
you should be, rather than your own, prob-
ably pretty bilged and biased about your-
self. Then, there is the incentive of fair

competition. And do we like this? Re-
member school when you could do some-
thing better than anybody else and made
no bones about it? Then, too, group work
is fun. You don't mind that first bit of

body suffering over the bumping exercise
if the others are suffering, too. In fact, it's

funny. In fact, it's funnier than you think
if you could stand at the sidelines and look
on. But seriously, even a short regimen
of this sort can work wonders. It can
teach you exactly how to do for yourself.

The results I have witnessed have been
truly inspiring, and I must say that

practically all I know who have gone in

for this work have continued in the
straight and narrow, literally, long after

the class work was completed. Fees for

such classes vary, but are well within
the reach of working girls as well as

leisure girls.

// you can't join a class, look first to

your diet, fat, lean or middling. Because
diet becomes your health, beauty and

energy. A book can hardly cover the sub-
ject fully, so at best let me give you a
sample of a sane reducing diet, and with
imagination and a little knowledge, I hope
you can fill in from here on. No starvation,
remember, in fact, probably more food
value than you've been receiving, but also
less fat building and storing food. Begin
with a breakfast of a medium glass of fruit

or vegetable juice, or melon in season.

Baby Sandy, who recently celebrated her

third birthday, loves Hawaiian pineapple
juice—the bigger the glass, the better.

Go on to perhaps a boiled or scrambled
egg, wholewheat toast with a little butter
(you must have some, about half a
pat), and end with black coffee. Vary
this menu with a slice of bacon, in-

stead of the egg, or dry cereal with fruit

over it, in place of the bacon, egg and
toast, and so on. A typical luncheon might
consist of vegetable soup, a swiss cheese
and ham sandwich on wholewheat or rye
toast, a glass of skimmed milk or tea
with little sugar. Sometimes, you may
want just a big fresh fruit or vegetable
salad, with a glass of milk or tea. For
dressing, use the usual French dressing
recipe, substituting mineral oil for olive

oil.

A good dinner might well be any roast
meat, with the fat removed such as beef,

lamb, chicken, etc., or broiled fish, with
two green vegetables, a small hard roll or
wholewheat bread with a little butter, a
light dessert like fresh fruit, berries, jello,

etc., and a demi-tasse for a fillip. Eat
potatoes, say twice a week, but not too
large a serving. Include a light salad, if

you wish, and very moderate servings of
your favorite desserts if not too rich just

now and then. These will make you feel

better emotionally, by not too much denial.

Perhaps from these sketchy outlines, you
can further embroider the diet pattern.

And now for work—exercise. First, be
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sure you are in generally good condition.

If you have a weak heart, or are just over

an operation or a baby, consult your

doctor first. Even the simple exercises

outlined here should be worked up to

gradually. A very few counts the first

time, or maybe just mastering part of

the exercise. You will soon be adept if

you do this.

If you are too full in the buttocks, try

the "Bumper." It is actually a whizz-bang.

Better don an old playsuit or shorts for

this. Sit flat on the floor, bracing your-

self with your arms, palms on floor, to

the back. Raise yourself on your hands,

then bump the floor sharply with your

seat. This is worse than anything mother

ever gave you with the hairbrush, but

does it work! Do rapidly up to twenty

counts. Then bump slightly to the side,

which works off fat toward the hips.

If you want to slim the waistline, look

at Joan Leslie on the first page of this

story. This is the "Hoop-la." Now Joan

is young, sixteen, and lovely, but there

is good sense in keeping what you have,

thinks Joan. So, she stands with feet to-

gether, then swings one leg over, high

and straight from the hips, with both

arms to the opposite direction. There is a

grand pull through the waistline, as well

as arms and legs. Do this to music, if

possible. You can almost hear Joan sing,

"Hoop-la," as she goes into these some-

what La Conga movements. Twenty
counts are good for this one.

So you want perfectly beautiful thighs

and legs and a real pepper-upper com-

bined? Then, try Joan's "Walking on

Air." Sit on the floor, as illustrated by

Joan, and bend forward from the waist,

not shoulders, until fingertips (Joan can

even make it palms) touch toes. Then

roll back, bending your knees as you do

this, placing arms flat at sides, and lift

your body until you are "standing" on

your shoulders. Work up slowly on this

one. It goes well with muisc and should

be done about twenty times, when you

have mastered it. Always relax completely

when you have finished any exercise.

I'm sorry to leave the exercises, but the

space is running out. So now for posture.

Let me give you this old trick for show-

ing you just how well you can
_
look.

Remove your shoes and stand against a

wall, with heels, buttocks, shoulders, and

back of head touching it, meanwhile push-

ing in with the small of your back, trying

to reach the wall with it. Or you can try

it frontwise, with toes, bosom and nose

just touching. Move away, and see how
you look. Hollywood's recipe is also good.

Stand normally, arms at sides. Slowly

move your hands to place them just back

of hip bones. See the difference

!

As to clothing, the broad girl, the

short girl or the broad and short girl
~
should concentrate on up-and-down lines,

in the design of her gown and the design

of fabric, if any. V necks, princess lines,

simple sleeves are for her. The thin girl,

the tall girl or the tall and thin girl

should go more for horizontal lines, which

will give breadth, such as round necks,

belted frocks and puffed sleeves. Large

girls look better in unobtrusive colors,

especially dark ones. Little girls need a

spot of brilliant color or white or pastels

to make them look larger. Tall girls look

better in large hats! little girls, in small

or medium.
You can definitely re-design your fig-

ure! It is only a matter of knowledge,

patience and time. And you can keep

yourself just about as you want, in spite

of time. A very natural picture of Norma
Shearer adorns this story. Miss Shearer

is a woman, no longer a girl; she has two
children; but her figure is young, lithe

and lovely. Look, be inspired, work, then

hold to your dream figure. You can!

n
Rage in Heaven

Continued from page 59

He didn't seem to need anyone but himself.

Philip had been away travelling <>\\ thi

continent when she had first Come t<> tin

big house in Chassingford as secretary and
companion to Mrs. Monrell, the widowed
owner of the big steel mills which domi-
nated the town. Mrs. Monrell lived mil)

for her son, but after the girl had been with
her only a few days she had seemed to

take Stella into her heart too, almost as

if she were her daughter.

Stella had felt she had come to know
Philip then even before she met him
through his mother, to know how unsure

he was of his own ability, how deeply his

sense of inferiority was rooted in him.

"Ever since my husband died, my son has

relied on me, on my will, absolutely," Mrs.
Monrell told her once. "A boy like Philip

is only half a man when he has no woman
to lean on. Life has taught me one thing,

Stella—women should care for the men
who need them. At heart we women are

all mothers. Don't you agree with me?"
Something in the urgency of her voice,

her agitation told Stella the conversation

went much deeper than its casual implica-

tions. She knew then Mrs. Monrell wanted
her to marry Philip, and the knowledge
disturbed her a little. "When the naughty
boy comes back, and do you know, Stella,

I haven't heard from him for weeks, I'm

going to have him take over the steel

works. He has no interest in work at all.

But I've borne the responsibility long-

enough. It's time he settled down into being

a man."
There was nothing of Philip's indecision

in Mrs. Monrell. Before she left for Africa

Philip had taken his reluctant place as the

head of the mills and he had married
Stella. But there had been nothing reluct-

ant about his marriage. He had been eager,

almost too eager. Sometimes his impetuous
lovemaking, .his ardor almost frightened

her. But most of the time she was warmly
grateful for his love.

Stella tried to throw off her feeling of

uneasiness but after Philip had left for the

office and she couldn't find the kitten any
place something almost like panic tore

through her. She went through the house
herself, not satisfied with the servants'

search, opening cupboards, closets, any door

which might have been inadvertently closed

on it. The kitten had never been out of

doors before but she made a thorough
search of the garden after she had looked

in vain in the attic and cellar. Then when
it had all proved futile and she came into

the house again, Philip called her and she

tried to hold back her agitation as she told

him about it. Philip hated anyone else to

be excited.

"That's terrible," he had said. And was
she imagining it, or was there a new con-

fidence in his voice, something that

sounded almost like complete satisfaction?

"Don't worry, darling, I'm sure he'll come
back. I know how much you love him."

But the kitten was still missing when
she left to call for Philip at the mills. She

caught a glimpse of Philip sitting at his

desk as she was walking down the corridor

leading to his office. Suddenly his manner
became brisk and businesslike as he turned

to the office telephone, ordering the office

manager and the chief engineer to come to

him at once. Stella smiled tenderly, realiz-

ing he had seen her and this sudden out-

burst of executive officiousness had been

assumed to impress her. Dear Philip

!

Didn't he know there was no need to im-

press her?

But when he began talking to the men
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SMART GIRLS
carry the improved

You can't carry a new pair of
stockings with you. But it's i

easy to carry RUN -R -STOP
in your handbag. Then, when
a run starts, touch a drop of
this colorless liquid to it, and !

your worries are over. It comes
in colorful purse vanity and
instantly, permanently stops
runs and snags, in silk and
Nylon hose. Easily removed.
Ask for RUN-R-STOP today.

Only 10c at dept., hosiery,
shoe, and 10c stores.

RUN-R-ST
MORRISTOWN,

N. J.

(15c in Canada)

GUARANTEED JEWELRY
Solid sterling silver Birthstone
Ring; or lovely 13 set sparkling

Dinner Ring; or All-Occasion Ring with simulated Ruby and
8 brilliant marcasites; your choice, FOR selling 4 boxes of
Rosebud Salve at 25c each. Order 4 salve. Send No Money
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 22 WOODSBORO, MARYLAND.

iSORIASlS
Cf7CM A AND OTHER EXTERNALCV&iCI'IM SKIN IRRITATIONS

When SABETAL vanishes on the skin it tends to clear
scales, itch, redness. No bandaging necessary. Not oily
or greasy. A professionally prepared compound. Send '1

for regular size. Or free sample.

Hillcrest Laboratories, Spring Valley, N. Y. Dept. 16

SABETAL DOES NOT STAIN

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Fills.
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"RAGE IN HEAVEN"
(A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture)

Produced by Gottfried Reinhardt.
Directed by W. S. Van Dyke II.

Screen play by Christopher Isherwood
and Robert Thoeren. Based on the
novel by James Hilton.

Philip Monrell. . .Robert Montgomery
Stella Bergen Ingrid Bergman
Ward Andrews George Sanders
Mrs. Monrell Lucile Watson
Dr. Rameau Oscar Homolka
Mr. Higgins Philip Merivale
Ramsbotham Matthew Boulton
Clark Aubrey Mather

that momentary feeling of tenderness left

her. Philip was behaving like a child, a
fractious, unreasonable child as he turned
down the plan they had for building new
cottages for the workmen. They pointed
out the necessity for it, the unsanitary con-
ditions of the old ones, the resentment of
the workmen, the danger of rioting if the
steel workers' demands went unheeded.
But Philip had stuck obstinately to his de-
cision, and the thing that made it worse
for Stella was the sure knowledge he was
doing it to show her his strength and his
business acumen.

"Well, darling, aren't you proud of me?"
he demanded excitedly when they left, still

protesting his decision. "Ward couldn't
have done it better himself. I fooled them,
didn't I ? What shall I buy you with all that
money I saved? A diamond tiara?"
The foreboding, the uneasiness of the

morning came back to Stella, but when
they returned to the house and the kitten
was still missing she tried to cover her
anxiety with a gayety she didn't feel. But
she was grateful when dinner was over
and there was no longer the need of trying
to make conversation. Philip came in as she
sat in the library pretending to read. He
had a child's puzzle in his hand and he
seemed excited as he tried to manipulate
it so, the three little metal balls would all

go into their holes at once. Philip was
always toying with puzzles like this and
before she had only felt a maternal amuse-
ment over his absorption in them, but now
he made her so nervous she wanted to
scream.

She_ looked up as Clark, the old butler,
came in. "Excuse me, Madame, the chauf-

feur found the kitten. Perhaps you'd speak
to him about it yourself."
Something in his voice, his face warned

her even before the chauffeur came in.

"Poor little beggar," the man's voice was
shaken. "A dog must have been at him. His
neck was broken."

Stella's hand went to her mouth stifling
her sobs. "Where did you find him?" she
asked when she found she was able to
talk again.

"He was lying in Piatt's Lane, just be-
hind the steel works. None of us can un-
derstand how he got there." He looked at
Philip. "Unless he followed you to the
office this morning, sir."

"Don't talk nonsense!" Philip ordered
sharply. "If he'd been in the car you would
have seen him, wouldn't you? Mind your
own business in the future and get out of
here. You too, Clark. Get out!"
"But darling!" Stella looked at him

mystified. "I asked them to look. It's not
their fault."

"Oh, no, it's not their fault!" Philip
turned on her furiously. It was the first
time he had directed one of his uncbntrol-
able rages against her. "It's my fault, I

suppose. That's what you mean. Why are
you all staring at me? Get out!" He flung
the puzzle viciously on the floor. "You're
all against me, those fools at the office.

Clark, the chauffeur and you—yes, you
too, Stella. Leave me alone, do you hear,
leave me alone

!"

Somehow Stella managed to leave, to
climb the stairs to her bedroom and sit

there trying not to think, not daring to
piece all those fragments of her thoughts
together. Then in a little whilet there was
that quick knock on the door and Philip
was standing there. He was so gentle again,
so charming, so contrite. "I'm sorry,
please forgive me," he said humbly. "I
don't know what came over me just now.
Please don't be sad, darling. I'll buy you
a hundred kittens."

She couldn't help that instinctive horror
as she drew away from him. "I don't ever
want another kitten," she said wildly. And
then quickly came the other fear that she
might have misjudged him. How could she
believe such a horrible thing about Philip

!

"It's only that this one meant so much to
me," she explained.

"Because Ward gave it to you!" Philip
said, his voice rising again. For a moment
she thought there was going to be another
outburst, but his voice was tender as he
sat down beside her and put his arm around
her. "Darling, tell me, why did you ever
marry me?"

At Dr. Rameau's (Oscar Homolka) suggestion, Stella (Ingrid Bergman) searches through
Philip's (Robert Montgomery) papers for evidence that may yield a clue to his murderer.
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pictured at a recent charity drive for whic

"Philip, I love you," she said slowly, and

for the first time she knew she was saying-

it trying to convince herself as she had so

often said it to convince him.

"We've been ail alone here," Philip said

looking at her with strange, speculative

eyes. "All by ourselves, day after day,

you've had no one else but me. But suppose

Ward were to come here, suppose
—

"

Suddenly Stella felt as if she couldn't

stand any more. "Ward! Ward! Ward!
Always Ward!" Her words came wildly.

"If you can't rid yourself of that idea,

you'll
—" She stopped, horrified of what

she had been going to say, knowing that in

that moment she had really thought it, but

Philip kept looking at her with that quiet

smile on his lips.

"I'll go mad," he said simply. "Is that

what you wanted to say?"

"Very well," Stella felt as if she had

reached the end of her endurance. Her

words came recklessly and without think-

ing. "I'll tell you something. When I first

met Ward I thought he was charming—

and perhaps he was interested in me,
^
I'm

not sure. But I married you, didn't I?"

"So he was interested in you!" Philip

said almost exultantly. "I knew it all the

time."
"Philip!" Stella said sharply. I want

you to promise me one thing. Don't ever

mention Ward's name again!"

"I promise." He was still smiling as he

took her in his arms, as his lips pressed

against her eyelids, her forehead, her cheek.

"Tell me again, you love me."

"I love you," Stella said in a small tone-

less voice, and she closed her eyes against

his eyes, burning now with his love for

her, against his lips seeking hers so fran-

tically.

She had been unable to sleep that night,

torn between her grief and her fears, but

in the morning when she found Philip his

old, amusing self she felt that her distress

about the kitten had unnerved her. It was

silly of her to have felt that way about

Philip, she decided, and when he called

her to tell her he was bringing a guest

home for dinner she put on her prettiest

evening dress to please him. It wasn't until

she saw him that she realized that Philip's

guest was—Ward

!

"Aren't you pleased with my surprise,

Stella?" Philip demanded enthusiastically.

"Of course I am," she forced herself to

be casual, to act as if nothing had hap-

pened as if she didn't see Philip watching

her in that wary, suspicious way. "How
do you do, Mr. Andrews."

"Why all this formality?" Philip

laughed. "Surely you haven't forgotten his

nd Molly, Jimmy Cagney and Bob Hope are

h they gave their time and financial aid.

Christian name. I've never really given you

the chance to, have I ?"

"No." Stella tried to smile as she met

Ward's eyes. "Philip reminded me of you

from time to time."

Her uncertainty mounted as they went

into the dining room and Philip made the

flimsy excuse to leave them. It was ridicu-

lous of him insisting on getting the wine

that way. He had never shown such inter-

est in what they had to drink before.

"Clark doesn't know where I've hidden the

best stuff," he said. "Or is it dangerous to

leave you two together?"

"Very," Ward grinned, his eyes lighting

as he looked at Stella.

"I'm willing to risk it," Philip laughed

as if it were a joke they were all sharing,

but as he closed the door carefully behind

him the fear swept over Stella again so that

her fingers felt as if they had frozen into

icicles. It was awful being afraid of Philip

this way, being afraid of herself too, and

this new feeling that was sweeping over

her as she looked at Ward. She had always

liked him, but this was different. It was

almost as if Philip in his jealousy had

pointed out to her the way she really felt

about this laughing, attractive man sitting

across the table from her.

She plunged into conversation, dragging

out little disjointed fragments to cover her

confusion and that sense that Philip was

standing outside the door spying on her.

She talked about the gardens, about her

day's activities, about Ward's work, asking

him questions about it, although engineer-

ing was as puzzling to her as a conversation

in Chinese would have been. Then the

door opened again and Philip was standing-

there, the wine bottle in his hand, and

Stella looking at him knew she had been

right when she had felt he was listening

there behind the door.

"Did I miss something good?" he de-

manded.
"I was telling Stella about my work,

Ward grinned. "And how now and then I

wish I had more time to myself for ex-

perimenting."
.

"Suppose you were offered a better job?

Philip" said. "With three times as much

pay, shorter hours, and frequent invitations

to dinner at the Monrells'? What would

you say?"
Stella looked up apprehensively, but

Ward laughed. "I'd roll over in bed and

say, 'let me dream a little longer.'
"

"I'm perfectly serious, Ward," Philip

said. "That's why I asked you to come

here tonight. I've decided to let our chief

engineer go. I'm offering you the position.

And you'd like having Ward near us too,

wouldn't you, Stella?"

Don't tell me you're

old-fashioned three days

a month

!

Many modern women have stopped giving-

in to functional periodic pain - now depend

on Midol for comfort. Among thousands of
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preparations combined, and 96', I of these

Midol users said they found Midol effective I

Midol contains no opiates; is made ex-

pressly to relieve the typical functional pain
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medical or surgical treatment, Midol should
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small size, 20(5. Coupon brings trial package.

MIDOL^
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KHEN your baby suffers from
teethingpains,justrub a fewdrops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
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babyforthe entire teething period.
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DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
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TO BE SET TO MUSIC
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SORE TOES
Nature's Warning That

CORNS
Are Coming!

Don't wait until your toes are sore from shoe
friction and pressure. At the first sign of
sore or tender toes from shoe friction and
pressure—protect those tender spots with the New
Super-Soft Dr. Schorl's Zino-pads. You will have
cjuick relief, save yourself many an unhappy hour
in new or tight shoes and keep FREE of corns,
sore toes, tender spots and blisters!

Quickly Remove CORNS—CALLOUSES
Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads can be used to relieve pain

from corns, callouses, bunions, tender spots. Or,
they can be used with the separate Medications in-
cluded in every box for removing corns or callouses.
The New flesh color Super-Soft Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads are delightfully soft, soothing, cushioning.
63093 softer than before. Easy to apply. Do not
come off in the bath, or stick to the stocking.

ECONOMICAL! Get the large family size box of
15 Corn Pads and 12
separateCorn-Remov-
ing Medications. Cost
but a trifle. Insiston Dr.
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Shoe, Dept. Stores,
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She felt as if she had been caught in a
nightmare, a nightmare so monstrous that
she couldn't believe it was true. It wasn't
true, she told herself firmly. It couldn't be
true. But she had to force herself to speak.
"Of course I would," she said.

"All right, I accept!" Ward cried. "Why,
it's like drawing a winner in the Irish

Sweep." He held his hand out impulsively.
"Thanks awfully, old man."

Philip seemed beside himself in his

laughing good humor as he rose, raising
his wine glass in a toast. "May we still be
together ten years from now, just as we
are tonight. Stella, Ward !" He touched his

glass to theirs. "To us. To the three of
us !" he said.

Stella's fears mounted after that. There
wasn't any one special thing, it was a suc-
cession of little things holding her in that
trance of horror. Philip writing in that
diary of his, writing feverishly as if he
were possessed by a demon. Philip so care-
ful of that i diary, locking the book itself

and then almost furtively, it seemed to her,

locking it again in the drawer of his desk.
Philip looking at her as if his eyes could
reach into her brain itself, so that he could
see what she was thinking as well as what
she was doing. And it was uncanny the
way Philip always knew that, recounting
her most triv-ial doings of the day to her.

So when he announced he was going to
London on a business trip and laughingly
asked her and Ward to see him off at the
station she felt a singing relief. A relief

she was ashamed of the next moment when
Philip took her in his arms and asked
Ward to take care of her in the week he
would be gone. Philip seemed himself
again, the indulgent adoring husband look-
ing out for her.

She felt ashamed then of all the things
she had been thinking and when AYard
brought up his name anxiously telling her
there was trouble at the mills because
Philip had vetoed the housing project, she
forgot her own disappointment in the way
he had acted.

"I'd rather not discuss Philip behind his

back," she said, her temper flaring to her
husband's defense. "And I'm not helping
anyone against Philip."

"That's utter nonsense !" Ward said
sharply. "You know I'm Philip's friend,

probably the only real friend he has. He's
in for trouble, big trouble unless you can
make him see reason. Apparently you won't
even try. Well, there's nothing more for
me to say. Goodnight." And he had helped
Stella into her own small car and stood
there stiffly as she rode off.

Strange, how fear came back to her the
moment she stepped into the house, strange
the way she felt as if Philip was there spy-
ing on her. She put on all the lights, but
still she could not shake off the feeling of
eyes watching her from the shadows. All
that night and the next day she fought,
against her fears, but when twilight came
she knew she couldn't spend another eve-
ning alone in that house, and getting into
her car she drove to the mills. Ward was
still there working over his plans for a new
turbine.

"I—I know I oughtn't to have come,"
she said shyly, "but I had to see you. I

want to apologize for the way I acted yes-
terday. There are a lot of things you don't
know. I've done my best to persuade Philip
about the housing project, but he won't
yield an inch.

"But he must, Stella," Ward said urg-
ently. "Before it's too late. We must talk

to him again, both of us. Tell me," he
seemed embarrassed as he asked the ques-
tion, "is anything wrong between you and
Philip? You seem so different, so nervous,
so almost frightened."

"It's that big house," Stella said, know-
ing she was telling only a half-truth. "I'm
so alone. Sometimes I feel afraid."

Ward looked almost relieved at this sim-
ple explanation. "But of course you do,"
he said. "What a fool I've been ! I never
realized this is the first time you and
Philip have been separated. You need a
good dinner and some of my witty con-
versation." Then as she hesitated he
laughed. "Remember, Philip told me to
take care of you. You don't want me to
disobey my employer, do you?"
So against her better judgment she had

gone, and then sitting with Ward in the
dining room of the hotel she had relaxed
and felt gay—until suddenly she heard
Philip's voice behind her. "You didn't ex-
pect me, did you?" he said suavely. "You
see I finished in London much quicker than
I expected, and somehow I guessed you
were with Ward. So sensible of you, dar-
ling, not to sit at home and feel bored!"
"We've been talking about you, Philip,"

Stella laughed, trying to cover her nervous-
ness with that false gayety, knowing it

was no accident that had brought him back
so soon.

"What a depressing subject!" Philip
said. "Couldn't

. you think of something
more—romantic ?"

Even the lightness of his voice couldn't
cover the implication. Ward flushed as he
look at him. "See here, PhHip," he said
reasonably. "It was about the housing
project. I know it's hard for a man in your
position to reverse a decision. But if you
do, the men will respect you for it. We all

shall.;'

"Would you respect me, Stella?" Philip
asked, his smile twitching and the heavy
sarcasm in his voice underscoring the
words.

"Darling, you know I would!" Stella
said eagerly.

"Well," Philip looked at her coldly, "as
it happens I don't want your respect. I

want obedience, do you understand? Obedi-
ence ! We'd better drop this discussion, I

might get angry." He turned to Ward who
was picking up the bill with set lips and
angry eyes. "You needn't worry about the
bill. Paying bills is an ancient privilege
of husbands. Perhaps their only privilege."

"Listen, Philip !" Ward got to his feet.

"If you think—" he stopped as Stella put
her hand on his arm, her smile pleading
with him. And Philip's eyes darkened and
the supercilious sarcastic smile was wiped
off his lips.

Philip had left for the office the next
morning without seeing her and Stella was
walking restlessly around the house trying
to come to some sort of conclusion about
Philip, about herself and their life together,
when the word came that there was a riot

at the mills. She got there just in time to
see Philip cowering as the enraged work-
men broke into his office, to see Ward
take the whole situation in hand, first strik-

ing down the man who would have killed

Philip if he had gotten to him and then
assuring the others it was all a mistake,
that Philip approved of the new houses for
them and their families.

Stella saw Philip's eyes naked of every-
thing but their hate as he lookel at Ward,
hating him for being the victor while he
was the vanquished, hating him for being
strong while he was the weakling, hating
him because he was everything Philip
wanted to be and couldn't. Even when
Philip pretended gratitude she was wary,
and she would have signalled to Ward not
to accept his invitation for dinner if Philip
hadn't been watching her so closely. She
had left them for only a moment when she
heard Philip's furious voice almost shout-
ing her name and Ward's voice, at first

placating, then rising in anger too.

The fear mounted in her heart as she ran
back to them. "Ward—Philip—what on
earth's the matter?" she whispered.

"Nothing, Stella," Ward said, and she
could see the effort he made to control his
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voice as he turned to her. Its all my
fault. I'm going away. Believe me Stella,

this concerns only Philip and myseli
_

"That's not true, Stella," Philip broke in

nuicklv. "Ward's just told me he's m love

with you. It took some doing to make him

admit it, but he did, finally."

"Is that true, Ward? Stella asked sott-

ly, and in spite of her fear her heart leapt

at' the knowledge.
. , • , «T

"Yes, Stella," Ward said simply. I

should 'have left here long ago
"

"WeU you heard him,' Philip said.

"He's only waiting for you to say the

word. To go with him. Please don t con-

sider my feelings."

There was that moment of wild happi-

ness of almost incredible relief at the

thought she could leave this house and her

fears forever. Then she saw Philip s face,

the terror of losing her in his eyes. She

remembered his mother, and all that she

had done for her when she had needed

help herself, and she knew she could not

o-o "Goodbve, Ward," she said quickly

before she could change her mind.

Maybe, she promised herself that night

tossing on her bed, maybe now that W ard

was gone things would be different and

Philip would be himself again. Maybe she

could even find her way back to that ten-

der maternal love she had felt for him

once But the davs went by and Philip was

lost more and more in those brooding si-

lences writing like a madman m that in-

evitable diary of his. Yet it was three

weeks later before she could compel herselt

to °-o to him, to beg him to bring the thing

that was troubling him into the open.

"We're so unhappy, darling, aren t we i

Philip said, "All three of us. You because

vou love Ward and have to stay with me.

"Ward because he loves you and can t nave

vou, and I because nobody loves me. tor

when Ward went away you went with him,

Stella, not actually of course, but you

might as well have left me too. Let s put

an end to it, Stella. We two together. Then

I'll have vou all to myself—at last. He

went to her. putting his hands first on her

shoulders, then raising them so that they

touched her throat. "Don't be frightened,

darling," he whispered exultantly. Its so

easy and vou know I wouldn't hurt you

"No'" 'Stella screamed. "No! No!

Somehow she found the strength to tear

herself loose from him, to rush headlong

up the stairs and barricade herself in her

room.
She was free now, morally free she told

herself, free of gratitude and obligation

both, free of those vows she had made
when she became Philip's wife. She waited

until the house was still, until she knew
Philip was asleep in one of those stupors

that always came after his attacks, his fits

of madness as she knew they were now,

and crept out of the house. She had to

walk to the station and it was morning be-

fore she caught the first train to London.

Then Ward again, being with him, even

laughing again now that she knew they

were both safe. It was the first moment of

real happiness she had ever known, and she

was like a child as she sat at luncheon

with him in his hotel. "And thank heaven

you didn't come six hours later," Ward
said. "I have to go to Dublin this evening

about a job. A man I never heard of called

me this morning and made the appoint-

ment. Fancy, darling, what an important

man I am!"
Then the bov coming through the dining

room paging Ward telling him it was a

long distance from Chassingford and Stella

following him to the telephone booth in

the lobby, with the fear back again crowd-

ing out her transient happiness.

"Yes, she's here, Philip," she heard

Ward say. "No, she's not coming back to

you. Not' even if she wanted to. I wouldn't

let her." There was a silence as he lis-

tened, then his voice speaking again. "Yes,

I'll see you. No, I can't today. I have to be

in Dublin tomorrow." Another pause and

then, "Well, that does simplify it, doesn t

it? All right, you can expect me."

"Don't go," Stella whispered. "Dont

trust him !"

"You're tired and upset. Ward put his

arm around her. "After all, it's quite rea-

sonable that Philip should want to see me.

We'll have to discuss your divorce, other

things. And he was quite understanding.

He even pointed out I could take your car

afterwards and drive to Holyhead to catch

the boat."

But in spite of Ward s reassurance Stella

was afraid, and the next morning she knew

she had been right when she looked at the

paper on her breakfast tray and saw the

headlines

:
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"HORRIBLE MURDER IN
CHASSINGFORD "

She almost fainted looking at it, then
after a moment when she could read on
she saw it was Philip who had been mur-
dered. He had been found in the library
stabbed, and the room had shown the evi-
dences of a terrific struggle.

Stella had grown used to prying eyes, to
fingers pointing at her in the horrible
weeks that followed. The woman in the
case, that was what she had become, the
notorious Mrs. Monrell whose lover had
killed her husband. But the hardest criti-

cism of all had been when Philip's mother,
who had hurried home, had shrunk from
her at the trial.

The evidence, circumstantial though it

was, had all been against Ward. The most
damaging of all had been that the man he
was to have seen in Dublin did not even
exist, so the prosecution pointed out that
the trip to Ireland had been an attempt to
escape. Then there was the fact that he had
used one of Philip's cars in his haste to
get away, that his fingerprints had been on
the knife lying a few feet from the body,
and the way the room looked as if there
had been a fight to corroborate the but-
ler's testimony that he heard Philip and
Ward quarrelling when he returned from
an errand on which Philip had sent him.
There were no other witnesses, as the
other servants had been given the day off.

And through it all there was the motive,
Ward's love for Stella and their meeting
in London to take any sympathy there
might have been for Ward away from him.
So in the end, no one, not even Stella,

was surprised when he was sentenced to
death.

"Oh darling, don't give up hope," she
had pleaded the only time she had been al-

lowed to see him. "We're going to fight,

to appeal. I've been talking to your coun-
sel. He's sure we've got a good chance if

you'll only plead self-defense."

"I see," Ward had smiled so sadly. "At
last I'm to admit what everyone believes.

You believe it too, don't you, Stella?"

"No ! No !" she whispered. "Ward, I

love you."
"Don't say any more darling," Ward

said. "Philip's got us where he wanted us
at last!"

That was the last time she had seen him
and tomorrow he would be hung. Stella

walked desperately around her hotel room
that morning, around and around and
around in the futile pacing of a trapped
animal.
Her nerves leapt painfully as she heard

the knocking at the door. Another prying
reporter, another curious face looking at
her—she felt she couldn't stand any more,
and yet an inner compulsion made her
fling open the door. But the man stand-
ing there was different, his eyes were
gentle, and his smile pitying her not de-
risive at all. "My poor child, I am Dr.
Rameau," he said. "Maybe I can help you
save an innocent man. You see, I knew
Philip. He was a patient of mine in Paris."

Breathlessly she listened to the doctor's
story of Philip's attempted suicide during
his last stay in Paris, of his imprisonment
in the insane asylum the doctor directed,

and his subsequent escape. And now all the
fears she had had about Philip were justi-

fied as the doctor pronounced him a hope-
less paranoic.

"I am certain Philip was murdered by
his own worst enemy—himself," the doctor
said. "And somewhere a message from
him must exist. You see, to poor, sick
brains like his nothing means anything un-
less it is recognized, talked about. If he

had murdered he would long to confess, if

he committed suicide he would leave a
lengthy explanation. And I am convinced
he_ did all of these things, that he was a
suicide and would-be murderer, and that
somewhere a message from him telling
everything is in existence. But where
would that message be? Think hard, child,
think hard !"

Desperately Stella threw her thoughts
back to Philip, trying to recapture every
impression she had ever had of him. Sud-
denly she remembered the diary, the mad-
ness in Philip's eyes as he wrote in it. Al-
most incoherent in her hopes she urged
the doctor to go with her to the house she
had lived in with Philip, and now even
Mrs. Monrell's scorn could not stop her as
she demanded she bei allowed to go into the
library.

The drawer in the desk where Philip
had always locked the diary was forced
open. But the drawer was empty. Half-sob-
bing now in her despair, Stella ran to the
bookcase and looked at the shelf where
Philip's other diaries were kept. Thev
were all there' except the one that had
kept the record of this last fateful year!
She took one and opened it at random,

and then she saw the bookbinder's label
inside the cover. It was the same firm in
Paris that bound all of Philip's books.
Then after she had questioned Clark, the
butler, and learned he had posted a pack-
age to Paris for Philip on the day of his
supposed murder, she was certain the clue
was in her hands at last.

But there was so little time, so desper-
ately little time. She moved like an autom-
aton now, calling the air line, chartering
a plane for Paris, and then sitting tensely
in the plane with the doctor beside her.
Strange how afterwards it was the trip
she remembered, those hours of futility, of
doing nothing, for everything else whirled
around her like a kaleidoscope : the obscure
bookbinding shop, the diary that had been
left there to be bound with instructions
that it be delivered to her in another
month, the book in her hands at last and
she reading it.

Then the proof of Philip's madness,
there m his own handwriting. He had left
out nothing. There was the episode of the
kitten he had killed, the torture of his love
for Stella and his pathological jealousy of
Ward. There were the plans of his final
revenge, the minute details of the planned
suicide that would look like murder. He
hadn't even overlooked the effect on a jury
of Ward's supposed attempt at escape for
the telephone call from Dublin, from the
man who had been proven non-existent,
had been instigated by Philip himself.
Then on the last page his letter to her:
"Dear Stella. I was too weak to hold

you, too weak to bear losing you. This
book will come to you on the anniversary
of our wedding day. By the time you get it

I shall have been dead a long time and
Ward will have been hanged for my mur-
der. Forgive me. I love you."

Forgive him—she could forgive him any-
thing now that Ward would be saved. Al-
most as if she were moving in a trance she
put in the long

, distance call to the prison
and when she was connected with the war-
den's office at last her voice came urgent,
yet calm too as she told of the discovery
she had made. She waited while they con-
sulted there at the other end of the wire,
waited while time stopped, while the world
stopped. Then the dry, official voice speak-
ing on the other end of the wire : "We have
decided to delay the execution until we
can examine the -documents."

Stella found she could cry then, as she
felt herself slowly beginning to live again
and the tears that had refused to come
before, came now in the incredulous
ecstasy of her happiness.
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